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PREFACE 
The complexity of the legal status of Palestinian refugees first occurred to me 
shortly after I joined the Dutch Refugee Council as a legal officer in 1983. Peter 
van Krieken, who then had just completed an assignment with UNHCR in Beirut, 
addressed the subject during a workshop for attorneys specialized in asylum cases 
which I had organized. I still remember having considerable difficulty compre-
hending why these refugees constituted the only category kept outside the general 
international refugee regime and what consequences this had for their position. At 
the time I had no idea that some five years later, as an employee of the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East 
(UNRWA), I would be dealing full-time with exactly that refugee problem. There 
was, indeed, no relationship between the two. Nevertheless, the curiosity aroused 
at the time was one of the factors that in 1991, just after the Gulf war, contributed 
to my decision to commence the study of which this book is the result. 
The idea for the thesis came up following my transfer to the Gaza Strip, after 
having first worked for UNRWA for some time in the West Bank. As I was work-
ing in Gaza outside my field of study, I thought it would be important to keep my 
legal knowledge up to date. Also, because of the restrictions of the military 
occupation and the intifada, the Palestinian uprising which erupted in late 1987, 
there was little to do after regular working hours. Having written a few articles on 
aspects of UNRWA's work, I realized how little legal literature dealing specifical-
ly with Palestinian refugees was available. This prompted me to consider a much 
more substantial study into the various aspects of the status of Palestinian refu-
gees in international law. Working with and for Palestinian refugees for an ex-
tended period, while at the same time carrying out research related to their legal 
status, provided me with a unique opportunity to obtain a comprehensive insight 
into the subject. The final result would have been different had the book been 
written outside the area, even on the basis of exactly the same material. 
Numerous people contributed to the research. Professor Roel Femhout and 
Professor Kees Groenendijk, under whose inspiring supervision the dissertation 
was written, were teachers in the true sense of the word. One of the first persons 
to encourage me to undertake the study, Professor Herman Meijers was a great 
supporter throughout the entire project. I greatly benefitted from my discussions 
with him in shaping my ideas. Once I started writing he kindly offered to care-
fully review the various drafts and finally he agreed to be part of the committee 
XIV 
that has judged the final manuscript. I am also indebted to the second member of 
the committee, Professor Willem van Genügten. 
I am grateful to Professor Guy Goodwin-Gill for publishing an article that 
formed the basis for chapter VIII of the thesis in the International Journal of 
Refugee Law, for inviting me to present a paper on Palestinian refugees at the 
Colloquium organized by the Journal on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of 
the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees, and, last but not least, for intro-
ducing me to Oxford University Press which will publish the book. 
The study would not have been possible without the support I received from 
UNHCR and I am particularly grateful to Michel Moussalli for inviting me to 
spend two weeks at headquarters in Geneva in order to collect data, and for facili-
tating the gathering of information from branch offices in Europe and North 
America. Others within the organization who generously assisted my research in-
clude Kamal Morjane, Mohammed Boukry, Taoufik Ouanes, Karola Paul, Volker 
Turk, Christopher Bierwirth, Michael Peterson, Ivor Jackson, Hans Thoolen, Gert 
Westerveen, Michel Iogna-Prat, and Sharon Rusu. Thanks to Peter Nicolaus for 
having extensively discussed with me the many complexities of article ID of the 
1951 Convention. 
I am also appreciative of the support and encouragement I received from many 
current and former colleagues at UNRWA, including Klaus Worm, Christian 
Berger, William Lee, Christine Cervenak, David Mitchels, Surya Sinha, Isa 
Qarra, Sena Wijewardane and Austin McGill. Andreas Borner deserves separate 
mention for his assistance with the translation and interpretation of complex 
Arabic and German texts and for his careful review of the manuscript A special 
word of thanks goes to my flatmates in Gaza, Rolf van Uye and Ron Wilkinson. 
Both spared no effort to facilitate and support my research: they fed me, tolerated 
my, at times, unsociable behaviour, and were always ready to take time out to 
read the drafts. I am grateful for their friendship. 
Dr. Khaled Abdallah of the Arab League in Cairo kindly provided me with 
materials on the position of Palestinian refugees in the Arab world, which formed 
the basis for chapter IV. I am particularly grateful to Dr. Muhammad El Farra, 
former Assistant Secretary-General of the Arab League for Palestinian Affairs, for 
helping me to understand the various resolutions of the League dealing with Pal-
estinian refugees and for sharing with me many of his memories related to their 
origin. 
Others who supported my research, either by providing relevant information or 
by sharing their views, include Professor Salim Tamari, Walter Stöckli, Willem 
van Bennekom, Philip Rudge, Professor Elia Zureik, Professor Camille Mansour, 
Frits Florin, Gilbert Jaeger, Friso Roscam Abbing, Abbas Shiblak, Rodger 
Haines, and many, many others. Professor Chris Coppens and Hannie van de Put 
XV 
were extremely helpful in getting the book printed. Thank you Moeder, Maria, 
Suzanne and Wouter for your love and support. 
Finally, I would like to stress that the views expressed in this book are mine, 
and are not necessarily shared by the United Nations or by UNRWA. I am exclu-
sively responsible for such errors and omissions that undoubtedly remain. 
Gaza 
December 1996 
Lex Takkenberg 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. THE STORY OF RULA · 
Rula meets me at the coffee shop of the International Hotel —formerly the Hilton 
— in Kuwait City. It is September 1992. Rula, an attractive woman in her early 
thirties, is an electrical engineer, but is currently working as computer specialist 
for a Kuwaiti trading company. We are having tea and cakes, 'Schwarzwalder' 
for Rula and cheesecake for me. Rula has assisted me during the past six weeks 
white I was in the country on a special United Nations mission and our meeting 
today is the last one before I go back to Vienna and then to the Gaza Strip. 
After finishing our business conversation, Rula tells me that today one of 
her best friends, a woman she has known since she was a small child, has left the 
country for good, together with her family. The friend — like Rula a Palestinian 
born in Kuwait — has not been able to renew her residence permit and the same 
applies to the other members of her family. After sunrise they left, their huge sta­
tion wagon packed with as many of their belongings as would fit. By now they will 
have crossed the border with Iraq and soon they will join the many other Pales­
tinians who have recently made the trip to Baghdad. 
Visibly upset about the departure of yet another friend, Rula then tells me 
the story of her own family. It is the first time during these six hectic weeks that 
we talk about something else than work. She talks and talL· until we realize that 
more than two hours have passed. We both have to rush to other commitments, 
Rula back to her job at the trading company and I have to bid farewell to some of 
the officials of international organizations who have so generously facilitated and 
supported our mission. We say goodbye, not knowing whether we will meet again. 
Rula insists on paying for the tea and the cakes. I protest to no avail. 
1. Rula's father, Khalil, was born in 1936 in Al Majdal, next to the site of the 
Second Millennium ВС Philistine port of Ashkelon, or Ascalon, on the Mediter-
1 The story of Rula as told here is based on interviews with Rula and other Palestinians. In or­
der to preserve the privacy of those mentioned, all names have been changed. Complementary in­
formation from some of the historic reference works mentioned in sect. 3, below, was used as 
well. 
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ranean coast between Jaffa and Gaza in Mandate Palestine. Many Majdalites were 
weavers and the town had a reputation for its distinctive high quality fabrics. 
Khalil's father owned a large orange grove and the family was relatively well off. 
Khalil was the second of five children; he had one older brother and three sisters. 
All five went to local schools run by the Mandate government 
The United Nations General Assembly vote of 29 November 1947, which 
supported the partition of Palestine into two states, one Jewish and one Arab, led 
to the outbreak of Arab violence in various parts of Palestine, soon followed by a 
full scale war when armies from the neighbouring Arab states joined the conflict 
At the start of the war, Al Majdal had an exclusively Arab population of about 
10,000. In May 1948 — the month during which the Mandate formally ended 
with the departure of the last British troops from Palestine, immediately followed 
by the proclamation of the state of Israel on Jewish held territory — the south-
west of Palestine, including towns such as Gaza and Al Majdal, had come under 
Egyptian military rule. 
2. By late autumn of 1948 Al Majdal contained a fairly large refugee popula-
tion, who had fled from areas to the north in the spring and summer. Heavy naval 
and air attacks by the Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) prompted many of the refu-
gees to move further south, joined by an increasing number of Majdalites. On 4 
November 1948 the town was conquered by the IDF. Much of the population and 
the Egyptian garrison had evacuated on 30 October, by boat and on foot. The 
Egyptian divisional headquarters had left the town already some ten days earlier. 
Between 1,000 and 2,000 local inhabitants remained in Al Majdal when the Is-
raelis marched in. These remaining Palestinians were expelled to the Gaza Strip 
nearly two years later. 
Khalil left Al Majdal, together with his mother, brother and sisters and a 
number of other relatives, on 1 November 1948. Khalil's father had decided to 
evacuate his family to relatives in Gaza, while staying behind himself, with one 
brother, to protect the family property. Their efforts were unsuccessful, though. 
During the summer of 1950 they were forcibly transferred to Gaza by the Israeli 
army. Khalil and his family travelled the twenty-five kilometres to Gaza on foot 
while they carried some of their belongings on a donkey cart. On the third day 
they arrived in the city of Gaza, where they were put up with distant relatives. The 
small house that normally accommodated a family of nine now provided shelter 
to some twenty-six persons. 
3. The massive influx of refugees totally overwhelmed the tiny Egyptian con-
trolled strip of land in the south of Palestine. Some 80,000 Palestinians already 
living in the Gaza Strip were joined by approximately 200,000 refugees from 
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other parts of Palestine. The vast majority of the refugees were less fortunate than 
Khalil and his family, as they did not have relatives in Gaza. They camped in the 
open, close to existing towns and villages, and soon the first makeshift camps 
were established. The Egyptian military authorities, jointly with the American 
Friends Service Committee (Quakers), started improvising relief and medical as-
sistance to the refugees. Local food stocks were rapidly exhausted and the first 
UN arrangements were made to bring in emergency supplies from abroad. When 
it appeared that the refugee problem could not be solved at short notice, UNRWA 
was established to take over the relief effort from early 1950 onwards. 
Khalil and his family continued to live with their relatives. Three additional 
rooms were built adjacent to the existing house, into which the family moved. 
Although the family was not in need of rations, they did register with UNRWA in 
order to become eligible for health care and education. By early 1951, makeshift 
UNRWA schools were in operation throughout the Gaza Strip and this is where 
Khalil and his brother and sisters continued their education. After completing 
preparatory school at one of the UNRWA schools, Khalil went to a secondary 
school in Gaza, run by the Egyptian authorities. Finally, in the summer of 1958, 
he graduated from a teacher training college in Cairo. 
4. After graduation, Khalil decided to join his many fellow graduates who 
were trying their luck in the Gulf states. Although the Palestinians in Gaza were 
not given Egyptian nationality, they were eligible for a special Arab League travel 
document for Palestinian refugees, that enabled them to travel to most of the Arab 
states. It was in that period that the Gulf states were beginning to exploit their oil 
resources and accordingly there was a high demand for skilled foreign workers. 
Before leaving, Khalil got married to Maha, a woman who also came originally 
from Al Majdal and who he had known since early childhood. At the beginning of 
October 1958, the newly-wed couple left for Kuwait. Both Khalil and Maha were 
twenty-two years old at that time. 
As the school year had already started, Khalil did not immediately manage 
to get a teaching job, but worked as a clerk instead. In September 1959 he was 
appointed as a teacher at a government school in Kuwait City. Rula was bom two 
years later, in 1961, and five more children followed: three boys and two girls. As 
a government employee, Khalil was reasonably well paid and the family was able 
to lead a modest but comfortable life. The Palestinian expatriate community grad-
ually became bigger and bigger, constituting finally one of the largest Palestinian 
communities in exile. 
5. Like most Palestinians, Khalil made sure his children were well educated. 
Dispossessed of his land and national rights, Khalil considered investment in edu-
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cation the only secure long temi investment Accordingly he encouraged all his 
children to pursue higher education. After Rula completed high-school, she en-
rolled in Kuwait University to study electrical engineering. In 1984 she obtained 
her first degree, followed by a M.Sc. in 1990. One month later Saddam Hussein 
invaded the country. Until that fatal day in August of 1990, Rula's life had been 
happy and uneventful. Although neither Rula nor the members of her family had 
been able to obtain the Kuwaiti nationality, they had greatly benefitted from the 
country's newly exploited wealth. Rula's education had been excellent and, as the 
Palestinian community in Kuwait was quite liberal, she looked forward to a pro-
fessional career. She was raised as a Palestinian, and as such she dreamt about 
returning to Palestine, but in all other respects she felt completely at home in 
Kuwait 
The Iraqi invasion changed all that. In the months following the invasion, 
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians fled Kuwait to Jordan, the country where 
they, or their parents had originally taken refuge. For the Palestinians who had 
come from Gaza it was more complicated to leave. Unlike the Palestinians of Jor-
dan, who had been granted full Jordanian citizenship, the Gaza Palestinians only 
had their refugee travel documents and, although these had been issued by Egypt, 
that country did not allow the holders of the document to reside within its borders. 
Moreover, since Israel had occupied the Gaza Strip during the 1967 war, it had 
also become impossible to return there. The Gaza Palestinians were trapped in 
Kuwait — they had nowhere to go. 
6. After Kuwait was liberated by the United States-led coalition in early 1991, 
the situation of the remaining Palestinians in Kuwait deteriorated rapidly. The 
public support for Saddam Hussein by the PLO leadership had resulted in Pales-
tinians now being considered traitors by most Kuwaitis. All Palestinian govern-
ment employees were immediately dismissed. Accordingly, Khali 1 lost his job 
after having been employed by the ministry of education for 32 years. Rula simi-
larly lost her chances of employment with Kuwait University or with other gov-
ernment institutions. More seriously, the wave of hatred against Palestinians was 
so severe, that it soon became apparent that it would be nearly impossible to con-
tinue living in the country. During the first months after the liberation, a consider-
able number of Palestinians were even expelled to Iraq. The forced deportations 
ceased, however, in response to international protest. 
By the summer of 1992, the remaining Palestinians in Kuwait had become 
quite desperate. The authorities continued to encourage them to leave and most of 
those having the option of leaving had already done so. Many of those who had 
nowhere else to go went to Iraq, which still considered Kuwait its eleventh prov-
ince. Others had managed to go to Sudan or Yemen. Rula had been lucky in that 
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she had managed to find a job in the prívate sector, which enabled her to obtain a 
temporary residence permit for herself and her family. It was unclear, however, 
whether the residence permit would be extended. Although some Palestinians 
were allowed to stay in the country, at the same time the authorities stepped up 
their efforts to encourage the remainder to leave. Especially ex-teachers were 
singled out, as in the eyes of many Kuwaiti's they had openly collaborated with 
the Iraqi occupiers. Rula was, therefore, extremely worried about her father. 
2. PALESTINIAN REFUGEES AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 
7. The story of Rula and her family succinctly illustrates the decades-long 
plight of the Palestinian refugees. Palestinians who had found refuge in other 
Arab countries have encountered similar experiences. Refugees unto the third 
generation, they differ in many ways from other groups of forced migrants as 
their flight coincided with the establishment of the state of Israel on the territory 
from which they originated. Although the majority of the refugees have expressed 
a desire to return to their places of origin — a desire formally recognized by the 
international community2 — Israel has consistently barred the return of the refu-
gees except for small numbers in the context of family reunification. And as 
statehood has thus far not materialized in respect of the remaining area of the 
former Mandate Palestine, statelessness has been an additional handicap for most 
of the Palestinian refugees. Local integration, although promoted for some time 
by the international community as an alternative solution, has not been a viable 
option, either in the eyes of the refugees or of most Arab states in which Palestin-
ians took refuge. The same applied to resettlement elsewhere, considered as an-
other potential solution promoted by the international community. For almost 
fifty years it therefore has been impossible to find a durable solution for the Pal-
estinian refugee problem. The Middle East peace process that started with the 
'Madrid' conference in 1991 may, for the first time in many years, bring such a 
solution within reach. 
8. Much has been written about the Palestine question, including its legal as-
pects.3 On the contrary, there is little legal literature that deals specifically with 
2
 Cf. UNGA res. 194 (Ш), 11 Dec. 1948; see sub-sect. 5.3, below, also ch. VU, sub-sect 2.2. 
3 The bibliography at the end of this study includes a selection of references on the subject. 
See also the 'Bibliographical Notes' in Said, E. W., The Question of Palestine, New York, Ran­
dom House, 1979 and UN, Palestine Question: A Select Bibliography, 1976-1993, New York, 
1993, UN doc. ST/LIB/SER.B/22/Add.l, sales no. E/F.93.I.17. An important source of informa­
tion on the subject that merits special mention is the Journal of Palestine Studies (JPS), published 
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the human dimension of the conflict, that is the refugee issue. This is rather sur­
prising as international law — increasingly concerned with the protection of in­
dividuals and groups, including refugees and stateless persons — is of consider­
able relevance to Palestinian refugees. One possible explanation for the lack of 
specific literature on the Palestinian refugee problem is the complexity of the sub­
ject This motivated the late Atle Grani Madsen, for example, to make in his own 
words the 'clearly arbitrary' decision to exclude the Palestinian refugees from his 
standard work on international refugee law:4 
The reason why we exclude this important category of refugees from the scope of the present 
work is not that their position is not worthy of a study — on the contrary, their situation poses so 
many special and intricate problems that it would be difficult to keep our work within reasonable 
limits if we should include this category in our study. 
Another likely reason for the lack of legal literature on this refugee problem is 
that, especially since the early 1970s, the focus has generally been on the right of 
self-determination of the Palestinian people. Accordingly, Palestinians themselves 
increasingly rejected the term 'refugee' in the apparent belief that refugee's rights 
and people's rights were mutually exclusive:5 
Between 1948 and 1969. Palestinians were almost uniformly treated by West European and Amer­
ican spokesmen as "refugees", and from that time on the "misunderstanding" was perpetuated. 
Even the United Nations in its annually reaffirmed resolution granting the "refugees" a right to 
return to their former homeland and to compensation for their lost property did not admit to the 
reality that these refugees constitute a "people". 
The validity of this argument will be discussed later in the book. 
9. In the years following the end of the Second World War, the international 
community decided not to include the refugees from Palestine in the mandate of 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), but to create a 
special UN organization to take care of this group. Thus in 1949, the United Na­
tions Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East 
since 1971 by the IPS in Washington, D.C. (since several years the Journal is published by the 
Univ. of California Press for the IPS and Kuwait Univ.). 
4 Grahl-Madsen, Α., The Status of Refugees in International Law, vol. i, Refugee Character. 
Leyden, Sijthoff, 1966,4. 
5 Bassiouni, C, 'The "Middle East": The Misunderstood Conflict', in Moore, J. N. (ed.). The 
Arab-Israeli Conflict, Princeton, Princeton Univ. Press, 1974, 177, cited in Radley, K. R., 'The 
Palestinian Refugees: The Right to Return in International Law', 72 AJIL 586,609. See also Bas­
siouni, C, 'The Palestinians: Refugees or a People', The Catholic World, Sep. 1970,252. 
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(UNRWA) was created to take care of needy 'Palestine refugees'.6 Consequently, 
in 1951 it was also decided to exclude Palestinian refugees who were assisted by 
UNRWA, from the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees.7 For this 
reason, combined with the fact that none of the 'UNRWA countries' (except Is-
rael) are party to the 1951 Convention, Palestine refugees registered with 
UNRWA and residing in its area of operations lack the special protection provid-
ed for in that Convention as well as the international protection extended by 
UNHCR. Consequently, international refugee law is often neglected in studies 
concerning Palestinian refugees. Notwithstanding these realities, this author con-
siders it appropriate to carry out a thorough examination of the status of Palestin-
ian refugees from a refugee law perspective. 
10. The fact that most Palestinian refugees are also stateless complicates their 
position even further. As the story of Rula has shown, being stateless, not having 
the passport of a state, not having the option of returning to one's country, has 
been at the very heart of the Palestinian refugee issue. International law contains a 
number of rules relating to stateless persons. Also these rules and their applica-
bility to Palestinian refugees deserve proper attention. The ultimate remedy to ad-
dress the statelessness of the Palestinian refugees is to have their national identity 
formally recognized and enable them to live in a Palestinian state. The relevant 
concepts of international law are those of self-determination and human rights. 
Although, as was mentioned above, both have received ample attention in the lit-
erature on the Palestine question, their exact relationship to the Palestinian refu-
gee problem has not always been articulated with sufficient clarity. 
During the 1967 war, two areas where many Palestinians had found refuge 
— the Gaza Strip and the West Bank — came under Israeli military control. 
When the status of these areas changed to that of 'occupied territory', the status of 
the Palestinians residing there also changed. In addition to being refugees, they 
now also became persons protected by international humanitarian law. In this re-
spect international protection has been provided by the International Committee 
of the Red Cross (ICRC). 
11. The purpose of this study is to address these various legal issues in an at-
tempt to determine the status of Palestinian refugees in international law in a 
comprehensive manner.8 The book will address the position of Palestinians resid-
ing in the countries of the Middle East as well as those who found refuge else-
6 On the establishment and operations of UNRWA, see sub-sect. 5.4, below. 
7 CSR51,art ID. 
8 For detailed research questions and an outline of the study, see sub-sect. 7.3, below. 
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where in the world. Although written as a doctoral dissertation, the work is not in-
tended to be of merely theoretical relevance. A major aim is to provide various 
categories of persons dealing with Palestinian refugees and their legal problems 
with a concise overview of the relevant law. 
The current Middle East peace negotiations will also sooner or later have to 
address the need for a durable solution to the Palestinian refugee problem. Inter-
national law provides the framework for these negotiations and it is therefore 
hoped that the book may prove useful in this context as well, in providing rele-
vant background information to all concerned. 
3. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
3 . 1 - THE ORIGINS OF THE CONFLICT OVER PALESTINE9 
12. Palestine was under Arab rule from 636 AD until 1099, when the Crusaders 
took over for nearly 100 years. During the period of Arab rule it was divided into 
two military districts on both sides of the river Jordan. The west bank was called 
Falastin, an adaptation of its Roman name Palaestina, while the east bank was 
known as Urdun, the Arabic word for 'Jordan'. The Mamluks followed the Cru-
saders until the Turks took over in 1516, and for the next 400 years Palestine was 
part of their Ottoman Empire. During the First World War British troops under 
General Allenby, with support from the Arab armies under Emir Hussein of 
Mecca, captured it from the Turks in the campaigns of 1917-18. Up to this time 
the Turks had, from about 1880 and even earlier, allowed small numbers of Jew-
ish immigrants into the country. Since their numbers were insignificant, together 
with the fact that at first they had no political ambitions, the Arab population of 
Palestine showed little resentment towards the new arrivals. By 1918 there were 
56,000 Jews living in Palestine, out of a total population of 680,000.10 
A basic change in Zionist ideas and aspirations came with the formation by 
Theodor Herzl in Basel, in 1897, of the World Zionist Organization, whose aim 
was to establish a Jewish state. This development was not taken seriously by the 
9 The information in this sub-section is largely based on the historic overview in MRG, The 
Palestinians, Report No. 24, London, 1984 (5th edn.), 3. See also: Benjelloun-Ollivier, N., La 
Question Palestinienne: Situation et Perspectives, Paris, La Documentation Française, No. 564, 
July 1987; Bethell, N. The Palestine Triangle, London, Andre Deutsch Ltd., 1979; Cattan, H., 
Palestine, The Arabs <t Israel: The Search for Justice, London, Longman, 1969; Nakhleh, I., En-
cyclopedia of the Palestine Problem, New York, Intercontinental Books, 1991, vol. i.; UN, The 
Origins and Evolution of the Palestine Problem: 1917-1988, New York, 1990. 
'0 British census figures — the Israeli government puts the number of Jews living in Pales-
tine in 1914 at 85,000; cf. MRG, 1984. n. 9. 
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Arabs until shortly before the fall of the Ottoman Empire. On 2 November 1917 
A. J. Balfour, then-Foreign Secretary in the British wartime cabinet, made his his-
toric declaration to the British Jewish leader Lord Rothschild that Britain would 
support the establishment in Palestine of a 'national home for the Jewish people' 
providing there were proper safeguards for 'the existing non-Jewish communi-
ties'.11 The declaration was backed by all the wartime allied governments and 
was taken as a guideline by the newly formed League of Nations when the inter-
national body granted Britain the Palestine Mandate in 1920. In fact the declara-
tion was explicitly referred to by, and its contents incorporated in, the text of the 
Mandate agreement.12 
13. The first serious anti-Jewish rioting by local Arabs occurred in 1921 and 
again in 1929, and was put down by the British Palestine Police. Subsequent Brit-
ish attempts to restrict Jewish immigration caused Jewish riots in 1933, with con-
siderable impetus being given to the Zionist cause as a result of the rise to power 
of the new Nazi government in Germany. By this time there had already been 
grave inter-communal incidents. In 1929 sixty-seven Jews in the town of Hebron, 
south of Jerusalem, were killed by Arabs and during the mid-1930s the first Pal-
estinian guerrillas started operations in the hills around Jenin. 
In 1937, the British government's Peel Commission suggested partitioning 
Palestine into Jewish and Arab states, while retaining a British mandated area.13 
This was accepted as a basis for negotiations by the Zionists, but rejected outright 
by the Arab Higher Committee under Haj Amin al-Husseini, the Mufti of Jerusa-
lem.14 Despite the death of their leader in a gunfight with the British, the Jenin 
guerrillas increased their activities until they flared into a full-scale revolt which 
was only put down with the use of tanks and aircraft. In all, over 3,000 Arabs 
were killed and the British dead numbered about 150. Six thousand Arabs were 
imprisoned and 110 executed. According to official Israeli government figures 
Jewish casualties for the same period (1936-39) were 517 dead, many of them 
second generation immigrants shot down in their fields by Arab neighbours with 
whom they had previously lived in peace.15 
14. After their revolt had failed, the surviving Arab militants went back to gue-
rilla warfare. By the outbreak of the Second World War a three-cornered fight 
4 For the full text of the declaration, see UN, Origins, 1990,8. 
12 Mandate for Palestine, signed at London, 24 July 1922. Entry into force: 29 Sep. 1922. 
Text UN, Origins, 1990,86. 
13 Cf. UN, Origins, 1990,48. 
14 Cf. MRG, 1984,3, see also n. 12. 
15 Ibid., 4. 
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was taking place in Palestine among Jews, Arabs, and British security forces. At 
this point the Zionists agreed to suspend operations against the British for the 
duration of hostilities against Nazi Germany. Several British-trained and equipped 
Jewish units fought alongside Allied troops in the Middle East and Italy. How­
ever, the Jewish trace with the British was far from universal. The Jewish Agency 
made it plain that it was not satisfied with the British government's 'White Paper' 
of 1939, which proposed to allow 75,000 Jewish immigrants into Palestine over a 
five-year period, and let future numbers be determined by any agreement reached 
with the Arabs.16 In the meantime, illegal immigrants fleeing from Nazi persecu­
tion began to arrive by the boat-load. 
From the middle of the Second World War two anti-British Jewish guerilla 
groups, the Irgun Zvai Leumi and Lohamei Herut Yisrael (the 'Stern' group) be­
gan sporadic attacks against British officials and security forces. The attacks 
against the British and Arabs gained momentum in the two years after the war. 
There were all the familiar tactics of guerilla warfare: bombings, including the use 
of letter- and book bombs, street shootings, bank raids, the mining of railways, 
and the execution of hostages. The single most effective Jewish act against the 
British occurred in July 1946, when bombs were placed in the basement of the 
King David Hotel in Jerusalem which was serving as the central offices of the ci­
vilian administration. Ninety-one people, fifteen of them Jews, were killed in an 
explosion that caused the collapse of all seven storeys of one wing of the hotel. 
British public opinion was even more inflamed by the hanging of two captured 
British army sergeants as a reprisal for the execution of convicted Jewish guerril­
las. 
15. The trauma of the Arab revolt and terrorism, the upsurge of anti-British 
Jewish terrorism, the morally and politically embarrassing efforts by Britain to 
bar illegal Jewish immigration and the moral-political pressure exercised by the 
Holocaust and by the growing, pro-Zionist American involvement, finally per­
suaded the British government that withdrawal from Palestine was inevitable.17 
Accordingly, in February 1947 it 'dumped the matter in the lap of the United Na­
tions'18 by requesting that a special session of the General Assembly be called 
immediately to prepare a preliminary study on the question of Palestine for con­
sideration by the Assembly at its next regular session.19 
16 On the 'White Paper', see UN, Origins, 1990,53. 
17 Cf. Morris, В., The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem, 1947-1949, Cambridge, 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1987,6. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Cf. UN, Department of Public Information, The United Nations and The Question of 
Palestine, New York, 1994,3. 
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The special session of the General Assembly, the first since the United Nations 
was founded, convened at UN headquarters on 28 April 1947. Five Arab member 
states — Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Syria — tried unsuccessfully to 
include in the special session's agenda an item which would address 'the termina-
tion of the Mandate over Palestine and the declaration of its independence'.20 The 
Jewish case was presented by the Jewish Agency for Palestine, while the Arab 
Higher Committee spoke for the Palestinian Arabs.21 
At the special session, the Assembly established the United Nations Special 
Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP), made up of 11 member states, to investigate 
all questions relevant to the problem of Palestine and to recommend solutions to 
be considered by the regular session in September 1947.22 
16. During the course of its three-month investigation, the Special Committee 
went to Palestine, Lebanon, Syria and Trans-Jordan, and also visited the displac-
ed-persons camps in Europe packed with Holocaust survivors. While Jewish or-
ganizations cooperated with UNSCOP in its deliberations, the Palestinian leader-
ship in the Arab Higher Committee decided not to participate, on the grounds that 
the United Nations had refused to address the question of independence and failed 
to separate the issue of Jewish refugees of Europe from the question of Palestine. 
The natural rights of the Palestinian Arabs were self-evident and should be recog-
nized, it said, and could not continue to be subject to investigation.23 
UNSCOP completed its work on 31 August 1947, with its members agree-
ing on the question of terminating the Mandate, the principle of independence and 
the United Nations's role.24 But there was no consensus on a settlement of the 
question of Palestine. The majority of the Committee (Canada, Czechoslovakia, 
Guatemala, Netherlands, Peru, Sweden and Uruguay) recommended that Palestine 
be partitioned into an Arab state and a Jewish state, with Jerusalem as a corpus 
separatum under the administrative authority of the United Nations. The three 
entities were to be linked in an economic union. The minority plan, submitted by 
India, Iran and Yugoslavia, proposed an independent federal structure comprising 
an Arab state and a Jewish state, with Jerusalem as the capital of the federation. 
Australia, the remaining member of UNSCOP, abstained from voting on either 
20 Ibid. 
21 Cf. UNGA res. 104 (S-l), 5 May 1947, granting a hearing to the Jewish Agency for Pales-
tine and UNGA res. 105 (S-l), 7 May 1947, granting a hearing to the Arab Higher Committee. 
22 UNGA res. 106 (S-l), 15 May 1947; see also UNGA res. 107 (S-l). of the same date. 
23 UN, Department of Public Information, 1994,4. 
24 Cf. 'Report of the United Nations Special Commission on Palestine', 31 Aug. 1947, 
GAOR, 2nd sess., suppl. 11, UN doc. A/364, vols. i-iv. 
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plan because it maintained that the recommendations exceeded the Committee's 
terms of reference.25 
17. On 29 November 1947, after an intense two-month-long debate, the General 
Assembly adopted resolution 181 (II), in which it recommended 'the adoption and 
implementation, with regard to the future Government of Palestine, of the Plan of 
Partition with Economic Union' as attached to the resolution. The partition plan 
adopted by the Assembly was the one proposed by the majority of UNSCOP with 
some minor changes. The plan, a much more sophisticated version of the one 
suggested by the Peel Commission 10 years earlier, provided for the termination 
of the Mandate, the progressive withdrawal of British armed forces and the delin-
eation of boundaries between the two states and Jerusalem. It called for the crea-
tion of the Arab and Jewish states not later than 1 October 1948. According to the 
plan, a greatly expanded version of what is now known as the West Bank, a con-
siderably elongated L-shaped Gaza Strip, and the land west and north-west of the 
Sea of Galilee up to the Lebanese border were to be Palestinian Arab. The re-
mainder would become the Jewish state and Jerusalem would have international 
status. Jaffa was to remain an Arab enclave within the Jewish state. In resolution 
181 the General Assembly also established the United Nations Palestine Com-
mission to carry out its recommendations and requested the Security Council to 
take the necessary measures to implement the partition plan. 
The Jewish Agency accepted the resolution despite its dissatisfaction over 
such matters as the suggested limited Jewish emigration from Europe and the ter-
ritorial limits set on the proposed Jewish state. The plan was not accepted, how-
ever, by the Arab population of Palestine and the Arab states on the grounds that 
it violated the provisions of the United Nations Charter, which granted people the 
right to decide their own destiny.26 
3.2 - THE EXODUS OF REFUGEES FROM PALESTINE 
18. The adoption of resolution 181 led to the outbreak of violence in various 
parts of Palestine. For the next six months, until the British withdrew, there was 
increased guerilla warfare. Then on 15 May 1948, the day after the last British 
troops had left, full scale war broke out when a number of Arab states joined the 
conflict This first Arab-Israeli war lasted just over a year. There was fierce fight-
2 5
 UN, Department of Public Information, 1994,4. 
26 UNGA res. 181 (II) was adopted with 33 votes in favour, 13 against, including Iraq, Leba-
non, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen, and 10 abstentions; see UN, Department of Public Informa-
tion, 1994,5. 
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ing, but the lack of sophisticated weapons on both sides kept casualties limited. 
No accurate figure is available for Arab deaths, but the Israelis admit to 6,000 
dead.27 When the fighting finally ended and a formal armistice was declared, Is­
rael was in control of most of the territory of former Mandate Palestine, an area 
much larger than stipulated for the Jewish state in the Partition Plan. The excep­
tions were the areas that became known to the world as the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip, which were under the control of Jordan and Egypt respectively. Some 
three-quarter of a million Palestinians28 had fled their homes and were living in 
makeshift refugee camps in the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, Jordan, Lebanon and 
Syria. Holocaust survivors from Europe's displaced persons camps flocked into 
Israel and took over the farms and homes of the departed Arabs. The first wave of 
oriental Jews also came in: 'For many of them it was like entering the gates of 
Paradise. For the Palestinians a long misery had begun.'29 
19. The most detailed account of the exodus of Palestinian refugees is provided 
by the Israeli historian Benny Morris in his study The Birth of the Palestinian 
Refugee Problem, 1947-1949, which was based on recent declassification and 
opening of most Israeli state and private political papers from 1947 to 1949 and 
the concurrent opening of state papers in Britain and in the United States.30 The 
exodus began in the period between December 1947 and March 1948, with the 
departure of many of the country's upper and middle class families, especially 
from Haifa and Jaffa. This first wave numbered several tens of thousands. The 
situation changed dramatically during the end of March, April and the first half of 
May following the Jewish conquest of a large number of Arab-populated areas. 
According to Morris,31 
Jewish pressure on the Arab villages of the Coastal Plain, and the Haganah conquest of parts of 
Arab Jerusalem and the Jerusalem Corridor, Tiberias, Haifa, the Hula Valley in the Galilee Pan­
handle, Jaffa and its environs, Beisan and Safad sent some 200,000-300,000 urban and rural Pales­
tinian Arabs fleeing to the safety of the surrounding Arab states (Lebanon, Syria, Egypt and Trans­
jordan) and the Arab population centres of Gaza, Nablus, Ramallah and Hebron. 
27 MRG, 1984,4. 
28 On the question of the numbers of Palestinian refugees, see sect 4, below. 
29 MRG, 1984, 4. 
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 Cf. η. 17, above. Other works by the same author include: 'The Initial Absorption of the 
Palestinian Refugees in the Arab Host Countries, 1948-1949, in Bramwell, A. С (ed.), Refugees 
in the Age of Total War, London, Unwin Hyman, 1988; Israel's Border Wars, 1949-1956: Arab 
Infiltration, Israeli Retaliation, and the Countdown to the Suez War, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
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31 Morris, 1988,254. 
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The displacement of refugees reached its peak between April and August 1948. 
The population of the northern part of Palestine (Haifa, Acre, Safad and Galilee) 
fled northward into Syria and Lebanon, while refugees from Jaffa and the Gaza 
and Beersheba districts of the south crowded into the Gaza Strip. The Arab popu-
lation of the coastal area of Palestine, including some from Haifa and Jaffa and 
most Arab inhabitants of Ramien and Jerusalem districts, fled to the hilly country 
on the west bank of the river Jordan. The refugee situation took a tum for the 
worse towards the end of 1948, with the successful Israeli offensives of October 
and December 1948 — January 1949, 'resulting in the expulsion and flight of a 
further 150,000-200,000 Palestinians, most of them to the Gaza area'.32 About 
150,000 of the Arab population of pre-1948 Palestine remained behind. They be-
came Israeli citizens, an Arab minority in the Jewish state.33 
20. The reason for the massive displacement of Palestinians is an issue of great 
controversy. Count Bemadotte, United Nations Mediator for Palestine, in Sep-
tember 1948, summarized the causes of the exodus as follows: 'The exodus of 
Palestinian Arabs resulted from panic created by fighting in their communities, by 
rumours concerning real or alleged acts of terrorism, or expulsion.'34 
The official Israeli position has been that the Arabs fled voluntarily, that is 
not under Jewish compulsion, and that they were asked or ordered to do so by 
Palestinian and Arab states' leaders. Israeli government sources also point to the 
collapse of Arab political institutions that resulted from the departure of the Arab 
elite:3* 
The departure of mukhtars, judges and cadis from Haifa and the New City of Jerusalem, from 
Jaffa, Safed and elsewhere, created serious problems for the Arab population. The semi-feudal 
character of Arab society at the time rendered the "fellah" (uneducated peasant) almost entirely 
dependent on the landlord and cadi. Once this elite had left, the Arab peasant was placed in the 
terrifying position of remaining in an institutional and cultural void. 
For Israelis the term refugee, referring to the Arabs who fled, is wrongly applied; 
they were merely considered to be migrants who should have been absorbed by 
32 Ibid., 265. 
3 3
 They are frequently referred to as 'Israeli Arabs' or, as they prefer themselves, 'Palestinian 
Arabs, citizens of Israel'. 
3 4
 'Progress Report of the UN Mediator for Palestine', GAOR, 3rd sess., supp. 11, UN doc. 
A/648,14. On the role of the UN Mediator, see sub-sect. 5.1, below. 
3 5
 State of Israel, The Refugee Issue: A Background Paper, Government Press Office, Oct 
1994.3. 
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the neighbouring Arab states in the same way the newly created state of Israel ab-
sorbed more than 300,000 Jews from all over the Middle East36 
21. On the other hand, the general Arab claim has been that the Jews expelled 
Palestine's Arabs with premeditation and preplanning as part of a grand political 
and military design. The Palestinian lawyer Issa Nakleh, for example, is outspo-
ken in his judgement:37 
Of all Israeli war crimes, none was committed on such a massive scale as the expulsion of the 
Palestinian Arabs from their homes, towns and villages, uprooting an entire population through 
forcible expulsion, as part of a calculated design. 
Another Palestinian lawyer, Henry Caftan, attributes the exodus of the Palestinian 
refugees to three causes: 'Jewish terrorism, expulsion, and the breakdown of secu-
rity and government machinery for the preservation of law and order during the 
last few months of the mandate'.38 
Nur Masalha, a Palestinian historian, has pointed to the fact that Zionism 
has, from its initial inception in the late nineteenth century, developed various 
ideas and proposals aimed at transferring the original Arab population of Pales-
tine to neighbouring countries.39 He also refers to the fact that during the 1948 
war several 'Transfer Committees' were set up by or in coordination with the 
Jewish, and later Israeli, authorities, which helped to 'facilitate' the exodus.40 In 
his view,41 
while it is true that military history is full of scorched earth tactics and expulsions to clear the 
theatre of war, it is difficult — in light of the systematic nature of the "clearing out" operations 
and the sheer magnitude of the exodus (not to mention the careful efforts to prevent the return of 
the refugees) — not to see a policy at work. Even as the war was under way, as operation followed 
operation and as the numbers of refugees continued to swell, discussions relating to permanent 
demographic changes and the permanent acquisition of land were proceeding with no reference to 
the exigencies of war. 
36 By 1995,2.5 million immigrants had arrived in the country: 59% from Europe; 19% from 
Africa, 15% from Asia, and 7% from the Americas and Oceania; cf. JP, 23 Oct 1995, 3. 
37 Nakleh, 1991, vol. i,251. 
38 Cattan, H., Palestine, the Arabs &. Israel: The Search for Justice, London, Longman, 1969. 
See also Cattan, H., Palestine and International Law: The Legal Aspects of the Arab-Israeli Con-
flict, London, Longman, 1976 (2nd. edn.), 136. 
39 Masalha, 1992, N.. Expulsion of the Palestinians: The Concept of "Transfer" in Zionist 
Political Thought, 1882-1948, Washington, D.C., IPS, 1992. 
* On the subject of the Transfer Committees, see also Morris, 1994,103. 
41 Masalha, 1992, 180. 
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22. Since the late 1980s Monis, as well as a number of other Israeli historians, 
have challenged the official Israeli position on the origins of the refugee problem. 
In addition to Morris' study, mentioned above, publications by scholars such as 
Avi Shlaim42 and Ilan Pappe43 have sparked a lively debate among Israeli histo­
rians and intellectuals that has now spread beyond the halls of academe. Soon 
dubbed the 'new historians', they portrayed Israel's founding fathers as 'less than 
heroic and the state's very foundation as something other than miraculous victory 
of beleaguered underdogs'.44 Morris, for example, summarized his conclusions in 
respect of the causes of the refugee problem as follows:45 
The Palestinian refugee problem was bom of war, not by design, Jewish or Arab. It was largely a 
by-product of Arab and Jewish fears and of the protracted, bitter fighting that characterized the 
first Israeli-Arab war, in smaller part, it was the deliberate creation of Jewish and Arab military 
commanders and politicians. 
Mainly because of the research by these 'new historians', there is at present an in­
creasing recognition of Israel's shared accountability for the flight.46 The issue of 
responsibility affects the many ramifications of the problem, such as compensa­
tion, the right of return, and resettlement or repatriation of the refugees. It cuts 
across most other aspects of the conflict and has been a major obstacle to its reso­
lution.47 
3.3 - THE ISRAELI DECISION NOT TO ALLOW THE REFUGEES TO RETURN 
23. Like most people obliged suddenly to abandon their homes in response to 
war, the majority of Palestinians convinced themselves that their absence would 
only be a short one. The Palestinian sociologist Sareh Nasser recalls the way his 
family left the village of Lifta near Jerusalem: 'When we had locked the house up 
my mother put the key in her pocket and said, "I must get that veranda repaired 
4 2
 Shlaim, Α., Collusion Across the Jordan King Abdullah, the Zionist Movement and the 
Partition of Palestine, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1988. 
4 3
 Pappe, I., Britain and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 1948-51, London, Macmillan Press, 1988. 
4 4
 Caplan, N.. 'The New Historians', JPS 96 (Summer 1995) 96. 
« Moms, 1988,286. 
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when wc get back." She still has the key. ' 4 8 The refugees were prevented from re-
turning, though. 
During the spring of 1948, refugees in various localities began pressing to 
return to their homes and villages. From early summer the Israeli government was 
subjected to intense international pressures — spearheaded first by Count Folke 
Bemadotte, the United Nations Mediator for Palestine, and, later, by the United 
States — in favour of mass repatriation of the refugees. During June 1948, the Is-
raeli government confronted the issue and decided to bar a return; the decision 
was reaffirmed in August.4 9 
24. On 1 August 1948, Israel's first president, David Ben-Gurion, laid out Is-
raeli government policy towards the refugees:50 
When the Arab states are ready to conclude a peace treaty with Israel this question [of refugees] 
will come up for constructive solution as part of the general settlement, and with due regard to our 
counterclaims in respect of the destruction of Jewish life and property, the long-term interest of 
the Jewish and Arab populations, the stability of the State of Israel and the durability of the basis 
of peace between it and its neighbours, the actual position and fate of the Jewish communities in 
the Arab countries, the responsibilities of the Arab governments for their war of aggression and 
their liability for reparation, will all be relevant in the question whether, to what extent, and under 
what conditions, the former Arab residents of the territory of Israel should be allowed to return. 
Israeli government sources point to the fact that Israel could not reasonably be 
expected to allow the entry to its territory of several hundred thousand Openly 
hostile Arabs, who viewed Jewish sovereignty over any part of the former Pales-
tine mandate as anathema'.51 
A number of subsequent developments on the ground definitely changed the 
physical and demographic face of Palestine. Taken collectively, they steadily ren-
dered the possibility of a return of the refugees more and more remote, until, by 
mid-1949, it became virtually inconceivable.5 2 These developments included:53 
the gradual destruction of the abandoned Arab villages, the cultivation and/or destruction of Arab 
fields and the share-out of the Arab lands to Jewish settlements, the establishment of new settle-
ments on abandoned lands and sites and the settlement of Jewish immigrants in empty Arab hous-
ing is the countryside and in urban neighbourhoods. Taken together, they assured that the refugees 
would have nowhere, and nothing, to return to. 
« MRG, 1984,4. 
« Morris. 1987,132,154. 
50 S tote of Israel, Oct. 1994,4. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Morris, 1987, 155. 
53 Ibid. 
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3.4 - SUBSEQUENT DISPLACEMENTS OF PALESTINIANS, 
INCLUDING 1948-REFUGEES 
25. The six-day war in 1967 brought another upheaval. In Syria more than 
115,000 people were displaced when Israeli forces occupied the Golan Heights 
and the Quneitra area. Among them were some 16,000 Palestinian refugees who 
were uprooted for the second time. Many moved towards Damascus and some to 
Dera'a further south. About 162,500 refugees from the West Bank and some 
15,000 refugees from the Gaza Strip fled to east Jordan, where they were joined 
by another 240,000 non-refugee former residents of the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip, fleeing for the first time. 
The influx of refugees into Jordan following the 1967 war greatly increased 
the strength of Palestinian organizations there, and this quickly escalated to con-
frontation with the Jordanian government. In September 1970, sustained fighting 
broke out between the Jordanian army and PLO fighters, supported by troops 
from Syria, on a scale involving the use of artillery and tanks. The Jordanian army 
regained the upper hand and consequently the PLO and many of its fighters were 
forced to leave the country. Most of them settled in Lebanon. 
26. Lebanon increasingly became the focus of conflict in the Middle East in the 
middle and late 1970s. The situation along the Israeli-Lebanese border steadily 
deteriorated as unrest increased. From early 1972, Israel started attacking Pales-
tinian refugee camps in Lebanon, stating it was retaliating against raids by Pales-
tinian commandos into its territory. The situation did not improve and in March 
1978 Israeli forces invaded southern Lebanon, following a Palestinian commando 
raid into Israel. The Israeli forces withdrew by June 1978, coinciding with the es-
tablishment of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNlhlL). A second 
Israeli invasion followed in June 1982, which would last for several months. On 
17 September 1982, hundreds of Palestinian civilians, including women and 
children, were massacred in the refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila by Lebanese 
Christian militias which had entered West Beirut with help from the Israeli forces. 
The protracted civil war in Lebanon from 1976 to 1991 resulted in massive 
displacement of both Palestinian refugees and Lebanese. Many became displaced 
within the country while others took refuge outside the region, mainly in Europe. 
It is estimated that more than 100,000 Palestinians left Lebanon throughout the 
civil war period. 
27. From 1948 onwards, many Palestinian refugees, and for that matter non-
refugee Palestinians from the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, left their coun-
tries/areas of first asylum to work in the Gulf countries or elsewhere in the Middle 
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East. On several occasions, groups of Palestinians in these countries were forced 
to leave as a result of political upheaval. The most dramatic example is the exo­
dus of nearly 400,000 Palestinians from Kuwait following the Iraqi invasion into 
that country in 1990 and the 1991 Gulf war. Another recent example is Libya, 
which in the summer of 1995 announced that all of its approximately 30,000 Pal­
estinians would have to leave the country.54 
4. THE NUMBER OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES AND THEIR 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
28. Not only the causes of the Palestinian refugee problem, but also its dimen­
sions — that is the number of Palestinian Arabs who became refugees — are the 
subject of dispute between Israel and the Arab states. Arab spokesmen from 1949 
onwards spoke of a total of 900,000 to one million refugees.55 Israeli officials in 
public usually referred to 'about 520,000'.5 6 The records UNRWA inherited from 
the voluntary agencies and from its predecessor organization, the United Nations 
Relief for Palestine Refugees,57 contained 960,000 names, but it was evident 
from the outset that the figure was far too high. The United Nations Economic 
Survey Mission5 8 put the figure at 726,000. Other estimates ranged between the 
Israeli and Arab figures.59 
The difficulties in establishing the correct number were many. In addition to 
the chaos caused by the abrupt departure of so many people no adequate records 
of the numbers and locations of the Arab population existed in Palestine. There 
were three contributing causes: first, no census had been held since 1931; second, 
since the beginning of the century a considerable migration of population from 
rural areas to the towns in search of employment had taken place; and finally, the 
1930s and 1940s were a period of significant population growth throughout the 
region. The resulting numerical confusion was complicated by the existence of a 
5 4
 The position of Palestinians in the Arab world will be discussed in greater detail in ch. Г . 
55 Cf. Cattan, 1969,52; Nakleh. 1992, vol. i., 4. 
56 See, for example, the sources cited by Morris, 1987, Appendix I, n. 1. In 1994 the Israeli 
Government Press Office referred to estimates ranging 'from 540,000 to 720,000'; cf. State of Is­
rael. Oct. 1994.4. 
57 See sub-sect 5.2, below. 
5* See sub-sect. 5.3, below. 
59 See CPAP, Facts and Figures about the Palestinians, Information Paper No. 1, Washing­
ton, D.C., 1992,13, table 3, which provides an overview of various estimates. 
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nomadic Bedouin population and it is therefore not surprising that statistics con­
cerning the refugees were inaccurate and, most likely, exaggerated.60 
29. In their final report to the U N General Assembly on the initial Relief opera­
tion under responsibility of UNRPR — covering the period of 30 September 1949 
to 3 0 April 1950 — the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the 
League of Red Cross Societies (LRCS) and the American Friends Service Com­
mittee (AFSC) summarized their experience relative to, among other things, es­
tablishing the numbers of refugees. According to ICRC, as a result of several 
factors a fairly accurate control was almost impossible: 6 1 
First, it seems evident that it is more difficult to determine a refugee abroad, where he is a foreign­
er. Secondly, the public services ш Arab Palestine are sull somewhat disorganized, the poverty of 
the majority of the resident population is frightening and the local authorities have no means to al­
leviate it. Therefore, and seeing no other solution, they try to make everybody participate m the 
help brought into the country by international chanty. Finally thousands of individuals, destitute 
persons and others, have tried to evade the controls by registering themselves in more than one re­
gion, or under several names, by increasing the number of family members, or by registering false 
births and hiding deaths. 
30. Because of these and other factors, Morris considered it impossible to arrive 
at a definite, persuasive estimate: 'My predilection would be to opt for the loose, 
but probably not inaccurate, contemporary British formula, that of "between 
600,000 and 760,000" refugees.'62 The majority of the refugees had found refuge 
in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, within the territory of former Mandate Pal­
estine. Other significant concentrations of refugees were found in Jordan, Leba­
non and Syria. Finally, small numbers of refugees had fled to Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, 
Libya and Saudi Arabia. According to the US Bureau of the Census, in 1950 the 
60 See Thicknesse, S. G., Arab Refugees: A Survey of Resettlement Possibilities, London, 
Royal Inst, of International Affairs, 1949, ch. П, Gabbay, R. E., A Political Study of the Arab-Jew­
ish Conflict: The Arab Refugee Problem (A Case Study), Geneva, Pans, Droz, Minard, 1959,165, 
Pinner, W., How Many Arab Refugees9: A Critical Study of UNRWA's Statistics and Reports, 
London, McGibbon and Key, 1959, InsL for Mediterranean Affairs, The Palestine Refugee Prob­
lem: A New Approach and a Plan for a Solution, New York, 1958, Appendix 5. 
61 UNRPR, 'Report by the Secretary-General for the penod 30 September 1949 - 30 April 
1950', New York, 1950, UN doc. A/1452,21. 
62 Moms, 1987, 298. On 30 June 1950,914,221 refugees were registered with UNRWA, ex­
cluding 45,800 persons receiving relief in Israel, who were the responsibility of UNRWA until 
June 1952. Their geographical distribution was as follows' Lebanon, 127,600, Syna, 82,194, Jor­
dan, including the West Bank, 506,200, the Gaza Strip, 198,227. Because it was aware that it in­
herited a legacy of inflated registration, the agency's main preoccupation throughout most of its 
first two decades of operations was to rectify the existing registration records; for details see ch. П, 
sect. 3. 
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total number of Palestinians world-wide — both refugees and non-refugees — 
was approximately 1.5 million.63 
By 1995, due to natural population growth, the number of refugees register­
ed with UNRWA had increased to nearly 3.2 million,64 out of a total number of 
Palestinians worldwide of approximately 6.9 million.65 The following table gives 
an indication of the different categories of Palestinians in various countries and 
regions as at 1995:66 
Country/ 
Region 
Jordan 
West Bank/ 
E. Jerusalem 
Gaza Strip 
Israel 
Lebanon 
Syria 
Other Arab 
states 
Rest of world 
л 
1 Total 
UNRWA-
registered 
(1) 
1,288,200 
517,400 
683,600 
-
34¿,2Ó0 
337,300 
„ 
" 
3,172,700 
Displaced 
/diaspora 
(2) 
881,800 
-
162,000 
48,800 
22,700 
517,000 
500,000 
2,126,300 
Non-refugee 
Palestinians 
(3) 
~ 
735,600 
196,400 
648,000 
-
-
— 
1,586,000 
Total 
(4) 
2,170,000 
1,250,000 
880,000 
810,000 
395,000 
360,000 
517,000 
500,000 
6,882,000 
63 Roof, M. K. and Kinsella, K. G., Palestinian Arab Population: 1950 to 1984, Washington, 
b.C, Center for International Research, US Bureau of the Census, 198S, rev. 1987, table A.l. 
64 As at 30 June 1995; see UNRWA, Annual Report, 1994-1995, GAOR, 50th sess., suppl. 13, 
UN doc. A/50/13, table 1. 
65 CPAP, Palestinian Refugees: Their Problem and Future-Α Special Report, Washington, 
D.C., 1994, Appendix П. See also CPAP; Facts and Figures about the Palestinians, Information 
Paper No. 1, Washington, D.C., 1992, tables 4-5; Murphy, K., 'Palestinian Hopes for Home Fad­
ing', Los Angeles Times, 10 Dec. 1991; PLO, Palestinian Statistical Abstract 1981, Damascus, 
Economic Department, Central Bureau of Statistics, 1981; Zureik, E., 'Palestinian Refugees and 
Peace', JPS93 (Autumn 1994) 6. 
66 The figures in column (1) are from the UNRWA report mentioned in n. 64, above. The fig­
ures in column (4) are taken from the 1994 CPAP report mentioned in n. 65, above. The figures in 
columns (2) and (3) were calculated by subtracting the UNRWA refugee figures from the 'total' 
column. The figure of 162,000 displaced Palestinians within Israel has been computed as follows. 
According to UNCCP, Final Report of the United Nations Economic Survey Mission for the Mid­
dle East, part i, UN doc. A/AC.25/6, New York, 1949, 23, there were 31,000 internally displaced 
Palestinians within the 1949 armistice lines. This represents roughly 20% of the 150,000 Palestin­
ians who remained within the armistice lines. Translated as a proportion of the current Palestinian 
population within Israel, this amounts to 162,000 internally displaced. 
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The above figures should be considered with caution, though. According to 
UNRWA:67 
The figures on registered Palestine refugees are not to be regarded as comprehensive demographic 
data. Records are updated constantly, but are based on information the refugees volunteer, usually 
to establish eligibility for a desired service. Consequently, there are Palestine refugees in the area 
who are sot registered with UNRWA although they have that entitlement. Equally, some of those 
registered may now be living outside the area of operations. Additionally there are persons who 
are bona fide 1948 refugees from Palestine or their direct descendants who were never registered 
with the Agency. 
In respect of the other figures in the table, a similar word of caution applies. Of­
ficial statistics concerning Palestinians are scarce and there may be a certain level 
of overlap between the various columns. Also, no 'UNRWA registered' Palestin­
ians are recorded for the other Arab states or for the rest of the world as 'Palestine 
refugees' who leave UNRWA's area of operations continue to be registered in 
their original place of refuge. The above figures should, therefore, be considered 
indicative rather than conclusive of the total number of Palestinians in the various 
countries and regions of the world. 
5. THE UNITED NATIONS AND PALESTINIAN REFUGEES 
31. Probably no issue has received as much attention from the United Nations 
as Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Since 1947, every phase in the unfold­
ing crisis has been addressed in reports and resolutions not only marking the 
events, but in some cases shaping them.68 Almost 600 resolutions were adopted 
by the Security Council up to the middle of 1987. Of those, nearly 200 were on 
the Arab-Israeli dispute in all its aspects.69 In addition, a large number of annual 
General Assembly debates and emergency sessions of the General Assembly have 
been devoted to the same subject For this reason it will be impossible in this sec­
tion to discuss the involvement of the United Nations in the question of Palestine 
67 UNRWA, Map of UNRWA's Area of Operations, 30 June, 1993. 
6 8
 The numerous UN resolutions on Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict, including the 
Palestinian refugee issue, have been usefully compiled by IPS: United Nations Resolutions on 
Palestine and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, vol. i, 1947-74, edited by Tomeh, G. J., Washington, 
D.C., 1975; vol. ii, 1975-81, edited by Sherif, R. S., Washington, D.C., 1988; vol. iii, 1982-86, 
edited by Simpson, M., Washington, D.C., 1988; vol. iv, 1987-91, edited by Boudreault, J. Α., 
Washington, D.C. 1993. See also UN, Origins, 1990, parts ii-iv. For the te« of some of the most 
important resolutions, see Annex 1. 
6
' Cf. Parsons, Α., 'International Diplomatic Perspectives', 2 JRS165 (Special Issue: Palestin­
ian Refugees and Non-Refugees in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, 1989). 
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in all aspects. In the sub-sections below a brief overview will be provided, how­
ever, of the involvement of the United Nations specifically with the Palestinian 
refugee issue. 
5 . 1 - UNITED NATIONS MEDIATOR TOR PALESTINE 
32. As the situation in Palestine deteriorated following the adoption of the Parti­
tion Plan, the Security Council called for another special session of the General 
Assembly, which met from 16 April to 14 May 1948.70 At the end of this session, 
on 14 May 1948, the General Assembly established the position of United Na­
tions Mediator for Palestine;71 six days later Count Folke Bemadotte, President of 
the Swedish Red Cross, was appointed to the post. Although the Mediator was 
primarily involved in efforts to mediate between the parties and to promote a 
truce, he also dealt with the refugee problem. He made suggestions to the Israeli 
government for the return of a limited number of refugees to their homes, but the 
proposals were refused. In a report to the Security Council on 1 August 1948,72 
and once again in his progress report of 16 September 1948,73 the Mediator stated 
that the right of the refugees to return to their homes should be reaffirmed. Count 
Bemadotte's mediation efforts ended when he was assassinated by Jewish terror­
ists on 17 September 1948, only one day after he submitted his last progress re­
port. In its resolution 194 (III) of 11 December 1948, the General Assembly ac­
cepted various recommendations by the Mediator, including those concerning the 
refugee problem. Furthermore, it assigned, through the same resolution, the poli­
tical aspects of the solution of the refugee problem to a newly established Concil­
iation Commission for Palestine.74 
33. The Mediator was also involved in the initial relief effort. In July 1948, he 
set up a sixty-day UN Disaster Relief Project (UNDRP) to coordinate aid to the 
70 Cf. UNSC res. 44 (1948), 1 Apr. 1948. On the first special session, see para. 15, above. 
71 UNGA res. 186 (S-2), 14 May 1948. On the role of the UN Mediator, see UN, Organiza­
tion and Procedures of United Nations Commissions: X. The United Nations Mediator (and Acting 
Mediator) for Palestine, New York, 1950, UN sales pubi. 1950.X.3. 
72 Following the submission of this report, the Security Council held detailed discussions on 
both the problem of the Arab refugees to return to their homes and the problem concerning the 
displaced Jewish persons. In the end the Security Council decided to transmit the record of its dis­
cussions on the entire problem of Palestine refugees to ECOSOC and the International Refugee 
Organization for any action they might be able to take; cf. UN, 1950, n. 71, above, 62. 
73 UN Mediator for Palestine, Progress Report, CAOR, 3rd sess., supp. 11, UN doc. A/648. 
See also ch. П, sub-sect 2.2. 
74 See sub-section 5.3, below. 
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refugees from local governments and non-governmental organizations.75 Accord­
ing to Morris, the 'organization proved substantially ineffective, given the lack of 
any major contributions from the wealthier Western states and the lack of effec­
tive organisation and generosity by most of the Arab states'.76 Because of the ob­
vious anarchy in the relief efforts the new US Special Representative to Israel, 
James McDonald, recommended in October 1948 to transfer the whole relief op­
eration to the hands of the Red Cross.77 
On 19 November 1948, the General Assembly adopted a resolution to set up 
a special relief fund, involving the Red Cross and other voluntary agencies, thus 
relieving the Acting Mediator of the humanitarian relief functions.78 From then 
on he concentrated his efforts on the establishment and supervision of truces fol­
lowed by negotiations aimed at transforming these into a formal armistice.79 His 
mission was completed with the conclusion of bilateral armistice agreements be­
tween Israel and its Arab neighbours.80 
5.2 - UNITED NATIONS RELIEF FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES (UNRPR) 
34. Apparently in response to the criticism concerning UNDRP, the General 
Assembly saw a major role for the Red Cross and other voluntary agencies in the 
new $32 million relief plan it proposed on 19 November 1948.81 United Nations 
Relief for Palestine Refugees, as the new organization was called, contracted with 
ICRC, LRCS, and AFSC to carry out relief activities from December 1948 
through August 1949. UNRPR effectively replaced the Disaster Relief Project. 
The winter of 1948 was unusually cold and wet. The refugee's desperate 
food, shelter, sanitation, and health care needs were met by the above voluntary 
75 Cf. Schiff, Β. Ν., Refugees unto the Third Generation: UN Aid to Palestinians, Syracuse, 
New York, Syracuse Univ. Press, 1995,14; UN, 1950, n. 71, above, 62. 
76 Morris, 1988.263. 
77 Ibid., 264. 
78 UNGA res. 212 (III), 19 Nov. 1948, establishing UNRPR; see the next sub-section. 
79 The supervision of the truce c.q. armistice has been the responsibility of the United Nations 
Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO), the first United Nations peace-keeping operation. Cf. 
UN, Department of Public Information, 77ie Blue Helmets: A Review of United Nations Peace­
keeping, New York, 1990,2nd. edn., UN sales no. E.90.I.18, part ii, ch. Π. 
8 0
 Between Feb. and July 1949, armistice agreements were signed between Israel, on the one 
hand, and Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria on the other. The agreement with Egypt was signed 
on 24 Feb. 1949, text in UN doc. S/1264/Rev. 1; that with Lebanon on 23 Mar. 1949, text in UN 
doc. S/1296/Rev. 1; the agreement with Jordan on 3 Apr. 1949, text in UN doc. S/1302/Rev. 1; 
and, finally, that with Syria on 20 Jul. 1949, text in UN doc. S/1353/Rev. For a detailed account of 
the truce effort, see United Nations, 1950, n. 71, above, 20. 
81 UNGA res. 212 (HI), 19 Nov. 1948. 
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organizations 'whose operations became prototypes for the UNRWA programmes 
that succeeded them'.82 Tents provided emergency shelter, camp sanitation pre-
vented epidemics, mass food distributions staved off hunger and refugee-initiated 
improvised schools were assisted with teaching materials, large tents, and rations 
for the teachers.83 
5.3 - UNITED NATIONS CONCILIATION COMMISSION TOR PALESTINE (UNCCP) 
35. Three weeks after the establishment of UNRPR, the General Assembly in 
resolution 194 also set up a new body, the United Nations Conciliation Commis-
sion for Palestine (UNCCP), to deal with the general task of facilitating a peaceful 
settlement.84 The Assembly subsequently named France, Turkey and the United 
States to the Commission. In paragraph 11 of the same resolution, dealing with 
the refugee problem, the General Assembly resolved that: 
the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbours should be 
permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for the 
property of those choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to property which, under princi-
ples of international law or in equity should be made good by the Governments or authorities res-
ponsible. 
Paragraph 11 also instructed the Conciliation Commission: 
to facilitate the repatriation, resettlement and economic and social rehabilitation of the refugees 
and the payment of compensation and to maintain close relations with the Director of the United 
Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees and, through him, with the appropriate organs and agencies 
of the United Nations. 
Although the Arab states had voted against resolution 194, its paragraph 11 soon 
became the touchstone of the Palestinian refugees' cries for justice.83 
36. In addition to its efforts to deal with the territorial question as well as with 
the status of Jerusalem, UNCCP made extensive efforts to advance the implemen-
tation of paragraph 11 of resolution 194. Several proposals concerning the return 
of a number of the refugees were considered at a conference in Lausanne which 
82 Schiff, 1995,15. 
83 Ibid. See also Morris, 1988.264 and UN doc. A/1452. 
84 UNGA res. 194 (III), 11 Dec. 1948; for the text see Annex 1. The resolution was adopted 
with 35 votes in favour, 15 against, including Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi-Arabia, Syria and Ye-
men, and 10 abstentions. 
85 For a detailed discussion of para. 11, see eh. VQ, sub-sect 2.2. 
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began on 27 April 1949, but it appeared to be impossible to reconcile the posi-
tions of the parties. On 28 July 1949, under heavy US pressure, Israel announced 
that it would be willing in principle to take back one hundred thousand refugees 
in the context of a peace settlement.86 Then-US president, Henry Truman, was 
enthusiastic about the offer, but the Israeli cabinet was torn by disagreement over 
the idea of any large scale repatriation.87 The offer was unofficially communicat-
ed to the Arab delegations by UNCCP and ten days later rejected as inadequate. 
The Arab response solved the Israeli cabinet's problem and the government was 
'content to maintain the no-war, no-peace status quo'.88 
As the chances for a rapid repatriation of the refugees began to fade, UN 
officials started to consider settling the refugees in Arab countries. To study the 
economic feasibility of this alternative solution, on 23 August 1949 UNCCP es-
tablished an Economic Survey Mission (ESM) as a subsidiary body under the 
Commission's authority.89 ESM, headed by Gordon Clapp, chairman of the US 
Tennessee Valley Authority, was charged with examining the economic situation 
in the countries affected by the hostilities in Palestine and with making recom-
mendations to UNCCP for an integrated programme having the following pur-
poses:90 
to enable the Governments concerned to further such measures and development programmes as 
are required to overcome the economic dislocations created by the hostilities, to facilitate the repa-
triation, resettlement and economic and social rehabilitation of the refugees and the payment of 
compensation pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 11 of the General Assembly resolution 194 
(III), in order to reintegrate the refugees into the economic life of the area on a self-sustaining 
basis within a minimum penod of time, and to promote economic conditions conducive to the 
maintenance of peace and stability in the area [emphasis supplied]. 
37. ESM worked quickly, delivering an interim report in November 1949. The 
report, inter alia, discussed the numbers and location of the refugees and their ef-
fect on local resources of the Arab States. It described the dilemma of the refu-
gees in the following terms:91 
86 UNCCP, 'Historical Survey of Efforts of the United Nations Conciliation Commission for 
Palestine to Secure the Implementation of Paragraph 11 of General Assembly Resoluuon 194 
(III)', Working paper prepared by the Secretariat, UN doc. A/AC.25/W.82/Rev.l, New York, 
1961,10. See also Moms, 1987,280, Schiff, 1995,18. 
87 Cf. Schiff, 1995, 18. 
88 Ibid. See also Morns, 1987,282. 
89 UNGA res. 194 (III), para. 12, authorized UNCCP to appoint 'such subsidiary bodies ... as 
it may find necessary for the effective discharge of its functions and responsibilities.' 
90 UNCCP, 1961,15. 
91 UNCCP, 'First Interim Report of the United Nations Economic Survey Mission for the 
Middle East', appended to UNCCP, 1949, part. i., 14,19. 
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Why do not the refugees return to their homes and solve their own problem? That is what the great 
majority of them want to do. They believe, as a matter of right and justice, they should be permit­
ted to return to their homes, their farms and villages, and the coastal cities of Haifa and Jaffa 
whence many of them came. 
They are encouraged to believe this remedy open to them because the General Assembly of the 
United Nations said so in its resolution of 11 December 1948. For purely psychological reasons, 
easily understandable, the refugees set great store by the assurance contained in this resolution. 
Most men in their position, given a choice between working in a foreign land or returning to their 
homes and to conditions understood and experienced from youth, would strain towards their 
homes, even were they told that, in their absence, conditions had so changed that they would never 
be happy there again. They would be reluctant to believe it. They would suspect a trap to hold 
them in exile until it was too late for them to return. Even if they were told their houses had been 
destroyed, they would still claim that the land remained. This seems a final argument to farm 
people. 
But, the repatriation of Arab refugees requires political decisions outside the competence of the 
Economic Survey Mission. 
Why do not the refugees go somewhere else? Why not resettle them in less congested lands? 
There are several reasons. The refugees do not take kindly to moving again — unless it be a return 
to their homes, a prospect they cling to because of the General Assembly's resolution. Moreover, 
the Arab Governments have made it clear to the Mission that they feel bound to respect the wish 
of the refugees. Resettlement of the refugees outside of Palestine is a political issue poised against 
the issue of repatriation, compensation of the refugees and a final territorial settlement. Finally, 
less congested lands are not available for the settlement of additional population until much mon­
ey has been spent and work done to make the land suitable for cultivation or for industrial devel­
opment. 
In these circumstances, the only immediate constructive step in sight is to give the refugees an op­
portunity to work where they now are. 
In line with this assessment ESM recommended that, in addition to the continua­
tion of emergency relief, an agency should be established to direct a 'programme 
of public works, calculated to improve the productivity of the area'.92 The agency 
should, after its establishment, also take over the relief effort. In its resolution 302 
(Г ) of 8 December 1949, the General Assembly acted on the above recommen­
dations by establishing UNRWA.93 
38. Also after the establishment of UNRWA, the Conciliation Commission 
continued its efforts to advance the implementation of paragraph 11 of resolution 
194. However, realizing that repatriation of the refugees was increasingly becom­
ing a distant possibility, it rather focused on the issue of compensation. In resolu­
tion 394 (V) the General Assembly directed UNCCP to establish a Refugee Of-
92 UNCCP, 1949,17. According to Schiff, 1995, 20, 'To avoid admitting that "resettlement" 
had replaced "repatriation" as the goal, the report never used those words, but substituted vaguer 
concepts, such as the "reintegration of refugees in the Middle Eastern communities" and 
"rehabilitation of refugees in the Middle Eastern communities" and "rehabilitation of refugees".' 
93 See the next sub-section. 
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fice under its direction which would, inter alia, 'make such arrangements as it 
may consider necessary for the assessment and payment of compensation in pur­
suance of paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (ΙΠ)'.9 4 The Refugee 
Office estimated the value of the property abandoned by the Palestinian refugees 
at 120 million Palestine pounds (approximately 1.85 billion 1990 US dollars)95 
for both movable and immovable property and UNCCP held that this sum 
'constituted a debt by the Government of Israel to the refugees.'96 Neither Arab 
states nor Palestinian economists have ever accepted the UNCCP's estimates be­
lieving that they were far too low.9 7 
During a conference in Paris in 1951, attended by Israel and its four Arab 
neighbours, UNCCP unsuccessfully tried one more time to pursue the question of 
repatriation. As one of five suggestions for discussions, the Commission proposed 
'that the Government of Israel agree to the repatriation of a specified number of 
Arab refugees in categories which can be integrated into the economy of the State 
of Israel and who wish to return and live in peace with their neighbours.'98 In re­
action to the proposal the Israeli delegation stated that 'major considerations of 
security and of political and economic stability made the return of Arab refugees 
impossible'; the delegations of the Arab states maintained that there could be 'no 
limitations on the return of the refugees'.99 Accordingly 'the Commission had 
been forced to conclude that it had been unsuccessful in its endeavours to per­
suade them to discuss its proposals in a fair and realistic spirit' and it 'had there­
fore regretfully decided to terminate the conference'.100 
39. Following the failure of its mediation efforts concerning the repatriation of 
the refugees, UNCCP decided, in 1952, that under the existing circumstances it 
could best lend its assistance to the parties by seeking the release of refugee bank 
accounts and safe deposits blocked in Israel and by combining all available data 
for identification and valuation of Arab refugee property. The same year UNCCP 
reached an agreement with the government of Israel for the complete release of 
accounts owned by the refugees and safe deposit items blocked in banks in Israel. 
Also, UNCCP established an Office for Identification and Valuation of Arab Ref­
ugee Property. By 1961 about 450,000 record forms of properties owned by Arab 
94 UNGA res. 394 (V). 14 Dec. 1950. See also UNCCP, 1961,21. 
95 Peretz, D., 'The Question of Compensation', in CPAP, 1994,15,17; see also ch. IX, sub-
sect. 4.1. 
96 UNCCP, 1961,23. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid., 24. 
99 Ibid., 26. 
'00 Ibid., 27. 
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individuals had been prepared.101 The identification of refugee property was 
completed in 1964; lists of such property are still maintained by the Commis­
sion.102 
Although since 1964 it made no more substantial contribution towards the 
implementation of paragraph 11 of resolution 194, UNCCP was never formally 
abolished. In its annual reports to the General Assembly the Commission con­
tinues to draw attention to the fact that its efforts to advance matters towards the 
implementation of resolution 194 (III) depend on substantial changes in the atti­
tudes of the parties. The provisions of that resolution have been reasserted by the 
Assembly virtually every year since 1948.103 
5.4 - UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES 
IN THE NEAR EAST (UNRWA)1 0 4 
40. On 8 December 1949 the General Assembly established UNRWA,105 with 
the purpose:106 
ιοί ibid, 29. 
102 A similar survey was earned out by the United Nations Compensation Commission 
(UNCC) in respect of loss of property and other damages by Palestinians and others who departed 
from Kuwait between Aug. 1990 and Mar. 1991 as a result of Iraq's invasion and occupation of 
Kuwait 
103 See, for example, UNGA res. 46/46,9 Dec. 1991. On the relevance of reconfirmation of 
resolutions see Bleicher, S. Α., 'The Legal Significance of Re-citation of General Assembly Reso­
lutions', 63 AJIL 444 (1969). 
'04 There is relatively little literature on UNRWA. By far the most comprehensive is the re­
cent study by Benjamin Schiff referred to ш n. 75, above. The few other books and articles on 
UNRWA include: Altamemi, Y. R., Die PalastinafluchtUnge und die Vereinten Nationen, Vienna, 
Braumüller for the Association for the Study of the World Refugee Problem, 1974; Buehng, Ε. H., 
The UN and the Palestinian Refugees: a Study in Non Territorial Administration, Bloomington, 
Indiana Univ. Press, 1971, Dale, W., 'UNRWA: A Subsidiary Organ of the United NaUons', 23 
ICLQ 576 (1974); Forsythe, D. P., 'UNRWA, the Palestine Refugees, and World Politics· 1949-
1969', 25 International Organization 26. 950 (1971); Pilon, J., 'How UNRWA Has Failed the 
Palestinian Refugees', The Heritage Foundation Backgrounder, no. 436 (May 1985); Prime, T., 
'The UN and the Palestinian Refugees'. MER, VII, no. 3-4 (1975), 52; Reddaway, J., 'UNRWA: 
A Second Look at the Record; Were the Critics Mistaken?', The New Middle East (Jan. 1970) 20; 
Viorst, Reaching for the Olive Branch. UNRWA and Peace in the Middle East, Bloomington, In­
diana Univ. Press for the Middle East InsL, 1989. 
105 UNRWA was founded under art 22 of the UN Charter, which authorizes the General As­
sembly to 'establish such subsidiary organs as it deems necessary to the performance of its func­
tions'. 
106 UNGA res. 302 (IV), 8 Dec. 1949, adopted with 47 votes in favour, none against and 6 
abstentions (vote not recorded). For the integral text of the resolution, see Annex 1. 
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(a) To carry out in collaboration with local governments the direct relief and works programmes 
as recommended by the Economic Survey Mission; 
(b) To consult with the interested Near Eastern Governments concerning measures to be taken by 
them preparatory to the time when international assistance for relief and works projects is no 
longer available. 
Five days earlier, the General Assembly had created UNHCR as the general Unit-
ed Nations agency for refugees.107 Since the establishment of UNHCR, UNRWA 
has been the only United Nations agency set up for one specific refugee problem; 
all other subsequent refugee situations have been dealt with by UNHCR.108 The 
reasons for setting up a special UN body for the Palestinian refugees will be dis-
cussed in the next chapter. 
Continued relief assistance for the Palestinian refugees was considered nec-
essary 'to prevent conditions of starvation and distress among them and to further 
conditions of peace and stability'.109 However, unlike its predecessors, UNRWA 
was not just to be yet another relief agency. In addition to continuing direct relief, 
UNRWA was to initiate the public work programmes proposed by ESM, aimed at 
'reintegrating' the refugees into the economic life of the Middle East and thereby 
removing them from the relief rolls. ESM had included various sample projects in 
its reports, that could serve that purpose. 
41. UNRWA began its operations in May 1950. During the first six years after 
its establishment, while continuing the provision of relief and educational serv-
ices, the agency focused on four schemes intended to reintegrate the refugees into 
the regional economy as envisaged by ESM. These were, first, small-scale train-
ing and employment-creating projects, called 'work relief'; second, medium-
sized, government-controlled undertakings, such as road building and tree plant-
ing, called 'works projects'; third, subsidization of small numbers of refugees 
willing to 'resettle' in Libya and Iraq to set up small businesses or farms; and 
fourth, with host governments, large-scale development projects.110 
According to Schiff, 'As early as the spring of 1951, agency officials recog-
nized that the expensive work-relief, works projects and emigration activities held 
107 Cf. UNGA res. 319 (TV), 3 Dec. 1949. 
108 It should be noted, however, that various other UN organizations have provided assistance 
to refugees in addition to their other activities. 
109 UNGA res. 302 (TV), para. 5. 
HO CT. Schiff, 1995, 21. See also UNRWA, UNRWA Experience with Works Projects and 
Self-Support Programmes: An Historical Summary (1950-1962), Information Paper No. 5, Beirut, 
1962. 
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little promise to resolve refugees' economic difficulties.'111 UNRWA, thus, be-
gan to focus on the large-scale regional water development schemes that the Eco-
nomic Survey Mission had in mind. Various plans were developed under the 
agency's second director, former Tennessee Valley Authority general manager 
John. B. Blandford, Jr. In order to fund the endeavour, UNRWA was provided 
with a $ 200 million 'Reintegration Fund'.112 But once again the attempts to rein-
tegrate the refugees failed. By 1956, only about $27.5 million of the $200 million 
fund had been used. According to Schiff: * 1 3 
In retrospect, it took a dollop of optimism, or naïveté, to believe that the refugee problem could be 
solved with these ambitious water schemes. All the ingredients to thwart the plans were present: 
the states of the region were mutually suspicious; the effort required allocation of a scarce re-
source over which participating countries were prepared to fight; the client population did not 
want to be moved, except back to their homes; and the time schedule for success, set by U.S. en-
thusiasm, was very short. In a pattern later repeated across the Third World, an economic devel-
opment plan devised by western experts evaporated when exposed to the dry winds of local eco-
nomic, political and cultural realities. 
42. UNRWA started its relief operations by continuing the emergency assis-
tance previously provided by its predecessors: food, shelter, clothing and basic 
health care. The needs of the refugees, and consequently the responses of the 
agency, constantly changed over the years.114 Today, UNRWA's largest pro-
gramme is education, taking up 47 per cent of the 1994-95 biennial budget of 
$663 million, followed by health at nearly 21 per cent and relief and social serv-
ices at nearly 14 per cent. UNRWA provides assistance to Palestinian refugees in 
the Gaza Strip, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and the West Bank. The agency's staff 
total more than 20,500, most of whom are Palestinian refugees themselves.115 
111
 Schiff, 1995, 21. Schiff, 1995, 35, relays, for example, some of the discouraging reports 
on the resettlement effort in Libya: 'Of 13 artisans who have been brought to Libya under agency 
auspices since October 1951,8 have returned to Lebanon (7 because they desired return and 1 be-
cause he was an agitator and because he was frequently intoxicated and creating disturbances). 
The percentage of success then is 5 out of 13 or approximately 40%, although the blacksmith who 
is currently in hospital undergoing an examination may, if his conditions prohibits his working, 
have to be returned.' 
112 a . UNGA res. 393 (V), 2 Dec. 1950; UNGA res. 513 (VI), 26 Jan. 1952. 
4 3 Schiff, 1995,37. 
114 for an overview of the development of UNRWA's operations throughout the years, see 
the following UNRWA publications: A Brief History of UNRWA. 1950-1962, Information Paper 
No. 1, Beirut, 1962; A Brief History, 1950 -1982, Vienna, 1983; UNRWA: Past, Present and Fu-
ture, Vienna, 1986; UNRWA 1950-1990: Serving Palestine Refugees, Vienna, 1990; The Long 
Journey: Palestine Refugees and UNRWA, Vienna, 1995. Detailed information is also included in 
the Annual Reports of the Commissioner-General of UNRWA to the General Assembly. 
115
 The number of international staff posts is less than 200. 
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Over the past forty-five years, the number of Palestine refugees registered with 
UNRWA has increased to over 3.1 million through natural population growth. 
Some 410,000 pupils attend 643 UNRWA elementary and preparatory schools, 
and more than 120 health installations are available to the refugee community.116 
Approximately one third of the registered refugees live in sixty-one refugee 
camps. UNRWA defines a camp as a piece of land in any of the host countries 
within its area of operations, assigned by the host government as a residential area 
for Palestinian refugees. The administration of the camps and the exercise of po-
lice and land controls over them is generally the responsibility of the host gov-
ernments. Many of the camps are now fairly similar to the surrounding towns or 
to nearby villages. Tents, which originally provided shelter to the refugees, were 
long ago replaced by conventional housing, even though the allocated area tends 
to be small and the status of the 'shelters' is often less than satisfactory. 
43. Although the agency was set up as a temporary organization, it turned out 
that refugee needs could not be provided for by short-term relief. The UNRWA 
mandate was thus repeatedly extended by the General Assembly, mostly for three 
year periods. The current mandate expires on 30 June 1999.'17 In 1995, the 
agency celebrated its 45th anniversary. As UNRWA's existence is linked to a 
durable solution for the refugee problem, there is still no firm indication as to 
when it will finally be possible to consider its mandate as completed. However, 
the Middle East peace process which started with the 'Madrid' conference in Oc-
tober 1991118 has, for the first time since the agency's establishment, made it 
possible to see on the horizon the end of the agency's mission. 
The General Assembly has recognized that the peace process has significant 
implications for UNRWA. In its resolution 48/40 A adopted on 10 December 
1993, the Assembly noted: 
that the new context created by the Israeli-Palestinian accord of 13 September 1993 will have 
major consequences for the activities of the Agency, which is henceforth called upon, within the 
framework of strengthened cooperation with the specialized agencies and the World Bank, to 
make a decisive contribution towards giving a fresh impetus to the economic and social stability 
of the occupied territories, and notes also that the functioning of the Agency remains essential 
throughout its area of operations. 
The resolution endorsed UNRWA's Peace Implementation Programme, initiated 
by its Commissioner-General in October 1993, as a major effort to improve serv-
ila Due to normal population growth these figures are also subject to constant change. The 
figures mentioned refer to the situation as at Mar. 199S. 
•17 Cf. UNGA res. 50/28 A, 6 Dec. 1995. 
118 See the next section. 
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ices and infrastructure for Palestinian refugees. Projects include construction and 
social development, business loans, and upgrading of schools, clinics and wom-
en's programme centres. 
44. The relationships between UNRWA and the host governments were formal-
ized in a number of bilateral agreements; the one with Egypt signed in 19S0, with 
Jordan in 1951, with Lebanon in 1954, and, finally, with Syria in 1967.119 
Although these agreements, and, in general, the UN privileges and immunities, 
gave UNRWA's operations a sound basis, 'the host governments and the PLO 
have obstructed agency activities and coerced its local employees for political, fi-
nancial, bureaucratic, and personal reasons.'120 
After the occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip in 1967, the Is-
raeli government requested UNRWA to continue its assistance to the Palestinian 
refugees. Relevant operational arrangements were laid down in an exchange of 
letters between UNRWA and Israel, which became known as the Comay-Michel-
more Agreement.121 A similar exchange of letters between UNRWA and the PLO 
in June 1994 provided the framework for UNRWA's continued operations in the 
Palestinian self-rule areas. 
45. Some aspects of UNRWA's operations that are of particular relevance to 
this study will be discussed later on: UNRWA's working definition of a 'Palestine 
refugee' in chapter II and the agency's role in the protection of the refugees in 
chapter VIII. 
1
 '9 Agreement (with an exchange of letters) between UNRWA and Egypt, signed at Alexan-
dria on 12 Sep. 1950, text in 121 UNTS No. 1630; Agreement between the government of the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and UNRWA, signed on 14 Mar. and 20 Aug. 1951, text in 120 
UNTS No. 394; Exchange of notes between UNRWA and Lebanon, dated 26 Nov. 1954, text in 
202 UNTS 2748; Exchange of notes between UNRWA and Syria, 1967 (exact date unknown). For 
a discussion of the agreements, see Buehrig, 1971,69; Schiff, 1995,85. 
120 Schiff, 1995,109. 
121
 Exchange of letters constituting a provisional agreement between UNRWA and Israel 
concerning assistance to Palestine Refugees, Jerusalem, 14 June 1967, text in 620 UNTS 183 (No. 
8955), also in Schiff, 1995,295. 
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6. THE 'MADRID' PEACE PROCESS AND ITS RELEVANCE FOR 
PALESTINIAN REFUGEES122 
46. After the unsuccessful attempts of the UN Mediator for Palestine and 
UNCCP to arrive at a peaceful settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict, relatively 
little diplomatic activity took place until the 1967 war. In the aftermath of that 
war, the UN Security Council adopted resolution 242, outlining the principles for 
a just and lasting peace in the Middle East, including the so-called principle of 
'territory for peace' and affirming the necessity 'for achieving a just settlement of 
the refugee problem.'123 The following decade peace efforts focused on Egypt 
and Israel, culminating in the signing of the Camp David Accords in 1978.124 The 
agreement paved the way for a full peace treaty between the two countries but 
also contained principles for limited Palestinian autonomy in the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip as well as for the phased return of the 1967 displaced persons. As 
'Camp David' was rejected by the PLO, the autonomy plan was never imple-
mented, and for more than a decade there was basically no progress in resolving 
the conflict 
47. Following the victory of the US-led coalition during the 1991 Gulf war, 
James Baker, the then-US Secretary of State, launched an intensive diplomatic ef-
fort to give a fresh impetus to the peace process in the Middle East. It was felt that 
the breakup of the Soviet Union and the Gulf war had reshaped the basic political 
order of the Middle East, thereby for the first time providing the possibility of 
face-to-face peace negotiations between Israel and its Arab neighbours. Another 
contributing factor had been the intifada, or Palestinian uprising, that at the time 
had raged in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank for more than three years, showing 
Israel and the world that the status quo that had prevailed in the occupied territo-
ries since 1967 could not continue. 
Baker's efforts resulted in a negotiating formula that has become known as 
the 'Madrid Framework'. It provided for a set of peace talks — 'co-sponsored' by 
the US and the former Soviet Union (now the Russian Federation) — consisting 
122 See Hallaj, M., 'The Refugee Question and the Peace Process', in CPAP, 1994,9; Tamari, 
S., "The Future of Palestinian Refugees in the Peace Negotiations', 2 PIJ No. 4, 8 (Special Issue: 
Focus on Refugees, Autumn 1995); Tamari, S., The Future of Palestinian Refugees in the Peace 
Negotiations, Washington, D.C., IPS, forthcoming. For an impassioned critique of the peace pro-
cess, see Said, E. W., Peace &. Its Discontents: Gazfl-Jericho 1993-1995, London, Vintage, 1995. 
123 UNSC res. 242 (1967), 22 Nov. 1967; for the text, see Annex 1. 
124 Camp David Frameworks for Peace, 17 Sep. 1978, signed by Egyptian president Sadat 
and Israeli prime minister Begin and witnessed by President Carter at Camp David, in Thurmont, 
Maryland. Text: Laqueur, W., and Rubin, B. (eds.). The Israel-Arab Reader: A Documentary His-
tory of the Middle East Conflict, Middlesex, Penguin Books Ltd., 1995 (5th. edn.), 404. 
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of three elements: an opening conference, which inaugurated two separate yet 
parallel negotiating tracks — bilateral and multilateral. According to the US-So-
viet letter of invitation to the opening conference in Madrid:125 
Direct bilateral negotiations will begin four days after the opening of the conference. Those parties 
who wish to attend multilateral negotiations will convene two weeks after the opening of the con-
ference to organize those negotiations. The co-sponsors believe that those negotiations should fo-
cus on region-wide issues such as arms control and regional security, water, refugee issues, envi-
ronment, economic development, and other subjects of mutual interest 
The co-sponsors will chair the conference which will be held at ministerial level. Governments to 
be invited include Israel, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan. Palestinians will be invited and attend as part 
of a joint Jordanian-Palestinian delegation. (...) The United Nations will be invited to send an ob-
server, representing the Secretary-General [emphasis added]. 
The Madrid Conference opened on 30 October 1991 and lasted for three days, 
providing an opportunity for all sides to present its respective positions.126 
6.1 - THE BILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS 
48. The bilateral negotiations, meant to resolve the conflicts that had been out-
standing since 1948, opened in Madrid immediately after the closure of the open-
ing conference. These first-ever direct talks between Israel and Syria, Lebanon, 
Jordan and the Palestinians were, in fact, four separate sets of bilateral negotia-
tions.127 While the talks with the three Arab states were aimed at achieving peace 
treaties, the negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians were based on a two-
staged formula. In the first stage, the Israeli-Palestinian talks were to focus on 
achieving agreement regarding 5-year interim self-government arrangements, an 
idea already launched during the Camp David process in the late 1970s. In the 
second phase, negotiations were to concentrate on so-called permanent status is-
sues. Over a dozen formal rounds of bilateral talks were hosted by the US De-
partment of State in Washington. 
In late August 1993, almost two years after the bilateral talks were launch-
ed, a breakthrough occurred in Israeli-Palestinian relations. Because the official 
bilateral talks in Washington had failed to achieve tangible results, mainly be-
•25 US-Soviet letter of invitation to the Peace Conference in Madrid, 18 Oct. 1991, text in 
IPS, The Palestinian-Israeli Peace Agreement. A Documentary Record, Washington, D.C., 1994, 
3. 
126 Some of the speeches and related documents were published m JPS 82 (Winter 1992) 
128-146, see also IPS, 1994,5-34. 
127
 Cf. State of Israel, 'The Middle East Peace Process: An Overview', Jerusalem, Informa-
tion Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sep. 1994,5. 
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cause of their intensive media coverage, a parallel, behind-the-scenes, negotiation 
track had been opened with the help of the Norwegian government.128 This 'Oslo 
channel' produced two important immediate results: first and foremost, the mu-
tual recognition of Israel and the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian 
people, laid down in an exchange of letters between PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat 
and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, dated 9 September 1993;I29 and, sec-
ond, an agenda for a phased continuation of peace negotiations, embodied in a 
joint Israeli-Palestinian Declaration of Principles, signed four days latere30 
49. The Declaration of Principles contains a set of mutually agreed-upon gen-
eral principles regarding a five-year interim period of Palestinian self-rule while 
deferring other issues to the permanent status negotiations. Self-rule in the occu-
pied territories was established in two phases. The first step in the implementation 
of the Declaration of Principles was the establishment of self-rule in the Gaza 
Strip and the Jericho area (of the West Bank). The relevant details were embodied 
in an agreement between Israel and the PLO, signed on 4 May 1994.131 Negotia-
tions concerning the next phase took much longer than foreseen in the Declaration 
of Principles. Finally, on 28 September 1995, a 400 page Interim Agreement was 
signed in Washington, containing detailed provisions on elections of a Palestinian 
Council, on Israeli redeployment in the remainder of the West Bank, and on a 
128 See Corbin, J. Gaza First: The Secret Norway Channel to Peace between Israel and the 
PLO, London, Bloomsbury, 1994. 
•29 Exchange of letters between PLO Chairman Arafat, Israeli Prime Minister Rabin, and 
Norwegian Foreign Minister Hoist, Tunis and Jerusalem, 9 Sep. 1993. Text: JPS 89 (Autumn 
1993) 115; also IPS, 1994,128. 
130 Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Govemment Arrangements, signed in Washing-
ton, D.C., on 13 Sep. 1993, by Israeli Foreign Minister Peres, PLO Executive Committee Member 
Abbas, and witnessed by US Secretary of State Christopher and Russian Foreign Minister Kozy-
rev. The agreement hereinafter referred to as the Declaration of Principles (DOP93) en-
tered into force on 13 Oct. 1993 at which time both sides held the first meeting of the Gaza Strip 
and Jericho Area negotiations in Taba, Egypt Text 32IIM 1525 (1993); also JPS 89 (Autumn 
1993) 115 and IPS, 1994,117. 
131 Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area, signed in Cairo, 4 May 1994, by Israe-
li Prime Minister Rabin, PLO Chairman Arafat, and witnessed by US Secretary of State 
Christopher and Russian Foreign Minister Kozyrev. The agreement — hereinafter referred to as 
the Cairo Agreement — entered into force on the same day. Text 33ILM 622 (1994). Attached to 
the agreement as integral pans thereof are four annexes and an exchange of letters. Annex I 
contains the Protocol concerning the Withdrawal of Israeli Military Forces and Security Arrange-
ments. Annex II contains the Protocol concerning Civil Affairs. Annex III contains the Protocol 
concerning Legal Matters. Annex IV contains the Protocol on Economic Relations, which was 
signed separately at Paris on 29 Apr. 1994. 
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wide range of related issues.132 A number of outstanding issues concerning the 
interim period will have to be agreed upon in subsequent agreements. 
50. Article V of the Declaration of Principles stipulates that the permanent stat­
us negotiations 'shall cover remaining issues, including: Jerusalem, refugees, set­
tlements, security arrangements, borders, relations and cooperation with other 
neighbours, and other issues of common interest' [emphasis added]. Although not 
explicitly stated, the term 'refugees' in article V refers to the 1948-refugees. This 
appears from the fact that the Declaration of Principles contains a separate provi­
sion dealing with the 1967-displaced persons:133 
Liaison and Cooperation with Jordan and Egypt 
The two parties will invite the Government of Jordan and Egypt to participate ш establishing fur­
ther liaison and cooperation arrangements between the Government of Israel and the Palestinian 
representatives, on the one hand, and the Governments of Jordan and Egypt, on the other hand, to 
promote Cooperation between them. These arrangements will include the constitution of a Con­
tinuing Committee that will decide by agreement on the modalities of admission of persons dis­
placed from the West Bank and Gaza Strip m 1967, together with necessary measures to prevent 
disruption and disorder. Other matters of common concern will be dealt with by this Committee 
[emphasis added]. 
According to article V of the Declaration of Principles, the permanent status 
negotiations are supposed to begin 'not later than the beginning of the third year 
of the interim period', which, in accordance with the same article, started with the 
withdrawal of the Israeli forces from the Gaza Strip and Jencho area. As this 
withdrawal was completed in May 1994, the permanent status negotiations were 
to commence no later than in May 1996. 
51. The first meeting of the Continuing Committee on the 1967-displaced — re­
ferred to in the provision quoted in the previous paragraph — was held in Amman 
on 7 March 1995. The meeting assessed the scope of the problem and identified 
the various categories of displaced persons that are under consideration:134 
132 Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, signed by Is­
raeli Prime Minister Rabin and PLO Chairman Arafat. To the mam body of the agreement — 
hereinafter referred to as Oslo Π Agreement — are appended six annexes dealing with, security ar­
rangements, elections, civil affairs (transfer of powers), legal matters, economic relations, and 
Israeli-Palestinian cooperation. Text. State of Israel, Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1995. 
133 DOP93, art. ΧΠ, see also State of Israel, Sep. 1994,18. 
134 Gazit, S., 'Displaced persons in focus', IP, 10 Mar. 1995 The exact number of displaced 
persons is unknown. Israeli estimates vary from 200,000 to 600,000 while Arab officials place the 
number of displaced Palestinians, including their descendants at 800,000 to 1,000,000. As there is 
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residents of the territories who fled to the East Bank [of the river Jordan] with the retreating Jor-
danian army; 
residents who moved east of the Jordan River in the second half of 1967. Most of these were 
women, children and old people joining family members on the East Bank (and a few in Egypt) 
whose return to the West Bank and Gaza Strip the IDF1-" prevented; 
residents who were working, studying or otherwise away from their homes when IDF forces oc-
cupied the area; 
residents who left the area in subsequent years, but missed the return deadline stated on their exit 
permits and have since been prevented from returning. 
At the end of the one-day meeting it was decided to continue the discussion in 
two sub-committees: one at foreign minister level — to meet every two or three 
months — and the other composed of experts — to meet every three weeks . 1 3 6 So 
far the meetings of the quadripartite committee have not produced any agreement 
on criteria and procedures for the return of the displaced persons under consid-
eration. A serious rift emerged between Israel and the other three parties on the 
definition of a 'displaced person' for the purpose of the negotiations. The Israeli 
delegates insisted that only those directly affected by the 1967 war be counted 
while the other three parties wanted to include those who were absent from the 
area at the time of the war — so-called refugees sur piaceli — and those who 
lost their residency rights since 1967. 
52. Parallel to the ongoing negotiations with the Palestinians, bilateral talks 
between Israel and Jordan, Syria and Lebanon, respectively, also continued. The 
talks with Syria and Lebanon have thus far not produced any tangible results. The 
Israeli-Jordanian talks, however, reached a breakthrough with the signing of a 
peace treaty on 26 October 1 9 9 4 . 1 3 8 Article 8 of the treaty deals with 'refugees 
and displaced persons': 
a list of those in the first two categories which are distinguished by Gazit, totalling almost 300,000 
people, and assuming natural increase over 28 years, the number of persons under consideration is 
likely to total at least 600,000 to 800,000 people. 
135 Israeli Defence Forces, the official name of the Israeli army. 
'36 jpt g Mar. 1995, 1. The first meeting of the 'expert' sub-committee took place in Beer 
Sheva, Israel, in June 1995; subsequent meetings took place in Cairo (July 1995), Gaza (Aug. 
1995), and Amman (Sep. 1995). 
137 The term 'refugee surplace' is used to refer to a person who was not a refugee when he 
left his country, but who became a refugee at a later date, due to circumstances arising in his coun-
try of origin during his absence. Cf. Hathaway, J. C, The Law of Refugee Status, Toronto, Butter-
worths, 1991,33; UNHCR, Handbook, 22. 
138 Treaty of Peace between the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the state of Israel, signed 
at the Arava border crossing between the two countries, 26 Oct. 1994, by Jordanian Prime Minis-
ter Majali, Israeli Prime Minister Rabin, and witnessed by US President Clinton. Attached to the 
agreement as integral parts thereof are five annexes and agreed minutes. Annex I deals with the 
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1. Recognising the massive human problems caused to both Parties by the conflict in the Middle 
East, as well as the contribution made by them towards the alleviation of human suffering, the Par­
ties will seek to further alleviate those problems arising on a bilateral level. 
2. Recognising that the above human problems caused by the conflict in the Middle East cannot be 
fully resolved on the bilateral level, the Parties will seek to resolve them in appropriate forums, in 
accordance with international law, including the following: 
a. in the case of displaced persons, in a quadripartite committee together with Egypt and the Pal­
estinians; 
b. in the case of refugees, 
i. in the framework of the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees; 
ii. in negotiations, in a framework to be agreed, bilateral or otherwise, in conjunction with 
and at the same time as the permanent status negotiations to the Territories [that came under Israe­
li military government control in 1967]; 
с through the implementation of agreed United Nations programmes and other agreed interna­
tional economic programmes concerning refugees and displaced persons, including assistance to 
their settlement 
The provision contains no finn principles concerning the solution of the Palestin­
ian refugee problem; it rather extends the procedural arrangements in articles V 
and ХП of the Declaration of Principles to include Jordan. 
6.2 - THE MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS 
S3. In addition to the bilateral negotiations, the Madrid conference also inaugu­
rated a parallel multilateral track of the peace process. In January 1992, 36 par­
ties, including 11 Arab states and Israel, attended the organizing meeting held in 
Moscow. The purpose of the multilaterals within the Madrid framework was to 
facilitate and normalize Israeli-Arab relations. In 1993, additional countries re­
quested to join the process. Over the past few years the multilateral talks have in­
creasingly become a forum that has helped in creating and maintaining some re­
gional stability.139 The parties agreed to establish five working groups on issues 
boundary delimitation and demarcation. Annex II deals with water related matters. Annex ΙΠ 
contains rules concerning the cooperation in combatting crime and drugs. Annex IV deals with 
environmental protection. Annex V contains interim measures related to procedures for border 
crossing points. Text 341LM 43 (1995). 
139 The multilateral negotiations are monitored by a Steering Committee, which coordinates 
the meetings and sets dates and venues for the various working groups.The Committee comprises 
the two co-sponsors, the chair persons — referred to as 'gavel-holders' — of the different multi­
lateral working groups (Canada, the European Union and Japan), Saudi Arabia (representing the 
Gulf Cooperation Council), Tunisia (representing the Union du Maghreb Arabe), plus four of the 
regional parties (Israel, the PLO, Jordan and Egypt). Syria and Lebanon are still refusing to parti­
cipate (as at Dec. 199S). Norway is member of the Steering Committee since the signing of the 
Declaration of Principles between Israel and the PLO. 
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that were considered regional in scope and that were essential to establishing and 
maintaining peace: refugees, water, environment, regional economic development 
and human resources, and, finally, arms control and regional security.140 Several 
of the working groups, mainly those on arms control, refugees and water re­
sources, addressed matters that also take a central place in the bilateral negotia­
tions. This illustrated the belief of the two co-sponsors that the multilateral could 
do valuable ground work in preparation for possible bilateral agreements, and 
help in mobilizing resources, financial, technical, and other, as soon as agree­
ments were to be reached. 
54. Approximately forty parties have been participating in the work of the 
Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, including those represented in the 
steering group.141 Since its first plenary session in Ottawa, in 1992, the Working 
Group has held one or two sessions per year.1 4 2 So far the Working Group has 
dealt with six different issues: data bases; inventory of assistance to Palestinian 
refugees; human resources, training, job creation, economic and social infrastruc­
ture; public health; child welfare, and, finally, family reunification. In addition to 
the bi-annual plenary sessions, several intersessional meetings have been held to 
study and prepare for plenary discussion. 
Of the above issues, only that pertaining to family reunification is directly 
relevant in the context of this study and will be discussed in some detail in section 
4 of chapter П. 
140 Cf. State of Israel, Sep. 1994,16. 
141 On the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, see: Biynen, R., and Tansley, J., 'The 
Refugee Working Group of the Middle East Multilateral Peace Negotiations', 2 PIJ No. 4, 53 
(Special Issue: Focus on Refugees, Autumn 1995); Perron, M., 'Canada and the Middle East 
Peace Process: Gavelling the Refugee Working Group', Paper delivered to a conference sponsored 
by Medical Aid for Palestine, 'Development and Nation-Building: Canadian Initiatives in the New 
Palestinian Context', 8 Feb. 1995; Peters, J., Building Bridges: The Arab-Israeli Multilateral 
Talks, London, The Royal Inst, of International Affairs, 1994; State of Canada, 'Middle East 
Peace Process Refugee Working Group', Toronto, Department of Foreign Affairs and Internation­
al Trade, Aug. 1995. 
142 Subsequent meetings were held in Ottawa in the fall of 1992, followed by meetings in 
Oslo (May 1993), Tunis (Oct. 1993), Cairo (May 1994), Antalya (Dec. 1994), and Geneva (Dec. 
1995). 
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7. SCOPE O F T H E STUDY 
7.1 - GENERAL DELIMITATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
55. This is a study about refugees. It is written out of concern for the vulnerable 
situation in which the Palestinian refugees, and for that matter refugees in general, 
find themselves. The study deals with one specific group of refugees: those indi-
genous Arab residents of Mandate Palestine who fled as a result of the war ac-
companying the establishment of the state of Israel and their descendants.143 
Other refugee problems will not be dealt with, unless of particular relevance to 
the Palestinian refugee problem. It cannot be stressed enough that this work only 
deals with one aspect of the Middle East conflict. As the title suggests, the study 
is limited to the status of Palestinian refugees in international law. It is not intend-
ed to deal with the Palestine question in a wider context. Both legal and other as-
pects of this problem have been extensively dealt with elsewhere.144 
The historical background, the numbers of Palestinian refugees, the role of 
the United Nations, and the relevance of the 'Madrid' peace process have been 
briefly discussed above. The purpose of these sections was not to provide a con-
tribution to the historical and political analysis of the Palestine question — the au-
thor does not consider himself competent in this respect — but rather to provide a 
minimum of background information necessary to be able to follow the remainder 
of the study. 
56. The term 'Palestinian refugee' is the subject of the next chapter. The term 
'Palestinian refugee ' will be used throughout the book rather than the term 
'Palestine refugee ' , because it more accurately reflects who the subjects of the 
study are. The latter term refers to a refugee from Palestine, irrespective of that 
person's national origin, while the term 'Palestinian refugee' refers to the original 
Arab population of Mandate Pales t ine . 1 4 5 Where reference is made to the term 
'refugee' in general, not in conjunction with the adjective 'Palestinian' , it relates 
to persons who comply with the definition of a refugee as laid down in the 1951 
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees . 1 4 6 
The term 'stateless person' refers to persons who meet the definition con-
tained in the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons . 1 4 7 The 
word 's tatus ' is used in the title of this study as synonym to the word 'position' or 
143 See ch. II, para. 64. 
144 See n. 3, above. 
145 See further ch. II, sect. 1. 
146 CSR51,arLl. 
147 CSSP54, art 1. 
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rather 'legal position', in other words, as the sum total of the rights, benefits, and 
obligations due to a certain subject by virtue of rules of law, in this case interna­
tional law. The word 'status' is employed as it is used in the title of the 1951 
Convention, and has since become commonplace in international refugee law. 
57. The term 'asylum' is a strictly legal notion. It refers to the right of a state to 
grant asylum to a person. The Institute of International Law defined the concept 
in 1950 as follows: 'Asylum is the protection accorded by a state in its territory, 
or at some other place subject to its organs, to an individual who comes to seek 
i t . ' 1 4 8 This definition has been universally adopted. International law does not 
grant the individual a right to asylum. The granting of asylum to individuals is left 
to the discretion of states and is subject to their national legislation.149 
The term asylum seeker, where used in this study, relates to any person who 
has requested to be recognized as a refugee and to be granted asylum, who wants 
to make such a request, or whose request has been rejected while an appeal 
against the rejection is still pending. 
7.2 - NOTE ON RESEARCH METHODS AND SOURCES 
58. As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, little has been written 
about the plight of the Palestinian refugees from a legal point of view. This also 
implies that little specific literature on the subject was available as a starting point 
for the research that resulted in this book. However, benefitting from his experi­
ence and contacts as a legal officer for the Dutch Refugee Council combined with 
his present experience as an international UNRWA staff member, the author has 
been able to locate alternative sources that, together, provided a sufficient basis to 
complete the research. 
The author does not read Arabic and Arabic sources could, therefore, only 
be consulted in translation. A number of important documents from the League of 
Arab States pertaining to Palestinian refugees are analyzed in chapter IV, based 
on unofficial translations commissioned by the author and on conversations with 
senior officials of the League who assisted in drafting these documents. 
59. Information on the treatment of Palestinian refugees in various countries in 
Europe and North America has been obtained to a large extent through a 
1 4 8
 Resolution on 'Asylum in International Law', Inst of International Law, Bath Session, 11 
Sept. 1950. French text in Grahl-Madsen, Α., Territorial Asylum, Stockholm, Almqvist & Wiksell 
International, 1980,133. 
149 See ch. HI, sect 1. 
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questionnaire. Both UNHCR and the European Council on Refugees and Exiles 
(ECRE), a platform of European non-governmental organizations dealing with 
refugees and asylum seekers, have kindly agreed to distribute this questionnaire to 
the various European and North American UNHCR Branch Offices as well as to 
the NGO's participating in ECRE. Additional copies of the questionnaire have 
been sent to various individuals and organizations both in Europe and elsewhere. 
In addition to written sources, information on the position of Palestinians in 
the Middle East has been obtained through a number of personal visits and inter-
views with relevant authorities and local experts. Where information in the study 
is not based on written sources but rather on interviews, this will be explicitly 
stated in footnotes. The author has, finally, greatly benefitted from the fact that he 
has lived, since 1989, in a number of locations in the Middle East, while working 
with and for Palestinian refugees. The study covers developments until 31 De-
cember 1995 and was completed by mid-1996. 
7.3 - RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
60. As elaborated in section 2, above, the central question of the study is to de-
termine the status of Palestinian refugees in international law in a comprehensive 
manner. This question may be divided into a number of sub-questions: 
a. In the first place it will be necessary to qualify the subjects of the study. 
Under what circumstances can a person be considered a Palestinian refugee? 
What are the relevant eligibility criteria and where can they be found. 
b. Secondly, what are the rights and obligations that Palestinian refugees have 
under international law? Apart from a number of resolutions of the League of 
Arab States, there are no international instruments specifically dealing with Pal-
estinian refugees. It was also already mentioned that Palestinian refugees are ex-
cluded to a large extent from the 'general' legal regime applicable to refugees, the 
underlying reasons of which will have to be examined. The answer to the second 
sub-question therefore requires that various branches of international law be ex-
plored. What exactly is the position of Palestinian refugees in international refu-
gee law and to what extend is the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees ap-
plicable to them? What is the position of Palestinian refugees under the relevant 
instruments dealing with (reduction of) statelessness? And, finally, what is their 
position under the various instruments relating to humanitarian and human rights 
law? 
c. It is not intended to establish the status of the Palestinian refugees in a pure-
ly theoretical context. It will therefore also be examined whether the treatment of 
Palestinian refugees in the various countries where they reside is in conformity 
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with the applicable norms. Here a limitation will have to be made. Palestinian 
refugees are residing in a great number of countries. Primarily attention will be 
given to the countries where the largest concentrations of Palestinian refugees are 
living. These include the countries where UNRWA is operating as well as a num­
ber of other countries in the Middle East, including Egypt, Kuwait and other Gulf 
states.150 In addition some western countries, where smaller, but nevertheless 
significant numbers of Palestinians are residing, will be reviewed: Austria, Cana­
da, Germany, the Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries, New Zealand, the 
United Kingdom (the former Mandate government), and the United States of 
America. 
d. Another, in view of the precarious situation of Palestinian refugees in many 
countries in the Middle East, important question is to what extent Palestinian ref­
ugees are enjoying international protection, that is the protection provided for in 
international refugee law. 
e. Finally, to what extent are the applicable rules of international law relevant 
for the Middle East peace process? 
61. The book is divided into three parts, that do not follow the sequence of the 
above sub-questions, though. In order to enhance accessibility, the division of the 
book is by branch of international law. After this introductory chapter, Part One 
(chapters Π to IV) will focus on international refugee law. Chapter Π will intro­
duce the concept of a 'Palestinian refugee' in a legal context. Chapter III will 
examine the position of Palestinian refugees under the 1951 Convention, mainly 
focusing on the interpretation and application of article ID of the Convention, the 
provision specifically included with the Palestinian refugees in mind. Chapter IV, 
looking at the status of Palestinian refugees in the Middle East, will discuss re­
gional protection arrangements in the context of the League of Arab States. 
As international refugee law does not provide a well defined and adequate 
status in respect of Palestinian refugees, Part Two of the study (chapters V - П) 
will examine whether other areas of international law contain rules that are rele­
vant to their status. It will examine three areas of international law that are of par­
ticular importance: the law concerning stateless persons, humanitarian law and 
human rights law. Chapter V will discuss the rules of international law relating to 
stateless persons and their applicability to Palestinian refugees. Palestinian refu­
gees have frequently been subjected to armed conflicts. International humanitari­
an law, the body of law that deals with different aspects of such conflicts, has, 
therefore, been of considerable importance to them, as will be discussed in chap­
ter VI. In Chapter VII, finally, the focus will be on the position of Palestinian ref-
130 See the table at para. 30, above. 
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ugees as individuals and as members of the Palestinian people. The chapter will 
address three specific subjects: the right to return, the right to self-determination 
and the issue of family reunification. 
62. While Parts One and Two will deal with the standards of treatment of Pal­
estinian refugees that are derived from various areas of international law, Part 
Three (chapters ІП & IX) will discuss the implementation of these standards. 
The need for international protection of refugees starts at the very moment the 
authorities of the home country no longer provide their protection and lasts until a 
durable solution has been found, ideally through the restoration of national 
protection by the refugee's own country. These two basic concepts, the need for 
international protection and the need for a long-term solution to refugee problems, 
and their application to the Palestinian refugee question, are the subject of Part 
Three of the study. Chapter VIII will discuss the protection of Palestinian refu­
gees, both in the Middle East and elsewhere, by various United Nations bodies, 
including UNRWA and UNHCR. Chapter IX, finally, will examine to what extent 
international law provides a framework for the current and future negotiations 
aimed at finding a durable solution for the Palestinian refugees as well as for the 
other displaced Palestinians. This most 'political' chapter of the book contains 
relevant background information as well as specific recommendations for the so-
called permanent status negotiations on the refugee issue in the context of the 
'Madrid' peace process. The tenth chapter will, finally, contain the study's overall 
conclusions and recommendations. 

PART ONE 
REFUGEE LAW 

Chapter II 
PALESTINIAN REFUGEES 
1. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE NOTION OF 'PALESTINIAN REFUGEE' 
63. The central theme of the study is to examine the status of Palestinian refu­
gees in international law. Before dealing in the next two chapters with the posi­
tion of Palestinian refugees under international refugee law, this chapter will fo­
cus on the subjects of the study themselves. What is meant by the term 
'Palestinian refugees'? In what respect do these refugees differ from other forced 
migrants and why did this lead the international community to exclude them from 
the legal regime applicable to refugees in general? Finally, what definitions of the 
term 'Palestinian refugee' are being used? The second question will be dealt with 
in the next section; the last question will be the subject of sections 3 and 4. The 
present section will provide some general reflections on the notion of 'Palestinian 
refugee'. 
Except for several resolutions of the Arab League, which will be discussed 
in chapter IV, there are no international instruments dealing specifically with Pal­
estinian refugees. As a consequence there is also no generally accepted definition 
of who are to be considered Palestinian refugees in a legal context. It is therefore 
necessary to delimitate the group of persons whose status is the subject of this 
study by describing its characteristics in factual terms, that is without reference to 
specific rules of international law. 
64. The study deals with one specific group of refugees: those Palestinians who 
fled that part of Mandate Palestine which in 1948 became the state of Israel, as a 
result of the war accompanying the establishment of that state,1 and who were 
subsequently prevented from returning there — as well as their descendants. This 
group is referred to in this study as 'Palestinian refugees' or 'the Palestinian rera-
1
 The reasons for the exodus of refugees from Palestine were discussed in ch. I, sub-sect. 3.2. 
The 1948 war began on IS May 1948, immediately following the proclamation of the state of Is­
rael, and ended with the conclusion of formal armistice agreements between Feb. and July 1949; 
cf. eh. I, η. 80. 
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gees'. The term 'Palestinians' as used in this definition refers to Arab2 citizens of 
Mandate Palestine.3 'Mandate Palestine' as used here refers to Palestine as consti­
tuted during the period of the British Mandate. The reasons for including the 
descendants of the original Palestinian refugees in the definition used in this book 
will be discussed later.4 
65. When UNRWA was created, it was mandated to provide assistance to 
'Palestine refugees' as also reflected in the name of the organization. The choice 
for the adjective 'Palestine' was deliberate. The organization was not exclusively 
to assist the main victims of the 1948 war — the Palestinians referred to in the 
previous paragraph — but also others who found themselves in Palestine at the 
time of the conflict, and who were in need of assistance. Although the vast ma­
jority of refugees that have been assisted by UNRWA are Palestinians, some 1.5 
per cent of those registered have a different national background.5 During more 
recent refugee crises, third country nationals have normally been taken care of by 
their country of origin. However, during the late 1940s, early 1950s, this was not 
feasible in respect of the majority of such persons and accordingly UNRWA's 
predecessors had included them in the initial relief effort. When UNRWA suc­
ceeded UNRPR in 1950, its rolls also included 17,000 Jewish internally displaced 
2
 Arabs sbare a common language, Arabic, and a common Arab culture; cf. Mansfield, P. The 
Arabs, Middlesex, Penguin Books Ltd., 1992 (3rd edn.), ch. I; also Rodinson, M., The Arabs, 
London, Croom Helm Ltd., 1981. 
3 On Palestinian 'mandate-citizenship', see ch. V, sub-sect. 2.1. Before 1948, Palestinians 
were commonly referred to as 'Palestinian Arabs'. The term 'Palestinians' or 'Palestinian Arabs' 
is generally understood to refer to Arabs bom or living in the area of Palestine as constituted dur­
ing the period of the British Mandate; Arabs bom or living in the territorial components of former 
Mandate Palestine subsequently designated as Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip; and 
Arabs who, after 14 May 1948, identified themselves or were classified as Palestinians in censuses 
or population counts in other countries or areas of the world. Cf. Roof and Kinsella, 1987, 106. 
Millions of Palestinians share a common identity based on a historical fact: they, or their direct 
ancestors, 'lived in a land of [their] own called Palestine, which is now no longer [their] home­
land'; Said, 1980, 115. Art. 5 of the Palestine National Charter of 17 July 1968 defines Palestin­
ians as 'those Arab nationals who, until 1947, normally resided in Palestine, regardless of whether 
they were evicted from it or have stayed mere. Anyone bom, after that date, of a Palestinian father 
— inside Palestine or outside it — is also a Palestinian'. Art. 6 of the Charter also defines as Pal­
estinian 'the Jews who had normally resided in Palestine until the beginning of the Zionist inva­
sion'. English translation in De Waart, P. J. I. M., Dynamics of Self-Determination in Palestine: 
Protection of Peoples as a Human Right, Leyden, Brill, 1994,222. 
4
 See para. 70, below; see also ch. Ш, paras. 157-158. 
5 UNRWA statistics make reference to well over two dozen nationalities other than Palestin­
ian, including a significant number of Lebanese and smaller numbers of Algerians, Jordanians and 
Syrians; cf. Cervenak, СМ., 'Promoting Inequality: Gender-Based Discrimination in UNRWA's 
Approach to Palestine Refugee Status', 16 HRQ 300,309 and n. 39 (1994). 
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persons, soon reduced to 3.OO0.6 These refugees were assisted until UNRWA 
ceased its operations in Israel by June 1952.7 
Although the rationale for providing relief to the above third country na­
tionals and internally displaced persons is not questioned here, these persons are 
not the subjects under discussion. Once again, for this reason the term 'Palestinian 
refugee' is used in this study, except where explicit reference is made to 
'Palestine refugees' registered with, and assisted by UNRWA. 
66. The subjects of the study are Palestinian refugees. Excluded are, therefore, 
Palestinians who are not refugees, although for the application of certain rules of 
international law their position may appear to be identical to that of these refu­
gees. It should be stressed that this is not a work about the rights of Palestinians in 
general. Reference to the latter category of rights will be made on a number of 
occasions — mainly in part two of the study — when such rights are applicable to 
both Palestinian refugees and non-refugee Palestinians alike.8 The specific focus, 
however, will be on the unique position of Palestinian refugees. 
The study will also not deal with migration of Palestinians in general. Prior 
to 1948, as well as afterwards, a considerable number of Palestinians travelled to 
various countries either as short term visitors, or to reside permanently.9 As far as 
migration after 1948 is concerned, this not only applies to non-refugee Palestin­
ians but to Palestinian refugees as well.10 Issues in relation to the above migration 
will only be dealt with where interrelated with the refugee problem. 
6
 UNRWA, Assistance to Palestine Refugees: Interim Report of the Director of the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, CAOR, 5th sess., suppl. 
19,UNdoc.A/1451/Rev.l,5. 
7 Schiff, 1995,183. 
8 In 1967, after the occupation by Israel of the West Bank and the Gaza Stnp, the residents of 
these territories — both Palestinian refugees and others — became persons protected by interna­
tional humanitarian law. The various provisions in the Fourth Geneva Convention dealing with 
'protected persons' apply equally to refugees and non-refugees. See on this subject ch. VI. The 
same applies to the right of return and to other areas of human rights law discussed in ch. П. 
9 A considerable number of Palestinians have emigrated to the Americas since the beginning 
of the century. Emigration increased during the First World War, when the Ottomans pressed 
young Christian men into military service and forced them to serve at the front lines. Many young 
men were smuggled out of Palestine in boats bound for France, from where they boarded ships 
headed for Central and South America. One of the Central American countries with a considerable 
Palestinian population is Honduras; cf. Adams, D., 'Palestinians in Honduras: success breeds re­
sentment', MEI, 6 Jan. 1989,19, Turki, F., 'The dream of the diaspora Palestinians', MEI, 5 Aug. 
1988.18. 
10 As was mentioned ш ch. I, since the beginning of the 1950s, hundreds of thousands of Pal­
estinians — including Palestinian refugees — moved to the Gulf states as migrant workers. Before 
the 1991 Gulf war some 750,000 Palestinians were living in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates, Qatar and Oman. See also the table at ch. I, para. 30. 
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67. As was discussed in the historic overview of the first chapter, 1948 was not 
the only time Palestinians were compelled to flee. As a result of the six-day war, 
in 1967, many Palestinian refugees fled for the second time. They were joined by 
a large group of non-refugee residents from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, 
fleeing for the first time. Palestinians, both Palestine refugees and others, have 
been forced to leave other countries in the Middle East on a number of other oc-
casions as well, most recently in 199S when the approximately 30,000 Palestin-
ians in Libya were threatened with expulsion. It will be clear from the above that 
those Palestinians who were forced to migrate either in 1967 or afterwards, and 
who had not already become refugees in 1948, are not to be considered Palestin-
ian refugees according to the definition used in this book. However, the observa-
tion in the previous paragraph concerning the rights of Palestinians in general, 
applies to their category as well. 
Where it will be necessary to explicitly distinguish Palestinian refugees 
from 1967 displaced persons, the former will be referred to as '1948-refugees'. 
68. An essential feature of 'refugeehood' ' ' is that it concerns persons who have 
left their country — either that of their nationality or, in case of stateless persons, 
that of their former habitual residence — out of fear for persecution, and who are 
unable or, owing to such fear, are unwilling to return to it.12 Most refugees are in 
principle able, but due to above mentioned fear unwilling to return to their coun-
try. In case of Palestinian refugees it is generally the opposite. Although the ma-
jority of the refugees have expressed a desire to return to their places of origin and 
continue to do so until this moment, Israel has consistently barred their return ex-
cept for small numbers in the context of family reunification. Palestinian refugees 
are thus unable to return to their country of former habitual residence. This should 
be an important factor in decisions concerning the determination of refugee status 
and the granting of asylum in respect of these refugees. 
69. Another traditional characteristic of 'refugeehood' is the lack of national 
(diplomatic) protection by the government of the country of origin. Especially in 
early literature on refugee law, refugees were frequently referred to as 
'unprotected persons'.13 The international agreements from the period between 
the two World Wars made it an essential criterion of refugeehood that the person 
1
 ' A temi of ait introduced by Grahl-Madsen in his opus magnum of 1966 and used occa-
sionally in this study. 
12
 Cf. CSR51, art. 1A (2), quoted in para. 72, below. See also Grahl-Madsen, 1966,74. 
13
 See, for example, Simpson, J. H., The Refugee Problem, London, Oxford Univ. Press, 
1939, 229; Weis, P.. 'Legal Aspects of the Convention of 28 July 1951 relating to the Status of 
Refugees', 30. BYIL, 478,480 (1953); also Grahl-Madsen, 1966,95. 
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in question 'does not enjoy or ... no longer enjoys the protection of the State to 
which he previously belonged'.14 Palestinian refugees are a classical example of a 
category of 'unprotected persons' in the above sense. 
Palestine was a British mandate during the time of the League of Nations 
and although the inhabitants were not considered as citizens of the administering 
power,15 they were able to benefit from the exercise of diplomatic protection. 
Palestinian nationality — and consequently also the exercise of diplomatic pro­
tection — effectively terminated with the mandate on the day of the proclamation 
of the state of Israel, on 15 May 1948.16 Israeli nationality legislation did not 
provide for Israeli citizenship for those displaced by the conflict in 1948. The ref­
ugees were admitted to neighbouring countries on what was expected to be a 
temporary basis. Nationality or citizenship of these countries was generally not 
available to them.17 In addition to having become refugees they, therefore, also 
became stateless, lacking a nationality, and even the Palestine Mandate citizen­
ship that had previously provided some basic protection.18 
70. The Palestinian refugees fled their country of former residence more than 45 
years ago. Since they fled, more than two generations of descendants of the origi­
nal refugees have grown up. This raises the question as to whether the descen­
dants of the first generation refugees should themselves also be considered as Pal­
estinian refugees. Applying the basic characteristics of the previous two para­
graphs — inability to return and lack of national protection — this question 
should in principle be answered in the affirmative. Another argument pointing in 
the same direction is the application of the principle of family unity. In accord­
ance with this principle, members of the immediate family of a refugee should, in 
general, also be considered as refugees.19 UNRWA, for the purpose of providing 
1 4
 Arrangement concerning the Extension to Other Categories of Refugees of Certain Meas­
ures taken in Favour of Russian and Armenian Refugees, 30 June 1928, 89 LNTS 53, quoted in 
Grahl-Madsen, 1966,127. 
15 Seech.V. 
!6 UNGA res. 181 (Π), 29 Nov. 1947, recommending the 'Partition Plan for Palestine', stipu­
lated that the Mandate for Palestine would 'terminate as soon as possible but in any case not later 
than 1 August 1948'. According to the Partition Plan it was intended that Palestinian citizens re­
siding in Palestine would, 'upon recognition of independence, become citizens of the State [either 
the Arab or the Jewish State, the establishment of both of which was foreseen in the Plan] in 
which they are resident and enjoy full civil and political rights.' 
1 7
 The only exception is Jordan, which provided most Palestinian refugees residing on its ter­
ritory with Jordanian citizenship. The position of Palestinian refugees in the Arab world will be 
discussed in ch. IV. 
1 8
 The position of Palestinian refugees as stateless persons will be discussed in ch. V. 
'9 See eh. VII, sect. 4; also Grahl-Madsen, 1966.412. 
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assistance, treats descendants on an equal footing with the original Palestinian 
refugees.20 
71. So far, the notion of 'Palestinian refugee' has been examined from a legal 
perspective, or, to be more precise, from a refugee law perspective. A critical 
reader will already have noticed from the introductory chapter that in discussions 
and resolutions of the United Nations as well as in other international fora where 
the subject is on the agenda, including the Multilateral Working Group on Refu­
gees, Palestinian refugees are often referred to in a political rather than in a legal 
context. It should, therefore, be noted that the meaning of the term 'Palestinian 
refugee' will differ depending on the context in, or the purpose for which it is 
being used. For example, the UN General Assembly resolution embodying the 
Palestinian right of return,21 sees to a much larger circle of persons than those 
who might be considered as being the subject of international refugee law.22 
Also, for the purpose of providing assistance the term 'Palestine refugee' 
has a very specific meaning, not necessarily corresponding to the legal concepts 
discussed above.23 The largest single group of Palestinian refugees assisted by 
UNRWA resides in Jordan and has been granted Jordanian nationality. For this 
reason, they are not in need of international protection and accordingly not the 
subject of international refugee law.24 Similarly, Palestinian refugees in Syria, 
although not enjoying formal citizenship, have a status similar to Syrian nationals 
and are for this reason also excluded from refugee protection.25 This group con­
tinues to be assisted by UNRWA as well. 
2. PALESTINIAN REFUGEES AS DISTINGUISHED FROM OTHER 
REFUGEES 
72. A main feature of refugee law since the Second World War is that it con­
tains a universal definition of who is to be considered a refugee. During the first 
half of the twentieth century a number of international agreements were adopted 
reflecting the concern of the international community to assume responsibility for 
protecting and assisting refugees. The definitions of these instruments relate each 
category of refugees to their national origin, to the territory that they left and to 
20 see para, and sub-sect. 3.4, below. 
21 UNGA res. 194 (Ш), 11 Dec. 1948. 
22 See sect. 4, below. 
23 See sect. 3, below. 
24 See ch. Ш, sub-sect. 3.2. 
25 See ch. Ш, sub-secL 3.3. 
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the lack of diplomatic protection by their former home country. Persons who meet 
the definition of these early instruments are usually referred to as 'statutory refu­
gees'. 2 6 Different from these pre-war instruments, the 1951 Convention Relating 
to the Status of Refugees27 — hereinafter the 1951 Convention — defines a refu­
gee in generic terms. According to article 1A, paragraph 2, the term 'refugee' 
shall, for the purpose of the Convention, apply to any person who: 
As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and owing to well-founded fear of being 
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or 
political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is 
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and 
being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, 
owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it 
Under this provision refugee status is no longer reserved for former residents of a 
number of specified countries. Determination of refugee status under the 1951 
Convention depends largely on whether a specific set of circumstances — that is 
those leading to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for a number of specified 
reasons — have forced the individual to leave his or her country. 
73. Although the drafters of the 1951 Convention made a genuine attempt to be 
consistent in their approach to define a 'refugee' in general terms, in fact the no­
tion of categories or groups of refugees was still very much in their minds. This 
appears, amongst other things, from the fact that a dateline was introduced: the 
convention was only to apply to refugees that had left their countries 'As a result 
of events occurring before 1 January 1951 ' , 2 8 It is clear from the discussions 
leading to the adoption of the Convention that, although the text was phrased in 
general terms, arrangements were in fact being made for a number of existing cat­
egories of refugees that were well known to the various governmental representa­
tives involved in the drafting process.29 Only after the dateline was effectively 
removed through the adoption of the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees 
in 1967 — hereinafter the 1967 Protocol — the focus shifted towards the indivi­
dual.30 
26 CSR51, ait 1A (1), incorporates the 'statutory refugees' in the definition of a 'refugee' to 
be applied for the purpose of that convention. See UNHCR Handbook, paras. 1, 32; Grahl-Mad-
sen, 1966, 108; also UNHCR, Conventions, Agreements and Arrangements Concerning Refugees 
Adopted Before the Second World War, Geneva, 1980. 
27 Seech. Ш, n. 1. 
28 CRSS1, art 1A (2), quoted m the previous para. 
29 See sub-sects. 2.1 - 2.3, below. 
30 CSRP67, art. I, para. 2, reads as follows: 'For the purpose of the present Protocol, the term 
"refugee" shall, except as regards the application of paragraph 3 of this article, mean any person 
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Not only did the drafters of the 1951 Convention have a general picture of the 
various categories of refugees they were making arrangements for — basically 
those who fled their countries during and in the immediate aftermath of the Sec-
ond World War — they were also quite specific on who they did not want to ben-
efit from the new instruments. This matter was extensively debated. A number of 
countries were only willing to consider refugees from Europe, while others saw 
no need for such a geographical limitation. A compromise was reached in the 
form of the current article 1,paragraphe, of the 1951 Convention.31 
74. In the context of the discussions on refugees from outside Europe, Palestin-
ian refugees were the subject of extensive debate. A number of Arab governments 
had strong objections against including these refugees under the mandate of 
UNHCR as well as in the 1951 Convention. Accordingly, they introduced amend-
ments to the original drafts, reflecting their concerns. In line with the practice to 
draft the convention and the statute of UNHCR in general terms, these amend-
ments did not specifically refer to the Palestinian refugees. Nevertheless, their 
explicit purpose was to exclude exactly these refugees from the application of 
both instruments as long as they were the subject of special UN attention. Both 
amendments were adopted and incorporated in the final text of the 1951 Conven-
tion, as article ID, and in the UNHCR Statute, as paragraph 7 (c). 
Article ID reads as follows: 
This Convention shall not apply to persons who are at present receiving from organs or agencies 
of the United Nations other than the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees protection 
or assistance. 
within the definition of article 1 of the Convention [relating to the Status of Refugees] as if the 
words "As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and..." and the words "... as a result 
of such events", in article 1A (2) were omitted.' Formally speaking, the 1967 Protocol does not 
modify the 1951 Convention, but provides a set of legal obligations — incorporating am. 2 to 34 
of the 1951 Convention — of its own. It is therefore sufficient for a state, that had not previously 
been a party to the 1951 Convention, to accede to the 1967 Protocol only, although the vast major-
ity of states have acceded to both instruments. 
31 Cf. para. 84 and n. 57, below. The text of CSR51, art. IB, reads as follows: '(1) For the 
purposes of this Convention, the words "events occurring before 1 January 1951" in Article 1, 
Section A, shall be understood to mean either (a) "events occurring in Europe before 1 January 
1951" or (b) "events occurring in Europe or elsewhere before 1 January 1951" and each Contract-
ing State shall make a declaration at the time of signature, ratification or accession, specifying 
which of these meanings it applies for the purpose of its obligations under this Convention. (2) 
Any Contracting State which has adopted alternative (a) may at any time extend its obligations by 
adopting alternative (b) by means of a notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the Unit-
ed Nations.' 
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When such protection or assistance has ceased for any reason, without the position of such persons 
being definitely settled in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations, these persons shall ipso facto be entitled to the benefits of this Convention. 
In accordance with paragraph 7 of UNHCR's Statute,3 2 
the competence of the High Commissioner... shall not extend to a person. ... 
(c) Who continues to receive from other organs or agencies of the United Nations protection or as­
sistance. 
In 1954, a similar provision was also incorporated in the Convention Relating to 
the Status of Stateless Persons — hereinafter the 1954 Convention:3 3 
2. This Convention shall not apply: 
(ι) To persons who are at present receiving from organs or agencies of the United Nations other 
than the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees protection or assistance so long as they 
are receiving such protection or assistance. 
75. In the next chapter, article ID of the 1951 Convention and its interpretation 
will be the subject of detailed discussion. The effects of article 1, paragraph 2 of 
the 1954 Convention and paragraph 7 (c) of the UNHCR Statute will be discussed 
in chapters V and VIII, respectively. In the remainder of this section it will be 
examined why the international community decided in the early 1950s to exclude 
Palestinian refugees in the manner described above from the general legal regime 
that was being created for the protection of refugees and stateless persons. An un­
derstanding of the various factors that led to the incorporation of the provisions 
quoted above is not only important for a proper understanding of the Palestinian 
refugee issue; it is also relevant in order to arrive at a correct understanding of 
these provisions, the wording of which has led to multiple interpretations in their 
practical application. 
In order to answer the above question, the travaux préparatoires of both the 
1951 Convention and the UNHCR Statute will be examined in some detail. The 
preparatory work of a treaty and the circumstances of its conclusion, are described 
as 'supplementary means of interpretation' in article 32 of the Vienna Convention 
on the Law of Treaties.34 The answer to the question posed above may, therefore, 
appear to be relevant for the interpretation of both the 1951 Convention and the 
32 UNHCR's Statute is annexed to UNGA res. 428 (V), 14 Dec. 1950, text in UNHCR, 1988, 
3. 
33 CSSP54, art. 1. See ch. V, n. 1. 
34 Convention on the Law of Treaties, signed at Vienna, 23 May 1969. Entry into force 27 
Jan. 1980. Text: 8 ILM 679 (1969), also in Brownlie, I. (ed.), Basic Documents m International 
Law, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1995 (4th edn.), 388. For the text of art. 32, see ch. Ill, n. 28. 
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Statute. Rather than reverting to the travaux préparatoires separately in subse-
quent chapters, it is considered appropriate to discuss the drafting history of both 
instruments together, in this section, as the two are interrelated to a large extent. 
76. It took some five years from the moment the first United Nations resolution 
concerning the status of refugees was adopted in 1946 until the conclusion of the 
drafting of the 1951 Convention and the UNHCR Statute, the text of the latter 
being adopted six month prior to that of the convention. The drafting process took 
place in a number of stages.35 During three of the main drafting stages, Palestin-
ian refugees were explicitly discussed. The first time the subject was raised in the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Statelessness and Related Problems, which produced a 
Draft Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. The issue of Palestinian ref-
ugees was again discussed when the Third Committee of the General Assembly 
considered the report of the Ad Hoc Committee, in December 1950. At this stage 
the UNHCR Statute was adopted. Finally, Palestinian refugees were the subject of 
extensive debate in July 1951, during the Conference of Plenipotentiaries which 
completed the drafting of the convention. 
2.1 - AD HOC COMMITTEE ON STATELESSNESS AND RELATED PROBLEMS 
77. In its resolution 8 (I) of 12 February 194636 the United Nations General As-
sembly referred the problem of refugees and displaced persons to the Economic 
and Social Council (ECOSOC) for detailed consideration. In its sixth session, 
ECOSOC responded with resolution 116 (VI) D,37 requesting the Secretary-Gen-
eral to make a study of statelessness,38 and to 'submit recommendations ... as to 
the desirability of concluding a further convention on this subject'. During its 
ninth session, ECOSOC considered the Secretary-General's study.39 In response, 
35 For a brief chronology of the development of the UNHCR Statute and the 1951 Conven-
tion, see Takkenberg, L. and Tahbaz, С. C. (eds.). The Collected Travaux Préparatoires of the 
1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 3 vols., Amsterdam, Dutch Refugee 
Council under the auspices of the European Legal Network on Asylum, 1989, vol. i, 2. This work 
also contains the text of the working papers used by the various bodies which participated in die 
drafting of the 1951 Convention. See also Grahl-Madsen, 1966, 103; Robinson, N.. Convention 
Relating to the Status of Refugees: Its History, Contents and Interpretation, New York, Inst, of 
Jewish Affairs, 1953, 1; Weis, P. (ed.), The Refugee Convention, 1951, Cambridge, Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1995,1. 
36 Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 5. 
37 Adopted 1 Mar. 1948; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 9. 
38 At this stage the problems of refugees and statelessness were considered m conjunction. 
39 UN, A Study of Statelessness, Lake Success, Department of Social Affairs, 1949, UN doc. 
E/l 112 and E/l 112/Add. 1, published as UN sales pubi. 1949.XIV.2. The text of part one of the 
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it adopted resolution 248 (IX) B,40 establishing an Ad Hoc Committee on State-
lessness and Related Problems, and charged it with considering, inter alia, 'the 
desirability of preparing a revised and consolidated convention relating to the in-
ternational status of refugees'. The committee met from 16 January -16 February 
1950 at Lake Success, New York, and extensively discussed the problem of the 
definition of the term 'refugee'. Two different points of view were expressed in 
this regard: one favouring a broad definition — along the lines of the present ar-
ticle 1 of the 1951 Convention — and the other a definition by categories. The 
main advocates of the first approach were France and the United Kingdom, while 
the United States took the lead in promoting a definition by categories, that was 
largely based on the constitution of the International Refugee Organization 
(IRO).41 
78. It was the United States which, for the first time, explicitly referred to 
Palestinian refugees. In a 'Memorandum on the Definition Article of the 
Preliminary Draft Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (and Stateless 
Persons),'42 submitted to the members of the committee, the representative of the 
United States proposed a definition by means of referring to a number of specific 
categories of persons. In addition to the 'statutory refugees' presently covered by 
article 1A (1) of the 1951 Convention, the memorandum considered the following 
categories: 
(a) German, Austrian, Czechoslovak and Italian refugees. (...) 
(b) Spanish refugees. (...) 
(c) Neo-refugees. Any person, other than a person of German ethnic origin residing in Germany, 
or a displaced person as defined in clause 2 of this sub-paragraph, or a refugee for whom provision 
is made in General Assembly resolutions 212(111) of 19 November 1948 and 302(IV) of 8 Decem-
ber 1949, who as a result of events subsequent to the outbreak of the Second World War, is unable 
or unwilling to avail himself of the protection of the government of his country of nationality or 
former nationality, and who has not acquired another nationality [emphasis added]. 
During the discussion of his proposal, the representative of the United States ex-
plained that the proposed definition of 'neo-refugees' was taken from the IRO 
Constitution, with the addition of two exceptions which did not appear in the IRO 
definition: 'One of them concerned refugees for whom provision had been made 
study, entitled 'Improvement of the Status of Stateless Persons' is reproduced in Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 10-79. 
40 Adopted 8 Aug. 1949; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 112. 
41 The IRO constitution was annexed to UNGA res. 62 (I), 15 Dec. 1946. Text: 18 UNTS 3. 
« UN doc. E/AC.32/L.4,18 Jan. 1950; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 359. 
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separately by resolutions 212 (Ш) and 302 (IV) of the General Assembly, namely 
Palestine refugees.'43 
79. The United States delegate did not state specific reasons for excluding Pal­
estinian refugees from the definition of 'neo refugees'. The exclusion, as well as 
the concept of defining refugees by category, appeared to have been primarily 
motivated by the desire to know in advance the extent of the (financial) responsi­
bility with regard to refugees placed under the protection of the United Nations:44 
Too vague a definition, which would amount, so to speak, to a blank check, would not be suffi­
cient ... [I]t was perfectly reasonable for States signatory to the convention to wish to know pre­
cisely to whom it should apply. 
... The United States Government, therefore, did not consider that certain groups should be includ­
ed within the framework of the convention, such as the approximately 600,000 Arab refugees for 
whom the United Nations had made special arrangements, nor for the Kashmiri and Indian refu­
gees. It was true that the existence of those groups raised a human problem of extreme gravity, but 
that problem could not be solved within the framework of the convention, which should in princi­
ple apply only to the IRO refugees. 
After criticism from France, the delegate of the United States announced, how­
ever, that his government was prepared to eliminate from the definition all the ex­
ceptions save those concerning persons of German ethnic origin residing in Ger­
many. The committee consequently adopted the approach of the United States and 
included in its report to ECOSOC a draft definition article along the lines of the 
US proposal.45 As the United States had dropped, amongst other things, its ex­
clusion of Palestinian refugees, the draft also made no more mention of the sub­
ject. 
2.2 - THIRD COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
80. The Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Statelessness and Related Prob­
lems was considered by ECOSOC during its eleventh session. The Council decid­
ed to reconvene the Ad Hoc committee 'in order that it may prepare revised drafts 
4 3 Summ. ree. of the 5th mtg., 30 Jan. 1950, UN doc. E/AC.32/SR.5, para. 14; Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989, vol. ι, 175. UNGA res. 212 (III) established UNRPR, while UNGA res. 302 (IV) 
established UNRWA; cf ch. I, sub-sects. 5.2 and 5.4, above. 
4 4
 Summ. ree. of the 3rd mtg., 26 Jan. 1950, UN doc. E/AC.32/SR 3, paras. 37-38; Takken­
berg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. ι, 165. 
45 U N doc. E/1618 and Con. 1, Takkenberg & Tahbaz, vol. ι, 405. 
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(...) in the light of comments of Governments and of specialized agencies...'.46 As 
ECOSOC had itself decided to adopt a definition of the term 'refugee' for inclu-
sion in the planned Convention, the Ad Hoc Committee was not allowed to 
change this definition. The Council also adopted a Draft Statute for UNHCR, 
containing a provision to the effect that 'persons falling under the competence of 
the High Commissioner's Office for Refugees shall be those defined in article 1 
of the Convention relating the Status of Refugees as approved by the General As-
sembly, and such other persons as the General Assembly may from time to time 
determine'. Finally, the Council decided to submit the various drafts together to 
the General Assembly for consideration during its fifth session. The Ad Hoc 
Committee reconvened in Geneva from 1 4 - 2 5 August 1950 to finalize the draft-
ing process. By that time the name of the committee had been changed to Ad Hoc 
Committee on Refugees and Stateless Persons in order to reflect more properly 
the issues that were under discussion. 
81. Since the problem of the definition of the term 'refugee' to be applied by 
UNHCR and that of the definition to be inserted in the draft convention were 
linked by the Economic and Social Council, the Third Committee of the General 
Assembly, to whom the item was referred, decided to discuss the two definitions 
in conjunction as well. The problem of the definition caused considerable discus-
sion, focusing again on whether a broad definition covering all legitimate refu-
gees should be adopted, or one setting out specific categories of refugees. The 
French Government, which in the Ad Hoc Committee had been one of the main 
advocates of a broad definition, changed its mind and now joined those countries 
that supported the definition adopted by ECOSOC. That definition was restricted 
to persons who had become refugees 'as a result of events in Europe before 1 
January 1951'. In an attempt to justify why, in his view, the new High Commis-
sioner should not be automatically involved in dealing with categories of refugees 
from outside Europe — which would be the consequence of a wider definition 
proposed inter alia by the United Kingdom and Belgium — the French represen-
tative referred, among other categories of non-European refugees, to the Palestin-
ian refugees:47 
The General Assembly had extended its protection to the Arabs by setting up two bodies, an office 
to deal with relief questions and a conciliation commission. It was now proposed to set up a new 
organ to deal with repatriation and resettlement It could therefore be said that the General Assem-
46 ECOSOC res. 319 (IX) B, 16 Aug. 1950, UN doc. E/1818; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, 
vol. ii, 20. 
47 CAOR, 5th sess., 3rd comm., 326th mtg., para. 48. 
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Ыу had already delegated certain of its powers with regard to the Arab refugees and that it had 
delegated those powers to organs other than the High Commissioner's Office. 
82. Several days later, the representative of Egypt introduced an amendment 
submitted jointly by the delegations of Egypt, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia that, 
amongst other things, proposed adding to section С of the draft statute, dealing 
with the competence of the High Commissioner, the following paragraph:48 
The mandate of the High Commissioner's Office shall not extend to categories of refugees at 
present placed under the competence of other organs or agencies of the United Nations. 
Explaining the purpose of the amendment, the representative of Lebanon stated 
that its inclusion would not be necessary if the General Assembly decided to 
adopt the restricted definition of the term 'refugee' proposed by the Economic 
and Social Council. It would, however, be most urgently needed, in the opinion of 
the sponsors, if the General Assembly decided to adopt a broader definition:4 9 
The delegations concerned were thinking of the Palestine refugees, who differed from all other 
refugees. In all other cases, persons had become refugees as a result of action taken contrary to the 
principles of the United Nations and the obligation of the Organization toward them was a moral 
one only. The existence of the Palestine refugees, on the other hand, was the direct result of a de­
cision taken by the United Nations itself, with full knowledge of the consequences. The Palestine 
refugees were therefore a direct responsibility on the part of the United Nations and could not be 
placed m the general category of refugees without betrayal of that responsibility. Furthermore, the 
obstacle to their repatriation was not dissatisfaction with their homeland, but the fact that a Mem­
ber of the United Nations was preventing their return [emphasis added]. 
The representative of Saudi Arabia added that: 5 0 
If the General Assembly were to include the Palestine refugees m a general definition of refugees, 
they would become submerged and would be relegated to a position of minor importance. The 
Arab States desired that those refugees should be aided pending their repatriation, repatriation 
being the only real solution of their problem. To accept a general definition without the clause 
proposed by the delegations of Egypt and Lebanon, as well as his own, would be to renounce in­
sistence on repatriation. 
(...) Pending a proper settlement of [the Arab-Israeli Conflict], the Palestine refugees should con­
tinue to be granted a separate and special status [emphasis added]. 
48 UNdoc.A/C.3/L.128. 
49 GAOR, 5th sess., 3rd comm., 328th mtg., para. 47. 
50 Ibid., para. 52. 
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83. The amendment proposed by the three Arab states met with general ap-
proval from the drafters of the statute.51 An informal working group was formed 
which took into consideration the various amendments concerning the définition 
of the term 'refugee'. The working group presented a revised joint compromise 
text that contained two draft definitions, one for the statute of the High Commis-
sioner's Office and the other for the draft convention.52 The definition for the 
statute was consequently adopted by the Third Committee of the General As-
sembly in an amended form, containing a clause in line with the amendment of 
the Arab states (the present paragraph 7 (c) of the UNHCR Statute). The UNHCR 
Statute as a whole was finally adopted by the General Assembly on 14 December 
1950 without further amendments.53 The Third Committee had also included a 
clause, similar to paragraph 7 (c) of the Statute, in the definition for the draft con-
vention. It was decided, however, that the text of the definition for the draft con-
vention should be merely recommended for consideration to the conference of 
plenipotentiaries, which the General Assembly had agreed to convene in order to 
complete the drafting process.54 
2.3 - CONFERENCE OF PLENIPOTENTIARIES ON THE STATUS OF REFUGEES AND 
STATELESS PERSONS 
84. The Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless 
Persons met at the European office of the United Nations in Geneva from 2 to 25 
July 1951.55 During the more than three weeks of intensive discussions, the most 
controversial issue was again the definition of the term 'refugee'. The main dis-
agreement this time was not — as had been the case in the Ad Hoc Committee 
and in the Third Committee — whether the definition should be one by category 
or rather be drafted in general terms. During the conference the issue was narrow-
ed down to whether the convention should apply to European refugees only, or to 
other refugees as well. 'The "Europeans" had' — as the Israeli representative put 
it — 'confronted the "universalists" in an exciting and enlightening debate'56 and 
51 See, for example, the statements of the representatives of Turkey and the USA, GAOR, 5th 
sess., 3rd comm., 329th mtg., paras. 11 and 37, respectively. See also GAOR, 5th sess., 3rd 
comm., 330th mtg., paras. 7-8. 
52 UNdoc.A/C.3/L.131/Rev.l. 
53 UNGA res. 428 (V). 
54Cf. UNGA res. 429 (V), 14 Dec. 1950. 
55 The drafting documents as well as the summary records of the 35 meetings of the confer-
ence are reproduced in Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii. 
56 Summ. ree. of the 22nd mtg., 16 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.22,6; Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 406. The debate on the issue got rather emotional during the 20th session. 
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it was eventually the delegate of the Holy See who 'saved' the conference by in­
troducing the compromise text currently embodied in article IB of the Conven­
tion.57 
85. It was in the context of the geographical issue that the Palestinian refugees 
were frequently mentioned. According to the representative of Egypt, article 1С 
of the draft convention — corresponding to the first sentence of the present article 
ID of the 1951 Convention — provided a temporary exclusion only: 'Once the 
United Nations assistance ceased, the Palestine refugees should automatically 
enjoy the benefits of the Convention. The Egyptian government had no doubt at 
all that such refugees came under the terms of article l . ' 5 8 This was for the advo­
cates of the 'European School' one of the reasons why a universal definition was 
unacceptable:59 
The French delegation was more than sympathetic towards the Arab refugees in Palestine ... and 
would view with favour any convention which directly concerned them; but it nevertheless con­
sidered that the problems in their case were completely different from those of the refugees in 
Europe, and could not see how Contracting States could bind themselves by a text under the terms 
of which their obligations would be extended to include a new, large group of refugees, not as the 
result of a decision freely arrived at, but through the operation of United Nations policy - or, in 
other words, by the withdrawal of the assistance which various United Nations bodies were at 
present giving to the Arab refugees in Palestine. 
86. There was some disagreement as to whether the intention of the Egyptian 
government, as expressed in the statement of its representative quoted in the pre-
when an exchange of words took place between the representatives of France and Belgium of 
which it was 'agreed ... that it should not be reported in the summary record of the meeting', UN 
doc. A/CONF.2/SR.20,11; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 390. 
57 For the text of the amendment, see UN doc. A/CONF.2/80. For the text of art. IB of the 
1951 Convention, see n. 31, above. For the discussion of the amendment, see summ. ree. of the 
23rd mtg., 16 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.23,4; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 415. 
It is worth noting that the Holy See had originally not been invited to the Conference. However, as 
the Vatican had frequently shown an interest in the refugee problem, during its second meeting the 
Conference unanimously decided — upon the initiative of the Egyptian representative — to invite 
the Holy See to send a plenipotentiary to the Conference. The invitation was accepted and a repre­
sentative of the Vatican joined the Conference at its 14th mtg. See summ. ree. of the 2nd mtg., UN 
doc. A/CONF.2/SR.2,4, Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 200. 
58 Summ. ree. of the 2nd mtg., 2 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.2, 22; Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989. vol. iii, 209. 
59 Summ. гее. of the 19th mtg., 13 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.19,11; Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 376. Other governments favouring a limitation of the application of the 
Convention to European refugees were Italy and the USA. The main advocates of the 'Universal 
School' were the United Kingdom, Belgium, Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Switzerland, Yugoslavia and the 
Netherlands. Governments that were less outspoken on the matter included Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany and Austria. 
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vious paragraph, was properly reflected in the text of draft article I C A number 
of delegates as well as the High Commissioner for Refugees — who personally 
participated in the conference — were of the opinion that 'the effect of the para­
graph, as drafted, was to make the exclusion permanent'.60 In order 'to avoid any 
misunderstanding as to the interpretation to be placed on paragraph C', the repre­
sentative of Egypt introduced another amendment, the text of which is almost 
identical to the second sentence of the present article ID of the 1951 Conven­
tion.61 According to the Egyptian representative, the object of his amendment 
'was to make sure that Arab refugees from Palestine, who were still refugees 
when the organs or agencies of the United Nations at present providing them with 
protection or assistance ceased to function, would automatically come within the 
scope of the Convention'.62 The representative of Iraq added 'that the amendment 
represented an agreed proposal on the part of all the Arab States.... It was obvious 
that, if the Egyptian amendment was rejected, the refugees it was designed to 
protect might eventually find themselves deprived of any status whatsoever.'63 It 
should be noted that a provision similar to the Egyptian amendment — the pres­
ent second sentence of article ID of the 1951 Convention — was not included in 
the text of paragraph 7 of the UNHCR Statute. 
Before the amendment was put to a vote the representative of France made 
it clear that the text of the amended draft article 1С would take effect only for 
those states which had adopted the wider geographical alternative in the definition 
of the term 'refugee'. The other delegations agreed to this interpretation and the 
Egyptian amendment was consequently adopted by 14 votes to 2, with 5 absten­
tions.64 Paragraph С of article 1, as amended (the current article ID) was adopted 
by 18 votes to none, with 5 abstentions.65 
60 Representative of the UK, summ. гее. of the 19th mtg., UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.19, 18, 
Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 379. For the view of the High Commissioner, see the summ, 
ree. of the 21st mtg., UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.21, 12, Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 399. 
61 Summ. ree. 19th mtg., UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.19, 20, Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. 
iii, 380. For the text of the amendment, see UN doc. A/CONF.2/13. The text of the amendment 
reads as follows: 'Add the following provision to the text of Article 1, as a second sub-paragraph 
of paragraph C: When such protection or assistance has ceased for any reason, without the posi­
tion of such persons being definitively settled in accordance with the relevant resolutions adopted 
by the United Nations General Assembly, they shall ipso facto be entitled to the benefit of this 
Convention'; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii. 20. 
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 Summ. ree. of the 29th mtg., 19 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.29, 6; Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 488. 
63 Ibid. 8; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii., 489. 
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 Summ. ree. of the 29th mtg., 19 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.29, 9; Takkenberg & 
Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 490. The representative of Greece declared later that, although he had not 
taken part in the vote on the Egyptian amendment, his delegation supported that amendment; 
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2.4 - SOME TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS 
87. This completes the review of the travaux préparatoires of paragraph 7 (c) 
of the UNHCR Statute and article ID of the 1951 Convention. With regard to the 
question why the international community decided in the early 1930s to exclude 
Palestinian refugees, who were being assisted by UNRWA, from the legal regime 
that was being introduced for the protection of refugees, the following may now 
be concluded. It should in the first place be stressed that amongst the drafters of 
the UNHCR Statute and the 1951 Convention there was almost general consensus 
that the Palestinian refugees were genuine refugees in need of assistance and 
protection. Many delegates explicitly mentioned this point during the various 
stages of the drafting process.66 Not surprisingly it was only the Israeli delegate 
who expressed the view that Palestinian refugees did not meet the criteria of the 
definition and that, accordingly, there would be no need for the proposed exclu-
sion at all.67 
88. The primary concern of the Arab states was that the Palestinian refugees 
were not included in the mandate of UNHCR, but that they would remain the re-
sponsibility of special United Nations attention. This concern was based on poli-
tical rather than legal considerations. The Arab states were afraid that, when in-
cluded under the UNHCR Statute, the Palestinian refugees 'would become sub-
merged [with other categories of refugees] and would be relegated to a position of 
minor importance'.68 The main concern in this respect was that their perspective 
of returning to their homes would be negatively affected if they were included in 
the mandate of UNHCR. 
Considerations regarding continued funding by Western donors of the mas-
sive relief operation on behalf of the Palestinian refugees are also likely to have 
summ. ree. of the 29th mtg., 17 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.29, 27; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 
1989, vol. iii, 499. 
65 Ibid., 9; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 490. 
66 For example, the delegate of France — who opposed the inclusion of any refugees from 
outside Europe in the convention — was of the opinion that a separate convention or protocol be 
concluded for the Palestinian refugees, tailored to their specific needs; cf. para. 85, above. 
67 According to the Israeli delegate: 'the fundamental question ... was whether the Palestinian 
... refugees could satisfy the requirements of Sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph A. [of the 1951 Con-
vention]. In view of the analysis which he had just made it was hardly necessary to answer the 
question. That did not imply that he was opposed to the Arab refugees being protected by the High 
Commissioner if the States concerned so desired, but that was quite a different matter from the 
one under consideration.' Cf. summ. ree. of the 22nd mtg.; UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.22, 8; Tak-
kenberg and Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 407. 
68 see para. 82, and n. 50, above. 
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played a major role. Later a provision similar to paragraph 7 (c) of the UNHCR 
Statute was included in the 1951 Convention as well. Also this enhanced their 
position that the countries that had supported the division of Palestine and the es­
tablishment of Israel, rather than the Arab host countries, should continue to foot 
the assistance bill for the Palestinian refugees.69 
89. The review of the preparatory work has also revealed that the question at the 
beginning of this section70 was not properly phrased: the international community 
did not decide to exclude Palestinian refugees from the general legal regime for 
the protection of refugees. Although the Arab states did not consider themselves 
primarily responsible for financing the relief effort, they were concerned that as­
sistance or protection be extended to the Palestinian refugees irrespective of 
whether relief by the United Nations would continue to be provided. They, there­
fore, made it clear that the provision, included upon their request in the draft con­
vention, was only to exclude Palestinian refugees temporarily. As the French rep­
resentative put it, the proposed text provided for 'deferred inclusion' rather than 
the exclusion of these refugees.71 When other delegates expressed doubt as to 
whether the intention of the Arab states was properly reflected in the proposed 
text, an additional amendment was introduced so as to avoid any possible misun­
derstanding. 
This amendment places the refugees to which it applies in a position similar 
to the 'statutory refugees' mentioned in article 1A (1) of the 1951 Convention. It 
may therefore be argued that the position of article ID in the convention, between 
the other exclusion clauses, is less appropriate. It does not seem logical to condi­
tionally include a whole category of refugees by way of an exception to an exclu­
sion clause. It should be noted that during the final sessions of the conference 
several delegates expressed reservations about the proper order of the various 
parts of article 1. However, as the conference came under considerable pressure to 
complete the drafting within the time available, there was no time to address the 
matter. 
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 Even to this day the Arab states contribute only marginally to the budget of UNRWA. For 
example, in 1991 the total value of all contributions by Arab states, both in cash and in kind, to me 
agency amounted to approximately US $ 4,2 million, equivalent to 1.35% of the total; see 
UNRWA, Annual Report, 1991-1992. GAOR, 47th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/47/13,52, table 13. 
However, in 1994 Saudi-Arabia announced a US $20 million contribution towards UNRWA's 
Peace Implementation Programme for Gaza and the West Bank, making it the largest single donor 
to that programme thus far. 
70 See para. 75, above. 
7' Cf. summ. гее. of the 3rd mtg., 3 July 1951, UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.3,10. 
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90. It should finally be stressed that during the drafting of the UNHCR Statute 
it was already clear that UNRWA would be different from UNHCR, amongst 
other things in that it was only supposed to provide assistance — but no protec­
tion — to the Palestinian refugees put under its mandate. The fact that Palestinian 
refugees being assisted by UNRWA would lack international protection (by 
UNHCR), as a consequence of the inclusion of the present paragraph 7 (c) of the 
UNHCR Statute, was never considered by its drafters. Since after more than 45 
years the majority of Palestinian refugees are still in urgent need of such protec­
tion, this should be considered a grave mistake. It was also not considered what 
'level' of UNRWA assistance would be required to exclude the Palestinian refu­
gees from the jurisdiction of UNHCR.72 The consequences of these anomalies for 
the protection of Palestinian refugees will be discussed in chapter ПІ. 
Only one of the non-governmental organizations with consultative status, 
that attended the conference, the Commission of the Churches on International 
Affairs, had brought to the attention of participants that 'Material assistance is not 
in itself a guarantee of protection'. For this reason the Commission suggested that 
draft article 1С (now article ID of the 1951 Convention) 'be amended to read 
"assistance and protection" rather than "assistance or protection'".73 Unfortunate­
ly, the suggestion was not taken up by any of the governmental participants and 
was, therefore, never formally considered by the conference. 
3. THE UNRWA DEFINITION OF A 'PALESTINE REFUGEE' 
91. It was already mentioned above that there is no general definition of the 
term 'Palestinian refugee' for legal purposes.74 This is why in the previous sec­
tions an attempt was made to delimitate the subjects of the present study by iden­
tifying a number of specific characteristics and by determining to what extent 
Palestinian refugees differ from other categories of refugees. In this section it will 
be examined how Palestinian refugees are defined by the international community 
for the purpose of providing international assistance. 
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 The same applies to the drafting of art. ID of the 1951 Convention. As discussed in ch. I, 
sub-secL 5.4, UNRWA provides services in its five 'Fields of operation': Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, 
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. However, not all refugees are equally eligible for services as 
will be further examined in sect. 3, below. It was also already mentioned in ch. I, that UNRWA 
provides limited assistance to a small number of Palestinian refugees in Egypt. Occasionally 
UNRWA provides ad hoc assistance to Palestinian refugees outside its area of operations. 
73 UN doc. A/CONF.2/NGO/10; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 633. 
74 See also Peretz, D., 'Who is a Refugee', 2 PIJ No. 4,20 (Special Issue: Focus on Refugees, 
Autumn 1995). 
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The UNRWA definition of the term 'Palestine refugee' is of particular relevance 
for the study for a number of reasons. Firstly, the definition provides the reader 
with a more comprehensive understanding of the history and operations of the or­
ganization. Secondly, UNRWA's definition may be a tempting, seemingly objec­
tive approach for defining refugee status in a peace settlement. As one commen­
tator recently put it, 'Despite UNRWA's emphasis on the limited application of 
its definition, one may logically expect that those registered by UNRWA as "Pal­
estine refugees" will have a clearer claim to potential peace settlement rights of 
return or compensation than those Palestinians whose refugee status is not recog­
nized by the United Nations'. 7 5 
Finally, the UNRWA definition is of direct relevance to the position of Pal­
estinian refugees under international refugee law. As has become clear from the 
previous section, the status of Palestinian refugees under the 19S1 Convention 
differs depending on whether such refugees receive, or do not receive, or have 
previously received 'assistance or protection' 7 6 from UNRWA. In countries that 
are bound by the 1951 Convention, or, for that matter, by the 1954 Convention 
concerning the Status of Stateless Persons, it is often easily assumed that Palestin­
ian refugees are not covered by the terms of these instruments. Such a general as­
sumption is not correct. The wording of article 1, paragraph D of the 1951 Con­
vention and article 1, paragraph 2 (i) of the 1954 Convention requires that for a 
proper application of these provisions the exact category of persons that are the 
subject of the special UN attention be determined. As far as the Palestinian refu­
gees are concerned, it may be argued that indirectly the UNRWA definition has 
become part of the definition of the said instruments. The same applies for the 
UNHCR Statute in respect of the delimitation of its mandate vis-a-vis UNRWA. 
3.1- GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 302 (IV) 
92. On 8 December 1949 the UN General Assembly adopted resolution 302 
(Г ), establishing UNRWA. Five days earlier the General Assembly had decided 
to establish UNHCR. Whereas in its resolution establishing UNHCR, the General 
Assembly had requested ECOSOC to prepare a draft resolution embodying provi­
sions for the functioning of the High Commissioner's office, together with 'such 
recommendations as it might deem appropriate regarding the definitions of the 
term "refugee" to be applied by the High Commissioner',7 7 resolution 302 was 
75 Cervenak, 1994,336. 
76 CSR51.art.1D. 
77 UNGA res. 319 A (IV), 3 Dec. 1949; see also n. 32, above. 
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silent on who were to be considered as 'Palestine refugees' under the mandate of 
UNRWA. Neither UN General Assembly resolutions 194 and 302, nor any sub-
sequent resolution78 contained a definition of the term 'Palestine refugee'. A like-
ly explanation is that by the time UNRWA was established the relief operation 
was already in full swing and initial determination of eligibility had been carried 
out by the non-govemmental organizations working under UNRPR's responsibili-
ty. The General Assembly also never adopted a statute governing the functioning 
of UNRWA, similar to that of UNHCR. It was, therefore, left to the agency to 
determine the category of persons to whom assistance was to be extended. During 
the first 10 years of its existence UNRWA developed a working definition which 
was modified several times and ultimately finalized in UNRWA's 'Consolidated 
Eligibility Instructions'.79 Although the wording of the various definitions was 
reported to the General Assembly on different occasions, that body never found it 
necessary to accord formal approval. 
93. When UNRWA started its operations on 1 May 1950, it inherited from the 
chaotic emergency conditions in which the dispensation of relief initially had to 
be organized in 1948-1949, a legacy of inflated registration. Although the Eco-
nomic Survey Mission, in December 1949, estimated the number of refugees at 
726,000, of whom about 652,000 were considered to be in need, by the end of the 
relief operations under the responsibility of UNRPR, on 30 April 1950, there were 
some 957,000 people receiving assistance.80 UNRWA's main preoccupation 
throughout most of its first two decades of operations was, therefore, to rectify the 
existing registration records, initially referred to as 'relief rolls'. UNRWA itself 
has never carried out an accurate and comprehensive registration of all 'Palestine 
refugees', although a census operation was conducted during 1950-1951, result-
ing in a reduction of some 82,000 persons. Later attempts to carry out a census 
were blocked by the governments of the host countries. 
Pressure to reduce the number of relief recipients, demanded year after year 
by UNRWA's major donors, thus dictated the primary approach to eligibility and 
registration matters for a very substantial period.81 This also strongly influenced 
78
 UNGA res. 393(V), 2 Dec. 1950, authorized UNRWA 'to continue to furnish direct relief 
to refugees in need,' but contained no further definition of the term 'refugee'. Also UNGA res. 
212 (III), 19 Nov. 1948, establishing the Special Fund for Relief of Palestine Refugees and 
UNRPR does not contain any reference as to who were considered eligible for relief. For the text 
of UNGA res. 302(IV), see Annex 1. 
79 Presently titled 'Consolidated Registration Instructions', see para, and n. 119, below. 
80 See ch. I, sect 4 and sub-sect. 5.2. 
81 For an overview of the various efforts undertaken in this respect, see UNRWA, The Prob-
lem of the Rectification of the UNRWA Relief Rolls (1950 -1962), Beirut, UNRWA Reviews, A 
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the development of UNRWA's working definition of a 'Palestine refugee' eligi-
ble for registration with UNRWA, which set the standard for the distribution of 
relief. The definition was narrowly drawn and excluded some categories of per-
sons who, although not meeting the criteria of the UNRWA definition, became 
refugees as a result of the 1948 conflict. 
3.2 - THE DEVELOPMENT OF UNRWA'S WORKING DEFINITION OF A 'PALESTINE 
REFUGEE' 
94. The predecessors of UNRWA had to address the issue of delimitating the 
category of relief beneficiaries for the first time. UNRPR never provided the non-
governmental organizations working under its auspices with specific guidelines 
on who were eligible for relief. However, in the course of carrying out their 
emergency relief operation, these organizations established some basic criteria 
and even attempted to carry out a census.82 One of the early definitions, that was 
applied by LRCS, is worth quoting:83 
Any person who had permanent residence and principal occupation in Palestine from which as a 
result of the Palestine conflict he has been deprived and who is without sufficient resources for 
basic maintenance shall be considered a refugee eligible for UNRPR relief. 
95. At the outset of its activities, UNRWA decided to carry out a census, the 
primary purpose of which was to delete ineligible relief recipients from the inflat-
ed ration rolls.84 For this purpose the LRCS definition was reworded as follows: 
'[A Palestine refugee is] a needy person, who, as a result of the war in Palestine, 
has lost his home and his means of livelihood [emphasis added].'85 Reference to 
combined loss of 'home' and 'means of livelihood' was introduced to provide for 
cancellation of the rations of relief recipients, who had lost their land but not their 
homes. They were referred to as 'economic refugees', as they had lost their means 
of livelihood but had not become refugees in the proper sense of the word, as they 
Background Information Series, Information Paper No. 6, Sept. 1962 (hereinafter referred to as 
'UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6'). 
82 UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962,6. 
83 LRCS, 'Report of the Relief Operation on Behalf of the Palestine Refugees Conducted by 
the Middle East Commission of the League of Red Cross Societies in Conjunction with the United 
Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, 1949-19SO', Geneva, 19S0,42. 
84 UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962,9. 
85 UNRWA, Assistance to Palestine Refugees: Interim Report of the Director of the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, CAOR, 5th sess., suppl. 
19, UN doc. A/1451/Rev.l, para. 15. 
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never fled their homes. They included inhabitants of 'border villages' — villages 
on the cease fire demarcation line — as well as labourers, mainly from Gaza and 
Jerusalem, who used to work in Jaffa and other places in that part of Palestine that 
were incorporated in the state of Israel. 
A considerable number of such persons had been admitted to the relief rolls 
by UNRWA's predecessors. Several attempts were made by UNRWA to cancel 
their registration and have the governments concerned — Egypt and Jordan — 
take care of them. These attempts, however, generally failed due to lack of coope-
ration of the host governments as well as of the registered persons themselves. As 
a result, most of them continue to be registered with UNRWA to this day.86 
96. The definition was refined by the fall of 1951: '[A Palestine refugee is] a 
person normally resident in Palestine, who has lost his home and his livelihood as 
a result of the hostilities, and who is in need [emphasis added].'87 The main pur-
pose of the revision was to address the situation of a considerable group of Leba-
nese — including landowners, farmers, labourers and servants — who had been 
living and working in Palestine and who, in 1948, took refuge in their country of 
origin. The League of Red Crescent Societies, who had originally registered these 
persons, found it 'impossible to distinguish between those who actually had per-
manent domicile [in Palestine] and those who merely went there at stated inter-
vals for seasonal work.' It was in an attempt to cancel the ration in respect of the 
latter category, that the above reference to 'a person normally resident in Pales-
tine' was included. In his annual report for 1951-1952 the Director88 of UNRWA 
stated that the term 'registered refugee' referred to:89 
all refugees eligible for Agency relief and reintegration services, and includes infants under one 
year who receive half-rations, plus milk rations, adults who may, because of special circum-
stances, receive half-rations, and adults and children receiving full rations. Not all refugees are 
entitled to Agency assistance, eligibility is conditional upon need as well as loss of homes and 
means of livelihood as a result of the conflict. 
86 Although no new registration of this category is possible, their descendants remain eligible 
to have their names added to the registration records The registration system considers each of 
these different groups as a separate 'class of registration', but in terms of eligibility for services no 
differentiation is made. They are commonly referred to as 'Palestine refugees' as well. 
87 UNRWA, Assistance to Palestine Refugees. Report of the Director of the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees m the Near East, GAOR, 6th sess., suppl. 16, UN 
doc. A/1905, para 16. 
88 Previously the chief executive officer of the organization. Since 1962, the title of the post is 
' Commissioner-General '. 
89 UNRWA, Annual Report of the Director of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, 1951-1952, GAOR, 7th sess., supp. 17, UN doc. A/2171, 
2,n. 1. 
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97. It appeared that the new formulation was still too vague and the definition 
was further refined in early 1952, to read:90 
A Palestine refugee is a person whose normal residence was Palestine for a minimum period of 
two years preceding the outbreak of the conflict in J948 and who, as a result of this conflict, has 
lost both his home and his means of livelihood. 
This became the standard working definition of a 'Palestine refugee' that has ba-
sically remained unchanged throughout the years. The only further change was 
that the reference to the 'two year' period was further refined to include specific 
dates (the period 1 June 1946 to 15 May 1948).91 
As appeared from the Director's Annual Report for 1953-1954, UNRWA 
registered not only the original refugees, but their descendants as well:92 
The criteria for accepting refugees on the relief rolls were that they should be genuine refugees 
who had lived in Palestine for two years or more prior to the beginning of the conflict in 1948 and 
had lost their homes and livelihood as a result of that conflict Additions to the rolls have been and 
are made to include new births and, under certain conditions, those persons who have suffered 
loss of income. The most important reasons for deletions of names from the rolls are death, emi-
gration and the earning of income sufficient for self-support [emphasis added]. 
98. As was mentioned above, the UNRWA working definition was tacitly ac-
cepted although there was never any formal approval of the definition in the Gen-
eral Assembly. There was, however, substantial discussion relevant to the defini-
tion in the Ad Hoc Political Committee of the General Assembly, in 1954, as well 
as in subsequent years, in the context of the problem of the 'other claimants' to 
UNRWA relief — the 'economic refugees', already referred to above.93 The Di-
rector of UNRWA put forward the problem of the frontier villagers in Jordan and 
of the children who were not on the ration rolls, and stressed that he considered it 
'essential that the General Assembly should clearly specify the categories of refu-
gees the Agency was intended to assist'.94 During the course of the ensuing dis-
cussion, a number of representatives of Arab states commented on the restrictive 
90 This definition was incorporated in UNRWA Operational Instruction No. 104', 18 Feb. 
1952, an internal instruction on 'Registration of Refugees and their Inscription on or Deletion 
from the Ration Rolls', para. 4(a); cf. UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6, 1962, 10. See also 
UNRWA, Special Report of the Director and the Advisory Commission of the United Nations Re-
lief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, GAOR, 9th sess., suppl. 17A, UN 
doc. A/2717/Add. 1,2. 
9> For the text of the present working definition, see the next sub-section. 
92 UNRWA, Annual Report of the Director of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, GAOR, 9th sess., suppl. 17, UN doc. A/2717,2. 
93 See para. 95, above; also UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962, 11. 
94 UN doc. A/AC.76/SR.28,127. 
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character of the UNRWA definition and urged the inclusion of the 'frontier vil-
lagers', the 'unrationed children' in Jordan, the 'Gaza and Jerusalem Poor' and 
needy Bedouins. 9 5 It was clear, however, that the agency's major donors did not 
intend to go beyond the existing working definition. 
For example, on 19 November 1954 the United States representative stress-
ed that:96 
any redefinition of a refugee eligible for relief should be contingent on the establishment of an ef-
fective system for determining the bonafides of relief recipients and the deletion from the rolls of 
persons not entitled to relief. The purpose of the Agency's function in the relief field would be de-
feated if these steps were not taken and every effort made not to exceed the present number of re-
lief recipients. It was essential that contributions for relief should be used for the persons, particu-
larly children, who were entitled to it 
99. On 23 November 1954, the British representative stated that 'any refugee, 
whatever his age, who qualified for relief under the specifications applied by the 
Agency should receive relief and that no one who was not qualified for relief 
should receive i t ' . 9 7 The US representative was even more emphatic when he re-
verted once more to the matter on 2 4 November 1954: 9 8 
The United States thought that any redefinition of the refugees eligible for relief should be contin-
gent on the establishment of an effective system of control, m order to ensure that the registration 
rolls should include only refugees proved to be genuinely entitled to relief. Every effort should be 
made not to exceed the present number of relief recipients. 
At the end of the discussion the UNRWA Director summarized the consensus in 
the Ad Hoc Political Committee. He noted that UNRWA would 'continue to pro-
vide rations and relief services to persons falling within the general definition' set 
forth in his report, and that it would seek to establish and implement a registration 
system which would ensure the bonafides of ration recipients.99 The General As-
sembly, which renewed the UNRWA mandate for a further period of five years, 
beginning 30 June 1955, took no formal action in respect of the working defini-
tion of a refugee, although it requested UNRWA to prepare a special study of the 
problem of the other claimants for relief.100 
95 UN doc. A/AC.76/SR.29,134. 
96 Ibid., 131. 
97 UN doc. A/AC.76/SR.31,142. 
98 UN doc. A/AC 767SR.32, 145. 
99 UN doc. A/AC.76/SR.37,173. 
100 UNGA res. 818 (IX), 4Dec. 1954. 
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100. In accordance with the above resolution, the Director of UNRWA presented 
a special report on the 'other claimants' to relief in the fall of 1955.101 No new 
definition of the term 'refugee' was presented, although the needs of those who 
did not qualify for UNRWA assistance under its existing working definition were 
set forth.102 But despite fervent Arab pleas for the inclusion of the 'other claim-
ants' on the UNRWA relief lists and the statements of the representatives of the 
Arab host governments that they themselves could not meet the needs of these 
people, no direct action was taken.103 The representative of the USA reiterated 
the position it had taken a year before:104 
The Agency's financial position did not... warrant an extensive addition to the relief rolls of other 
persons who were not refugees within the meaning of the definition approved by the General As-
sembly. The definition should not be amended to widen the scope of the Agency's activities. 
The U N R W A Director, in his summary statement of 30 November 1955, stated 
that in his view the General Assembly had reaffirmed the position taken in 1954. 
He added that, with the cooperation of the Jordanian Government,1 0 5 U N R W A 
would 'begin as soon as possible to remove inéligibles from the relief rolls and to 
transfer their rations to eligible children', with a proposed maximum of 10,000 
additional rations to be issued 'to the extent that the results of verification of the 
lists of refugees permitted'.1 0 6 In its resolution of 3 December 1955, the General 
Assembly urged 'private organizations to give [the "other claimants"] increased 
assistance to the extent that local governments cannot do s o ' . 1 0 7 
101. There was little further consideration of the definition in the General A s -
sembly. The discussions that took place once again focused on rectification of the 
rolls and on the problem of the 'other claimants', but not on the substance of the 
definition. In a Special Report containing proposals for the continuation of 
'United Nations assistance to Palestine refugees', then-UN Secretary-General Dag 
Hammarskjold 'strongly and unreservedly' supported continuation of U N R W A , 
Id UN doc. A/2978/Add.l; see also UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962. 12. 
102 The matter was further explained by the UNRWA Director in his statement before the Ad 
Hoc Political Committee of the General Assembly, where the report was being discussed; cf. UN 
doc. A/AC.80/SR.13,47. 
103 Cf. UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962, 12. 
104 UN doc. A/AC.80/SR.23. 97; see also UN doc. A/AC.80/SR.15, 57. The UK representa-
tive took a similar point of view; cf. UN doc. A/AC.80/SR.19,73. 
105 The problem of rectification was the most pressing in Jordan, as the largest number of 
registered refugees took refuge there and also because it was assumed that the registration records 
in that country were the least accurate of those in all five Fields of operation. 
106 UN doc. A/AC.8Q/SR.24,104. 
107 UNGA res. 916 (X). 
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pending 'reintegration of the refugees into the economic life of the Near East 
either by repatriation or resettlement' under resolution 194 (Ш). 1 0 8 He also com­
mented on the UNRWA definition of a refugee, in connection with the problem of 
the rectification of the rolls. He recalled:109 
that UNRWA's working definition of a person eligible for its services is someone who, at the time 
of the outbreak of the conflict in 1948, had lived for two years in that part of the former Palestine 
which has become the State of Israel1 1 0 and who lost both his home and his means of livelihood 
as a result of that conflict and is in need of assistance. This definition is not contained in any reso­
lution of the General Assembly but has been stated in Annual Reports of the Director and tacitly 
approved by the Assembly. 
As the Secretary-General noted, the first part of this definition referred to status 
and the second to need, distinctions which provided 'a key to a system of admin­
istration satisfactory to all concerned.'1 ' · He considered full co-operation of the 
host governments and the refugees necessary for the rectification of the relief rolls 
and noted that UNRWA had already developed the technical means for determin­
ing need.1 1 2 The Secretary-General also called attention to the problem of the 
108 U N doc. A/4121, paras. 4-8. See also UN doc. A/SPC/SR.149,102. 
109 ibid. 
110 While this may have been what the Secretary-General has understood from the language 
used in earlier UNRWA Annual Reports, reference to the term 'Israel' had not previously been 
made in the UNRWA definitions used thus far. The definitions simply referred to persons 'whose 
normal residence was Palestine'. There were many persons, who never lived in what became Isra­
el, but for example in East Jerusalem as well as in other divided cities and villages, and who had 
their homes destroyed and lost their means of livelihood, and had therefore been registered by 
UNRWA. In actual practice, and most clearly in Jordan, UNRWA has treated 'Palestine' as the 
area formerly under the British Mandate, and has not restricted it to mean merely that portion of 
the former mandate territory which subsequently became the state of Israel. Nevertheless, the vast 
majority of refugees who qualified for assistance under UNRWA's working definition were per­
sons who, prior to 1948, had lived in places that later were incorporated in the state of Israel. See 
para. 104, below. 
111 UN doc. A/4121, paras. 4-8. As was mentioned above, see n. 90, the definition and related 
regulations were originally incorporated in UNRWA 'Operational Instruction No. 104' of 18 Feb. 
1952. In 1957, a revised instruction. Operational Instruction No. 107', was issued. 
1 1 2
 As to the establishment of need, a system of income scales was introduced as early as 
1950, which established the criteria for deciding when refugees became self-supporting and thus 
ceased to be eligible for relief. The scales provided for a gradual decrease of eligibility for relief as 
the family income increased, taking into account the family size. Under this classification system, 
various kind of registration cards were being used: 'R' cards, entitling to rations and all other 
UNRWA services; 'E' cards for educational, medical and miscellaneous services, but no rations; 
'M' cards for medical and miscellaneous services but not rations or general education; and 'N' 
cards entitling to neither rations nor general education nor health but still some services (including 
vocational training, teacher training and university scholarships) under very specific and restricted 
circumstances. Cf. UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962,13 and n. 25. 
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other claimants and, urged that something be done for this category, many of 
whom were in greater need than some of the refugees in UNRWA's care. 
102. During the debate of the Special Political Committee of the General As­
sembly in 1959, the matter was once again on the agenda. The UNRWA Director 
briefed the members of the Committee on the dimension of the problem: an esti­
mate of 150,000 ineligible names on the relief lists, 100,000 children in Jordan 
who were not registered, and finally, 317,000 'other claimants'.113 A number of 
representatives — including those of the United States and the United Kingdom 
— again stressed the necessity of rectification of the rolls. On the other hand, the 
Arab representatives, generally, called special attention to the problem of the 
'other claimants' and questioned the allegations of serious inaccuracies in the re­
lief rolls.1 1 4 In the end, the General Assembly decided to extend the UNRWA 
mandate for a period of three years and to carry out a general review of 
UNRWA's activities to take place after two years.115 In its resolution the General 
Assembly, among other things, requested the Arab host governments to co-oper­
ate with UNRWA in efforts to rectify the UNRWA ration rolls in accordance with 
the programme laid down in the Annual Report. Based on this resolution, the 
problem of rectification of the relief rolls continued to be given high priority by 
UNRWA. During the next decade in particular an ongoing effort was made to 
rectify the registration records.116 Until 1970, the General Assembly repeatedly 
directed the Commissioner-General of UNRWA 'to take such measures, includ­
ing rectification of the relief rolls, as to assure, in co-operation with the Govern­
ments concerned, the most equitable distribution of relief based on need'.1 1 7 The 
working definition, however, underwent no further change.118 
113 UN doc. A/SPC/SR.149,102. 
11-* Cf. UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962,17, and nn. 34 and 35. 
115 UNGA res. 1456 (XIV). 9 Dec. 1959. 
116 The programme that was initiated in 1960 envisaged 'the removal of the names of the 
dead, the fraudulent holders of cards, "mortgaged" and "bartered" cards, and, ultimately, the revi­
sion and application of the income scale as a basis for removing the names of those who had be­
come self-supporting'. Cf. UNRWA, Information Paper No. 6,1962,17. 
47 UNGA res. 2672 A (XXV), 8 Dec. 1970. Earlier resolutions.that were not already men­
tioned, include UNGA res. 2052 (XX), 15 Dec. 1965; UNGA res. 2154 (XXI), 17 Nov. 1966; 
UNGA res. 2341 А (ΧΧΠ), 19 Dec. 1967; UNGA res. 2452 В (ХХШ), 19 Dec. 1968; and UNGA 
res. 2535 A (XXIV), 10 Dec. 1969. 
118 In his Annual Report for the period 1960-1961, UN doc. A/4861, para 42, the UNRWA 
Director once again emphasized some of the limitations of its working definition: 'The Agency's 
definition of a refugee eligible for relief is narrowly drawn and stipulates the loss of both home 
and means of livelihood as a result of the 1948 hostilities. Substantial numbers of Palestine Arabs 
do not qualify for Agency relief on the technical grounds that they did not lose both their home 
and means of livelihood, i.e. they may have lost their source of income and may be wholly desti-
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3.3 - THE PRESENT UNRWA DEFINITION OF A 'PALESTINE REFUGEE' AND ITS 
INTERPRETATION 
103. Proceeding from the basic definitions discussed above, UNRWA continued 
to refine its instructions on eligibility for 'Palestine refugee' status and eligibility 
for specific types of assistance. Requirements of need and refuge within 
UNRWA's area of operations were added to the basic definition of 'Palestine ref-
ugee'. As a result part of the total 1948 refugee population were never registered 
by the agency. One example are those refugees who, at the time of the initial reg-
istration, had already found employment, or were otherwise not needy, and did 
not register as it would not give them any tangible benefits. Another category are 
refugees who originally took refuge in a country outside UNRWA's area of oper-
ations and only later returned to the area. 
New eligibility rules, issued in 1993, eliminated the requirements of need 
and initial flight, in 1948, to a country within UNRWA's area of operations. Un-
der these new rules, a 'Palestine refugee' is defined as follows: ! 1 9 
[Palestine refugee] shall mean any person whose normal place of residence was Palestine during 
the period 1 June 1946 to IS May 1948 and who lost both home and means of livelihood as a re-
sult of the 1948 conflict 
As a result, never-before registered persons may now register with UNRWA if 
they can show that they meet the terms of the definition.120 Several hundred ap-
plications were received by the agency so far. These applications have, for the 
first time in many years, obliged UNRWA to apply the definition of a 'Palestine 
refugee' in individual cases. The interpretation of the UNRWA definition is rele-
vant for the definition of a Palestinian refugee in the future to be applied for the 
tute, but did not lose their home. This category has become known as 'economic refugees' and in-
cludes frontier villagers in Jordan, some destitute inhabitants of Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip and 
certain Bedouins expelled after 1948.' According to the Annual Report, the General Assembly 
'had more than once confirmed that, despite the undoubted need of these unfortunate people,' the 
UNRWA mandate did not 'extend to them and that Agency relief should not be given to new 
claimants within these classes.' 
1'9 'Consolidated Registration Instructions' (CRI), 1 Jan. 1993, para. 2.13. Relevant instruc-
tions were previously issued under the name 'Consolidated Eligibility Instructions' (CEI). The 
latest version was Rev. 7/83 dated Jan. 1984. See also n. 90 and n. Ill for earlier operational in-
structions that embodied a definition of the term 'Palestine refugee'. 
120
 Cervenak, 1994, 313. Although registration of previously unregistered 'Palestine refu-
gees' was theoretically possible also under the old instructions, in practice no such new registra-
tions had taken place for decades. As was mentioned before, UNRWA's preoccupation had always 
been the rectification of its relief rolls. 
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purpose of the permanent status negotiations and will therefore be discussed in 
some detail. 
104. There are four aspects of the definition that deserve attention: the meaning 
of the term 'Palestine'; the interpretation of the words 'whose normal place of res-
idence was Palestine during the period 1 June 1946 to 15 May 1948'; the interpre-
tation of the words 'who lost both home and means of livelihood', and, finally, 
the meaning of the words 'as a result of the 1948 conflict'. According to the in-
struction, the term 'Palestine' refers to 'that part of Palestine which is now Is-
rael'.121 As was mentioned above, this interpretation was not followed during 
UNRWA's first years of operations.122 There were many persons who never lived 
in what became Israel — for example residents of east Jerusalem and other di-
vided cities and villages — who had their homes destroyed and lost their means 
of livelihood, and accordingly the agency had interpreted 'Palestine' as the entire 
area formerly under the British Mandate. Reference to Israel in relation to the def-
inition of Palestine refugee was first made in 1959.123 
Although this is not explained in the instruction, the phrase 'whose normal 
place of residence was Palestine during the period 1 June 1946 to 15 May 1948' 
at present refers to former 'mandate citizenship'.124 As was discussed in the pre-
vious sub-section, the two year residency requirement was incorporated in the 
definition in order to cancel the registration of ration recipients of non-Palestinian 
origin — an issue only of theoretical relevance today.125 It is clear this require-
ment was not intended to limit the eligibility for registration of former citizens of 
the British Mandate. Proof of former mandate citizenship sufficiently establishes 
their refugee status. 
105. Also the use of the phrase 'who lost both home and means of livelihood' 
was already discussed in the previous sub-section.126 The 'economic refugees', 
who had lost their means of livelihood, but had not become refugees in the proper 
sense of the word as they never fled their homes, have been excluded from regis-
tration with UNRWA, although a significant number of such persons had been 
registered by the agency's predecessors. 
The last aspect of the definition that deserves attention concerns the inter-
pretation of the words 'as a result of the 1948 conflict'. Those who immigrated 
121 CRI, para. 4.1.2.4.1. For the text, see Annex 2. 
122 See n. 110, above. 
123 ibid. 
124 See ch.V, sub-sect 2.1. 
125 See paras. 96-97, above. 
126 See para. 95, above. 
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and took up permanent residency in other countries prior to the start of the 1948 
conflict are in principle not to be considered as Palestine refugees. However, this 
does not imply that, in order to qualify for refugee status, a person must necessari­
ly have left Palestine as a result of the 1948 conflict. It is very well possible that a 
Palestinian mandate-citizen was abroad prior to the outbreak of the conflict, either 
for work, study, or for any other reason. If as a result of the 1948 conflict, such 
persons were unable to return to Palestine this will automatically imply that they 
have lost (access to) their homes, and in most cases also their means of livelihood. 
A person who was not a refugee when he left his country, but who became a refu­
gee at a later date, is referred to as a refugee 'sur place'.127 
106. A related question is how long the departure from Palestine may have been 
delayed in order to still be considered as resulting from the 1948 conflict. Accord­
ing to earlier instructions, a Palestine refugee was only eligible for registration if 
he had taken 'direct refuge elsewhere in Palestine (i.e. West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip), Trans-Jordan, Syria and Lebanon in 1948'.1 2 8 The only exception were 
those Palestine refugees that had been registered with UNRWA in Israel and who 
'took refuge in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and the Gaza Strip before 1 July 1952 and 
whose names were removed from the ration rolls in Israel'.129 In accordance with 
this interpretation, the members of a number of nomadic tribes, who left the de­
militarized border zone between Israel and Syria around 1956, were never regis­
tered with UNRWA although their flight may be seen as a belated result of the 
1948 conflict Morris describes the origins of their flight as follows: 13° 
A last problem remained in the north; that of several clusters of villagers in the Demilitarized 
Zone (DMZ) along the Israeli-Syrian border whose presence was formally protected by the provi­
sions of the Israeli-Syrian General Armistice Agreement (Article V) of 20 July 1949. For military, 
economic and agricultural reasons, Israel wanted these Arabs — at Mansurat al Kheit, Kirad al 
Baqqara, Kirad al Ghannama, Nuqeib, As Samra, Tel Qasr and Al Hamma, numbering about 
2,200 in all —to move, or move back to Syria. The military suspected them of helping the Syrians, 
especially in trying to halt the Lake Hula swamp draining scheme. The DMZ inhabitants remained 
in the main loyal "Syrians" and refused to recognize the legitimacy of Israeli rule... 
By a combination of stick and carrot-economic and police pressure and "petty persecution", and 
economic incentives — all of these small communities were induced to leave between 1949 and 
1956. Most of them moved across the Jordan to Syria, although some transferred to Sha'b, near 
Acre. 
127 ст. eh. I. η. 137. 
128 CEI, Rev. 7/83, para. 2.1.1.1. 
129 Ibid., para. 2.1.1.2. 
130 Morris, 1987,242. 
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Although Morris refers to these persons as 'Syrians', the Syrian authorities have 
registered them as Palestinian refugees. They do not possess Syrian nationality 
and are therefore stateless, similar to the vast majority of Palestinian refugees. 
3.4 - REGISTRATION OF DESCENDANTS 
107. The registration instructions — including the present CRI — also address 
the issue of how refugee status is passed from generation to generation.1 3 1 The 
relevant rules discriminate on the basis of gender. In addition to the original, first 
generation, 'Palestine refugees', the following persons are eligible for registration 
w i t h U N R W A : 1 3 2 
the descendants [boro after 14 May 1948] of fathers [of Palestine refugees]; 
the descendants [bom after 14 May 1948] of fathers registered with UNRWA as "Gaza Poor" in 
Gaza, "Jerusalem Poor" in the West Bank, "Frontier Villagers" in the West Bank and in Jordan 
and "Members of nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes" [emphasis added].133 
Children bom to a registered refugee woman married to a non-registered man — 
referred to in the instruction as 'MNR' — may not be registered as 'Palestine ref-
u g e e s ' . 1 3 4 On the other hand, registered men who marry non-registered women 
are entitled to register their children.135 
108. The origins and ramifications of this discrimination are extensively dis-
cussed in an article by Christine Cervenak.1 3 6 The article discusses the relevant 
international norms on gender-based discrimination, in particular the Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. 1 3 7 Article 1 
defines discrimination against women: 
1 3 1
 See para. 70, above. 
132 CRI, para. 3.1.5. 
'33 Although no new registration of this category is possible — the discussion in the previous 
paragraphs of the problem of the 'other claimants' for relief refers — their descendants remain 
eligible to have their names added to the registration records; cf. para. 95 and n. 86, above. 
134 CRI, para. 3.1.7. 
1 3 5
 The non-refugee wife herself may not be registered, though, but is nevertheless eligible 
for UNRWA services. 
1 3 6
 See n. 5, above. Ms. Cervenak was the Legal Officer for UNRWA Operations in the West 
Bank from Sep. 1990 - May 1992. 
137 Adopted by UNGA res. 34/180, 18 Dec. 1979. Entry into force: 3 Sept 1981. Text: UN, 
Human Rights: A Compilation of International Instruments, New York, 1988, UN sales no. 
E.88.XIV.1,112. Some 110 countries are party to the convention; cf. Cervenak, 1994,340. 
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For the purposes of the present Convention, the term "discrimination against women" shall mean 
any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of 
impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their 
marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental free­
doms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field. 
After analyzing the C o n v e n t i o n 1 3 8 and other relevant international instru­
ments, ' 3 9 Cervenak concludes: ' 4° 
UNRWA's gender discrimination in determining eligibility for UNRWA services and in transmit­
ting refugee status to children are grossly inconsistent with these international legal norms: 
UNRWA denies women critical basic services and the roll rights of refugee status simply on the 
grounds of being "married to a non-registered man." 
UNRWA's sex discrimination also prevents UNRWA from fulfilling its mandate. UNRWA had 
defined its mission as providing assistance to Palestine refugees in need; its rules, however, auto­
matically bar refugees — MNRs and their children — from this assistance. 
109. UNRWA offers no clear official explanation for the above discrimination. 
Interviews with UNRWA staff connected with the drafting of the eligibility in­
structions in the 1930s suggest that the rationale then for the gender-based dis­
crimination was the assumption that Palestinian women would 'follow their hus­
bands' for cultural and legal reasons. 1 4 1 According to Cervenak, 'UNRWA offi­
cials drafting the eligibility rules naturally focused on the family as the basic unit 
of registration. As they considered the Palestinian family, they perceived Palestin­
ian, Arab, and Muslim cultural and legal prescriptions as requiring women and 
children to follow the man in all aspects of l i f e . ' 1 4 2 
Justification of gender discrimination on the basis of Arab law and culture is 
a familiar refrain in the field of international human rights. It is part of the debate 
over whether human rights are culturally relative or universal. 1 4 3 It is beyond the 
scope of the present study to join this debate . 1 4 4 However, it is obvious that 
UNRWA's institutionalization of gender discrimination is inconsistent with the 
U N ' s general mandate to advocate the elimination of such discrimination. 
138 The Convention includes various provisions requiring action to eliminati» venous forms of 
discrimination against women. 
139 Including ICCPR66, am. 2 and 26; ICESCR66, art. 2. 
140 Cervenak, 1994,346. 
•41 Cf. Cervenak, 1994,347 and n. 225. 
'42 Ibid.. 348 and η. 229. 
143 Ibid. 349. 
144 Cultural relativists insist that where human rights standards and local culture conflict, lo­
cal culture is to be respected at the expense of human rights standards. Umversalists, m contrast, 
argue that international human rights standards apply to all human beings, and that local culture 
must defer to these standards when the two conflict. Cf. Cervenak, 1994,349. 
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3.5 - REFUGEES FROM THE 1967 WAR 
110. As was briefly discussed in chapter I, during and in the aftermath of the 
1967 war approximately 162,500 registered refugees from the West Bank and 
some 15,000 refugees from the Gaza Strip fled to (east) Jordan. They were joined 
by approximately 240,000 residents of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, fleeing 
for the first time. Approximately 115,000 people in southern Syria were displaced 
when Israeli forces occupied the Golan Heights and the Quneitra area. The ma-
jority settled in the area around Damascus and Dera'a. Among them were some 
16,000 Palestine refugees already registered with UNRWA. 
The 1967 war and the large scale displacement of both registered refugees 
and Palestinians who fled for the first time had a major impact on UNRWA's 
operations.145 Immediately upon the outbreak of the hostilities, the Agency start-
ed to make assistance available on an emergency basis to both registered refugees 
as well as to displaced persons who were not registered with UNRWA. The assis-
tance included establishment of new tented 'emergency camps', ration distribu-
tions and provision of health care. 
111. In its first resolution dealing with the effects of the 1967 war, the United 
Nations General Assembly commended 'the Commissioner General of 
[UNRWA] for his efforts to continue the activities of the Agency in the present 
situation with respect to all persons coming within his mandate.'146 In addition 
the General Assembly endorsed,147 
the efforts of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East 
to provide humanitarian assistance, as far as practicable, on an emergency basis and as a tempo-
rary measure, to other persons in the area who are at present displaced and are in serious need of 
immediate assistance as a result of the recent hostilities [emphasis added]. 
The General Assembly hereby authorized UNRWA to provide assistance to Pal-
estinians not previously coming within his mandate. Although the resolution stip-
ulated that assistance was to be given only 'on an emergency basis and as a tem-
porary measure,' the General Assembly has during subsequent years — on the 
occasion of discussing UNRWA's annual report — passed resolutions repeating 
1*5 It was only in Lebanon that the agency was able to continue its operations uninterrupted, 
apart from the temporary closure of schools. Cf. UNRWA, 1983,260. 
1*6 UNGA res. 2252 (ES-V), 4 July 1967. 
1*7 Ibid. 
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the above formula and thereby de facto including the persons concerned within 
the Agency's mandate.148 
UNRWA has, however, never expanded its working definition of a Pales­
tine refugee, as discussed in the preceding paragraphs. That definition confines 
refugee status to those Palestinians who fled 'as a result of the 1948 conflict'. As 
the West Bank was considered part of Jordan, those who fled that territory were 
considered 'internally displaced' and registered as such by the Jordanian govern­
ment.149 They were not registered by UNRWA. The Agency, however, resumed 
full responsibility for ration distribution to this category. Food items issued to the 
displaced non-refugees were supplied from government stocks or, initially, by 
UNRWA against reimbursement either with equivalent supplies or cash. This di­
vision of responsibility in respect of the displaced non-refugees has continued 
ever since.1 5 0 
3.6 - CONCLUDING REMARKS 
112. The UNRWA definition of a 'Palestine refugee' was developed to meet a 
condition, not to satisfy a theory. Its origin lies in the definitions used by the non­
governmental organizations that were initially providing relief to the Palestine 
refugees under UNRPR, during the period of 1948-1949. Elaborated for opera­
tional purposes and tacitly accepted, but never formally approved in the General 
Assembly, the definition was designed solely for the determination of eligibility 
for UNRWA assistance. It should be stressed that the UNRWA definition only 
covers part of the Palestinian refugees who, under United Nations General As­
sembly resolution 194 (ΓΠ), are entitled 'to return to their homes'.1 5 1 It should 
also again be stressed that the refugee concept, embodied in the UNRWA defini­
tion, does not necessarily coincide with the one generally employed in the context 
of international refugee law.1 5 2 
48 See, for example, UNGA res. 2452 С (ХХШ), 19 Dec. 1968; UNGA res. 2535 С (XXIV), 
10 Dec. 1969; UNGA res. 2672 В (XXV), 8 Dec. 1970; UNGA res. 2792 В (XXVI), 6 Dec. 1971; 
etc. 
1 4 9
 Jordan did not consider itself responsible, however, for die displaced persons from Gaza, 
and accordingly they were not treated as internally displaced citizens. They have been allowed to 
reside in Jordan, but with a significantly inferior status. 
150 Cf. UNRWA, 1983,262. 
151 UNGA res. 194 (Ш), 11 Dec. 1948, see also sect. 4, below. 
152 See para. 71, above. 
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4. DEFINING PALESTINIAN REFUGEES IN THE CONTEXT OF PEACE 
NEGOTIATIONS 
113. General Assembly resolution 194 (Ш) adopted in December 1948 was al­
ready briefly discussed in chapter I . 1 5 3 In addition to establishing UNCCP, the 
resolution embodies the Palestinian 'right of return'. The exact contents of the 
right of return and compensation of the Palestinian refugees will be determined in 
chapter П. Although not explicitly defining the term 'Palestinian refugee', para­
graph 11 of resolution 194 contains two general eligibility criteria.154 First, there 
are those refugees who, under paragraph 11 of the resolution, have a right to repa­
triation and compensation derived simply from the fact that they had lost their 
homes. In addition there are refugees, again under paragraph 11, who, although 
choosing not to return are entitled to compensation because they had suffered 
'loss of or damage to property, which, under principles of international law or in 
equity, should be made good by the governments or authorities responsible.' 
As it has so far been impossible to implement paragraph 11 of resolution 
194, the question to whom it exactly applies has not been raised in great detail, 
although the matter was addressed by UNCCP's Office for Identification and 
Valuation of Arab Refugee Property.155 Now that Israel and the PLO have agreed 
to address the issue of a durable solution of the refugee problem during the per­
manent status negotiations,156 a definition of the term 'Palestinian refugee' for 
the purpose of these negotiations will have to be developed. 
114. During the first session of the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees,157 
the chairperson of the Palestinian side of the joint Palestinian-Jordanian delega­
tion elaborated on who is to be included in the category of refugees that are cov­
ered by the above and subsequent UN resolutions concerning the right to return 
and compensation:158 
The Palestinian refugees are all those Palestinians (and their descendants) who were expelled or 
forced to leave their homes between November 1947 (Partition Plan) and January 1949 (Rhodes 
Armistice Agreements), from the territory controlled by Israel on that latter date. This... coincides 
153 Ch. I, sub-sect 5.3. 
154 Para. 11 of UNGA res. 194 is quoted in ch. I, para. 35. 
155 See ch. I, sub-sect 5.3. 
156 Seech. I, sub-sect. 6.1. 
1 5 7
 See ch. I, sub-sect. 6.2. 
158 statement of the chairperson of the Palestinian side of the joint Palestinian-Jordanian del­
egation to the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Ottawa, 13 May 1992; text in CPAP, 
Facts and Figures about the Palestinians, Washington, D.C., 1992,34, 38. 
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with the Israeli definition of "absentees", a category of Palestinians meant to be stripped of its 
most elementary human and civil rights. 
This definition does not only apply to camp-dwellers, and certainly not only to those recognized 
refugees who enjoyed formal registration by UNRWA, since the latter never exercised jurisdiction 
over more than a segment of the total refugee population. 
Such a definition does not include emigrants who left Palestine before 1947, but it includes all 
those displaced, even inside the territory that became the State of Israel in the 1948-1949 period. It 
also includes all the 1967 and post-1967 displaced persons.... 
It also includes the residents of "border villages" m the West Bank, who lost their agricultural 
lands ш the war of 1948, and therefore the source of their livelihood, but remained in their vil­
lages. It includes residents of the Gaza Stnp refugee camps who were either relocated to the Rafah 
side of the Egyptian boundary, or who found themselves separated from their families and kin as a 
result of border demarcation after the Camp David Agreements between Israel and Egypt It Anal­
ly includes Palestinian Bedouins who were forcibly removed from their grazing lands within the 
State of Israel, as well as those who were induced to abandon the West Bank and to relocate in 
Jordan. 
Although some of the above categories may not be regarded as refugees in the technical sense (for 
example deportees, or residents of 'border villages'), they nevertheless share the hardships and 
fate of most refugees who fall in the first categories. At the core of their status is land alienation 
and the denial of return to their country. 
While this explanation of Palestinian refugee status is not completely satisfactory 
from a legal point of view, it provides a comprehensive enumeration of the vari­
ous categories of Palestinians that were affected by the 1948 conflict and on 
whose behalf the PLO is likely to claim repatriation and/or compensation during 
the permanent status negotiations. 
115. In developing a working definition for the purpose of the negotiations, the 
specific purpose of the delimitation should be taken into consideration. Rather 
than aiming at consensus on one general definition,159 it may alternatively be 
helpful to develop specific definitions for specific purposes. For example, differ­
ent definitions may be agreed upon for the purpose of negotiating the return to a 
future Palestinian state (related to future Palestinian nationality legislation); the 
return to within the borders of Israel (related to the concept of family reunifica­
tion); compensation (making use of existing UNCCP definitions); etc. 
A number of aspects of the permanent status negotiations will be further ad­
dressed in chapter IX. 
'59 in ch. I, sub-sect. 6.1, mention was made of the difficulties in reaching consensus on a 
definition of the 1967 displaced persons. 
Chapter III 
THE 1951 CONVENTION RELATING TO THE STATUS OF 
REFUGEES 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
116. This chapter will focus on the position of Palestinian refugees under the 
main and universal instrument of international refugee law, the Convention 
relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951,1 hereinafter the 1951 Conven­
tion. In addition to providing a universal definition of the term refugee,2 the 1951 
Convention establishes a number of basic obligations of which non-refoulement is 
the most important. According to its article 33, paragraph 1, 'No Contracting 
State shall expel or return {"refouler") a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the 
frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account 
of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or politi­
cal opinion.'3 
Non-refoulement has generally not been an issue in respect of Palestinian 
refugees. As discussed in the first two chapters, the political status in the country 
of former residence of the refugees had changed since their departure due to the 
establishment of the state of Israel. As early as June 1948, the Israeli government 
declared as its policy that Palestinian refugees would not be allowed to return. 
Consequently, the Arab host countries had no choice but to allow the refugees to 
reside on their territory, while basic services were provided by UNRWA. 
117. Other specific rights of refugees provided by the 1951 Convention include: 
recognition of the law of personal status (article 12); the provision of administra­
tive assistance (article 25); the issue of identity papers (article 27); the issue of 
travel documents (article 28); the grant of permission to transfer assets (article 
30); exemption from penalties in respect of illegal entry or presence (article 31); 
1 Signed at Geneva, 28 July 1951. Entry into force: 22 Apr. 1954. Text: 189 UNTS 150; also 
UNHCR, Collection of International Instruments concerning Refugees, Geneva, 1988,10. 
2 CSR51, art 1; see ch. II, para. 72. 
3
 On the principle of non-refoulement, see: Grahl-Madsen, Α., The Status of Refugees in In­
ternational Law, vol. ii. Asylum, Entry and Sojourn, Leyden, Sijthoff, 1972,93; Goodwin-Gill, G. 
S., The Refugee in International Law, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 19% (2nd. edn.), 117; Hathaway, 
1991,24; Robinson, 1953,160; Weis, 1995,325. 
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limitations on the liability to expulsion (article 32)4 and the facilitation of natural-
ization (article 34). 
The 1951 Convention not only establishes specific rights of refugees qua 
refugees, but also prescribes certain standards of treatment of refugees as inhabi-
tants of the country of refuge. The Convention provides, as a minimum standard, 
that refugees should receive at least that treatment which is accorded to aliens 
generally.5 Most-favoured-nation treatment is called for in respect of the right of 
association and the right to engage in wage-earning employment (articles 15 and 
17, paragraph 1). National treatment, i.e. the same treatment as is accorded to 
nationals, is finally to be granted in respect of a wide range of issues: religion (ar-
ticle 4); artistic rights and industrial property (article 14); access to courts, legal 
assistance, and exemption from the cautio judicatura solvi (article 16);6 rationing 
(article 20); elementary education (article 22, paragraph 1); public relief (article 
23); labour legislation and social security (article 24, paragraph 1); and fiscal 
charges (article 29).7 
118. It should be stressed that the 1951 Convention leaves a number of important 
issues untouched. Although in order to apply the Convention, states need in prin-
ciple to determine the refugee status of those claiming its benefits, no procedural 
requirements are included in this respect. Also the treatment of asylum seekers 
pending determination of refugee status is not explicitly covered by the Conven-
tion. Finally, the Convention does not provide refugees with the right to be grant-
ed asylum. Article 14 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights proclaims 
4
 For a decision concerning a Palestinian in which CSR51, art. 32 was invoked, see S URL 
469 (1993). 
5 See art 7 (1), also arts. 5,6, 13,18,19.21.22 (2). and 26. 
6
 CSR51, art. 16, was invoked by a number of Palestinian refugees residing in the Israeli oc-
cupied territories, who had lost relatives, allegedly due to the indiscriminate use of tear gas by the 
Israeli army. Supported by human rights groups in the USA, they had sued the American compa-
nies that had manufactured the gas m a civil procedure. The suit charged, among other things, that 
the firms knew that the tear gas was being used recklessly but sold it to Israel anyway. The inten-
tion was to bring the matter before a federal court. Jurisdiction in a federal court is limited, how-
ever, and in this type of civil suit is dependent upon there being an action between citizens or 
subjects of a foreign state and citizens of an American state [28 U.S.C. § 1332(a) (2)]. As the 
plaintiffs were all stateless and therefore not 'citizens or subjects of a foreign state', the respon-
dents challenged the court's jurisdiction. In response, the plaintiffs invoked CSR51, art 16, para. 
X.juncto para. 3, claiming that for the purpose of having access to US federal courts, they should 
be treated equal to nationals of their country of habitual residence. For reasons not related to the 
1951 Convention federal jurisdiction was denied, however. The litigation was consequently con-
tinued in a state court. 
7 Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1996,298. 
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the right to seek asylum but does not contain a right to be granted asylum.8 Over 
the years, many unsuccessful attempts have been made to incorporate such a right 
into international law.9 The discretion of individual states to refuse asylum to 
refugees is substantially limited, however, by the principle of non-refoulement, 
mentioned above. 
Within the remaining realm of state sovereignty, most states party to the 
1951 Convention have developed the practice that asylum may be rejected to a 
refugee if it can be established that another country is considered more appro­
priate to provide protection. This is generally referred to as the principle of 'coun­
try of first asylum'.10 European states have for many years attempted to reach 
some kind of an agreement on the concept of 'country of first asylum'. Initially 
the matter was discussed within the Council of Europe;11 more recently two 
agreements were adopted by member states of the European Union.12 Both agree­
ments treat the question of whether a certain contracting state is to be considered 
as that of first asylum, and thus is responsible for examining an application for 
asylum, as an admissibility issue that has to be addressed prior to considering the 
merits of the case.13 More recently the 'country of first asylum' concept has been 
widened to include so-called 'safe third countries' outside Europe.14 
8
 UDHR48, art. 14, states that 'Everyone has the right to seek and enjoy in other countries 
asylum from persecution ' Although there is increasing evidence that the contents of the Declara­
tion, adopted by UNGA res. 217 A (III), 10 Dec. 1948, has become part of positive international 
law, the accepted position continues to be that there is at present no right of the individual to be 
granted asylum 
9 See Grahl-Madsen, 1980, ch. 5-7 
"> See Kjaerum, M., 'The Concept of Country of First Asylum', 4 URL 514 (1992), Icelan­
der, G., '"Country of First Asylum" Issues A European Perspective', m Bhabha, J. & Coll, G., 
Asylum Law & Practice in Europe and North America, A Comparative Analysis by Leading Ex­
perts, Washington, Federal Publications Inc., 1992,101, Anker, D. E., 'First Asylum Issues Under 
United States Law', ш Bhabha & Coll, 1992,125. 
1
 ' See Raoul Wallenberg Inst, of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, Responsibility for 
Examining an Asylum Request, Seminar in Lund, 24 to 26 April 1985, Lund, 1986. 
12 The 1990 Dublin Convention Determining the State Responsible for Examining Applica­
tions for Asylum lodged ш one of the Member States of the European Communities, text in 2 URL 
469 (1990), the Convention on the Application of the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 relat­
ing to the Gradual Suppression of Controls at Common Frontiers, between the Government of 
States Members of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
French Republic ('Second Schengen Agreement'). Extracts of the original French text m 2 URL 
660 (1990), extracts of the unofficial English translation ш 3 URL ПЪ (1991). 
1 3
 As a result of the rigid application of the principle of 'country of first asylum', combmed 
with an increasingly restrictive interpretation of the refugee-definition, many western states grant 
asylum to persons formally recognized as 'Convention refugees' in only very limited numbers. 
However, at the same time all of these states have provided for some form of defacto asylum — 
either on the basis of a normal residence permit or on a less well-defined permission to remain in 
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119. Together with the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees of 31 January 
1967 1 5 — hereinafter the 1967 Protocol — the 1951 Convention provides stan­
dards for the treatment of refugees in 130 countries.16 However, most countries in 
the Middle East where large concentrations of Palestinian refugees reside are not 
bound by the Convention and/or the Protocol. Jordan, Lebanon and Syria are par­
ty to none of the two instruments. Israel is party to both instruments. The same 
applies to Egypt. Other Arab countries that are party to both Convention and Pro­
tocol are Algeria, Djibouti, Morocco, Somalia, Sudan, Tunisia and Yemen. 
Although Israel is party to both the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol, 
it is questionable whether these instruments are applicable to the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip, where many Palestinian refugees reside. Most of the provisions of 
the Convention grant rights to refugees residing or staying in the territory of a 
contracting state. From article 40 of the 1951 Convention it appears that 'terri­
tory' in this context concerns primarily metropolitan territory, not automatically 
including so-called dependent territories.17 However, article 40 was not written 
for situations of prolonged occupation.18 In the view of the present writer, the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, which have been under Israel's effective juris­
diction for nearly thirty years, and which remain under overall Israeli control even 
after the establishment of limited Palestinian self-rule, should be considered 'terri-
the country — to asylum seekers who are deemed not to meet the criteria of the 1951 Convention, 
but who are nevertheless not returned for humanitarian reasons. 
1 4
 Cf. Achermann, Α., and Gattiker, M., 'Safe Third Countries: European Developments', 7 
URL 19 (1995); Hailbronner, K., 'The Concept of "Safe Country" and Expeditious Asylum Pro­
cedures: A Western European Perspective', 5 URL 31 (1993); Kjaergaard, E., 'The Concept of 
"Safe Third Country" in Contemporary European Refugee Law', 6 URL 649 (1994). 
15 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, signed at New York, 31 Jan. 1967. Entry into 
force: 4 Oct. 1967. Text: 606 UNTS 267; also UNHCR, 1988,40. See ch. II, n. 30. 
16 According to UNHCR. Centre for Documentation on Refugees, as of 19 Jan. 1996, 131 
states were party to one or both of these instruments. For a list of states party to the 1951 Conven­
tion and/or the 1967 Protocol, see 15 RSQ 154 (1996). See also Blay, S. K. N, and Tsamenyi, B. 
M, 'Reservations and Declarations Under the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol Relating to 
the Status of Refugees', 2 URL 527 (1990). 
17 Cf. Robinson, 1953, 171; also Brownlie, I., Principles of Public International Law, Oxford, 
Oxford Univ. Press, 4th edn., 1990,74. 
1 8
 At the time the 1951 Convention was drafted, territorial clauses, or 'colonial clauses' as 
they were then called, were frequently included in treaties because many of the colonial powers 
lacked clear sovereignty over their dependent territories. There was also disagreement among the 
colonial powers as to whether treaties to which they acceded automatically extended to their de­
pendent holdings without the assent of the local colonial governments. Consequently, a practice 
was established of including in treaties a clause requiring states to extend affirmatively instrument 
to territories over which they had control. See UNHCR, 'The Haitian Refoulement Case: Brief 
Amicus Curiae, Dec. 1992, in 6 URL 85 (1994). 
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tory* in the context of the 1951 Convention.19 Such an approach is in line with 
the evolution of international human rights law, in which increasing emphasis is 
placed on the state exercising jurisdiction, rather than on the traditional concept of 
territorial sovereignty.20 This is of mainly theoretical relevance to Palestinians in 
the West Bank and Gaza, though, for the 19S1 Convention is not applicable to 
those Palestinian refugees who 'are at present receiving' assistance from 
UNRWA.21 It may therefore be concluded that the 1951 Convention is mainly of 
importance to Palestinian refugees residing in Egypt as well as to those in Europe, 
Canada, the USA and other states bound by the Convention. 
120. During the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and 
Stateless Persons, which drafted the 1951 Convention, the representative of 
France pointed out that 'the question of whether the Arab refugees [from Pales­
tine] were covered by the Convention was a controversial one'.2 2 Forty-five years 
later this is still the case, as the application of the 1951 Convention to Palestinian 
refugees continues to be problematic. In particular article ID of the Convention 
has proven to be a serious obstacle for Palestinian refugees who, after having re­
sided in UNRWA's area of operations, have attempted to seek asylum and protec­
tion as refugees in third countries. A number of Western governments interpret ar­
ticle ID in a very restrictive way. Consequently very few Palestinians have been 
able to obtain full refugee status in these countries. 
The remaining part of this chapter will, therefore, deal extensively with the 
application and interpretation of article ID (section 2). A number of other aspects 
of the definition relevant to Palestinian refugees will be examined in section 3. 
19 See also ch. VI. para. 275. 
20 Cf. Takkenberg, L, 'The Protection of Palestine Refugees in the Territories occupied by Is­
rael', 3 URL 414,420 (1991). See, for example, CRS89, art. 2 (1), which stipulates that the 'States 
Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set form in the present Convention to each child within 
their jurisdiction...' [emphasis added]. On the CRS89, see also eh. VII, para. 356 and n. 195. 
2 1
 CSR51, art. ID, quoted in ch. II, para. 74. As was shown in ch. Π, not all Palestinian refu­
gees residing in the West Bank and Gaza (as well as elsewhere in UNRWA's area of operations) 
receive assistance from UNRWA. A considerable number have either never been eligible for 
UNRWA assistance, or are no longer eligible. This raises the question, which will be discussed 
below, whether such Palestinian refugees could request the application of the 1951 Convention as 
well as international protection from UNHCR. 
22 UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.19,20; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1990, vol. iii. 380. 
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2. ARTICLE ID 
121. The drafting history of article ID of the 1951 Convention was extensively 
discussed in chapter Π.2 3 The article was included in the Convention specifically 
with the Palestinian refugees in mind. As appears from the travaux préparatoires, 
'the shared intention of the Arab and Western states was to deny Palestinians ac-
cess to the Convention-based regime so long as the United Nations continues to 
assist them in their own region'.24 The objective was to free the Arab host coun-
tries from direct responsibility for these refugees under the Convention. Although 
several Arab states did actively participate in the drafting process, and article ID 
was incorporated for the benefit of the Arab host countries, the latter nevertheless 
never ratified the Convention nor acceded to it at a later stage.25 The issue of ap-
plying article ID for the purpose it was originally drafted for, accordingly never 
arose. 
For more than fifteen years after the adoption of the Convention, article ID 
was essentially dormant. As a result of the massive displacements that accompa-
nied the 1967 war, many Palestinian refugees lost residency in the countries or 
territories where they had originally found asylum. Political turmoil and civil 
unrest in the Middle East during the following decades resulted in further dis-
placement,26 prompting a number of Palestinian refugees to request the determi-
nation of their refugee status in countries bound by the 1951 Convention, as a pre-
requisite for obtaining asylum there. This raised for the first time the question as 
to whether article ID was also applicable to Palestinians who had left UNRWA's 
area of operations, and, in case of an affirmative reply, how that provision should 
be interpreted. There is considerable difference in the practice of states in which 
the question has come up, with some states not applying article ID at all whilst 
others do apply the provision, but with significantly different results. 
23 See ch. II, sect. 2. For the text of ait. ID in English, see ch. Π, para. 74. The text in French 
reads as follows: 'Cette Convention ne sera pas applicable aux personnes qui bénéficient actuel-
lement d'une protection ou d'une assistance de la part d'un organisme ou d'une institution des Na-
tions Unies autre que le Haut Commissaire de Nations Unies pour les réfugiés. Lorsque cette pro-
tection ou cette assistance aura cessé pour une raison quelconque, sans que le sort de ces personne 
ait été définitivement réglé, conformément aux résolutions y relatives adoptées par l'Assemblée 
générale de Nations Unies, ces personnes bénéficieront de plein droit du régime de cette Conven-
tion.' As appears from the final clause of the 1951 Convention, the English and French texts are 
equally authentic. 
24 Hathaway, 1991,208. 
25 See para. 119, above. 
26 See ch. I, sub-sect. 3.4. 
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122. Building on the analysis in the previous chapter, this section will attempt to 
determine the preferred interpretation of article ID of the 1951 Convention, 
taking into consideration the rules of interpretation embodied in the Vienna Con-
vention on the Law of Treaties, the general rule being that 'A treaty shall be inter-
preted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the 
terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.'27 As 
was discussed in chapter II, the travaux préparatoires of a treaty may, where ap-
propriate, be referred to as 'supplementary means of interpretation'.28 The inter-
pretation of article ID will be discussed in the light of existing state practise, in-
cluding case law from a variety of jurisdictions,29 as well as taking into consider-
ation the opinions of legal scholars and UNHCR.30 It should be mentioned that 
2 7
 Art. 31, Convention on the Law of Treaties, 23 May 1969; see ch. Π, n. 34. Art. 31 as a 
whole reads as follows: '1. A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordi­
nary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and 
purpose. 2. The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, m addition 
to the text, including its preamble and annexes' (a) any agreement relating to the treaty which was 
made between all the parties m connection with the conclusion of the treaty, (b) any instrument 
which was made by one or more parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty and ac­
cepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty. 3. There shall be taken into ac­
count, together with the context, (a) any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the 
interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions; (b) any subsequent practice m the 
application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation, 
(c) any relevant rules of international law applicable m the relations between the parties. 4. A spe­
cial meaning shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended.' 
2 8
 Art 32, which reads as follows: 'Recourse may be had to supplementary means of interpre­
tation, including the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances of its conclusion, in or­
der to confirm the meaning resulting from the application of article 31, or to determine the mean­
ing when the interpretation according to article 31: (a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure; 
or (b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.' 
29 Information on the application of art ID of the 1951 Convention has been obtained from a 
variety of sources, including UNHCR, ECRE, Amnesty International, various governments, na­
tional NGOs dealing with refugees and asylum seekers and numerous individuals. Relevant case 
law has been obtained through the same sources and also from published collections including In­
ternational Law Reports (¡Ut), Cambridge Urn v. Press, until vol. 94 (1994), and URL, until vol. 7 
(1995). Cases have also been drawn from the UNHCR database, REFCAS, and several other 
computerized databases. Countries in respect of which information has been obtained include: 
Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, the Nether-
lands, New Zealand, Rumania, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and the USA. 
3 0
 See Femhout, R., Erkenning en toelating als vluchteling in Nederland [Recognition and 
admission as refugee in the Netherlands], Deventer, Kluwer, 1990,54, η 9; Goodwin-Gill, 1996, 
91; Grahl-Madsen, 1966,140,263, GuiUeminet, R., La notion de réfugié statutaire, Lyon, Univer-
sité, 1958, 162, Hathaway, 1991, 205; Heijnneman, M., 'De UNRWA en Palestijnse vluchtelin-
gen' [UNRWA and Palestinian Refugees], Migrantenrecht, 1990, 192; Jaeger, G., 'Les Nations 
Unies Et Les Réfugies', Revue Belge de Droit International 1, 48 (1989), Kôffher, G. and Nico-
laus. P., Grundlagen des Asylrechts m der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, vol. ι, Mainz, Munich, 
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German case law on art. ID is far more elaborate than that of any other state party 
to the 1951 Convention. Several important German decisions shredding light on 
the various elements of article ID will therefore be extensively quoted. 
As article ID is drafted in general terms, not specifically referring to the 
Palestinian refugees, the question should also be answered whether the provision 
is applicable to future refugee situations that are the subject of special UN atten-
tion. 
123. Article ID is generally considered as one of the so-called exclusion clauses 
of the definition article.31 Thus, the UNHCR Handbook discusses article ID in its 
fourth chapter entitled 'Exclusion clauses':32 
The 1951 Convention, in Sections D, E and F of Article 1, contains provisions whereby persons 
otherwise having the characteristics of refugees, as defined in Article 1, Section A, are excluded 
from refugee status. Such persons fall into three groups. The first group (Article ID) consists of 
persons already receiving United Nations protection or assistance; the second group (Article IE) 
deals with persons who are not considered to be in need of international protection; and the third 
group (Article IF) enumerates the categories of persons who are not considered to be deserving of 
international protection [emphasis provided]. 
As was already observed in the previous chapter, it is questionable whether it is 
correct to treat article ID solely as an exclusion clause. The intention of the draft-
ers of the Convention was to exclude Palestinian refugees temporarily. To avoid 
possible misinterpretation, the second sentence of article ID was added. When the 
assistance or protection, as a result of which the Convention does not apply, 
ceases for any reason, the refugees concerned 'shall ipso facto be entitled to the 
benefits of [the] Convention'. It may, therefore, be more appropriate, as Grahl-
Kaiser, Grunewald, 1986,156, 311; Nicolaus, P. and Saramo, P., 'Zu den Voraussetzungen under 
der Anwendbarkeit des Artikels 1 Abschnitt D Absatz 2 der Genfer Flüchtlingskonvention', ZAR 
67 (1989); Nicolaus, P., 'Artikel 1 der Genfer Flüchtlingskonvention - eine vergessene Begriffsbe-
stimmung des Flüchtlings?' in Otto Benecke Stiftung e.V. (Hrsg.), Vierzig Jahre Asylgrundrecht; 
Verhältnis zur Genfer Flüchtlingskonvention, Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, 1990, 
41,43; Robinson, 1953,63; UNHCR, Handbook, paras. 140,142-143. 
31 The provisions of the 1951 Convention defining who is a refugee consist of three parts, 
which have been termed respectively 'inclusion', 'cessation' and 'exclusion' clauses. The inclu-
sion clauses define the criteria that a person must satisfy in order to be a refugee. They form the 
positive basis upon which the determination of refugee status is made. The cessation and exclu-
sion clauses have a negative significance; the former indicate the conditions under which a refugee 
ceases to be a refugee and the latter enumerate the circumstances in which a person shall be ex-
cluded from the application of the Convention although meeting the criteria of the inclusion 
clauses. Cf. UNHCR, Handbook, paras. 30-31. 
32 UNHCR, Handbook, para 140. 
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Madsen suggests,33 to consider article ID as a 'suspensive clause' rather than an 
'exclusion clause'. 
It would have prevented a considerable amount of confusion as to the exact 
interpretation and application of article ID, had the intentions of its drafters been 
more properly reflected in the text. It does not seem logical to conditionally in­
clude a whole category of refugees, similar to article 1A, paragraph 1, by way of 
an exception to an exclusion clause! And yet, in the opinion of this author this is 
exactly what article ID does.34 As will be shown below, article ID contains in its 
first sentence a (temporary) exclusion clause and in its second sentence an in­
clusion clause with respect to the 1951 Convention. 
124. The German Federal Administrative Court35 in a landmark decision dealing 
with various aspects of article ID, dated 4 June 1991, expressed the same opin­
ion:36 
The view expressed by the appeals court, that article ID, first sentence, of the 1951 Convention 
requires, like the other exclusion clauses in article IE and F of the Convention, that the elements 
of the general refugee definition of article 1A be met, is not to be followed. Article ID contains in 
the first sentence an exclusion- and in the second sentence an inclusion clause in relation to the 
1951 Convention The second sentence of article ID is not confined to regulating the duration of 
the exclusion of refugee status under article 1 A, but rather independently and directly determines 
the refugee status of certain persons [emphasis added].37 
33 Grahl-Madsen, 1966, 263. 
34 To the same effect, Grahl-Madsen, 1966, 141, Goodwin-Gill, 1996,93, Guilleminet, 1958, 
162, Koffner and Nicolaus, 1986, 158,312, Nicolaus and Saramo, 1989,69. However, Hathaway, 
1991,207, and Robinson, 1953,64, are less outspoken as to the exact nature of art ID. 
33 The Bundesverwaltungsgericht is the final court of appeal ш administrative matters. As 
was mentioned above, German case law in respect of art. ID is far more elaborate than that of any 
other state party to the 1951 Convention. 
36 Bundesverwaltungsgericht, Urteil vom 4.6. 1991 — Bverwg 1 С 42.88 [Federal Adminis­
trative Court, decision of 4 June 1991], published m InfAuslR 10/91, 305 Other aspects of the de­
cision will be discussed below. For a summary of the facts of the case, see para. 147, below. For 
an English abstract, see 4 URL 386 (1992). For a discussion of the decision, see Bierwith, C, 'Die 
Erteilung von Reiseausweisen nach Art. 28 der Genfer Fluchtlingskonvention an mcht originar 
Asylberechtigte nach Artikel 16 Abs. 2 Satz 2 des Grundgesetzes der Bundesrepublik Deutsch­
land', 29 AdV 295,306 (1991). For an overview of earlier German case-law in respect of Palestin­
ian refugees, see ZDWF, Die staatenlosen Palästinenser in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland unter 
besonderer Berücksichtigung der Rechtsprechung, ZDWF-Schnftenreihe, Nr. 11, Bonn, 1986, al-
so Marx, R., Asylrecht, Band 1, Rechtssprechungssammlung mit Erläuterungen, Baden-Baden, 
Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, 1984,517. 
37 Translation by the author. Original German text of quoted passage. 'Nicht zu folgen ist der 
vom Berufungsgericht vertretenen Auffassung, Art. ID Abs. 1 GK setze ebenso wie die anderen 
Ausschlußklauseln in Art. IE und F GK die Erfüllung der allgemeinen Flüchtlingsmerkmale des 
Art. 1A GK voraus. Art ID GK enthalt m Abs 1 eme Ausschluß- und m Abs 2 eine Anwendungs-
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The Court provided a number of arguments in support of the above interpretation. 
In the first place the Court referred to the terminology used m the second sentence 
of article ID, stating that persons 'shall ipso facto be entitled to the benefits of 
this Convention'. This implies that those concerned are to be considered as Con-
vention refugees for the only reason that the 'assistance or protection' provided 
for m the first sentence of article ID has ceased. The term 'benefits', according to 
the Court, refers to the rights and benefits provided for in articles 3 and following 
of the 1951 Convention. 
125. The Court also pointed to the structure of article 1 of the 1951 Convention 
as a whole. According to its title, the article provides a definition of the term 'ref-
ugee' to be used in the Convention, which contains different grounds for classify-
ing someone as a refugee In case of so-called 'statutory refugees', for example, 
refugee status derives from the application of several earlier international agree-
ments,38 in the case of other persons, refugee status depends on whether certain 
objective entena have been met. Refugees in the sense of article 1 A, paragraph 2, 
therefore constitute only one of several categones of Convention refugees. Under 
this approach it is not necessarily required that in order to meet the entena for one 
category of refugees, one should also meet the entena for another category, that 
is, in this case, that article ID could only be applied in conjunction with article 
1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention. In case such an interpretation would 
have been intended, this would have been properly indicated in the text, as is the 
case, for example, m article IB and C. 
Finally, the Court stressed that the interpretation of article ID, as quoted 
above, is in line with the object and purpose of the provision. Article ID was spe-
cifically included with a special category of refugees in mmd, for whom the Unit-
ed Nations had made special arrangements Therefore, it was the intention of the 
drafters that adequate humamtanan consideration be given to persons who had 
lost their home and means of livelihood as a result of the Arab-Israeli war of 
1948-49, irrespective of whether they were to be considered as refugees m the 
sense of article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention. 
126. Because article ID has given rise to vanous interpretations, it would have 
been appropnate if the unique character of this provision, different from the 
klausel bezüglich der Genfer Konvention Ait. ID Abs 2 GK erschöpft sieb nicht in einer Rege-
lung der Dauer des Ausschlusses von der Fluchtlingseigenschaft nach Abs 1, sondern legt unter 
den dort genannten Voraussetzungen selbständig und originar die Flüchtlingseigenschaft bestimm-
ter Personen fest.' 
38 On the concept of 'statutory refugees', see ch II, para 72 and η 26 See also UNHCR, 
Handbook, paras 1-4 and 32-33 
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genuine exclusion clauses embodied in sections E and F of article 1, had been 
more adequately addressed in the UNHCR Handbook, which may be considered 
as the leading commentary on the definition of the term 'refugee' in the 1951 
Convention.39 As was mentioned above, the Handbook discusses article ID in its 
chapter dealing with the exclusion clause. The section in the Handbook dealing 
with article ID is rather ambiguous. The relevant paragraphs read as follows:40 
Exclusion under this clause applies to any person who is in receipt of protection or assistance from 
organs or agencies of the United Nations, other than the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees. Such protection or assistance was previously given by the former United Nations Ko-
rean Reconstruction Agency (UNKRA) and is currently given by the United Nations Relief and 
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA). There could be other similar 
situations in the future. 
With regard to refugees from Palestine, it will be noted that UNRWA operates only in certain 
areas of the Middle East, and it is only there that its protection or assistance are given. Thus, a ref-
ugee from Palestine who finds himself outside that area does not enjoy the assistance mentioned 
and may be considered for détermination of his refugee status under the criteria of the 1951 Con-
vention. It should normally be sufficient to establish that the circumstances which originally made 
him qualify for protection or assistance from UNRWA still persist and that he has neither ceased 
to be a refugee under one of the cessation clauses nor is excluded from the application of the Con-
vention under one of the exclusion clauses. 
The same ambiguity is also frequently reflected in the decisions of administrative 
and judicial bodies of various contracting states, in which article ID plays a role. 
By being imprecise — especially in not explicitly acknowledging that article ID 
contains in its second sentence an additional inclusion clause — the UNHCR 
Handbook may well have contributed to this situation. As will be further shown in 
the remainder of this section, in several respects the passage from the Handbook, 
quoted above, reflects an incorrect interpretation of article ID. 
2.1 - ARTICLE ID, FIRST SENTENCE 
127. According to the first sentence of article ID, the 1951 Convention does not 
apply to persons who are 'at present' receiving from organs or agencies of the 
United Nations other than UNHCR protection or assistance'. Do the words 'at 
present' refer to date the Convention was signed, or ratified, or entered into force, 
39
 The Handbook essentially contains the interpretation of the definition of the term 'refugee' 
given by the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol as favoured by the Office of the High 
Commissioner. Although not binding upon the states parties, its contents is nonetheless of consid-
erable persuasive authority. 
40 UNHCR, Handbook, paras. 142-143. 
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or, rather, to the date the Convention is being applied in a specific case? Grahl-
Madsen advocates the first interpretation:41 
If the words 'at present' have any meaning at all, they must refer to a specific time, and the choice 
of wording suggests that the reference is to the date of signature of the Convention: 28 July 1951. 
If any other date was meant, this would probably have been explicitly stated, as in Article 10 
('date of entry into force of this Convention') and Article 7 (3) ('date of entry into force of this 
Convention for that State'). 
It is consequently only 'organs or agencies of the United Nations' existing on 28 July 1951, and 
their possible successor bodies, which come within the scope of Article 1D. 
The same view is expressed by Hathaway,42 who refers in this respect to a 
statement of Mr. Hoare, the representative of the United Kingdom, during the 
conference that drafted the Convention: '[P]aragraph [D] [is intended] to exclude 
persons who were defined as those who at the time when the convention came 
into force were receiving protection or assistance from United Nations organs or 
agencies... [emphasis added]'.43 The UNHCR Handbook on the other hand seems 
to favour the second interpretation, stating that 'There could be other similar situ­
ations in the future,' that could lead to an exclusion of refugees under article 
I D . 4 4 
128. Ь the opinion of this author, the opinion put forward by Grahl-Madsen and 
Hathaway is correct, the date of signature more accurately reflecting the inten­
tions of the drafters than the date the Convention was ratified or entered into 
force. As mentioned in the previous chapter, although the Convention was drafted 
in general terms, the signatories were in fact making arrangements for existing 
groups of refugees. This was most obviously reflected in the date-line included in 
article 1A, paragraph 2: the parties were only ready to undertake obligations in 
respect of persons who had become refugees 'as a result of events occurring be­
fore 1 January 1951 '. There is no reason to believe that this was different in re­
spect of article ID. Also the subordinate clause 'without the position of such per­
sons being definitively settled in accordance with the relevant resolutions adopted 
by the General Assembly of the United Nations' [emphasis added] in the second 
sentence of article ID points to the fact that article ID as a whole was indeed in­
tended for an existing category of refugees in respect of which the General As-
4> Grahl-Madsen, 1966,264. 
« Hathaway, 1991.208, n. 117. 
43 UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.19, 20; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, vol. iii, 380. The same view was 
reflected in a statement submitted by one of the NGOs, the Commission of the Churches on Inter­
national Affairs, who attended the Conference of Plenipotentiaries as an observer, cf. UN doc. 
A/CONF.2/NGO/10; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, vol. iii, 633. 
4 4
 UNHCR, Handbook, para. 142. 
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sembly had already taken certain action.4 5 This interpretation is, finally, in line 
with the general rule that exclusion clauses should be interpreted restrictively. 
129. Consequently only 'organs or agencies of the United Nations' existing on 
28 July 1951 come within the scope of article ID. Although the International 
Refugee Organization still existed in 1951, it had ceased to exist at the time when 
the Convention came into force and therefore could not affect the practical appli-
cation of the Convention. 4 6 As appears from the section quoted above, the 
UNHCR Handbook also mentions the United Nations Korean Reconstruction 
Agency ( U N K R A ) 4 7 in relation to article ID. However, as both Grahl-Madsen 
and Hathaway point out, Korean war refugees were regarded in South Korea as 
citizens and were accordingly outside the scope of the 1951 Convention.4 8 The 
only other specialized refugee relief agency already in existence at the time of the 
Convention's drafting was UNRWA. It may therefore be concluded that article 
1D only applies to persons receiving protection or assistance from UNRWA. 
The term 'organs or agencies of the United Nations' implies that article ID 
is also applicable to a possible successor body of UNRWA, provided the benefi-
ciaries of both are the same. 4 9 In this respect, the term 'United Nations' is to be 
understood in a wide sense, comprising not only the United Nations Organization 
proper, but also the specialized agencies.5 0 
130. The interpretation that the words 'at present' in the first sentence of article 
ID refer to the date the 1951 Convention was signed raises the question whether 
that provision is only applicable to those Palestinian refugees who were at that 
time being assisted by UNRWA, excluding those registered at a later date. An af-
firmative answer would lead to an interpretation which is definitely not in line 
with the intention of the drafters of the Convention, which was to exclude all Pal-
estinian refugees under UNRWA's care from its application. According to Grahl-
Madsen:51 
45 Cf. para. 154, below. 
46 Grahl-Madsen, 1966,264. 
47 UNKRA was established by UNGA res. 410 (V), 1 Dec. 1950. 
4« Grahl-Madsen, 1966,264, n. 152; Hathaway, 1991,208, n. 117. 
49 Grahl-Madsen, 1966,264. 
50
 Cf. UN Charter, art. 7, para. 1, in respect of the principle organs of the UN; art. 7, para. 2 
and art 22, in respect of subsidiary organs, and arts. 57-59, in respect of the specialized agencies; 
see also Grahl-Madsen, 1966, 264. UNRWA is a subsidiary UNGA organ, established under art 
22 of the UN Charter with the task of providing support to a specific category of refugees, and is 
therefore an organization to which art ID applies. 
51 Grahl-Madsen, 1966, 265. Similarly, Hathaway, 1991, 208, observes that art. ID 'applies 
to all Palestinians eligible to receive UNRWA assistance in their home region'. 
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There is reason to believe that Article ID applies not only to those individuals who were actually 
receiving protection or assistance from UNRWA on 28 July 1951, but also to those individuals 
who became the concern of UNRWA at any later date, including those bom after the signing of 
the Convention; or, in other words, that Article ID applies to persons within the mandate of 
UNRWA as a class or category, and not to individual persons. If this were not so, we would get a 
rather artificial distinction between those who became UNRWA refugees before or on 28 July 
1951, and those who became UNRWA refugees after that date [emphasis added]. 
In the decision quoted above,52 the German Federal Administrative Court came to 
the same conclusion:53 
With the words 'at present', article ID, first sentence, ties in with the specific category of persons 
who at the time the 1951 Convention was adopted were already in receipt of protection or assis-
tance from organs or agencies of the United Nations other than UNHCR, without excluding from 
its application persons who only at a later point in time were able to enjoy such protection or 
assistance. A different interpretation would lead to the inappropriate, apparently unintended result 
that persons enjoying protection or assistance after the set date, for example descendants bom 
later, would be treated differently under the 1951 Convention, although they share the same refu-
gee experience... 
131. This also implies that the words 'receiving ... protection or assistance', in 
the first sentence of article ID of the 1951 Convention, do not require that a 
person should receive for himself or his family actual support from the organiza-
tion in question. As Grahl-Madsen observes in the passage quoted above, it is suf-
ficient that one falls under the mandate of that organization. This seems to be the 
correct approach, recalling once again that the intention of the drafters was to 
conditionally exclude all Palestinian refugees who were under the care of a spe-
5 2
 See para. 124, and n. 36, above. 
5 3
 English translation by the author, original German text of passage quoted: 'Mit der Formu-
lierung "zur Zeit" knüpft Art. ID Abs. 1 GK an den bei Verabschiedung der Genfer Konvention 
am 28 Juli 1951 bestimmten Personengruppen bereits gewährten Schutz oder Beistand durch eine 
Organisation oder Institution der Vereinten Nationen mit Ausnahme der UNHCR an, ohne damit 
solche Personen aus seinem Anwendungsbereich auszuschließen, die erst zu einem späteren Zeit-
punkt in den GenuB des Schutzes oder Beistandes gelangt sind. Eine andere Betrachtungsweise 
wurde zu dem zweckwidrigen, ersichtlich nicht beabsichtigten Ergebnis führen, daß nach dem 
Stichtag Schutz oder Beistand genieBende Personen, z.B. später geborene Abkömmlinge, eine un-
terschiedliche Behandlung nach der Genfer Konvention erfahren, obwohl sie dasselbe Flüchtlings-
schicksal erleiden...' 
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cial U N agency from its application.5 4 The German Federal Court, in the decision 
quoted earlier,5 5 expressed the same v iew: 5 6 
The text of article ID, first sentence, concerns persons who 'aie receiving' from organs or agen­
cies of the United Nations 'protection' Or 'assistance'. The concrete meaning of these altemauve 
forms of care is determined by the actual operations of UNRWA, within the framework of its 
mandate Belonging to the above circle of persons does not necessarily require that those concern­
ed should actually be in receipt of UNRWA assistance at the time of the decision about Conven­
tion rights invoked by them. What is decisive is whether he belongs to the category of persons for 
whose care UNRWA has taken on responsibility in accordance with its mandate. That is certainly 
the case in respect of persons who are (henceforth) registered as 'Palestine refugees' with 
UNRWA This interpretation is m conformity with the object and purpose of the treaty provision, 
which aims to secure that in the first instance UNRWA will be responsible for the Palestinian 
refugees, rather than the state parties, and in particular not the Arab states It would be contrary to 
this objective if Palestinian refugees would not be affected by the exclusion clause as long they 
would not claim UNRWA assistance, to which, according to their need, they would be entitled. 
They would then have considerable discretion whether to be assisted by UNRWA or to enjoy the 
benefits of the Convention. 
132. While some of UNRWA's assistance activities are directed to communities 
as a whole, other services are offered on a more selective basis, according to func­
tional criteria. Many Palestinian refugees registered by UNRWA are not needy 
and therefore not in need of direct relief assistance. This, however, does not ex-
54 The incorporation of art ID m the text of the 1951 Convention followed the inclusion m 
the UNHCR Statute of para. 7 (c). The original draft of para. 7 (c) referred to 'categories of refu­
gees at present placed under the competence of other organs or agencies of the United Nations.' 
The subsequent change in wording was for semantic reasons only, without implying a change to 
the intentions of its drafters. See ch. Π, para. 82. 
55 See paras. 124 and 130, above 
56 English translation by the author, original German text of passage quoted 'Der Wortlaut 
des Art ID Abs. 1 GK stellt auf Personen ab, die 'Schutz' oder 'Beistand' einer Organisation oder 
Institution der Vereinten Nationen 'genießen.' Die konkrete Bedeutung dieser alternativen Be-
treuungsformen bestimmt sich nach der im Rahmen ihres Auftrags wahrgenommenen Tätigkeit 
der UNRWA. Die Zugehörigkeit zu dem genannten Personenkreis setzt jedoch nicht notwendig 
voraus, daß dem Betroffenen im Zeitpunkt der Entscheidung über die von ihm beanspruchten 
Rechte aus der Konvention von der UNRWA tatsächlich Hilfsleistungen erbracht werden. Maßge-
bend ist ob er der Personengruppe angehört, deren Betreuung die UNRWA entsprechend ihrem 
Mandat übernommen hat Das ist jedenfalls bei den Personen der Fall, die als Palästina-Flüchtlin-
ge bei der UNRWA (weiterhin) registriert sind. Diese Beurteilung entspricht Sinn und Zweck der 
Vertragsvorschnft die gewährleisten soll, daß sich in erster Linie die UNRWA der palästinensi-
schen Flüchtlinge annehmen soll, nicht aber die Vertragsstaaten, insbesondere nicht die arabischen 
Staaten. Diesem Ziel widerspräche es, wenn palästinensische Flüchtlinge von der Ausschlußklau-
sel nicht erfaßt würden, solange sie Leistungen der UNRWA tatsächlich nicht in Anspruch neh-
men, obwohl sie bei entsprechendem Bedarf dazu berechtigt wären. Sie hätten er dann weitgehend 
in der Hand zu bestimmen, ob sie sich von der UNRWA betreuen lassen oder die Vergünstigun-
gen der Konvention in Anspruch nehmen wollen.' 
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elude them from the Agency's mandate and in case of a change in their personal 
circumstances they may call upon the organization for help. A similar situation 
exists in respect of refugees under the mandate of UNHCR. 
A related question is whether registration with UNRWA is a necessary pre­
requisite for the application of article ID. 5 7 Although registration with UNRWA 
provides decisive evidence that a certain person falls under UNRWA's mandate, 
it was shown in chapter Π that part of the Palestinian refugee population was nev­
er registered by UNRWA. For many years, refugees who were not 'in need' or 
who had not originally sought refuge within UNRWA's area of operations,58 
were not eligible for registration and/or for services.59 Only several years ago, the 
UNRWA rules in this respect were changed, allowing for registration of previous­
ly unregistered 'Palestine refugees'.60 It should therefore be concluded that regis­
tration with UNRWA is of a declaratory nature, confirming rather than establish­
ing that an individual falls under UNRWA's mandate. 
133. Based on the analysis thus far it may now be concluded that the exclusion 
clause in the first sentence of article ID applies exclusively to 'Palestine refugees' 
falling under the mandate of UNRWA. UNRWA's mandate is confined to those 
Palestinians who became refugees as a result of the 1948 war and their descen­
dants.61 It is this category of persons that article ID applies to. Because article 
ID, first sentence, applies to all 'Palestine refugees' falling under UNRWA's 
mandate, it is irrelevant for the application of the exclusion clause whether or not 
an individual is actually residing within UNRWA's area of operations. All refu­
gees falling under UNRWA's mandate are excluded from the application of the 
Convention, unless the second sentence of article ID applies. 
5 7
 This question came up in a procedure that led to an unpublished decision of the Judicial 
Division of the Netherlands's Council of State of 1987; Judicial Division [Afdeling Rechtspraak, 
Raad van Sute], 22 Dec. 1987, No. R02.83.2959-A en B. Applicant in that case was the son of a 
first generation Palestinian refugee, born in Lebanon. Applicant's father was, for unknown rea­
sons, never registered by UNRWA. Applicant's asylum request was rejected, amongst other 
things, because it was held that the 1951 Convention was not applicable in this case by virtue of 
its article ID. In his appeal applicant argued that the fact that he, as was the case with his father, 
was not registered with UNRWA had incorrectly not been taken into consideration. The Judicial 
Division circumvents a decision on the matter as the respondent had judged applicant's request 
against art IS of the Aliens Law, which the Division considers to be identical to art. 1A, para 2 of 
the 1951 Convention; cf. η. 120, below. 
5 8
 Jordan, Lebanon, Syrian, the Gaza Strip and the West Bank. 
59 See ch.II, para. 103. 
60 Ibid. 
61 The only group of 1948 refugees who are practically excluded from UNRWA's mandate 
are those who never resided in a country within UNRWA's area of operations, and who were 
therefore never in a position to be assisted by that agency. 
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This fact is often not properly understood. The UNHCR Handbook, for example, 
misses the point by stating that 'a refugee from Palestine who finds himself 
outside [UNRWA's area of operations] does not enjoy the assistance mentioned 
and may be considered for determination of his refugee status under the criteria of 
the 1951 Convention' [emphasis added].62 As was shown, whether or not a cer-
tain individual is personally receiving UNRWA assistance, is irrelevant. What 
counts is whether the individual concerned falls under UNRWA's mandate, that 
is, that that individual has the possibility of requesting the services provided by 
that organization if so required and taking into consideration the applicable proce-
dures and criteria. This possibility not only exists for those actually residing in 
UNRWA's area of operations, but also for those who have left the area, as long as 
they are able to return. 
134. A number of states party to the 1951 Convention and/or to the 1967 Proto-
col, apparently following the incorrect interpretation of the UNHCR Handbook, 
hold the same view that, as UNRWA is only operational in certain areas of the 
Near East and only provides its assistance in these areas, it is only there that ar-
ticle ID, first sentence, is applicable. These States, accordingly, do not apply ar-
ticle ID at all and consider applications for determination of refugee status by 
Palestinian refugees under article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention, or un-
der corresponding provisions adopted to incorporate the Convention into munici-
pal law. 
Determination of refugee status in Canada, for example, is based on the def-
inition of a 'Convention refugee' as embodied in subsection 2, paragraph 1, of the 
Immigration Act. This definition is obviously based on, but not identical to, ar-
ticle 1 of the 1951 Convention. As far as inclusion is concerned, the definition in 
subsection 2, paragraph 1, paraphrases article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Con-
vention; concerning exclusion, the definition in the Immigration Act explicitly 
refers to the text of sections E and F of article 1 of the 1951 Convention. No men-
tion is made in subsection 2, paragraph 1, nor elsewhere in the Immigration Act, 
of the clause embodied in article ID of the 1951 Convention. For that reason, Pal-
6 2
 UNHCR, Handbook, para. 143. Another example is a decision of the New Zealand Refugee 
Status Appeals Authority, Refugee Appeal No. ¡192 Re SA, 30 Apr. 1992, which concludes 'that 
the first paragraph of Article ID imposes an interim suspension of eligibility for refugee status 
when the particular individual is within a certain geographic area and is "at present" receiving 
from an agency of the United Nations (i.e. UNRWA) protection or assistance. In short, the first 
paragraph is premised upon the present functioning of UNRWA, the location of the individual 
within the specific geographic area of operation and the fulfilment of UNRWA eligibility criteria 
and the receipt of assistance from UNRWA.' 
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estiman refugees are treated like any other applicants for determination of refugee 
status.63 
135. A similar situation exists in Austria. A refugee in the sense of paragraph 1 
of the 1991 Asylum Law is an alien who meets the requirements of article 1A, 
paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention.64 The 1991 Law stipulates in paragraph 2 
that asylum has to be granted to refugees in the sense of its paragraph 1 unless 
they are excluded under the provisions of subsections (2) - (4) of paragraph 2. 
Paragraph 2, subsection (2) refers explicitly to article 1С and IF of the 1951 Con­
vention. As in the case of Canada, no mention is made of article ID. Also in this 
country applications for determination of refugee status of Palestinian refugees 
are therefore considered like those of any other applicants.65 
63 This appears clearly from numerous decisions of the Immigration and Refugee Board 
(IRB), the administrative tribunal entrusted with the task of determining refugee status on behalf 
of the Canadian Government. See, for example, the decision of 1 Oct. 1990, [1990] CRDD No. 
726, No. C9O-O0163 concerning a Palestinian refugee registered with UNRWA in the Gaza Strip, 
who had been involved in anti-Israeli activities dunng the Intifada. Based on the available evi­
dence, the IRB came to the conclusion 'that the claimant has a well-founded fear of persecution by 
reason of political opinion.' Similarly, decision of 16 May 1990, [1990] CRDD No. 205, No. T89-
03533/34 (in respect of a Palestinian refugee from Lebanon), decision of 5 July 1990, [1990] 
CRDD No. 327, No. T89-05579 (in respect of a Palestinian refugee from the West Bank). Recog­
nition rates were very high. Out of a sampling of 156 Palestinian refugee claims initiated in Cana­
da between 1989 and Sept. 1991, 92% were determined to be Convention refugees. Source IRB 
Documentation Centre. For information on the IRB Documentation Centre, see Rusu, S., 'The 
Development of Canada's Immigration and Refugee Board Documentation Centre', 3 URL 319 
(1991). 
6 4
 The 1991 Asylum Law [Asylgesetz 1991, BGBl 1992/8], which entered into force on 1 
June 1992, contains in its para 1 (1) the German translation of the complete wording of art. 1A (2) 
of the 1951 ConvenUon. See Kussbach, E., 'The 1991 Austrian Asylum Law', 6 URL 227 (1994). 
6 5
 See, for example, the decision by the Administrative Appeals Court [Verwaltungsgenchts-
hof] of 29 Jan. 1986, No. 84/01/0106, SlgNF 12.005(A), concerning a Palestinian from Lebanon. 
For an English abstract of the decision, see 5 URL 466 (1993). The Administrative Appeals Court 
allowed the appeal and annulled the decision refusing asylum, reasoning that the Ministry of the 
Interior had not properly evaluated the facts of the case. According to the Ministry, neither the ac­
tivities of the Israeli army in Lebanon, nor the activities of the various militia's, constituted perse­
cution in the sense of art. 1A (2) of the 1951 Convention. See also an unpublished decision of the 
Federal Interior Ministry [Bundesministenum für Inneres] of 16 Oct. 1989, No. 246.622/5-
Ш/13/89. In this decision, taken at the appeal level, concerning a Palestinian from Jordan, the In-
tenor Ministry reached the following conclusion: 'Da das durchgeführte Ermittlungsverfahren 
kerne Anhaltspunkte für eine konkrete Verfolgung Ihrer Person durch die Behörden Ihres Heimat-
landes ergeben hat, ist die Zuerkennung der Flüchtungseigenschaft nicht statthaft.' Unlike in Ca-
nada, only very few Palestinians have been recognized as Convention refugees m Austria. Accord-
ing to UNHCR only several Palestinian applicants out of a total of nearly 100 who applied for de-
termination of refugee status (as part of a request for asylum) in Austria between 1988 and 1991 
were recognized as Convention refugees. 
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The same applies to Switzerland. Contrary to the Austrian law, the Swiss Asylum 
Law does not refer to the definition of article 1 of the 1951 Convention, with the 
exception of the cessation clauses embodied in article 1С. As a consequence, de­
termination of refugee status is based essentially on the Swiss Asylum Law, 
which does not contain a clause similar to article ID of the 1951 Convention. 
Registration with UNRWA is, therefore, totally irrelevant in determining whether 
a Palestinian is eligible for asylum in Switzerland. What is decisive for the Swiss 
authorities is whether the Palestinian is persecuted in his/her country of residence, 
in accordance with the terms of article 3 of the Asylum Law.66 
Also the 'statutory definition' of a refugee under United States Law does 
not take article ID of the 1951 Convention into consideration. An asylum appli­
cant must establish that he or she has been persecuted or has a well-founded fear 
of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular 
social group, or political opinion.67 
136. To a certain extent it may be understandable that the above countries, as 
well as others,68 have chosen to deal with asylum requests of Palestinian refugees 
not different from those of other origins, especially as the 1951 Convention has 
been widely perceived as introducing a universal protection system for refugees. 
Referring to this reason, Hathaway, for example, 'happily' observed that Canada 
has chosen not to apply article ID. 6 9 However, the practice of these states does 
66 Source: Bundesamt für Flüchtlinge & Schweizerische Zentralstelle für Flücht)ingshilfe/Of-
fice central suisse d'aide aux réfugiés. 
67 Cf. Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952. §§ 101(a) (42) (A) and 208(a), 8 U.S.C. §§ 
1101(a) (42) (A) and 1158(a). 
68 Also Australia, although technically referring to the refugee definition of the 1951 Conven-
tion in full in its national asylum provision (Sect. 6A, Migration Act 1958), appears not to apply 
art. 1D, see, for example, a decision of the Federal Court of 22 May 1989, Damoum and Another 
v. Minuter for Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs, 85ILR 182 (1991). The same 
applies to the UK; see, for example, a 1988 decision of the Court of Appeal (Civil Division), Al-
sawafv. Secretary of State for the Home Department, abstract in 5 URL 465. This is a typical case 
to which CSR51, art ID, should have been applied. Applicant, a stateless Palestinian was born in 
a refugee camp in Gaza in 1955; moved to Kuwait with his family when he was seven; went to 
study in Egypt in 1973; then on to the UK m 1974, where he was granted leave to remain as a stu-
dent. In Feb. 1980 further leave to remain was refused and in Dec. 1981 a deportation order was 
made. The applicant left England for Kuwait in Jan. 1982, but was refused entry and was obliged 
to return to the UK. In Dec. 1982, the Secretary of State ordered the applicant's deportation to 
Egypt. The applicant appealed the decision arguing that the fact that he had an Egyptian travel 
document did not give him the right to live and work in Egypt. The Court dismissed the appeal 
without deciding whether or not the applicant was a refugee under the 1951 Convention, as the 
Secretary of State had obtained assurances from the Egyptian authorities that the applicant would 
be readmitted into Egypt. No reference was made to CSR51, art ID. 
69 Hathaway, 1991,209. 
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not conform with the proper interpretation of that provision. In particular it pre-
vents the application of the special statutory inclusion clause embodied in its sec-
ond sentence, thereby negating the intentions of the drafters of the 1951 Conven-
tion. In the next sub-section, dealing specifically with the second sentence of arti-
cle ID, it will be further elaborated why the above practise is not correct, thereby 
denying many Palestinian refugees the appropriate legal status to which they are 
entitled under the Convention. 
2.2 - AimCLE ID, SECOND SENTENCE 
137. While the first sentence of article ID (temporarily) excludes a certain spe-
cific category of refugees — the 'Palestine refugees' falling under the mandate of 
UNRWA — from the application of the 1951 Convention, its second sentence 
deals with the duration of the exclusion and with the legal consequences in case 
the exclusion ceases to apply.70 It should be stressed that the second sentence of 
article ID is inseparably linked to the first sentence in that only in case the condi-
tions of both sentences are met, the 1951 Convention will apply. The text of arti-
cle ID, second sentence,71 raises a number of interpretational questions: (1) What 
is meant by 'such protection or assistance'? (2) Under what conditions may one 
conclude that protection or assistance 'has ceased'? (3) What is meant by the 
words 'for any reason'? (4) What is the meaning of the subordinate clause 'with-
out the position of such persons being definitively settled in accordance with the 
relevant resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations'? (5) 
What is meant by the words 'these persons'? (6) What is meant by the words 
'shall ipso facto be entitled'? (7) Finally, what are to be considered 'the benefits 
of this Convention'? 
As to the first question, the words 'such protection or assistance' obviously 
refer to the 'protection or assistance' envisaged in the first sentence of article ID. 
It has become clear, however, that the words 'protection or assistance' in the first 
sentence do not refer to the actual receipt of protection or assistance, but rather to 
falling under the mandate of a specialized UN agency, UNRWA. What does this 
imply for the interpretation of the words 'protection or assistance' in the second 
sentence of article 1D? The relevance for Palestinian refugees of falling under the 
mandate of UNRWA is that these persons accordingly have the possibility of re-
ceiving 'protection or assistance' from UNRWA if so required, irrespective of 
7 0
 Specifically on art. ID, 2nd. sentence, see Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989; Bierwith, 1991, 306; 
Köfner & Nicolaus, 1986,156; Grahl-Madsen, 1966,140; Goodwin-Gill, 1996,91. 
71 For the text see ch. II, para. 74. 
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whether they actually do so. The conclusion in respect of the first question is, 
therefore, that the words 'such protection or assistance' refer to the possibility of 
receiving the services of UNRWA. 
138. The second question posed above addresses the meaning of the words 'has 
ceased' in the second sentence of article ID. This phrase refers to the words 'such 
protection or assistance' and therefore to the possibility of receiving the services 
of UNRWA. In other words, protection or assistance as envisaged in the second 
sentence of article ID 'has ceased' if the possibility of receiving the care of 
UNRWA no longer exists. As was discussed in chapter Π, provision of UNRWA 
assistance is based on need: in case a refugee is not needy, the organization is also 
not obliged to provide assistance. A situation where assistance from UNRWA has 
been refused or cancelled should for this reason not be seen as a case where that 
assistance 'has ceased', as the person is not excluded from the Agency's assis­
tance in general, but only, as long as he or she is not needy, from specific bene­
fits. If UNRWA, on the other hand, is unable to provide assistance, it is appropri­
ate to speak of a cessation of UNRWA assistance. It will be considered below un­
der what circumstances such a situation may come into being. 
139. First, however, it will be necessary to elaborate on the interpretation of the 
words 'for any reason' as used in the second sentence of article ID. Some coun­
tries have interpreted this phrase restrictively, only taking into consideration the 
reason originally foreseen by the drafters of the Convention, that is that UNRWA 
would cease to function without the Palestinian refugee question being finally re­
solved. Thus, in a decision dated 6 August 1987,72 the highest administrative 
court in the Netherlands, the Judicial Division of the Council of State, concluded, 
explicitly referring to the travaux préparatoires, that article ID, second sentence, 
did not apply to a situation where a Palestinian refugee had voluntarily left 
UNRWA's area of operations, but only to the situation that UNRWA's mandate 
had come to an end:73 
72 Judicial Division, Council of State [Afdeling Rechtspraak, Raad van State], 6 Aug. 1987, 
No. R02.83.2767-A en B. Full text published in Rechtspraak Vreemdelingenrecht, 1987, No. 5. 
For the text of the opinion of the Representative in the Netherlands of UNHCR, see Hoeksma, J. 
Α., De menselijke maat. Zienswijzen in asielzaken [The Human Measure' Opinions in Asylum 
Cases], Nijmegen, Ars Aequi Libn, 1990. The decision is briefly discussed by Femhout, 1990,54, 
n. 9 and Heijnneman, 1990, 192. For an English abstract of the decision, see 20 NYIL313 (1989). 
See also 5 URL 468 (1993), for a 1991 Decision of the President of the District Court The Hague, 
reconfirming the above decision of the Council of State. 
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 20 NYIL 314 (1989). Original Dutch text of passage quoted: 'Uit de bewoordingen, de 
strekking alsmede de totstandkoming van artikel 1(D), eerste en tweede volzin, van het Verdrag 
leidt de Afdeling af dat, zolang de UNRWA bestaat als orgamsaue die bescherming of bijstand 
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The Division infers from the wording, purpose and history of Article 1(D) (first and second sen-
tences) of the Convention that as long as the UNRWA exists as an organisation for the provision 
of protection or assistance to Palestinian refugees, the Convention does not apply to persons who 
voluntarily relinquish this protection by moving to an area outside the area of protection provided 
by that organisation. Contrary to what the Representative in the Netherlands of the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees believes, the wording of the Travaux préparatoires of the Con-
vention provides insufficient support for the correctness of the opposite view since the provisions 
are intended not to cover the case of Palestinian refugees who leave the area of protection of their 
own volition but to deal with the situation in which the relevant protective organisation ceases for 
any reason to operate in the area (or part of the area) originally covered by it. 
A similar view was expressed in a 1992 decision of the Refugee Status Appeals 
Authority in New Zealand: '[the second sentence of article ID] addresses the situ-
ation where UNRWA ceases to operate at all.'74 
Denmark, on the other hand, until several years ago followed the interpreta-
tion that article ID, first sentence, was only applicable to Palestinian refugees re-
siding within UNRWA's areas of operation and that in respect of any Palestinian 
refugee applying for asylum in Denmark, UNRWA's assistance was to be consid-
ered as having 'ceased' for the purpose of article ID, second sentence, leading to 
a virtual automatic recognition as Convention refugee, without applying the cri-
teria of article 1 A, paragraph 2.75 
biedt aan Palestijnse vluchtelingen, het Verdrag met van toepassing is op diegene die zich vrijwil-
lig aan bescherming onttrekt door zich buiten het beschermingsgebied van die organisatie te bege-
ven. Anders dan de Vertegenwoordiger in Nederland van de Hoge Commissaris der Verenigde 
Naties voor Vluchtelingen meent bieden de bewoordingen van de 'Traveaux Préparatoires' van 
het Verdrag onvoldoende steun voor de juistheid van de tegenovergestelde opvatting nu deze met 
zien op Palestijnse vluchtelingen die eigener beweging het beschermingsgebied verlaten, doch op 
de situatie dat de betrokken beschermende organisatie om welke reden dan ook ophoudt te func-
tioneren m (een deel van) het aanvankelijk door haar bestreken gebied.' 
7 4
 Refugee Appeal No. 1192 Re SA (30 April 1992), 72. The 115 page decision, concerning a 
stateless Palestinian from the West Bank, deals with several issues of principle related to the ap-
plication of the 1951 Convention, including the interpretation of art. ID, see also n. 62, above. 
75 Cf. Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989,72. This practice was based on a 1985 decision of the Dan-
ish Refugee Appeals Board. During the period 1985-1990 Palestine refugees constituted by far the 
largest single category that obtained Convention status in Denmark. In 1988, 959 Palestinians 
were granted Convention status (56% of all Convention statuses granted during that year). For 
1989 and 1990 the figures were 1129 (91%) and 507 (73%). Many others were allowed to stay m 
Denmark on the basis of a residence permit. For a decision by the Danish Refugee Appeals Board 
[Flygmingenaevnef], dated 21 Sep. 1988,1988-21-315, on the refusal to grant a residence permit 
to a Palestinian from Lebanon, see 3 URL 131 (1991). The practice of virtually automatic recog-
nition as Convenuon refugee ended m the course of 1990, when the Danish Directorate for Aliens 
denied refugee status to a number of Palestinian asylum seekers, allegedly based on a more restric-
tive interpretation of art. ID, advocated by the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. These deci-
sions were consequently confirmed by the Refugee Appeals Board. The shift in interpretation 
caused considerable controversy in political circles. In Mar 1992, the Danish Parliament adopted 
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140. Neither of the two above interpretations is entirely satisfactory. The words 
'for any reason' do not allow for the reasons of the cessation of assistance or 
protection, as provided for in the first sentence of article ID, to be limited to spe-
cific circumstances. Again quoting the German Federal Administrative Court: 
'This wording excludes that the cessation of protection be limited to specific 
grounds'.76 
This implies, amongst other things, that article ID, second sentence, does 
not require that 'protection or assistance has ceased' in respect of all 'Palestine 
refugees' under UNRWA's mandate. It is true that the only scenario taken into 
consideration by the drafters of article ID was that UNRWA's operations could 
come to an end, a measure that would affect all refugees residing in its area of op-
erations. However, that an interpretation only taking into consideration a possible 
cessation of UNRWA's mandate in respect of the group of Palestinian refugees as 
a whole is too restricted already appears from the very fact that UNRWA as an 
intergovernmental agency depends on the cooperation of the governments of the 
countries where it operates, and it is therefore in the hands of these governments 
whether UNRWA is able to deliver its services. In case UNRWA is prevented to 
continue its operations in one of the host countries, accordingly its assistance 
ceases in respect of the Palestinian refugees living there, even if the agency is able 
to continue its activities elsewhere in its area of operations. Palestinian refugees 
residing in that country will, therefore, no longer have the possibility of receiving 
the Agency's assistance, except for the merely theoretical possibility that they 
also have residency in one of the other countries where UNRWA operates. 
141. Another question, which was never addressed by the drafters of the 1951 
Convention, is what would be the effect on article ID if Palestinian refugees 
would leave UNRWA's area of operations, thereby affecting their ability to re-
ceive the agency's assistance. The possibility of large numbers of Palestinians 
travelling to Europe, or, for that matter, to North America, was something simply 
not foreseen.77 As the representative of the United Kingdom stated during the 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries: '... the risk that European states might be faced 
with a vast influx of Arab refugees was too small to be worth taking into ac-
a special Bill allowing some 460 Palestinians, whose request for asylum had been rejected as a re-
sult of the above mentioned more restrictive interpretation of the 1951 Convention, to stay in 
Denmark for humanitarian reasons. Cf. Migration News Sheet, Mar. 1992; Le Monde, 1/2 Mar. 
1992. 
76 cf. the decision quoted in para. 124 and n. 35, above. Translation by the author, original 
German text of passage quoted. 'Diese Formulierung schließt eine Beschränkung auf bestimmte 
Gründe für den Wegfall des Schutzes aus'. 
77 Cf. Nicolaus & Saramo. 1989,68. 
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count'.78 This statement is understandable in the light of the state of international 
airline traffic during the early fifties, which did not allow for the massive pas-
senger transport by air witnessed today. Accordingly, the Iraqi representative ob-
served: 'The few persons who would be able to afford such a journey [to Europe] 
would definitely not become a burden on the governments of the receiving coun-
tries, because their journey would not in itself be possible unless they possessed 
sufficient means to support themselves'.79 
It should also be mentioned that the Arab states that provided refuge to the 
Palestinian refugees were politically stable at the time the 1951 Convention was 
being drafted. The possibility of a civil war in Lebanon, for example, was some-
thing unheard of and the country was at the time still referred to as the 'Switzer-
land of the Near East'.80 For all of the above reasons it was only the possibility of 
UNRWA's mandate coming to an end that preoccupied the representatives of the 
states participating in the drafting of the 1951 Convention. 
142. There was also no reason for the Conference of Plenipotentiaries to address 
the situation of Palestinian refugees who, on their own initiative, would leave 
UNRWA's area of operations, for example to work in one of the Gulf states, as 
hundreds of thousands Palestinians did during the 1950s and 1960s. To such per-
sons article ID, second sentence, could be said not to apply, as the possibility of 
being assisted by UNRWA would remain available upon their return. At the time, 
however, this was not an issue requiring discussion. Under the prevailing political 
situation in the host countries it was simply not feasible that Palestinian refugees, 
who had temporarily left the country, would not be readmitted. In other words, 
the possibility to enjoy assistance from UNRWA had not 'ceased' in the sense of 
article ID and Palestinian refugees who had left UNRWA's area of operations 
were, therefore, not to be considered as Convention refugees; on the contrary they 
were excluded from the benefits of the Convention as special UN care continued 
to be available to them in the countries where they had originally taken refuge.81 
This situation dramatically changed as a result of the 1967 war during 
which Israel occupied the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, the Golan Heights and the 
Sinai. The approximately 418,000 Palestinians, over forty percent of whom were 
1948-refugees falling under UNRWA's mandate, who were displaced from Gaza 
and the West Bank as a result of the war, as well as others already absent from 
these territories, lost their right to permanent residency there, as this was only 
maintained by the Israeli military authorities in respect of those present during a 
78 UN doc. A/C.2/SR. 19.19; Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1989, vol. iii, 380. 
79 UN doc. A/C.2/SR.19,17; Takkenberg & Tahbaz. 1989, vol. iii, 379. 
80 Cf. Nicolaus & Saramo, 1979,68. 
81 Ibid. 
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census earned out shortly after the suspension of hostilities. The newly displaced 
1948-refugees were consequently assisted by UNRWA in their country of second 
refuge, Jordan. The same applied, on an emergency basis, to those Palestinians 
who fled in 1967 for the first time.82 
143. In respect of those who were absent from Gaza or the West Bank at the time 
of the 1967 war — the so-called refugies sur place*3 — the situation was more 
complex. Those residing elsewhere in UNRWA's area of operations could request 
assistance from the Agency in these countries. Those originally from the West 
Bank, who were working in the Gulf or elsewhere, had the possibility to proceed 
to Jordan and request UNRWA assistance there, as more than 300,000 did follow­
ing the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait in 1990. A similar possibility did not exist for 
tens of thousands of ex-Gazans who were, unlike the Palestinians of the West 
Bank, not in possession of national passports but rather of Egyptian issued travel 
documents for Palestinian refugees. Egypt does not form part of UNRWA's area 
of operations and, even if this were different, this would not help the persons con­
cerned, as Egypt has generally not provided a right of residency to Palestinians 
who are holders of its travel documents.84 
These ex-Gazans were therefore no longer in a position to return to any 
country within UNRWA's area of operations to enjoy the Agency's assistance 
there. UNRWA has also not been able to provide assistance to these persons out­
side its area of operations. For more than two decades since the 1967 war this did 
not cause any major problems as the Palestinians concerned were able to reside 
and work in the Gulf countries and were therefore in a position to provide for 
themselves. The Iraqi invasion in Kuwait dramatically changed the situation with 
hundreds of thousands of expatriates, including large numbers of Palestinians 
fleeing the Emirate during the occupation and many more Palestinians being 
forced to leave in the period immediately after the liberation.85 Many of these 
Palestinians were suddenly once again in need of international protection and as­
sistance and for those originally from Gaza this was no longer attainable through 
UNRWA. The same happened in 1995 in respect of Palestinians in Libya, when 
the Libyan leader Colonel Khadaffi announced that all Palestinian would be 
forced to leave the country. 
144. A similar situation also occurred regarding many Palestinian refugees who 
had originally taken refuge in Lebanon and who had left that country for various 
82 See ch. I, sub-sect 3.4; ch. II, sub-sect 3.5. 
*3 See ch. I, para. 51 and n. 137; ch. II, para. 105. 
84 On the position of Palestinian refugees in Egypt, see ch. IV, sub-sect 3.1. 
85 See ch. Г , sub-sect 3.4. 
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reasons, both before, during and after the civil war. In the early 1980s the Leba­
nese government announced that only Palestinian refugees who were in posses­
sion of valid Lebanese travel documents for Palestinian refugees were able to re­
turn to the country.86 For those whose document had expired it was virtually im­
possible to have it renewed. Thousands of Palestinians were therefore either de 
facto if not de jure unable to return to Lebanon.87 As they were generally also not 
welcome in any of the other countries in UNRWA's area of operations, they 
found like the ex-Gazans, that they were no longer in a position to be assisted by 
that agency. A third category with similar problems are those residents of the 
West Bank or Gaza Strip88 who in 1967 obtained Israeli identity documents, au­
thorizing its holders to permanently reside in the territories, whose documents ex­
pired while being abroad, or who lost residency for other reasons.89 
In respect of all of the above Palestinian refugees a situation has emerged 
which, although not foreseen by its drafters, may nevertheless be considered as 
one to which article ID, second sentence, applies, as (he possibility of these refu­
so On the position of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon, see ch. IV, sub-sect. 3.5. 
87 As it is often impossible to determine m general whether a certain country is unable or un­
willing to renew travel documents, it may be expected from an individual refugee who claims to 
be unable to return to his country of former residence, to approach the nearest consular mission of 
that country with an application for renewal to case the application is rejected, or ш case no re­
sponse is received within a reasonable penod of time, it is thereby sufficiently established that the 
applicant is unable to return to the country concerned. As to what constitutes a 'reasonable penod 
of time' beyond which an application may be deemed to be rejected, Bierwith, 1991, 309, offers 
the following guidance: 'Hinsichtlich der Frage, wie lange man u.U. auf eme Entscheidung warten 
muß, bis man aus dem Faktum der Nichtentscheidung auf den Wegfall des UNRWA-Schutzes 
schließt, sind folgende Argumente gegeneinander abzuwägen. Einerseits soll die UNRWA den 
unter ihrem Mandat stehenden Flüchtlingen unmittelbar und ohne Verzögerung Unterstützung 
gewähren, so daß auch bei emer über eme Rückkehr ins Mandatsgebiet konstruierten Anwendung 
des Art. ID Satz 1 GFK auf deren unmittelbare Verwirklichungsmöglichkeit abzustellen ist. An-
derseits ist den Auslandvertretungen eine gewisse Zeit zur Durchfuhrung der Sachverhaltsermitt-
lung zuzugestehen, und darf ein Flüchtling durch Verzögerungsmaßnahmen, wie die Stellung von 
unvollständigen Anträgen oder verspätete Vorlage benötigter Dokumente, nicht begünstigt wer-
den.' Under reference to German administrative law, Bierwith expresses the view that ш case no 
reply has been received within six month, it may normally be assumed that the applicant is unable 
to return. This seems to be a reasonable approach. A similar approach was followed in a decision 
of the German Verwaltungsgencht Berlm [Administrative Court Berlin] of 3 Nov. 1989, VG IO A 
4.88, an English abstract of which is included in the UNHCR-CDR REFCAS database. 
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 The position of Palestinian refugees in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank will be discussed 
m eh. VI, sect. 3. 
89 According to some reports this may concern up to 100,000 persons since 1967. The possi­
ble return of these so-called 'latecomers' is currently being addressed by the Quadripartite Com­
mittee on the 1967-displaced, see ch. I, sub-sect. 6.1. The subject is also being discussed by the 
Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, in relation to the problem of family reunification, see 
ch. I, sub-secL 6.2 and eh. VII, sub-sect 4.2. 
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gees to receive the assistance of UNRWA is no longer available. For the limited 
number of Palestinian refugees falling under UNRWA's mandate who, for what-
ever reasons, find themselves in one of the states party to the 1951 Convention, 
and who are unable to return to their original country of refuge or, for that matter, 
to any other country where UNRWA operates, article ID, second sentence, 
should be applied.90 
145. Such an interpretation does not contradict with the intention of the drafters 
who were concerned that Palestinian refugees would continue to receive special 
international care as long as a durable solution for their problem had not been 
found. The circumstances at the time of the adoption of the Convention should 
not be construed as restricting the application of article ID, especially as the 'ob-
ject and purpose' of the norm as well as its terminology do not prevent that it be 
applied in situations that were not foreseen when the 1951 Convention was draft-
ed.91 In the words of the German Federal Administrative Court:92 
In particular, considerations with regard to a specific refugee problem extant at the Ume when the 
19S1 Convention was drafted as well as those considerations related to its envisioned solution, do 
not change the fact, however, that article ID of the 1951 Convention in accordance with its terms 
and in the light of its object and purpose intends to assure any individual Palestinian refugee of 
aid, as long as a permanent settlement in accordance with the resolutions of the United NaUons 
has not materialized, either m the form of protection or assistance from the organ or agency of the 
United Nations assigned with this task, or by enjoying the benefits laid down m the 1951 Conven-
tion from the states parties. In view of the humanitarian objective of the Convention, protection or 
assistance may, therefore, have ceased for the purpose of article ID in respect of an individual, 
whilst the organ or agency of the United Nations continues to provide protection or assistance to 
the category of persons to whom that individual belongs, either collectively or in the state of his 
former habitual residence... 
9° Cf. Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989,70 and n. 27. As mese authors confirm, this interpretation is 
also advocated by UNRWA. 
91 Cf. Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989,69. 
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 Cf. the decision referred to in para. 124 and n. 36, above. Translation by the author; 
original German text of passage quoted: 'Vor allem aber ändern die an ein bestimmtes, bei der 
Ausarbeitung der Genfer Konvention 1951 vorgefundenes Gruppenschicksal und dessen erhoffte 
Lösung anknüpfenden Erwägungen nichts daran, daß Art. ID GK nach Wortlaut wie nach Sinn 
und Zweck jedem einzelnen palästinensischen Flüchtling, solange eine endgültige Regelung 
entsprechend den Entschließungen der Vereinten Nationen nicht erfolgt ist, Hilfe gewährleisten 
soll, sei es in Form von Schutz oder Beistand seitens der dazu berufenen Organisation oder 
Institution der Vereinten Nationen oder durch Gewährung der in der Genfer Konvention 
festgelegten Vergünstigungen seitens der Vertragsstaaten. Schutz oder Beistand kann daher bei 
Berücksichtigung der humanitären Zielsetzung der Konvention auch dann im Sinne des Art. ID 
Abs. 2 GK für den einzelnen weggefallen sein, wenn die Organisation oder Institution der 
Vereinten Nationen der Personengruppe, der einzelne angehört, weiterhin insgesamt oder in dem 
Staat semes früheren gewöhnlichen Aufenthalts Schutz oder Beistand gewährt...' 
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The view expressed by the Netherlands' Council of State in the decision quoted 
above, as well as by the German authorities,93 that article ID, second sentence, is 
not applicable in case the Palestinian refugee concerned has voluntarily left 
UNRWA's area of operations, is therefore not supported by the wording as well 
as the object and purpose of that provision. Unlike in respect of article 1 A, para-
graph 2, for the application of article ID, second sentence, the intentions of the 
refugee are irrelevant. What counts is whether the individual in question is a Pal-
estinian refugee falling under the mandate of UNRWA and whether he or she is 
able to return to UNRWA's area of operations in a legal manner.94 
146. However, similar to the Netherlands Council of State, also the German Fed-
eral Administrative Court appears to be concerned about possible abuse of the 
'semi-statutory' inclusion clause embodied in the second sentence of article ID. 
Later in the same decision it, therefore, further qualifies its interpretation of arti-
cle ID, second sentence, and develops additional criteria to prevent 'unjustified' 
access to the benefits of the 1951 Convention. 
The Court points out that the inability to return may depend both on the 
policy and legislation of the country of former residence as well as on the be-
haviour of the Palestinian refugee in question. The aim of article ID was clearly 
not to provide Palestinian refugees with an option to either enjoy the special UN 
assistance referred to in its first sentence or, alternatively, to be able to enjoy the 
benefits of the Convention as provided by its second sentence. Palestinian refu-
gees are primarily of concern to UNRWA; only when UNRWA's care is no long-
er attainable, alternatives may come into play. According to the Court95 it is, 
therefore, appropriate to take the circumstances of the departure and the conse-
quent inability to return of the refugee concerned into consideration:96 
93 Cf. Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989, 70 and n. 28. According to UNHCR sources, the same view 
has also informally been expressed by British government officials. 
94 cf. Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989.70. 
95
 Cf. the decision referred to in para. 124 and n. 36, above. 
96 A similar approach is followed by the French Office for the Protection of Refugees and 
Stateless Persons (1 Office Français de Protection des Réfugiés et Apatrides, OFPRA). In deciding 
whether or not to apply art. ID, OFPRA follows a case by case approach. Amongst other things 
OFPRA takes into consideration: the country of origin (Palestinians from Lebanon are normally 
positively considered on humanitarian grounds); the possibility of return (the voluntary character 
of the departure is in itself not sufficient to conclude that the exclusion clause of art ID, 1st sen-
tence, remains in effect); the nature of the travel document (OFPRA is aware of the limited pro-
tection that an Egyptian travel document provides to certain refugees originally from Gaza); and, 
finally, the nature of the residence permit obtained in France (in case the person concerned has 
obtained a residence permit for ten years, he is no longer considered to be under the mandate of 
UNRWA). Source: UNHCR. Decisions of OFPRA are not published. One French decision con-
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If the person concerned acts, for example, with the aim of replacing the UNRWA-care with the 
benefits of the 1951 Convention, perhaps because as a result he expects an improvement of his 
economic or personal situation, or does he rather take the loss of the UNRWA-care for granted, 
than this is likewise to be considered as voluntary renouncement, with the consequence that the 
protection or assistance has not ceased in the sense of article ID, second sentence, of the 1951 
Convention. The conclusion would be different, however, when the person concerned, after hav­
ing departed voluntarily, has been unexpectedly caught by subsequent political developments re­
sulting ш the unforeseen deprivation of UNRWA-care or the denial by the host country to return 
to their area of operations. That is particularly the case when the person concerned, initially was 
granted the option to return to UNRWA's area of operations, by having been issued with a travel 
document, if subsequently the governmental authorities of his former host country not only tem­
porarily prevent his return during and after the validity of the travel document In such a case, the 
person concerned has, regardless of his voluntary departure from UNRWA's area of operations, 
no control over the continuation of UNRWA-protection or -assistance. It is accordingly taken 
away. In view of the humanitarian purpose of the Convention, it has ceased with consequence that 
the refugee m accordance with article ID, second sentence, ipso facto falls under the provisions of 
the 1951 Convention. Notwithstanding the fact that by his departure he took the risk to be no long­
er able to return ω UNRWA's area of operations. The Convention does not imply that refugees 
are not allowed to leave the area of operations, for example for a visit or business trip or for em­
ployment as a migrant worker. Accordingly, the departure from the area with the option of return 
cannot be held against the refugee ш that the protection or assistance could not be considered as 
having ceased m such a case."' 
ceming the application of art ID is briefly discussed in Tiberghien, F., La protection des réfugiés 
en France, Pans, P.U.F., 1988,466. 
97 Translation by the author, original German text of passage quoted 'Handelt z.B. der Be-
troffene ш der Absicht, mit der Ausreise die UNRWA-Betreuung durch die Inanspruchnahme der 
Vergünstigungen der Genfer Konvention zu ersetzen, etwa weil er sich davon eine Verbesserung 
seiner wirtschaftlichen oder persönlichen Situation verspricht, oder nimmt er sonst mit seiner Aus-
reise den Verlust der UNRWA-Betreuung in Kauf, dann ist dies ebenfalls als freiwillige Aufgabe 
zu bewerten mit der Folge, daß der Schutz oder Beistand mcht im Sinne des Art. ID Abs. 2 GK 
weggefallen ist. Anders ist es dagegen zu beurteilen, wenn der Betroffene nach freiwilliger Aus-
reise durch die weitere politische Entwicklung überrascht wird und ihm unvorhergesehen die 
UNRWA-Betreuung entzogen oder die Rückkehr in deren Schutzbereich vom Aufnahmestaat ver-
sagt wird. Das ist insbesondere dann der Fall, wenn dem Betroffenen zunächst mit der Ausstellung 
eines Reisedokumentes die Rückkehrmöglichkeit m den Tätigkeitsbereich der UNRWA eröffnet 
worden ist, die staatliche Gewalt im bisherigen Aufnahmestaat ihm aber während der Gültigkeits-
dauer der Reisedokumentes und danach gleichwohl die Rückkehr mcht nur vorübergehend ver-
wehrt In diesem Falle hat der Betroffene ungeachtet der freiwilligen Ausreise aus dem Tätigkeits-
gebiet der UNRWA keinen Einfluß auf den Fortbestand des UNRWA-Schutzes oder -Beistandes. 
Dieser ist dann entzogen worden. Bei Berücksichtigung des humanitären Zwecks der Konvention 
ist er weggefallen mit der Folge, daß der Flüchtling nach Art ID Abs. 2 GK ipso facto unter die 
Bestimmungen der Genfer Konvention fällt Dem läßt sich mcht entgegenhalten, mit semer Aus-
reise sei er zumindest das Risiko eingegangen, mcht in den Tätigkeitsbereich der UNRWA 
zurückkehren zu können Die Konvention geht mcht davon aus, daß Flüchtlinge das Tätigskeits-
gebiet - Z.B für eine Besuchs- oder Geschäftsreise oder für eine Beschäftigung als Gastarbeiter -
nicht verlassen dürfen. Deswegen kann das Verlassen des Gebietes mit Rückkehrberechtigung 
dem Flüchtling nicht in dem Sinne zugerechnet werden, daß in dem genannten Falle ein Wegfall 
des Schutzes oder Beistandes ausschiede.' 
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147. In other words, only in case of a person, who is for reasons beyond his con-
trol unable to re-avail himself of UNRWA's assistance by returning to its area of 
operations, this is considered by the Court as a cessation of UNRWA assistance 
within the meaning of article ID, second sentence. Such a case is to be distin-
guished from that of a person who has voluntarily given up UNRWA's assistance 
by leaving the area without having the possibility to return.98 
Applying these criteria to the facts of the case, the Court comes to the con-
clusion that the applicant is a refugee. The applicant was a Palestinian refugee 
from the Gaza Strip, where he had lived before 1962 and where he was registered 
with UNRWA. Between 1962 and 1970 he lived in several countries in the Mid-
dle East. In 1970 he came to the Federal Republic of Germany as a student, and 
received a residence permit valid until 1972. Thereafter he applied to be recog-
nized as a refugee, which ultimately failed in 1983. Because the Israeli authorities 
did not allow the applicant to return to the Gaza Strip, he was authorized to re-
main in Germany. In 1984 the applicant requested a Convention Travel Docu-
ment. That request was refused by the German authorities, who issued an alien's 
passport instead. The applicant then appealed; the first instance administrative 
court and the administrative appeals court dismissed the application. The Federal 
Administrative Court, however, held that, because the applicant could not rerum 
to the Gaza Strip after its occupation by Israel in 1967, there was no possibility 
for him to re-avail himself of UNRWA's protection or assistance. Consequently 
he was to be considered a refugee by virtue of article ID of the 1951 Conven-
tion.*» 
98 Similarly, the Netherlands's Council of State, Judicial Division [Afdeling Rechtspraak, 
Raad van State] in an unpublished decision of 30 Dec. 1987, No. Ro2.84.1302: '...hij die zich 
vrijwillig aan die bescherming onttrekt door zich buiten het beschermingsgebied van bedoelde or-
ganisatie te begeven, (vermag) door deze enkele gedraging niet de toepasselijkheid van het Ver-
drag over zich ... in te roepen...'. 
99 Accordingly applicant was to be provided with a Convention Travel Document (CTD) in 
conformity with CSR51, art 28. This is what had started the case in the first place. Applicant was 
one of many Palestinians who had been allowed to reside in the FRG on humanitarian grounds but 
who had been denied official admission as a refugee under art 16 of the German Constitution. Af-
ter his application for refugee status under the Constitution had been denied, applicant requested 
the German authorities to provide him with a CTD. He claimed that a CTD would enable him to 
travel with less problems than with the aliens passport to which he was entitled by virtue of his 
status as legally residing alien. The Federal Administrative Court held that the term 'refugee' in 
CSR51, art 28, was that which was defined in art. 1 of the Convention. As the Court had conclud-
ed that applicant was a refugee by virtue of CSR51, art. ID, while at the same time the Court con-
sidered that applicant was considered to be lawfully staying in the Federal Republic in the sense of 
art 28, he should therefore be provided with the requested travel document 
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148. In a decision of 21 January 1992, the German Federal Administrative Court 
further elaborated on the distinction between being unable to re-avail oneself of 
UNRWA's assistance by returning to its area of operations for reasons beyond 
one's control on the one hand and voluntarily giving up U N R W A ' s assistance by 
leaving the area without having the possibility of return on the other: 1 0 0 
There is, therefore, no case of cessation of protection or assistance of UNRWA, resulting m the 
application of the 1951 Convention, when the foreigner leaves the state in which UNRWA oper­
ates, although he is not able to return there, or when he continues to reside abroad while by doing 
so he loses his right of return. In case the foreigner wants to leave the area of operations of 
UNRWA, he should avail himself of travel documents as required by the host state, and adhere to 
the duration of their validity. If for whatever reasons he disregards the relevant regulations, the 
protection or assistance of UNRWA has, in accordance with the entena stated above, not ceased 
in the sense of the 1951 Convention It is then also no longer relevant whether the host state later 
delays, actually complicates, or even explicitly refuses his return. In deciding whether UNRWA's 
protection or assistance has ceased, the relevant measures of the host state, offset against the con­
duct of the person concerned, are not decisive.10' 
100 Bundesverwaltungsgencht, Urteil vom 21.1.1992 - Bverwg 1 С 21.87 [Federal Adminis­
trative Court, decision of 21 Jan. 1992], published in InfAusIR 7/92,205. The applicant ш this case 
was a Palestinian refugee registered with UNRWA who was bom in Lebanon ш 1955. In Dec. 
1978 applicant travelled with a travel document for Palestinian refugees, valid until June 1981, 
from Lebanon to the Federal Republic of Germany, where he applied for political asylum The 
application was rejected and an appeal against the rejection was still pending In the meantime the 
applicant also requested a permit for permanent residency as well as a Convention Travel Docu­
ment or, alternatively, an alien's passport. These applications were also rejected, both at first in­
stance and at the appeal level. The Federal Administrative Court held that applicant did not qualify 
for a Convention Travel Document According to the Court, the determination whether applicant 
was a refugee by virtue of ait 1A, para. 2, of the 1951 Convention was still pending and therefore 
should not be considered in this procedure. The Court also held that applicant did not qualify for 
refugee status by virtue of art ID, 2nd. sentence, as UNRWA's assistance had not ceased m re­
spect of applicant Until June 1981 applicant had the option to return to Lebanon and by not exer­
cising this option the applicant had taken for granted that he would no longer be able to re-avail 
himself of UNRWA's assistance, although this assistance had not ceased. In this respect it is irrel­
evant — as the Court held — that the reasons for not returning to Lebanon were those on which he 
based his original application for political asylum 'Er kann sich demgegenüber mcht darauf be-
rufen, daß er aus Furcht vor Zugriffen einer der Bürgerknegsparteien über seinen Antrag auf An-
erkennung als Asylberechtigter noch nicht rechtskräftig entschieden worden ist. Wenn diese Be-
fürchtung den Schutz oder Beistand der UNRWA während seines Aufenthalts im Libanon und mit 
semer Ausreise mcht wegfallen ließ, kann im Ergebnis nichts anders gelten, wenn er während des 
anschließenden Aufenthalts in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland seine Rückkehrberechtigung ver-
fallen ließ. Sem Asylverfahren ist sofem fur den Wegfall des Schutzes oder Beistandes der 
UNRWA ohne Bedeutung.' 
101 Translation by the author, original German text of passage quoted' 'Kern zur Anwendung 
der Genfer Konvention führender Wegfall des Schutzes oder Beistandes der UNRWA hegt dem-
nach dann vor, wenn der Ausländer aus dem Staat, in dem die UNRWA tätig ist ausreist obwohl 
er nicht dorthin zurückkehren kann, oder wenn er im Ausland verbleibt, obwohl er darüber seine 
Rückkehrberechtigung verliert. Der Ausländer hat sich, wenn er den Tätigkeitsbereich der 
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149. The Court's distinction seems to make sense, especially in a situation where 
states party to the 1951 Convention are frequently confronted with manifestly 
unfounded claims for asylum, including those from asylum seekers who attempt 
to prevent being returned to their country of origin by disposing of their travel 
documents. On the other hand, article ID deals with people who have been treated 
for nearly half a century as refugees by the international community. It would, 
therefore, generally not be correct to withhold such persons their status as inter-
nationally recognized refugees simply because they may have contributed to a 
situation whereby they are no longer welcome in their country of former refuge. 
This is particularly relevant in cases where the departure of the Palestinian 
refugees concerned is related to human rights abuses in their countries of asylum. 
An interpretation of article ID that would, for example, prevent Palestinian refu-
gees, who left their country of former residence out of well-founded fear for per-
secution for the reasons mentioned in article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Con-
vention, from being able to benefit from the provisions of that Convention — on-
ly because technically speaking these refugees could still return to that country — 
is definitely not in line with the intentions of its drafters. Article ID was included 
in respect of Palestinians who claimed to be refugees vis-à-vis Israel; it was not 
written to prevent those who left their country of first asylum out of fear of perse-
cution by fellow Palestinians, Palestinian or other groups operating in, or the au-
thorities of the Arab host countries, from being able to invoke the Convention.102 
UNRWA verlassen will, die für eine Reise nach den jeweiligen Bestimmungen des Aufnahme-
staates erforderlichen Ausweispapiere zu beschaffen und deren Gültigkeitsdauer zu beachten. 
Mißachtet er die danach bestehenden Anforderungen aus welchen Gründen auch immer, ist nach 
den dargelegten Maßstaben der Schutz oder Beistand der UNRWA nicht im Sinne der Konvention 
weggefallen. Es kommt dann auch nicht mehr darauf an, ob der Aufnahmestaat ihm später die 
Rückreise verzögert, faktisch erschwert oder sogar ausdrücklich versagt. Denn derartigen Maß-
nahmen des Aufnahmestaates kommt für die Beurteilung, ob ein Wegfall des Schutzes oder Bei-
standes der UNRWA vorliegt, gegenüber dem Verhalten des Betroffenen keine ausschlaggebende 
Bedeutung zu.' 
102 Such an interpretation is also in line with EXCOM conci. 15 (XXX), para (к), which 
reads, 'Where a refugee who has already been granted asylum in one country requests asylum ш 
another country on the ground that he has compelling reasons for leaving his present asylum 
country due to fear of persecution or because his physical safety or freedom are endangered, the 
authorities of the second country should give favourable consideration to his asylum request' 
Text: UNHCR, Conclusions on the International Protection of Refugees Adopted by the Executive 
Committee of the UNHCR Programme, Geneva, 1991, 31, 33. Since the establishment by the Ex­
ecutive Committee in 1975 of the Sub-Committee of the Whole on International Protection, the 
Committee has adopted a senes of 'conclusions' which recommend to governments appropriate 
solutions for short-comings in the field of international protection of refugees. Although not for­
mally binding, the conclusions have made an important contribution to the development of inter­
national refugee law. 
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150. It seems that also the German Court does not favour such an interpretation. 
In the decision quoted in the previous paragraph, the Court implicitly reaches the 
conclusion that article ID looses its suspensive effect in case of Palestinian refu­
gees who leave UNRWA's area of operations out of well-founded fear of perse­
cution:103 
For example, m case the person concerned has left the former host state out of well-founded fear 
of political persecution, this factor results in his refugee status under article /A, paragraph 2, of 
the 1951 Convention and leads in the Federal Republic of Germany to the recognition as a person 
entitled to asylum, according to the 1951 Convention, m the procedure set up for this purpose. (...) 
Even without fear of political persecution, the conditions in the host state may prompt the person 
concerned to give up the protection or assistance by UNRWA and may justify or require his ad­
mission in the Federal Republic of Germany on humanitarian grounds. (...) This guarantees an 
adequate protection. Departing the host state out of fear for persecution or similar dangers does 
not, however, ipso facto lead to refugee status in accordance with article ID, second sentence, of 
the 1951 Convention. 'Palestine refugees' under UNRWA's mandate are in the present context not 
to be treated differently than other persons who live in the host states, either as nationals or as 
stateless persons [emphasis provided]. 
151. The above reasoning is not entirely satisfactory. The Court fails to explain 
how it is possible that article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention is to be 
applied — the first passage with emphasis refers — while at the same time article 
I D continues to have its suspensive effect (second sentence with emphasis). The 
Court also does not explain what is the difference between being recognized as a 
refugee under article 1 A, paragraph 2, or under article ID, second sentence? Is a 
person recognized as a refugee by applying article 1 A, paragraph 2, not ipso facto 
entitled to the benefits of the Convention? 
Unlike the Court, the present writer is of the opinion that there is a qualita­
tive difference between Palestinian refugees on the one hand and nationals and 
other residents of the host countries on the other. The difference is that in respect 
of Palestinian refugees it has already been decided by the international communi-
юз Translation by the author, original German text of quoted passage 'Hat der Betroffene 
z.B. aus berechtigter Furcht vor politischer Verfolgung den bisherigen Aufnahmestaat verlassen, 
so begründet dieser Umstand seine Flüchtlingseigenschaft nach Art. 1A Nr. 2 GK und führt m der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland zu seiner die Rechtsstellung nach der Genfer Konvention vermitteln-
den Anerkennung als Asylberechtigter in dem dafür vorgesehenen Verfahren (...). Auch ohne 
Furcht vor politischer Verfolgung können die Verhältnisse in dem Aufnahmestaat den Betroffenen 
zur Aufgabe des Schutzes oder Beistandes der UNRWA veranlassen und seme Aufnahme in der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland aus humanitären Gründe rechtfertigen oder gebieten (...). Damit ist 
ein angemessener Schutz gewährleistet. Das Verlassen des Aufnahmestaates aus Furcht vor Ver-
folgung oder sonstigen Gefahren begründet aber nicht zusätzlich 'ipso facto' die Fluchtlingseigen-
schaft nach Art ID Abs. 2 GK. Insofern sind von der UNRWA betreute Palästina-Flüchtlinge in 
dem vorliegenden Zusammenhang nicht anders zu behandeln als andere Personen, die als Staats-
angehörige oder Staatenlose in den Aufnahmestaaten leben.' 
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ty many years ago that, as long no durable solution to their problem has been 
found, they should enjoy an international status. Unlike citizens of the host coun-
try, their flight makes them refugee for the second — or sometimes third time — 
and after having arrived in a new country of refuge they should not have to prove 
what they already are: internationally recognized refugees! 
152. The Court seems to confuse the determination of refugee status with the 
granting of asylum. As was already discussed, Palestinian refugees have during 
the years 1948-1950 been granted asylum in the countries neighbouring the newly 
established state of Israel, initially only on a defacto basis, shortly afterwards de 
jure as well. The special circumstances surrounding the creation of the Palestinian 
refugee problem had prompted the international community to set up UNRWA as 
a special UN Agency to cater for their needs. As a result, the Arab host countries 
as well as others were relieved from the obligation of applying the 1951 Conven-
tion to them, at least as long as UNRWA assistance continued to be attainable. 
There was also generally no need to grant asylum to such refugees in other states. 
However, as shown above, this all changed as many Palestinian refugees were 
forced to flee once again, often no longer only within the region, but into other 
countries as well. 
As was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter,104 no state is obliged 
under international law to grant asylum to Convention refugees nor to other per-
sons having left their country for compelling reasons. This also applies to Pales-
tinian refugees. Does a state, however, reach the conclusion that a specific Pales-
tinian refugee cannot reasonably be expected to return to his/her country of first 
asylum, and it thus decides to grant asylum to such a person, this ipso facto im-
plies that UNRWA's possibility to assist that person has ceased. In other words, a 
third state may or may not grant asylum to a Palestinian refugee who has left his/ 
her country of original refuge to seek protection elsewhere. If, however, asylum is 
granted, and if the state is bound by the 1951 Convention, then the Palestinian 
refugee concerned is ipso facto entitled to the benefits of that instrument.105 Such 
a situation should be distinguished, however, from that where a third state has ad-
mitted the refugee for study reasons, or because of marriage to a national. In this 
case the exclusion of article ID, first sentence, continues to apply, although there 
may be reason for the transfer of responsibility for the refugee on other grounds. 
153. The above interpretation by the German Federal Administrative Court of 
the phrase 'has ceased for any reason' in article ID, second sentence, seems to 
104 Cf. para. 118, above. 
105 Similarly, Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989,72. 
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have influenced the section on article ID in the Joint Position of the Council of 
the European Union on the harmonized application of the definition of the term 
'refugee' in article 1 of the 1951 Convention, adopted in March 1996.106 The rel-
evant section reads as follows: 
12. Article ID of the Geneva Convention 
Any person who deliberately removes himself from the protection and assistance referred to m 
Article ID of the Geneva Convention is no longer automatically covered by that Convention. In 
such cases, refugee status is m principle to be determined in accordance with Article 1A [emphasis 
added]. 
It is obvious from the reference to being 'no longer automatically covered' by the 
1951 Convention, that section 12 of the Joint Position deals with the interpreta-
tion of the second sentence of article ID. Both this reference, and the apparent 
desire to prevent abuse of the provision, seem to imply that the European Council 
recognizes that article ID, second sentence, contains an additional inclusion 
clause relative to the 1951 Convention. Similar to the German Federal Adminis-
trative Court, in interpreting the phrase 'has ceased for any reason' in article ID, 
second sentence, the European Council seems to distinguish between a Palestin-
ian refugee who is unable to re-avail himself of UNRWA's assistance by return-
ing to its area of operations for reasons beyond his control on the one hand and a 
Palestinian refugee who 'deliberately removes himself from UNRWA's assis-
tance by leaving the area without having the possibility of return on the other.107 
Section 12 of the Joint Position stipulates that in the latter case 'refugee status is 
in principle to be determined m accordance with Article 1A', while implying that 
in the former situation the Palestinian refugee concerned is 'automatically cover-
ed by' the 1951 Convention by virtue of article ID. 
In view of the complexity of article ID in general, and of the phrase 'has 
ceased for any reason' in the second sentence in particular, it is doubtful whether 
106 j o m t Position of 4 Mar. 1996 defined by the Council of the European Union on the basis 
of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union on the harmonized application of the definition of 
the term 'refugee' in Article 1 of the Geneva Convention of 28 July 1951 relating to the status of 
refugees. Text: Official Journal, No. L 063, 13 Mar. 1996, 2. According to its preamble, the 
'guidelines ... for the application of entena for recognition and admission' as a refugee 'shall be 
notified to the administrative bodies responsible for recognition of refugee status, which are here-
by requested to take them as a basis, without prejudice to Member States' caselaw on asylum 
matters and their relevant constitutional provisions.' The preamble also states that 'This jomt posi-
tion is adopted within the limits of the constitutional powers of the Governments of the Member 
States, it shall not bind the legislative authorities or affect decisions of the judicial authorities of 
the Member States.' 
107
 It should be stressed again that not the reasons for leaving UNRWA's area of operations 
but rather those for not being able to return to that area are decisive! 
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section 12 of the Joint Position in its present form will sufficiently address the 
inconsistent application of article ID by the member states of the European 
Union, as discussed in this chapter. The European Council should, therefore, be 
encouraged to elaborate in greater detail on the preferred interpretation of article 
1D in a possible future update of the Joint Position.108 
154. This completes the rather detailed analysis of the phrase 'has ceased for any 
reason' in the second sentence of article ID of the 1951 Convention. Before 
attempting to formulate some conclusions in respect of article ID as a whole, the 
remaining questions raised at the beginning of the present sub-section109 still 
need to be addressed briefly. 
The subordinate clause 'without the position of such persons being defini­
tively settled in accordance with the relevant resolutions adopted by the General 
Assembly of the United Nations' constitutes an obvious reference to resolution 
194 and subsequent resolutions dealing with the Palestinian refugees' right of 
return1 1 0 and thus confirms once again that article ID deals specifically and ex­
clusively with the Palestinian refugee problem. If the settlement to which the 
clause refers is arrived at, the statutory inclusion clause embodied in the second 
sentence of article ID ceases to apply. The clause may, therefore, be considered 
as a special cessation clause in respect of article ID, second sentence. This is all 
the more relevant as the general cessation clauses embodied in article 1С only ap­
ply to persons 'falling under the terms of Section A'. 1 1 1 However, as it would be 
illogical if refugee status would end under different circumstances in respect of 
Palestinian refugees than would be the case in respect of other refugees, it may be 
assumed that the settlement referred to in article ID, second sentence, should re­
sult in a situation to which the contents of one of the cessation clauses of article 
1С would apply. 
155. The words 'these persons' in the second sentence of article ID, in the con­
text of the entire sentence, refer to the persons in respect of whom the possibility 
of receiving assistance from UNRWA has come to an end for the reasons dis­
cussed above. Although the plural form is used, the analysis in the previous para­
graphs has shown that the 'protection or assistance' may also be considered to 
have 'ceased' in respect of an individual. 
108 According to the last preambular paragraph of the Joint Position, 'The Council shall re­
view the application of these guidelines once a year and, if appropriate, adapt them to develop­
ments in asylum applications'. 
109 See para. 137, above. 
110 UNGA res. 194 (ΙΠ), 11 Dec. 1948; see ch. I, sub-sect. 5.3 and eh. VII, sub-sect 2.2. 
1 " The text of art. 1С refers. 
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According to Grahl-Madsen the words ' ipso facto' in the second sentence of ar­
ticle ID 'suggest that no new screening is required for the persons concerned to 
become entitled to the benefits of the Convention.' In other words, they come 
'automatically... within the scope of the Convention'112 without having to satisfy 
the requirements of article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention. It is these 
words that place the Palestinian refugees in position similar to the 'statutory refu­
gees' referred to in article 1A, paragraph 1, of the Convention. By doing so, arti­
cle ID, second sentence, intends to provide a satisfactory solution to Palestinian 
refugees deprived of the possibility of enjoying further UNRWA assistance with­
out such persons having to go through a protracted procedure, the outcome of 
which depends on the individual circumstances of the case. 
Finally, the 'benefits of the Convention' as mentioned in article ID, second 
sentence, refer to the benefits provided for in article 3 and following of the 
Convention.113 
2.3 - SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS CONCERNING ARTICLE ID 
156. The above review of the different elements of article ID of the 1951 Con­
vention has shown that this provision is at least as complex and controversial as 
the other sections of the definition article. Several German court decisions were 
extensively quoted and analyzed as their contents contributes considerably to­
wards obtaining a proper insight into the various aspects of the article. It was also 
shown that the circumstances at the time of the adoption of the 1951 Convention 
should not be construed as restricting the application of article ID to situations 
not explicitly foreseen. The world of the drafters of the Convention had little re­
semblance to the global village where CNN and Jumbo Jets provide the environ­
ment of today's refugee problems. 
157. Most states party to the Convention and/or Protocol appear to be reluctant to 
grant Palestinian refugees access to the benefits of these instruments. One pos­
sible explanation for this attitude may be that these states are now generally con-
112 Statement of the representative of Egypt during the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the 
Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons, quoted in ch. Π, para. 86. 
" 3 See para. 124, above. Also here the New Zealand decision quoted already several times 
before — Refugee Appeal No. 1192 Re SA (30 Apr. 1992), see n. 62 and n. 74, above — misses the 
point: 'the phrase "the benefits of the Convention" refers to the Convention as a whole and 
includes each and every one of the articles of the Convention, including Article 1A(2). In the 
situation envisaged by the second paragraph of Article ID, therefore, UNRWA Palestinians must 
qualify for refugee status m the usual way by satisfying the Convention refugee definition.' 
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fronted with second, third and even fourth generation descendants of the original 
refugees. Accordingly these states may find it difficult to grant automatic refugee 
status to people who merely base their claims on descent. Such a situation did not 
occur with regard to the statutory refugees referred to in article 1A, paragraph 1, 
of the 1951 Convention, as the vast majority of those were fully integrated within 
a relatively short period of time. For their descendants, who in most cases had ob-
tained the nationality of their parents' country of refuge, there was no longer a 
need to invoke the provisions of the 1951 Convention. 
This has not been the case, however, for the majority of the Palestinian refu-
gees.1 14 Whether a first generation refugee of 78 or a fourth generation baby of 
18 months, their common feature is that their legal status remains that of a refugee 
and stateless person, with the descendants of the original refugees having inher-
ited their parent's status. Unlike in the case of other categories, for almost half a 
century it has been impossible to reach a solution that would relieve these refu-
gees from the refugee stigma. It is for this reason, also, that Palestinian refugees 
have strenuously clung to anything that reconfirms their refugee status: the 
camps, the food ration, to name a few relics of refugeehood. 
158. Those Palestinians who had gone to Kuwait, to other Gulf states or to 
Libya, had almost forgotten that they still were refugees; their children until re-
cently only had a rather vague notion of what it implied. The 1990-1991 Gulf 
crisis has shown, however, that de facto integration is not the same as a durable 
solution. Suddenly the need to invoke the refugee status, dormant for decades, 
and consequently for international assistance and protection, surfaced again. The 
story of Rula at the very beginning of the book refers. 
In the opinion of this author it is therefore no more than reasonable that 
those Palestinian refugees for whom UNRWA assistance is no longer attainable, 
and who find themselves in countries bound by the 1951 Convention, are ipso 
facto entitled to benefit from its provisions. 
159. Finally, it may be useful to provide a summary of the desirable interpreta-
tion of article ID, as it has materialized from the analysis in the previous para-
graphs. This is all the more important as it has become clear that the interpretation 
put forward in this chapter is at considerable variance with that of the UNHCR 
Handbook which was proven to be incorrect in a number of ways. 
According to its first sentence, the 1951 Convention is not applicable to 
'Palestine refugees' falling under the mandate of UNRWA, and thus having the 
114 Palestinian refugees in Jordan and many individuals in other countries have been natural-
ized, though. 
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possibility of receiving the assistance of that agency, irrespective of whether such 
refugees individually are, or have been, in receipt of actual UNRWA assistance. 
In case, however, the possibility of receiving support from UNRWA ceases to be 
available for whatever reasons, affected refugees will automatically — that is 
without any determination as to whether they also meet the criteria of any of the 
other inclusion clauses and in particular article 1 A, paragraph 2 1 1 5 — be entitled 
to the benefits of the 1951 Convention if they find themselves in a state bound by 
that instrument. Such a situation will occur in case UNRWA ceases to function, 
either in all or part of its area of operations, but also in case Palestinian refugees, 
after having left UNRWA's area of operations, are unable to return there in a le­
gal manner for reasons beyond their control. This is also the case in respect of 
Palestinian refugees, who left a country which forms part of UNRWA's area of 
operations, and who are unwilling to return there for the reasons mentioned in ar­
ticle 1 A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention or for other compelling reasons 
that may prompt a state party to that Convention to grant asylum to that person, 
and who are at the same time unable to reside in any other country where 
UNRWA operates. 
3. OTHER ASPECTS OF ARTICLE 1 
160. A detailed discussion of the remaining provisions of article 1 of the 1951 
Convention is not required for the purpose of this study. The text of article 1 A, 
paragraph 2, was cited and briefly discussed in chapter П. 1 1 6 Extensive literature 
on the general definition of a refugee, as embodied in that article, is widely avail-
115 Although no determination of refugee status under ait 1A (2) should be made, of course 
the state applying the Convention should establish that all the conditions of art ID are met. As the 
German Federal Administrative Court has, therefore, properly concluded it its decision of 4 June 
1991, cf. n. 36, 'Die Souveränität der Vertragsstaaten, selbst über die Zuerkennung der Flücht-
lingseigenschaft im Einzelfall zu befinden, wird ... nicht im Frage gestellt. Jeder Vertragsstaat hat 
m eigener Verantwortung nach den Vorschriften der Konvention über die Flüchtlingseigenschaft 
zu entscheiden. Einen in allen Vertragsstaaten wirksamen internationalen Flüchtlingsstatus hat die 
Genfer Konvention nicht geschaffen (...). Die zustandigen Behörden der Vertragsstaaten entschei-
den daher eigenstandig über die Tatbestandsvoraussetzungen des Art. ID GK. In diesem Zusam-
menhang haben sie auch zu prüfen, ob und wem eme Organisation oder Institution der Vereinten 
Nationen Schutz odei Beistand gewährt und ob dieser in der Folgezeit weggefallen ist Es ist ihnen 
jedoch verwehrt, bei Vorliegen der Voraussetzungen des Art. Ш Abs. 2 GK die Bestimmungen 
der Genfer Konvention nicht anzuwenden. Damit würden sie Völkervertragsrecht und - infolge 
der Transformation des Vertrages durch das Zustimmungsgesetz - gleichzeitig innerstaatliches 
Recht verletzen.' See, also, Nicolaus & Saramo, 1989,72. 
" 6 See eh. II, para. 72, above. 
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able.1 1 7 This section will therefore be limited to a number of specific comments 
on the application of the remaining elements of the definition article in respect of 
Palestinian refugees. 
3.1 - ARTICLE ІА 
161. As was shown above, article 1A of the 1951 Convention is relevant in re­
spect of Palestinian refugees in a number of ways. Firstly, there are a number of 
states party to the 19S1 Convention, that, based on an incorrect interpretation of 
article ID, do not apply that article at all and consider requests for determination 
of refugee status of Palestinian refugees exclusively against article 1A, paragraph 
2, of the Convention.11S In addition there are a number of states that do apply 
article ID to cases of individual Palestinian refugees, but at the same time apply 
national asylum provisions that are modelled on article 1A, paragraph 2. Such 
states apply what one could refer to as a 'mixed regime'. On the one hand asylum 
seekers are able to directly invoke the provisions of the 1951 Convention; on the 
other hand their requests for asylum and/or determination of refugee status are 
considered, either in parallel or in the context of separate procedures, against na­
tional adaptations of the refugee definition of article 1 of the Convention. Exam­
ples of this latter category of states are the Federal Republic of Germany119 and 
the Netherlands.120 
117 See Femhout, 1990, 55, Goodwin-Gill. 1996, 40; Grahl-Madsen, 1966, 102; Hathaway, 
1991, chs. 2-4, Hoeksma, 1982, 157, Köfher & Nicolaus, 1986,137,310. 
118 For example, Canada, Austria, Switzerland and the USA, cf. paras. - and accompanying 
footnotes, above. 
119 As appeared from the previous section, Palestinian refugees, and for that matter other ref-
ugees as well, may in the FRG directly invoke the 1951 Convention in proceedings concerning the 
determination of their status. In the decision of the Federal Administrative Court of 4 June 1991, 
quoted several times before (cf. para. 124 and n. 36, above), this was explicitly confirmed. 'Der 
Kläger kann sich für den von ihm geltend gemachten Anspruch unmittelbar auf Bestimmungen 
der Genfer Konvention berufen, der die Bundesrepublik Deutschland nach Art. 59 Abs. 2 Satz 1 
Grundgesetz durch Bundesgesetz zugestimmt hat.' Decisions concerning determination of refugee 
status and the granting of asylum are, on the other hand, considered against the provision in art. 16 
of the German Constitution (Grundgesetz) which reads 'Politisch Verfolgten genießen Asylrecht'. 
The notion of 'political persécutées' in the Constitution is to a considerable extent based on, but 
not identical to art. 1A (2) of the 1951 Convention; m its interpretation the provision of art ID, 
however, has no role. Cf. Kömer & Nicolaus, 1986,180. 
120 Also ш the Netherlands, asylum seekers are able to directly invoke the provisions of the 
1951 Convention On the other hand, the national asylum provision embodied m art. 15 of the 
1965 Aliens Act contains a provision which only takes into account art 1A (2) of the Convention. 
The Judicial Division of the Council of State has consequently taken the view that, irrespective of 
whether art ID, 1st sentence, continues to suspend the application of the Convention, asylum re-
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162. A second situation in which article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention 
comes into play is that in respect of Palestinian refugees, who claim to have left 
UNRWA's area of operations out of well-founded fear of being persecuted. As 
was argued above, in case this claim is considered to be justified, then article ID, 
first sentence, looses its suspensive effect and consequently the 1951 Convention 
becomes fully applicable.121 
The last situation in which article 1A of the Convention is being invoked is 
that in respect of Palestinians who in 1948 did not become refugees because they 
were living in that part of former mandate-Palestine that later became known as 
the West Bank or the Gaza Strip and to Palestinians who do not fall under 
UNRWA's mandate, that is to Palestinian refugees who never took refuge in a 
country belonging to UNRWA's area of operations. 
163. One group of Palestinian refugees that have never been under UNRWA's 
mandate, are those who as a result of the 1948 conflict took direct refuge in 
Egypt. Apart from the approximately 200,000 Palestinian refugees who had fled 
to Gaza, at that time under Egyptian jurisdiction, and who were being assisted by 
UNRWA, there were some 11,000 other Palestinian refugees in Egypt who, as 
they were living outside the agency's area of operations, were never eligible for 
UNRWA assistance.122 Although Egypt had been an active participant of the 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees, and in that capacity 
had been the main driving force behind the introduction of article ID in the 1951 
Convention,123 it took until 1981 until it finally acceded to that instrument. The 
Palestinian refugees in Egypt as well as in other countries of the Middle East had 
been provided with a special status, agreed upon by the member states of the Arab 
League.124 In spite of article ID, the Egyptian government had been reluctant to 
become bound by the 1951 Convention, apparently out of a perceived conflict 
between the status favoured by the Arab League and that of the Convention, and 
also because for many years the PLO had opposed providing individual Palestin-
quests of Palestine refugees may be considered against the definition of art. 1A (2) by virtue of the 
above mentioned provision of the Aliens Act, that incorporates that definition into national law. 
Cf. the decisions mentioned in n. 72 and 98, above. In a decision of 16 Oct. 1980, Rechtspraak 
Vreemdelingenrecht 1980, No. 1, the Judicial Division determined that art. 1A (2) of the 1951 
Convention and art IS Aliens Act are applicable to the same category of persons. Cf. Femhout, 
1990,42 and n. 130. 
121 Cf. paras. 149 and 159, above. 
1 2 2
 Seech. IV, sub-sect 3.1. 
123 Cf. eh. II, sub-sect 3.1. 
'24 See eh. Г , sect. 2. 
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ian refugees with the status of the 19S1 Convention because this was considered 
prejudicial to the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people as a whole.125 
The Palestinian refugees residing in Egypt, in particular those who were 
never registered by UNRWA, are since 1981 formally covered by the 1951 Con-
vention. However, in fact Palestinian refugees in that country continue to be treat-
ed according to the special status provided by the Arab League. For example, 
when such refugees want to travel they may request an Arab League Travel Docu-
ment for Palestinian Refugees, but are not provided with a Convention Travel 
Document ex article 28 of the 1951 Convention.126 
164. Unlike persons applying for refugee status who have one or more nationali-
ties, in respect of persons who have no nationality — which applies to most Pal-
estinians — article 1 A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention requires that it must 
be established whether such persons are outside the country of their former habit-
ual residence and whether they are unable or, owing to the well-founded fear of 
persecution, unwilling to return there. What is the meaning of the term 'country 
of his former habitual residence'. According to Grahl-Madsen, this is a technical 
term, 'conceived by the drafters of the Refugee Convention as a substitute for the 
term 'country of nationality' in cases where the latter term is not appropriate.'127 
According to the travaux préparatoires of the 1951 Convention, the country of 
former habitual residence is 'the country in which [a person] had resided and 
where he had suffered or fears he would suffer persecution if he returned.'128 
Grahl-Madsen stresses that this be interpreted liberally:129 
It does not matter whether a person is bora in the country or has migrated thereto. It cannot be 
required that he shall have stayed there for any specific period of time, but he should be able to 
show that he has made it his abode or the centre of his interests. There is, however, no need to 
prove any animus manendi, because 'habitual residence' does not mean domicile, but merely 
residence of some standing or duration. 
165. Article 1 A, paragraph 2, is mostly being invoked by Palestinians who claim 
to have fled their country of habitual residence out of fear to be persecuted by the 
authorities of that country or because these authorities did not provide sufficient 
125 According to several former UN officials, it was due to the personal initiative of Dr. 
Boutrous Ghali, at that time Egypt's Foreign Minister, that Egypt finally did overcome its reluc-
tance and acceded to the 1951 Convention. 
126 Separate offices within the Egyptian administration are responsible for Palestinian refu-
gees and for the application of the 1951 Convention ш respect of other refugees. 
127 Grahl-Madsen, 1966,160. 
128 U N doc. E/AC.32/5 (E/1618), 39, quoted in Grahl-Madsen, 1996,160, see also UNHCR, 
Handbook, para. 103. 
129 ibid. 
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protection against persecution by rivalling Palestinian groups. The applications of 
Palestinian asylum seekers who invoke article 1A, paragraph 2, for such reasons 
are not treated differently from those of other persons who invoke the application 
of the 1951 Convention in individual cases. A number of different issues concern­
ing the interpretation of article 1 A, paragraph 2, may arise in respect of such Pal­
estinian asylum requests. To name just a few: the relevance of desertion and draft-
evasion;130 the concept of the internal flight alternative131 (in respect of Palestin­
ians in Lebanon during the civil war); the concept of group persecution;132 mass 
expulsion as a form of persecution133 etc. As the application of these various is­
sues in respect of Palestinian refugees is not different from that of other asylum 
seekers, their discussion is beyond the scope of this book.134 
3.2 - AimcLE 1С 
166. The so-called 'cessation clauses' — embodied in article 1С of the 1951 
Convention — spell out the conditions under which a person ceases to be a refu­
gee. They are based on the consideration that international protection should only 
be granted as long as it is necessary or justified. Once a person's status as a refu­
gee has been determined, it is maintained unless he comes within the terms of one 
of the cessation clauses.135 One of the cessation clauses is of particular relevance 
to the Palestinian refugees. According to article 1С, paragraph 3, the Convention 
shall cease to apply to any person falling under the terms of section A if 'He has 
acquired a new nationality, and enjoys the protection of the country of his new 
nationality'. This clause is based on the principle that a person who enjoys nation­
al protection is no longer in need of international protection. 
130 UNHCR, Handbook, paras. 167-174. See also Eide, Α., and Mubanga-Chipoya, C, Con­
scientious Objection to Military Service, New York, UN, 1985; Femhout, 1990, 125; Grahl-Mad-
sen, 1966,231; Hoeksma, 1982,194; KöfnerÄ Nicolaus, 1986,511; Van Krieken, P., Deserteurs, 
Dienstweigeraars en Asielrecht [Deserters, Draft-evaders and Asylum Law], Assen, 1976 (doctor-
al dissertation); Spijkerboer, Th., 'Dienstweigeren en Vluchtelingenstatus' [Refusal to Perform 
Military Service and Refugee Status], 37 Ars Aequi 842 (1988). 
131 For a discussion of the concept of the internal flight alternative, see Femhout, 1990, 147; 
Körner & Nicolaus, 360; also UNHCR, Handbook, para. 91. 
132 Cf. UNHCR, Handbook, para. 44; also Femhout, 1990, 72; Köfner & Nicolaus, 1986, 
500. 
133 Cf. Clark, T., 'Human Rights and Expulsion: Giving Content to the Concept of Asylum', 
4 URL 189 (1992); De Zayas, A. M., International Law and Mass Population Transfers, 16 HIU 
207 (1975). 
134 por a discussion of a number of German court decisions concerning Palestinian asylum 
seekers in which these issues play a role, see ZDWF-Schriftenreihe Nr. 11,23,48. 
135 Cf. UNHCR, Handbook, paras. 111-139. 
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A great number of Palestinian refugees residing in Jordan have acquired Jordani­
an citizenship in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Nationality Law 
of 4 February 1 9 5 4 . 1 3 6 Citizenship has also been obtained by a number of Pales­
tinian refugees residing in Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi-Arabia and other coun­
tries in the region. 1 3 7 As a result of the acquisition of a new nationality such per­
sons are no longer to be considered as refugees for the purpose of the 1951 Con­
vention. However, for the purpose of eligibility for UNRWA assistance, as well 
as for the exercise of the so-called 'right of return' and the 'right of self-determin­
ation of the Palestinian people', such persons continue to be considered Palestini­
an refugees. 1 3 8 
167. Strictly speaking, article 1С only refers to persons falling under the terms of 
article 1A, paragraph 2, but in conformity with its object and purpose there is no 
reason why it should not also be applied to those who are refugees by virtue of 
article 1A, paragraph 1, or article ID, second sentence, of the 1951 Conven­
t ion . 1 3 9 In most instances article 1С, paragraph 3, and article ID, first sentence, 
will reinforce each other, as Palestinian refugees who have obtained the nationali­
ty of their country of residence, which is part of UNRWA's area of operations, 
will be able to return there. 
It should be stressed that if a person has ceased to be a refugee because of 
having acquired a new nationality, and then consequently claims well-founded 
fear of persecution vis-à-vis the country of his new nationality, this creates a com-
pletely new situation and accordingly his status must be determined in relation to 
the country of his new nationality.140 Consequently, article 1С does not prevent 
the Palestinian refugees referred to in para., above, who may or may not have re­
quired a new nationality, from invoking the provisions of the 1951 Convention. 
168. Nationality may be proved by the possession of a national passport. Accord­
ing to the UNHCR Handbook: 1 4 1 
Possession of such a passport creates a prima fade presumption that the holder is a national of the 
country of issue, unless the passport itself states otherwise. A person holding a passport showing 
him to be a national of the issuing country, but who claims that he does not possess that country's 
136 See ch. IV, sub-sect 3.3. 
137 Ibid, sect3. 
138 Cf. eh. Π, sects. 3 and 4. 
139 See. also, para. 154, above. 
140 a . UNHCR, Handbook, pare. 131. 
1 4 1
 UNHCR, Handbook, para. 93. This may apply to a number of Palestinians who have been 
provided with passports to facilitate their travel by several of countries, including Algeria, Costa-
Rica, Eritrea, Somalia, Sudan and Yemen. 
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nationality, must substantiate his claim, for example, by showing that the passport is a so-called 
"passport of convenience" (an apparently regular national passport that is sometimes issued by a 
national authority to non-nationals). 
Not only those Palestinian refugees who fled in 1948 into Jordan proper, but also 
those who took refuge in the West Bank have been provided with a Jordanian 
national passport. In case of the latter category it is not entirely clear, however, 
whether for this reason they should also be considered nationals of Jordan. 1 4 2 In 
an unpublished decision of the U S Board of Immigration Appeals 1 4 3 concerning a 
Palestinian from the West Bank, it was held that the presumption of Jordanian na­
tionality had been overcome by evidence to the contrary: 
The respondent's parents had always resided on the West Bank The respondent's father obtained 
a Jordanian passport for him while he was a minor so that he could leave the West Bank after it 
was occupied by Israel. The respondent could only travel by obtaining a passport from the Jor­
danian government. The fact that the passport was issued did not in itself permit him to reside in 
Jordan. Those Palestinians who used Jordanian passports to leave the West Bank could get permis­
sion to stay ш Jordan temporarily, but then would have to leave the country or request permission 
to remain longer... The respondent never resided m Jordan, nor does he have any family members 
who reside in that country. The respondent has had no contact whatsoever with Jordan other than 
being issued the passport in 1979 (...). Considering these facts in their totality, we find that the re­
spondent has adequately established that he is not a national of Jordan.... 
In several decisions of the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada in respect 
of Palestinians from the West Bank, the same conclusion was reached. 1 4 4 
3.3 - ARTICLE IE 
169. Article IE of the 1951 Convention provides that 'This Convention shall not 
apply to a person who is recognized by the competent authorities of the country in 
142 The position of Palestinian refugees residing m the West Bank vis-à-vis Jordan will be 
discussed ш more detail m eh. IV, sub-sect. 3.3. 
1« 7 Dec. 1990, Nr. A24 087 105. 
144 See, for example, a decision of 25 Feb. 1991, [1991] CRDD No. 70, No C90-00364 m 
which the IRB held 'The claimant brought with him to the hearing his passport issued m Amman, 
Jordan, by the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The passport contains on page 3 a stamp which in­
dicates that it is "Temporary For 2 Years", m English and Arabic. (...) The Claimant explained ... 
that, since the summer of 1988, Jordan has made a decision that it would no longer provide Jorda­
nian citizenship to Palestinians and would issue such persons with temporary documentation only 
for the purposes of travel. He indicated in his passport a "green card" issued by the Jordanian 
government which provides that the claimant may enter Jordan for only a limited period of time. 
(...) The panel is satisfied that the claimant is not a citizen of Jordan...'. 
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which he has taken residence as having the rights and obligations which are at­
tached to the possession of the nationality of that country'. 1 4 5 Although article IE 
was specifically incorporated in the Convention in view of refugees of German 
extraction having arrived in the Federal Republic of Germany who were recog­
nized as possessing the rights and obligations attaching to German nationality,1 4 6 
like article I D the provision has been drafted in general terms, not excluding ap­
plication in respect of other categories of refugees. According to Grahl-Madsen, 
article IE calls for a rather strict test to become applicable: 'In order to be exclud­
able under Article IE, a person must be granted a status which in no respect is in­
ferior to that of a Convention "refugee". Otherwise the provision may be open to 
abuse. ' 1 4 7 
170. Article IE may come into play in respect of Palestinian refugees residing in 
Syria. Since 1949, the Syrian government has issued a series of laws placing Pal­
estinian refugees on virtually equal footing with Syrian nationals. 1 4 8 For example 
Law no. 260 of 1956 states that 'Palestinians residing in Syria as of the date of the 
publication of this law are to be considered as originally Syrian in all things cov­
ered by the law and legally valid regulations connected with the right to employ­
ment, commerce, and national service, while preserving their original nationali­
t y ' . 1 4 9 The only exceptions are: the right to vote, the right to buy (arable) land 
and the right to own more than one house . 1 5 0 They are also not able to carry a 
Syrian national passport, but instead are eligible for a special travel document for 
Palestinian refugees. 
1 4 5
 Cf. UNHCR, Handbook, paras. 144-146. 
146 Cf. UNHCR, Handbook, p. 34. n. 19. See also Kofner & Nicolaus, 1986, 315; Robinson, 
1953,65. 
147 Grabl-Madscn, 1966,270; also Kofner & Nicolaus, 1986,315. 
148 See on the position of Palestine refugees in Syria also ch. Г , sub-sect 3.7. 
149 Al-Kitab al-Sanawi 1-il-Qadiyyah al-Filastiniyyah 1971 (The Yearbook of the Palestine 
Question), Beirut, IPS, 1972,133, quoted from Brand, L. Α., 'Palestinians in Syria: The Politics of 
Integration', 42 MEJ 621,623 (1988). 
150 This, however, may constitute a violation of CSR51, art. 13, if the restriction only applies 
to Palestinian refugees and not to aliens in general. 
Chapter IV 
THE STATUS OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES 
IN THE ARAB WORLD 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
171. The Palestinian refugee issue is an international problem, the burden of 
which is primarily carried by the Arab world. It was in the Arab states and territo­
ries neighbouring the newly created state of Israel where the vast majority of the 
Palestinian refugees initially took refuge and where today most of these refugees 
and their descendants continue to live: Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the Gaza Strip, 
and the West Bank. Smaller groups settled in 1948 in Arab countries elsewhere in 
the Middle East, mainly in Iraq and Libya. During the following decades many 
Palestinian refugees left their countries of original refuge to work in the Arabian 
peninsula.1 
Only seven Arab states were fully independent in 1948: Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Saudi-Arabia, Syria, and the former state of North Yemen.2 It was these 
seven states who in 194S, encouraged by Britain, founded the League of Arab 
States, commonly referred to as the Arab League.3 Five of the seven were also 
founding members of the United Nations.4 As was seen in chapters Π and III,5 it 
was these Arab states who were instrumental in bringing about the unique role of 
the United Nations vis-à-vis the Palestinian refugees. After having been closely 
involved in the creation of Israel, the United Nations became directly responsible 
for the care of these refugees, initially by setting up a special relief fund and in 
1950 through the establishment of UNRWA. At the same time these same states 
advocated the temporary exclusion — as long as UNRWA would continue its as-
sistance — of Palestinian refugees from the mandate of UNHCR and from the 
regime of the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees. 
1
 For example, some 350,000 to 400,000 Palestinians were living in Kuwait at the time of the 
Iraqi invasion in Aug. 1990; see sub-sect 3.4, below. 
2 North-Yemen became independent in 1918, Iraq and Saudi-Arabia followed in 1932, Egypt 
in 1936, Lebanon in 1943, and, finally, Jordan and Syria in 1946; cf. Arnold, G., The Third World 
Handbook, London, Cassell Educational Ltd., 1989,74. 
3
 See sect 2, below. 
4
 Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi-Arabia and Syria; cf. Arnold, 1989,75. 
5 See ch. II, sect. 2; ch. Ш, sect. 2. 
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172. Where does the above leave the Palestinian refugees? Although the interna-
tional community recognized their right to return home, the policies of Israel pre-
vented the implementation of this right. The host countries had no choice but to 
tolerate the extended presence of the refugees on their territory. They were forced 
to grant defacto asylum to the refugees whether they liked it or not. At the same 
time assistance to the refugees was provided by UNRWA. 
The reaction to the presence of large numbers of Palestinian refugees differ-
ed greatly among the various host countries. In Lebanon the influx had a consid-
erable impact on the delicate balance between Christians and Muslims and the 
refugees were therefore considered — and later appeared to be — a threat to the 
political status quo.6 In Syria the Palestinian refugees never constituted more than 
2.5 per cent of the population and their presence was therefore far less sensitive.7 
In Jordan the territorial aspirations of King Abdullah — the establishment of a 
Greater-Syria comprising Syria, Trans-Jordan and Palestine — resulted in the an-
nexation of that part of Palestine that has become known as the West Bank and 
consequently in the granting of Jordanian citizenship to the vast majority of Pal-
estinian refugees residing in the country.8 
173. The question of Palestine has always been one of the main concerns of the 
Arab League. Thus, since its inception the League undertook the presentation of 
the Palestine case, first in London and then at the United Nations between 1946 
and 1948. All founding members of the League went to the aid of the Palestinians 
during the war of 1948, although only Egypt, Syria and Jordan provided any ef-
fective military forces. Subsequently, the League also took up the issue of the ref-
ugees. Since 1952 the Council of Ministers of the Arab League has adopted a se-
ries of resolutions pertaining to the treatment of Palestinian refugees in its mem-
ber states. These efforts culminated in the adoption of the 1965 Casablanca Proto-
col on the Treatment of Palestinians.9 
174. Two main principles seem to have influenced the attitudes of the member 
states of the Arab League vis-à-vis the Palestinian refugees.10 These principles, 
not necessarily compatible, happened to be politically expedient at the time. The 
first principle was that of Arab solidarity and sympathy towards the refugees, 
6 See sub-sect 3.5, below. 
1 See sub-sect. 3.7, below. 
8 Cf. Brand, L. Α., Palestinians in the Arab World: Institution Building and the Search for 
State, New York, Columbia Univ. Press, 1988,149. See also sub-sect. 3.3, below. 
9 See para. 185, below. 
10 Cf. Shiblak, A. F., 'Residency Status and Civil Rights of Palestinian Refugees in Arab 
Countries', JPS 99 (Spring 1996) 36,38. 
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which resulted, at least on paper, in the decision of the Council of the Arab 
League to grant Palestinian refugees residency and the right to work on the same 
footing as citizens of the member states.1 · The second principle, that of the pres-
ervation of the Palestinian identity, put emphasis on maintaining the Palestinians' 
status of refugees, so as to avoid providing Israel with an excuse to evade its re-
sponsibility for their plight. Accordingly, the Arab governments refused, as a 
matter of principle, to contribute to the budget of UNRWA. To them the problem 
was created by the United Nations which was considered solely responsible for 
maintaining the refugees until their repatriation could be effected. For the same 
reason they resisted resettlement or naturalisation as a way of resolving the refu-
gee problem.12 The main exception was Jordan, which granted the Palestinian 
refugees Jordanian citizenship. 
175. The involvement of the Arab League with the Palestinian refugee issue will 
be discussed in the next section. It should at this stage already be mentioned, 
however, that although the League made serious efforts to introduce minimum 
standards for the treatment of Palestinian refugees, in practice the position of 
these refugees was, and continues to be, largely determined by political and secu-
rity considerations of the governments of the Arab host countries. The efforts of 
the Arab League have only had a limited impact on the conduct of the Arab states 
vis-à-vis Palestinian refugees. A formal legal status under national law, codified 
in legal instruments, in many instances does not exist The legal position of Pales-
tinian refugees in the individual Arab states largely depends on administrative 
practices, sometimes laid down in circulars, that are subject to constant change. It 
is therefore difficult to determine the status of Palestinian refugees in the Arab 
states in a systematic way. 
The actual treatment of the refugees depends to a great extent on the poli-
cies of the various host countries vis-à-vis the Palestinians in general and the Pal-
estine Liberation Organization (PLO) in particular. Changes in political relations 
almost automatically have an impact on the situation of the Palestinian refugees in 
the countries concerned. The role of the PLO in Jordan in the 1970s, in Lebanon 
and Syria in the 1980s and the PLO's support for Iraq during the 1991 Gulf war 
all have had a far reaching impact on the treatment of Palestinian refugees in the 
countries concerned. Also the evolving relationships of the host countries with Is-
rael have been of considerable relevance. 
H According to Arnaout, G. M., Asylum in the Arab-Islamic Tradition, Geneva, UNHCR, 
1987, the Arab World has a long-standing tradition of granting asylum to refugees; see also El-
madmad, K., 'An Arab Convention on Forced Migration: Its Desirability and Possibilities', 3 URL 
461 (1991) and the publications mentioned in n. 18, below. 
12 Cf. Shiblak, 1996,39. 
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176. The situation of Palestinian refugees residing in the various countries of the 
Arab world varies from an extremely favourable treatment, easily meeting the 
standards of the 1951 Convention, and sometimes even better than that of nation-
als, to the extreme negative, where being Palestinian is sufficient to be accorded a 
treatment normally reserved for criminals. On some occasions the situation of 
Palestinian refugees differed even within individual host countries, depending on 
whether the refugees were living inside or outside refugee camps. For example, in 
Jordan and Lebanon refugees living in camps have for extended periods been un-
der the defacto control of the PLO rather than under that of the respective gov-
ernments of these countries.13 
In order to give the reader an indication of how the Palestinian refugees are 
treated in the various Arab states, an excursus at the end of this chapter provides a 
country-by-country discussion of their position (section 3). Once again it should 
be stressed, however, that the position of Palestinian refugees is subject to con-
stant change and thus the information in section 3 is of an indicative nature, sub-
ject to verification. 
177. One possible explanation why a well-defined legal status for Palestinian 
refugees in Arab states has never evolved may be related to the attitude of the 
Palestinian leadership vis-à-vis the refugee problem.14 For many years the PLO 
was reluctant to see individual Palestinians recognized as refugees. The PLO has 
on some occasions explicitly given instructions to Palestinians residing in West-
em states not to apply for refugee status. On at least one occasion, the PLO ex-
plicitly requested UNHCR not to resettle Palestinian refugees in Western coun-
tries.15 Formally granting refugee status would imply an individual rather than a 
collective approach. In the view of the PLO a solution of the Palestine question 
should not focus on the individual refugees, but rather on the Palestinian people 
as a whole. It was for this reason that the PLO put emphasis on the recognition of 
the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, including the right to self-deter-
mination without external interference and the right to national independence and 
sovereignty.16 
178. Only in the early 1980s does the PLO appear to have come to the conclu-
sion that these two approaches are not necessarily contradictory, but that they 
may very well complement each other. Thus, in 1984 the PLO representative in 
13 See sub-sects. 3.3 and 3.5, below. 
14
 In ch. I, sect. 2, this was already mentioned as an additional reason for the lack of attention 
for the Palestinian refugee problem in the legal literature. 
15 Interviews with senior UNHCR personnel, Geneva, Mar. 1992; Cairo, Mar. 1993. 
16 On the right of self-determination, see eh. VII, sect. 3. 
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New York seriously canvassed an amendment to UNHCR's Statute, to entitle Pal­
estinians, like other refugees, to the protection of that Office. This failed to mate­
rialize for various reasons, including the fear of some contributing states that to 
involve UNHCR in this way could politicize its role.17 
Also since 1984, representatives of the PLO have participated in a series of 
seminars of a 'Group of Arab Experts' on asylum and refugee law organized by 
the International Institute of Humanitarian Law under the auspices of the 
UNHCR. At the end of the fourth seminar, that took place in Cairo from 16 to 19 
November 1992, a 'Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Displaced Per­
sons in the Arab World' was adopted. Article 9 of the Declaration 'Strongly em­
phasizes the need to ensure international protection for Palestinian refugees by 
competent international organizations and, in particular, by the United Nations, 
without in any way prejudicing the inalienable national rights of the Palestinian 
people, especially their right to repatriation and self-determination.'18 
179. Where mention is made in this chapter, or for that matter elsewhere in this 
book, of 'Arab states' or of the 'Arab world', the author refers to the member 
states of the Arab League.19 These states generally share a common language, 
Arabic, and a common Arab culture, although the membership of some may be 
based on political sympathy and overwhelming adherence to Islam rather than 
17 See ch. VIII, sect. 3, also Takkenberg, 1991,416, n. 10. 
18 Art. 9 also 'Requests the competent organs of the United Nations to extend with due speed 
the necessary protection to the Palestinian people, in application of Security Council Resolution 
681 of 20 December 1990' and 'requests the Arab States to apply m its entirety the Protocol relat­
ing to the Treatment of Palestinians m Arab States, adopted at Casablanca on 11 September 1965.' 
Similar recommendations had been included in the reports of the first three seminars. The Declara­
tion has since become known as the 'Cairo Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Dis­
placed Persons in the Arab World'. Its text has, like the reports of the first three seminars, been 
published by the Inst, of Humanitarian Law in San Remo. It should be noted that the country par­
ticipants ш the seminars have been nominated by their respective governments, the Declaration 
and previous recommendations may, therefore, be considered to carry considerable weight. On the 
Declaration, see Elmadmad, K., 'An Arab Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Dis­
placed Persons m the Arab World. Report on the Cairo Seminar, 19 November 1992', 6 JRS 173 
(1993). 
19 The following are the member states of the Arab League, with the year of joining. Algeria 
(1962), Bahrain (1971), Djibouti (1977), Egypt (founding member, Egypt's membership was sus­
pended from 1979 till 1990), Iraq (founding member), Jordan (founding member), Kuwait (1961), 
Lebanon (founding member), Libya (1953), Mauritania (1973), Morocco (1958), Oman (1971), 
Palestine (founding member; see section 2, below), Qatar (1971), Saudi Arabia (founding mem­
ber), Somalia (1974), Sudan (1956), Syria (founding member), Tunisia (1958), United Arab Emir­
ates (1971), and Yemen (the former Yemen Arab Republic was a founding member, Yemen Peo­
ple's Democratic Republic pined in 1968). Cf. Arnold, 1989,80. 
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strictly ethnic claims.20 The vast majority of their population is Muslim but there 
are important Christian minorities in several Arab countries. The Arab states 
make up the largest part of the area referred to as the Middle East, although the 
Middle East also contains a number of non-Arab states such as Turkey and Iran, 
both of which have accordingly not joined the Arab League.21 
Even though 'Palestine' is considered a member of the Arab League,22 the 
position of Palestinian refugees residing in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank will 
not be discussed in section 3, below, but rather in chapter VI, that deals with hu-
manitarian law. 
2. THE LEAGUE OF ARAB STATES AND PALESTINIAN REFUGEES 
180. A number of factors led to the establishment of the Arab League,23 the most 
important being Arab nationalism, which postulated the creation of a single Unit-
ed Arab States.24 In response to the Arab call for unity the British government 
supported the establishment of a loose association of states. In October 1944, the 
delegates of the seven Arab states mentioned in paragraph , above, agreed to es-
tablish the League of Arab States, largely based on British proposals.25 The Pact 
of the League was subsequently approved and signed in Cairo on 22 March 194S 
20 The latter may apply in respect of Djibouti, Somalia and Sudan. According to one expert, 
also Chad should be considered as part of the Arab world; cf. Nydell, M. K., Understanding 
Arabs; A guide for Westerners, Yarmouth, Intercultural Press Inc., 1987, vi. See also ch. II, n. 2. 
21 Cf. Arnold, 1989.73. 
22 Cf. para. 181, below. 
23 See on the Arab League in general: Agha, S. I.. 'Etude Analytique de l'Expérience Arabe 
d'Union Economique', 27 Revue Egyptienne de Droit International 107 (1971); Al-Ramadhani, 
M. I., Die Liga der Arabischen Staaten (LAS): Studie zu ihrer Entstehung, Organisation und ihren 
Aktivitäten, Bamberg, Schädel & Wehle, 1974; Anabtawi, M. F., Arab Unity in terms of Law, The 
Hague, Pasmans, 1962; Boutros-Ghali, В. В., 'The Arab League: 25 Years After'',· East Africa 
Journal, June 1970; Boutros-Ghali, В. В., 'La Ligue des Etats arabes', 137 Recueil des cours de 
l'Académie de droit international (1972 iii) 1; Gomaa, A. M., The Foundation of the League of 
Arab Stales: Wartime Diplomacy and Inter-Arab Politics 1941 to 1945, London, Longman Group, 
1977; Hassouna, Η. Α., The League of Arab States and Regional Disputes, Dobbs Ferry, Leyden, 
Oceana Publications, Sijthoff, 197S; Kapteyn, P. J. G. et al. (ed.), International Organization and 
Integration: Annotated Basic Documents and Descriptive Directory of International Organiza­
tions and Arrangements, The Hague, Boston, London, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1983, vol. Π.Β 
-nj.sectll.G.l. 
24 Cf. Kapteyn. 1983, sect U.G.I, 1. 
25 The document in which this agreement was laid down became known as the 'Alexandria 
Protocol' of 7 Oct. 1944. 
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by the 'General Arab Conference'.26 Headquarters of the League were in Cairo 
until 1979, when Egypt's membership of the League was suspended in reaction to 
its peace treaty with Israel, and then temporarily moved to Tunis. In 1990 head­
quarters returned to Cairo, although to date several headquarters' branches remain 
in Tunis. 
181. Article 1 of the Pact states that membership is open to every independent 
Arab state.27 A special 'Annex Regarding Palestine' provides for the participation 
of 'an Arab representative from Palestine' in the work of the League.28 The An­
nex leaves it to the Council of the League29 to select a representative for this pur-
26 Entry into force. 10 May 1945. Text 70 UNTS 237; also Kapteyn, 1983, sect. II.G 1.a.; 
Gomaa, 1977, 295. The Pact has never been formally amended, although revision has been con­
templated on a number of occasions. 
27 For a list of member states, see n. 19, above. 
28 The text of the 'Annex Regarding Palestine' reads as follows* 'Since the termination of the 
last great war the rule of the Ottoman Empire over the Arab countries, among them Palestine, 
which had become detached from that Empire, has come to an end. She has come to be autono­
mous, not subordinate to any other state The Treaty of Lausanne proclaimed that her future was to 
be settled by the parties concerned. However, even though she was as yet unable to control her 
own affairs, the Covenant of the League of Nations m 1919 made provision for a regime based 
upon recognition of her independence. Her international existence and independence ш the legal 
sense cannot, therefore, be questioned, any more than could be the independence of the other Arab 
countries. Although the outward manifestations of this independence have remained obscured for 
reasons beyond her control, this should not be allowed to interfere with her participation in the 
work of the Council of the League. The nations signatory to the Pact of the Arab League are there­
fore of the opinion that, considering the special circumstances of Palestine, and until that country 
can effectively exercise its independence, the Council of the League should take charge of the se­
lection of an Arab representative from Palestine to take part m its work.' English translation in 
Gomaa, 1977,300. 
29 The Council of the League is composed of the representatives of the member states, each 
state having one vote. It meets m ordinary session twice a year, in Mar. and Oct., extraordinary 
sessions may be convened at the request of two member states as the need arises, cf art 11 of the 
Pact. This has happened on various occasions. As the supreme body of the League, the Council is 
entrusted to realize the objectives of the organization, to supervise the implementation of agree­
ments concluded between member states on matters falling within the League's purview, to de­
termine the means whereby the League will collaborate with international organizations in order 
to guarantee peace and security and organize economic and social relations, to deliberate on dis­
putes between member states not involving their independence, sovereignty or territorial integrity, 
to determine measures necessary to repel any aggression by a state against a member state, to de­
termine conditions of participation in the work of the League by non-member states, to expel a 
member state not fulfilling its obligations, to examine and approve the budget of the League, to 
appoint the Secretary-General, and to amend the Pact. Cf. arts. 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 18 and 19 of the 
Pact 
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pose.30 For nearly twenty years, the Council selected several ad hoc delegates to 
represent Palestine. However, a special Arab League summit conference of heads 
of state,31 in 1964, supported the establishment of the PLO,32 which soon became 
the organization generally accepted as the representative of the Palestinian peo­
ple.3 3 Since the unilateral proclamation of statehood in 1988, 'Palestine' has been 
a full member of the League, the chairman of the PLO also acting as 'president of 
Palestine'. 
182. Although the Pact does not explicitly mention Palestinian refugees as being 
of concern to the League, their situation has been addressed under reference to 
article 2. 3 4 
30 Initially it was proposed to allow Palestine to participate in the League 'on an equal 
footing' with the founding members. This led, however, to strong criticism from the British, who 
were of the opinion that the Arab governments had no right to take such a step with regard to a 
country still under a British mandate. As a result of a number of strong British representations, the 
draft annex on Palestine was modified to the effect that the part providing for the participation of 
the Palestine Arab delegate 'on an equal footing' with the founding members was deleted. Musa 
al-'Alami, the Palestine Arab representative, who had participated in the drafting of the Pact, also 
did not in fact sign the Pact on a par with the other delegates. Initially Britain had even objected to 
his participation. Cf. Gomaa, 1977,258. 
31 Since 1964 summit conferences have been held among the entire League membership. 
Although not formally provided for m the Pact, such conferences have proved valuable, especially 
in dealing with different aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflict or in settling disputes between mem­
bers. 
32 its establishment was proposed by the delegate of Palestine, Mr. Ahmad Shuqeiry, and its 
actual foundation took place at a meeting m Jerusalem m May 1964. On the PLO m general, see 
Brynen, R., Sanctuary and Survival· The PLO in Lebanon, Boulder, San Francisco, London, 
Westview Press, Pinter Publishers, 1990; Cobban, H., The Palesliman Liberation Organisation, 
People, Power and Politics, Cambridge, Cambridge Middle East Library, 1984, Gresh, Α., The 
PLO The Struggle Within Towards an Independent Palestinian State, London, Zed Books Ltd., 
1985 (originally published in French by S.P.A.G., Papyrus, Pans, 1983), Kinsci, K., The PLO and 
World Politics, London, Frances Pinter Ltd., 1986. 
33 The PLO was formally recognized as the representative of the Palestinian people by the 
Arab countries in 1974 and the same year it obtained observer status at the United Nations. In the 
following years, the PLO was also recognized by a number of other international organizations 
and states, and is today represented in more than 100 countries. Israel and the PLO officially rec­
ognized each other in Sep. 1993; cf. eh. I, sect 6. 
34 According to art. 2, the principle objective of the League is the strengthening of the rela­
tions between the member states, the coordination of their policies in order to achieve cooperation 
between them and to safeguard their independence and sovereignty, and to consider m a general 
way the affairs and interests of the Arab countries. Close cooperation in economic and financial 
matters, communications, cultural matters, matters connected with nationality, passports, etc., so­
cial welfare matters, and health matters are also intended. Member states desirous to establish 
closer collaboration than provided for m the Pact are free to do so, cf. art. 9. 
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The Council's Permanent Committee on Palestine35 for the first time explicitly 
dealt with the position of the refugees in 1952, by raising the issue of separated 
refugee families as well as that of the issuance of unified travel documents by the 
member states. Addressing the fate of a substantial number of separated refugee 
families, the Committee on Palestine urged the member states to allow for the 
unification of these families 'in the place where the head and supporter of the 
family resides'. The Committee also recommended that the member states 
consider the possibility of issuing unified travel documents to the refugees, noting 
that the provision of such documents facilitates their movement and travel and is 
without prejudice to their rights. Both recommendations were consequently 
unanimously adopted36 by the Council of the League and the Committee on Pal-
estine was requested to continue its study on the issue of unified travel docu-
ments.37 
35 The Pact of the League provides for three main organs: the Council, the General Secretariat 
and the Permanent Committees for each field of cooperation mentioned in art 2; cf. arts. 3, 4 and 
12. The Permanent Committees assist the Council by drafting agreements and recommendation on 
co-operation in their respective fields; these are then submitted to the Council. They include — in 
addition to the Permanent Committee on Palestine — the Political Affairs Committee, the Cultural 
Committee, the Economic Committee, the Communications Committee, the Social Committee, 
the Legal Committee, the Information Committee, the Petroleum Experts' Committee, the Health 
Committee, the Financial and Administrative Committee, the Human Rights Committee, the Com-
mittee for Meteorology, the Committee of Arab Experts on Co-operation, the Arab Women's 
Committee, the Organization of Youth Welfare, and the Conference of Liaison Officers. The 
Committees are composed of representatives of the member states. Decisions are taken by a sim-
ple majority. The Political Committee, considered to be the most important of the Permanent 
Committees, generally meets at foreign ministers' level and makes recommendations on political 
matters to the League Council. 
36 Decisions of the Council relating to procedural and administrative matters are taken by ma-
jority vote; cf. art. 16 of the Pact. A two-thirds majority of the vote is required, however, for the 
appointment of the Secretary-General and for the amendment of the Pact; cf. arts. 12 and 19, re-
spectively. Decisions relating to arbitration and mediation are taken by a regular majority vote, the 
states parties to the dispute not participating in the deliberations and decisions. Arbitration is only 
to take place upon the request of both parties to the conflict; cf. art. S. All other decisions may 
either be taken by unanimity or by regular majority. Decisions taken by a unanimous vote are 
binding on all member states; those reached by a majority vote bind only those that accept them; 
cf. art 7. 
37 LASC res. 424,14 Sept 1952. The text of this resolution was, like that of subsequent reso-
lutions, adopted in Arabic only, Arabic being the only official language of the Arab League. Unof-
ficial English translations, by Isa Qarra and Rolf van Uye, of all Arab League resolutions pertain-
ing to the treatment of Palestinian refugees have been used as a basis for this section. The original 
Arabic text of the resolutions has been made available by the Arab League's Palestine Department 
in Cairo. In interpreting the resolutions, the author has greatly benefitted from the advice of Dr. 
Muhammad El Farra, Assistant Secretary-General of the Arab League for Palestinian Affairs be-
tween 1971 and 1992, who participated in the drafting of many of the resolutions. The original 
Arabic text as well as the unofficial translations of the resolutions discussed in this section are on 
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183. The following year discussion took place on a model for the travel docu-
ment prepared by the Committee on Palestine,38 and in 1954, finally, a detailed 
resolution was unanimously adopted by the Council, outlining the criteria and 
procedures for the issue of unified travel documents for Palestinian refugees.39 
The resolution stipulates that the member states of the League shall, upon their re-
quest, grant Palestinian refugees residing in their territory or falling within their 
jurisdiction, temporary travel documents, meeting the specifications outlined in 
the resolution. This, however, does not apply to refugees who have acquired the 
nationality of one of the member states — an obvious reference to Jordan, which 
granted citizenship to all Palestinians residing in its territory, including those re-
siding in the West Bank and East Jerusalem.40 The holder of the travel document 
is subject to the immigration law of the different member states and does not de-
rive from the document a right of residence in the country of issue. The resolution 
urges the member states to issue instructions necessary for its full implementa-
tion. The travel document is valid for a period of five years but shall be extended 
on an annual basis. The resolution also states that the member states shall accord 
to the holders of these travel documents the same treatment with respect to visas 
and residence as is accorded to their nationals. Finally, the resolution requests the 
General Secretariat41 and the member states to use their good offices to obtain in-
ternational recognition for the travel document. The travel document has become 
known as 'Travel Document for Palestinian Refugees' in English or as 'Docu-
ment de Voyage pour les Réfugiés Palestiniens' in French. 
On the same day, the Council also unanimously adopted a resolution ex-
empting Palestinian refugees from fees related to the issue of visas and the re-
file with the author. Annex 3 contains the text of some of the most important resolutions in unoffi-
cial English translation. 
38 Cf. LASC res. 524.9 Apr. 1953. 
39 LASC res. 714,27 Jan. 1954. For the text of the resolution, see Annex 3. For a discussion 
of this as well as subsequent resolutions of the League, see Mehedi, M., 'Le Role de la Ligue des 
Etats Arabes dan la Protection des Réfugiés, Communication présentée au séminaire sur "l'Asile 
et le Droit des réfugiés dans les pays arabes" organisé par l'Institut International de Droit Humani-
taire en coopération avec le Centre d'Etudes et de Recherche de l'Université de Tunis ainsi que la 
Société du Croissant Rouge Tunisien et sous les auspices du Haut Commissariat des Nations-
Unies pour les réfugiés et la Ligue des Etats Arabes', Tunis, 1989,6. See also: Brand, 1988,25. 
40 Cf. sub-sect 3.3, below. 
41 The General Secretariat is one of the three main organs of the League and is composed of a 
Secretary-General, Assistant Secretaries — including one for Palestinian Affairs, who heads the 
Secretariat's Department of Palestine — and a number of 'officials', international civil servants; 
cf. art 12 of the Pact. The Secretary-General prepares the League's budget, convenes meetings of 
the Council and is depositary of all treaties and agreements concluded by members states, cf. arts. 
13,15 and 17. The Council has added a number additional duties and responsibilities. 
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newal of travel documents.42 This latter resolution was never properly imple-
mented.43 
184. The system provided for in the above resolutions appeared to function and, 
making use of the travel document, large numbers of Palestinians were able to 
travel to the Gulf countries and to other countries in the region. In 1960, the 
Council decided to amend resolution 714 of 27 January 1954, to the effect that 
from then on the travel documents should only be renewed every two years, in-
stead of on an annual basis.44 
In 1964, the Council decided that the League should hold an annual confer-
ence of the heads of the various government departments of the host countries, 
dealing with Palestinian refugees.45 The first such conference was held from 17 to 
21 June 1964 in Damascus. The conferences have been held on an annual basis in 
different Arab capitals and have become known as 'Conferences of the Supervi-
sors of Palestinian Affairs in the Arab host countries'.46 
Also in 1964, for the first time there appeared to be disagreement between 
the member states of the League concerning the treatment of Palestinian refugees. 
Had the earlier resolutions pertaining to Palestinian refugees been adopted by 
unanimous vote, several member states expressed reservations about a resolution 
further refining the procedures and criteria for the issue of the travel documents, 
that was adopted in the fall of 1964.47 
185. The regional regime for the treatment of Palestinian refugees that had de-
veloped so far was further strengthened and formalized by the adoption of the 
Protocol on the Treatment of Palestinians in the Arab States. The text of the Pro-
tocol was agreed upon on 11 September 1965 during a special summit confer-
42 LASC res. 715,27 Jan. 1954. 
43 Interview with Dr. Muhammad EI Farra, former Assistant Secretary-General of the Arab 
League for Palestinian Affairs, Gaza, 20 July 1995 [hereinafter referred to as El Farra interview]. 
4* LASC res. 1705.7 Sept. 1960. 
45 LASC res. 1946,31 Mar. 1964. 
46 Earlier resolutions had already called for the establishment by the host countries of special 
government departments or institutions in order to deal with Palestinian refugees; cf. LASC res. 
1594,7 Sept 1959 and LASC res. 1747,1 Apr. 1961. See Mehedi, 1989,5. 
47 LASC res. 2019, 3 Sept 1964. Saudi-Arabia, Lebanon and Libya expressed reservations 
about a proposed modification of the text in the travel document, to the effect that its bearer would 
have the right to return to the issuing country without being required to obtain a return visa. As 
was mentioned in n. 36, above, decisions of the Council, such as this resolution, may either be 
taken by unanimity or by regular majority. Decisions reached by a majority vote only bind those 
member states that accept them. Accordingly, the three above mentioned states are not bound by 
the section of the resolutions in respect of which they have expressed reservations. 
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 of Arab heads of states, held in Casablanca. The Protocol has become 
known, and will hereinafter be referred to, as the 'Casablanca Protocol'. The text 
of the Protocol was adopted in Arabic only; an unofficial English translation of 
the text is provided in Annex 3. 
Although it contains only five articles, the Casablanca Protocol has been the 
clearest manifestation of the intent of Arab states to provide for the treatment of 
Palestinian refugees.49 The Protocol does not make specific reference to Palestin­
ian refugees, but rather speaks, in general terms, of the treatment of 'Palestinians'. 
In this respect the language of the Protocol deviates from that used in the earlier 
resolutions, which specifically referred to 'Palestinian refugees'. The change is 
apparently initiated by the realization that the legal position of non-refugee Pales­
tinians is much the same as that of those who had become refugees in 1948-49. 
Both categories of persons being largely composed of defacto or de jure stateless 
persons,5 0 they are equally in need of the status provided for in the Protocol. 
186. Article 1 of the Protocol provides for so-called 'national treatment' in re­
spect of the right to engage in economic activities: 'While keeping their Palestin­
ian nationality, Palestinians presently residing in the territory of shall be ac­
corded the same treatment as regards the right to do business (work) and to be 
employed as if they were nationals.' In this respect the Casablanca Protocol is 
more generous than the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees. While the 
1951 Convention provides for national treatment in respect of certain issues,51 in 
respect of wage-earning employment article 17 stipulates that contracting states 
shall accord to refugees lawfully staying in their territory 'the most favourable 
treatment accorded to nationals of a foreign country in the same circumstances'. 
In respect of self-employment and the practising of liberal professions, even the 
minimum standard provided for in the Convention applies: in these and a number 
of other matters 5 2 refugees should be accorded 'treatment as favourable as possi­
ble and, in any event, not less favourable than that accorded to aliens generally in 
the same circumstances'.5 3 
The member states of the Arab League appear to have been ready to open 
their labour markets to Palestinian refugees, as well as to other Palestinians, with 
very little restrictions. Palestinians have actually played a significant role in the 
economic life of a number of countries in the Middle East. 
48 Cf. n. 31. above. 
49 For a brief discussion of the Protocol, see Shiblak, 1996.38; also, Mehedi, 1989,7. 
50 See ch. V. 
51 Cf.ch.ni.secLl. 
52 Ibid. 
53 For example, CSR51, arts. 18 and 19. 
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187. Article 2 contains a provision similar to article 13, paragraph 2, of the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights: 'When their interests so require, Palestinians 
presently residing in the territory of shall have the right to leave the territory 
of this state and return to it.' The next article extends this right of freedom of 
movement to the territory of other member states. In principle, Palestinians resid-
ing in one member state of the Arab League shall have the right to enter and leave 
the territory of any other member state. This right is, however, subject to the im-
migration policies of the various Arab states. Article 3 stipulates that the right to 
enter 'does not lead to a right of residence, except for the period and purpose 
specified.' 
The 1951 Convention does not contain similar provisions. The Convention 
contains, in article 26, a provision on freedom of movement, but this only applies 
to the right to choose one's place of residence and to move freely within the terri-
tory of the contracting state. The right to leave the territory of the contracting state 
seems to be tacitly incorporated in article 28 of the Convention, which deals with 
issue of travel documents 'for the purpose of travel outside their territory'. At face 
value, article 3 of the Protocol seems to grant Palestinians freedom of movement 
in the entire territory of the Arab League, somewhat similar to that enjoyed by 
nationals of the member states of the European Union. However, as the related 
right to reside is subject to the immigration policies of the various member states, 
the article loses much of its meaning. It therefore appears to have been included in 
the Protocol as a statement of good intent rather than as a hard commitment on 
the part of the member states. Subsequent state practice has confirmed that most 
Arab states did indeed not adequately implement this provision.54 
188. The last two articles deal with the issue of travel documents. Article 4 reit-
erates the obligation of the member states to provide travel documents to Palestin-
ians residing in their territory. This also applies to Palestinians who previously re-
sided in a member state but who have since emigrated. Although its text is some-
what ambiguous, the rationale for the latter provision is to make clear that the 
country of first refuge remains primarily responsible for the issue and extension 
of travel documents, even if the Palestinian concerned has later moved to a third 
country. Accordingly, Palestinians who have moved to the Gulf states, after hav-
ing originally taken refuge in one of the host countries neighbouring Israel, have 
largely remained dependent on these countries for the (re-)issue and extension of 
travel documents. 
In this respect the approach of the Casablanca Protocol differs from that of 
the 1951 Convention. Paragraph 11 of the Schedule attached to the 1951 Conven-
54
 El Fana interview, see n. 43, above. 
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tion determines that 'When a refugee has lawfully taken up residence in the terri­
tory of another Contracting State, the responsibility for the issue of a new docu­
ment, under the terms and conditions of Article 28, shall be that of the competent 
authority of that territory, to which the refugee shall be entitled to apply.'55 In 
other words, while the 1951 Convention provides for the transfer of responsibility 
in respect of the issue and renewal of travel documents, the Casablanca Protocol 
leaves this responsibility primarily with the original host countries of the refu­
gees. 
189. Article 5, finally, accords treatment equal to other Arab League nationals in 
respect of visas and residency: 'The member states of the Arab League shall ac­
cord to the holders of these travel documents the same treatment with respect to 
visas and residence as is accorded to nationals of Arab League states.' The exact 
meaning of this provision was clarified in a resolution adopted in December 1982 
by the Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior: 'The bearer of a Travel Docu­
ment for Palestinian Refugees shall be accorded the same treatment as nationals 
of the state issuing this document, as regards freedom of residence, work and 
movement.'5б 
The 1951 Convention does not contain a similar provision. It is clear from 
article 28 and the Schedule attached to the Convention that the issue of an entry 
visa is a matter entirely within the discretion of the contracting states. Paragraph 8 
of the Schedule states, for example, that 'The competent authorities of the country 
to which the refugee desires to proceed shall, if they are prepared to admit him 
and if a visa is required, affix a visa on the document of which he is the holder' 
[emphasis added]. Similarly, paragraph 9 stipulates that the contracting states 
shall issue transit visas 'to refugees who have obtained visas for a territory of fi­
nal destination' [emphasis added].57 
5 5
 The application of this provision gave rise to some problems of interpretation. In order to 
facilitate 'the application of article 28 of the Convention relating to the status of refugees of 28 
July 19S1 and paragraphs 6 and 11 of its Schedule, in particular as regards the situation where a 
refugee has lawfully taken up residence in the territory of another Contracting Party,' the Commit­
tee of Ministers of the Council of Europe in 1980 adopted a supplementary European Agreement 
on Transfer of Responsibility for Refugees. Text in Council of Europe Treaty Series No. 107. See 
on the Agreement: Council of Europe, Explanatory report on the European Agreement on Trans­
fer of Responsibility for Refugees, Strasbourg, 1980. 
56 LASCAMI res. 8, IS Dec. 1982; for the text of the resolution, see Annex 3. See also 
LASCAMI res. 20,7 Dec. 1983. On the role of the Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior, see 
para. 195, below. 
37 The member states of the Council of Europe have facilitated the travel of refugees in their 
territory by abolishing visa requirements; cf. the European Agreement on the Abolition of Visas 
for Refugees, adopted at Strasbourg, 20 Apr. 1959. Entry into force: 3 Sep. 1960. Text Council of 
Europe Treaty Series No. 31; also UNHCR, 1988,301. 
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190. The Casablanca Protocol was adopted by a majority decision of (a special 
summit meeting of) the Council of the Arab League; its contents is therefore only 
binding upon those member states willing to accept it, either in full or subject to 
reservations.58 The Protocol has been adopted subject to ratification and several 
states, including Kuwait and Lebanon, deposited instruments of ratification with 
reservations.59 Only seven member states, including two of the major host coun­
tries, Syria and Jordan, ratified the Protocol without reservations. 
Throughout the following decades, the commitment of the member states of 
the Arab League towards the Palestinian refugees, encapsulated in the Casablanca 
Protocol, began to wane. Most of the Arab states, in particular Lebanon and the 
Gulf states, never fully implemented the Protocol, whilst others, such as Egypt 
and Libya, have done so inconsistently.60 
191. Major problems first arose after the war of 1967, when Israel occupied the 
Gaza Strip and the West Bank. The hundreds of thousands of Palestinians, includ­
ing large numbers of 1948 Palestinian refugees, who were displaced as a result of 
the war, as well as those already absent from the territory, lost their right to reside 
there as this was only granted by the occupying authorities to those present during 
a census carried out shortly after the suspension of hostilities. Displaced Palestin­
ians from Gaza,61 and especially those who either as students or workers found 
themselves in 1967 in the Gulf states, were beginning to face problems with the 
Egyptian authorities in having their travel documents renewed or reissued. As 
Palestinians in possession of Jordanian national passports were not facing similar 
problems, a number of 'ex-Gazans' requested the Jordanian authorities to provide 
them with a Jordanian document instead. In response, the Jordanian authorities 
started to issue temporary Jordanian passports, valid for one year, to those Pales­
tinians who had lost residency in Gaza and who were in possession of a valid 
employment contract in an Arab country. 
As virtually all other Arab states disapproved of the issue of national pass­
ports to Palestinians, as this was considered incompatible with their status as ref­
ugees — so as not to provide Israel with an excuse to evade responsibility for 
58 Cf. η. 36 and η. 47, above. Majority decisions of (he League — and of several other organi­
zations, including the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development — are similar to 
conventions adopted by other international organizations: the organization drafts rules to which 
the members may adhere. Depending on the content of these provisions, they may be conventions 
or unilaterally accepted recommendations. Cf. Schermers, H. G., International Institutional Law, 
Alphen aan den Rijn, Rockville, Sijthoff & Noordhoff, 1980,619. 
59 On the position of the Arab states vis-à-vis the Protocol, see Annex 3. 
60 Shiblak, 1996,39. 
61
 This category encompasses both Palestinians who in 1948 took refuge in the Gaza Strip as 
well as native Gazans. 
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their plight — the Egyptian authorities were urged to renew or reissue travel doc-
uments of displaced Palestinians from the Gaza Strip. At the same time other 
Arab states were urged to recognize these documents and to enable its holders to 
work, reside, and move freely into and out of their respective countries, in ac-
cordance with the Casablanca Protocol.62 
192. In 1969, the Conference of Supervisors of Palestinian Affairs63 studied the 
actual treatment of Palestinians in the various Arab states and concluded that the 
policies and procedures in this respect were far below standard. The Council sub-
sequently urged the member states who had not yet done so, to adopt and to fully 
implement the Casablanca Protocol, as a basis for the treatment of Palestinians 
residing in their respective countries.64 
At about the same time, the PLO started to intervene on behalf of Palestin-
ians who were increasingly facing problems with their legal status in the various 
Arab states. To this effect the PLO began to raise the matter with the Arab 
League, both during sessions of the Conference of Supervisors of Palestinian Af-
fairs, as well as during meetings of the League Council, and, since 1982, during 
meetings of the Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior. It also established bilat-
eral contacts with a number of Arab countries in an attempt to solve specific prob-
lems and, where possible, to negotiate a more favourable status. The efforts of the 
PLO in this respect were endorsed by the Council of the League on numerous oc-
casions.65 
193. One important example where such bilateral contacts led to concrete results, 
is the so-called Cairo Agreement of 3 November 1969 between the PLO and 
Lebanon.66 Since the late 1960s, south Lebanon had become the principal base of 
62 LASC res. 2455,3 Sep. 1968. 
63
 Cf. para. 184, above. 
64 LASC res. 2550,13 Sep. 1969. 
65 Cf. LASC res. 2669.15 Sep. 1970; LASC res. 2717,24 Mar. 1971; LASC res. 2958,1 Sep. 
1972; LASC res. 3180,4 Sep. 1974; LASC res. 3625.6 Sep. 1977; LASC res. 3743,13 Sep. 1978; 
LASC res. 3807,25 Mar. 1979; LASC res. 3906, 26 Mar. 1980; LASCAMI res. 8,15 Dec. 1982; 
LASC res. 4243, 31 Mar. 1983; LASC res. 4332,31 Mar. 1984; LASC res. 4426, 28 Mar. 1985; 
LASC res. 4617. 19 Oct. 1986; LASC res. 4644, 6 Apr. 1987; LASC res. 4704, 22 Sep. 1987; 
LASC res. 4770,2 Apr. 1988. 
66 See Brynen, 1990, 48, 201 (appendix, 'The Cairo Agreement, 1969'. Detailed annexes to 
the Cairo Agreement were agreed upon on 15 May 1973 and were laid down in what became 
known as the 'Melkart Agreement'. Also, Mehedi, 1989, 8; Kjaer, K. U., The Stateless Palestin-
ians in Lebanon. Copenhagen, Danish Refugee Council, 1990 (English translation of the original 
Danish report by Nielsen, L.), 1,42; Peretz, D., Palestinians, Refugees and the Middle East Peace 
Process, Washington, United States Inst, of Peace Press, 1993, 62; Sayigh, R., 'Palestinians in 
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Palestinian commando operations against Israel, and refugee camps in south 
Lebanon were to a large extent run by commando groups, free of control by the 
Lebanese authorities. As a result of this the relations between the Palestinians and 
the Lebanese government deteriorated rapidly, bringing the country close to civil 
war. Several Arab countries became diplomatically involved and in November 
1969, Egyptian president Nasser mediated an agreement to suspend hostilities. 
The Cairo Agreement guaranteed Palestinians the right to 'work, residence and 
movement' in Lebanon and the right to 'take part in the Palestinian revolution'. 
The agreement also authorized the PLO to engage in guerrilla attacks on Israel 
from specified regions in the south of Lebanon, but only in coordination with the 
Lebanese army. 6 7 The most significant consequence of the Agreement was that 
the PLO gained defacto control of the then 16 refugee camps in the country. 
Although the Cairo Agreement did not prevent the emergence of a full scale 
civil war in 1975, its contents basically governed the presence of Palestinians in 
the country for nearly two decades. In May 1987 the Lebanese Chamber of Depu­
ties, finally, decided to unilaterally abrogate the Cairo Agreement and the follow­
ing month Lebanese President Amin al-Jumayyil officially confirmed the act. 6 8 
194. In 1977, in an apparent attempt to promote its drive for formal statehood, 
the PLO submitted to the Political Affairs Committee a memorandum on the is­
suance of a Palestinian passport. The League Council, endorsing the recommen­
dation of the Committee in this respect, recommended that the PLO 'should make 
the necessary contacts with the Arab governments concerning this subject.' 6 9 
These contacts, however, never led to any concrete results and the initiative was 
aborted, apparently because in the absence of a Palestinian state the proposed 
'passport' would not be essentially different from the existing travel document. 
In view of ongoing problems in respect of 'travel, residence and work of 
Palestinians in the Arab states,' the Council recommended in 1978 that an extra­
ordinary session of the Conference of Supervisors of Palestinian Affairs be con-
Lebanon: Status, ambiguity, insecurity and flux', in Bramwell, A. С (ed.). Refugees in the Age of 
Total War, Boston, Sydney, Wellington, Unwin Hyman, 1988,274,281. 
67 Cf. Peretz, 1993,63. 
6 8
 Brynen, 1990,194; Kjaer, 1990,32. The decision to annul the agreement was apparently in 
response to a number of resolutions regarding the PLO's position in Lebanon, that were adopted 
during the 18th Palestinian National Council meeting, several weeks earlier. The resolutions called 
for 'reinforcing the unity of action regarding the situation in our camps in Lebanon,' 'rejecting the 
attempts to expel and disarm our people,' 'insisting on our people's rights in Lebanon regarding 
residence, work, movement, and the freedom of political and social action.' They also stressed the 
PLO's right to defend the camps and struggle against Israel in accordance with the Cairo Agree­
ment and its annexes. Cf. Brynen, 1990,192. 
69 LASC res. 3625,6 Sep. 1977. 
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vened to study the matter and it invited the member states of the League to pro-
vide the General Secretariat with relevant information on all measures taken to 
implement the Casablanca Protocol.70 Once again, the initiative did not lead to 
any concrete results. 
195. From 1982 onwards a new Arab League body started to address the prob-
lems faced by Palestinians in a number of Arab states. In December of that year, a 
first meeting was convened of the 'Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior', 
which amongst other things adopted a 'Special resolution on the treatment of Pal-
estinians in the Arab countries'.71 Its four operative paragraphs contain a number 
of important clarifications as to the status of Palestinians in the member states of 
the Arab League. The first paragraph stipulates that the travel document for Pales-
tinian refugees that is issued by any Arab country is to be given the same status as 
the national passports of the citizens ofthat country. Paragraph 2 provides that the 
bearers of such documents 'shall be accorded the same treatment as nationals of 
the state issuing this document, as regards freedom of residence, work and move-
ment.' The following paragraph states that the 'special measures needed for the 
implementation' of the first two paragraphs were to be coordinated with the PLO. 
Paragraph 4, finally, contains a provision that was not included in the Casablanca 
Protocol nor in any previous resolution: 'In the case of a Palestinian perpetrating 
a crime in any Arab country, the laws of the country of his residence will be ap-
plicable.*72 
196. The resolution was endorsed by the League Council73 and its contents has 
been reconfirmed in a number of subsequent resolutions of the Council of Arab 
70 LASC res. 3743,13 Sep. 1978; also LASC res. 3807,25 Mar. 1979. 
71 LASCAMI res. 8,15 Dec. 1982; see also para. 189, above. 
72 A similar, more generally phrased, provision is included in CSR51, art. 2: 'Every refugee 
has duties to the country in which he finds himself, which require in particular that he conform to 
its laws and regulations as well as to measures taken for the maintenance of public order.' In re-
spect of criminal law, mention should also be made of the Arab League Extradition Agreement of 
14 Sep. 1952 (Entry into force: 23 Aug. 1954). Art. IV of this agreement reads as follows: 'Extra-
dition shall not be granted for political offenses. The decision whether an offence is political or 
not, shall be left to the discretion of the state, which is being demanded. However, extradition is 
compulsory for the following offenses: (1) Attempts against monarchs, presidents of states, then-
spouses and direct descendants; (2) Attempts against heirs to the throne; (3) Crimes of murder, 
with premeditation; (4) Terrorist crimes.' English translation in Meiander, G. and Nobel, P., inter-
national Legal Instruments on Refugees in Africa, Uppsala, Scandinavian Inst, of African Studies, 
1979,222. See on the relevance of the latter agreement, Mehedi, 1989,11. 
73 LASC res. 4243,31 Mar. 1983. 
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Ministers of the Interior.74 The Secretary-General of the Council75 was assigned 
to follow-up the implementation of the various resolutions and to report in this 
respect to the League Council.76 In 1983 it was suggested to put the matter once 
again on the agenda of an Arab summit conference.77 The Council also again78 
addressed the PLO proposal concerning the issuance of a Palestinian passport.79 
In 1985 it was decided that a joint committee, comprised of the representa-
tives of the PLO, the General Secretariat of the League of Arab States and the 
General Secretariat of the Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior, was to visit 
all member states of the League in order to report on the implementation of the 
Casablanca Protocol and the various resolutions on the treatment of Palestinians 
in the Arab states.80 The committee visited a number of countries with substantial 
Palestinian populations81 and managed to achieve some positive results. Several 
documents concerning the implementation of the Casablanca Protocol and the re-
laxation of arbitrary measures were signed with a number of the countries visit-
ed.82 A final report was delayed again and again,83 but nevertheless much of the 
recommendations were implemented. However, soon the Gulf war stood in the 
way of making further progress in this regard. 
197. The PLO's stance during the 1991 Gulf war, and the anger this caused with 
the majority of Arab states, provided a further blow to the legal regime concern-
ing the treatment of Palestinians in the Arab states as contained in the Casablanca 
74 Cf. LASCAMI res. 20,7 Dec. 1983; LASCAMI res. 33,2 Dec. 1984; LASCAMI res. 51,5 
Feb. 1986; LASCAMI res. 111, 2 Dec. 1987; LASCAMI res. 143, 3 Dec. 1989; LASCAMI res. 
166,2 Jan. 1992. 
75 The Council of Arab Ministers of Interior has its own Secretary-General, distinct from the 
Secretary-General of the League. 
76 LASCAMI res. 20; LASCAMI res. 33; LASCAMI res. 51. 
77 LASCAMI res. 20. 
78 Cf. para. 194, above. 
79 LASCAMI res. 33. 
80 LASC res. 4426.28 Mar. 1985. 
81 The committee, chaired by Dr. Muhammad El Farra, visited Algeria, Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, and the United Arab Emirates. 
Syria stated that it treated the Palestinian on an equal footing with its citizens and therefore did not 
see the need to receive the delegation. Oman objected to the visit because it claimed not to have 
any Palestinians. The committee did not visit Mauritania, Djibouti and Sudan as the numbers of 
Palestinians in these countries were considered to be negligible. Cf. El Farra interview, see n. 43, 
above. 
82 El Farra interview, see n. 43, above. The documents concerned were minutes of meetings 
between the delegation and representatives of the various member states visited. 
83 in the meantime the Leage Council took note of interim reports; cf. LASC res. 4617, 19 
Oct. 1986; LASC res. 4644,6 Apr. 1987; LASC res. 4704, 22 Sep. 1987; LASC res. 4770.2 Apr. 
1988. See also LASCAMI res. I l l , 2 Dec. 1987; LASCAMI res. 143,3 Dec. 1989. 
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Protocol and the various resolutions discussed above. During the first meeting of 
the League Council after the war, a proposal by the delegations of Saudi Arabia 
and Kuwait — apparently in retaliation for the PLO's support of Saddam Hussein 
— was adopted, that severely weakened the Protocol. 
In its resolution 5093 of 12 September 1991, the Council inter alia ap-
proved the recommendations contained in the report of the 46th session of the 
Conference of supervisors of Palestinian affairs in the host countries, held in Tu-
nis from 5 to 12 August 1991, subject to an amendment of the recommendation 
contained in the seventh paragraph. This paragraph, concerning 'The treatment of 
Palestinians in the Arab states', in its original form read as follows: 
Having taken notice of the memorandum presented by the delegation of Palestine, the Conference 
expresses the hope (hat all Arab states, in spirit of brotherhood and solidarity, will seek to abide by 
the Protocol Relating to the Treatment of Palestinians, and calls upon the Arab states to overcome 
the negative impact of the Gulf crisis, as regards the implementation of this Protocol in respect of 
the Palestinian people. 
The Council amended paragraph 7 by adding the phrase 'in accordance with the 
rules and laws in force in each state' after the phrase 'Protocol Relating to the 
Treatment of Palestinians'. 
198. The question rises as to the status of the Casablanca Protocol after the adop-
tion of the above resolution. Shiblak argues that the resolution 'officially re-
volted] the Protocol, which has been superseded by the internal laws of each host 
state.'84 This author tends to disagree with this conclusion. It is questionable 
whether member states are able by mere recommendation to nullify an interna-
tional agreement which was officially ratified by the member states or to which 
the member states became bound by other means. Also El Farra takes the position 
that the Protocol could not be nullified by a simple recommendation of the 
Council and that it therefore continues to be valid.85 Whatever the formal position 
may be, it is obvious, however, that the spirit to live up to the obligations embod-
ied in the Protocol has been severely weakened. 
84 Shiblak, 1996,42. 
"5 El Farra interview, see n. 43, above. 
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3. EXCURSUS: THE LEGAL STATUS OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES IN 
THE VARIOUS ARAB STATES 
199. This section will provide a country-by-country overview of the position of 
Palestinian refugees in the member states of the Arab League.86 It should be 
stressed, though, that the position of Palestinian refugees is subject to constant 
change and that accordingly the information in this section should be used with 
care. Information concerning the following countries will be provided: Egypt, 
Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait and the other Gulf states, Lebanon, Libya, Syria, and, final­
ly, the Maghreb countries. No information will be provided on four Arab League 
member states, Djibouti, Mauritania, Somalia and Sudan, as only very few Pales­
tinians reside there. 8 7 The position of Palestinians residing in the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip will be discussed in subsequent chapters. At the end of this section, 
an attempt will be made to identify some common denominators in terms of such 
issues as residency rights, entitlement to travel documents, freedom of movement, 
access to gainful employment, access to government services, and ownership of 
immovable property. 
3.1 -EGYPT 
200. The Palestinian refugees who in 1948-1949 took refuge in the Gaza Strip, as 
well as the native Palestinians already living there, were placed temporarily under 
Egyptian control by the Armistice of Rhodes of 24 February 1949. With the ex­
ception of a brief period in 1956-1957, this control lasted until the 1967 War 
when the Strip came under Israeli military control.88 Apart from those in the Gaza 
Strip, some 11,600 other Palestinians took direct refuge in Egypt. This last cate­
gory has never been supported by UNRWA. About 11,000 refugees were initially 
8 6
 Information in this section is based on a great variety of sources. In addition to literature 
pertaining to specific countries, reference to which will be made in the respective sub-sections, a 
number of general sources should be mentioned here: UNRWA, Annual Report of the Director of 
the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East Covering the 
period i July 1951 to 30 June 1952, Annex concerning the Status of refugees in the host countries, 
GAOR, 7th sess. suppl. 13, UN doc. A/2171; Brand, 1988, 41-220; Karmy, P. В., 'The status of 
Palestinians in hosting Arab states', Jordan Times, 11 Nov. 1993; Peretz, 1993, 47-67; Shiblak, 
1996, 36-45; Vemant, J., The Refugee in the Post-War World, London, George Allen & Unwin 
Ltd.. 1953,391-438; Viorst, 1989,63-106. 
8 7
 See para. 179, above. 
8 8
 For a brief discussion of the status of the Palestinian refugees in the Gaza Strip during the 
period of Egyptian administration, see UNRWA, Annual Report, 1951-1952, 48 and Vernant, 
1953,407. 
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housed by the Egyptian government in barracks, while the remaining ones man­
aged to secure private accommodation.89 To coordinate relief efforts, a Higher 
Committee for Palestinian Immigrant Affairs was established under the presiden­
cy of a deputy of the minister of the interior. Other refugees, especially those 
working in Alexandria or Cairo, were relatively well off.90 
There are no accurate figures as to the number of Palestinians currently re­
siding in Egypt. The most recent estimates range from 50,000 to ΙΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.91 This 
includes (part of) those who originally took refuge in Egypt and their descendants 
as well as Palestinians from other Arab states and from the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip. Also included in that number are several thousand Palestinian refu­
gees, who, after the re-establishment of the international border between Egypt 
and the Gaza Strip in 1982, were stranded in and around the Egyptian border 
town of Rafah. These persons fall into two categories: (a) those for whom provi­
sion for repatriation to the Gaza Strip is made, and (b) those for whom no such 
provision will be made. 
201. As to the first category, in 1992 there were approximately 4,500 Palestinian 
refugees living in the so-called 'Canada Camp', a housing project established by 
the Israeli military authorities in the 1970s for refugees who had lost their homes 
in the Rafah refugee camp in the Gaza Strip due to road widening and other secu­
rity measures.92 During the negotiation of their peace treaty, the Egyptian and Is­
raeli governments had agreed in principle that the residents of Canada Camp 
would be allowed to return to the Gaza Strip. A few families were able to move 
back in 1982 but it took until 1989 when finally an agreement was reached be­
tween the two sides concerning the modalities of the return process.93 The 
'Agreed Plan for the Relocation of Canada District Inhabitants to the Region of 
the Gaza Strip', dated 14 September 1994, provides for a return in stages 'in order 
89 Cf. Brand, 1988, 43. 
90 Vemant, 1953,408. 
91 The higher estimate of 100,000 is mentioned in Fabos, A. et al.. Counsellors' Handbook of 
Resources for Refugees and Displaced Persons, Cairo, The American Univ. in Cairo (Office of 
African Studies, DepL of Economics & Political Science), 1991,11. See also ch. I, sect 5. 
92 On 'Canada Camp', see Doughty, D. and El Aydi, M., Gaza: Legacy of Occupation: A 
Photographer's Journey, West Hartford, Kumarian Press, 1995. 
93 The population of 'Canada Camp' was largely dependent on employment in the Gaza Strip 
as well as in Israel and, therefore, was cut of from its main source of income from one day to the 
other when the Sinai was returned to Egypt and die international border was re-established. Rafah 
became a divided town and 'Canada Camp', which until then had been an integral part of Rafah 
camp, became isolated. As the Palestinian refugees in 'Canada Camp are not allowed to work in 
Egypt, UNRWA collectively considered the group for relief assistance. UNRWA also provides 
education, health and social services in the camp, making it the only refugee population living 
outside UNRWA's area of operations to benefit from ongoing UNRWA support. 
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to alleviate any inconveniences which might be caused to the inhabitants of the 
Canada District and to ensure their suitable absorption'.94 
Under the terms of the agreement, Egypt will provide each returning house-
hold a grant of US $8,000 — later raised to $12,000 — and Israel will provide 
serviced plots of land in the Tel es Sultan area of Rafah, Gaza. Between 1989 and 
1995, some 2,200 persons have returned to Gaza, leaving another 3,000 still wait-
ing to return in Canada Camp.95 Since 1992, the transfer process had been delay-
ed as the Egyptian government declared it was unable to meet its financial obliga-
tions under the agreement. In the context of the Multilateral Working Group on 
Refugees,96 the governments of Canada and Kuwait have financed the transfer of 
several hundred of the remaining families to Gaza. 
202. The second category, mentioned in para. 200, primarily concerns a group of 
approximately 2,000 Bedouins from the so-called Malalha tribe, who in 1982 
were also stranded in Egypt. Most of them had been in the Rafah, Sinai area 
during the census carried out by the Israeli military authorities in 1967 and were 
given Rafah/Sinai (as distinct from Rafah/Gaza) identity cards, but in 1982 they 
were actually residing in the Gaza Strip. They were told by the military 
authorities to return to the Sinai before 25 April 1982, the date the border between 
Egypt and the Gaza Strip was re-established. Although not eligible to return to the 
Gaza Strip, most of the persons concerned, who were originally from the 
Beersheva area, are registered with UNRWA as 'Palestine refugees'. 
203. The laws, rules and regulations dealing with foreigners in Egypt are in prin-
ciple fully applicable to Palestinian refugees residing in Egypt. Law No. 89/1960 
contains some of the main rules relating to the entry and stay of foreigners in 
Egypt.97 This Law provides for three residency categories: special, ordinary and 
temporary.98 Special residence permits, valid for ten years, were amongst others 
issued to Palestinian refugees residing in the 'Northern Region', which during the 
period of the United Arab Republic99 referred to Syria. Most resident foreigners, 
94 Ait A.3. The agreement has not been published; text on file with the author. 
95 Population figures do not add up because of natural growth. 
96 See ch. I, sub-secL 6.2. 
97 Law 89/1960 relating to the entry and stay of foreigners and their exit from Egypt of 18 
Mar. I960, Official Journal No. 71, dated 24 Mar. 1960, amended by Law No. 49/1968,124/1980, 
and 100/1983. 
98 Art. 17. 
99 On 1 Feb. 1958, the union of Egypt and Syria was officially announced, under the name of 
the United Arab Republic. This lasted until Sep. 1961, when Syria decided to leave the union, 
though Egypt continued to call itself United Arab Republic. Cf. Bissio, R. R. (ed.), Third World 
Guide 1993194, Montevideo, Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 1992,261. 
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including Palestinians who have been long term residents, do, however, qualify 
only for a temporary residence permit, which is valid for one to three years. Entry 
to, or exit from Egypt is only granted to those holding valid passports or travel 
documents issued by an official entity recognized by the Egyptian authorities. 
These documents should enable their holder to return to the country of issue. 
The Ministry of the Interior has discretionary power to exempt any foreign-
er or category of foreigners from the application of (part of) the Law.100 Accord-
ingly during the Nasser era a law was issued qualifying Palestinians for treatment 
equal to Egyptian nationals.101 However, since the late 1970s the privileges 
which the Palestinians in Egypt enjoyed, were gradually abolished. As a conse-
quence Palestinians, like other foreigners, have to pay a fee to have their visas 
renewed and are required to show proof of having changed and spent a minimum 
amount in hard currency per month. 
204. In response to the relevant resolutions of the Arab League, Egypt has issued 
special travel documents for Palestinian refugees. Although the documents speci-
fically refer to Palestinian refugees, they have been issued to non-refugee Pales-
tinians as well.102 Eligibility for the document is in principle confined to the fol-
lowing categories: (1) Palestinian refugees who in 1948-1949 took refuge in the 
Gaza Strip; (2) Palestinian refugees who in 1948-1949 took refuge elsewhere in 
Egypt; (3) non-refugee Palestinians from the Gaza Strip. The document is valid 
for five years. In line with the relevant resolutions of the Arab League, the docu-
ment states explicitly that its holder is not authorized 'à entrer ou à transiter la 
République Arabe d'Egypte, qu'après obtention d'un visa d'entrée, de transit ou 
de retour.' Accordingly a substantial number of holders of Egyptian issued travel 
documents for Palestinian refugees no longer have legal residency in Egypt.103 
There are several laws and decrees regulating foreign labour in Egypt, that 
are applicable to Palestinians.104 The work environment in Egypt is highly regu-
lated. Official permission for foreigners to work is difficult to obtain.105 Like in 
most Western countries the rationale behind this legislation is the protection of 
100 Art. 37. 
101 El Farra interview, see n. 43, above. 
102 Cf. para. 185. above. 
'03 Some of the problems in this respect were discussed in para. 191, above. The situation be-
came particularly problematic since the 1991 Gulf wan cf. para. 205, below. 
1 0 4
 These include Law No. 137/1981, regulating foreign labour. Decree No. 25/1982 concern-
ing the conditions for issue of work permits for aliens; and. Decree No. 657/1989, regulating the 
procedure for obtaining work permits. 
105 Cf. Fabos, 1991,9. 
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the interest of Egyptian nationals.106 Palestinians who are in possession of an 
Egyptian travel document endorsed with a visa other than for a tourist visit, are 
formally exempted from the requirement that native workers be given priority for 
employment.107 
205. The position of Palestinians in Egypt began to deteriorate since the late 
1970s and dramatically worsened since the start of the Gulf crisis in 1990. Re-
newal of residence permits became more difficult. Palestinian children were no 
longer allowed into government schools and tuition fees in respect of higher edu-
cation increased dramatically and, unlike before, are due in hard currencies. 
Those Palestinians who were already enrolled when the new regulations came 
into force, were denied graduation until they paid the new rates.108 
As had been the case after the 1967 war, major problems arose in respect of 
those holders of Egyptian issued travel documents who were originally from 
Gaza. Those Palestinians seeking to return to Gaza, primarily from the Gulf 
states, and who were in possession of an Israeli re-entry permit for the Gaza Strip, 
were issued with 72-hours transit visas only. Transit from Cairo airport as well as 
from the Libyan border to the Rafah border crossing entering to the Gaza Strip 
has only been possible under strict and humiliating police escort,109 for which the 
'transittee' has to pay all related expenses. The purpose of this new procedure has 
apparently been to prevent the Palestinians concerned from illegally staying in 
Egypt. 
Egyptian document holders, who were not or no longer able to return to the 
Gaza Strip, were generally denied both entry and transit visa. Those, who man-
aged to reach Cairo airport without a visa, were frequently detained for consider-
able periods. Also Palestinians, who had been living in Egypt for a long time, 
were reportedly frequently detained.110 
106 According to Brand, 1988,52, however, in 1954 a series of laws was passed that allowed 
Palestinians to practice liberal professions in Egypt according to the same standards and regula-
tions as Egyptians. 
107 Decree No. 657/1989, art. 11, para. j . 
108 Cf. Shiblak, 1993,12. 
109
 Cf. Al-Barbar, M., 'Gaza Palestinians stuck at Cairo airport for many days', Al-Fajr, 14 
Oct. 1991. 
40 Cf. An-Nahar and Al-Fajr daily newspapers, 25 Sep. 1991. 
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3.2 - IRAQ 
206. After the 1948-1949 war, approximately 5,000 Palestinians took refuge in 
Iraq. 1 1 1 They were taken care of by the Iraqi government. Dunng the 1950s, 
UNRWA had an office in Baghdad which served as a placement centre and as a 
point of contact with technical assistance experts working on Iraq's economic de­
velopment schemes.112 As from 1950, the Iraqi government provided special 
travel documents for Palestinian refugees to all Palestinians living there. They are 
treated on an equal footing with the Iraqis and thus enjoy the same rights as the 
latter, minus political rights.113 Iraqi nationality legislation provides Palestinians 
with preferential treatment in respect of naturalization.114 
When following the 1991 Gulf war many Palestinians were forced to leave 
Kuwait and other Gulf states, a significant number settled in Iraq, especially ex-
Gazans who were unable to return to their former country of refuge.115 As Iraq, 
for some time after the war, continued to view Kuwait as one of its provinces, 
Palestinians from Kuwait had unlimited access to the country. 
3.3 - JORDAN 
207. After the union of the East and West Bank resulting in the establishment of 
the new Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in 1950, Palestinians became approxi­
mately half of the country's population.116 As a result of the unification of the 
laws of the Kingdom, Palestinian refugees were regarded as Jordanian citizens. It 
took until the entry into force of the Jordanian Nationality Law in 1954, to be­
come clear under what conditions Palestinians were to be considered as having 
HlVemant, 1953,393. 
112 UNRWA, Annual Report, 1951-1952,9. 
113 Cf. Каппу, Jordan Tunes. 11 Nov. 1993. 
114 Ait. 1 of Law No. 5 of 1975 on the granting of the Iraqi nationality to Arabs, reads as fol­
lows. 'The Minister of the Interior may grant the Iraqi nationality to any Arab subject applying for 
it if he has attained his majority and having good conduct and reputation, without restriction to the 
conditions of naturalization stipulated m paragraph 1 of Article 8 of the Iraqi Nationality Law No. 
43 of 1963, as amended. Palestinians shall be exempted there from unless a law or a legislative 
resolution shall be issued contrary thereto.' Source: UNHCR, Centre for Documentation on Refu­
gees, REFLEG database (DOCJD 4391). 
" 5 See sub-secL 3.4, below 
116 Cf. Peretz, 1993, 48. In addition to the sources mentioned in n. 86, above, information in 
this sub-section is also based on Plascov, Α., The Palestinian Refugees in Jordan 1948-57, 
London, Totowa, Frank Cass and Company, 1981. Of general interest is also Al-Sadi, A, Leben 
im Lager, Eme sozio-okonomische Fallstudie des palästinensischen Fluchtlingslagers von 
IrhidlJordanien, Berlin, Das Arabische Buch, 1985. 
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acquired Jordanian citizenship. ' 1 7 Article 3 of the 1954 Law, as amended, reads 
as follows:118 
The following shall be considered Jordanian nationals: 
(1) A holder of Jordanian nationality or passport in accordance with the Jordanian nationality law 
of the year 1928 and its amendments and Law No. 6 of the year 1954 and the present Law; 
(2) Any person with previous Palestinian nationality except the Jews before the date of May 15th, 
1948, residing in the Kingdom during the period from December 20, 1949 and February 16th, 
1954; 
(3) Any person bom from a Jordanian national father, 
(4) Any person bom in the Kingdom from a Jordanian mother and a father of unknown nationality 
or not related legally to the father, 
(5) Any person bom in the Kingdom from unknown parents (are) considered to be Jordanians un­
less proven otherwise; 
(6) All North Bedouin tribe members mentioned in item Y of article 25 of the Temporary Elec­
tions Law No. 24,1960, and those who were actually residing in certain territories which were an­
nexed by the Kingdom in 1930 [emphasis added]. 
208. Accordingly, Palestinians who met the residence requirements of the second 
paragraph of article 3, irrespective of whether they were residing in the East Bank 
or the West Bank, were considered full-fledged citizens of Jordan, enjoying the 
same rights and obligations, including that of military service, as other Jordanian 
nationals.119 Benefiting from their formal integration, Palestinians ascended to 
the highest positions in government, becoming generals in the army, cabinet offi­
cers, and even prime minister. Palestinian businessmen prospered, investing in 
agriculture, industry, trade, and finance. The Arab Bank, the country's largest fi­
nancial institution, was owned and managed by Palestinians.120 
It should be noted that the 1954 Law does not provide automatic citizenship 
to Palestinians who at a later date took up residency in Jordan. Accordingly, the 
Palestinians from the Gaza Strip who, during and immediately after the 1967 war 
fled to Jordan are not considered Jordanian citizens. Officially they are not allow­
ed to work and also in other respects they enjoy a status that is inferior to that of 
the 'Jordanian' Palestinians. 
209. From 1950 until 1988, there was no official distinction in citizenship status 
between Palestinians residing in the West Bank and the East Bank. In 1988, how­
ever, King Hussein reacted to the intifada and the wishes of the Palestinian people 
1 1 7
 UNRWA's Annual Report for 1951-1952 discusses in its annex on the 'Status of refugees 
in the host countries', some of the legal confusion as to the acquisition of citizenship by Palestin­
ians prior to the introduction of the new nationality legislation. 
Ч* UNHCR, Centre for Documentation on Refugees, REFLEG database (DOCID 3878). 
"9 In accordance with paras. 3 and 4 of art. 3 this also applies to their children. 
•20 Cf. Peretz, 1993,48. 
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to secede by renouncing his claim to sovereignty over the West Bank.121 In a 
speech concerning the West Bank, delivered in Amman on 31 July 1988, the King 
announced that 'the legal and administrative links between the two banks' would 
be severed.122 That, among other things, this would imply that West Bank 
Palestinians were to lose their Jordanian citizenship, and with it the right to estab-
lish residence in the East Bank, appeared clearly from the King's speech:123 
At the same time, it has to be understood in all clarity, and without any ambiguity or equivocation, 
that our measures regarding the West Bank, concern only the occupied Palestinian land and its 
people. They naturally do not relate in any way to the Jordanian citizens of Palestinian origin in 
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. They all have the full rights of citizenship and all its obliga-
tions, the same as any other citizen irrespective of his origin. 
Shehadeh points out, however, that the King's speech has not led to any formal 
changes in the Jordanian Nationality Law.124 According to articles 18 and 19 of 
that Law, a person will lose his or her Jordanian citizenship only if that person 
serves in a foreign army and refuses to leave that army after being asked to do so 
by the Jordanian government; serves a hostile state; commits an act against the 
security of Jordan; or, has obtained citizenship under false documents. For this 
reason Shehadeh challenges the 'general conviction' that as a result of the King's 
speech the West Bank Palestinians no longer retain the rights and obligations of 
Jordanian citizenship.125 
210. Irrespective of whether or not West Bank Palestinians have formally lost 
Jordanian citizenship, it was made clear, however, that these Palestinians could 
continue to use their Jordanian passports. In a press conference on 7 August 1988, 
King Hussein stated that in respect of Palestinians from the West Bank 'passports 
will remain until such time as the Palestinian state hopefully is created and then 
121 See Bierwirth, C, Zum Einbürgerungsanspruch in der Bundesrepublik Deutschend gebo-
rener Kinder palästinensicher Eltern, ZDWF-Schriftenreihe Nr. 43, Bonn, ZDWF, 1990,114. 
122 The English translation of the speech is published in JPS 69 (Autumn 1988) 279; also in 
28 ILM 1637 (1988) and NY Times, 1 Aug. 1988, at Al. The subsequent peace treaty between Is-
rael and Jordan reflects the distinct status of the West Bank, outside Jordan's jurisdiction; Treaty 
of Peace, 26 Oct 1994, Israel-Jordan, text in 34 ILM 43 (1995). For example, art. 3 refers to the 
West Bank as 'territories that came under Israeli military government control in 1967.' 
123 ibid. 
1 2 4
 Shehadeh, R., The Declaration of Principles & the Legal System in the West Bank, Jerusa-
lem, Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs (PASSIA), 1994,14. 
•25 ibid., 13. 
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obviously Palestinians have their own passports representing them as citizens of 
that state.'1 2 6 
In line with the King's statement, Jordan has indeed continued to issue Jor­
danian passports to West Bank Palestinians, albeit that since 1988 these are valid 
only for two years, as opposed to five years for Jordanian citizens. Palestinians in 
possession of a 'two year' passport also no longer have the right of permanent re­
sidency in the Kingdom: they are allowed to visit the East Bank for a maximum 
of 30 days at a time, unless they obtain a permit for a longer stay. Exceptions are 
made for health or family reasons. As a result of the 1988 measures, Palestinians 
who lost their residency in the West Bank are increasingly facing problems hav­
ing their Jordanian passports renewed. The Jordanian authorities only renew the 
'two year' passport in case its holder is in possession of a valid Israeli residence 
permit for the West Bank. The same also applies to ex-Gazans who are holders of 
Jordanian passports with a validity of one year. 
3.4 - KUWAIT AND THE OTHER GULF STATES 
211. The first wave of Palestinians, both 1948 refugees and native Palestinians 
from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, arrived in Kuwait soon after the 1948 
war when the sheikhdom was still a British protectorate. Among them were 
teachers and civil servants, as well as unskilled workers.127 The Palestinian com­
munity grew in size over the decades. To facilitate the entry of foreign workers, 
Kuwait signed a number of agreements with other Arab states annulling visa re­
quirements. An agreement with Jordan cancelled the requirements for visas for 
those who were Jordanian citizens in 1958-1959. This led to an influx of Palestin­
ians from both the East and West Banks. After establishing themselves in Kuwait, 
many Palestinians brought in not only their immediate families but other relatives 
and friends, thus building a large Palestinian community that remained in the 
country for more than 30 years.128 
By 1965, Palestinians comprised over 16 per cent of the total population of 
Kuwait and almost a third of the foreign resident population.129 Between 1965 
and 1975, the Palestinian population in Kuwait almost tripled, to over 204,000 
126 р
о г
 the English translation of the press conference, broadcast by Amman Television Serv­
ice, see JPS 69 (Autumn 1988) 290,293. 
127 On the position of Palestinians in Kuwait, see: Brand, 1988,107; Lesen, A. M., 'Palestin­
ians in Kuwait', JPS 80 (Summer 1991) 43; Perete, 1993,53; Russell, S. S., 'Politics and Ideology 
in Migration Policy Formulation: The Case of Kuwait,' 23 ¡MR 32 (Spring 1989). 
'28 Perete, 1993,54. 
129 Lescb, 1991,43. 
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and at the time of Iraq's invasion in August 1990, an estimated 350,000 to 
400,000 lived there, the largest Palestinian community in the Gulf. 
212. Long-term residence in Kuwait did not guarantee Palestinians, and for that 
matter other foreigners, citizenship or the right to permanent residence. While en-
suring the relatively free migration of labour in times of need, the government has 
maintained strict control over the entry, residence and employment, through an 
elaborate system of work and residence permits. These permits could be acquired 
only at the request of a Kuwaiti through the Ministry of the Interior or the Minis-
try of Social Affairs and Labour. Kuwaiti employers were thus made responsible 
for their non-Kuwaiti employees in all legal and financial matters.130 
By law, any foreigner has to leave the country upon termination of his or 
her employment. Even if a company wishes to continue or renew a foreign work-
er's employment, it is limited in the number of resident workers it can sponsor. 
Continued residence upon termination of employment, for humanitarian or other 
reasons, has been virtually impossible. 
213. Nationality legislation places severe restrictions on the acquisition of citi-
zenship. The original law permitted only 50 new naturalizations per year.131 La-
ter, the 1960 law requires Arabs, with few exceptions, to have 10 years' residence 
before becoming eligible for citizenship. Even acquisition of citizenship does not 
provide full equality. A sharp distinction is being applied between 'original' and 
naturalized Kuwaitis.132 Although both categories are eligible for civil service 
employment, property ownership, education, and a wide range of other benefits, 
naturalized citizens are not allowed to vote until 20 years after becoming citizens, 
nor are they eligible for appointment to a representative body or a ministerial 
position.133 
Similar legislation ensures that economic control and most business profits 
remain in Kuwaiti hands. Although foreigners may join Kuwaiti labour unions 
after five consecutive years of work in Kuwait, they are not eligible to vote in 
union elections. Non-Kuwaitis are eligible to join professional organizations, but 
they may not vote or be elected to office in those organizations. At least 51 per 
130 Brand, 1988,113. 
131 Peretz, 1993,55. 
132 Even among the group of 'original' Kuwaitis there is a distinction between two classes of 
citizens: those whose ancestors lived in the country before 1922 and those who arrived (or whose 
parents or grandparents arrived) between 1922 and 1945. Cf. immigration and Refugee Board 
Documentation Centre, 1991,4. 
133 Rüssel, 1989,32. 
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cent of any business enterprise has to be controlled by Kuwaitis and foreigners 
have been entirely banned from establishing banking and financial institutions.134 
214. Until the 1991 Gulf war, relations between the Palestinian community and 
the Kuwaiti government were relatively good. According to Brand:135 
It was the Palestinians more than any outer single expatriate group who helped shape the country's 
social, economic and political development. The length of their residence, the size of the commu-
nity, their dedication to work in both the public and prívate sectors, and their consequent en-
trenchment in the bureaucracy, economy, professions, and the media enabled the Palestinians in 
Kuwait to develop into one of the most cohesive and active communities in the diaspora. 
Precisely because it had been so successful, Kuwait's Palestinian community felt 
the effects of the Gulf war all the more keenly. 
215. The support among a number of Palestinians, including the leadership of the 
PLO, for Saddam Hussein and his invasion of Kuwait led to the assumption by 
Kuwait's rulers that 'their Palestinians' had become a fifth column. 1 3 6 Almost 
overnight, the decades-long relationships between the Palestinian community and 
the Kuwaiti government degenerated into head-on confrontation. Rumours quick-
ly spread that Palestinians had stabbed Kuwait in the back, actually assisting the 
Iraqis in their assault on the native Kuwaiti population.137 No figures exist as to 
the reliability of these accusations. Kuwaitis who remained in the country during 
the Iraqi occupation believe that roughly 10 per cent of the Palestinians collabo-
rated with the occupying forces, another 10 per cent assisted the Kuwaiti under-
ground resistance, and the rest merely followed orders of the Iraqi military or con-
tinued their pre-invasion activities as workers, teachers, students, and so forth. 
However, after the liberation these Palestinians were accused of not having boy-
cotted work or of not actively having opposed the invasion and so the perception 
of Palestinian collaboration prevailed. As a result, after the war most Palestinians 
were initially treated as traitors, while the government was quick to officially de-
clare them 'undesirable' aliens.1 3 8 
216. Since Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990, the vast majority of foreign 
workers, including large numbers of Palestinians, started leaving the country to-
gether with large numbers of Kuwaitis. While insecurity, food shortages and lack 
134 immigration and Refugee Board Documentation Centre, 1991,4; Peretz, 1993,55. 
135 Brand, 1988,108. 
136 Peretz, 1993,59. 
137 Ibid. 
138 Ibid. 
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of work may have accounted in part for this exodus, the main reason was the fear 
of being used as 'human shields' in the event of an attack on Kuwait.1 3 9 Of ap-
proximately 400,000 Palestinians in Kuwait prior to the Iraqi invasion, 180,000-
200,000 are thought to have left during the occupation. 
The first months after the liberation were characterized by a wave of violent 
reactions, including a number of highly publicized cases of serious human rights 
abuses,1 4 0 against the remaining Palestinians in the country. As a result another 
massive exodus of Palestinians took place during the remainder of 1991. By the 
end of 1991, about 50-60,000 were thought to have remained. A year later, the 
number of remaining Palestinians was estimated at some 25,000, and since then it 
has been steadily decreasing as those remaining look for suitable immigration 
possibilities. 
217. While the vast majority of the Palestinians in Kuwait were in possession of 
Jordanian passports, and therefore had the option of returning to Jordan after the 
Gulf crisis erupted, some ten per cent were holders of the Egyptian travel docu-
ments for Palestinian refugees. As had happened before,1 4 1 it was again this 
group that faced the most serious problems.1 4 2 Especially those who had come to 
Kuwait from Gaza before the 1967 war, when the Strip came under Israeli milita-
ry control, and those who had lost residence in Gaza since, found themselves in a 
139 immigration and Refugee Board Documentation Centre, 1991,1. 
14° Abuses reportedly included extra-judicial killing, torture, arbitrary detention, trials before 
unfair martial-law tribunals and deportation. See, for example. Middle East Watch, 'A Victory 
Turned Sour: Human Rights in Kuwait Since Liberation', New York, Sep. 1991 and various re-
ports and news releases from Amnesty International, e.g. a statement of 19 Apr. 1991 containing 
the findings of an AI fact-finding visit to Kuwait, AI Index: MDE 17/03/91. See also: US Depart-
ment of State, Country Report on Human Rights Practices for 1991, Washington, 1992,1466. 
141 Cf. para. 191, above. 
142 in addition, and partly overlapping with this group, there has been the problem of nie con-
siderable number of separated families. Problems in this respect have mainly occurred where vari-
ous members of the same nuclear family hold different nationalities and/or travel documents. For 
example, in cases where the wife holds Egyptian, Jordanian or Syrian citizenship and has actually 
travelled to her country of citizenship, with or without all or some of her children — depending on 
which children are included in the travel document of the mother — it has been generally impos-
sible for the Palestinian spouses to be admitted to these countries in order to be reunited with their 
wives. Arab states generally allow family reunion only in the country of the husband, but Kuwait 
has been very slow in allowing the return of family members of Palestinians who left during the 
Iraqi invasion. Those unable to renew their residence permit are entirely barred from bringing 
back their families. As a consequence, numerous nuclear families have been living separated for 
years now, in many cases since the very beginning of the 1990 Gulf crisis. See on the issue of 
separated families also eh. VII, sect 4. 
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precarious s i tuat ion. 1 4 3 Unable to return to the Gaza Strip, nor to enter E g y p t , 1 4 4 
those who had not managed to renew their residence permits basically had no 
other options but to stay in the country illegally, or to leave for Iraq. Although by 
mid-1991, the scale of human rights abuses had abated, Palestinians remained the 
focus of popular hostility and prejudice as wel l as the particular target of Kuwaiti 
government pol ic ies designed to reduce the numbers of non-Kuwaitis in the 
country. 1 4 5 
After the Gulf war, non-Kuwaitis were originally g iven a deadline of 15 
November 1991 to renew their residence permits. This deadline was repeatedly 
e x t e n d e d 1 4 6 until the summer o f 1992, when it was announced that the deadline 
would not further be extended and that any foreigners who had not managed to 
obtain a new permit would have to leave the country. By that time it was estimat­
ed that there were still some 5,000 Palestinians with Egyptian documents without 
residence permits in the country. Because of their deteriorating situation many 
continued to leave the country, mainly for Iraq. 1 4 7 Others preferred to stay in the 
country illegally. 
218. Also elsewhere in the Persian Gulf Palestinians, and for that matter other 
migrant workers, have a precarious legal status. The related government regula­
tions are designed to control the entry and residence of migrant labour and con­
tain little if anything about rights or labour organizations. Employment regula­
tions generally provide for short-term contracts only. For example, Saudi-Arabia 
hires most of its foreign workers on renewable two-year contracts. In most of the 
143 For a comprehensive overview of the problems faced by this group, see. Middle East 
Watch, 'Nowhere to go: the tragedy of the remaining Palestinian families in Kuwait', New York, 
Oct. 1991; also Graham-Brown, S., 'Palestinians in Kuwait, Report on a visit to Kuwait', May 
1992, London, The Refugee Council, 1992. 
144 Cf. para. 205, above. 
'45 Although immediately after the liberation several thousand Palestinians were forcibly de­
ported to Iraq, assurances were later given to UNHCR, UNRWA and to several Western embas­
sies that no further expulsions to Iraq would take place. Despite these assurances, the remaining 
Palestinians have been experiencing ever-increasing social, economic and psychological pressure 
to leave the country. 
146 Extension of the deadline has been the subject of a number of representations by Western 
embassies as well as by UNHCR and UNRWA. During the summer of 1992, an UNRWA team, 
headed by the present author, visited Kuwait in order to collect detailed information on the situa­
tion of the remaining Palestinians. Both before and after this visit, the Commissioner-General of 
UNRWA conducted extensive discussions with concerned government authorities in the region, in 
an attempt to contribute towards reaching an appropriate solution for the Palestinians concerned. 
See also ch. Ш, sect 2. 
147 Apart from Iraq, several hundred individuals have also left for Sudan and Yemen. Others 
have managed to obtain admission to countries such as Australia, Bulgaria, Bolivia, Canada, Swe­
den, and the USA. 
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Gulf countries, the number of migrant workers obtaining an entry permit varies 
according to the country's labour requirements. Foreign workers are wholly de-
pendent on individual or government sponsors and cannot change jobs without 
their permission. The sponsor is responsible for reporting any breach of the con-
ditions attached to the residence and work permit. In Saudi-Arabia, workers must 
leave their passports with their employers or sponsors for the duration of their 
stay. Foreign workers are usually hired for specific tasks and their residence and 
work permits may not automatically be transferred to another employer.148 
3.5 - LEBANON 
219. Unlike the Jordanian and Syrian governments, which — each in its own 
way — had a calculated policy of integrating the refugees in their respective so-
cieties, the Lebanese government prevented the Palestinians from being absorb-
e d . 1 4 9 From their arrival in 1947-48, Palestinians, constituting about 10 percent of 
the total population, were viewed by the Lebanese ruling establishment as a threat 
to the delicate balance between Christians and Muslims and, therefore, to political 
and social stability.150 As a result, the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon have been 
in a precarious position. Their situation has been more difficult than in any other 
Arab host country. 
As was briefly discussed in chapter I , 1 5 1 since the early 1970s Palestinians 
have been greatly affected by the various armed conflicts in the country. From 
early 1972, Israel started attacking Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, stating 
it was retaliating against raids by Palestinian commandos into its territory. The 
protracted civil war in Lebanon from 1976 until 1991 resulted in extraordinary 
human suffering and caused massive displacement of both Palestinians and Leba-
nese . 1 5 2 
•*8 Cf. Immigration and Refugee Board Documentation Centre, The Persian Gulf: The Situa-
tion of Foreign Workers, Question and Answer Seríes, Ottawa, 1991,2. 
149 On the position of Palestinians in Lebanon, see the sources mentioned in n. 66, above. See 
also Salam, Ν. Α., 'Between Repatriation and Resettlement: Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon,' 
JPS 93 (Autumn 1994) 18; Sayigh, R., 'Palestinians in Lebanon: Harsh Present, Uncertain Fu­
ture,' /PS 97 (Autumn 1995) 37. 
150 Cf. Perete, 1993,61. 
151 See eh. I, sub-secL 3.4. 
152 The most publicized single incident took place on 17 Sep. 1982, when hundreds of Pales­
tinian civilians, including women and children, were massacred in the refugee camps of Sabra and 
Shatila by Lebanese Christian militias which had entered West Beirut with help from the Israeli 
forces. 
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220. The Palestinians are in principle subject to the same legal status as other 
foreigners, although from 1969 until 1987 their presence was to a limited extent 
regulated under the Cairo Agreement and its annexes, discussed earlier.153 Decree 
No. 319 of 1960 regulating the situation of foreigners in Lebanon considers Pales-
tinian refugees as one of five categories of foreigners. Its article 1 reads as fol-
lows:154 
Les non-Libanais se trouvant actuellement au Liban doivent régler leur situation en ce qui con-
cerne leur résidence. Ils rentrent dans une des cinq catégories suivantes: (1) Etrangers résidents en 
vertu de visa de transit ou de séjour provisoire apposé sur leur passport; (2) Etrangers détenteurs 
de passeports, résidents en vertu de cartes de résidence pour une durée déterminée et non délivrées 
par les Ministère des Affaires Etrangères et des Emigrés ou par la Direction de la Sûreté générale 
sur base de leurs passports; (3) Etrangers non détenteurs de papiers d'identité de leurs pays d'ori-
gine et résidents au Liban en vertu de cartes de résidence délivrées par la Direction de la Sûreté 
générale ou de cartes d'identité délivrées par la Direction générale de l'Administration des Af-
faires des réfugiés palestiniens au Liban; (4) Etrangers dont l'entrée au Liban est autorisée sur 
présentation de leurs seules cartes d'identité et séjournant dans le pays en vertu de cartes de rési-
dence temporaires ou permanentes; (S) Etrangers détenteurs de pièces d'identité de leurs pays 
d'origine ou d'organisations dont ils dépendent et qui résident au Liban en vertu de documents 
provisoires vesés par les Services de la Sûreté générale [emphasis added]. , 
In principle, only those Palestinians who during and in the aftermath of the 1948 
war took direct refuge in Lebanon are considered legal residents; those who came 
to Lebanon later, from third countries, have been considered as illegally residing 
in the country and, consequently, have been categorically denied access to gov-
ernment services. U N R W A has also not been allowed to provide these later arri-
vals with services other than on an emergency basis. Registration with U N R W A 
Lebanon in 1950, and to a lesser extent with the League of Red Cross Societies in 
1948, was considered a prerequisite for legal residency. 
221. The vast majority of Palestinians in Lebanon continue to be stateless. An 
exception was made for a group of mostly wealthy Christian Palestinians who re-
ceived citizenship when Camille Chamoun was president between 1952 and 1958, 
in order to keep the balance between Christians and Muslims in the country.155 
•S3 See para. 193, above. 
154 Source: UNHCR, Centre for Documentation on Refugees, REFLEG database (DOCID 
3898). 
155 According to Sayigh, 1988, 279, even middle class Muslim Palestinians could, until the 
mid-1960s, obtain Lebanese nationality 'relatively easily' if they had connections and could afford 
to pay lawyers' fees. About 15,000 of the 1948 refugees obtained Lebanese citizenship. Since 
1975, no new naturalizations were reported; cf. Bierwith, 1990, 117, citing UNHCR sources. By 
1982 it was estimated that 50,000 Palestinians in Lebanon were Lebanese citizens; cf. Adelman, 
H., 'Palestinian Refugees and the Peace Process,' in Marantz, P., and Gross Stein, J. (eds.). Peace-
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Palestinian refugees are subject to all laws pertaining to non-Lebanese in matters 
of employment, acquisition of property, taxation, and the like. They must obtain 
presidential consent to acquire immovable property. To be lawfully employed for 
a salary, or to be self-employed in commerce, industry, agriculture, or professions 
such as law and medicine, they must possess a work permit obtained from the 
Ministry of National Economy.156 According to Brynen, it has been very difficult 
for Palestinians in Lebanon to obtain legal employment:157 
They were ... routinely denied the documentation necessary for legal employment in the country. 
In 1969, only 3,362 of the tens of thousands of Palestinian workers m Lebanon had legal work 
permits. Similarly, many Palestinian professionals were prohibited from working, or were forced 
to do so under restrictive circumstances. Palestinian teachers, for example, required an annual li­
cense from the Lebanese Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs if they wished to work m the pri­
vate sector; private schools were limited to a maximum of two "foreign" (including Palestinian) 
teachers. Under regulations issued by the Lebanese Ministry of Education, many Palestinian 
teachers were also prohibited from teaching ш the social sciences or other politically sensitive 
subjects. Political activity was expressly prohibited, and teachers hired by UNRWA required 
advance clearance from the Deuxième Bureau (Lebanese military intelligence). 
Moreover, despite the deductions made from their wages, Palestinian workers in 
regular employment had no right to social security. 
222. Like in Egypt, Iraq and Syria, Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are eligible 
for the special Arab League travel document. Three different categories are dis-
tinguished: (a) Palestinian refugees registered with UNRWA in Lebanon; a travel 
document is issued with a validity of one year, renewable three times; (b) Pales-
tinian refugees not registered with UNRWA, but registered in 1948 with the 
League of Red Cross Societies; for this group a travel document is issued with a 
validity of one year, renewable three times; the document is distinguishable from 
the first category through a special rubber stamp indicating 'Valid for return'; 
(c) Palestinian refugees not registered either with UNRWA or the LRCS receive a 
document valid for three months with a red rubber stamp indicating 'Not valid for 
rerum'. 
After the Israeli invasion in Lebanon, in 1982, Palestinian refugees have 
experienced difficulty in obtaining the renewal of Lebanese travel documents for 
Palestinian refugees of which they are holders. After numerous demarches by 
making in the Middle East: Problems and Prospects, Totowa, Barnes & Noble, 1985, 110, 118. 
Also Brynen, 1990, 207, n. 12. Dillon, R., 'Der durchschnittliche Palástinaflüchuing,' m Rosen, 
К. (ed.), Jahrbuch der Deutschen Stiftung der UNO-Fluchtlingshilfe 19S7, Baden-Baden, 1971, 
39, mentions the lower figure of 30,000. 
156 Cf. Brynen, 1990,25; Sayigh, 1988,279. 
157 Brynen, 1990.25. 
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both UNRWA and UNHCR, these problems were eventually solved, and travel 
documents are again being extended as a matter of routine, normally for one year 
at a time, although extensions for three-year periods have sometimes been issued. 
223. In September 1995, in reaction to the decision by the Libyan leader, Colonel 
Khadaffi, to force all Palestinians to leave Libya,158 the Lebanese government 
decided to prevent Palestinians with Lebanese residence who were outside Leba-
non from returning to the country without special re-entry visas.159 The new visa 
measures, applying specifically to the Palestinian refugees who in 1948 took ref-
uge in Lebanon, were issued by Lebanon's Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Interior, Michel El Murr, 'to control the entry and departure of Palestinians to 
and from Lebanon'.160 In accordance with the new procedures, Palestinian refu-
gees who want to leave the country shall first obtain exit/re-entry visas from the 
office of Public Security, affixed to their travel document or laissez-passer.161 
Palestinian refugees from Lebanon, who were outside the country on 1 June 1995, 
have to obtain a re-entry visa through the Lebanese mission in their respective 
countries of residence prior to returning.162 Excluded from this are Palestinian 
refugees from Lebanon who are residing in Syria.163 The new measures do not 
apply to Palestinians who left Lebanon after 1 June 1995.164 
3.6 - LIBYA 
224. For decades, citizens of Arab states enjoyed a special status in Libya; sub-
ject to security (and political) considerations they enjoyed equal treatment with 
Libyan citizens in respect of the right of residence, the right to leave and enter the 
country and the right of gainful employment. Also several tens of thousands of 
Palestinians residing in Libya have been benefiting from this status.165 Until re-
cently, Libya was considered one of the most liberal countries in the Arab world 
as far as allowing entry and work for Palestinians. This led to the immigration to 
158
 See sub-secL 3.6, below. 
159 Fisk, R., 'Beirut Slams the Door to Keep "Human Garbage" Out,' The Independent, 1 Oct. 
1995. 
'60 The new measures were first announced on 11 Sep. 1995 and refined later during the same 
month. Arabic text published in Al-Hayat Newspaper, 23 Sep. 1995; English translation by 
UNRWA Public Information Office, 4 Oct. 1995. 
161 Art 1 jo. art. 3. 
162 Art. 2 jo. art. 4. 
163 Art. 2. 
164 Art. 4. 
165 Interview with senior UNHCR official, Geneva, Mar. 1992. 
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Libya by many Palestinians who had experienced unemployment or travel and 
work restriction in their countries of original refuge.166 Although no accurate fig-
ures are available, it is estimated that by 1992 there were some 30,000 Palestin-
ians residing in Libya.167 
In April 1992, the Security Council imposed an economic blockade in reac-
tion to the Libyan government's refusal to extradite two men accused of involve-
ment in the bombing of two airplanes, including a Pan Am flight. Partly as a re-
sult of the blockade the Libyan economy deteriorated rapidly, making the country 
less attractive for foreign workers. At the same time the Libyan government ex-
pressed its intention to reduce the number of foreign workers in the country.168 
225. Against the above background, the Libyan leader, Colonel Khadaffi an-
nounced in September 1995 that all Palestinians would be forced to leave Libya. 
Both before and after the announcement thousands of Palestinians have left Libya 
to return to their original host countries. Several hundreds were put on ships and 
sent to Lebanon and Syria. In reaction to the expulsions, the Lebanese authorities 
issued new visa measures in an attempt to control the return of Palestinians to 
Lebanon.169 Other Palestinians who were forced to leave Libya travelled over 
land for more than 2,000 kilometers to Jordan, as they were in possession of pass-
ports of this country. A number of other Palestinians in Libya had lost residency 
in their former host countries and basically had nowhere to go to. As had been the 
case in Kuwait after the 1991 Gulf war, this concerned primarily ex-Gazans who 
lost residency rights as a result of the Israeli occupation. From August 1995 on-
wards, a number of Palestinians belonging to this latter category have been 
stranded at the Libyan/Egyptian border. Initially it appeared that the Libyan gov-
ernment would relocate a large part of the remaining Palestinians in Libya to the 
border site, but after Egyptian pressure Colonel Khadaffi decided at the end of 
October 1995 to temporarily suspend forced departures. By the end of 1995 some 
200 Palestinians, including women and children, continued to be stranded at an 
improvised camp on the Libyan/Egyptian border, in totally unacceptable condi-
tions.170 
•66 Cf. Shiblak, A. F., 'A Time of Hardship and Agony: The Case of Palestinian Refugees in 
Libya,' 2 PIJ No. 4,41 (Special Issue: Focus on Refugees, Autumn 1995); also in Shaml Newslet-
ter, Dec. 1995,2. 
167 ibid. 
168 ibid. 
'69 See para. 223, above. 
170 For a description of the situation at the camp, see Shaml Newsletter, Dec. 1995,2-5. Both 
UNHCR and UNRWA have provided assistance to the Palestinians stranded at the camp and the 
two organizations have been jointly pursuing the search for a satisfactory solution. The present au-
thor has headed several UNRWA missions to the camp. 
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3.7 - SYRIA 
226. Syria's position amongst the Arab host states was unique: unlike Lebanon 
and Transjordan at the time of the 1948 influx of Palestinian refugees, Syria was 
suffering neither from unemployment nor from limited natural resources; nor did 
the arrival of some 90,000-100,000 refugees threaten the economy or social 
structure of the country.171 Syria received fewer Palestinian refugees than any 
other of the countries where UNRWA operates and Palestinians have never con­
stituted more than 2-3 percent of the population. As a result, from the very be­
ginning the Syrian government's approach to the refugee influx differed consider­
ably from that of the other host states. 
At the time of the refugees' initial arrival, the country was underpopulated, 
and many economists saw the new arrivals as an asset for development.172 In 
1949, then prime minister Husni al-Za'im expressed a willingness to resettle 
300,000 Palestinian refugees in Syria as part of an overall resolution of the Arab-
Israeli conflict. The resettlement proposal never materialized, however, as within 
five months Za'im was overthrown in a military coup.1 7 3 
227. In 1949, the Syrian government began to adopt what eventually developed 
into a series of laws that placed Palestinians on virtually equal footing with Syrian 
nationals.174 For example, in September 1949, Legislative Decree no. 37 exempt­
ed Palestinians from a provision of the Civil Servants Act that stipulated that un­
less one had been a Syrian national for at least five years, one could not serve in 
the Syrian civil service.175 UNRWA's Annual Report for the period 1951-1952 
mentions a series of legislative measures aimed at facilitating the economic inte­
gration of Palestinians in Syria.176 Finally, and most important, Law no. 260 of 
1956 stipulates that:1 7 7 
1 7 1
 Cf. Brand, L. Α., 'Palestinians in Syria: The politics of Integration,' 42 MEJ 621, 622 
(1988). 
Π2 cf. Peretz, 1993,66. 
•73 Za'rm's proposal was to settle the Palestinians in the Jazirah region to farm the fertile and 
underpopulated land along the Euphrates River. Cf. Shlaim, Α., 'Husni Az'im and Plans to Reset­
tle the Palestinian Refugees in Syria', JPS 60 (Summer 1986) 68. Also Brand, MEJ, 1988, 622; 
Peretz, 1993,66. 
174 According to Dillon, 1987,39, some 3,300 Palestinians officially obtained Syrian citizen­
ship. 
175 Cf. Vemant, 1953,430 and Brand, MEJ, 1988,623. 
176 UNRWA. Annual Report, 1951-1952,46. 
177 Al-Kitab al-Sanawi l-il-Qadiyyah al-Filastiniyyah 1971 [The Yearbook of the Palestine 
Question], Beirut, IPS, 1972,133. English translation in Brand, MEJ, 1988,623. 
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Palestinians residing in Syria as of the date of the publication of this law are to be considered as 
originally Syrian in all things covered by the law and legally valid regulations connected with the 
right to employment, commerce, and national service, while preserving their original nationality. 
Certain areas were not covered by the above Law, including education, travel, 
property ownership and retirement; these matters were left to be decided by the 
various government institutions concerned. In the area of education, practice has 
been in keeping with the spirit of the law. While the vast majority of Palestinian 
refugees receive their elementary and preparatory level education from U N R W A 
schools, almost all Palestinians attend secondary education in Syrian government 
schools. Syrian institutes and universities have also been open to Palestinians on 
an equal basis with Syrians, and the Syrian government has provided a number of 
scholarships for Palestinians to study abroad . 1 7 8 
228. Palestinian refugees in Syria are eligible for the special Arab League travel 
document . Actual freedom to travel outside the country has depended on political 
considerations — including domestic conditions and inter-Arab relations — that 
have varied from t ime to t ime. Palestinians w h o want to leave the country need 
the same special authorization that Syrian citizens are required to obta in . 1 7 9 
Syria is the only Arab state that has drafted Palestinian refugees into its 
army. With the establishment of the Palestinian Liberation Army (PLA) in 1964, 
Palestinians were initially given the option of serving in the PLA rather than in 
the Syrian army. Currently, Palestinians are drafted into the Syrian army; the PLA 
then requests the personnel it needs from the Syrian a rmy . 1 8 0 
229. Thus , both by law and pract ice, Palest inian refugees have been treated 
equally with Syrians in almost all areas. Exceptions are the right to vote, the right 
to buy arable land and the right to own more than one house. 
Whi le extending to Palestinians nearly all the benefits of Syrian citizenship, 
the government has kept strict control over matters pertaining to the refugees.181 
In 1949 it established the Palestine Arab Refugee Institution (PARI) , to regulate 
and administer the refugee presence. P A R I and its successor organization, the 
General Authority for Palestine Arab Refugees (GAPAR) , have been the domi -
nant authority in the camps and in Syr ia ' s Palestinian community. GAPAR, a de -
partment of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour, closely watches all activi-
ties related to the Palestinian refugees in Syria, including U N R W A ' s operations. 
178 Brand, MEJ, 1988,623. 
179 Ibid., 624. 
180 Ibid. 
181 Peretz, 1993,66. 
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GAP AR has its own budget and refugee assistance programme and cooperates in 
the implementation of a number of programmes with UNRWA.182 
3.8 - THE MAGHREB STATES 
230. Relatively small numbers of Palestinians reside in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia, all of which are party to the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees. 
In all three countries they have enjoyed a relatively favourable status with Tunisia 
and Algeria even recognizing individual Palestinians as Convention Refugees, 
eligible for a Convention Travel Document.183 
Between 1982 and 1994, several thousand Palestinians who had to leave 
Lebanon after the Israeli invasion have been living in Tunisia, where the PLO was 
allowed to set up its temporary headquarters. Their residency status was based on 
bilateral arrangements between the PLO and the government of Tunisia. Since the 
establishment of limited self-rule in the Gaza Strip and in parts of the West Bank, 
most of these Palestinians have followed the PLO headquarters to Gaza. 
231. Algeria accorded the PLO a special status as 'liberation movement' and ac-
cordingly allowed the organization to intervene on behalf of Palestinians who are 
residing in, or wish to reside in the country.184 Since 1991 many of the approxi-
mately 10,000 Palestinians in the country left as a result of the conflict between 
the Islamic Salvation Front and the Algerian government. Again a number of 'ex-
Gazans' with Egyptian travel documents have experienced difficulty in leaving, 
as they are no longer able to return to the place where they originally found asy-
lum.185 
3.9 - SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 
232. The Arab host states generally provided permanent residency status to those 
Palestinian refugees who took direct refuge in these countries, during and in the 
aftermath of the 1948 war. In Jordan, and on an individual basis also in a number 
182 Ibid 
'83 Interview with senior UNHCR official, Geneva, Mar. 1992. 
184 Source: UNHCR, Division of International Protection, Refugee Protection Database. 
'85 Interview with Ziyad Mudoukh, a Palestinian journalist living in Algeria, Gaza, 15 Aug. 
1994. 
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of other countries,186 permanent residency was obtained through citizenship. In 
the other host countries, the refugees obtained a status of resident aliens. It has 
appeared to be virtually impossible to transfer the right of permanent residency to 
countries other than those of 'first refuge'. The hundreds of thousands of Palestin-
ians who have moved to the Gulf states in order to work, have done, and continue 
to do so, in a migrant worker capacity with virtually no opportunity of obtaining 
permanent residency there. This has caused tremendous problems for those Pales-
tinians who lost residence rights in their country of first refuge. The tens of 
thousands of Palestinians, originally from Gaza and who were no longer allowed 
to remain in Kuwait after the 1991 Gulf war, are a clear example of this category. 
The same applies in respect of 'ex-Gazans' forced to leave Libya since 1995. 
Small communities of Palestinian refugees, who had to leave their country 
of first refuge due to various reasons, are also found in countries such as Algeria, 
Iraq, Libya, Sudan and Yemen. Those communities include Palestinians who had 
to leave Lebanon after 1982. The residency status of such Palestinians has been 
based on bilateral arrangements between the PLO and the various states concern-
ed.187 Since 1994, a number of Palestinians started to return to the Gaza Strip and 
to autonomous areas of the West Bank in accordance with the relevant agree-
ments between Israel and the PLO.188 
233. Except for Jordan, which has provided Palestinians, who in 1948 took direct 
refuge in the country, with national passports, the Arab host countries (of first 
refuge) have provided Palestinian refugees with the special travel document in ac-
cordance with the relevant resolutions of the Arab League and the Casablanca 
Protocol. On numerous occasions, however, problems have occurred concerning 
the issue and renewal of these documents. In exceptional circumstances, countries 
of subsequent residence have shown a willingness to provide a travel document, 
not necessarily the model recommended by the Arab League though. A systema-
tic practice of transfer of responsibility for the issuing of travel documents from 
countries of first refuge to countries of subsequent residence has, however, never 
emerged. The Palestinian refugees have been relying primarily on their respective 
countries of first refuge in this respect. 
The special Arab League travel document does not extend to its holders an 
automatic right of freedom to reside in the territory of the member states of the 
Arab League. Palestinians remain subjected to the immigration policies of the 
186 Saudi Arabia, for example, until the late 1970s, granted citizenship to a considerable 
number of long term residents of Palestinian origin. The same happened, though on a much small-
er scale, in Kuwait and Lebanon. 
187 Cf. para. 192, above. 
188 Seech.I,sub-sect.6.1. 
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various Arab states. Also the document does not provide its holder an automatic 
right to leave the issuing country. Palestinians in Iraq, for example, are allowed to 
leave the country only twice a year. In a number of countries a special exit permit 
is required in order to leave. 
234. Iraq, Jordan and Syria have generally allowed Palestinian refugees to work 
on an equal footing as their nationals. In two other host countries, Egypt and 
Lebanon, Palestinians have been subjected to legislation applicable to foreigners, 
in respect of the right to gainful employment Palestinians are excluded from cer-
tain professions and they require work permits, which are difficult to obtain. As a 
result, many Palestinians in these countries frequently resort to illegal work. 
Iraq, Jordan and Syria provide Palestinian refugees full access to govern-
ment services, including education, health and welfare benefits. The same used to 
be the case in Egypt. However, since the Gulf war the policy of the Egyptian 
government in this respect has changed. In Lebanon, Palestinian refugees have 
never been eligible for government services. Palestinians residing in the Gulf 
states have generally enjoyed a status similar to other foreigners working there. In 
most cases, foreigners, including Palestinians, have free access to health services. 
Almost all Arab states restrict the right of Palestinian refugees to own 
immovable property. Even in countries where Palestinian refugees enjoy perma-
nent residency status, restrictions apply in this respect. In several countries, in-
cluding the Gulf states, a general rule prohibiting foreigners to own property is 
applicable to Palestinians as well. 

PART TWO 
OTHER AREAS OF 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 

Chapter V 
LAW RELATING TO STATELESS PERSONS 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
233. As has become clear in the preceding chapters, international refugee law 
does not provide a well defined status in respect of Palestinian refugees. It will, 
therefore, in Part Two of the book be examined whether other areas of interna­
tional law contain rules that are relevant to their status. A limitation will have to 
be made in that it is impossible in the scope of this study to carry out a compre­
hensive analysis of the applicability of the enormous body of rules of interna­
tional law that might theoretically be relevant to the status of Palestinian refugees. 
The author has decided to focus on three areas of international law that are of 
particular relevance. Thus, the present chapter will deal with the rules of interna­
tional law concerning stateless persons, and their applicability to Palestinian refu­
gees. Subsequently, the next two chapters will explore some aspects of humanitar­
ian law and human rights law that are of special significance in the context of this 
study. 
236. 'A person who is not considered as a national by any State under the opera­
tion of its law' is called stateless, apatride, apolide, or heimatlos.^ As nationality2 
is the principal link between the individual and the state and for that matter be­
tween the individual and international law, statelessness is an anomaly.3 Accord­
ing to Batchelor, 'The stateless person is denied the vehicle for access to funda­
mental rights, access to protection and access to expression as a person under the 
1
 Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons of 28 Sep. 1954, art 1. Entry into 
force: б June 1960. Text 360 UNTS 117 (No. 5158); also in UNHCR, 1988, 59. See also. Weis, 
P., Nationality and Statelessness in International Law, Alphen aan den Rijn, Geimantown, Sijt-
hoff & Noordhoff, 1979, 161; Batchelor, С Α., 'Stateless Persons: Some Gaps in International 
Protection·, 7 URL 232 (1995). 
2 The terms nationality and citizenship are used synonymously throughout this book unless 
otherwise indicated. 
3
 Cf. Weis, P., 'The United Nations Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, 1961', 11 
ICLQ 1073 (1962). 
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law.'4 Having no nationality, 'one is stripped of even the right to have rights, 
there being no foundation from which other rights might reliably flow.'5 
Weis distinguishes between original and subsequent statelessness: 'A per­
son may either be stateless at birth, as a result of the fact that he does not acquire 
a nationality at birth according to the law of any State, or he may become stateless 
subsequent to birth by losing his nationality without acquiring another.'6 Another 
distinction that is frequently made is that between de jure statelessness — the sit­
uation referred to at the beginning of this paragraph — and defacto statelessness, 
which refers to the lack of an effective nationality.7 
237. To what extent is the state free to grant, deny or revoke citizenship?8 Article 
1 of the Convention Concerning Certain Questions Relating to the Conflict of 
Nationality Laws9 provides: 'It is for each State to determine under its own law 
who are its nationals. This law shall be recognised by other States in so far as it is 
consistent with international conventions, international custom, and the principles 
of law generally recognised with regard to nationality.' According to the Interna­
tional Court of Justice in the Nottebohm Case,10 'a State cannot claim that the 
rules it has thus laid down are entitled to recognition by another State unless it has 
acted in conformity with the general aim of making the legal bond of nationality 
accord with the individual's genuine connection with the State.' 
In other words, nationality is a matter of domestic concern provided a 
state's action does not conflict with international law. In this respect, the Perma­
nent Court of International Justice, in an Advisory Opinion, stated:11 
The question whether a certain matter is or is not solely within the jurisdiction of a State is an es­
sentially relative question; it depends upon the development of international relations. Thus, in the 
present state of international law, questions of nationality are, in the opinion of this Court, in prin­
ciple within this reserved domain. 
4 Batchelor, 1995,235. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Weis, 1979,162. 
' See para. 239, below. 
8 Generally on nationality see Weis, 1979; Brownlie, 1990, ch. XVIII; also Batchelor, 1995, 
234. 
9 The Hague, 12 Apr. 1930. Entry into force: 1 July 1937. Text: 179 LNTS 89 (No. 4137). 27 
states signed but did not ratify; 13 states have ratified or acceded to the Convention; cf. Brownlie, 
1990,386, n. 21. 
10 IU Reports, 1955,4. 
11 Advisory Opinion on the Tunis and Morocco Nationality Decrees, PCIJ, Ser. В, No. 4 
(1923), 24. 
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238. Since the Second World War the development of international human rights 
law has considerably restricted the freedom of states concerning matters of na­
tionality. Article IS of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that 
'Everyone has the right to a nationality'. Today many commentators consider that 
the Declaration or parts of it have acquired the status of customary international 
law.12 The Declaration, however, does not indicate upon whom the obligation 
falls to grant nationality.13 A number of recent human rights instruments attempt 
to close this gap. The Convention on the Rights of the Child, for example, stipu­
lates that children have the right to acquire a nationality and that they shall ac­
quire that of the state of birth if they will otherwise be stateless.14 
Article 15 of the Universal Declaration also stipulates that 'No one shall be 
arbitrarily deprived of his nationality'. This brings Chan to the conclusion that, 
while there may not necessarily be a positive duty on states to confer nationality 
there is, arguably, 'a negative duty not to create statelessness',15 and accordingly 
any denationalization must be accompanied by strict rules of procedure and 
should not result in statelessness.16 Since nationality is the principal link between 
the individual and international law, and since 'the rules of international law relat­
ing to diplomatic protection are based on the view that nationality is the essential 
condition for securing for the individual the protection of his rights in the interna­
tional sphere,'17 it is clear that statelessness is undesirable from the point of view 
of the individual. But statelessness is also undesirable from the point of view of 
states and of the international community as a whole, as it may lead to friction 
between states.18 
239. For the above reasons, there have been frequent international efforts to 
eliminate or reduce statelessness and to regulate the status of stateless persons. 
During the era of the League of Nations the first international instruments dealing 
with the subject were adopted.19 As was mentioned above, in 1948 the Universal 
12 Cf.Batchelor.1995,237. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Arts. 2,7. 
15 Chan, J. M. M., 'Nationality as a Human Right*, 12 HRU 11 (1991). 
16 Cf. Batchelor, 1995,238. See also ch. П, sub-sect 2.1, paras. 319 & 320. 
17 Weis, 1979,162, citing Oppenheim, L. F. L, International Law, vol. i, 8th edn. by Lauter­
pacht, H., London, Longmans, Green & Co., 1955,669. 
I» Ibid. 
19 For example, the 1930 Convention on Certain Questions relating to the Conflict of Nation­
ality Laws, referred to in n. 9, above, includes various provisions intended to reduce statelessness. 
Also, the Protocol Relating to a Certain Case of Statelessness (The Hague, 12 Apr. 1930; entry 
into force: 1 July 1937; text: 179 LNTS 115) providing for the acquisition of the nationality of a 
contracting state by a person bom in its territory of a mother possessing the nationality of that 
state and of a father without nationality, or of unknown nationality. See Weis, 1979, 163. A third 
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Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed the right to a nationality. Also in 1948, 
the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) commissioned a 
study on the phenomenon of statelessness, which was published the following 
year.20 The study distinguished between stateless persons who are also refugees 
and the ones who are not; focusing primarily on the first category. Follow-up 
action on the study21 resulted in the adoption of the Convention on the Status of 
Refugees in 1951, applicable to both refugees who formally speaking still have a 
(or more than one) nationality — in this context also referred to as defacto state-
less persons — as well as to refugees who are at the same time de jure stateless,22 
to be followed by the adoption of the Convention on the Status of Stateless Per-
sons in 1954, hereinafter referred to in this chapter as the 1954 Convention, ap-
plicable to non-refugee stateless persons.23 In 1961, a United Nations Conference 
adopted the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, hereinafter referred to 
as the 1961 Convention. The relevance of the latter two instruments for Palestin-
ian refugees will be examined below, in sections 3 and 4 respectively. First, in the 
following section, it will be examined under what circumstances and to what ex-
tent Palestinian refugees may, at the same time, be considered as stateless per-
sons. 
2. ARE PALESTINIAN REFUGEES STATELESS PERSONS? 
2.1 - THE EXISTENCE OF A PALESTINIAN NATIONALITY 
240. As discussed in chapter I,24 Palestine was a British mandate during the time 
of the League of Nations.25 Under the mandates system,26 the inhabitants of such 
instrument adopted on the same day, the Special Protocol Concerning Statelessness (LN doc. 
C.27.M.16.1931.V), never received sufficient ratifications or accessions. 
20 A Study of Statelessness, UN doc. E/l 112 (1 Feb. 1949); E/1112/Add. 1 (19 May 1949). 
Part I of the study is reproduced in Takkenberg and Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 10. 
21 ECOSOC decided to establish a committee to work on the definitions and work out solu-
tions; ECOSOC res. 248(1X)B, 8 Aug. 1949. The Ad hoc Committee on Statelessness and Related 
Problems met twice in New York in 1950. The most important UN documents from this period are 
collected in Takkenberg and Tahbaz, 1989, vol. i, 114-422. 
22 This distinction was introduced in the study mentioned in n. 20, above. The Social Depart-
ment of the Secretariat, which elaborated the study, gave the term 'stateless persons' a wider 
meaning by including in its study not only de jure stateless persons but also defacto stateless per-
sons, i.e., persons who 'without having been deprived of their nationality no longer enjoy the pro-
tection and assistance of their national authorities.' UN doc. E/1112,9. 
23 Cf. the preamble of the 1954 Convention. 
24 See ch. I, sub-sect. 3.1. The information in this sub-sect is based on: Bierwith, C, Zum 
Einbürgerungsanspruch in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland geborener Kinder palästinensischer 
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territories were not to be considered as nationals of the administering powers, al­
though they might benefit from the exercise of diplomatic protection.27 Accord­
ingly, Palestinian citizens28 were treated in Great Britain on the same footing as 
British Protected Persons;29 at the same time a Palestinian citizen was not a Brit-
Eltem [Naturalization claims of children born in the FRG out of Palestinian parents], Bonn, 
ZDWF (ZDWF-Schriftenreihe Nr. 43) 1990; Goodwin-Gill, G. S., 'The Rights of Refugees and 
Stateless Persons: Problems of Stateless Persons and the Need for International Measures of Pro­
tection', paper presented to the World Congress on Human Rights, New Delhi, India, 10-15 Dec. 
1990, in Saksena, K. P. (ed.). Human Rights Perspectives and Challenges (in 1990 and Beyond), 
New Delhi, Lancer Books, 1994,378,384-387; Weis, 1979, 20-25. 
25 The mandate was based on art. 22, para. 4, of the Covenant of the League of Nations, 
which reads as follows: 'Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire have 
reached a stage of development where their existence as independent nations can be provisionally 
recognized subject to the rendering administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until 
such time as they are able to stand alone. The wishes of these communities must be a principal 
consideration in the selection of the Mandatory.' The terms of the British Mandate over Palestine 
were laid down in an agreement of 24 July 1922; see ch. I., n. 12. 
26 Both the mandate system of the League of Nations and the corresponding principles of the 
trusteeship system of the United Nations create a special regime for territory described by Judge 
McNair as follows: 'The Mandates System ... is a new institution — a new relationship between 
territory and its inhabitants on the one hand and the government which represents them interna­
tionally on the other.... The doctrine of sovereignty has no application to this new system. 
Sovereignty over a Mandated Territory is in abeyance; if and when the inhabitants of the Territory 
obtain recognition as an independent State ... sovereignty will revive and rest in the new State. 
What matters ... is not where sovereignty lies, but what are the rights and duties of the Mandatory 
in regard to the area of territory being administered by it. The answer to that question depends on 
the international agreements creating the system and the rules of law which they attract. Its es­
sence is that the Mandatory acquires only a limited title to the territory entrusted to it, and that the 
measure of its powers is what is necessary for the purpose of carrying out the Mandate.' Separate 
opinion, International Status of South West Africa, ICI Reports (1950), 128, 150; cited in Brown-
lie, 1990,179. 
27 See League Council resolution of 22 Apr. 1923, Official Journal, 604, quoted in Weis, 
1979,20, which reads as follows: 'The Council of the League of Nations; Having considered the 
report of the Permanent Mandates Commission on the national status of the inhabitants of territo­
ries under В and С mandates; In accordance with the principles laid down in Art 22 of the Cove­
nant resolves as follows: (1) The status of the native inhabitants of a mandated territory is distinct 
from that of the Mandatory Power and cannot be identified therewith by any process having gen­
eral application; (2) The native inhabitants of a mandated territory are not invested with the na­
tionality of the Mandatory Power by reason of the protection extended to them; (3) It is not incon­
sistent with (1) and (2) above that individual inhabitants of the mandated territory should volunta­
rily obtain naturalisation from the Mandatory Power in accordance with arrangements which it is 
open to such Power to make, with this object, under its own law; (4) It is desirable that native in­
habitants who receive protection of the Mandatory Power should in each case be designated by 
some form of descriptive title which will specify their status under the mandate.' See also Brown-
lie, 1990.395. 
2 8
 Prior to the British mandate, the inhabitants of Palestine were Turkish nationals. 
29 Cf. Weis, 1979,18-20,22. 
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ish subject.30 According to Weis, this approach is in accordance with internation­
al law:31 
It follows from the special status of Mandated and Trust Territories that the conferment by the 
Administering Authority of the status of protected persons on the inhabitant of a Mandated or 
Trust Territory does not confer on those persons the status of nationals of the administering State 
according to International law. The position of these persons is somewhat anomalous whether one 
regards them as having no nationality in the sense of international law or as being "for various 
purposes of international law ... attributable to the territory itself',-52 they are protected by the 
Mandatory or Trustee. 
241. Mandate-citizenship was regulated by the Palestine Citizenship Order, 
1925-4133 and included acquisition by birth.34 Palestinian citizens were eligible 
for a British passport issued by the government of Palestine. The passport referred 
to the national status of its holder as 'Palestinian citizen under Article One or 
Three of the Palestinian Citizenship Order, 1925-41.'35 
Palestinian citizenship, as a product of the mandatory's authority, terminat­
ed with the mandate and with the proclamation of the state of Israel on 15 May 
1948,36 although there is some authority in international law for the continuance 
of certain internal laws upon the cession or abandonment of territory.37 In his de­
tailed study on 'Naturalization claims of children bom in the Federal Republic of 
Germany out of Palestinian parents', Bierwith extensively discusses the matter.38 
30 in a judicial decision by the English High Court m R. ν Ketter, [1940] 1 KB 787, it was 
held that the appellant, a nauve of Palestine bom at a time when that territory was under Turkish 
sovereignty, but holding a passport marked 'British passport — Palestine', had not become a 
British subject by virtue of art. 30 of the Treaty of Lausanne of 24 July 1923 (UKTS, No 167 
1923), nor under the terms of the Mandate agreement of 24 July 1922, since Palestine was not 
transferred to and, consequently, was not annexed by Great Britain by either the Treaty or the 
Mandate; cited in Weis, 1979,21. 
31 Weis, 1979,24. 
32 Weis refers to Brownlie, 39 BYIL 316, citing a decision of the German Court of Restitution 
Appeals of 15 Nov. 1951 (18 Int Law Reports 55) where a person of Czech origin who had ac­
quired Palestinian nationality was held to be a 'United Nations National'. Bierwith, 1990,58, uses 
the phrase 'Quasi-Staatsangehöngkeit' [quasi-nationality] or 'Mandatszugehörigkeit' [mandate-ci-
rjzenship] to express the special status of Palestinian nationals as distinct from the regular class of 
nationals of a state. 
33 S.R.&0., 1925, No. 25. 
34 Art 3, Palestine Citizenship Order, cf. Bierwith, 1990,61, Goodwin-Gill, 1994,384. 
35 Copy of sample passport on file with author. 
36 Cf. chi, sub-sect 3.1. 
37 Goodwin-Gill, 1994, 397, n. 31, refers to debates in the United Kingdom on the Palestine 
Act, cited in O'Connell, D. P., State Succession m Municipal Law and International Law, vol. ι, 
1967,128. 
38 Bierwith, 1990,77-91. 
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In his opinion, the creation of the state of Israel on part of the territory of the for-
mer British mandate does not rule out the possibility of the continuation of the 
'Quasi-Staat Palästina' [quasi-state Palestine] in the remainder of the mandate 
area.39 However, as there has not been a restoration of effective Palestinian 
government upon the termination of the mandate, this has not been the case and 
Bierwith therefore concludes: 'With the extinction of the at least quasi-state Pal-
estine, as there is no nationality without a state, also the Palestinian nationality 
has lapsed once and for all.'40 
242. A related but distinct question is whether the recognition of the Palestinian 
people's right to self-determination41 has resulted in the re-emergence of Pales-
tinian citizenship. Since the mid-1980s, a number of European states, including 
the Federal Republic of Germany and Austria, took the position that Palestinians 
were not able to claim the benefits of the 1954 and 1961 Conventions, as their 
statelessness could not be definitely established.42 These states referred m this re-
spect to the efforts of the PLO to establish a Palestinian state and to increased in-
ternational recognition of the Palestinians' claim to self-determination and nation-
al independence. The issue has become more complex since the proclamation, on 
15 November 1988, of the existence of the state of Palestine by the Palestine Na-
tional Council (PNC)43 and, most recently, after the mutual recognition of the 
PLO and Israel and the introduction of limited self-rule in the Gaza Strip and 
parts of the West Bank. 
Although there can be no doubt that the entity 'Palestine' should be consid-
ered a state in statu nascendi and although it is increasingly likely that the ongo-
ing peace process will eventually culminate in the establishment of a Palestinian 
39 Also De Waart, P. J. I. M, The Legal Status of Palestine Under International Law, Birzeit, 
Birzeit Umv. Law Center, 1996, 16, is of the opinion that those parts of the mandate area which 
did not become part of the state of Israel continue to have an ' international status '. See also, by the 
same author, Dynamics of Self-Determmation in Palestine: Protection of Peoples as a Human 
Right, Leyden. Bnll, 1994,46-53,99-107. 
40 Bierwith, 1990, 91, English translation by the author, original German text of passage 
quoted: 'Mit dem Untergang des zumindest Quasi-Staates Palästina ist, da es eine Staatsangehö-
rigkeit ohne Staat nicht geben kann, auch die palästinensische Staatsangehörigkeit unauflebbar er-
loschen.' 
41 For a discussion of the right to self-determination in relation to the Palestinian people, see 
ch П, sect 3. 
42 For this reason, the German government used to categorize Palestinians m its population 
statistics as 'persons of undetermined nationality' ['Personen mit ungeklärter Staatsangehörig-
keit'] rather than as stateless persons. This practice prompted a legal debate, especially in German 
courts, which continued for almost a decade until the 1993 ruling of the Federal Administrative 
Court, discussed in para. 251, below. 
43 PNC's Declaration of Independence, also known as the Algiers Declaration. Text in UN 
doc. A/43/827-S/20278. Ann. Ill, 15 (1988), also in 27ILM1668,1670 (1988). 
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state,44 it is premature to conclude that statehood, as defined by international law, 
is at present (summer 1996) firmly established.45 Whatever the political position, 
the entity 'Palestine' currently does not fully satisfy the international legal criteria 
of statehood: a permanent population, a defined territory, government, and the ca­
pacity to enter into relations with other states.46 And, as there is no state, ipso fac­
to Palestinian nationality is non existent as well. Palestinians who have not ac­
quired the nationality of a third state47 therefore continue to be stateless for the 
purpose of international law. 
243. In the opinion of this author, also the mutual recognition of the PLO and Is­
rael and the recent introduction of limited self-rule in the Gaza Strip and parts of 
the West Bank does not basically change the above conclusion.48 Neither the 
Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Govemment Arrangements49 nor the 
subsequent agreements between Israel and the PLO,50 do establish a Palestinian 
state and the latter agreements only transfer limited powers and responsibilities to 
the newly created Palestinian Authority. For example, the Cairo Agreement expli­
citly states that 'the Palestinian Authority will not have powers and responsibili­
ties in the sphere of foreign relations, which sphere includes the establishment 
abroad of embassies, consulates or other types of foreign missions and posts or 
permitting their establishment in the Gaza Strip or the Jericho Area, the appoint­
ment of or admission of diplomatic and consular staff, and the exercise of diplo­
matic functions'.51 
4 4
 See ch. IX, sect 3. See also: CPAP, Palestinian Statehood, Washington, D.C., 1994. 
45 Cf. Bierwith, 1990, 93-105, Crawford, J., 'The Creation of the State of Palestine: Too 
Much too Soon?', 1 EJIL 307 (1990); Goodwin-Gill, 1994,385; Kirgis, F. L., 'Admission of "Pal­
estine" as a Member of a Specialized Agency and Withholding the Payment of Assessments in 
Response', 84 AJIL 218 (1990); Pnnce, "The International Legal Implications of the November 
1988 Palestinian Declaration of Statehood', 25 SJIL 681 (1988), Segal, J., 'Does the State of Pal­
estine Exist?', JPS 73 (Autumn 1989) 14; Van de Craen, F. L. M., 'Palestine', in Benhardt, R. 
(ed.), Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Amsterdam, New York, Oxford, North-Holland 
Pubi., 1985, vol. xii, 275.279. 
4 6
 Art 1, 1933 Montevideo Convention on Rights and DuUes of States. Text: 165 ZJVTS 19; 
also 28 AJIL supp. 75 (1934). See also, Brownlie, 1990,72-79. 
4 7
 See sub-sect. 2.2, below. 
4 8
 Similarly, Gasser, H. P., 'On the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention after the 
Declaration of Principles and the Cairo Agreement', paper presented to an international colloqui­
um on Protection Mechanisms and Political Change, held m Gaza City from 10-12 Sep. 1994,5. 
On the effect of autonomy for the creation of statehood, see Segal, 1989,26. 
^ Seech. I, sub-sect 6.1. 
50 ibid. 
51 Art VI, para. 2.a, Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the Jencho Area, signed in Cairo, 4 
May 1994, text 33ILM 622 (1994); cf. eh. I, η. 131. See Singer,J., 'Aspects of Foreign Relations 
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It may be argued at the same time, however, that the Cairo Agreement does 
establish some kind of defacto Palestinian citizenship in respect of the residents 
of the autonomous areas. Section 27 of Annex I to the Agreement outlines the 
transfer of powers and responsibilities in the area of 'Population Registry and 
Documentation'. The Palestinian Authority shall receive the population registry in 
respect of the autonomous areas; shall have the power to substitute the existing Is­
raeli identity cards of the residents with new Palestinian ID cards; shall have the 
authority to issue a Palestinian 'passport/travel document'; and, finally, may grant 
'permanent residency in the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area with the prior ap­
proval of Israel.' The Agreement falls short of officially recognizing a Palestinian 
citizenship or nationality, and due to inability of the Palestinian Authority to es­
tablish foreign relations, it will not be able to extend diplomatic protection to res­
idents of the autonomous areas travelling abroad while making use of their 'pass­
port/travel document'.52 For the purpose of international law, residents of the self 
rule areas who do not possess the nationality of a third state shall, therefore, con­
tinue to be considered as stateless persons until such time as a Palestinian state 
will have been officially established. 
2.2 - ACQUISmON OF THE NATIONALITY OF THIRD STATES53 
244. Israel had no nationality legislation until 1952. The existence of a state im­
plies a body of nationals, and a population within a relatively well-defined territo­
ry is an accepted criterion of statehood.54 With one exception, however, Israeli 
courts held that, on the termination of the mandate, former citizens of Palestine 
had lost their citizenship without acquiring any other.55 For the purposes of Israe-
under the Israeli-Palestinian Agreements on Interim Self-Government Arrangements for the West 
Bank and Gaza', 28 Israel Law Review, 268,269 (1994). 
5 2
 It should be mentioned, however, that in countries recognizing 'Palestine' as a state, the 
PLO office may be in a position to exercise defacto or, in case the office has diplomatic status, 
even de jure diplomatic protection in respect of Palestinians residing there, including residents of 
the autonomous areas. 
5 3
 In this sub-section the possible collective acquisition of citizenship by groups of Palestin­
ians will be examined; acquisition of the nationality of third countries by individual Palestinians 
reaches beyond the scope of this study. 
54 See para. 242, and n. 46, above; also, Goodwin-Gill, 1994,384. 
55 Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1994,385 and n. 32, referring to Oseri v. Oseri (1953) 8 PM 76; 17ILR 
111 (1950); this decision of the Tel Aviv District Court, apparently based on the fact of termina­
tion of Palestinian citizenship, may also have been inspired by a desire not to recognize Palestin­
ian Arabs as citizens of Israel. Weis, 1979,140, η. 27a, also refers to a decision by the same court 
in Estate of Shifris, where it was held that in the absence of a nationality law of Israel, a former 
Palestinian citizen who died in 1950 was to be regarded as stateless (Pesakim Mehoziim, vol. iii. 
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li municipal law, the issue was resolved by a Supreme Court decision,56 and by 
the 1952 Nationality Law.57 
The 1952 Law confirmed repeal of the Palestine Citizenship Orders 1925-
42, retroactively to the day of the establishment of the state of Israel.58 It declared 
itself the exclusive law on citizenship, which was available by way of return,59 
residence, birth, and naturalization.60 Former Palestinian citizens of Arab origin 
are eligible for Israeli nationality provided they met the conditions of section 3, 
which reads as follows: 
(a) A person who, immediately before the establishment of the State, was a Palestinian citizen and 
who does not become an Israel national under section 2, shall become an Israel national with ef­
fect from the day of the establishment of the State if' 
(1) he was registered on the 4th Adar, 5712 (1st March 1952) as an inhabitant under the Registra­
tion of Inhabitants Ordinance, 5709-1949; and 
(2) he is an inhabitant of Israel on the day of the coming into force of this Law; and 
(3) he was m Israel, or in an area which became Israel territory after the establishment of the State 
to the day of the coming into force of this Law, or entered Israel legally during that period. 
(b) A person bom after the establishment of the State who is an inhabitant of Israel on the day of 
the coming into force of this Law, and whose father or mother becomes an Israel national under 
subsection (a), shall become an Israel national with effect from the day of his birth. 
These strict requirements meant that the vast majority of those who as a result of 
the 1948 war were displaced outside the territory of what became Israel, were ef­
fectively denied Israeli citizenship. If international law raised a presumption of 
222 (1950-1951). According to Goodwin-Gill, only in one case was the fact of residence and the 
international law governing succession of states invoked, see A.B ν M В ; 17 ILR 110(1950), in 
this decision, also by the Tel Aviv District court, it was held. 'So long as no law has been enacted 
providing otherwise, my view is that every individual who, on the date of the establishment of the 
State of Israel, was resident in the territory which today constitutes the State of Israel, is also a na­
tional of Israel.' See also Weis, 1979,140 and η. 27a. 
56 Goodwin-Gill, 1994, 385 and n. 33, citing Hussein ν governor of Acre Prison (Piska Din, 
vol. vi (1952), 897,901; 17ILR 111 (1950). The Supreme Court held that Palestinian citizenship 
ceased to exist, in the territory of Israel and in the other parts of the former mandated territory of 
Palestme, after the establishment of the state of Israel and the annexation of the other parts to 
neighbouring sutes. See also Nakara v. Minister of the Interior (1953) 7 PD 955, 20 ILR 49 
(1953). 
5 7
 Nationality Law, 5712/1952,93 Official Gazette 22. Entry into force: 14 July 1952. 
58 Sect. 18, para. (a). 
59 The Law provides for the acquisition of Israel nationality by operation of law upon immi­
gration. Sect 2 of the Law, entitled 'Nationality by Return', provides: '(a) Every oleh [i.e., Jewish 
immigrant] under the Law of Return, 5710-1950, shall become an Israel national'. See Weis, 
1979,114. 
60 Sect. 1. 
61 According to Goodwin-Gill, 1994, 397, n. 36, there were some authorized returns for the 
purpose of family reunification. 
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entitlement to local citizenship for residents at the moment of establishment of the 
state,62 subsequent developments have made such claims redundant.63 
245. As was extensively discussed in the previous chapter, Palestinian refugees 
were admitted to neighbouring countries on what was expected to be a temporary 
basis; local citizenship, for the most part, was not available. The exception is Jor-
dan, which conferred citizenship on all residents who had been Palestinian citi-
zens prior to 15 May 1948, including those of the West Bank. However, as a re-
sult of King Hussein's 1988 decision to sever 'the legal and administrative links' 
between the West Bank and the rest of Jordan, the Palestinians of the West Bank 
effectively lost their Jordanian citizenship.64 Also those Jordanian citizens of Pal-
estinian origin, who have recently been allowed to 'return' to the autonomous are-
as of the Gaza Strip or parts of the West Bank, have been deprived of their Jor-
danian citizenship. 
246. Goodwin-Gill in 1990 summarized his conclusions in respect of the national 
status of Palestinians, which in the opinion of this author continue to accurately 
reflect the present position, as follows:6 5 
Just as Israel has denied citizenship to the majority of Palestinian Arabs, the Arab countries of ref-
uge have, for the most part, consistently rejected local integration and citizenship as a solution to a 
problem which, in their view, can only be resolved by repatriation and self-determination. With 
limited exceptions, Palestinian refugees have not been granted (and for the most part, have not 
sought) citizenship in the countries of refuge. From the international law perspective, they are 
therefore stateless persons, notwithstanding the recognition accorded by some States to the entity 
62 Cf. Goodwin-Gill, G. S., International Law and the Movement of Persons between States, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1978, 4; also Goodwin-Gill, 1994, 385. According to Brownlie, 1990, 
661, 'the evidence is overwhelmingly in support of the view that the population follows the 
change of sovereignty in matters of nationality.' See also eh. VII, sect 2.1, para. 320. 
6 3
 Goodwin-Gill, 1994,385, n. 38, refers to the Prevention of Infiltration (Offenses and Juris-
diction) Law ¡954. Under sect 30(a) of this Law, the Minister of Defence is empowered to order 
the deportation of an infiltrator, defined by sect. 1 as a person who has entered Israel knowingly 
and unlawfully, and who, at any time between 29 Nov. 1947 (the date of the UN decision to parti-
tion Palestine) and his entry was a national, resident or visitor in the Arab countries hostile to Is-
rael, or a former Palestine citizen or resident who had left his ordinary place of residence m an 
area which became part of Israel. 
64 See ch. Г , sub-sect. 3.3, also, Bierwith, 1990,115. Although no longer considered as Jor­
danian subjects, such Palestinians remained eligible for Jordanian protection and a Jordanian 
passport, with limited validity (two years instead of five years for Jordanian citizens). As the Jor­
danian Nationality Law was not formally changed, according to Shehadeh, West Bank Palestin­
ians did not formally lose Jordanian citizenship, cf. eh. Г , para. 208. Whatever the validity of this 
argument, in fact West Bank Palestinians are no longer being treated as full fledged Jordanian citi­
zens and should therefore be considered to have become at least defacto stateless persons. 
65 Goodwin-Gill, 1994,386. 
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'Palestine', and notwithstanding the United Nations' recognition of the Palestine Liberation Orga­
nization as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian people."" For many Palestinian citizens 
by birth, such citizenship will have lapsed or terminated with the events of 1948, and likewise for 
many, no other citizenship will have been acquired m the interim. 
3. CONVENTION RELATING TO THE STATUS OF STATELESS PERSONS 
247. In December 1950, the General Assembly of the United Nations decided to 
convene a Conference of Plenipotentiaries to complete the draft Convention relat­
ing to the Status of Refugees, and the draft Protocol on Stateless Persons.67 
Meeting in July 1951 in Geneva, the Conference adopted and opened for signa­
ture the 1951 Convention,68 but decided to take no decision on the draft protocol, 
referring it back for more detailed study.69 Three years later, at a United Nations 
Conference in New York, the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless 
Persons was adopted, an independent convention being preferred to the draft pro­
tocol initially proposed by the Ad hoc Committee in 1950.7 0 It is worth recalling 
the limited purposes of the 1954 Convention: to regulate and improve the status 
of stateless persons and, within the context of the purposes of the United Nations, 
to assure stateless persons the widest possible exercise of fundamental rights and 
freedoms.71 
248. According to its preamble, 'those stateless persons who are also refugees 
are covered by the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951' 
[emphasis added], and consequently the 1954 Convention only applies to other 
stateless persons. The 1954 Convention is, therefore, of no relevance to stateless 
Palestinian refugees, to the extent that such persons are covered by the 1951 Con­
vention. However, as was shown in chapter ΙΠ, there are many Palestinian refu­
gees who are, rightly or wrongly, unable to benefit from the latter Convention 
66
 As was discussed above, also the introduction of limited self-rule in the Gaza Strip and 
parts of the West Bank has not changed the picture. 
67 UNGA res. 429(V), 14 Dec. 1950. The draft protocol on stateless persons also appears in 
'Report of the Ad hoc Committee on Refugees and Stateless Persons', 2ndsess., UN doc. E/1850, 
Annex Π, Takkenberg and Tahbaz. 1989, vol. ii, 206. 
68 Seech.ΙΠ,n. I. 
69 See Final Act of the 1951 Conference, Part ΙΠ. Also, Goodwin-Gill, 1994,381. 
7 0
 See n. 1, above. The Convention was adopted by the UN Conference on the Status of State­
less Persons, held at UN Headquarters in New York from 13-23 Sep. 1954. The Conference was 
convened pursuant to ECOSOC res. 526 A (XVII) of 26 Apr. 1954. For the text of this resolution, 
see ECOSOC. Official Records, 17th sess., supp. l.E/2596,12. For the text of the Final Act of the 
Conference, see UNHCR, 1988,79. 
71 Cf. Goodwin-GiU, 1994,382. 
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and, to the extent that these refugees are also stateless persons, they should alter-
natively be able to benefit from the 1954 Convention. 
Unfortunately, adherence to the 1954 Convention is far more limited than in 
respect of the 1951 Convention. There are only 42 states party to the 1954 Con-
vention as at 29 September 1994, including three Arab states.72 As is the case 
with the 1951 Convention, most countries in the Middle East where large concen-
trations of Palestinian refugees are residing are not bound by the 1954 Conven-
tion. Consequently, the 1954 Convention is mainly relevant for the considerable 
number of Palestinian refugees residing in Europe.73 
249. In order to apply the 1954 Convention, a state party is obliged to determine 
the statelessness of a person claiming its benefits. Article 1 of the 1954 Conven-
tion defines a stateless person in purely formal terms: 'the term stateless person 
means a person who is not considered a national by any State under the operation 
of its law.' Determination of statelessness under this definition is not a simple 
matter. It requires an examination of the nationality laws of foreign states74 and, 
as appeared in the previous section, may even raise fundamental questions of in-
cidence and continuity of statehood. The potential political sensitiveness of the 
determination of statelessness may have been one of the main reasons why ac-
cession to the 1954 Convention has been so limited and why, in those states party 
to the Convention, so few stateless persons have succeeded in claiming its bene-
fits." 
The 1961 Convention explicitly recognises the above problems. Article 11 
of that Convention provides that 'the Contracting States shall promote the estab-
lishment within the framework of the United Nations, as soon as may be after the 
deposit of the sixth instrument of ratification or accession, of a body to which a 
72 Information provided by UNHCR, Centre for Documentation on Refugees. Algeria, Libya 
and Tunisia are the only three member states of the Arab League who are party to the Convention. 
Israel is party to the Convention as well. 
73 Not all European states are bound by the Convention, though. European states parties are: 
Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Denmark, Finland, France, Macedonia (the former Yugoslav 
Republic of), Germany, Greece, Holy See, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia. 
74 According to art. 2 of the International Convention on Certain Questions Relating to the 
Conflict of Nationality Laws 'any question as to whether a person possesses the nationality of a 
particular State shall be determined in accordance with the law of that State.' See also art. 1 of the 
same Convention, quoted in para. 237, above. According to Grahl-Madsen, 1966,1SS, these provi-
sions may be considered a codification of generally accepted rules of international law. 
75 An additional reason why only few stateless persons have succeeded in claiming the bene-
fits of the 1954 Convention may be related to the requirement that such persons be 'lawfully 
staying' in the territory of the state party; see, for example, arts. 15 ,17,18,19,21,23,24, 26,28, 
and 31 of the Convention. 
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person claiming the benefit of this Convention may apply for the examination of 
his claim and for assistance in presenting it to the appropriate authority.'76 The 
body envisaged in this article was never established, though.77 However, in its 
resolution 3274 (XXIX) of 10 December 1974, the General Assembly requested 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 'provisionally to undertake 
the functions foreseen in the 1961 Convention in accordance with its Article 11 
after it comes into force.' At its thirty-first session, the General Assembly review-
ed the matter, and decided, without time limit, to request the High Commissioner 
'to continue to perform these functions.'78 
250. Although it has been more than twenty years since the General Assembly 
has first requested the High Commissioner for Refugees to protect and assist 
stateless persons, this aspect of the mandate was never given much publicity by 
UNHCR itself, nor has it received much attention in the literature on the organiza-
tion. Batchelor, for example, in the article already quoted several times,79 dis-
cussed the origin of article 11 of the 1961 Convention as well as the appointment 
of UNHCR as provisional 'Article 11 Agency', but failed to analyze how 
UNHCR has carried out its responsibilities in this respect. The same applies to 
other commentators.80 
Article 11 was incorporated in the 1961 Convention because its drafters 
realized that a stateless person would have neither the financial resources nor the 
necessary expertise to engage the authority of the state on his or her right to the 
nationality of that state.81 Access to an international entity would, therefore, be 
critical. Accordingly, one would expect UNHCR to have actively pursued the 
protection of stateless persons under the two resolutions mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph. In fact, however, UNHCR has been very cautious in providing 
this kind of assistance. To the knowledge of this author, it has thus far declined to 
express an official opinion as to the de jure statelessness of persons claiming the 
benefits of the 1954 and/or 1961 Conventions. In doing so, it has allowed legal 
controversy in this respect, for example over the de jure statelessness of Palestin-
7 6
 At one time, the International Law Commission had favoured the idea of both a protecting 
agency for stateless persons, and a tribunal to decide upon their claims. Neither suggestion found 
much favour with states, which opted instead for the establishment of a body within the frame-
work of the United Nations. Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1994,384; Batchelor, 1995,252. 
7 7
 For a discussion of the underlying reasons, see Batchelor, 1995,254. 
78 UNGA res. 31/36,30 Nov. 1976. 
79 See n. 1, above. The article is drawn from a study which the author prepared in her capacity 
as a consultant for the Division of International Protection of UNHCR. 
80 See, for example, Goodwin-Gill, 1994, 384, Van Kneken, P. J., 'Disintegration and State-
lessness' , 12 NQHR 30 (1994). 
81 a . Batchelor, 1995,253. 
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ians as referred to in the previous section,82 to continue, to the detriment of the 
individuals concerned. 
251. Similarly to the 1951 Convention, article 1 of the 1954 Convention stipu­
lates that it shall not apply to 'persons who are at present receiving from organs or 
agencies of the United Nations other than the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees protection or assistance so long as they are receiving such protection 
or assistance.'83 Although the wording used slightly differs from that of article 
ID of the 1951 Convention, it is clear that also here reference is made specifically 
to the Palestinian refugees falling under the mandate of UNRWA.84 
The fact that a qualified exclusion in respect of Palestinian refugees is in­
corporated in the text of the 1954 Convention, led the German Federal Adminis­
trative Court to the conclusion that Palestinians, who have not acquired the na­
tionality of a third state, are stateless m the sense of article 1, paragraph 1, of the 
1954 Convention. In an important decision of 23 February 1993, primarily deal­
ing with the question whether children bom in Germany out of Palestinian parents 
have a claim to naturalization under the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness,85 the Court held:86 
In adopting the Stateless Convention, the State Parties took into consideration that only those 
stateless persons who are also refugees are covered by the Geneva Convention, adopted three 
8 2
 See para. 242 and n. 42, above. 
8 3
 Art. 1, para. 2 (i). Similarly, also excluded are those 'recognized by the competent authori­
ties of the country in which they have taken residence as having the rights and obligations ... at­
tached to the possession of the nationality of that country', as well as war criminals, serious non-
poutical criminals, and similar cases, see art. 1, para. 2 (u) and (ш). 
8 4
 The extensive discussion of CRS51, art. ID, in ch. Ill refers. 
85 For this reason the decision will be discussed further in para. 256, below. 
S6 Federal Administrative Court, 23 Feb. 1993 [Bundesverwaltungsgericht, Urteil vom 
23.2.1993, Bverwg 1 С 45.90] InfAuslR 7-Я/93,268,269. English translation by the author, origi­
nal text of quoted passage 'Bei Abschluß das Staatenlosen-Ubereinkommens haben sich die Ver-
tragsparteien, wie sich aus Abs. 3 der Präambel des Übereinkommens ergibt, von der Erwägung 
leiten lassen, daß nur diejenigen Staatenlosen, die gleichzeitig Flüchtlinge sind, durch die drei 
Jahre zuvor vereinbarte Genfer Konvention erfaßt werden und daß diese Konvention auf zahlrei-
che Staatenlose nicht anwendbar ist. Aus diesem Grunde haben sie im Staatenlosen-Ubereinkom-
men den Staatenlosen weitgehend dieselben Vergünstigungen gewahrt wie zuvor die Genfer Kon-
vention den Flüchtlingen. Ebenso haben sie in das Staatenlosen-Übereinkommen eine mit der Son-
denregelung ш Art. ID inhaltlich übereinstimmende (...) Bestimmung aufgenommen, die vor-
nehmlich die durch die UNRWA geschützten palästinensischen Flüchtlinge betrifft. Einer solchen 
Bestimmung hätte es mcht bedurft, wenn die Palästinenser nicht Staatenlose im Sinne des Art. 1 
Abs. 1 StIÜbk wären. Mit dieser Sonderreglung ist zugleich einer politischen Auseinandersetzung 
um das Bestehen oder Nichtbestehen einer palästinensischen Staatsangehörigkeit vorgebeugt wor-
den, so wie mit der übereinstimmenden Sonderregelung in der Genfer Konvention eine Kontro-
verse Ober die Flüchtlingseigenschaft der Palästinenser vermieden wurde.' 
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years earlier, and that there are many stateless persons who are not covered by that Convention. 
For this reason, they have provided stateless persons in the Stateless Convention largely with the 
same benefits as the Geneva Convention provides in respect of refugees. Similarly, they have in­
corporated in the Stateless Convention a provision to the same effect (...) as the special arrange­
ment in Art. ID, which is primarily of concern to the Palestinian refugees protected by UNRWA. 
Such a provision would not have been necessary, if the Palestinians were not stateless in the sense 
of article 1, paragraph 1, of the Stateless Convention. This special arrangement also prevents a 
political discussion concerning the existence or non-existence of Palestinian citizenship, like the 
corresponding arrangement in the Geneva Convention avoids a controversy concerning the refu­
gee status of Palestinians. 
252. In 1985, the Federal Administrative Court had already decided that Palestin­
ians were in principle covered by the 1954 Convention, 8 7 but the legal controver­
sy as to whether Palestinians were indeed to be considered as stateless persons 
rather than as 'persons of undetermined nationality' continued until the decision 
of 1 9 9 3 . 8 8 In its decision, the Court elegantly avoids having to address the com­
plex and sensitive questions that are normally linked with the determination of 
statelessness, 8 9 and opens the door to a considerable improvement of the legal 
status of a large group of Palestinian refugees who have been residing in the Fed­
eral Republic of Germany since the 1970s and 1980s and who were previously 
unable to benefit from the provisions of the 1954 and 1961 Conventions. Palestin­
ians in Germany have generally also not been recognized as Convention refugees 
nor have they been granted asylum under the German Constitution. In practice, 
87 Federal Administrative Court, 15 Oct 1985 [Bverwg 15 Okt. 1985 - 9 С 38.85]. The case 
concerned the evaluation of asylum claims of Palestinians in the light of the situation in Lebanon 
after the Israeli invasion. From June 1982, the Lebanese government introduced a number of 
measures against Palestinians. Those who had participated in the fighting were required to leave 
Lebanon and those outside the country were refused renewal of their (Lebanese) travel documents. 
The government stated that its objective was to reduce the number of Palestinians in the country to 
around 50,000 [Minority Rights Group, 1984,12]. In its decision the Federal Administrative Court 
held that these measures were not dictated by '1951 Convention' reasons (that is, by considera­
tions of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion); 
they were in the nature of preventive or police measures, directed against stateless persons. In the 
view of the court, residence in Lebanon on the basis of various international agreements or under­
takings could be terminated wherever the persons concerned violated national security or public 
order, for example, by participating in a civil war. The court held further that a state of residence 
effectively severs its link with stateless persons, when it expels or refuses to readmit them in cir­
cumstances that do not amount to persecution. It thereby also ceases to be the state of 'habitual re­
sidence' within the meaning of art 1A (2) of the 1951 Convention; there being no 'source coun­
try' upon which to build a claim to refugee status (under the 1951 Convention), or asylum (under 
the German Constitution), such cases must be dealt with under the 1954 Convention. See: Good­
win-Gill, 1994,386,398, n. 47; ZDWF, 1986,35,115. See also ch. Ш, para. 164. 
8 8
 Cf. para. 242 and n. 42, above. For a more detailed account of this controversy, see 
Bierwith 1990,32. 
89 See para. 249, above. 
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Palestinians in the Federal Republic of Germany are being 'tolerated' that is, their 
(international) status as refugees was informally acknowledged, so far as they are 
allowed to remain, although without formal legal status.90 
253. The 1954 Convention provides stateless persons with similar benefits as the 
1951 Convention provides to refugees; the two conventions are to a large extent 
identical. There are two main differences: the 1954 Convention has no guarantees 
equivalent to those in article 31 of the 1951 Convention against penalization for 
illegal entry, and does not provide for cooperation with a monitoring body like the 
UNHCR to which to turn for support against state authorities. 
Similar to the 1951 Convention, the 1954 Convention provides for a special 
travel document for stateless persons. Article 28 of the 1954 Convention provides 
that 'The Contracting States shall issue to stateless persons lawfully staying in 
their territory travel documents for the purpose of travel outside their territory, 
unless compelling reasons of national security or public order otherwise require 
...'. This article has been invoked by some of the Palestinians residing in Germa-
ny, referred to in the previous paragraph.91 
90 Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1994,387. This so-called 'toleration' [Duldung] is in fact no more than 
a 'temporary suspension of the deportation' [vorläufige Aussetzung einer Abschiebung] which is 
provided for in the German Aliens Law [Ausländergesetz]. It was long argued that because of its 
nature a 'toleration' could not be seen as a lawful stay in Germany, thereby denying beneficiaries 
of this arrangement access to benefits only open to aliens lawfully residing in the country. In its 
1993 decision, referred to in para. 251, above, the Federal Administrative Court ruled that a 'toler-
ation' could under circumstances be considered as a lawful (and habitual) stay in Germany; cf. 
para. 257, below. See also Bierwirth, 1990,131; Köffner and Nicolaus, 1986,226,231. 
9 1
 See, for example, a 1992 decision of the Administrative Appeals Court of Bavaria, Wurz-
burg [Bayerische Verwaltungsgericht Würzburg, W 2 К 91.1108], excerpted in 4 URL 391. con­
cerning a Palestinian from Lebanon who had been living in Germany since 1982 as a 'tolerated' 
alien. He applied to the German authorities for a travel document for stateless persons. The appli­
cation was rejected inter alia on the ground that he was not 'lawfully' staying in Germany for the 
purpose of CSSP54, art. 28. The court held that the authorities had not properly exercised their 
discretion in refusing the request, and referred the case back for a new decision, taking into ac­
count the court's judgement According to the court, CSSP54, art 28, obliges states to provide 
travel documents to stateless persons who are lawfully on their territory. With respect to stateless 
persons who are not lawfully staying in their territory, states have a discretion whether or not to 
provide a travel document According to the court the authorities had not properly exercised their 
discretion in the present case, mainly referring to the fact that the applicant was not 'lawfully' in 
the country. See also Administrative Appeals Court [Verwaltungsgerichtshof] Baden-Württem-
berg, 20 Mar. 1991 · 11 S 2183/90, InfAuslR 7-8/91,226 and Administrative Court [Verwaltungs-
gericht] Berlin, 22 Jan. 1991 - VG 18 A 62/89. InfAuslR 7-8/91,238. 
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4. CONVENTION ON THE REDUCTION OF STATELESSNESS 
254. While the 1954 Convention addresses the effects of existing statelessness, 
further international co-operation was required to eliminate, or at least reduce, fu­
ture statelessness through the co-ordination and harmonisation of national laws.92 
For this purpose, in 1959 a United Nations Conference convened in Geneva to 
consider a convention for the elimination or reduction of future statelessness.93 
The Conference took as a basis a draft prepared by the International Law Com­
mission9 4 and, after having been adjourned,95 adopted the Convention on the Re­
duction of Statelessness on 28 August 1961.9 6 The Convention entered into force 
on 13 December 1975.9 7 By 29 September 1994, only 17 states had ratified or ac­
ceded to the Convention, including one Arab state (Libya). Israel has signed but 
not ratified the Convention.98 As is the case with the 1951 and 1954 Conventions, 
the 1961 Convention is mainly relevant for Palestinian refugees residing in a 
number of European states99 as well as in Australia and Canada. 
92 The League of Nations had earlier promoted similar efforts; see n. 19, above. 
93 See generally. Weis, P., 'The United Nations Convention on the Reduction of Stateless­
ness, 196T, 11ICLQ 1073 (1962); Weis, 1979,162; Goodwin-Gill, 1994,383. 
94 The International Law Commission (ILC) decided at its 1st sess., in 1949, to include 
'nationality, including statelessness' in the list of topics provisionally selected for codification; cf. 
'Report of the ILC covering its first session', UN doc. A/925, para. 16. It discussed the subject at 
its 4th sess., in 1952, on the basis of a report prepared by one of its special rapporteurs and re­
quested the preparation of draft conventions on the subject; cf. UN doc. A/CN.4/50, YBILC 1952-
II, 3. Provisional drafts of a Draft Convention on the Elimination of Future Statelessness and a 
Draft Convention on the Reduction of Future Statelessness were adopted by ILC at its 5th session, 
in 1953, and were consequently submitted to governments for comment; cf. 'Report of the ILC 
covering its 5th session', UN doc. A/2456, para. 19, YBILC 1953-II, 200. ILC revised the drafts 
in the light of comments made by governments and interested organisations and, finally, the Sixth 
(Legal) Committee of the General Assembly, in 1954 discussed the revised drafts, and based upon 
its recommendation, the General Assembly consequently requested the Secretary-General 'to con­
vene an international Conference of Plenipotentiaries for the conclusion of a Convention for the 
reduction or elimination of future statelessness as soon as at least twenty States have communicat­
ed to the Secretary-General their willingness to co-operate in such a conference'; cf. UNGA res. 
896 (ΓΧ), 4 Dec. 1954. 
95 Fundamental differences were revealed between states which favoured the principle oí jus 
soli, and those which opted for jus sanguinis. Endorsement of the former would have stopped 
many instances of original statelessness at source, but agreement was missing, and the compro-
mise reached when the Conference reconvened in 1961 combined elements of both principles. 
Equally divisive was the issue of deprivation of nationality, a facility defended by many states as 
essential to their vital interests. Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1994,383. 
96 For the text of the Final Act of the Conference, see UNHCR, 1988,90. 
97 UN doc. A/CONF.9/15, 1961; text in UNHCR. 1988,82. 
98 Information provided by UNHCR, Centre for Documentation on Refugees, Geneva. 
99 The European states parties to the 1961 Convention are Austria, Denmark, France, Germa-
ny, Ireland, Latvia, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom. 
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255. According to the article 1 of the Convention, a contracting state shall grant 
its nationality to a person bom in its territory who would otherwise be stateless at 
birth, by operation of law, or upon application; in the latter case the contracting 
state may make the grant of its nationality subject to one or more conditions, sti­
pulated exhaustively in the Convention — a concession to the jus sanguinis 
countries. Subject to these conditions, no application may be rejected. This is the 
most significant element of the 1961 Convention: it imposes positive obligations 
on states to grant nationality in certain circumstances, in contrast with the essen­
tially negative obligations contained in the conventions adopted under the aus­
pices of the League of Nations.100 
The 1961 Convention also attempts to settle a variety of incidental prob­
lems, such as the nationality of foundlings101 and of those bom on board ships or 
aircraft.102 The Convention also seeks to minimise the possibility of loss of na­
tionality resulting in statelessness on the occasion of change of civil status,103 and 
even in the case of voluntary acts of the individual, such as renunciation.104 Fi­
nally, deprivation of nationality resulting in statelessness is prohibited in princi­
ple, but subject to a variety of exceptions, including misrepresentation or fraud in 
acquisition, or disloyalty.105 Deprivation of nationality on racial, ethnic, religious 
or political grounds, however, is prohibited without exception.106 
256. The obligation to grant nationality, entailed in article 1 of the 1961 Conven­
tion, has been invoked a number of times by children bom in the Federal Repub­
lic of Germany out of Palestinian parents.107 In the important decision of 23 Feb­
ruary 1993, already quoted above,108 the German Federal Administrative Court 
ordered the naturalization of a Palestinian girl, bom in February 1982, in Berlin. 
The girl's parents, Palestinians from Lebanon, arrived in Germany in 1981 and 
applied for asylum for themselves and their children. The asylum request was 
turned down but both parents and children were alternatively 'tolerated' to remain 
in Germany, as expulsion to Lebanon was considered unacceptable under the then 
100 Cf. η. 9, above. 
1 0 1
 Ait 2; continuing the principle of jus soli already established in the 1930 Hague Conven­
tion. 
102 Art. 3. 
103 Arts. 5 and 6. 
104 Art 7. 
105 Art 8. 
106 Art 9. 
107 See, for example. Administrative Appeals Court [Verwaltungsgerichtshof] Baden-Würt-
temberg, 4 Sep. 1990,13 S 2915/89, InfAuslR 11-12/90,336. Also, Administrative Appeals Court 
[Oberverwaltungsgericht] Berlin, 18 Apr. 1991, OVG 5 В 41.90, InfAuslR 7-8/91,228. 
' °
8
 See para. 251, above. 
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prevailing conditions in that country.109 In March 1987, the girl, through her par-
ents, applied for naturalization. 
The claim was not directly based on the 1961 Convention, but rather on the 
German federal law implementing the Convention, the Law on the Reduction of 
Statelessness of 29 June 1 9 7 7 . 1 1 0 According to its article 2, a person who has 
been stateless since birth and who has been bom in Germany, or on board of a 
ship under German flag or an aircraft registered in Germany, is eligible for natu-
ralization.11 ' The application should be made before the applicant reaches the age 
of 21 and the applicant should not have been sentenced to imprisonment for a 
term of five years or more on a criminal charge. Finally, the person concerned 
should have had 'lawful and habitual residence'1 1 2 in Germany for five years or 
more. 
257. In its decision, the Federal Administrative Court first examines the prelimi-
nary question whether or not the applicant is to be considered as a stateless per-
son. The 1961 Convention does not contain its own definition of statelessness but 
it is generally understood that the definition laid down in article 1 of the 1954 
Convention is applicable. Article 1 of the German Law on the Reduction of State-
lessness contains an explicit provision to this effect. The relevant passage of the 
decision, where the Court comes to the conclusion that the applicant is indeed to 
be considered stateless, was already quoted above. 1 1 3 
The Court then addresses the question whether the applicant has met the re-
quirement of 'lawful and habitual residence' in Germany for five years or more. 
According to the defendant this was not the case, as the applicant was only per-
mitted to stay in Germany, based on a so-called 'toleration' permit.114 The Court 
turns down the argument advocated by the defendant, and accepted by the Court 
of Appeals, that 'lawful and habitual residence' requires that the applicant be al-
lowed in principle to reside in the country for an unlimited period, with the expli-
109 Cf. para. 252, above. 
110
 Gesetz zur Verminderung der Staatenlosigkeit vom 29. Juni 1977, BGBL. I S.l 101. 
111
 See Bierwith, 1990,24, 123. The original German text of art 2 reads as follows: 'Ein seit 
der Geburt Staatenloser ist auf seinen Antrag einzubürgern, wenn er 1) im Geltungsbereich dieses 
Gesetzes oder an Bord eines Schiffes, das berechtigt ist, die Bundesflage der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland zu fuhren, oder in einem Luftfahrzeug, das Staatsangehörigkeitszeichen der Bundes-
republik Deutschland führt, geboren ist, 2) seit fünf Jahren rechtmäßig seinen dauernden Aufent-
halt im Geltungsbereich dieses Gesetzes hat und 3) den Antrag vor Vollendung des einundzwan-
zigsten Lebensjahres stellt, es sei denn, daß er rechtskräftig zu einer Freiheits- oder Jugendstrafe 
von fünf Jahren oder mehr verurteilt worden ist. (...).' 
112 'Rechtmäßig dauernden Aufenthalt'. 
113
 See para. 251, above. 
H* Cf. para. 252, above. 
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cit consent of the Aliens Authorities and has apparently settled permanently.115 
On the other hand, as the Court states, a mere factual stay for a period of five 
years is not sufficient as well. According to the Court 'a person has his habitual 
residence in Germany, when he is not just temporarily, but rather for the foresee-
able future living here, so that termination of this stay is uncertain'.116 The appli-
cant meets this test as the 'toleration permit' of her parents has repeatedly been 
extended, without any certainty as to its termination. In this context the Court re-
solves that the residence status of children and minors is normally determined by 
that of their parents, provided that they live together. Finally, the Court concludes 
that the applicant's stay in Germany had been 'lawful' as well, as, being a state-
less person, she (or her parents) were not required to carry a residence permit.117 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
258. The fact that most Palestinian refugees are also stateless has a considerable 
impact. As the discussion in this and previous chapters has shown, being stateless, 
dispossessed, not having the passport of a state, not having even the theoretical 
option of returning to one's country, in other words not having 'the right to have 
rights', has been at the very heart of the Palestinian refugee problem. One may 
even argue that the element of statelessness has been more significant than the 
refugee aspect in negatively affecting the position of the Palestinian people. 
The problem of statelessness will only be resolved if and when a Palestinian 
state will finally be established. Until such time, it is important that the stateless-
ness of the majority of Palestinian refugees be formally acknowledged, so that, 
where applicable, individual Palestinians may be able to benefit from the relevant 
instruments of international law. In this context it should again be emphasized 
that the international recognition of the Palestinian people does not in itself result 
in the establishment of a Palestinian nationality which meets the requirements of 
international law. 
45 "... daß der Aufenthalt mit Willen der Ausländerbehörde auf grundsätzlich unbeschränkte 
Zeit angelegt ist und sich zu einer voraussichtlich dauernden Niederlassung verfestigt hat.' 
116 'Eine Person hat dann ihren dauernden Aufenthalt in Deutschland, wenn sie nicht nur vor-
übergehend, sondern auf unabsehbare Zeit hier lebt, so daß eine Beendigung des Aufenthalts un-
gewiß ist' English translation by the author. 
117 CRS61, art. 1, para. 2 (b), only allows that the grant of nationality be made subject to the 
condition 'that the person concerned has habitually resided in the territory of the Contracting 
State...' [emphasis added]. The Convention does not require that the stay has also been lawful. By 
having concluded on formal grounds that applicant's stay in Germany was lawful, the Court 
avoids having to address this controversial issue; cf. Bierwith, 1990,126. 
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259. The provisional appointment of UNHCR as the body envisaged in article 11 
of the 1961 Convention has been an important step by the General Assembly of 
the United Nations towards strengthening the protection of stateless persons. 
However, UNHCR's inhibition in developing its role under article 11 is depriving 
the provision of much of its meaning. Not only in view of the large number of 
stateless Palestinians, but also taking into consideration the growing number of 
stateless persons of other origins, UNHCR should be encouraged to reconsider its 
position in this respect. 
Chapter VI 
HUMANITARIAN LAW 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
260. The Palestinian refugee problem was born out of the first Arab-Israeli war 
of 1948-1949. In 1949, the cessation of hostilities was formalized in several ar­
mistice agreements.1 Formally, however, the state of war continued:2 in respect of 
Lebanon and Syria to this day; in respect of Egypt and Jordan until 1979 and 
1994, respectively, when both countries entered into peace treaties with Israel.3 
The prolonged Arab-Israeli conflict has led to several wars and other armed con­
flicts in which the host countries of the Palestinian refugees, and sometimes the 
refugees themselves, were involved. The escalation of other regional conflicts re­
sulted in further wars involving countries with a substantial Palestinian presence. 
As Palestinian refugees have frequently been subjected to armed conflicts, 
international humanitarian law, the body of law that deals with different aspects 
of such conflicts, has therefore been of considerable importance to them. This has 
been particularly relevant for the large number of Palestinians who had found re­
fuge in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank. After the 1967 war, these two areas 
came under Israeli military control. The status of these areas having changed to 
that of Occupied territory', the status of the refugees also changed. In addition to 
being refugees, they now also became persons protected by international humani­
tarian law. In this respect international protection has been provided by the Inter­
national Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).4 The same applied to Palestinians 
residing in other countries that have been subject to belligerent occupation and/or 
other manifestations of armed conflict, e.g. Kuwait5 and Lebanon. 
1 For details, see ch I, n. 80. 
2
 The agreements 'being dictated exclusively by military, and not political, considerations' did 
not prejudice the political positions of any of the parties on the ultimate settlement of the Palestine 
question, UN, Origins, 1990,141. 
3 Treaty ofPeace, 26 Mar. 1979, Egypt-Israel, text in 18ILM 362 (1979); Treaty of Peace, 26 
Oct 1994, Jordan-Israel, text in 34 ILM 43 (1995). 
4 On ICRC's mandate in the occupied territories, see ch. Ш, sect. 4. 
5
 On the relevance of humanitarian law for Palestinians in Kuwait after the 1991 Gulf war, see 
Middle East Watch, 'Nowhere to go. the tragedy of the remaining Palestinian families in Kuwait', 
New York, Oct. 1991,21-24. 
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261. Different terms are used to describe the area of international law that deals 
with armed conflicts and some confusion exists as to its relation to the body of in­
ternational law referred to as human rights law.6 Rather than using older terms 
such as 'law of war' or 'law of armed conflict', in accordance with the practise of 
the International Committee of the Red Cross the present writer will in this con­
text refer to 'international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts', or, in 
brief, 'humanitarian law'.7 Although of a different origin, humanitarian law is 
currently generally seen as being closely related to the wider body of international 
law concerned with the protection of individuals and groups, commonly referred 
to as human rights law.8 For this reason, United Nations resolutions frequently re­
fer to 'human rights applicable in armed conflicts'.9 Although the author recog­
nizes the close relationship between the two areas of law, for the sake of clarity 
both are discussed separately in this book. A number of specific human rights is­
sues of particular relevance to Palestinian refugees will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
262. A considerable body of legal literature is available concerning the relevance 
of humanitarian law for Palestinian refugees, especially in the context of the Is­
raeli occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.10 For that reason, the dis­
cussion of this subject in the present study will be brief: section 2 will provide an 
overview of the main provisions of humanitarian law concerning the protection of 
civilians, including refugees, while section 3 will focus on the position of Pales­
tinian refugees in the territories occupied by Israel. Some legal implications for 
6
 See, for example, Cohen, E. R„ Human Rights in the Israeli-Occupied Territories 1967-
1982, Manchester, Manchester Univ. Press, 1985, ch. 1. 
7
 Cf. ICRC, Understanding Humanitarian Law: Basic Rules of the Geneva Conventions and 
their Additional Protocols, Geneva, 1987; also: Shaw, M. N.. International Law, Cambridge, Gro-
tius Publications Limited, 1991,729. 
8
 For example, according to Cohen, 1985,29, 'Historically, the Geneva Conventions and the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights emerged from a similar cause — the revulsion provoked 
by the experiences of World War II. They had a similar aim — the desire to assume the mainte­
nance of human rights in time of peace as well as in time of war. Consequently, the concept of 
human rights was taken into account in drafting the Geneva conventions, including the Fourth Ge­
neva Convention.' 
^ See, for example, UNGA res. 2444 (ХХШ), adopted unanimously on 19 Dec. 1968. 
'0 Al-Haq, A Nation under Siege: Al-Haq Annual Report on Human Rights in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territories, Ramallah, 1990; Coates, К. (ed.), Israel & Palestine: Human Rights in Is­
rael and in the Occupied Territories, ENDpapers Nine, Spokesman 47, Nottingham, Russell Press 
Ltd., 1985; Cohen, see n. 6, above; Playfair, E. (ed.), International Law and the Administration of 
Occupied Territories, with detailed bibliography, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1992; Shehadeh, R., 
Occupier's Law: Israel and the West Bank, Washington, D.C., Inst, for Palestine Studies, 1985. 
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Palestinian refugees of the limited self-rule introduced in parts of these territories 
since 1994 will be discussed in section 4. 
2. RULES OF HUMANITARIAN LAW CONCERNING THE PROTECTION 
OF CIVILIANS AND THEIR RELEVANCE FOR PALESTINIAN REFUGEES 
263. The basis of international humanitarian law is the recognition that the aim 
of war is the destruction of an entity — an enemy state or government — and not 
the destruction of military personnel placed hors de combat by reason of sickness, 
wounds, captivity, nor the destruction of individuals not participating in hostili-
ties.11 International humanitarian law aims at the protection of such persons and 
tries to limit the means at the disposal of belligerents in order to avoid unnecessa-
ry suffering.12 There are numerous treaties containing norms of international hu-
manitarian law, including: the first Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of 
the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field (1864);13 the Declaration of 
St. Petersburg (1868);14 the Hague Conventions (1899 and 1907) and the Regula-
tions annexed thereto, hereinafter 'the Hague Regulations';15 the Geneva Protocol 
for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous and Other Gases 
and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare (1925);16 the Geneva Conventions for 
the Amelioration of the Condition of the wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field 
and of Prisoners of War (1929);17 the Geneva Conventions for the Amelioration 
of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field; of the 
11 Cf.Cohen, 1985,xiv. 
12 Cf. ICRC, 1987,7. 
13 Signed at Geneva, 22 Aug. 1864. Entry into force: 22 Jun. 1865. Text: 1 AJIL supp., 90 
(1907); also in Friedman, L. (ed.). The Law of War: A Documentary History, 2 vols., New York, 
Random House, 1972, vol. i. 187. 
14 Declaration of St. Petersburg of 1868 to the Effect of Prohibiting the Use of Certain Projec-
tiles in Wartime, signed at St. Petersburg, 29 Nov. and 11 Dec. 1868. Entry into force: on signa-
ture. Text: 1 AJIL supp., 95 (1907); also in Friedman, 1972, vol. i, 192. 
15 The two Hague Peace Conferences are discussed in detail in Scott, J. B. (ed.). Reports to 
the Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907, Oxford, Clarendon Press for the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, 1917. Convention II on the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its an-
nexed Regulations are at 126; Convention IV on the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its 
annexed Regulations are at 509. 
'6 Signed at Geneva, 17 June 1925. Entry into force: 8 Feb. 1928. Text: 94 ZJV7/5 65; also in 
Friedman, 1972, vol. i, 454. 
17 Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Annies in 
the Field, signed at Geneva, 27 July 1929. Entry into force: 19 July 1931. Text 118 LNTS 303. 
Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, signed at Geneva, 27 July 1929. Entry 
into force: 19 July 1931. Text: 118ZJVTS343. 
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Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea; relative to 
the Treatment of Prisoners of War; and to the Protection of Civilian Persons in 
Time of War (1949);18 several conventions relating to nuclear or bacteriological 
weapons;19 and the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions (1977).20 
264. With regard to many of the older conventions, a consensus exists among 
jurists and governments that the norms contained therein have become part of 
customary international law;21 many of their rules have been reaffirmed in the 
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Additional Protocols of 1977. Concerning 
the four 1949 Geneva Conventions, at 30 September 1994 there were 185 states 
parties, including virtually all UN member states.22 Over 120 states are bound by 
the additional 1977 Protocols, including the following member states of the Arab 
League: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Mauritania, 
Oman, Qatar (Protocol I only), Saudi Arabia (Protocol I only), Syria (Protocol I 
only),23 Tunisia, the United Arab Emirates and Yemen. Israel is not bound by the 
Protocols.24 
18
 The text of the four conventions was adopted by the Diplomatic Conference for the Estab-
lishment of International Conventions for the Protection of Victims of War on 12 Aug. 1949. En-
try into force: 21 Oct. 1950. Text: 75 UNTS 31; also in ICRC, The Geneva Conventions of August 
12,1949, Geneva, 1987. 
19 See the instruments cited in Cohen, 1985, xix, n. 10 & 11. 
20 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 Aug. 1949, and Relating to the Pro-
tection of Victims of International Armed Conflict (Protocol I) and Protocol Additional to the Ge-
neva Conventions of 12 Aug. 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-intemational 
Armed Conflicts (Protocol II), both adopted by the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation 
and Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts on 8 June 
1977. Entry into force: 7 Dec. 1978. Text: ICRC, Protocols additional to the Geneva Conventions 
of 12 August 1949, Geneva, 1977; see also State of Switzerland, Official Records of the Diplomat-
ic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law Appli-
cable in Armed Conflicts, Geneva (1974-1977), Bern, Federal Political Department, 1978. 
21 Cf. Cohen, 1985, 23; Krill, F., 'ICRC action in aid of refugees·, in 28IRRC 328, 334 (No. 
265; 1988). See also: Judgement of the International Tribunal for the Trial of Major War Crimi-
nals (London, 1946) Cmd 6964, 64; Judgement of the International Military Tribunal for the Far 
East, 15 LRTWC 13 (1949). 
2 2
 This includes all member states of the League of Arab States as well as Israel; see 34 IRRC 
458 (No. 302; 1994). 
23 Syria, on the occasion of its accession in Nov. 1983, made a declaration that its accession 
to Protocol I in no way amounts to recognition of Israel or the establishment of any relations with 
it regarding the application of the Protocol. In a note to the depositary, Israel objected to this dec-
laration: 'the Geneva Conventions and Protocols are not the proper place for making such hostile 
political pronouncements, which are, moreover, in flagrant contradiction to the principles, objects 
and purposes of the Conventions and the Protocols.' The Syrian declaration 'cannot in any way 
affect whatever obligations are binding ... under general international law or under particular con-
ventions.' As for the substance of the matter, Israel would adopt towards Syria 'an attitude of 
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On 21 June 1989, the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, the deposit­
ory of the four Geneva Conventions and the two additional Protocols, received a 
letter from the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the United Nations Office at 
Geneva, informing the Swiss Federal Council 'that the Executive Committee of 
the Palestine Liberation Organization, entrusted with the functions of the Govern­
ment of the State of Palestine by decision of the Palestine National Council, de­
cided, on 4 May 1989, to adhere to the Four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 
1949 and the two Protocols additional thereto'.25 On 13 September 1989, the 
Swiss Federal Council informed the states that it was not in a position to decide 
whether the letter constituted an instrument of accession, 'due to the uncertainty 
within the international community as to the existence or non-existence of a State 
of Palestine'.26 
265. As appeared already from the titles of the various international instruments 
mentioned above, rules of humanitarian law deal with a number of different sub­
jects, including prisoners of war, civilians, sick and wounded personnel, prohibit­
ed methods of warfare, etc. The protection of civilians in humanitarian law is two­
fold. Firstly, it deals with the protection of civilians who are in the power of the 
enemy. Secondly, humanitarian law intends to protect civilians against the effects 
of hostilities. The protection of civilians is primarily governed by Geneva Con­
vention No. IV, Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 
1949, hereinafter 'the Fourth Geneva Convention'. Additional rules are incorpo­
rated in the two Protocols of 1977. 
As to the protection of civilians who are in the power of an enemy party to 
the conflict, the Fourth Convention provides mainly for two kinds of situations: 
aliens in the territory of a party to the conflict, and, inhabitants of an occupied ter­
ritory. In respect of Palestinian refugees, the second situation is of particular rele­
vance. As to the protection of civilians against the effects of hostilities, in respect 
of Palestinian refugees one of the main concerns has been the issue of military at­
tacks on refugee camps. Before looking into some of the relevant rules, first the 
preliminary question of their applicability to refugees, including for that matter to 
Palestinian refugees, should be addressed. 
complete reciprocity', Roberts, Α., and Guelfi, R. (eds.). Documents on the Laws of War, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1989 (2nd ed.), 466, cited in Playfair, 1992,44, η. 46. 
24 See 34IRRC 458 (No. 302; 1994). 
25 Ibid., 463. 
26 Ibid. 
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2.1 - ARE REFUGEES PROTECTED BY HUMANITARIAN LAW? 
266. Refugees are not explicitly mentioned in the definition of protected persons 
in article 4 of the Fourth Geneva Convention. However, as far as they are civilian 
persons, it is generally accepted that they are as such benefiting from the protec­
tion provided for in that Convention. 2 7 The determining criterion for the purpose 
of applying the Fourth Geneva Convention is the absence of protection by a na­
tional government: protected persons are those who, 'at a given moment and in 
any manner whatsoever, find themselves, in case of a conflict or occupation, in 
the hands of a Party to the conflict or Occupying Power of which they are not na­
tionals' [emphasis supplied]. 2 8 
The assumption that refugees are to be considered as protected persons is 
explicitly confirmed by article 73 of the first additional Protocol of 1977 
(hereinafter Protocol I) which states: 
Persons who, before the beginning of hostilities, were considered as stateless persons or refugees 
under the relevant international instruments accepted by the parties concerned or under the na­
tional legislation of the State of refuge or the State of residence shall be protected persons within 
the meaning of Parts I and ΠΙ of the Fourth Convention, in all circumstances and without any ad­
verse distinction. 
Article 73 of Protocol I not only confirms that refugees are generally to be con­
sidered as protected persons but also addresses some deficiencies in the system of 
protection provided for in the Fourth Geneva Convention. 2 9 
2 7
 Cf. Krill, 1988, 328; Patmogic, J., 'International Protection of Refugees in Armed Con­
flicts', Annales de Droit International Medical, July 1981; reprinted by UNHCR Protection Divi­
sion. See also Takkenberg, 1991,415 n. 6. 
28 Fourth Geneva Convention, art. 4. 
29 Cf. Krill, 1988, 332. For example, in the case of refugees who find themselves in the terri­
tory of a state party to a conflict and who are nationals of a neutral state that does have diplomatic 
relations with the state of refuge, art. 4, para. 2, of the Fourth Geneva Convention excludes such 
refugees from its protection in spite of the fact that, as refugees, they are no longer able to benefit 
from the diplomatic protection of their state of formal nationality. The same applies to refugees 
who are nationals of an allied state that has diplomatic relations with the country of refuge. Art 4, 
para. 2, of the Fourth Geneva Convention reads as follows: 'Nationals of a State which is not 
bound by the Convention are not protected by iL Nationals of a neutral State who find themselves 
in the territory of a belligerent State, and nationals of a co-belligerent State, shall not be regarded 
as protected persons while the State of which they are nationals has normal diplomatic representa­
tion in the State in whose hands they are' [emphasis added]. Both situations are not relevant to 
Palestinian refugees. 
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267. In addition, the Convention provides for special protection to two specific 
categories of refugees.30 First, article 44 of the Fourth Geneva Convention pro-
vides protection against abuse of power to refugees who are nationals of an 
enemy state: 
In applying the measures of control mentioned in the present Convention, the Detaining Power 
shall not treat as enemy aliens exclusively on the basis of their nationality de jure of an enemy 
State, refugees who do not, m fact, enjoy the protection of any government. 
The second situation where the Fourth Geneva Convention provides for special 
protection is that where refugees who are nationals of an occupying State had pre-
viously taken refuge in the territory of the occupied State:31 
Nationals of the Occupying Power who, before the outbreak of hostilities, have sought refuge in 
the territory of the occupied State, shall not be arrested, prosecuted, convicted or deported from 
the occupied territory, except for offenses committed after the outbreak of hostilities, or for of-
fenses under common law committed before the outbreak of hostilities which, according to the 
law of the occupied State, would have justified extradition in time of peace. 
Refugees and stateless persons are thus generally able to benefit from the relevant 
provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention, whilst the Convention specifically 
provides for special protection in certain specific situations. Accordingly, Pales-
tinians in the Israeli occupied territories are generally understood to be considered 
as protected persons irrespective of whether they are part of the indigenous popu-
lation of these areas or whether they took refuge there as a result of the 1948 con-
flict.32 
2.2 - RULES APPLICABLE TO BELLIGERENT OCCUPATION 
268. Specific rules concerning the occupation of foreign territory during a state 
of belligerency are to be found in several of the international instruments men-
tioned above: the Hague Regulations and the Fourth Geneva Convention, sup-
plemented in some respects by Protocol I of 1977. These instruments provide a 
broad range of safeguards for the population of occupied territory, while at the 
same time leaving the occupying power flexibility to take measures necessary to 
30 Cf. Patmogic, 1981,4. 
31 Fourth Geneva Convention, art 70, para. 2. 
3 2
 It should be observed that most Palestinians in the West Bank were considered as Jordanian 
nationals until 1988 — cf. eh. IV, sub-sect. 3.3 — and did, also on that basis, qualify as 'protected 
persons' under art. 4 of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 
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maintain its control. They operate on the premise that the occupying power is in a 
position of predominance with respect to the occupied population, that it has a 
monopoly on armed force in the territory, and therefore that the occupied popula­
tion is in need of international protection.33 Roberts summarizes the purposes of 
the law on occupation as follows:34 
1. Ensuring that those who are in the hands of an adversary are treated with humanity. (In this re­
spect the rules on occupations serve a similar purpose to those on prisoners of war and internees.) 
2. Harmonizing these humanitarian interests with the military needs of the occupant. 
3. Preventing the imposition of disruptive changes ш the occupied territory, and preserving the 
rights of the sovereign there. (Where the eventual disposition of territories awaits the outcome of 
peace negotiations, or the hold of the occupant might be reversed by the fortunes of war, there is a 
need for rules to inhibit any unilateral, drastic, and permanent changes in the political, economic, 
social and legal orders.) 
4. Preserving military discipline among the occupying forces. (Occupations typically present 
problems — such as uncontrolled exercise of power, numerous points of friction between 
occupants and inhabitants — that can easily lead to looting, general disorder, and a breakdown of 
military discipline. A modicum of rules is one safeguard against these dangers.) 
5. Reducing the risk that relations between occupant and occupied will get out of hand and lead to 
renewed conflict 
6. Improving the chances that, if an occupant finds part of its own territory occupied, its popula­
tion will ш turn be treated with due regard to international norms. (Sometimes military occupa­
tions m war are concurrent, with each side holding some of the other's territory; or they may be 
consecutive, with a country that had been an occupant having part of its territory occupied. Either 
circumstance can give an additional incentive for observing rules.) 
7. Helping to maintain friendly relations between the occupying power and foreign states — 
whether allies, adversaries, or neutrals. 
8. Facilitating the prospects for an eventual peace agreement. (The prohibition of annexation of 
occupied territory, and the rules against transfers of populations into and from occupied territories, 
partly reflect this purpose.) 
269. One of the main rules concerning the administration of occupied territories 
is embodied in article 43 of the Hague Regulations, which reads as follows: 
The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant, the lat­
ter shall take all the measures ш his power to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order 
and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country. 
According to Greenwood, four principles may be deduced from this text, which 
lay down the international legal framework for the government of occupied tem-
33 Quigley, J., 'The P.L O.-Israeli Declaration of Principles and the Fourth Geneva Conven­
tion', paper presented to an international colloquium on Protection Mechanisms and Political 
Change, Gaza City, 10-12 Sep. 1994,2. 
34 Roberts, Α., 'Prolonged Military Occupation. The Israeli-Occupied Territories 1967 -
1988', m Playfair, 1992,25,27. 
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tory.35 First, the emphasis in article 43 on the defacto nature of the occupant's 
authority and the requirement of respect for the law already in force in the occu-
pied territory reflect the principle that the military occupation of territory during a 
war does not confer sovereignty upon the occupying power. Occupation is seen as 
a temporary state of affairs and any change in the status of the territory has to wait 
until the conclusion of a peace treaty or the complete subjugation of the state 
which had formerly exercised sovereignty in the territory.36 
One consequence of this principle is that an occupying power must leave 
the territory to the population it finds there, and may not bring in its own people 
as settlers.37 Thus, article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention stipulates that 
'The Occupying Power shall not... transfer parts of its own civilian population 
into the territory it occupies.' 
270. Second, international law permits and even requires a state which captures 
territory from an enemy in the course of an armed conflict, to administer that 
territory, and thus accepts that the occupant has the powers necessary to provide 
for the government of the territory. In this context, the Fourth Geneva Convention 
imposes a number of specific obligations upon the occupying power. Amongst 
other things, the occupation administration has a responsibility for the provision 
of education (article 50), the supply of foodstuffs and medical supplies to the ci-
vilian population (article SS), the maintenance of medical and hospital facilities 
(article 56), the distribution of books and articles required for religious needs 
(article 58, para. 2), and the facilitation of relief efforts where necessary (articles 
59-62). In addition to these duties, the occupying authority is free to take such 
measures as are necessary for the protection of its armed forces and administra-
tion and the preservation of its military position, subject to the safeguards con-
tained in the Hague Regulations and the Fourth Geneva Convention.38 
271. The third principle that derives from article 43 of the Hague Regulations is 
that the occupant has the duty, 'unless absolutely prevented', to respect the exist-
ing law. Similarly, article 64, paragraph 1, of the Fourth Geneva Convention 
provides that 
35 Greenwood, C , 'The Administration of Occupied Territory in International Law', in Play-
fair, 1992,241.244. 
3« Ibid. 
37 Quigley, 1994,11. 
38 Greenwood. 1992.246. 
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The penal laws of the occupied territory shall remain in force, with the exception that they may be 
repealed or suspended by the Occupying Power in cases where they constitute a threat to its secu­
rity or an obstacle to the application of the present Convention. 
These provisions show that international law does not recognize a general legisla­
tive competence in the belligerent occupant Changes in the legal status of the 
territory will be contrary to international law unless required for the legitimate 
needs of the occupation.39 
272. Finally, the Fourth Geneva Convention, and to a lesser extent the Hague 
Regulations, impose a number of specific limitations upon the occupant, the 
principle purpose of which is to provide a minimum level of humanitarian protec­
tion for the population of the occupied territory. Neither the Fourth Geneva Con­
vention nor the Hague Regulations seek to ensure the level of human rights pro­
tection which treaties such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights require, but nevertheless they provide a set of essential minimum stan­
dards. They include the prohibition of reprisals and collective punishments 
against the civilian population of the occupied territory, hostage taking, torture 
and other inhuman and degrading treatment, deportation, slave labour, wholesale 
seizure of property, and compulsion to perform work of military value.40 Both the 
Hague Regulations and the Fourth Geneva Convention also forbid the exploita­
tion of the economy of the occupied territory for the benefit of the occupant's 
own economy. 
2.3 - PROLONGED OCCUPATIONS AS A DISTINCT CATEGORY? 
273. As has become clear from the above, belligerent occupation is inherently a 
temporary state of affairs. However, as Roberts observed, 'many episodes during 
this century have called into question the assumption that occupations are of short 
duration.'41 Since the end of World War Π, there have been numerous cases of 
prolonged occupation, many of which have raised complex questions about the 
applicability and relevance of rules of international humanitarian law. According 
to Roberts, "These occupations seem yet another proof of the paradox: "Rien ne 
dure comme le provisoire".'42 
39 Ibid., 247. 
40 Cf. Cohen, 1985,65. 
41 Roberts, 1992,28. 
« Ibid. 
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As long as the military force and political will to maintain it exist, occupation can, 
in fact, last indefinitely. The Gaza Strip and the West Bank have been under 
Israeli military administration since 1 9 6 7 4 3 and according to the PLO - Israeli 
Declaration of Principles the permanent status of these territories will not be ad-
dressed until 1996 at the earliest, nearly thirty years after the occupation started.44 
In view of Israeli reluctance towards accepting Palestinian sovereignty over the 
territories occupied in 1967, as well as towards formally annexing the territories, 
the status of belligerent occupation in respect of these territories may potentially 
continue for many years to come. 4 5 
274. The fact that long occupations have become a frequently occurring phe-
nomenon of modem history has prompted several authors to address the question 
whether prolonged occupation should be considered as a special category. Ac-
cording to Roberts, there are a number of good reasons for doing so : 4 6 
At present, there is a distinct risk that the law on occupations, if not adapted to special problems 
arising in a prolonged occupation, could be used or abused in such a way as to contribute to leav-
ing a society politically and economically undeveloped. During a long occupation, many practical 
problems may arise that do not admit of mere temporary solutions based on the idea of preserving 
the status quo ante: decisions may have to be taken about such matters as road construction, 
higher education, water use, electricity generation, and integration into changing international 
markets. Such decisions, although they involve radical and lasting change, cannot be postponed 
indefinitely. Nor can the setting up of political institutions be postponed indefinitely without creat-
ing the theoretical possibility (and in the West Bank and Gaza it is more than theoretical) that the 
law on occupations could be so used as to have the effect of leaving a whole population in legal 
and political limbo: neither entitled to citizenship of the occupying state, nor able to exercise any 
other political rights except of the most rudimentary character. 
Also Cohen recognizes that the protection provided for under the Fourth Geneva 
Convention is insufficient in situations of prolonged occupation:47 
Further protection is called for. It is submitted that the Universal Declaration and the International 
Covenants on Human Rights may be used to guide the belligerent occupant in the administration 
of the territory occupied, just as civilian governments may be guided by these laws in the admin-
istration of their own territories. 
Thus, in certain areas not covered by the Convention, such as economic rights, which involve a 
certain dynamism and initiative in order to avoid the stagnation which would result in their viola-
tion, the concept of human rights can serve to breathe new life into an otherwise stalemated situa-
tion. 
43 The same applies to the Golan Heights. 
44 DOP93 — see ch. I, n. 130 — art. V. 
45 Cf. ch.rx, sub-sect 3.1. 
* Roberts, 1992,33. 
47 Cohen, 1985,29. 
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275. The question of the applicability of the international law of human rights to 
military occupations generally reaches beyond the scope of this book.48 At the 
same time, the more specific question of the applicability of human rights law in 
the Israeli-occupied territories has been extensively discussed elsewhere.49 The 
present author supports the approach put forward by Cohen in the previous para­
graph. It was already argued in an earlier chapter, that the application of human 
rights instruments to occupied territory is in line with the ongoing evolution of in­
ternational human rights law, in which increasing emphasis is being placed on the 
state exercising (territorial) jurisdiction, rather than on the traditional concept of 
territorial sovereignty.50 Although the Fourth Geneva Convention and the Hague 
Regulations provide essential minimum standards applicable to situations of bel­
ligerent occupation, including prolonged occupation, additional protection is par­
ticularly relevant in view of the following concerns: (a) the law on occupations 
seems to allow the occupant to have a very large measure of authority, especially 
regarding the occupant's own security, the maintenance of public order, control of 
the media, and prohibitions on political activity; (b) the law of occupations con­
tain little provisions relevant to the safeguarding and promotion of the economic 
life of occupied territories; (c) the law of occupations says little about the treat­
ment of those involved in resistance activities of whatever kind (whether violent 
or non-violent), apart from a few key references in the Fourth Geneva Convention 
(articles 5,49, and 68).5 1 
276. In spite of the fact that in cases of prolonged occupation additional human 
rights protection is called for, article 6, paragraph 3, of the Fourth Geneva Con­
vention seems to suggest the contrary: 
In the case of occupied territory, the application of the present Convention shall cease one year af­
ter the general close of military operations; however, the Occupying Power shall be bound, for the 
duration of the occupation, to the extent that such Power exercises the functions of government in 
48 See Roberts, Α., 'The Applicability of Human Rights Law During Military Occupations', 
13 Review of International Studies 39 (1987). Also: Quigley, J., 'The Right to Form Trade Unions 
under Military Occupation', in Playfair, 1992,295; Dugard, J., 'Enforcement of Human Rights in 
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip', in Playfair, 1992,461. 
49 See particularly Meron, T., 'The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Racial Discrimination and the Golan Heights', 8 ¡YHR 222 (1978); and Метоп, T., 'West Bank 
and Gaza: Human Rights and Humanitarian Law in the Period of Transition', 9IYHR 106 (1979); 
see also Cohen, 1985,28; Roberts, 1992,54. 
50 Cf. ch. Ш, para. 119. See also Roberts, 1992,53,78. 
51 Cf. Roberts, 1992,77. 
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such territory, by the provisions of the following Articles of the present Convention: 1 to 12, 27, 
29 to 34,47,49,51,52,53,59,61 to 77,143 [emphasis added].52 
This provision seems to suggest that the intention of its drafters was that in case 
of prolonged occupations the relevant roles may not be fully applicable and that 
departures from the law may be permissible. However, as Bothe, Partsch, and 
Solf observed:53 
Article 6(3) of the Fourth Convention ... was a special ad hoc provision for certain actual cases, 
namely the occupation of Germany and Japan after World War II. There is no reason to continue 
to keep in force such provisions designed for specific historic cases. In 1972 the majority of 
government experts expressed a wish to abolish these time limits. 
Accordingly, article 3 (b) of Protocol I effectively abrogates the 'one year after' 
provision — at least so far as the parties to the Protocol are concerned. It states 
that 'the application of the Conventions and of this Protocol shall cease ... in the 
case of occupied territories, on the termination of the occupation'. 
The abrogation seems to confirm the view that the 'one year after' provision 
is a legal oddity; it has featured very little in legal analyses of prolonged occupa­
tions since its adoption and, as far as the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza is 
concerned, the Israeli authorities have never invoked it as a means of reducing 
their obligations.54 The provision may have correctly identified a problem — that 
the rules designed for belligerent occupation during a war may require some mod­
ification in a prolonged occupation — but, as Roberts rightly states, 'the solution 
it proposed was not equally appropriate to all occupations, and it has not com­
mended itself greatly to military administrators, inhabitants of occupied territo­
ries, or international lawyers,'55 
52 These 43 articles primarily focus on the humane treatment of protected persons and include 
23 of the 32 articles of that part of the Convention — sect. Ш — which deals most specifically 
with occupied territories; cf. Roberts, 1992,37. 
53 Bothe, M., Partsch, K., and Soif, W., New Rules for Vicnms of Armed Conflicts, The 
Hague, Martinus Nijhoff, 1982,59; cited in Roberts, 1992,38. 
5 4
 Cohen, 1985, 51. See on the Israeli position concerning the applicability of the Fourth Ge­
neva Convention, para. 281, below. 
55 Roberts, 1992,39. 
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2.4 - PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS, INCLUDING REFUGEES, 
AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF HOSTILITIES 
277. Rules of humanitarian law which impose limitations on the conduct of hos­
tilities stem from the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 and a large number of 
them are considered to have become part of customary international law.56 They 
were expressly reaffirmed and developed in Part Г of Protocols I and II. Part Π 
of the Fourth Geneva Convention also protects refugees against certain effects of 
hostilities. This protection is conferred by rales which cover subjects including: 
the creation of protected zones;5 7 the free passage of relief consignments;58 spe­
cial measures relating to child welfare;59 the prohibition of attacks or threats 
against civilian populations;60 the obligation to take precautions to spare the civil­
ian population;61 the prohibition of the destruction of objects indispensable to the 
survival of the civilian population, such as foodstuffs and agricultural areas;62 
and, finally, respect for civil defence organizations.63 
One specific subject that is of particular relevance in relation to the above 
rules is that of military attacks on refugee camps, which have occurred repeatedly 
since the late 1970s. This relatively recent phenomenon has been on the increase 
in recent years and has claimed innumerable civilian victims.64 The attacks on the 
Sabra and Chatila refugee camps in Lebanon in 1982 as well as on these and other 
camps in subsequent years, claimed hundreds of Palestinian lives. However, the 
camps in Lebanon are far from being the only examples. Similar acts have been 
committed in Angola, Sudan, Honduras, Pakistan, Thailand, Botswana and in 
camps hosting refugees following the catastrophic events in the former Yugosla­
via and Rwanda. 
278. There are two main factors that have contributed towards endangering the 
population of refugee camps: the siting of these camps in dangerous combat zones 
and the presence in those camps of combatants within strictly civilian groups.65 
As to the location of refugee camps, article 58 of Protocol I is relevant. According 
to this provision, the parties to a conflict shall, 'endeavour to remove the civilian 
56 Seen. 21, above. 
57 Fourth Geneva Convention, art IS; Protocol I, art. 60. 
58 Fourth Geneva Convention, art 23; Protocol I, art 70; Protocol Π, art 18. 
59 Fourth Geneva Convention, art 24. 
60 Protocol I, arts. 48 and 51, paras. 1 and 2; Protocol Π, art 13. 
61 Protocol I, arts. 57 and 58. 
6 2
 Protocol I, art 54; Protocol Π, art 14. 
63 Protocol I, arts. 61-67. 
« Cf. Krill, 1988,334. 
65 Ibid. 
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population ... from the vicinity of military objectives; avoid locating military ob­
jectives within or near densely populated areas'; and 'take the other necessary 
precautions to protect the civilian population ... against the dangers resulting from 
military operations.'6 6 
With regard to the second factor, the presence of combatants within strictly 
civilian groups of refugees does not deprive the latter of all protection. Articles 51 
and 57 of Protocol I prohibit indiscriminate attacks which also and a fortiori 
strike civilians. In addition article 50, paragraph 3, of Protocol I stipulates that the 
presence of individual combatants within a civilian population, and, therefore, 
also their presence within a refugee camp, does not deprive that population of its 
civilian status. 
279. Unfortunately, as Krill observes, 'these provisions, which should serve to 
protect refugees and displaced persons who find themselves in areas of armed 
conflict, are not applied under the pretext that Protocol I does not yet have the 
status of universally recognized law or that there is no armed conflict in the mean­
ing of international humanitarian law. ' 6 7 It is, amongst other things, for this 
reason that the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme has on several 
occasions addressed the issue of military attacks on refugee camps. 
In its conclusion 27 (ХХХШ),6 8 adopted in 1982, briefly after the attack on 
the Sabra and Chatila refugee camps, the Executive Committee 'expressed its pro­
found concern at the problem of continuing military attacks on refugee camps and 
settlements, as illustrated by the recent tragic cruel and inhuman events in Leba­
non which have rightly been unanimously condemned,' and welcomed the ap­
pointment by the High Commissioner of a senior UN official 'to carry out a sur­
vey of the various aspects of the problem of military attacks on refugee camps 
and settlements.' 
280. Although a report on the subject was submitted shortly afterwards, it took 
until 1987 until the Executive Committee could finally reach consensus on a 
number of guiding principles intended to enhance the protection of refugee camps 
and settlements against military and armed attacks:6 9 
(a) Refugees in camps and settlements have, together with the basic rights they enjoy, duties deriv­
ing from the refuge and protection granted or afforded to them by the country of refuge. In 
66 in addition, art. SI, para. 6, of Protocol I stipulates that attacks against the civilian popula­
tion or civilians by way of reprisals are prohibited. 
67 Krill. 1988,335. 
68 Text UNHCR, 1991,61; see alsoch.HI.n. 102. 
«9 EXCOM conci. 48 (ХХХ Ш). Oct. 1987. Text: UNHCR. 1991.109. 
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particular, they have dudes to conform to the laws and regulations of the State of refuge including 
lawful measures taken for the maintenance of public order and to abstain from any activity likely 
to detract from the exclusively civilian and humanitarian character of the camps and settlements. 
(b) It is essential that States of refuge do all within their capacity to ensure that the civilian and 
humanitarian character of such camps and settlements is maintained All other States are called 
upon to assist them in this regard. To this end relevant organs of the United Nations, within their 
respective terms of reference, are also called upon to co-operate with all States in providing assis­
tance whenever necessary. 
(c) UNHCR and other concerned organs of the United Nations should make every effort, within 
their respective terms of reference and m keeping with the principle of the United Nations Charter, 
to promote conditions which ensure the safety of refugees in camps and settlements. For UNHCR 
this may include maintaining close contact with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
providing liaison, as appropriate, with all the parties concerned. It may also involve making ap­
propriate arrangements with States of refuge on methods of protecting such refugee camps and 
settlements including, whenever possible, their location at a reasonable distance from the frontier 
of the country of origin. 
(d) States have a duty to co-operate with the High Commissioner m the performance of his 
humanitarian protection and assistance functions, which can only be effectively accomplished if 
he has access to camps and settlements of his concern. 
Application of the above principles may provide some additional protection 
although recent events in different parts of the world have shown that the safety 
and security of the inhabitants of refugee camps and settlements continue to be a 
matter of utmost concern. 
3. POSITION OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES IN THE TERRITORIES 
OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL 
281. In the wake of the June 1967 war, Israel was in control of the following 
territories: the West Bank,70 the area, previously under Jordanian rale, that lies 
between the river Jordan and Israel proper (i.e. Israel in its pre-1967 borders); the 
Gaza Strip71 the small strip of land in the south of Palestine, which was adminis­
tered from 1948 to 1967 by Egypt; East Jerusalem, previously part of the West 
Bank, which came under Israeli law, with extended boundaries, on 28 June 1967, 
70 On 17 Dec. 1967, the Israeli military government issued an order stating that 'the term "Ju-
dea and Samaria Region" shall be identical in meaning for all purposes ... to the term "the West 
Bank Region".' This change m terminology, which has been followed in Israeli official statements 
since that time, reflected a historic attachment to these areas and rejection of a name that was seen 
as implying Jordanian sovereignty over them. Cf. Rubinstein, Α., 'The Changing Status of the 
'Territories' (West Bank and Gaza)· From Escrow to Legal Mongrel', in 8 TVLR 61 (1988), also 
Roberts, 1992,41. 
71 Israeli official statements generally refer to it as 'the Gaza Region'. 
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and was formally annexed on 30 July 1980;7 2 the Golan Heights, part of Syria, 
which has been under Israeli military control73 until December 1981, when it be­
came subject to de facto annexation;74 and, finally, the Sinai Peninsula, which 
was under Israeli military control until it was returned to Egypt under the 1979 
Peace Treaty.75 Although East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights have been 
brought directly under Israeli law, by acts that amount to annexation, both of 
these areas continue to be viewed by the international community as occupied and 
their status as regards the applicability of international rules is in most respects 
identical to that of the West Bank and Gaza.76 
As the Sinai was returned to full Egyptian control in 1982, and as few, if 
any, Palestinians are at present living on the Golan Heights, the remainder of this 
section will focus on the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, 
hereinafter referred to as 'the occupied territories'. It should be stressed that for 
the application of humanitarian law to the occupied territories, no differentiation 
is made between those residents who are Palestinian refugees and other Palestin­
ians living there. Also the Israeli military authorities have not distinguished be­
tween the two categories. The contents of this and the following section is, there­
fore, equally relevant for the Palestinian refugees and for the non-refugee Pales­
tinians living in the occupied territories. 
7 2
 The enabling legislation for the extension of Israeli law and of municipal boundaries was 
the Municipalities Ordinance (Amendment No. 6) Law, 27 Jun. 1967,21 LSI 75 (1967). The act of 
annexation was the Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel, 30 Jul. 1980, 34 LSI 209 (1980). Cf. 
Roberts, 1992,41, n. 38. Roberts refers to Blum, Y., The Juridical Status of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 
Papers on Peace Problems No. 2, Jerusalem, Hebrew Univ., 1974, for a succinct Israeli exposition 
Both the defacto annexation in 1967 as well as the tie jure annexation ш 1980 were universally 
condemned by both the UN Security Council and General Assembly as a violation of the rights of 
the Palestinians and of the law of belligerent occupation; cf. paras. 295-297, below. 
73 In the 1973 Middle East war, Israel gained additional Syrian territory in the area. Following 
the 1974 Israeli-Syrian disengagement agreement, Israel withdrew from all this additional territory 
and also from some areas occupied in the 1967 war, including the devastated town of Quneitra. 
Cf. Agreement on disengagement between Israeli and Synan Forces, 31 May and 5 June 1974. 
Text· 13IIM 880 (1974). 
74 Golan Heights Law, 14 Dec. 1981,36 LSI! (1982). 
75 Cf. para. 259, n. 3, above. Art. II reads' 'The permanent boundary between Egypt and 
Israel is the recognized international boundary between Egypt and the former mandated territory 
of Palestine ... without prejudice to the issue of the status of the Gaza Strip.' 
76 Cf. Roberts, 1992,42 and n. 43. 
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3.1- APPLICABILITY OF HUMANITARIAN LAW TO THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES 
282. A consensus exists among jurists and governments, including that of Israel, 
that the 1907 Hague Regulations are applicable to the occupied territories.77 Isra-
el has consistently maintained the position that it does not accept formally the de 
jure applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention, but it has indicated that it 
will respect the 'humanitarian provisions' of the Convention on a defacto basis.78 
It has, however, never defined these.79 
Israel justifies this position, inter alia, by the legalistic argument that the 
Convention applies only where the power ousted from the territory in question 
was a legitimate sovereign, and that neither Jordan nor Egypt was the legitimate 
sovereign power in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip respectively during the 
years preceding the 1967 war.80 Apparently, the rationale for taking this position 
was the fear that express acknowledgement of the applicability of the Fourth Ge-
neva Convention might be interpreted as amounting to a formal recognition by the 
Israeli government that the territory occupied was the sovereign territory of the 
party the occupying power displaced, in other words, that Egypt had sovereignty 
in the Gaza Strip and Jordan in the West Bank and East Jerusalem.81 
283. The Israeli position should be viewed against the controversy over the legal 
status of the Gaza Strip and, particularly, the West Bank prior to 1967. Although 
Egypt has never claimed sovereignty over the Gaza Strip,82 Jordan's position has 
been more ambiguous. In 1950, the annexation of the West Bank was formally 
declared by the Jordanian parliament. The annexation was only recognised by the 
77 Al Haq, 1990,5 and n. 2; Cohen, 1985, 43, 51, 58, n. 49 and 50; Roberts, 1992. 45 and n. 
50-54; Takkenberg, 1991,421. Cohen states that the only real question about the applicability of 
the Hague Regulations concerns areas that Israel has in effect sought to annex (East Jerusalem and 
the Golan Heights). 
78 This position was first advanced by Shamgar, former Israeli Attorney-General in an influ-
ential article which was presented at a symposium at Tel Aviv Univ. in 1979, Shamgar, M., 'The 
Observance of International Law in the Administered Territories', 1IYHR 262 (1971). According 
to Roberts, 1992, 45 and n. 49, for some years, Israel's voting on UNGA resolutions reflected the 
view that the applicability of the Convention was an open question; but since 1977, it has consis-
tently voted against de Jure applicability. 
79 Roberts, 1992,48; Takkenberg, 1991,421. 
8 0
 See, for example, statement by the Permanent Representative of Israel in the Security 
Council, 16 Dec. 1967, UN Doc. S/PV.2774,74. 
81 Cf. Cohen, 1985, 45. For an articulate exposition of the Israeli view, see Blum., Y., 'The 
Missing Reversioner Reflections on the Status of Judea and Samaria', 3 Israel Law Review 279 
(1968). 
82 The territory was temporarily placed under Egyptian control by the Egyptian-Israeli Armis-
tice Agreement of 24 Feb. 1949. See also ch. IV, sub-sect. 3.1, and Cohen, 1985,47. 
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United Kingdom and Pakistan and prompted five out of the seven members of the 
Arab League — Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt — to expel Jordan 
from the League.83 In response, Jordan assured the Arab League that the annexa-
tion was without prejudice to the final settlement of the Palestinian issue, and the 
expulsion attempt subsided.84 Also Israel never recognized the Jordanian annexa-
tion of the West Bank and East Jerusalem, claiming that the Armistice Agreement 
with Jordan precluded any final political arrangement, such arrangement being 
dependent upon negotiation and the conclusion of a peace settlement.85 In Israel's 
view the position of Jordan was at best that of a belligerent occupant.86 
Article 2, paragraph 2, of the Fourth Geneva Convention states that 'The 
Convention shall... apply to all cases of partial or total occupation of the territory 
of a High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed re-
sistance [emphasis added].' According to Cohen, 'Precisely because of the refer-
ence here to the "occupation of the territory of a High Contracting Party", which 
Israel did not recognise to be the case in its occupation of the Gaza Strip, West 
Bank and East Jerusalem, the Israeli government took the position it did in regard 
to the applicability of the Convention — namely that the question of the applica-
bility be left open for the time being while the humanitarian provisions of the 
Convention be observed defacto.'^ 
284. Although the present writer agrees that the status of the Gaza Strip and the 
West Bank entails many complex questions concerning the repositories of 
sovereignty in mandated territories and as to the beneficiaries of such sovereignty 
upon the mandate's termination,88 it does not share the Israeli position concerning 
the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The Israeli position has been 
criticized by the ICRC89 as well as by many legal writers,90 including some in Is-
83 Cohen, 1985,48. 
84 Ibid. 
8Í Ibid. 
86 Crown Prince Hassan Bin Talal of Jordan has denied that Jordan's position in the West 
Bank up to 1967 was that of occupant; cf. Bin Talal, H., Palestinian Self-Determination: A Study 
of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, New York, 1981,67. See also ch. IV, sub-sect 3.3. 
«7 Cohen, 1985,50. 
88 Many theories have been put forward in this respect, some of which are discussed by Co-
hen, 1985,48. See also De Waart, 1994, ch. 3. The situation has become even more complex after 
the Jordanian decision of 1988 to severe its links with the West Bank; cf. ch. IV, sub-sect 3.3. 
89 See ICRC, Annual Reports, for 1968 and subsequent years; see also its statement on the 
20th anniversary of the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, ICRC Bulletin, 
No. 137, June 1987,1. 
90 For example, Quigley, 1994, 4; Roberts, 1992, 47; Van Baarda, Th. Α., 'Is it Expedient to 
Let the World Court Clarify, in an Advisory Opinion, the Applicability of the Fourth Geneva Con­
vention in the Occupied Territories?*, 10 NQHR 4 (1992). 
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rad itself,91 and it has been decisively rejected by virtually all the members of the 
international community.92 
Under the Fourth Geneva Convention, each contracting state undertakes a 
series of unilateral engagements, vis-à-vis itself and at the same time vis-à-vis the 
other states parties, of legal obligations to protect those civilians who are found in 
occupied territories following the outbreak of hostilities. This is why article 1 
states that 'The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure re-
spect for the present Convention in all circumstances' emphasis supplied]. The 
phrase 'in all circumstances' is intended to include declared or undeclared war, 
recognized or unrecognized state of war, partial or total occupation with or with-
out armed resistance, or even under certain circumstances when the opponent is 
not a contracting party.93 The Convention applies automatically upon the out-
break of hostilities, and its application in territories occupied by the belligerents is 
not subject to the requirement that the ousted power is the legitimate sovereign of 
the territories lost. Humanitarian considerations are the fundamental basis of the 
Geneva Conventions.94 
3.2 - ISRAELI PRACTICES IN RESPECT OF THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES AND 
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF THE FOURTH GENEVA CONVENTION 
285. In the early days of the occupation, the Israeli government thought in terms 
of a 'benign' occupation, a concept that was originally introduced by defence 
minister Dayan in 1967.95 According to Cohen, this policy was based on the aim 
91 For a critique by an Israeli expert in international law, see Dinstein, Y., 'The International 
Law of Belligerent Occupation and Human Rights', 8 1YHR 104, 106 (1978). See also Cohen, 
1985,51. 
92 Countless resolutions of both the General Assembly and the Security Council of the United 
Nations have consistently urged the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention. For example, 
in 1981, UNGA res. Э5/122А, dealing specifically with the applicability of the Convention to the 
occupied territories, the General Assembly voted 141 in favour to one (Israel) against; only Gua­
temala abstained. In res. 662 (1990), adopted unanimously on 12 Oct 1990, the Security Council 
called upon Israel to abide scrupulously by its legal obligations and responsibilities under the 
Fourth Geneva Convention, stating that Convention is applicable to all the territories occupied by 
Israel since 1967. In response to requests for clarification of that reference, the Council President 
said that these words included Jerusalem; UN doc. SC/5021. For an overview of the relevant reso­
lutions, see Roberts, 1992,52 and n. 77-79. 
93 Cf. art. 2. 
94 Cf. Takkenberg, 1991,422. 
95 Viorst. 1989.41. 
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of co-operation, on the idea that the occupation actually was an opportunity for 
the Palestinian and Israeli peoples to learn to live together:96 
Basically, this meant that the security measures were not to be so severe as to alienate the popula-
tion but severe enough to control terrorism and sabotage, and that they were to be mitigated by a 
balanced policy of economic and civil liberties. Thus conditions were to be created which would 
allow the civilian population to maintain a regular way of life despite their subjection to military 
occupation. 
As a result of this policy, in 1967 the Israeli job market was opened to Palestinian 
workers, while traditional trade patterns with the Arab world were left largely un-
disturbed.97 Although the PLO objected to having Palestinians work in Israel, by 
1987 more than 100,000 Palestinians routinely left their homes in Gaza and the 
West Bank every day to work there. Though the work was generally menial and 
the pay and benefits considerably less than Israelis received, the occupied territo-
ries during these years were virtually without unemployment.98 
Yet, despite of the economic growth that resulted from the access to the Is-
raeli job market, Palestinian national consciousness intensified dramatically. Ac-
cording to Viorst, many Israelis had hoped that prosperity would bring a decline 
in national passions. However, 'What experience proved, in contrast, was that 
Palestinian living standards bore no relation to the growth of Palestinian national-
ism.'99 
286. After more than 20 years of living under occupation, the bitterness and de-
spair of many Palestinian residents of the occupied territories over the lack of any 
sign of movement towards a political solution came to the surface in late 1987. 
Incidents that took place in early December 1987 spread quickly throughout the 
Gaza Strip and then to the West Bank. What at first seemed clearly to be a spon-
taneous uprising by the inhabitants turned into a broader confrontation character-
ized by increasingly frequent and varied violent incidents between the Palestin-
ians and the occupation authorities. During only the first six months, nearly 200 
Palestinians had been killed and thousands injured as the authorities employed a 
variety of tough measures in their efforts to quell the uprising or intifada, the 
Arabic word by which the movement has widely come to be known.100 Accord-
9 6
 Cohen, 1985, 74, referring to Dayan, M., New Map, Other Relations, Tel Aviv, Ma'ariv 
and Shikmona Pubi., 1969. 
97 Viorst, 1989,41. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Ibid.. 42. 
100 Cf. UNRWA, Annual Report, 1987-1988, GAOR, 43rd sess., supp. 13, UN doc. A/43/13, 
9. 
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ing to U N R W A statistics, by 30 June 1994, more than 1,400 Palestinians had 
been killed and over 80,000 injured.101 
287. Since the beginning of the occupation but in particular since the beginning 
of the intifada, Palestinians have raised numerous complaints about human rights 
violations by the occupying power, the most frequently heard being: 1 0 2 
Harsh methods of not control including random and capricious violence against individuals; 
Imposition of prolonged curfews and their inhumane enforcement; 
The practice of administrative detention and the occurrence of routine violence in detention cen-
tres; 
Harsh interrogation techniques used by the General Security Services (known as Shin Beth); 
The taking of land in the occupied territories, especially for Israeli settlements, and the privileged 
access that these settlements are given to water supplies; 
Deportations and other violations of the rights of the individual, including the blocking of family 
reunions; 
Interruption of education through the closing of schools and universities and the denial of laissez-
passers for an adequate period to Palestinian students pursuing higher education in other countries; 
The demolition and/or sealing of houses belonging to (the family or relatives of) persons suspect-
ed of security offenses; 
Shortcomings in the judicial system, the obstacles placed in the way of the defence, usually on se-
curity grounds, and the lack of a fair hearing for Palestinians in the higher Israeli courts; 
Economic discrimination against the territories, with the purpose of hindering their agricultural 
and industrial development and keeping them as a captive market and source of cheap labour for 
Israel. 
The various allegations of human rights violations — most of which constitute 
gross violations of the Fourth Geneva Convention — have been well documented 
by Palestinian, Israeli and international human rights organizations,103 by various 
101 Source: UNRWA, Annual Reports, covering the period 1 July 1987 - 30 June 1994. The 
figures are those reported to or made known to UNRWA and should not be considered exhaustive. 
The number of fatalities does not include killings of alleged collaborators. 
102 'Report submitted to the Security Council by the Secretary-General in accordance with 
UNSC res. 605 (1987)', UN doc. S/19443,4. 
103 Human rights organizations that have published reports on the situation in the occupied 
territories include Al Haq, Law in the Service of Man, e.g. Hiltermann, J. R., 'Israel's Deportation 
Policy in the Occupied West Bank and Gaza', Ramallah, 1986; Amnesty International, e.g. 'Israel 
and the Occupied Territories — The Military Justice System in the Occupied Territories: Deten-
tion, Interrogation and Trial Procedures', London, July 1991, AI index: MDE 15/34/91; B'tselem, 
The Israeli Information Centre for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories, e.g. Violations of 
Human Rights in the Occupied Territories —199011991, Jerusalem, 1992; Gaza Centre for Rights 
and Law, e.g. Hunt P., Justice? The Military Court System in the Israeli-Occupied Territories, 
Gaza, Ramallah, Feb. 1987; the International Centre for Information on Palestinian and Lebanese 
Prisoners, Deportees and Missing Persons, e.g. 'Israeli Policy of Deportation', Paris, 1989; Inter-
national Commission of Jurists, e.g. Inquiry into the Israeli Military Court System in the Occupied 
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United Nations bodies,104 as well as by others.105 For this reason, and with few 
exceptions,106 they will not be the subject of further discussion in this study. It is 
sufficient to note here that it has become entirely clear that Israel's concept of an 
'enlightened' occupation has failed completely, as have attempts to quell the en-
suing intifada with a chain of extremely harsh military measures, that have be-
come known as former defence and prime minister Rabin's 'Iron Fist Policy'. 
Combined with other factors, the apparent realization of this important fact by the 
Israeli government has led to the political breakthrough of September 1993. 
West Bank and Gaza: Report of a Mission, Geneva, Dec. 1989; Middle East Watch, e.g. 'A Li-
cense To Kill Israeli Operations against "Wanted" and Masked Palestinians', New York, July 
1993. 
104 UNGA res. 2443(XXU1), 19 Dec. 1968, established the Special Committee to Investigate 
Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories. Since 
1969 the Committee has prepared and submitted more than 20 reports to the Secretary-General for 
consideration by the General Assembly. The Special Committee has been one of the United Na-
tions' main sources of information on the human rights situation m the occupied territories until 
the start of the uprising in Dec. 1987. The ¡ntifadah once again brought the issue of human rights 
violations m the occupied territories into sharp international focus. In UNSC res. 681 (1990), 
adopted unanimously on 20 Dec. 1990, the Security Council inter alia requested the Secretary-
General 'to monitor and observe the situation regarding Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupa-
tion, making new efforts in this regard on an urgent basis, and to utilize and designate or draw 
upon the United Nations and other personnel and resources present there m the area and elsewhere 
needed to accomplish this task and to keep the Security Council regularly informed.' See, on this 
resolution, ch. VIII, sub-sect. 2.2. Numerous ad hoc reports have been prepared as well, e.g. 
'Report prepared by the Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia on Israeli land and 
water policies and practices m the occupied Palestinian and other Arab territories', UN doc. 
A/467263, E/1991/88 (1991). 
1 0 5
 Cf. the publications mentioned in n. 10, above. For further reading, see Aronson, G., 
Israel, Palestinians and the Intifada: Creating Facts on the West Bank, London, New York, 
Kegan Paul International in association with IPS, 1990; Cattan, 1976,194, Dillman, J. D., 'Water 
Rights in the Occupied Territories', J PS 73 (Autumn 1989) 46; Nixon, A. E., The Status of 
Palestinian Children during the Uprising in the Occupied Territories, Evanston, Project on the 
Status of Children, 1990; Roberts, Α., 'Prolonged Military Occupation' The Israeli-Occupied 
Territories Since 1967', 84 AJIL 44 (1990), Scobbie, I., 'Natural Resources and Belligerent 
Occupation. Mutation Through Permanent Sovereignty', paper presented to the international 
colloquium mentioned in n. 33, above. See also the annual Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices, published by the US Department of State as well as the numerous articles and 
comments published in the Journal of Palestine Studies. 
106 Three related issues involving collective violations of human rights, i.e. that of settle­
ments, Jerusalem, and Israel's military orders, will be briefly discussed in sect. 4, below. 
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4. THE RELEVANCE OF THE PLO - ISRAELI DECLARATION OF 
PRINCIPLES 
288. The signing of the Declaration of Principles between Israel and the PLO in 
Washington, D.C. on 13 September 1993 1 0 7 has prompted the question as to the 
effect of this international agreement on the status of the residents — including 
many Palestinian refugees — of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank.108 One of the 
dangers related to the signing of the Declaration is that the international commu­
nity might assume that by agreeing on a better status for these Palestinians, belli­
gerent occupation ceases and that a peacetime situation ensues. Such an assump­
tion is incorrect, though. 
The Fourth Geneva Convention, by virtue of its article 6, continues to apply 
as long as the occupying power continues to exercise 'the functions of govern­
ment'. Al-Haq, one of several Palestinian human rights organizations, in a com­
mentary on the Declaration of Principles, states:109 
The legal status of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip continues to be that of occupied territories, 
and Israel the Occupying Power because Israel will continue to hold all authority regarding exter­
nal security, border control, and internal security and order concerning Israelis and Israeli settlers, 
as well as holding partial authority in the many areas controlled by joint operative committees. 
As a result, Israel continues to be legally responsible for upholding the humanita­
rian standards of the Fourth Geneva Convention in all areas of authority that have 
not been transferred in full to the Palestinian Authority. In other words, Israel 
remains responsible wherever it performs the 'functions of government' as envis­
aged in article 6 of the Convention. Thus, if the Palestinian police force abuses 
Palestinian inhabitants of the self-rule areas, Israel would not be responsible. 
However, if Israeli secunty forces, which under the Declaration of Principles 
continue to operate in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank,110 do so, then Israel is 
to be held to the Convention's standards.1 · · 
'07 see ch. I, n. 130. 
108 xhe contents of this section is largely based on the paper presented by Prof. Quigley dur­
ing the colloquium referred to in n. 33, above. See also. Human Rights Watch/Middle East, 'The 
Gaza Ship and Jericho: Human Rights Under Palestinian Partial Self-Rule', New York, Feb. 1995. 
1°9 Al-Haq, 'A Human Rights Assessment of the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-
Govemment Arrangements for Palestinians', Ramallah, 1993,9, cited in Quigley, 1994,6. 
110 The Cairo Agreement — see ch. I, n. 131 — concluded to implement one aspect of the 
DOP93, contemplates the continued functioning of Israel's military government in Gaza and Jeri­
cho, stating 'Israel shall exercise its authority through its military government, which for that end, 
shall continue to have the necessary legislative, judicial and executive powers and responsibilities, 
in accordance with international law' [art V, para. 3(b), emphasis added]. The corresponding 
provision ш the Oslo II Agreement — see ch. I, n. 132 — is art. XVII, para. 4(b). The reference to 
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289. A related yet distinct question concerns the relationship between the Decla-
ration of Principles and the Fourth Geneva Convention. Given the fact that the 
occupation has not ceased, the Declaration of Principles may be characterized as 
an agreement between the occupying power (Israel) and the authorities who rep-
resent the occupied population (the PLO). The Fourth Geneva Convention ex-
plicitly limits the scope of such agreements, by forbidding the occupying power 
to conclude with the authorities who represent the occupied population any 
agreement that might relieve the occupying power of any of its obligations under 
the Convention. According to Quigley, 'This is done because otherwise, given the 
preponderant position of the occupying power, it might coerce the local authori-
ties to consent to give up certain of the rights of the occupied population. ' 1 1 2 
Article 47 of the Convention, which specifically deals with agreements 
between the occupying power and the authorities representing the occupied popu-
lation, whether those authorities be the government of the ousted sovereign or any 
other authority, reads as follows: ' 1 3 
Protected persons who are in occupied territory shall not be deprived, in any case or in any manner 
whatsoever, of the benefits of the present Convention by any change introduced, as the result of 
the occupation of a territory, into the institutions or government of the said territory, nor by any 
agreement concluded between the authorities of the occupied territories and the Occupying Pow-
er, nor by any annexation by the latter of the whole or part of the occupied territory [emphasis 
provided]. 
290. The International Committee of the Red Cross explains in its commentary 
on the Fourth Geneva Convention that article 47 was included because 'cases 
have in fact occurred where the authorities of an occupied territory have, under 
pressure from the Occupying Power, refused to accept supervision by a Protecting 
Power, banned the activities of humanitarian organizations and tolerated the for-
cible enlistment or deportation of protected persons by the occupying authori-
intemational law in both provisions seems to constitute a recognition of the fact that Israel oper-
ates as a belligerent occupant, as under international law a belligerent occupant is entitled to estab-
lish a military government that fulfils legislative, judicial, and executive functions. According to 
Quigley, 1994,8, the PLO and Israel seem to have recognized that the latter remains a belligerent 
occupant. 
HI a.Quigley, 1994,7. 
"2 ibid.,3. 
1
 '3 Similarly, art 7 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which contemplates the possibility of 
special agreements between the occupying power and the ousted sovereign that might supplement 
the provisions of the Convention, stipulates that 'no special agreement shall adversely affect the 
situation of protected person.' Art. 8 prohibits any agreement by an individual protected person to 
renounce rights: 'Protected persons may in no circumstances renounce in part or entirety the rights 
secured to them by the present Convention,...' 
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t ies. ' 1 1 4 It is therefore clear that the states that drafted the Convention were cog­
nizant of the possibility of the type of agreement represented by the Declaration 
of Principles and sought to protect the occupied population from any diminution 
of their rights that might be contemplated by such an agreement.115 As Quigley 
states, this result may seem anomalous:116 
If an occupying power and the authorities representing the occupied population desire, as the Dec­
laration suggests, to move in a gradual fashion to eliminate the occupation, or at least to mitigate 
its rigors, why should they not be free to do so on whatever basis may seem mutually acceptable? 
The answer is precisely that because of the occupying power's preponderant position, such an ar­
rangement might diminish the rights of the occupied population. 
291. The Declaration of Principles contains a number of provisions that arguably 
protect the rights of the occupied Palestinian population less well than the Fourth 
Geneva Convention. Three areas where there may be a potential conflict between 
the two agreements, the issue of settlements, Jerusalem, and Israel's military or­
ders, and that are of considerable significance to the present and future position of 
the Palestinian refugees and non-refugee Palestinians residing in the Gaza Strip 
and the West Bank, will be briefly discussed below. 
4.1 -SETTLEMENTS 
292. The establishment of settlements in the occupied territories started 
immediately after the 1967 war.117 Israel acquired large tracts of land in the Gaza 
Strip and the West Bank.118 The Israeli Labour government, during the period 
1967-1977, concentrated its land acquisition policies on the annexed areas of East 
Jerusalem and on the Jordan Rift, in accordance with 'the Allon Plan'.1 1 9 Under 
1 1 4
 Pictet., J. (ed.). Commentary: Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian 
" ferions in Time of War, Geneva, ICRC, 1958,275, cited in Quigley, 1994,5. 
115 Quigley, 1994,5. 
116 Ibid. 
117 As is the case in respect of other Israeli practises concerning the occupied territories, the 
issue of settlements has been extensively discussed elsewhere. See, for example. United Nations, 
Israeli Settlements in Gam and the West Bank (Including Jerusalem): Their Nature and Purpose, 
report prepared for, and under the guidance of, the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable 
Rights of the Palestinian People, New York, 1982; Cassese, Α., 'Powers and Duties of an Occu­
pant in Relation to Land and Natural Resources', in Playfair, 1992,419; Cohen, 1985,143; Matar, 
I., 'Exploitation of Land and Water Resources for Jewish Colonies in the Occupied Territories', in 
Playfair, 1992,443; Shehadeh, 1985, 15. 
118 Cf. Cohen, 1985, 152; Shehadeh. 1985,17. 
119 Yigal Allon was Minister of Labour in 1967 in the Eshkol government. Deputy Prime 
Minister in 1969 in the Meir government, and Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Af-
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this plan, the settlements had as their aim 'the establishment of new, more secure 
boundaries in line with the clause in Security Council resolution 242 of 22 N o -
vember 1967 recognising Israel's right to secure and recognised boundaries.' 1 2 ° 
For Shamir's Likud Party, which came to power in Israel in 1977, the rela-
tively l imited1 2 1 settlement activity that had taken place during the Labour gov-
ernment, was insufficient. Likud considered the West Bank to belong to Israel, on 
the ground that it formed part of the ancient Hebrew kingdom in Palestine.1 2 2 
Accordingly, the Likud party asserted the right for Israel to establish settlements 
anywhere in the West Bank.1 2 3 Settlement activity continued under the 'National 
Unity' coalition government of Likud and Labour between 1984 and 1988 as well 
as during the Likud government between 1988 and 1992. Under the 1992-1996 
Labour government settlement activity has slowed down, but has not been frozen 
completely.1 2 4 
293. As was mentioned above , 1 2 5 article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention 
states that 'The Occupying Power shall not (...) transfer parts of its own civilian 
population into the territory it occupies.' Israeli settlement activity in the Gaza 
Strip and the West Bank is generally considered by the international community 
to be in violation of this provision of the Convention. Thus, the U N Security 
Council in 1980 unanimously adopted a resolution stating that 'Israel's policy and 
practices of settling parts of its population and new immigrants in those territories 
[the territories occupied in 1967] constitutes a flagrant violation of the Fourth Ge-
fairs in 1974 in the Rabin government The outlines of the Allon Plan are contained in Allon, Y., 
'Israel; the case for defensible boundaries'. Foreign Affairs (Oct. 1976) 38. 
120 Cohen. 1985, 143. 
121
 In May 1977, at the end of the period of the Labour government, 76 settlements had been 
established in the different occupied territories: 21 in the Jordan Valley, 10 in the remainder of the 
West Bank, 25 in the Golan Heights, 17 in the Gaza Strip and Northern Sinai, and 3 in Southern 
Sinai. Another twelve settlements were established in East Jerusalem. The number of settlers in 
the occupied territories was relatively small; around 6,500 apart from East Jerusalem, where some 
10,000 housing units accommodated 45,000-50,000 people. Cf. Cohen, 1985,147. 
'22 Quigley, 1994,10. 
123 Ibid., and n. 21. 
124 For example, during the fiscal year 1993/1994, the Israeli government spent $431 million 
on settlement expenditures. From the moment the Rabin government took office until 31 Dec. 
1994, construction on some 3350 new housing units in the occupied territories started. Cf. Kei-
non, H., '3,350 homes started in territories since Rabin government took office', JP, 25 Jan. 1995, 
12. According to Ha'aretz, 27 Dec. 1993, by the end of 1993 the total number of settlements in the 
occupied territories was 161 of which 136 in the West Bank, including the area referred to as 
'Greater Jerusalem', 15 in the Gaza Strip and 10 in East Jerusalem. By the same date, the total 
settlement population in the West Bank and Gaza Strip was 137,000 and in the settlements in East 
Jerusalem 168,000. 
125 Cf.para.. 
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neva Convention . . . ' 1 2 6 In 1982, the General Assembly, also referring to the 
Fourth Geneva Convention, resolved that it 'strongly condemns ... [the] [estab­
lishment of new Israeli settlements and expansion of the existing settlements on 
private and public Arab lands, and transfer of an alien population thereto.1 2 7 The 
U S State Department was of the opinion that the settlements were 'In contraven­
tion of the generally accepted interpretation of the Convention's Article 4 9 . ' 1 2 8 
According to the State Department's Legal Adviser, the settlements violated the 
Convention as an unlawful 'transfer of parts of its own civilian population.'1 2 9 
294. The 1993 Declaration of Principles does not substantially deal with the is­
sue of settlements. The Declaration simply states that settlements are part of the 
'remaining issues' that will have to be covered during the so-called 'Permanent 
status negotiations [which] will commence as soon as possible, but not later than 
the beginning of the third year of the interim period...'.1 3 0 Although silent on the 
issue, one might assume that with the signing of the Declaration of Principles, Is­
rael would cease any construction of settlement housing. However, after the sign­
ing, housing construction in settlements continued.1 3 1 
The Cairo and Oslo II Agreements even seem to give Israel a certain lati­
tude regarding settlements. 1 3 2 The Cairo Agreement stipulates, for example, that 
the Palestinian Authority in the Gaza Strip and Jericho would not have personal 
jurisdiction over Israelis. It provides instead that Israel would have 'authority over 
settlements ... Israelis, external security, internal security and public order of set­
tlements ... and Israel is. ' 1 3 3 The agreements further provide that Israel will apply 
its own legislation to Israelis in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, thus continu­
ing its practice in that regard. This amounts to introducing a regime of extraterri­
toriality for Israeli settlers, whereby they are governed not by the law of the terri­
tory where they live, but rather by Israeli l aw. 1 3 4 
126 UNSC res. 465 (1980). 1 Mar. 1980. 
127 UNGA res. 37/88C. 10 Dec. 1982. 
128 US Dept. of State, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1979, Washington, 
1980,761. 
129 Opinion of the Legal Adviser of the US Department of State (1978), Digest U.S. Practice 
in International Law, 1575,1577 (1980), cited in Quigley, 1994,11; see also Cohen, 1985,160. 
130 DOP93, art. V, paras. 2 and 3. 
131 Cf. para. 291 and n. 124, above. 
132 Cf. Quigley, 1994,12. 
133 Cairo Agreement, art. V. The corresponding provision in the Oslo Π Agreement is art. 
Х П. 
134 Quigley, 1994,12, referring to Shehadeh, 1985,91. 
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295. The absence of a freeze on settlement activity in the Declaration of Princi-
ples combined with the provisions in the Cairo and Oslo II Agreements mention-
ed in the previous paragraph, may be construed to represent a temporary condona-
tion by the PLO of Israel's settlement policy. Under the Fourth Geneva Conven-
tion, however, as already indicated, Israel is not permitted to establish and main-
tain civilian settlements. The Cairo and Oslo II Agreements' provisions recogniz-
ing Israel's authority over the settlements, and the applicability of Israeli law to 
the settlers, may be argued to violate article 49 of the Convention. Again quoting 
Quigley: 'this is an issue on which Israel obviously used its superior bargaining 
position to extract from the P .L .0 agreement to a provision that violated the Ge-
neva Civilians Convention. This is precisely the type of provision that Article 47 
of the Convention was written to prohibi t ' 1 3 5 
4.2 - JERUSALEM 
296. As was discussed above,136 immediately after the 1967 war, the eastern 
(Arab) side of Jerusalem was placed under Israeli law; formal annexation follow-
ed in 1980. Both the defacto as well as the de jure annexation violated the prin-
ciple that territory may not be acquired by force of arms,137 as well as article 43 
of the Hague Regulations138 and article 64 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.139 
In 1967 and the following years, and again in 1980, both the UN General Assem-
bly and the Security Council determined that the legislative and administrative 
measures and actions taken by Israel, which tend to change the legal status of Je-
rusalem, are 'null and void' and cannot change that status.140 In 1980 both the 
General Assembly and the Security Council decided not to recognize the law 
formally annexing the east side of Jerusalem and the Security Council called 
'upon those States that have established diplomatic Missions in Jerusalem to 
withdraw such Missions from the Holy City.'141 A considerable number of states 
135 Quigley, 1994,13. 
136 Cf. para. 280, above. 
137 a . Brownlie, 1990,169. 
138 Cf. para. 268, above. 
139 Cf. para. 270, above. 
140 Cf. UNGA res. 2253 (ES-V), 4 July 1967; UNGA res. 2254 (ES-V), 14 July 1967; UNSC 
res. 252 (1968), 21 May 1968; UNSC res. 267 (1969), 3 July 1969; UNSC res. 271 (1969), 15 
Sep. 1969; UNSC res. 298 (1971), 25 Sep. 1971; UNSC res. 465 (1980), 1 Mar. 1980; UNSC res. 
476 (1980), 30 June 1980; UNSC res. 478 (1980), 20 Aug. 1980; UNGA res. 35/169 E, 15 Dec. 
1980. On the effects of such a binding determination by competent organs of the United Nations, 
see Brownlie. 1990,515. 
141 UNSC res. 478 (1980), 20 Aug. 1980; UNGA res. 35/169 E, 15 Dec. 1980. 
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have responded to this request and withdrawn their diplomatic representatives 
from Jerusalem. 
297. Although it had abstained from voting on some of the resolutions mentioned 
in the previous paragraph, the various US administrations since 1967, including 
the Bush administration, viewed East Jerusalem as part of the West Bank, and 
thus as territory under belligerent occupation. The Clinton administration, how-
ever, v iews East Jerusalem as territory over which sovereignty was 'undefin-
e d ' . 1 4 2 In keeping with this new view, the United States abstained on a clause in a 
1994 resolution, adopted by the Security Council in condemnation of a massacre 
of Palestinians by an Israeli settler at a mosque in the West Bank city of Hebron. 
A preamble clause of the resolution referred, as had prior Council resolutions, to 
'territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem.'1 4 3 The Clinton administra-
tion objected to this language, which continued to consider East Jerusalem to be 
part of the West Bank and hence under Israel's belligerent occupation. Explaining 
the abstention, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, Madeleine Albright, said 
that the United States rejected the language that characterized East Jerusalem as 
being under belligerent occupation.1 4 4 
298. Similar to the settlements issue, the Declaration of Principles also defers the 
question of Jerusalem to the permanent status negotiations1 4 5 and similarly, this 
may seem to represent a temporary condonation by the PLO of Israel's control of 
East Jerusalem. However, as with the settlements issue, such an interpretation of 
the Declaration holds no validity in the face of the Fourth Geneva Convention 
since under that Convention, as well as under general principles of international 
law, annexation of occupied territory is not permitted. 
4.3 - ISRAEL'S MILITARY ORDERS 
299. Between 1967 and 1994, Israel's military administration in the Gaza Strip 
and the West Bank promulgated approximately two thousand orders that were re-
142 in Mar. 1994, Vice President Albert Gore stated that the US view was that 'united Jerusa-
lem' was the capital of Israel. 'United Jerusalem' is a term that includes both the western and east-
em sides of Jerusalem. Cf. 'Gore reaffirms U.S. Policy declaring united Jerusalem as capital of Is-
rael', PRNewswire, 18 Mar. 1994. 
143 UNSC res. 904 (1994), 18 Mar. 1994. 
144 Quigley, 1994,16. 
145 DOP93, art V, includes 'Jerusalem' as one of the 'remaining issues' to be covered by the 
'Permanent status negotiations'. 
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garded as law by the Israeli military and enforced as such. Israel's courts, follow­
ing suit, regarded the military orders as valid law. The orders regulated life in the 
occupied territories in a multitude of ways, effectively displacing the law previ­
ously in force on many i s s u e s . 1 4 6 Although humanitarian law does recognize the 
competence of the belligerent occupant to legislate, that competence is limited by 
the principal rule that it should respect 'unless absolutely prevented, the laws in 
force in the country. ' 1 4 7 Article 64 of the Fourth Geneva Convention further de­
tails the legislative power of the occupant as follows: 
The Occupying Power may (...) subject the population of the occupied territory to provisions 
which are essential to enable the Occupying Power to fulfil its obligations under the present Con­
vention, to maintain the orderly government of the territory, and to ensure the security of the Oc­
cupying Power, of the members and property of the occupying forces or administration, and like­
wise of the establishments and lines of communication used by them. 
Many of Israel's military orders went well beyond these purposes. The orders ef­
fectively displaced the prior law, which was the Jordanian legislation in the West 
Bank and Egyptian legislation in the Gaza Strip. It may therefore be concluded 
that the promulgation and maintenance in force of many of the military orders 
constitute a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention. χ 
300. The applicability of these military orders after the introduction of limited 
self-rule is addressed in article IX of the Declaration of Principles, which reads as 
follows: 
Laws and military orders 
1. The Council will be empowered to legislate, in accordance with the Interim Agreement, within 
all authorities transferred to it. 
2. Both parties will review jointly laws and military orders presently in force in remaining spheres. 
The corresponding article in the Cairo Agreement is even more speci f ic: 1 4 8 
Laws and military orders in effect in the Gaza Strip or the Jericho Area prior to the signing of this 
Agreement shall remain in force, unless amended or abrogated in accordance with this Agreement. 
4 6 Quigley, 1994,17. 
1 4 7
 Hague Regulations, art 43; cf. para. 268, above. 
148 Cairo Agreement, art П, para. 9. The legislative power of the Palestinian Authority is 
subject to Israeli veto. The corresponding provision in the Oslo Π Agreement, art Х Ш, para. 
4(a), reads as follows: 'Legislation, including legislation which amends or abrogates existing laws 
or military orders, which exceeds the jurisdiction of the Council or which is otherwise inconsistent 
with the provisions of the DOP, this Agreement, or any other agreement that may be reached be­
tween the two sides during the interim period, shall have no effect and shall be void ab initio.' 
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Both articles would seem to stipulate that the Palestinian Authority or the PLO 
had no unilateral right to annul Israeli military orders. Soon after the entry into 
force of the Cairo Agreement, PLO chairman Arafat challenged this interpreta­
tion. In a decree signed at Tunis on 20 May 1994, he declared these orders to be 
no longer in force.149 Israeli officials immediately objected referring to the above 
articles in the Declaration of Principles and the Cairo Agreement.150 However, 
given the overriding character of the Fourth Geneva Convention, Arafat's view 
may be considered correct 
5. SOME CONCLUSIONS 
301. The Palestinian refugee issue provides an excellent illustration of the con­
siderable importance of humanitarian law for the protection of refugees, especial­
ly for large numbers — probably a majority of today's refugees — living in areas 
that are subjected to military conflict. The importance and potential of this body 
of international law is not always sufficiently realized by lawyers involved in the 
protection of refugees, and should be given additional attention. 
This chapter has shown that refugees and stateless persons living in military 
conflict zones are to be considered as 'protected persons' for the purpose of the 
applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention and should therefore be able to 
benefit in full from its provisions. In addition, the Convention provides for special 
protection in certain specific situations that refugees may find themselves in dur­
ing armed conflicts. 
302. The unilateral refusal of Israel to apply the Fourth Geneva Convention fully 
to the occupied territories, and the many violations by that country of its provi­
sions, have shown, at the same time, the limitations of international law in effec­
tively protecting the human rights of refugees and other unprotected persons. In 
this context it is to be regretted that the parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention 
have not more adequately utilized the means at their disposal to ensure respect for 
the Convention. Article 1 of the Convention states: 'The High Contracting Parties 
undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present Convention in all cir­
cumstances [emphasis added].' 
The official commentary on the Convention states with regard to article 1:1 5 1 
149 Text УМ 93 (Autumn 1994) 132. 
150 Ibid. 
•
5
 ' Pictet, 1958,16. On the obligations embodied in art. 1 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, 
see also Stephens, M. T. R., Enforcement of International Law in the Israeli-Occupied Territories, 
Ramallah, Al-Haq, 1989. 
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... in the event of a power failing to fulfil its obligations the other Contracting Parties (neutral, al-
lied or enemy) may, and should, endeavour to bring it back to an attitude of respect for the Con-
vention. The proper working of the system of protection provided by the Convention demands in 
fact that the Contracting Parties should not be content merely to apply its provisions themselves, 
but should do everything in their power to ensure that the humanitarian principles underlying the 
Conventions are applied universally. 
303. In a 1990 report to the Security Council, the UN Secretary-General stated 
that the numerous appeals by the various competent organs of the organization to 
the Israeli authorities to abide by their obligations under the Fourth Geneva Con-
vention had been ineffective.152 Realizing that for any measure of protection to 
be ensured, the co-operation of the Israeli authorities would be absolutely essen-
tial, the Secretary-General, in an unprecedented appeal, suggested that the Securi-
ty Council call for a meeting of the high contracting parties of the Fourth Geneva 
Convention to discuss possible measures that might be taken by them under the 
Convention.153 In a resolution adopted unanimously in late 1990, the Security 
Council reacted positively to this appeal, and requested the Secretary-General, in 
co-operation with the International Committee of the Red Cross, to develop fur-
ther the idea of convening such a meeting and to invite the submission of views 
on how the idea could contribute to the goals of the Convention and on other rel-
evant matters, and to report to the Council.154 
In an article published in 1991, the present author concluded that 'if [the 
idea of a meeting of the High Contracting Parties] were realized it would consti-
tute an unprecedented attempt by the international community to make one of its 
members abide by its obligation under international law.'155 More than five years 
later it has become clear that the idea never materialized; the proposed meeting 
has not taken place. The initiative was overtaken by the start of the Madrid Peace 
Process and it is clear that the sponsors of that process would not risk jeopardiz-
ing Israeli participation by pushing the matter. 
304. The signing of the Declaration of Principles and its implementing Cairo 
Agreement has also illustrated the relevance of the Fourth Geneva Convention as 
a framework for the protection of Palestinian refugees, and for that matter for 
other Palestinians residing in the occupied territories, during the transitional pe-
riod of interim self-government. As was shown in the previous section, the ac-
152
 See 'Report submitted to the Security Council by the Secretary-General in accordance 
with UNSC res. 672 (1990)', UN doc. S/21919, para. 24. 
153 a . Takkenberg, 1991,432. 
154 UNSC res. 681 (1990), 20 Dec. 1990. 
155 Takkenberg, 1991,433. 
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ceptance by the PLO of certain clauses in these agreements may appear to repre-
sent a condonation by that organization of certain Israeli violations of the Fourth 
Geneva Convention as well as of other rules and principles of international 
law.156 Such an interpretation, however, holds no validity in view of the overrid-
ing nature of the Convention. 
156
 The opposition expressed by certain Palestinian organizations and individuals against the 
Declaration of Principles and the Cairo Agreement should be viewed in this context See, for ex-
ample, Shehadeh, R„ 'Legal and practical implications of the May 4th 1994 Agreement', paper 
presented to the international colloquium mentioned in n. 33, above. 
Chapter ΥΠ 
HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
305. In the previous four chapters, the position of Palestinian refugees has been 
examined in relation to a number of different areas of international law. Attribu­
tion of rights and obligations under these areas of international law is based on the 
fact that the subjects of this study possess certain 'qualities' that are legally rele­
vant. As 'refugees' they are the subjects of international refugee law; those Pales­
tinian refugees who are also 'stateless persons' are the subjects of the law relating 
to stateless persons and, finally, those subjected to situations of armed conflict are 
'protected persons' for the purpose of humanitarian law. In this chapter, the last of 
Part Two of this study, the focus will be on the position of Palestinian refugees as 
'individuals' and as members of the 'Palestinian people'. The relevant concepts of 
international law are those of human rights and self-determination. 
306. A 1974 United Nations General Assembly resolution on the rights of the 
Palestinian People provides that the 'inalienable rights of the Palestinians' and 
'the Palestinian people' include: 'the right to self-determination without external 
interference'; 'the right to national independence and sovereignty'; and 'the right 
of the Palestinians to return to their homes and property from which they have 
been displaced and uprooted.'1 The right of the Palestinian refugees to return to 
their homes had been affirmed by the General Assembly as early as in 1948.2 
Both legal concepts, that of the right to return (and compensation) and that of the 
right to self-determination (including the right to national independence and sov­
ereignty), have featured prominently — although not always with sufficient lucid­
ity — in the legal literature concerning the question of Palestine and have repeat­
edly, especially during the 1970s and 1980s, dominated the debate on the issue 
within the United Nations General Assembly. In the following two sections an 
attempt will be made to summarize the contemporary legal content of both rights 
as well as their applicability to the Palestinian refugee problem. One other, more 
1 UNGA res. 3236 (XXIX), 22 Nov. 1974. 
2 UNGA res. 194 (III), 11 Dec. 1948. For the text of the relevant section, see para. 325, 
below. 
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individually oriented, human rights issue relevant to large numbers of Palestinian 
refugees will be examined in section 4. This concerns the issue of family reunifi­
cation in light of the principle of unity of the family. Some concluding remarks 
will complete the chapter (section 5). 
2. THE RIGHT TO RETURN AND COMPENSATION 
307. According to Peretz, a long term commentator on the Middle East, the right 
to return takes a central place in the Palestinian refugee experience:3 
Since 1948, it has acquired emotional connotations of such significance that the term became the 
basis of Palestinian nationalism in much the same way that the return to Erelz Israel became the 
foundation of Zionism. The concept of return permeates modem Palestinian literature, it is at the 
core of history taught to children m refugee camps throughout the region, and is usually the first 
thought expressed by average Palestinians when discussing Middle East problems. To many, the 
right of return is an important symbol, recognition would remove the stigma of second-class citi­
zenship imposed on Palestinians, a stigma that exists even in Jordan, where by law the refugees 
have equal rights. 
And in the words of Rashid Khalidi, a renowned Palestinian historian:4 
Few issues ш the Arab-Israeli conflict are as contentious as that of the Palestinian right of return 
(haq al-'awda). For over forty years, the idea of "return" has been central to the Palestinian na­
tional narrative of struggle against overwhelming odds, of expulsion from the ancestral homeland, 
of dispersion, and of national reconstitution. 
308. The main reason why the right to return has obtained such a prominent, 
even dramatic, place in the conflict is that its exercise by the Palestinian refugees 
has been vehemently opposed by successive Israeli governments, who have even 
gone so far as to deny the very existence of the right. 'The term "right of return" 
is an empty phrase that is utterly meaningless' former Israeli prime minister 
Shamir stated in 1992.5 'It will never happen, in any way, shape or form. There is 
3 Peretz, 1993,72. 
4 Khalidi, R. I., 'Observations on the Right of Return', JPS 82 (Winter 1992) 29. 
5
 Makovsky, D., 'Palestinian right of return 'will never happen': Shamir', JP, 14 May 1992. 
Shamir made the remarks in response to a US State Department news briefing prior to the first 
meeting, m Ottawa, of the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, established as part of the 
Madrid peace process (see ch. I, sub-sect 6.2). According to the statement, the USA continues to 
support UNGA res. 194 (III), 11 Dec. 1948, in which the right of Palestinian refugees to return to 
their homes was first recognized. See also Haberman, C, 'U.S. Comment on Old Issue Inflames 
Israelis', NYT, 15 May 1992, A13. The US soon clarified the reference, announcing that resolution 
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only a Jewish "right of return" to the land of Israel.'6 The main Israeli argument 
against a Palestinian right to return has been that its implementation would threat-
en the existence of the state of Israel7 as well as the Jewish character of the state. 
The right of return — or rather the opposing claims of both Jews and Palestinians 
towards exercising their respective right of return — has been at the heart of the 
conflict over Palestine. In the words of Edward Said:8 
Much of the despair and pessimism that one feels at the whole Palestinian-Zionist conflict is each 
side's failure in a sense to reckon with the existential power and presence of another people with 
its land, its unfortunate history of suffering, its emotional and political investment in that land, and 
worse, to pretend the Other is a temporary nuisance that, given time and effort (and punitive vio-
lence from time to time), will finally go away. The actuality is that Palestinians and Israeli Jews 
are now fully implicated in each other's lives and political destinies, perhaps not in any ultimate 
way — which is a subject not easily bracketed in rational discussion — but certainly now and in 
the foreseeable future. 
309. The right to return, and linked to it the right to compensation, therefore, will 
require proper attention in the context of this study. It will not surprise the reader 
that the subject has received ample attention in the legal literature on the Palestin-
ian conflict.9 In the remainder of this section the present author will attempt to of-
194 is not part of the framework for the ongoing peace talks; cf. Friedman, T. L., 'U.S. Softens on 
"48 Palestinian Issue"', NYT, 19 May 1992, A3. 
6 Haberman, 1992, Al 3. 
7
 See ch. I, sub-sect. 3.3; also Morris, 1989, 132-154, who discusses in detail the process and 
arguments that led to the decision by the new state in 1948 to bar a return of the refugees. 
8 Said, 1979,49. 
9 The main references include Adelman, H., 'Refugees, The Right of Return and the Peace 
Process', paper presented during an international conference on Economics of Peace in The Mid-
die East, Amman, 14-16 Dec. 1993; Arzt, D. E., and Zughaib, K., 'Return to the Negotiated 
Lands: The Likelihood and Legality of a Population Transfer between Israel and a Future Palestin-
ian State', 24 New York University Journal of International Law and Politics 1399 (1992); Ben-
venistì. E., and Zamir, E., 'Private Claims to Property Rights in the Future Israeli-Palestinian Set-
tlement', 89 AJ1L 295 (1995); Dimitrijevic, 'Legal Position of Palestine Refugees', 19 Review of 
International Affairs 19 (1968); Mallison, W. T., and Mallison, S. V., An International Law Anal-
ysis of the Major United Nations Resolutions Concerning the Palestine Question, New York, UN, 
1979, study prepared and published at the request of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalien-
able Rights of the Palestinian People, UN doc. ST/SG/SER.F/4,28; Melélendez, С. Q., The Right 
to Return and Repatriation in International Law, with a Special Reference to Refugees and Dis­
placed Persons in Mexico and Central America, Geneva, Institut Universitaire des Hautes Etudes 
Internationales, 1990,20; Radley, K. R., 'The Palestinian Refugees: The Right to Return in Inter­
national Law', 72 AJIL 586 (1978); Tadmor, Y., 'The Palestinian Refugees of 1948: The Right to 
Compensation and Return', 8 Temple International and Comparative Law Journal 403 (1994); 
Tomeh, G. J., 'Legal Status of Arab Refugees', 33 Law and Contemporary Problems 110 (1968)]; 
UN, The Right of Return of the Palestinian People, New York, 1978, study prepared for the Com-
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fer a non-polemical analysis of this most sensitive issue. For a proper understand­
ing of the matter, the right to return and compensation will be examined in ab­
stracto first,1 0 and consequently, in the second sub-section, in relation to the Pal­
estinian refugee issue. 
2 . 1 - INTERNATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE RIGHT AND CONTEMPORARY 
LEGAL CONTENT 
310. It has been advocated by some that the right to return forms part of custom­
ary international law: 1 1 
For most individuals the actual practice of returning to one's home or country is so commonplace 
a part of everyday living that the right of return as a legal concept is given little attention. The 
great majority of people in the world are able to exercise the customary right of return based upon 
state practice. (...) Historically, the right of return was so universally accepted and practised that is 
was not deemed necessary to prescribe or codify it in a formal manner. 
311. Particular provisions have been made to protect the right to return, or 
'repatriation' as it is often referred to as well, in situations of armed c o n f l i c t 1 2 
The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 contain several provisions relating to the 
repatriation of the victims of armed conflicts. For example, one of the important 
common provisions which appears in each of the four Conventions limits the ef­
fect of a denunciation of the Convention by a state party during a conflict or a 
mittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, in pursuance of UNGA 
res. 32/40B of 2 Dec. 1977, by the Special Unit on Palestinian Rights, UN doc. ST/SG/SER.F/2. 
1 0
 The standard work on the right to leave and return in general is Hannum, H., The Right to 
Leave and Return in International Law and Practice, Dordrecht, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
1987. See also Frelick, В., 'The Right of Return', 2 URL 442 (1990); Inglés, J., Study of Discrimi-
nation in respect of the Right of Everyone to Leave any Country, including his Own, and to Return 
to his Country, Geneva, UN, 1963, UN sales no. 64.MV.2, UN doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/220/Rev. 1; 
Mubanga-Chipoya, С L. C, 'Analysis of the current trends and development regarding the right 
to leave any country including one's own, and to return to one's own country, and some other 
rights or considerations arising there from', Geneva, UN [Subcommission on Prevention of Dis­
crimination and Protection of Minorities], 1988, UN doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/35; Vasak, K., & 
Liskofsky, S., (eds.). The Right to Leave and to Return: Papers and Recommendations of the In­
ternational Colloquium held in Uppsala, Sweden, 19-21 June 1972, New York, American Jewish 
Committee, 1976. 
1
 ' Mallison and Mallison, 1979,28. Art 38, para. 1 of the Statute of the International Court of 
Justice refers inter alia to 'international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law' 
as a source of international law; cf. Brownlie, 1990,4. 
1 2
 The relevance of international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts for Palestin­
ian refugees has been discussed in the previous chapter. 
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belligerent occupation. It provides that such a denunciation '... shall not take ef­
fect until peace has been concluded, and until after operations connected with the 
release, repatriation and re-establishment of the persons protected by the present 
Convention have been terminated' [emphasis added].13 These and other provi­
sions14 guarantee the right to return of persons protected by the four Geneva 
Conventions, including prisoners of war, disabled military personnel and civilian 
persons. 
312. Voluntary repatriation is considered by UNHCR, as well as by many others, 
the best of the 'three durable solutions' to deal with refugee problems.15 Refugee 
law mainly focuses on the voluntariness of repatriation, in other words on the 
right not to be returned, or forcibly repatriated, so long as the conditions that 
caused the original flight remain.16 That refugees, however, in principle have a 
right to return to their country of origin should be considered as one of the under­
lying general principles of international refugee law.17 According to Frelick, 
'Every refugee the world over has the right to return home. Any refugee who is 
forced, by circumstances, to remain in exile is being denied a basic human 
right'18 This right is so essential, because:19 
Exile is a fundamental deprivation of homeland, a deprivation that goes to the heart of those im­
mutable characteristics that comprise our personal and collective identities. We have a right to our 
homeland, to live in peace and security in the places of our birth, of our ancestors, our culture, our 
heritage. (...) To be exiled not only from one's homeland, but to be torn asunder from an intimate 
connection with generation upon generation of one's family, creates a spiritual pain that can never 
be totally healed. (...) Local integration and third-country resettlement may represent viable op-
13 Conv. I, art 63; Conv. II, art 62; Conv. ΙΠ, art. 142, Conv. IV, art. 158. 
1 4
 Other provisions dealing with the repatriation of persons protected by the four Geneva 
Conventions include: Conv. I, art 5; Conv. Π, art 6; Conv. Ш, arts. 5,109-119; Conv. IV, arts. 6, 
36,134. 
15 See ch. IX, sect 2. The other two durable solutions are local integration and resettlement in 
third countries. See also Hannum, 1987,66. 
16 Seech.Ш,sect 1. 
17 EXCOM conci. 40 (XXXVI) (Text UNHCR, 1991, 86] reaffirms the significance of its 
earlier conclusion on voluntary repatriation — EXCOM conci. 18 (XXXI) — 'as reflecting basic 
principles of international law and practice' and also reaffirms 'The basic rights of persons to 
return voluntarily to the country of origin.' One of the few other legal texts dealing with refugee 
protection in general, making explicit mention of the right of refugees to return, are the Principles 
Concerning Treatment of Refugees as adopted by the Asian-African Legal Consultative Commit­
tee at its 8th sess., Bangkok, 1966. Text UNHCR, 1988,201,203. Art. Г , on 'Right of Return', 
reads as follows: 'A refugee shall have the right to return if he so chooses to the State of which he 
is a national or to the country of his nationality and in this event it shall be the duty of such State 
or Country to receive him.' 
I« Frelick, 1990,444. 
19 Ibid. 
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üons that provide protection to refugees and enable them to start their lives anew. But neither, in 
itself, is a right, and neither resolves the issue that caused the person to become a refugee. Neither 
addresses the basic rights deprivation that the refugee who cannot return home will carry for a 
lifetime, perhaps even for generations to come. 
And, in terms of the spiritual and mental well-being of the refugee, these 'solutions', life-saving as 
they may be, can rarely be more than palliatives, incapable of overcoming the alienation that saps 
the refugee of strength and denies him or her happiness. The resolution of the alien condition is 
the precondition of sound spiritual and mental health; while complete integration remains a goal 
and a hope for refugees resettled m alien cultures, the most straightforward solution to this aliena-
tion is to stop being an alien, that is, to return home — repatriation. 
In cases where refugees were forcibly expelled, the right to return infers from the 
illegality of the expulsion itself. It is generally recognized that a state cannot le-
gally expel a population under its control.20 Those expelled clearly have the right 
to reverse an illegal act, that is, to return to their homeland. 
313. The right to return has not only found its reflection in humanitarian and ref-
ugee law, but should rather be regarded, together with the right to leave,21 as a 
general principle of international human rights law. In fact, the right of return ap-
pears in most, if not all, modem human rights instruments, beginning with article 
13, paragraph 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 'Everyone has the 
right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.'22 The 
exercise of this right, like others in the Universal Declaration, is subject to 'such 
limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of seeking due recog-
nition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just re-
quirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic so-
ciety.'23 
2 0
 The illegality of expelling nationals or residents is affirmed in a number of international in-
struments, including the UDHR48 (ait 9 and 15, see n. 22, below) and the Fourth Protocol to the 
ECHR50 (art 4, see n. 25, below), and it was defined as a crime against humanity in the post-
World War II war crime trials at Nuremberg. A similar prohibition regarding transfers from 
territories occupied ш war is included in the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 (art 49; see ch. 
VI). See also: De Zayas, A. M., 'International Law and Mass Population Transfers', 16 HILf 207 
(1975) and Henckaerts, J., Mass Expulsion m Modem International Law and Practice, The 
Hague, Boston, London, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1995. 
21 'If human history is the history of mass migration and escape, the right to leave is "the ul­
timum refugium libertatis" — the last refuge of liberty', Arzt and Zughaib, 1992,1440. See on the 
right to leave also Dowty, Α., Closed Borders: The Contemporary Assault on Freedom of 
Movement, Yale, Yale Univ. Press, 1987. 
22 Adopted and proclaimed by UNGA res. 217 A (III), 10 Dec. 1948. Text. UN, Compilation, 
1988,1; also Brownlie, 1995,255. 
23 Art. 29. 
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In slightly different wording the right to return has also been incorporated in the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.24 Article 12, paragraph 4 of 
the Covenant reads as follows: 'No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to 
enter his own country.' The right to return is also incorporated, although in terms 
providing less protection, in other human rights instruments including Protocol 
No. 4 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms (article 3, paragraph 2);25 the American Convention on 
Human Rights (article 22, paragraph 5);26 the International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (article 5, paragraph d (ii));27 
and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (article 12, paragraph 
2).M 
314. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is the most funda-
mental and universal human rights instrument concerned with the right to return 
and its interpretation may therefore provide the best means of identifying more 
precisely the contemporary content of the right to return under international 
law.29 According to the legislative history of article 12 of the Covenant, its draft-
ers felt that derogation clauses, similar to those in the Universal Declaration, 
should only apply to the right to leave and that the right to return should not be 
subject to the same limitations. It was even argued that the case of exile as pun-
ishment should be the only exception, though even this was not stated explicit-
ly.30 Accordingly, the text of article 12, paragraph 3, which contains the deroga-
tion clauses, refers to the rights mentioned in the previous two paragraphs, con-
taining the right to liberty of movement and the right to leave, and not to the right 
to return mentioned in paragraph 4. 
2 4
 Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by UNGA res. 2200 A (XXI), 
16 Dec. 1966. Entry into force: 23 Mar. 1976. Text: UN, Compilation, 1988, 18; also Brownlie, 
1995, 276. According to information provided by UNHCR, Centre for Documentation on Refu-
gees, as of IS Feb. 1996,132 states had acceded to or ratified the Covenant, including Israel and 
the following member states of the Arab League: Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, 
Morocco, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia and Yemen. For a list of states parties, see 15 RSQ 159 (1996). 
25 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
signed 4 Nov. 1950. Entry into force: 3 Sep. 1953. Text: Brownlie, 1995, 328. Protocol No. 4, 
signed 16 Sep. 1963. Entry into force: 2 May 1968. Text Brownlie, 1995,352. 
26 Signed 22 Nov. 1969. Entry into force: 18 Jul. 1978. Text: 36 OASTS 1, OAS Off. Ree. 
OEA/Ser.L/V/n.23, doc. 21, rev. 6 (English 1979). 
2 7
 Adopted and opened for signature and ratification by UNGA res. 2106 A (XX), 21 Dec. 
1965. Entry into force: 4 Jan. 1969. Text UN, Compilation, 1988,56; also Brownlie, 1995,310. 
28 Adopted 17 Jun. 1981. Entry into force: 21 Oct 1986. Text 2111M 58 (1982). 
29 Cf. Hannum, 1987,24. 
30 Ibid., 45; also Inglés, 1963,38. 
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315. The exact meaning of the term 'arbitrarily' in article 12, paragraph 4, of the 
Covenant is not clear. During the drafting process some delegations submitted 
that the term was equivalent to 'unlawful', but according to Hannum it is clear 
that this narrow definition is not appropriate.31 According to the same author 
most consideration of the term has been in the context of arbitrary arrest or deten-
tion and a lengthy 1964 UN study on this question probably offers the best defi-
nition of the term, even though it pre-dates formal adoption of the Covenant by 
the General Assembly in 1966:32 
... the committee has come to the opinion that 'arbitrary' is not synonymous with 'illegal' and that 
the former signifies more than the latter... [A]n arrest or detention is arbitrary if it is (a) on 
grounds or in accordance with procedures other than those established by law, or (b) under the 
provision of a law the purpose of which is incompatible with respect for the right to liberty and se-
curity of person. 
According to Hannum, 'At a minimum, no denial of the right to return can be dis-
criminatory in violation of article 2, paragraph 1, of the Covenant. Any denial 
also must be based on law (...) as an illegal denial surely would be arbitrary under 
even the most narrow definition of the latter word.'33 It should be noted, finally, 
that both the European and American Conventions on Human Rights, like the 
Universal Declaration, make no mention of non-arbitrary denial of entry. 
316. Another interpretational issue concerns the meaning of the phrase 'his 
own country' in article 12, paragraph 4, of the Covenant. Does the phrase refer to 
the country of which one is a citizen or national only; to any country in which one 
has been granted the right of permanent residence; or to a country which one 
considers 'home' and to which one is connected through history, tradition, race, 
religion, residence, family, or other ties?34 As appears from the travaux prépara-
toires, the change from the formulation in article 13 of the Universal Declaration 
— which refers to the right to 'return' to one's country — to the right to 'enter' 
one's country 'was made in order to include'... 'nationals or citizens bom outside 
the country and who have never lived therein.'35 Proposals to clarify the reference 
to 'one's country' by referring instead to 'the country of which one is a national' 
were rejected on the grounds that they would exclude the second group mentioned 
31 Hannum, 1987,44. 
32 UN, Study of the Right of Everyone to be Free from Arbitrary Arrest, Detention and Exile, 
New York, Dept. of Economic and Social Affairs, 1964, UN sales no. 6S.XIV.2, UN doc. 
E/CN.4/826/Rev.l, 7; quoted in Hannum, 1987,45. 
33 Hannum, 1987,45. 
34 Ibid.. 56. 
35 ibid. 
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above, i.e., 'those persons who under domestic law enjoy a right to 'return' or re-
side in a country even though they are not nationals ofthat country.'36 
317. Advocates of a more expansive interpretation of one's 'own country', to 
include one's 'homeland' or the state to which one has some particular connec-
tion, were found from within the ranks of the movement on behalf of Soviet Jew-
ry desirous of migrating to Israel during the 1970s. One such proponent of this 
broader view, Knisbacher, applies the reasoning of the International Court of Jus-
tice in the Nottebohm case37 to the interpretation of the phrase one's 'own coun-
try'. In this case, the International Court had established that it was the 'sub-
stance' of Nottebohm's links with Liechtenstein rather than Liechtenstein's 
formal grant of citizenship that was decisive.38 Applying the criteria utilized by 
the Court of 'tradition, his establishment, his interests, his activities, his family 
ties, [and] his intentions for the near future' to the situation of Soviet Jews, Knis-
bacher concludes that there are sufficient substantive links to qualify their request 
to emigrate as a request to 'rerum' to their 'country'.39 
Arzt and Zughaib are of the same opinion: 'Under this approach, diaspora 
Jews, for instance, who have no Israeli citizenship, have the right to "return" to 
that country. Indeed, they could be said to have had that right before the state was 
created in 1948.'40 
Hannum, Arzt and Zughaib also refer to an international colloquium on the 
right to leave and to return, where it was suggested that the language 'his own 
country' was purposely chosen to avoid subjecting the right to return to formal 
governmental determinations of nationality: 'Governments come and go, and their 
political fluctuations and vagaries should not affect the fundamental rights of hu-
man beings, such as the right to return to one's own country and to have a home-
land.'41 
318. However, according to Hannum the above expansive interpretation finds no 
support in the travaux préparatoires and,42 
36 Ibid. 
3? 1CJ Reports (1955), 4. For a discussion of the principle of the 'effective link' and the 
judgment in the Nottebohm case, see Brownlie, 1990,407-420. 
38 Knisbacher, M., 'Aliyah of Soviet Jews: Protection of the Right of Migration Under Inter-
national Law, UHILR 89 (1973). 
39 Ibid., 97. 
*> Arzt and Zughaib, 1992,1445. 
41 Vasak and Kiskofsky, 1976, 434, quoted in Hannum, 1987, 58; Aizt and Zughaib, 1992, 
1445. 
*2 Hannum, 1987, 59 and n. 175, where the author further clarifies his position: 'The expul-
sion or flight of large numbers of persons from disputed territory is more appropriately viewed as 
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if accepted, would be of such wide scope that it would imply a right to 'return' or 'enter' to any 
number of persons who seek to return 'home', in addition to groups of particular interest to those 
arguing for such a broad interpretation. There is no evidence that mass movements of groups such 
as refugees or displaced persons were intended to be mcluded within the scope of article 12 of the 
Covenant by its drafters, particularly where those seeking to return are not nationals of the state of 
destination. 
A s was discussed above, 4 3 others, including this author, are of the opinion that 
the right to return does find application in refugee situations as well. Hannum's 
arguments for excluding refugees and displaced persons, even when non-nationals 
are concerned, are unconvincing. The 'ordinary m e a n i n g ' 4 4 of the phrase 'his 
own country' remains to a certain extent ambiguous. However, it is clear that — 
as also Hannum admits — 'his own country' means something different than 'the 
country of which he is a national', thereby not excluding non-nationals per se to 
claim the benefits of article 12, paragraph 4. Of course, non-nationals claiming a 
right to return may be expected to substantiate their claims. In respect of return to 
a country or territory the status of which is disputed, the claim may be considered 
in conjunction with the application of other principles of international law such as 
that of self-determination.4 5 
319. As has become clear from the above, nationals have a virtually unlimited 
right to enter their own country. One means by which a state could avoid its obli­
gations to accept the repatriation of its nationals is to deprive them of their citi­
zenship. 4 0 According to Weis, denationalization 'must be regarded as illegal if it 
an issue related to self-determination or national sovereignty, rather than forced into the con­
straints of the much more narrow question of whether or not there exists a right of entry or return. 
One must in particular query whether events such as the expulsion of Greeks and Armenians from 
Turkey, ethnic Germans from eastern Europe, Arabs from Israel, or Lithuanians and others from 
the Baltic states, should be judged by subsequent human rights standards, despite the trauma and 
destruction that inevitably accompany such mass movements.' 
43 See para.. 
44 According to art. 31, para. 1, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, a treaty 
shall be interpreted 'in good faith m accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the 
terms of the treaty ш their context and in the light of its object and purpose.' When the interpreta­
tion according to ait 31 leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure, according to art 32 'Recourse 
may be had to supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory work of the treaty 
and the circumstances of its conclusion.' See ch. Ш, n. 27 and 28. 
45 One example of a successful claim to 'return' concerns the so-called 'ethnic Germans' 
[Volksdeutschen] who have been admitted to Germany for various domestic political reasons; cf. 
Köfner and Nicolaus, 1986,316. 
46 According to Hannum, 1987, 61, such denationalization has for centunes been applied to 
individuals as a penal sanction. However, it was not until the Russian Revolution and the post-
World War I period that mass expulsions and denationalizations for political reasons occurred: 
'Between one and two million persons were deprived of their citizenship by the successful Bol-
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is part and parcel of a breach of an international duty.'47 Hannum adds 'the crea-
tion of massive numbers of stateless persons obviously interferes with the right to 
expel aliens, as well as the right of (former) citizens to return to their country' 
[emphasis added].48 Denationalization resulting in statelessness may constitute a 
violation of the rule laid down in article 15, paragraph 1 of the Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights, that 'Everyone has the right to a nationality,' and, there-
fore, be considered as an act contrary to international law.49 Again quoting Han-
num: '... where denationalization is arbitrary and is accompanied by expulsion or 
denial of the right to return, it may well violate principles of international law 
concerning the territorial supremacy of states as well as individual human 
rights.'50 
320. An additional complication concerns cases where the issue of denationali-
zation arises in the context of state succession. According to Brownlie, 'the posi-
tion of nationals of the predecessor state who at the time of the transfer are resi-
dent outside the territory the sovereignty of which changes is unsettled. The rule 
probably is that, unless they have or acquire a domicile in the transferred territory, 
they do not acquire the nationality of the successor state.'51 It may well be de-
fended that to deny such persons to return and to acquire the nationality of the 
successor state — a practice amounting to defacto denationalization — results in 
a violation of international law. According to Brownlie, 'Sovereignty denotes re-
sponsibility, and a change of sovereignty does not give the new sovereign the 
right to dispose of the population concerned at the discretion of the government. 
The population goes with the territory...'52 
321. A final issue, closely related to the previous ones, is whether the right of re-
turn refers only to one's homeland or also includes, where applicable, return pre-
sheviks in toe early 1920s; similar measures, although on a less grand scale, were adopted later by 
the Italian fascists and in Turkey. The objects of this 'cleansing' of the national group were politi-
cal opponents in the Soviet Union, Jews and others in Italy, and Armenians and other ethnic mi-
norities in Turkey. Nazi Germany continued the pattern, although denationalization was not al-
ways followed immediately by expulsion.' 
47 Weis, 1979,123. 
« Hannum, 1987,61. 
*9 See ch. V, para. 238, above. 
50 Hannum, 1987,63. 
51 Brownlie, 1990,663. 
52 Ibid., 664. 
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cisely to one's former home.53 This question has received little attention, possibly 
because it is usually of merely theoretical relevance if freedom of movement and 
property rights are duly respected.54 It is also irrelevant when the 'returnee' has 
never actually lived in the homeland, but has been given the right to enter on an­
cestral or ethnic grounds. As has become clear from the above analysis, the word­
ing of the main international instruments dealing with the right of return does not 
go beyond rerum to one's country. 
322. The right to compensation in connection with the right to return is of a sec­
ondary nature; there is no such thing as an independent right to compensation un­
der international human rights law.55 According to Lee, a right to compensation 
for refugees stems from the fact that 'in international law, as in domestic law, 
rights without remedies are illusory.'56 Arzt & Zughaib add: 'State responsibility 
entails the obligation to make good any violation of international law producing 
injury caused by the state.'5 7 As the right to compensation for refugees is based 
on general principles of international law, it has not been incorporated in any of 
the international instruments dealing with refugees nor with human rights in gen­
eral. The right to compensation for refugees in conjunction with the right to return 
has, however, been reflected in General Assembly resolution 194 (ΙΠ) of 11 De­
cember 1948,5 8 which has since been reaffirmed every year. This resolution, 
however, deals specifically with the right to compensation of Palestinian refugees 
and not with refugees in general.59 
53 This issue is particularly relevant in relation to the Palestinian refugee issue as UNGA res. 
194(111), 11 Dec. 1948, refers to the right of the refugees 'to return to their homes' [emphasis add­
ed]; see the next sub-sect. 
54 See also ch. IX, para. 429. 
55 See, however, ECHR50, art 50. 
56 Lee, L. T., 'The Right to Compensation: Refugees and Countries of Asylum', &0AJIL 532, 
537 (1986), citing Oliver, С. T., 'Legal Remedies and Sanction', in Lillich, R. (ed.), International 
Law of Slate Responsibility for Injury to Aliens, Charlotsville, Univ. Press of Virginia, 1983,61. 
57 Arzt and Zughaib, 1992, 1462. On compensation as a form of reparation in the context of 
state responsibility, see Brownlie, 1990, 464. See also Takkenberg, L., 'Mass Migration of Asy­
lum Seekers and State Responsibility', in The Refugee Problem on Universal, Regional and Na­
tional Level, Thesaurus Acroasium, vol. 13, Thessaloniki, Inst, of Public International Law and 
International Relations, 1987,787. 
58 See n. 2 and accompanying text, above. 
59 Lee, 1986, 544, however, is of the opinion that the repeated recitations of this resolution 
have contributed towards the establishment of the right of refugees in general to compensation as 
a principle of international law. This view is also supported by UNGA res. 36/148,16 Dec. 1981, 
which established the UN Group of Governmental Experts on International Co-operation to Avert 
New Flows of Refugees, and which inter alia reaffirms the right of refugees 'who do not wish to 
return to receive adequate compensation.' 
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Neither resolution 194 nor any subsequent United Nations resolution identifies or 
elaborates upon specific principles of international law governing compensation 
to refugees. To provide in this lacuna, and 'in the interest of the progressive de­
velopment and codification of international law', the International Law Associa­
tion has developed a number of principles 'in order to facilitate compensation, as 
appropriate, to persons who have been forced to leave their homes in their home­
lands and are unable to return to them.'6 0 
323. Because of their relevance for individual refugees as well as in the context 
of the search for durable solutions to refugee problems, the principles proposed 
by the International Law Association are quoted below: 
PRINCIPLE 1 
The responsibility for canng for the world's refugees rests ultimately upon the countries that di­
rectly or indirectly force their own citizens to flee and/or remain abroad as refugees. The discharge 
of such responsibility by countries of asylum, international organizations (e.g., UNHCR, 
UNRWA, IOM) and donors (both governmental and non-governmental), pendmg the return of ref­
ugees, their settlement in place, or Iheir resettlement in third countries, shall not relieve the coun­
tries of origin of their basic responsibility, including that of paying adequate compensation to ref­
ugees. 
PRINCIPLE 2 
Since refugees are forced directly or indirectly out of their homes m their homelands, they are de­
prived of the full and effective enjoyment of all articles in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights that presuppose a person's ability to live ω the place chosen as home. Accordingly, the 
state that turns a person into a refugee commits an internationally wrongful act, which creates the 
obligation to make good the wrong done. 
PRINCIPLE 3 
The act of generating refugees m some situations should be considered genocide if it is committed 
'with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such...' 
PRINCIPLE 4 
A state is obligated to compensate its own nationals forced to leave their homes to the same extent 
as it is obligated by international law to compensate an alien. 
PRINCIPLE 5 
A state that has committed an 'internationally wrongful act' through the generation of refugees 
shall be required, as appropriate: 
(a) to discontinue the act; 
(b) to apply remedies provided under the municipal law; 
6 0
 Declaration of Principles of International Law on Compensation to Refugees, approved by 
consensus by the International Law Association (ILA) at its 65th Conference in Cairo in Apr 
1992. Text in ILA, Report of the Svcty-Fifth Conference: Cairo (1992). For an extract of the Dec­
laration, see 6 JRS 69 (1993). 
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(c) to restore the situation to that which existed prior to the act, 
(d) to pay compensation in the event of the impossibility of the restoration of the pre-existing situ-
ation, and 
(e) to provide appropriate guarantees against the repetition of recurrence of the act. 
PRINCIPLE 6 
In implementing the nght of refugees to compensation, states shall, directly or through the United 
Nations and intergovernmental organizations, tie the granting of economic or developmental assis-
tance to countries of origin to their fulfillment of this nght 
PRINCIPLE 7 
The United Nations may, in the discharge of its role as guardian of the interests of refugees, claim 
and administer compensation funds for refugees. 
PRINCIPLE 8 
The possibility that refugees or UNHCR may one day successfully claim compensation from the 
country of origin should not serve as a pretext for withholding humanitarian assistance to refugees 
or refusing to join in international burden-sharing meant to meet the needs of refugees or other-
wise to provide durable solutions, including mediation to facilitate voluntary repatriation in digni-
ty and security, thereby removing or reducing the necessity to pay compensation. 
Lee stresses the relevance of compensation for the development of peaceful and 
friendly relations between countries, especially where former enemies are con-
cerned:61 
In the case of the German compensation to Jewish refugees from the Third Reich and to the State 
of Israel (...), such compensation has served to heal historical wounds, transforming a relationship 
marked by hostility between Germans and Jews into one of reconciliation (...). Might not these 
lessons be relevant to the current Middle East peace process in resolving the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflicts'' 
2.2 - THE RIGHT TO RETURN AND COMPENSATION OF THE PALESTINIAN 
REFUGEES AND/OR THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE 
324. One of the first times, if not the first time, that the return of the Palestinian 
refugees to their homes was officially addressed at the international level was in 
the Progress Report of 16 September 1948 of the United Nations Mediator for 
Palestine, Count Folke Bemadotte. The report describes the efforts of the Media-
tor towards obtaining the agreement of the provisional government of Israel for 
61 Lee, L. T., 'The Declaration of Principles of International Law on Compensation to Refu-
gees' Its Significance and Implications', 6 JRS 65,67 (1993). Lee is employed with the Office of 
the US Coordinator for Refugee Affairs and has chaired the International Committee on the Legal 
Status of Refugees of the ILA, which has drafted the Declaration. 
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the phased return 'to their homes in Jewish-controlled area of Palestine of Arab 
refugees who fled because of war conditions...'62 Although the Mediator's efforts 
had been unsuccessful,63 he insisted that it was imperative 'that the right of the 
refugees to return to their homes at the earliest practicable date should be affirm-
ed' by the United Nations, 'notwithstanding the views expressed by the Provi-
sional Government of Israel.'64 He therefore recommended:65 
The right of the Arab refugees to return to their homes in Jewish controlled territory at the earliest 
possible date should be affirmed by the United Nations, and their repatriation, resettlement and 
economic and social rehabilitation, and payment of adequate compensation for the property of 
those choosing not to return, should be supervised and assisted by the United Nations Conciliation 
Commission... 
It should be noted that the UN Mediator recommended that the right to return be 
affirmed rather than be established. Although the issue is not explicitly addressed 
in the report, Count Bemadotte was apparently of the opinion that the right of ref-
ugees to return already formed part of existing international law. 
325. Count Bemadotte's mediation mission ended as he was assassinated by 
Jewish terrorists on 17 September 1948, only one day after he submitted the a-
bove mentioned report. The UN General Assembly, however, accepted his vari-
ous recommendations by adopting resolution 194,66 which embodied a compre-
hensive effort to deal with the ongoing conflict situation in Palestine and which 
established a Conciliation Commission for Palestine (UNCCP).67 Paragraph 11 of 
the resolution deals specifically with the refugee issue by stating that the General 
Assembly: 
Resolves that the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbours 
should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid 
for the property of those choosing not to return and for the loss of or damage to property which, 
under principles of international law or m equity, should be made good by the Governments or 
authorities responsible. 
62 'Progress Report of the UN Mediator for Palestine', GAOR, 3rd sess., supp. 11, UN doc. 
A/648,13. On the mandate and mediation efforts of the UN Mediator, see ch. I, sub-sect 5.1. 
63 On the Israeli decision to prevent the return of the refugees, see ch. I, sub-secL 3.3. 
64 UN doc. A/648,14. 
65 Ibid., 18. 
66 UNGA res. 194 (III), 11 Dec. 1948. For the integral text, see Annex 1. For a discussion of 
the resolution, see- Benvemsti and Zamir, 1995, 326; Khalidi, 1992, 33; Mallison and Mallison, 
1979,31; Meléndez, 1990,22, Radley, 1978.599; Tadmor, 1994,412; Tomeh, 1969,13. 
67 On the mandate and activities of UNCCP, see ch. I, sub-sect. 5.3. 
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Instructs the Conciliation Commission to facilitate the repatriation, resettlement and economic and 
social rehabilitation of the refugees and the payment of compensation, and to maintain close rela-
tions with the Director of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 
and, through him, with the appropriate organs and agencies of the United Nations. 
326. Paragraph 11 of resolution 194 contains two specific conditions concerning 
the exercise of the right to return. First, the General Assembly has made it clear 
that the refugees have 'a free choice between returning to their homes and being 
compensated for the loss of or damage to their property on the one hand, or, on 
the other, of not returning to their homes and being adequately compensated for 
the value of the property abandoned by them,'68 in other words confirming that 
repatriation must be voluntary.69 This principle was again confirmed when the 
General Assembly adopted resolution 513 early in 1952.70 The resolution provid-
ed in paragraph 2, that its provisions were without prejudice to the repatriation 
provisions of resolution 194, paragraph 11. Paragraph 2 continued by endorsing a 
programme proposed by UNRWA and designed to expedite the reintegration of 
the displaced Palestinians into the economic life of the area. It provides that this is 
to be accomplished either by repatriation, as enunciated in resolution 194, or 
through resettlement elsewhere. Resettlement was apparently offered as a practi-
cal alternative to the principle of repatriation which had thus far not been practi-
cally obtainable.71 
Second, the General Assembly has made the exercise of the right to return 
conditional on the willingness of the refugees 'to live at peace with their 
neighbours'. An additional proviso is to be found in the determination that repa-
triation should be implemented 'at the earliest practicable date' [emphasis added]. 
The use of the term 'practicable' is significant, since it involves the only change 
made by the General Assembly to the Mediator's original recommendation. At 
the suggestion of Guatemala, the proposed return of the refugees was changed 
from the 'earliest possible date' to the 'earliest practicable date.'72 
327. According to Radley, 'The Arab view toward Resolution 194 has always 
been ambiguous, sometimes regarding it as a legal nullity and, at other times, as 
source of an absolute right of Palestinian repatriation.'73 The Arab states originai-
re UNCCP, 'Historical Survey of Efforts of the U.N. Conciliation Commission for Palestine 
to Secure the Implementation of Paragraph 11 of G.A. Resolution 194 (III)', UN doc. 
A/AC.25/W.81/Rev.2,20. 
69 Cf. para. 312, above. 
70 UNGA res. 513 (VI), 26 Jan. 1952. 
71 Cf. Mallison and Mallison. 1979. 33. 
72 Cf. Radley, 1978,602. 
73 Ibid., 600. 
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ly voted against the resolution,74 but by spring 1949 they began to reverse their 
position and soon became its strongest advocates.75 Khalidi expresses the same 
opinion:76 
There is no authoritative Palestinian definition of what constitutes the right of return. Since the 
expulsions of 1948, the right of return has been taken to mean many things, ranging from the right 
of all Palestinians or their descendants to return to their former homes and places of ongin in Pal­
estine, to a return of some of the Palestinians currently in exile to some limited part of Palestine. 
This statement seems to be correct. Even a recent official publication of the Min­
istry of Information of the Palestinian Authority fails to provide a coherent and 
elaborate description of the Palestinian position. 7 7 
328. The article by Khalidi, quoted above, provides the best overview known to 
this author of the evolution in Palestinian thinking on the right to return. Accord­
ing to Khalidi:7 8 
Until 1968, the idea of return, important though it was, was generally subsumed under the idea of 
the total liberation of Palestine. In this era, there was little thought among Palestinians of com­
promise or diplomatic solutions, they simply envisaged a return to the status quo antebellum, via a 
dissolution of Israel and a recreation of Arab Palestine. (...) The assumption appeared to be that 
when Palestine was liberated, by whatever means, the Palestinians would simply return to iL 
This line of thought — referred to by Radley as 'liberation theory ' 7 9 — proceeds 
from the claim that the state of Israel was an illegal creation, and that as such that 
state has no legal basis from which to oppose a Palestinian return. The arguments 
against, and in defense of, the legitimacy of the state of Israel have been thor-
74 UNGA res. 194 had been adopted with 35 states, including the UK and the USA, m favour, 
IS against, including Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen, and 8 abstentions. 
Arab states voted against res. 194 and Palestinian political groups initially rejected it as a legal 
nullity, because it was based on recognition of Israel. However, they reversed their position when 
they realized that para. 11 provided the legal basis for the return of the refugees, cf. Arzt and Zug-
halb, 1992,1437. 
73 On the interpretation of UNGA res. 194 by the Arab states, see Tomeh, 1969,681. 
76 Khalidi, 1992,29. 
77 Palestinian National Authority, Palestinian Refugees and the Right of Return, Ministry of 
Information, Press Office, Report No. 6, Feb. 1995, in Arabic and English. According to its intro­
duction, the report was prompted by the overwhelming 'misleading information propagated by the 
Israeli authorities before initiating the final status negotiations with the Palestinians' and has as its 
purpose 'to disclose all facts related to the refugee issue since 1948.' Unfortunately, the report 
itself contains a number of serious factual errors. For criticism of the report in the Israeli press, see 
Begin, Z. В., 'PLO covenant Alive and kicking', JP, 24 Mar. 1995,4. 
78 Khalidi, 1992,33. 
79 Radley, 1978,586. 
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oughly examined elsewhere.80 The issue has been overtaken by the mutual rec­
ognition of Israel and the PLO81 and will, therefore, not be reviewed here.82 
329. The Israeli policy in respect of the return of the Palestinian refugees was al­
ready discussed in chapter I. 8 3 After the creation of the state of Israel a series of 
legal measures were taken which served to institutionalize the blockage of Pales­
tinian return.84 Some of these aimed at legalizing the expropriations of 'abandon­
ed' Arab property.85 In addition, the Law of Return of 195086 and the Nationality 
Law of 195287 guarantee all Jews a virtually automatic right to emigrate to Israel 
and to become Israeli citizens, while denying that right to others, particularly the 
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians who fled in 1948.88 As a result of the Isra­
eli policy, it has never been possible to implement resolution 194. The General 
Assembly resolutions between 1952 and 1967, therefore, annually reaffirm reso­
lution 194, typically noting 'with deep regret' that 'repatriation or compensation 
... has not been effected.'89 
80 See, for example, Arzt and Zughaib, 1992, 1427; Bassiouni, C, 'The "Middle East": The 
Misunderstood Conflict', in Moore, J. N. (ed.), The Arab-Israeli Conflict, Princeton, Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1974, 175; Caftan, 1969, in particular part IV; Catan, 1976, eh. V; Nakhleh, 1991, 
vol. ii, ch. 37-40. For a reply to Cattan's first book and the Israeli point of view, see Feinberg, N.. 
On an Arab Jurist's Approach to Zionism and the State of Israel, Jerusalem, Magnus Press, 1971. 
See also Weiler, J. H„ 'Israel and the Creation of a Palestinian State: The Art of the Impossible 
and the Possible', 17 77ZJ 287,318 (1982). 
81 Exchange of Letters between Israel and the PLO, 9 Sept 1993; cf. eh. I, η. 129. It should be 
noted, however, that various Palestinian opposition groups thus far do not acknowledge the PLO's 
recognition of Israel nor do they accept the DOP93. 
82 See, however, para. 332, below. 
83 Ch. I, sub-sect. 3.3. 
84 Cf. Arzt and Zughaib, 1992,1423. 
85 These include the Abandoned Areas Ordinance of 1948, 1 LSI 25; the Emergency Regula­
tions Concerning the Cultivation of Waste Lands Regulations of 1949, 2 LSI 71 and the Absen­
tees' Property Law of 1950,4 LSI 68. 
86 4 LSI 114 (1950), as amended by 8 LSI 144 (1954), as amended by 24 LSI 28 (1970). See 
also ch. V, sub-sect. 2.2. 
87 6 LSI 50 (1952), as amended by 34 ¿5/254 (1980). 
88 While it is maintained that the Jewish right to rerum has Biblical and ancient roots, one of 
the main secular arguments justifying the Law of Return and the Nationality Law is that over the 
centuries, and even today, many countries have persecuted or expelled Jews and refused them citi-
zenship; in this opinion, 'these laws are a type of "affirmative action" to afford Jews a chance to 
take refuge in the one state that will definitely have them.', Arzt & Zughaib, 1992,1425, n. 72. 
89 See, for example, UNGA res. 1856 (XVII), 20 Dec. 1962. On the phenomenon of annual 
're-citation', the citation of previous resolutions in later resolutions of the General Assembly, see 
Bleicher, S. Α., 'The Legal Significance of Re-Citation of General Assembly Resolutions', 63 
AJIL 444 (1969). 
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330. The 1967 war considerably broadened the scope of the issue of return, as in 
the course of this war, a substantial number of Palestinians became displaced, in­
cluding many 1948 refugees becoming refugees for the second t ime. 9 0 In the 
years following the war, the General Assembly adopted a number of resolutions 
which separately dealt with the right of return of the 1948 refugees and of the 
group displaced as a result of the 1967 conflict. The dichotomy first appears in 
resolution 2452 of 1968.9 1 Section A of the resolution, which dealt with the 1967 
displaced persons, recalled Security Council resolution 237 of 14 June 1967 
which called upon the Government of Israel 'to facilitate the return of those in­
habitants who have fled the areas since the outbreak of hostilities.' In resolution 
2452 A, the General Assembly made no reference to the Conciliation Commis­
sion for Palestine, and called directly upon Israel 'to take effective and immediate 
steps for the rerum without delay of those inhabitants who have fled the areas [oc­
cupied by Israel] since the outbreak of hostilities.'9 2 Resolution 2452 B, dealing 
with the 1948 refugees, continued the tenor of the preceding resolutions, by rely­
ing upon the diplomatic efforts of the Conciliation Commission for Palestine to 
obtain implementation of the right of return. 
By contrast, the two most prominent Security Council resolutions on the 
Middle East, resolutions 242 and 338, adopted in response to the 1967 war and 
the 1973 war respectively, have very little to say about the Palestinian refugee 
problem within the 'territory for peace' framework.93 Resolution 242, only af­
firms 'the necessity ... for achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem.' 
331. Since 1969, the General Assembly's approach to the Palestinian refugee is­
sue took a new tum. Resolutions adopted subsequently, no longer only raised the 
issue of the right of return but also that of Palestinian self-determination.94 The 
first of these resolutions, resolution 2535 В of 1969, begins in its first preambular 
paragraph by 'recognizing' that 'the problem of the Palestine Arab refugees has 
arisen from the denial of their inalienable rights under the Charter of the United 
Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. ' 9 5 It is the first resolu­
tion to make reference to the 'people of Palestine'. According to Radley: 9 6 
9° On the 1967 displaced persons, see ch. I, sub-sect. 3.4; ch. II, sub-sect 3.5. 
91 UNGA res. 2452 А, В, С (XXIII), 19 Dec. 1968. 
92 According to Mallison and Mallison, 1979, 34, UNGA res. 2452 A, like res. 194 'appears 
to be written upon the assumption that the right of return is established and that the central task is 
to obtain its implementation.' 
93 UNSC res. 242,22 Nov. 1967; UNSC res. 338,22 Oct. 1973. 
94 Cf. Radley, 1978,604. 
95 UNGA res. 2535 В (ХХГ ), 10 Dec. 1969. 
96 Radley, 1978.605. 
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The reference to the Charter and the Universal Declaration heralded the dual theme, urged by later 
resolutions, of the refugees' right to return to their homes and property (by virtue, presumably, of 
Article 13(2) of the Universal Declaration) and of the right of the "people of Palestine" to self-de­
termination (by virtue, presumably, of the UN Charter). 
Resolutions 2649 and 2672 C, both adopted in 1970, were the first to explicitly 
acknowledge the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination.97 Similar 
resolutions were passed in 1971 and 1972.98 In 1974 the General Assembly 
adopted resolution 3236, already referred to at the beginning of this chapter," 
which contains a comprehensive enumeration of 'the inalienable rights of the Pal­
estinians and the Palestinian people.' Although substantively the resolution makes 
no significant additions to those of the previous year, there is a significant change 
in terminology. Resolution 3236 is the first resolution no longer making use of the 
term 'refugee,' in accordance with the view, advocated for some time by the PLO 
and other Palestinian groups, that the problem of displaced Palestinians is essen­
tially one of a people who have been denied their national rights, not a problem of 
refugees.100 
332. The increased international recognition of the Palestinian people's rights 
has also had an impact on the evolution of the PLO's position on the right of re­
turn. A resolution of the PNC of 1974 declared that the right of return was 'at the 
forefront' of the Palestinian people's rights.101 According to Khalidi, in this reso­
lution the PLO 'was for the first time advocating a Palestinian state in only part of 
Palestine', thus representing 'the first step by an authoritative Palestinian body to 
abandon an exclusive claim to the entirety of Palestine, thereby laying the basis 
for a compromise settlement.'102 This line of thought was repeated during suc­
cessive sessions of the PNC and was most explicitly formulated in the resolutions 
of the 19th session of the PNC in Algiers in November 1988. In both of the two 
key documents adopted during the session, the 'Declaration of Independence of 
the State of Palestine' and the 'Political Statement', explicit reference to the right 
of return was made. According to Khalidi:103 
The Declaration explicitly grounds the Palestinian right to an independent state in resolution 181 
(which it had previously rejected), and describes the right of return as one sanctioned by UN reso-
97 UNGA res. 2649 (XXV), 30 Nov. 1970; UNGA res. 2672 С (XXV), 8 Dec. 1970. 
98 UNGA res. 2792 D (XXVI), 6 Dec. 1971; UNGA res. 2963 E (XXVII), 13 Dec. 1972. 
99 Cf. para. 306 and n. 1, above. 
100 See also ch. I, para. 8; ch. Г , para. 177. 
101 Cf. Khalidi, 1992,34 and n. 6. 
102 Ibid. 
103 Ibid., 35. 
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lutions. The Political Statement similarly declares that the right of return must be achieved within 
the context of UN resolutions. While neither document explicitly refers to General Assembly Res­
olution 194 of 1948, both represent an important change over the resolutions of the 18th PNC, 
which simply mention the right of return without making any reference to UN resolutions. 
333. It should, finally, be mentioned that the Declaration of Principles on Interim 
Self-government Arrangements104 makes no reference to the right of return of the 
Palestinian refugees of 1948. According to article I of the Declaration, the aim of 
the Israeli-Palestinian peace process is, among other things, to arrive at 'a perma­
nent settlement based on Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338.'1 0 5 No men­
tion is made of resolution 194. Consequently article V of the Declaration refers to 
'refugees' as one of the issues to be dealt during the 'permanent status negotia­
tions'. 
The situation is different, however, in respect of the 1967 displaced persons. 
In accordance with Article ΧΠ of the Declaration, a 'Continuing Committee' has 
been formed, within the framework of 'liaison and cooperation arrangements 
between the Government of Israel and the Palestinian representatives, on the one 
hand, and the Governments of Jordan and Egypt, on the other hand,' that will de­
cide 'by agreement on the modalities of admission of persons displaced from the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip in 1967, together with necessary measures to prevent 
disruption and disorder.'106 Israel had already agreed to the return in principle of 
this category of Palestinians as part of the Camp David Accords.107 It was already 
mentioned in chapter I that so far the Committee has not reached agreement and 
that it is expected that the negotiations will be long and strenuous.108 
334. At the conclusion of this section, there remains the question as to how the 
arguments in favour and against the return of the Palestinian refugees relate to the 
relevant rules of international law. There is no consensus amongst legal scholars 
as to the applicability of the principles and provisions of international instruments 
concerning the right to return and compensation, as discussed in the previous sub­
section, to the Palestinian refugee issue. Radley considers article 13, paragraph 2, 
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 'irrelevant to the question whether 
104 Text 32ILM 1525 (1993); see ch. I., sub-sect, 6.1. 
105 On these two resolutions, see para. 330, above. 
106 see also art. 8 of the Peace Treaty between Jordan and Israel, which refers to the estab­
lishment of a quadripartite committee to address the issue of the displaced persons; see ch. I., sub-
sect 6.1 andn. 138. 
1 0 7
 Camp David Frameworks for Peace, 17 Sep. 1978; see ch. I, n. 124. The formula embo­
died in DOP93, art XII, is almost identical to the wording used in sect. A.3. of the Camp David 
agreement. 
108 Ch. I, sub-sect 6.1. 
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a right exists on the part of the Palestinian refugees to return to Israel.'109 Han-
num points to 'the general inapplicability of the right to return set forth in article 
12 of the Covenant [on Civil and Political Rights] to the resolution of situations 
such as that of the Palestinians...'110 He argues that the situation of Palestinian 
refugees should be viewed as an issue related to self-determination rather than as 
one forced into the much more narrow question as to whether there exists a right 
to return.1 ' ' Mubanga-Chipoya, in the latest UN study on the right to leave and to 
return, points in the same direction:112 
... as matters have developed and given the present situation in Palestine, the more effective way 
of dealing with this issue should be in the General Assembly under the principle of self-deter-
mination. Satisfaction of the principle for the Arab Palestinians will also meet the right to return. 
Arzt and Zughaib consider Hannum's interpretation to be 'unduly limited' and 
conclude that 'regardless of whether Palestinians have a right to return to Israel, 
they do have a right to return to Palestine. ' J 1 3 
335. For a proper understanding of the issues at stake it may be helpful to distin-
guish between the existence of the right in principle and its practical exercise in a 
concrete situation. In the submission of the present writer, the analysis of the rel-
evant international rules has shown that Palestinian refugees do have the right to 
return to their 'own country', Palestine. As long as there is no Palestinian state 
which satisfies the international legal criteria of statehood — the discussion in 
chapter V refers — this right applies in principle to the entire territory of the for-
mer British Mandate. However, now that the PLO, as the representative of the 
Palestinian people, has recognized the right of Israel to exist, it is obvious that the 
Palestinian refugees will only be able to exercise their right to return in conjunc-
tion with their right to self-determination. The contents of this second constituent 
of the 'inalienable rights of the Palestinian people' will be examined in the fol-
lowing section. 
The recognition also confirms that the PLO no longer envisages Palestinian 
self-determination within the territory of the state of Israel.114 Accordingly, the 
implementation of the right to return of the Palestinian refugees is likely to be re-
íos Radley, 1978,614, also 613. According to Radley, the right to return in UDHR48, art 13 
(2), is 'the right of nationals to return to their country,' and as the Palestinian refugees are not Is-
raeli nationals, art 13 accordingly does not apply to them. 
ПО Hannum, 1987,108. 
Ш See para. 318 and n. 42, above. 
112 Mubanga-Chipoya, 1988,27. 
H3 Arzt and Zughaib, 1992,1445. 
I ' 4 See para. 345, below. 
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alized only in the context of the establishment of a Palestinian state alongside Is­
rael. The implications of this conclusion for the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations on 
the refugee issue will be discussed in chapter IX.1 1 5 
3. THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION 
336. As appeared from the previous section, the right to self-determination has 
become increasingly important, and it may even be argued that it has gradually 
overshadowed the right of return as the leading legal principle invoked by advo­
cates of the Palestinian cause. Thus, two of Edward Said's books on the Palestin­
ian conflict take the right to self-determination as their starting point 1 1 6 The sec­
ond, published in 1994, contains a selection of the essays which represent Said's 
account of 'twenty-five years of the Palestinian struggle against dispossession and 
for self-determination.' In the moving introduction to the book, Said elaborates on 
his own role as an advocate for the Palestinian cause in the West and mainly in 
the United States:117 
My most specific task was, as many essays in this book show, to make the case for Palestinian 
presence, to say that there was a Palestinian people and that, like all others, it had a history, a so­
ciety, and, most important, a right to self-determination. In other words, to try to change the public 
consciousness m which Palestine had no presence at all. (...) 
Although m 1994 all this may seem fairly obvious, in the America of those days it was extremely 
difficult to make the effort. Golda Men had set the general tone in 1969 by denying that we 
existed at all. The first task was to get a place — literally anywhere — to say that we did exist. It 
hardly needs pointing out, therefore, that speaking about the Palestinian issue in the United States 
has been a very different thing from discussing it in an Arab newspaper published in either Cairo 
or Beirut; it was even different and required more primitive rituals of assertion than what Hebrew-
language papers in Israel were saying In North America, one was compelled, almost humiliating-
ly, to keep to a testimonial level. I am Palestinian, we have a collective identity that while Arab is 
not only generally Arab but specifically Palestinian, and an attachment to the actual land of Pales­
tine antedates Zionism and Israel. Therefore, so far as writing was concerned, the major goal was 
getting ourselves the right, or permission, to tell our story. 
4 5 Seech. IX, sub-sect 4.1. 
1
 'β Said, E. W., The Question of Palestine, New York, Random House, 1979, The Politics of 
Dispossession, The struggle for Palestinian self-determination 1969 - 1994, London, Random 
House, 1994. The same applies to the books of some other leading proponents of the subject, see 
for example Henry Cattan's, books of 1969 and 1973, see ch. I, n. 38. See also Bin Talal, H., Pal­
estinian Self-Determination, A Study of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, New York, London, 
Quartet Books, 1981. 
· " Said, 1994,xvi. 
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The application and interpretation of the right to self-determination in relation to 
the Palestinian question is at least as complicated as that of the right to return and, 
therefore, requires ample discussion here as well. As was the case in the previous 
section, the right to self-determination will be discussed in abstracto first, and 
consequently in its relation to the conflict over Palestine. 
3 . 1 - INTERNATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE RIGHT AND CONTEMPORARY 
LEGAL CONTENT 
337. The right to self-determination118 is defined by Brownlie119 as: 'the right of 
cohesive national groups ("peoples") to choose for themselves a form of political 
organization and their relation to other groups. The choice may be independence 
as a state, association with other groups in a federal state, or autonomy or assimi­
lation in a unitary (non-federal) state.' Although frequently invoked by represen­
tatives of colonial countries and peoples, until the end of World War II the ma­
jority of Western jurists was of the opinion that the principle had no legal content, 
'being an Ш-defined concept of policy and morality.'120 The establishment of the 
United Nations, and developments within the organization since, have changed 
the position, and Western jurists as well as governments now generally admit that 
self-determination is a legal principle. It is beyond the scope of this study to dis­
cuss the various arguments in academic and government circles as to whether the 
concept of self-determination constitutes a 'principle' or a 'right'. Again quoting 
Brownlie:121 
The present position is that self-determination is a legal principle, and that United Nations organs 
do not permit Article 2, paragraph 7, [of the Charter] to impede discussion and decision when the 
principle is in issue. Its precise ramifications in other contexts are not yet worked out, and it is dif­
ficult to do justice to the problems in a small compass. The subject has three aspects. First, the 
48 On the right to self-determination in general see: Tomuschat, C. (ed.), Modem law of self-
determination, Dordrecht, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993; Brownlie, 1990, 595; Crawford, J. 
(ed.). The Rights of Peoples, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1988; Gros-Espiell, H., Implementation of 
United Nations Resolutions relating to the right of peoples under colonial and alien domination to 
self-determination. New York, UN, 1980, UN doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/405, Rev. 1, UN Sales No. 
Е.79.ХГ .5; Mallison and Mallison, 1979, 42; Cristescu, Α., "The historical and current develop­
ment of йе right of self-determination on the basis of the Charter of the United Nations and other 
instruments adopted by United Nations organs, with particular reference to the promotion and pro­
tection of human rights and fundamental freedoms', Geneva, UN, UN doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/404, 
vols. 1-3 (1978) and Rev.l (1981). 
119 Brownlie, 1990,595. 
120 Ibid. 
•21 Ibid., 597. 
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principle informs and complements other general principles of international law, viz., of state sov­
ereignty, the equality of states, and the equality of peoples within a state. Thus self-determination 
is employed ш conjunction with the principle of non-intervention in relation to the use of force 
and otherwise. Secondly, the concept of self-determination has been applied m the different con­
text of economic self-determination. Lastly, the principle appears to have corollaries which may 
include the following: (1) if force be used to seize territory and the object is the implementation of 
the principle, then title may accrue by general acquiescence and recognition more readily than in 
other cases of unlawful seizure of territory; (2) the principle may compensate for a partial lack of 
certain desiderata in the fields of statehood and recognition, (3) intervention against a liberation 
movement may be unlawful and assistance to the movement may be lawful; (4) territory inhabited 
by peoples not organized as a state cannot be regarded as terra nullius susceptible to appropriation 
by individual states in case of abandonment by the existing sovereign. 
338. The principle of self-determination faces prominently in the United Nations 
Charter.1 2 2 Article 1 of the Charter states as the second purpose of the United 
Nations, after the maintenance of international peace and security, to 'develop 
friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights 
and self-determination of peoples...' The same formula returns in article 55 of the 
Charter, which deals with international economic and social co-operation. 
The practice of United Nations organs has established the principle as a part 
of the law of the United Nations. In a resolution adopted in 1 9 5 2 1 2 3 the General 
Assembly recommended, inter alia, that 'the States Members of the United Na­
tions shall uphold the principle of self-determination of all peoples and nations.' 
An important specification of the principle was made in the Declaration on the 
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, adopted by the 
General Assembly in I 9 6 0 . 1 2 4 In its first two operative paragraphs the General 
Assembly declares that: 
1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a 
denial of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and is an im­
pediment to the promotion of World peace and co-operation. 
2. All peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely deter­
mine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. 
122 By contrast, the nascent principle of self-determination did not find a place in the Cove­
nant of the League of Nations. However, indirectly the principle was referred to in art. 22 of the 
Covenant, which introduced the mandates system under which it was foreseen that 'advanced na­
tions' would act as mandatory powers assuming 'a sacred trust' to promote 'the well being and 
development of such peoples'. 
123 UNGA res. 637 A (VU), 16 Dec. 1952. 
124 UNGA res. 1514 (XV), 14 Dec. 1960. Text Brownlie, 1995, 307. The resoluUon was 
adopted with 89 votes in favour and none against; there were nine abstentions, viz., Portugal, 
Spain, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom, United States, Australia, Belgium, Dominican 
Republic and France. The resolution is in the form of an authoritative interpretation of the Charter 
rather than a recommendation. 
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339. Since its adoption the Declaration has been frequently referred to in a series 
of resolutions concerning specific territories.1 2 5 The principle of self-determina­
tion has subsequently been embodied, and further developed, in several other 
General Assembly resolutions including the 1962 Resolution on Permanent Sov­
ereignty over Natural Resources, 1 2 6 the 1966 Declaration on the Inadmissibility 
of Intervention,1 2 7 and the 1970 Declaration on Principles of International Law 
concerning Friendly Relations and Co-Operation Among States in Accordance 
with the Charter of the United Nat ions. 1 2 8 
The latter declaration, adopted by the General Assembly without vote, pro­
vides evidence of the consensus among member states of the United Nations on 
the meaning and elaboration of a number of principles of the Charter, including 
the principle of self-determination. Referred to by Brownlie as 'a document of 
first importance', 1 2 9 the Declaration extensively elaborates on 'The principle of 
equal rights and self-determination of peoples'. As it comprehensively details the 
various aspects of the right to self-determination, the relevant section of the reso­
lution is quoted in full: 
By virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Char­
ter of the United Nations, all peoples have the right freely to determine, without external interfer­
ence, their political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development, and 
every State has the duty to respect this right in accordance with the provisions of the Charter. 
Every State has the duty to promote, through joint and separate action, realization of the principle 
of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, in accordance with the provisions of the Charter, 
and to render assistance to the United Nations in carrying out the responsibilities entrusted to it by 
the Charter regarding the implementation of the principle, in order 
(a) to promote friendly relations and co-operation among States; and 
(b) to bring a speedy end to colonialism, having due regard to the freely expressed will of the 
peoples concerned; 
and bearing in mind that subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation 
constitutes a violation of the principle, as well as a denial of fundamental human rights, and is 
contrary to the Charter. 
Every State has the duty to promote through joint and separate action universal respect for and ob­
servance of human rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance with the Charter. 
125 See, for example, UNGA res. 1573 (XV) of 19 Dec. 1960 re Algeria; UNGA res. 1603 
(XV) of 20 Apr. 1961 re Angola and UNGA res. 1747 (XVI) of 28 June 1962 re Zimbabwe (Rho­
desia). In respect of Palestine, see the resolutions quoted in para. 331, above and in paras. 343-
344, below. 
126 UNGA res. 1803 (Х П), 14 Dec. 1962. Text Brownlie, 1995,235. 
127 UNGA res. 2131 (XX), 14 Jan. 1966. Text 5ILM 374 (1966). 
128 UNGA res. 2625 (XXV), 24 Oct 1970. Text Brownlie, 1995, 36. The resolution 'ap­
proves' the Declaration. 
129 Brownlie, 1995,36. 
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The establishment of a sovereign and independent State, the free association or integration with an 
independent State or the emergence into any other political status freely determined by a people 
constitute modes of implementing the right of self-determination by that people. 
Every State has the duty to refrain from any forcible action which deprives peoples referred to 
above in the elaboration of the present principle of their right to self-determination and freedom 
and independence. In their actions against, and resistance to, such forcible action in pursuit of the 
exercise of their right to self-determination, such peoples are entitled to seek and to receive sup-
port in accordance with the purposes and principles of the Charter. 
The territory of a colony or other non-self-governing territory has, under the Charter, a status sep-
arate and distinct from the territory of the State administering it; and such separate and distinct 
status under the Charter shall exist until the people of the colony or non-self-governing territory 
have exercised their right of self-determination in accordance with the Charter, and particularly its 
purposes and principles. 
Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action 
which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of 
sovereign and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal 
rights and self-determination of peoples as described above and thus possessed of a government 
representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or 
colour. 
Every State shall refrain from any action aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national 
unity and territorial integrity of any other State or country. 
340. Despite its prominent place in the Charter, the principle of self-determina-
tion was not incorporated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, 
as its drafters were concerned essentially with individual human rights. The Dec-
laration did, however, establish the principle of equality, from which the right to 
self-determination derives. Article 1 of the Declaration reads: 'All human beings 
are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.'130 
By the time the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights1 3 1 and 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural R ight s 1 3 2 were 
drafted, there was more appreciation for the argument that there is not necessarily 
a divorce between the legal and human rights of individuals, on the one hand, and 
groups, on the other. Thus, while most of the articles of the two Covenants deal 
with individual human rights, their common article 1 states: 
130 See n. 22, above. 
•31 See n. 24, above. 
132 Adopted and opened for signature, ratification an accession by UNGA res. 2200 A (XXI), 
16 Dec. 1966. Entry into force: 3 Jan. 1976. Text UN, Compilation, 1988,7. More than 130 states 
have acceded to or ratified the Convention including Israel and the following member states of the 
Arab League: Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia and 
Yemen; cf. 15 RSQ 169 (1996). 
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1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely deter­
mine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development 
2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources 
without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based 
upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of 
its own means of subsistence. 
3. The States Partjes to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the 
administration of Non-Self Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the 
right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the 
Charter of the United Nations. 
341. A number of commentators today argue that in addition to the 'external' 
concept of self-determination, discussed so far, the principle also has an internal 
aspect. Cassese, for example, has described 'internal' or 'political self-determina­
tion' as meaning, among other matters, that a people in a sovereign state can elect 
and keep the government of its c h o i c e . 1 3 3 This author as well as others maintain 
that there is an emerging international norm of the right to democratic govern­
ance, derived from the right to internal self-determination and article 25 of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political R ights . 1 3 4 If this is accepted it sug­
gests an on-going role for the principle of self-determination, not one that is sat­
isfied by the single constitution of the state as described above . 1 3 5 
'33 Cassese, Α., 'Political Self-Determination: Old Concepts and New Developments,' in 
Cassese, A. (ed.), UN Law/Fundamental Rights: Two Topics in International Law, Alphen aan den 
Rijn, Sijthof & Noordhoff, 1979, 137. See also Cassese, Α., 'The Self-Determination of Peoples,' 
in Henkin, L. (ed.), The International Bill of Rights: The Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
New York, Colombia Univ. Press, 1981 ; Chinkin, C, 'The Right to Self Determination: Potential 
and Pitfall for Women', paper presented to an international colloquium on Protection Mechanisms 
and Political Change, Gaza City, 10-12 Sep. 1994; Rosas, Α., 'Internal Self-Determination', in 
Tomuschat, 1993,225; Salmon, J., 'Internal Aspects of the Right to Self-Determination: towards a 
Democratic Legitimacy Principle?', in Tomushat, 1993, 253; Thomberry, P., 'The Democratic or 
Internal Aspect of Self-Determination with some remarks on Federalism', in Tomushat, 1993, 
101. 
134 Ait 25 provides that 'Every citizen shall have the right and opportunity ... (a) To take part 
in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives; (b) To vote and 
to be elected at genuine periodic elections ...; (c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to 
public service in his country.' 
!3Î Cf. Chinkin, 1994, 2. See also Goodwin-Gill, G., 'Free and fair elections: human rights 
and the transition to democracy', paper presented to an international colloquium on Protection 
Mechanisms and Political Change, Gaza City, 10-12 Sep. 1994. 
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3.2 - THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION OF THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE 
342. Although the mandates system of the League of Nations was implicitly 
based on the principle of self-determination,136 the text of the Mandate for Pales-
tine137 made it clear that self-determination of the indigenous population of Pal-
estine was not the first priority of the Allied Powers, nor of the mandatory.138 Re-
ferring in the preamble to the 1917 Balfour Declaration,139 article 2 of the Man-
date states: 
The Mandatory shall be responsible for placing the country under such political, administrative 
and economic conditions as will secure the establishment of the Jewish national home, as laid 
down in the preamble, and the development of self-governing institutions, and also for safeguard-
ing the civil and religious rights of all the inhabitants of Palestine, irrespective of race and religion 
[emphasis added]. 
The text of the Mandate also recognized the 'Zionist Organization' as the Jewish 
agency that would act as an official public body for the purpose of advising and 
cooperating with the mandatory power and provided that the mandatory power 
would facilitate Jewish immigration and settlement.140 
The provisions of the 'Palestine Partition Resolution', which inter alia pro-
vide authority for the establishment of 'the Arab State', constitute the first direct 
recognition that the indigenous population of Palestine is entitled to self-deter-
136 See art. 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, referred to in n. 122, above. See also 
ch. V, sub-secL 2.1. 
137 See ch. I, n. 12. 
138 On the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination see: Mallison and Mallison, 
1979, 39; Denters, E., Monasso, W., De Waart, P. J. I. M. (eds.), "Dynamics of Self-Determina-
tion", Proceedings of the International Academic Conference on the Middle East, Amsterdam 16 -
¡8 June 1988, Amsterdam, Free Univ. Press, 1988; De Waart, P. J. I. M., Dynamics of Self-De-
termination in Palestine, Leyden, Brill, 1994; UN, The Right of Self-Determination of the Pales-
tinian People, New York, 1979, Study prepared for, and under the guidance of, the Committee on 
the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, UN doc. ST/SG/SER.F/3, UN 
Sales No. E.78.I.22; UN, The International Status of the Palestinian People, Study prepared for, 
and under the guidance of, the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Pales-
tinian People, New York, 1981. The arguments against, and in defense of the application of the 
principle of self-determination in relation to the dispute over Palestine were debated several times 
during annual meetings of the American Society of International Law. See: 'Self-Determination 
and the Settlement of the Arab-Israeli Conflict', Proceedings, American Society of International 
Law, 65th Annual Meeting, 31 (1971); 'Self-Determination: The Case of Palestine', Proceedings, 
American Society of International Law, 82nd Annual Meeting, 334 (1988). 
139 Seech. I, sub-sect. 3.1. 
140 Arts. 4 and 6, respectively. 
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mination.141 From the time of the adoption ofthat resolution in 1947 until 1969, 
however, the United Nations focused on the Palestinian refugees and their right of 
return, in other words on their rights as individuals.142 
343. As discussed above,143 starting from 1969 the General Assembly shifted its 
perspective by adopting numerous resolutions which acknowledge the Palestin­
ians as a people having rights under the United Nations Charter. The first resolu­
tion that explicitly recognizes the Palestinians people is resolution 2535 В adopt­
ed in 1969. 1 4 4 This recognition of legal status has been reaffirmed by all subse­
quent resolutions of the General Assembly which deal with the subject. Resolu­
tion 3210 of 1974 provides that 'the Palestinian people is a principal party to the 
question of Palestine'.145 It also deals with the status of its representative by in­
viting the Palestine Liberation Organization as 'the representative of the Palestin­
ian people' to participate in plenary meetings of the General Assembly concern­
ing the question of Palestine. This status is further augmented by resolution 3236, 
adopted the same year, which 'Requests the Secretary-General to establish con­
tacts with the Palestine Liberation Organization on all matters concerning the 
question of Palestine'.146 In resolution 3237, adopted on the same day as the pre­
vious resolution, the General Assembly invites the Palestine Liberation Organiza­
tion to participate in the sessions and work of the General Assembly and of all in­
ternational conferences convened under the auspices of the General Assembly in 
the capacity of observer.147 
141 UNGA res. 181 (II), 29 Nov. 1947. See ch. I, sub-sect. 3.1. Similarly, the resolution also 
confirms the nght to self-determination of the Jewish population of Palestine by providing authori­
ty for the establishment of 'the Jewish State'. There has, however, not been an explicit recognition 
of the Jewish people by the United Nations, allegedly because of its discriminatory features. Ac­
cording to Malhson & Malhson, 1979, 41, 'The Zionist "Jewish people" concept was developed 
by the Zionist Organization/Jewish Agency prior to the establishment of the State of Israel. (...) 
"The Jewish people" concept within the State of Israel accords its members certain privileges and 
rights on a discriminatory basis which are denied to other [non-Je wish] Israelis. (...) Because of 
the discriminatory characteristics of "the Jewish people" concept, it would constitute a violation of 
articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations if the General Assembly recognized it. ' 
1 4 2
 The discussion in sect 2 of this chapter refers. 
143 See para. 331, above. 
144 See para. 331 and n. 95, above. 
'45 UNGA res. 3210 (XXIX), 14 Oct. 1974. 
146 UNGA res. 3236 (XXIX), 22 Nov. 1974. 
147 UNGA res. 3237 (XXIX), 22 Nov. 1974. According to Malhson & Malhson, 1979, 40, 
"The people of Palestine have a relationship to the Palestine Liberation Organization similar to the 
French people's relationship to the Free French Organization (later known as the Fighting French) 
when France was under military occupation.' 
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344. After the Partition Resolution, resolution 2649 of 30 November 1970 is the 
first to explicitly recognize the right of the Palestinian people to self-determina­
tion. This resolution, already referred to above,148 expresses concern that, be­
cause of alien domination, many peoples were being denied the right to self-de­
termination. It condemns those governments which deny the right to peoples 'rec­
ognized as being entitled to it, especially the peoples of southern Africa and 
Palestine'. The legal significance of this resolution is that the earlier resolutions 
setting forth the basic right of self-determination, including resolutions 1514, 
1803, 2131 and 2625 considered above, are explicitly confirmed to be applicable 
to the Palestinian people. 
In resolution 3089 D, adopted in 1973, the General Assembly enunciates the 
relationship between the rights of self-determination and return by declaring:149 
that full respect for and realization of the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine, particularly 
its right to self-determination, are indispensable for the establishment of a just and lasting peace in 
the Middle East, and that the enjoyment by the Palestine Arab refugees of their right to return to 
their homes and property (...) is indispensable (...) for the exercise by the people of Palestine of its 
right to self-determination. 
345. Resolution 3236 of 1974, already quoted several times earlier in this chap­
ter,1 5 0 'reaffirms the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people in Palestine, in­
cluding the right to self-determination and the right to national independence and 
sovereignty' [emphasis added]. The wording of this important resolution raises 
the question as to where 'in Palestine' the Palestinian people may exercise their 
right to self-determination? The Declaration on Principles of International Law 
concerning Friendly Relations and Co-Operation Among States in Accordance 
with the Charter of the United Nations, already quoted above,151 provides some 
direction in this respect:152 
Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action 
which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of 
sovereign and independent states conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal 
rights and self-determination of peoples as described above and thus possessed of a government 
representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or 
colour. 
148 See para. 331, above. 
N9 UNGA res. 3089 D (ХХ ПІ), 7 Dec. 1973. See on the correlation between the rights of 
self-determination and return also paras. 331,334, and 335, above. 
•50 See paras. 306 and 331, above. 
1 5 1
 See para. 339, above. 
1 5 2
 The section of the Declaration on self-determination is quoted in its entirety in para. 339, 
above. 
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The application of the above in respect of the territory of Palestine is not without 
complication. The Partition Resolution established the principle of two states in 
the area and subsequent resolutions have not departed from this concept. The state 
of Israel has been established in 1948 and has to date been recognized by the 
overwhelming majority of members of the United Nations including two of its 
neighbours, as well as by the PLO. It is therefore clear that the General Assembly 
does not envisage Palestinian self-determination to be effectuated within the terri-
tory of the state of Israel. As Mallison and Malhson, therefore, rightly conclude: 
'The Palestinian national right of self-determination as recognized in General As-
sembly resolutions may be exercised "in Palestine" within the de jure boundaries 
of the Palestinian state which are yet to be determined, and outside the de jure 
boundaries of the State of Israel as ultimately determined.'153 
346. In 1975, concerned that no progress had been made towards self-determina-
tion, national independence and sovereignty for the Palestinians, the General As-
sembly established the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the 
Palestinian People to recommend a solution.154 Since then, the Palestinian Rights 
Committee, as it is commonly known, has maintained the question of Palestine in 
the forefront of the United Nations' concern.155 A year after being established, 
the Committee recommended to the Security Council a detailed programme for 
achieving Palestinian rights and resolving the question of Palestine, which it 
stated 'is at the heart of the Middle East problem' between Israel and its Arab 
neighbours.156 The Committee's recommendations have been repeatedly endors-
153 Malhson and Malhson, 1979,48. 
154 UNGA res. 3376 (XXX), 10 Nov. 1975. The resolution was adopted by a vote of 93 in fa-
vour to 18 against, with 27 abstentions. The Committee is assisted by a special unit of the UN Sec-
retariat — the Division for Palestinian Rights — and compnses the following 23 members: 
Afghanistan, Belarus, Cuba, Cyprus, Guinea, Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Lao People's 
Democratic Republic, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mali, Malta, Nigeria, Pakistan, Rumania, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine and Yugoslavia. A number of other states as well as sev-
eral international organizations participate in the Committee as observers. Also the PLO has ob-
server status. 
155 On the work of the Committee, see UN, Dept of Public Information, For the Rights of the 
Palestinians: The Work of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestin-
ian People, New York, 1992. 
'56 'Report of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian 
People'. GAOR, 31st sess., suppl. 35, UN doc. A/31/35 (1976). 
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ed by the General Assembly , 1 5 7 but have not been acted upon by the Security 
Council .1 5 8 
Meanwhile, the Committee has been mandated to continue to make efforts 
to bring about the exercise of Palestinian rights and to monitor the situation. Its 
concerns include the establishment of settlements in the Palestinian territories oc-
cupied by Israel, the status of Jerusalem, human rights violations, humanitarian 
and development assistance to Palestinians and the achievement of a negotiated 
political solution. The Committee's activities are designed to heighten interna-
tional awareness about issues relating to the problem of Palestine in order to facil-
itate a negotiated political settlement based on United Nations resolutions. As its 
functions have evolved over the years, the Committee has brought matters to the 
attention of the Security Council and the General Assembly, held commemorative 
events, dispatched visiting missions to world capitals and organized seminars and 
symposia that bring together diplomats, scholars and activists.1 5 9 
347. Until 'Camp David', the Israeli position concerning the right of the Palestin-
ian people to self-determination was one of virtually complete rejection. For 
example, Israel rejected outright the recommendations of the Palestinian Rights 
Committee referred to in the previous paragraph:160 
Israel said these recommendations were in conflict with Secunty Council resolutions and were de-
signed only to implement political objectives of "the so-called Palestine Liberation Organization". 
The core of the conflict was not the issue of the Palestine Arabs, nor the territories occupied as a 
result of the 1967 war It was the fact that the Arab world had not recognized Israel's right to exist. 
(...) Recommendations did not stop at the 1967 lines but implied the "step-by-step truncation" of 
Israel until it totally disappeared. The Committee's report ignored Israel's rights and the centrality 
of the negotiating process in solving any conflict, Israel asserted. 
The Camp David Accords between Egypt and Israel, signed in 1978 , 1 6 1 intro-
duced a significant shift in the Israeli position, by making, for the first time, ex-
157 See, for example, UNGA res. 31/30, 24 Nov. 1976; UNGA res. 32/40 A, 2 Dec. 1977; 
UNGA res. 33/28 A, 7 Dec. 1978. 
158 After eight meetings on the question during 1976, the Council failed to adopt a draft reso-
lution which would have had it take note of the Committee's report and affirm the inalienable 
right of the Palestinian people to self-determination. Several member states, including France, 
Italy, Japan, Sweden, the UK and the USA, while they viewed a solution to the Palestinian prob-
lem as a central factor in the Middle East situation, stressed that the solution could be achieved 
only within the framework of a comprehensive settlement, based on negotiations between the par-
ties concerned and taking into account the rights of all states m the region, as provided for in 
UNSC res 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). 
159
 Cf. the publication mentioned in n. ISS, above, at 3. 
160 ib,d., 20. 
161 See n. ?, above. 
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plicit reference to 'the Palestinian people' and the role of its representatives 'in 
negotiations on the resolution of the Palestinian problem in all its aspects.'162 Is-
rael, however, persisted in its refusal to recognize the PLO as the representative of 
the Palestinian people and, mainly for this reason, the Accords, including the pro-
posals concerning autonomy for the residents of the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip, were rejected by the PLO as well as by the other Arab states. For fifteen 
years there was basically no change in the Israeli position. Even during the 1991 
Madrid peace conference, at Israel's insistence representatives of the Palestinian 
people were only allowed to participate as part of a joint Jordanian-Palestinian 
delegation which was not to include members of the PLO. 
348. The next breakthrough came in September 1993, almost on the day fifteen 
years after the signing of the Camp David Accords, with the mutual recognition 
of Israel and the PLO163 and the signing of the Declaration of Principles on Inter-
im Self-Govemment.164 In the Israeli recognition letter dated 9 September 1993, 
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin confirmed that 'the government of Israel has de-
cided to recognize the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian people and 
commence negotiations with the PLO within the Middle East Peace Process.' 
Consequently, four days later Israel and the PLO signed the Declaration of Prin-
ciples in which both sides 
agree that it is time to put an end to decades of confrontation and conflict, recognize their mutual 
legitimate and political rights, and strive to live in peaceful coexistence and mutual dignity and 
security and achieve a just, lasting and comprehensive peace settlement and historic reconciliation 
through the agreed political process [emphasis added]. 
According to article I of the Declaration, 
The aim of the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations within the current Middle East peace process is, 
among other things, to establish a Palestinian Interini Self-Govemment Authority, the elected 
Council (the "Council"), for the Palestinian people in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, for a 
transitional period not exceeding five years, leading to a permanent settlement based on Security 
Council Resolutions 242 and 338. 
It is understood that the interim arrangements are an integral part of the whole peace process and 
that the negotiations on the permanent status will lead to the implementation of Security Council 
Resolutions 242 and 38 [emphasis added]. 
Although reference is made in the preamble to the recognition of 'mutual legiti-
mate and political rights', the Declaration only refers to Security Council résolu-
162 Sect A. 1. 
163 Seen.81,above. 
16 4 See n. 104, above. 
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tíons 242 and 338, and not to any other United Nations resolution concerning the 
Palestinian problem, as the basis for a permanent settlement. Resolution 242 em-
bodies the so-called 'territory for peace' principle, in that it refers to 'Withdrawal 
of Israel armed forces from territories occupied' 165 during the 1967 war. How-
ever, it makes no reference whatsoever to the Palestinian people nor to their right 
to self-determination.166 It remains uncertain, therefore, whether the state of Is-
rael will eventually recognize satisfaction of the Palestinian right to self-deter-
mination as one of the ultimate results of the Middle East peace process.167 
4. FAMILY REUNIFICATION AND THE PRINCIPLE OF UNITY OF THE 
FAMILY 
349. Refugee situations frequently give rise to the separation of families. While 
in many cases families can be reunited shortly after separation occurred, in others 
reunification appears more problematic, resulting in situations of prolonged sepa-
ration. It is needless to say that separation of refugee families causes substantial 
added dismay to the already highly traumatic experience of exile. Reunification of 
separated refugee families is, therefore, an important priority of UNHCR, as con-
firmed in several Conclusions of the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Pro-
gramme.168 
Also in respect of the Palestinian refugees there have been many instances 
of separated families. In the immediate aftermath of the 1948 war, a substantial 
number of separated families were able to reunite when family members managed 
to illegally return to the territory that they had fled within the newly established 
state of Israel.169 Others reunited by joining the remaining members of their fami-
lies in the neighbouring countries where these had taken refuge. After the conclu-
sion of armistice agreements between Israel and the neighbouring states170 and 
the establishment of the United Nations Truce Surveillance Organization to super-
vise their implementation, illegal crossing of the cease-fire lines became much 
more difficult and, as a result, the informal process of family reunification essen-
tially came to an end. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the main emphasis dur-
165 According to the French version, des territoires occupés. 
166 in addition to calling for a cease-fire following the outbreak of the 1973 war, UNSC res. 
338 of 22 Oct 1973, calls for the implementation of UNSC res. 242 'in all of its parts'. Substan-
tively, res. 338 adds nothing to the text of res. 242. 
167 See ch. IX, sect. 3 and 4. 
168 See EXCOM conci. 9 (XXVIII) of 1977 and EXCOM conci. 24 (ΧΧΧΠ) of 1981, quoted 
in para. 353, below. See also Goodwin-Gill, 1982, 136,140. 
169 Cf. Morris, 1987, 278. 
170 See ch. I, sub-sect 5.1 & n. 80. 
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ing this period was on the return of the refugees in general. It was Israel who, 
during the Lausanne Conferences of 1949, offered a family reunification scheme 
as an alternative to accepting the return of much larger numbers of refugees.171 
Israel also used family reunification as an argument to justify the expulsion of 
Palestinians after the entry into force of the armistice agreements.172 
350. The massive population displacement that occurred during and after the 
1967 war caused further separation of families of both 1948 refugees as well as 
other Palestinians, as reported by UNRWA's Commissioner-General:173 
The disruption of the lives and careers of countless persons, the anxiety caused by the sudden loss 
of earnings and remittances from abroad, the personal tragedies resulting from the separation of 
husbands and wives, parents and children, are only some of the problems which confront so many 
of the former Arab inhabitants of Palestine [emphasis added]. 
Again, Israel prevented the repatriation of the persons displaced by the conflict 
but, instead, initiated a limited family reunion scheme.174 UNRWA facilitated the 
reunification process during this period by means of a special 'family reunion 
programme' as part of its welfare services. 
Further displacement accompanied by separation of families occurred dur-
ing the civil war in Lebanon and, most recently, as a result of the Iraqi invasion 
into Kuwait followed by the 1991 Gulf war. As was discussed earlier, the latter 
events resulted in a mass exodus of some 300,000 Palestinians from Kuwait, pri-
marily to their countries of first asylum. An exceptionally large number of fami-
lies got separated during this period, as during the extended presence in Kuwait 
many marriages had taken place between Palestinians with residence status in dif-
ferent countries of first asylum, or with no residence rights outside Kuwait what-
soever.175 Also the rerum of the Sinai to Egyptian sovereignty, in 1982, caused 
the separation of a considerable number of Palestinians, stranded at the Egyptian 
" 1 Moms, 1987,254,278. 
172 One example is the transfer of the remaining Palestinians of Al Majdal to Gaza dunng 
1950, cf. Moms, 1994,323. Moms, 1994,342, quotes Israel's representative on the Mixed Armi-
stice Commission denying that the Palestinians from Majdal had been expelled" 'The transfer of 
Arabs from Majdal was initiated by the Arabs themselves who were desirous of joining their fami-
lies in Gaza...'. UNSC res. 89 (1950), 17 Nov. 1950, condemned the Israeli action. 
173 UNRWA, Annual Report, 1966-1967, quoted in UNRWA, 1983,259. 
174 UNRWA, 1983, 266. 
175 For an account of the situation, see the Middle East Watch, Nowhere to go. the Tragedy of 
the Remaining Palestinian Families in Kuwait, New York, Oct 1991; see also ch. IV, sub-sect. 
3.4. 
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side of the newly re-established border, from their relatives and even immediate 
family members in the Gaza Strip. 1 7 6 
351. In the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the problem of separated families became 
more pressing as the occupation lasted longer and longer. According to a paper of 
the Palestinian human rights organization Al-Haq:177 
Broadly, there are three categories of cases in which Palestinian families find themselves separat­
ed, and where the only remedy available is to apply to the Israeli authorities for "family reunifica­
tion." These are: (i) where Palestinians fled their homes during the June 1967 war, and were sub­
sequently prevented from returning; (ii) where Palestinian residents of the Occupied Territories 
marry non-residents, and want to live with their spouse in the Occupied Territories; and (iii) where 
former residents of the Occupied Territories lost their rights to residency under laws and regula­
tions introduced by the Israeli authorities since 1967. 
Statistics of the International Committee of the Red Cross indicate that between 
1967 and 1987 some 140,000 families applied for reunification. Some 19,000 of 
these were accepted, mostly within the first few years of the occupation. 1 7 8 While 
initially the family reunification process was fairly generous, the criteria were 
gradually restricted to spouses and, finally, only to husbands. 1 7 9 Many Palestin­
ians ended up staying illegally with their families after the visit permits with 
which they entered, expired. 
It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss these and other problems re­
lated to the separation of Palestinian refugee families — for example the prob­
lems faced by those Palestinians who took refuge in Europe or North America — 
in full detail. The remainder of this section will, therefore, be confined to a brief 
discussion of some of the main relevant international norms. The section will be 
concluded with a few remarks about the efforts of the Multilateral Working 
Group on Refugees, which took up the issue of family reunification of separated 
Palestinian families in 1992. 
Π6 Seech.IV, sub-sect. 3.1. 
177 Whittome, C, The Right to Urtile: The Family Reunification Question in the Palestinian 
Occupied Territories: Law and Practice, Ramallah, Al-Haq, Occasional Paper No. 8, 1990, 2. 
Another Al-Haq publication details the hardships endured by separated Palestinian families: 
Shuqair, R., & Siniora, R„ Application Denied: Separated Palestinian Families Tell Their Stories, 
Ramallah, 1991. 
178 Statistics quoted in Goldring, В., 'Developments in Emergency Palestinian Residence Is­
sues, background paper by the Women's Human Rights Project', Palestinian Federation of Wom­
en's Action Committees, 1978. Whittome, 1990,4, mentions slightly different figures. 
179 Whittome, 1990,4. 
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4.1 - RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL NORMS 
352. International law does not provide explicitly for a right to family reunifica­
tion of separated refugee families. The 1951 Convention on the Status of Refu­
gees is silent on the issue, but a recommendation, unanimously adopted by the 
Conference that drafted the text of the Convention, stressed the principle of unity 
of the family:180 
The Conference, 
Considering that the unity of the family, the natural and fundamental group unit of society, is an 
essential right of the refugee, and that such unity is constantly threatened, and 
Noting with satisfaction that, according to the official commentary of the ad hoc Committee on 
Statelessness and Related Problems (E/1618, p. 40) the rights granted to a refugee are extended to 
members of his family, 
Recommends Governments to take the necessary measures for the protection of the refugee's fam­
ily, especially with a view to 
(1) Ensuring that the unity of the refugee's family is maintained particularly m cases where the 
head of the family has fulfilled the necessary conditions for admission to a particular country, 
(2) The protection of refugees who are minors, m particular unaccompanied children and girls, 
with special reference to guardianship and adoption. 
353. Two conclusions of the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme 
explicitly deal with the issue of family reunification. In conclusion 9 (ХХ Ш) of 
1977, the Executive Committee:181 
(a) Reiterated the fundamental importance of the principle of family reunion, 
(b) Reaffirmed the co-ordinating role of the UNHCR with a view to promoting the reunion of 
separated refugee families through appropriate interventions with Governments and with inter­
governmental and non-governmental organizations; 
(c) Noted with satisfaction that some measure of progress has been achieved in regard to the reu­
nion of separated refugee families through the efforts currently undertaken by UNHCR. 
During the following years the issue was given further consideration and, as a re­
sult, in conclusion 24 (XXXII) of 1981, the Executive Committee adopted a com­
prehensive set of recommendations on the subject of family reunification:182 
180 Recommendation B, adopted unanimously by the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the 
Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons on 28 July 1951 as part of the Final Act of the Confer­
ence. Text: UNHCR, 1988,37. The recommendation had been proposed for inclusion ш the Final 
Act of the Conference by the representative of the Holy See; for the discussion of the draft rec­
ommendation by the Conference, see UN doc. A/CONF.2/SR.34, 4, Takkenberg & Tahbaz, 1990, 
vol. га, 550. 
181 Text UNHCR, 1991,19. 
182 Ibid., 55. 
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1. In application of the principle of the unity of the family and for obvious humanitarian reasons, 
every effort should be made to ensure the reunification of separated refugee families. 
2. For this purpose it is desirable that countries of asylum and countries of ongm support the ef­
forts of the High Commissioner to ensure that the reunification of separated refugee families takes 
place with the least possible delay 
3. The generally positive trends m regard to the reunification of separated refugee families are 
greatly to be welcomed but a number of outstanding problems still need to be resolved. 
4. Given the recognized right of everyone to leave any country including his own, countries of 
origin should facilitate family reunification by granting exit permission to family members of ref­
ugees to enable them to join the refugee abroad. 
5. It is hoped that countries of asylum will apply liberal entena in identifying those family mem­
bers who can be admitted with a view to promoting a comprehensive reunification of the family. 
6. When deciding on family reunification, the absence of documentary proof of the formal validity 
of a marriage or of the filiation of children should not per se be considered as an impediment. 
7. The separation of refugee families has, m certain regions of the world, given rise to a number of 
particularly delicate problems relating to unaccompanied minors. Every effort should be made to 
trace the parents or other close relatives of unaccompanied minors before their resettlement. Ef­
forts to clarify their family situation with sufficient certainty should also be continued after reset­
tlement. Such efforts are of particular importance before an adoption — involving a severance of 
links with the natural family — is decided upon. 
8. In order to promote the rapid integration of refugee families m the country of settlement, joining 
close family members should in principle be granted the same legal status and facilities as the 
head of the family who has been formally recognized as a refugee. 
9. In appropriate cases family reunification should be facilitated by special measures of assistance 
to the head of family so that economic and housing difficulties in the country of asylum do not 
unduly delay the granting of permission for the entry of the family members. 
The above texts contain a number of important principles that are of considerable 
significance in the search for solutions to the problems faced by many separated 
Palestinian families. However, their legal status is merely that of recommenda­
tions and they, therefore, have no bindmg force. Nevertheless most of its provi­
sions represent elementary considerations of humanity.183 
354. Although there is no explicit right to family reunification, there are many 
references to the right of the family to protection, respect, and even unity, in in­
ternational law. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states in article 16 
that the 'family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled 
to protection by society and the State.'184 The same wording is used in article 23, 
paragraph 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and article 
17, paragraph 1 of the same instrument also states that 'no one shall be subjected 
to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspon-
183 On the relevance of EXCOM conclusions, see also ch. Ш, n. 102. 
I*4 See n. 22, above. 
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dence . . . \ 1 8 5 The states party to the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights acknowledge in article 10, paragraph 1, that 'the widest pos-
sible protection and assistance should be accorded to the family, which is the nat-
ural and fundamental group unit of society, particularly for its establishment and 
while it is responsible for the care and education of dependent children.'186 Arti-
cle 8, paragraph 1, of the European Convention on Human Rights provides that 
everyone 'has the right to respect for private and family life, his home and his 
correspondence. ' 1 8 7 
There are several references which mention the rights of the family during 
war. Article 46 annexed to The Hague Regulations of 1907 Respecting the Laws 
and Customs of War on Land calls for the respect of 'family honour and 
rights'.188 The Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 states in article 26 that parties 
to the conflict 'shall facilitate enquiries made by members of families dispersed 
owing to the war, with the object of renewing contact with one another and of 
meeting, if possible.'1 8 9 
There is no universally accepted concept of the family for the purpose of 
international law and definitions vary according to religious, cultural and social 
values. However, there is a general consensus that the family comprises at least 
the spouses and minor children (nuclear family), although the upper age limit of 
the children varies.1 9 0 
335. In addition to the international norm quoted in the previous paragraph, ap-
plications for family reunification may also be supported by reference to the right 
for everyone to leave any country, including his own, already discussed above.1 9 1 
However, the latter right does not necessarily imply freedom to immigrate, nor is 
there a duty on the part of the state to allow refugees or other non-citizens to enter 
its territory. The policy of a state on family reunification will, therefore, be the re-
185
 See n. 24, above. 
186 Seen. 132,above. 
187 See n. 25, above. This provision has been interpreted by the European Commission of Hu-
man Rights to include a right of the individual to family reunification. 
188 See ch. VI, n. 15. 
189 Seech. VI, n. 18. 
190 Cf. Molloy, M. J., and Pelletier, G., 'Reflection on Criteria for Family Reunification: The 
Definition of Family', Paper submitted in collaboration with The International Development Re-
search Centre as a background document for the Intersessional Experts Meeting of the Multilateral 
Working Group on Refugees, held in Tunis, 7-8 Feb. 1994,1. It should be mentioned that there 
has been a tendency within the European Union to limit the concept of 'family' for the purpose of 
family reunification. For example, EEC Directive 1612/68 of 1968 contained in art 10 a definition 
which was considerably more generous than the definition incorporated nearly ten years later in 
art 12(1) of the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers of 24 Nov. 1977. 
191
 See sect 2 of the present chapter. 
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suit of the application of several principles of international law that point in dif-
ferent directions. Family reunification policies, therefore, vary from state to state. 
Several international recommendations, other than those specifically dealing 
with refugees quoted at the beginning of this sub-section, aim to guide the family 
reunification policies of states. For example, the Final Act of the 1975 Helsinki 
Conference makes a particularly strong case for family reunification.192 The first 
additional Protocol to the 1949 Conventions refers, in article 74, to the responsi-
bility of the parties in conflict to facilitate 'in every possible way the reunion of 
families dispersed as a result of armed conflict'193 Finally, the Declaration on the 
Human Rights of Individuals Who are not Nationals of the Country in which 
They Live194 states in article 5, paragraph 4 that 'subject to national legislation 
and due authorization, the spouse and minor or dependent children of an alien 
lawfully residing in the territory of a state shall be admitted to accompany, join 
and stay with the alien.' However, article 2, paragraph 1, of the same Declaration 
stipulates that 'Nothing in the Declaration shall be interpreted as legitimizing ille-
gal entry into and presence in a State of any alien, (...) or as restricting the right of 
any state to promulgate laws and regulations concerning the entry of aliens and 
the terms and conditions of their stay or to establish differences between nationals 
and aliens.' 
356. The Convention on the Rights of the Child195 contains the most far reach-
ing limitation on the freedom of states concerning family reunification, where 
children are involved. Article 9, paragraph 1, of the Convention states that 'States 
Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his parents against 
192 pina] Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, adopted in Helsinki 
on 1 Aug. 1975. The Final Act contains a declaration of principles under the heading 'Questions 
Relating to Security in Europe'. Text: 14ILM 1292 (1975); also Brownlie, I. (ed.), Basic Docu-
ments on Human Rights, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1981,320. 
193 See ch. VI, n. 20. 
194 UNGA res. 40/144,13 Dec. 1985. Text: UN, Compilation, 1988,322. 
195 The CRC89 was adopted by UNGA res. 44/25 of 20 Nov. 1989. Entiy into force: 2 Sept. 
1990. Text UN doc. A/RES/44/25, also 3 URL 752 (1991). As of Oct. 1993,150 states have rati-
fied the Convention (including Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Syria and Yemen), while 
the Convention was signed by 16 others. CRC89, art. 22, provides for special protection to be 
granted to children who are refugees or seeking refugee status and the obligation for the states par-
ties to cooperate with competent organizations providing such protection and assistance. On the 
CRC89 and refugee protection, see Price Cohen, C , 'The United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child: Implications for Change in the Care and Protection of Refugee Children', 3 
URL 675 (1991). See also McCallin, M, 'The Convention on the Rights of the Child: An Instru-
ment to Address the Psychosocial Needs of Refugee Children', 3 URL 82 (1991) and Cohn, I.. 
'The Convention on the Rights of the Child: What it Means for Children in War', 3 URL 100 
(1991). 
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their will, except when competent authorities subject to judicial review determine, 
in accordance with applicable law and procedures, that such separation is necessa­
ry for the best interests of the child.' Article 10, paragraph 1, goes even further by 
determining that 'In accordance with the obligation of States Parties under Article 
9, paragraph 1, applications by a child or his or her parents to enter or leave a 
State Party for the purpose of family reunification shall be dealt with by States 
Parties in a positive, humane and expeditious manner. States Parties shall further 
ensure that the submission of such request shall entail no adverse consequences 
for the applicants and for the members of their family.' Article 10, paragraph 2, 
contains a specific obligation of states to allow the child entry and departure: 
A child whose parents reside in different States shall have the right to maintain on a regular basis, 
save ш exceptional circumstances, personal relations and direct contacts with both parents. To­
wards that end (...) States Parties shall respect the right of the child and his or her parents to leave 
any country, including their own, and to enter their own country. The right to leave any country 
shall be subject only to such restrictions as are prescribed by law and which are necessary to pro­
tect the national security, public order, public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others 
and are consistent with the other rights recognized m the present Convention. 
357. The relevance of these various norms to the problems of separated Palestin* 
ian refugee families has been discussed in the context of the Middle East peace 
process. As part of the multilateral track of the peace process, in 1992 five work­
ing groups were established, to deal with several regional issues, including the 
refugee problem.196 At its first meeting, the Multilateral Working Group on Ref­
ugees identified the problem of family reunification as one of several subjects for 
discussion, and the issue has been on the agenda ever since. The next sub-section 
provides a brief overview of the relevant discussion. 
4.2 - DISCUSSION ON FAMILY REUNIFICATION WITHIN THE MULTILATERAL 
WORKING GROUP ON REFUGEES 
358. The Multilateral Working Group on Refugees commenced its discussion on 
the subject by carrying out an inventory of the problems involved. The main issue 
addressed was that of the large number of applications of Palestinians who have 
requested to be reunited with their family members in the Israeli-occupied territo­
ries. The Palestinian delegation had complained in this respect of the lack of 
transparency of both criteria and procedures. Israel was, therefore, requested to 
provide detailed information in this respect. During the meeting in Oslo, from 11-
196 On the 'Madrid' peace process and the establishment of the Multilateral Working Group 
on Refugees, see ch. I, sub-sect. 6.2. 
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13 May 1993, it was agreed that the ' shepherd ' for the subject, the French mis-
sion, would explore all aspects of family reunification including the various ideas 
put forward during the discussions, and that it would submit its fmdings and rec-
ommendations to the next meeting of the working g roup . 1 9 7 
During that next meeting, in Tunis from 12-14 October 1993, the subject of 
family reunification 'provided for a very serious, heartfelt and constructive dis-
cuss ion . ' 1 9 8 Basis for discussion was a report prepared by the French emissary, 
containing a number of practical suggest ions.1 9 9 Among other things, the Work-
ing Group agreed to a suggestion to convene an intercessional experts ' meeting to 
follow-up on the 'question of the definition of family' in the Middle East, which, 
it was felt, could help to make progress in determining family reunification crite-
ria. The Working Group also agreed that ' the structures established for direct con-
tacts between the parties on questions related to family reunification should be 
utilized to the fullest possible extent. In this regard, the Group welcomed Israel 's 
readiness to communicate its decisions relating to family reunification to the con-
cerned pa r t i e s . ' 2 0 0 It also welcomed Israel 's decision to raise the number of Pal-
estinians admitted yearly in the framework of family reunification from approxi-
mately 1,000 persons to 5,000 per year. Finally, the Working Group agreed that 
'The principle of family reunification applies whatever the place or origin or the 
status of the appl icant . ' 2 0 1 
359. The intersessional meeting on the family definition, referred to in the pre-
vious paragraph, was held in Tunis on 7 and 8 February 1994. The meeting exam-
ined both the sociological and legal aspects of the family concept as applicable to 
the Middle East. Concerning the sociological aspects, the discussion contributed 
towards identifying some of the major elements of the family concept : 2 0 2 
descent (patrilinear in the Near-East), alliances, economic solidarity and housing. These elements, 
which are affected by the economic, social and political environment, involve several levels of 
solidarity, from the nuclear to the extended family. No matter how these evolutions occur, the ties 
between the most restricted family cell and the broadest kinship network remain particularly 
197 Middle East Peace Process, Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Oslo Meeting, 11-
13 May 1993, 'Gavel's Summary'. 
198 Middle East Peace Process, Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Tunis Meeting, 12-
14 Oct. 1993, 'Gavel's Summary'. 
199 Middle-East Peace Process, Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Tunis Meeting, 12-
14 Oct. 1993, 'Second Report by the French Emissary on Family Reunification'. 
200
 ' Summary', see n. 198, above, 2. 
201 Ibid.. 3. 
202 Middle East Peace Process, Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Seminar on Family 
Definition, Tunis, 7-8 Feb. 1994, 'Summary of the Co-chairmen', 2. 
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strong in the Near-East in many cases, especially in a difficult economic context Thus these two 
family models complement rather than contradict each other. 
On the legal front, the seminar took note of the various relevant international legal 
norms, as well as of a Canadian survey of immigration legislation in several coun-
tries.203 Both sets of norms provide at least for the reunification of the members 
of the nuclear family, while it was felt that in some cases 'the theory of conflict of 
laws permits broader interpretations, taking into consideration the legislation of 
the applicant's country of origin.'204 
360. At the conclusion of the meeting, no consensus was reached on the defini-
tion of the family which could be applied for the purpose of family reunification: 
'Regional parties took note of each other's positions and agreed to pursue their 
discussions in order to narrow the gap between their points of view.'2 0 5 Several 
Arab states proposed to include spouses, unmarried children, other dependent per-
sons such as grandparents and, should the case arise, the family provider. Israel, 
however, maintained its position that only spouses and minor children should be 
considered. Other delegations made reference of the family definition as applied 
by UNRWA for the purpose of its registration records: spouses, unmarried child-
ren and, exceptionally, extended family members living in the same home.206 
361. The subject of family reunification was discussed again during another in-
tercessional meeting, this time in Paris on 16 and 17 November 1994. The meet-
ing concentrated on a round-table review of family reunification procedures and 
criteria and their implementation since the beginning of 1994.207 The participants 
discussed the effects of the commencement of limited self-rule in Gaza and Jeri-
cho and the establishment of the Palestinian Authority for the relevant procedures. 
Also the establishment of the quadripartite committee on the displaced persons208 
and its effect on the family reunification process were discussed. 
The next plenary meeting of the Refugee Working Group took place in An-
talya, Turkey, on 14 and 15 December 1994. Again, the subject of family reunifi-
cation featured prominently on the agenda and various principles and measures 
agreed to earlier were reconfirmed. In particular it was decided to follow up regu-
203 Included in the paper referred to in n. 202, above. 
204 'Summary', see n. 202, above, 2. 
205 Ibid.. 3. 
206 ibid. 
207 A report submitted by the Palestinian delegation, 'Status of Family Reunification Issues; 
Achievements and Problems', Nov. 1994, served to highlight the relevant issues. 
208 See para. 333, above. 
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larly on earlier Israeli commitments in the areas of quotas, criteria and proce-
dures, including: 'Annual quota of 2000 cases;209 Reduction of the processing 
time (less than three months); Communication of reasons for refusal; Possibility 
of an appeal against negative decisions; Regularization of status of spouses and 
children who entered the territories before August 31, 1993 and whose visitors 
permits have expired.'210 It was decided to keep the issue of family reunification 
on the agenda of subsequent meetings and the French mission was requested to 
continue its follow-up and preparatory work in this respect. No further progress 
was made during the next plenary meeting of the Refugee Working Group in Ge-
neva, 12-14 December 1995.211 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
362. All three human rights issues discussed in this chapter are related to a right 
of residence. In this respect the question arises where a possible right of residence 
may be exercised. As has become clear, in respect of the Palestinian refugees in-
ternational law does not provide a decisive answer to this question, although the 
rights and principles discussed play a central role in the dispute over Palestine. 
The discussion has also shown that a number of important rights and principles 
involved are well established in international law, potentially providing the 
framework for a political solution to the conflict and thereby to the Palestinian 
refugee issue as well. The relevance of these rights and principles to the search for 
a durable solution to the refugee problem, in the context of the ongoing Middle 
East peace process, will be discussed in more detail in chapter IX. 
363. The discussion in the present chapter has also revealed that the main prob-
lem, which has so far prevented a comprehensive solution to emerge, is that the 
'exile and the return of the Palestinians and the Jews have hitherto been consider-
ed as mutually exclusive.'212 One of the main achievements so far of the Middle 
East peace process has been that the parties have begun to realize that their future 
relations should be governed by reciprocity of rights and interests, rather than by 
209 Based, however, on the limited Israeli definition of 'family'; cf. para. 360, above. 
210 Middle East Peace Process, Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Antalya Meeting, 
14-15 Dec. 1994, 'Gavel-holder's Summary', 4. 
211 Cf. Middle East Peace Process, Multilateral Working Group on Refugees, Geneva Meet-
ing, 12-14 Dec. 1995, 'Gavel's Summary', 4; also 'Report on the French Mission on Family Re-
unification'. 
212 Besson, Y., 'UNRWA: Prospects for the Future', Palestine Refugees Today, No. 137, 22 
(1995). 
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mutual exclusion. Thus, in their search for durable solutions, the parties should 
acknowledge that the right to self-determination applies to both peoples concern-
ed and, similarly, that the right to return and compensation should apply equally 
to the victims of both parties to the conflict. 
364. The principle of reciprocity should not only govern the bilateral negotia-
tions between the parties, but should also be taken into consideration in the multi-
lateral track of the peace process. As has become apparent in the previous section, 
the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees has primarily dealt with family re-
unification as an issue vis-à-vis Israel. The examples shown at the beginning of 
section 4 indicate, however, that the problem of separated Palestinian families is 
by no means confined to that of Palestinians wishing to join their family members 
in Israeli controlled territory. As long as the refugee issue remains basically unre-
solved, and even afterwards, the principle of the unity of the family should be ad-
hered to by, and family reunification should be advocated in relation to, all states 
in the region where Palestinian refugees reside. The Multilateral Working Group 
on Refugees should be encouraged to give this aspect of the family reunification 
issue ample attention as well. 
365. It should finally be noted that the discussion of human rights issues that are 
relevant to Palestinian refugees in the present chapter has by no means been ex-
clusive. A number of important issues have remained untouched, including those 
related to extradition, (mass) expulsion and the prohibition of torture and other 
forms of inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment 
PART THREE 
INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION 
AND THE SEARCH FOR A 
DURABLE SOLUTION 

Chapter Ш 
INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
366. Parts One and Two of the present study have focused on the standards of 
treatment of Palestinian refugees that are derived from various areas of interna­
tional law. Part Three will deal with the implementation of these standards. Un­
like other foreigners, refugees cannot turn to the authorities of their home country 
for protection. Alternatively, they must seek the protection that every human 
being requires, from the country of refuge and from the international community. 
It is this vital need for international protection that most clearly distinguishes ref­
ugees from other aliens.1 The need for international protection starts at the very 
moment the authorities of the home country are no longer providing its protection 
and lasts until a durable solution has been found, ideally through the restoration of 
national protection by the refugee's own country. 
These two basic concepts, the need for international protection and the need 
for a long-term solution to refugee problems, and their application in relation to 
the Palestinian refugee question, will be dealt with in Part Three of the study, the 
first being the subject of the present chapter and the latter that of chapter IX. 
367. UNHCR's 1994 'Note on International Protection', which examines the 
fundamental concept of international protection and considers ways of meeting 
the needs of persons of concern to the organization, vividly explains the refugees' 
need for protection:2 
The situation of refugees as uprooted foreigners, usually with scant material resources, often with­
out documentation, deprived not only of the protection of a Government but also of the traditional 
protective structures of family, clan and community, makes them vulnerable in many ways. The 
' Cf. UNHCR, The State of the World's Refugees 1993: The Challenge of Protection, Middle­
sex, Penguin Books, 1993,5. 
2
 UNHCR, 'Note on International Protection', submitted by the High Commissioner to the 
45th sess. of the EXCOM, 7 Sep. 1994, UN doc. A/AC.967830, reproduced in 6 URL 679, at 683. 
The High Commissioner's Note provides the most comprehensive introduction to the subject of 
international protection known to this writer and is therefore quoted several times in this section; 
see also Goodwin-Gill, 1996, 212; UNHCR, 1993, 3; UNHCR, The State of the World's Refugees 
1995: In Search of Solutions, Oxford, Oxford Univ. Press, 1995,57. 
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position of refugee women and of children separated from their families is particularly precarious. 
Already threatened by violence or human rights abuses in their own country, refugees may face 
further danger en route to a country of refuge, compounded by the nsk of being turned back at (or 
before reaching) its borders. Even after gaining admission to another country, the refugee may 
face the problems of violence, criminality, abuse of power and intolerance that are present to vary-
ing degrees in all countries, but to which the destitute undocumented alien is all the more exposed. 
He or she thus needs personal security, including protection from being sent to a place where his 
or her life or freedom would be endangered To survive m the country of asylum, the refugee also 
needs to have some means of subsistence, as well as shelter, health care and other basic necessi-
ties. This entails obtaining some form of recognized legal status, providing authorization to work, 
or at least access to humanitarian assistance, social benefits and documentation. Beyond what is 
required for immediate survival, refugees need respect for the other fundamental human rights to 
which all individuals are entitled without discrimination. Finally, every refugee needs a long-term 
solution that will enable him or her to be integrated into society and to lead a normal life as a full-
fledged member of a national community. 
International protection of refugees is, thus, based on human rights principles and 
from this perspective its rationale seems clear. It is the duty of the state to secure 
fundamental nghts and freedoms for its citizens. Since refugees do not enjoy the 
effective protection of their own government, this normal remedy is unavailable. 
Alternatively, international law aims to provide refugees with the basic rights that 
are inherent to every human being. Under the various applicable rules it is the re-
sponsibility of the international community, acting for this purpose both through 
one or more states and through international organizations, to provide the interna-
tional protection necessary to secure for refugees the enjoyment of these rights. 
368. The need for international protection as outlined in the previous paragraph 
was also felt in respect of the Palestinian refugees. Although the United Nations 
General Assembly, by adopting resolution 194 in 1948, confirmed the right of the 
refugees to return to their homes, thereby determining that voluntary repatriation 
was the desired durable solution to their problem, actual return has been barred as 
a result of the policies of the state of Israel and the absence of comprehensive 
peace in the region. Almost fifty years after the start of the Palestinian refugee 
problem, the vast majority of the refugees are still waiting for a durable solution 
that would restore their access to national protection. The only category of Pales-
tinian refugees that, almost from the outset, have enjoyed national treatment are 
those who took refuge in Jordan. 
Non-refoulement, that is protection from being sent to a place where his or 
her life or freedom would be endangered, is often seen as the foundation-stone of 
international protection.3 As non-refoulement is not an issue vis-à-vis most Pales-
tinian refugees, who in fact wish but are unable to return home, it could be as-
3 Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1996,207. See also ch. Ш, sect. 1. 
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sumed that consequently the concept of international protection does not apply to 
them at all. The above-quoted passage from UNHCR's Note shows, however, that 
international protection entails a wide range of basic needs of refugees. Residency 
rights, authorization to work, access to humanitarian assistance, social benefits, 
health care, education, and documentation, are just a few examples of issues that 
have remained highly relevant throughout the Palestinian refugees' decades long 
plight 
369. The United Nations General Assembly has assigned the Office of the Unit-
ed Nations High Commissioner for Refugees as the primary organ responsible for 
the protection of refugees. The broad scope of the overall objective of internation-
al protection is reflected in the UNHCR Statute and encompasses virtually all the 
activities undertaken by the Office of the U N H C R on behalf of refugees . 4 
UNHCR's protection function involves seeking to meet the whole range of needs 
that result from the absence of national protection described in the passage quoted 
earlier5 
It includes promoting the conclusion and supervising the application of international conventions 
for the protection of refugees at the global and regional level, promoting legislation and other 
measures at the national — and increasingly, regional — level to ensure that refugees are identi-
fied and accorded an appropriate status and standard of treatment in their countries of asylum, and 
ensuring, with and through the national authorities, the safety and well-being of specific refugee 
groups and individuals in asylum countries. Protection includes ensuring that the special needs of 
refugee women, particularly victims of violence, and of children, especially those separated from 
their families, are met Since the ultimate goal of international protection must be to achieve a 
satisfactory solution for the refugee, the protection function also includes promoting with govern-
ments and with other United Nations and international bodies measures to remove or attenuate the 
causes of refugee flight so as to establish conditions that would permit refugees to return safely to 
their homes, and, when this becomes feasible, facilitating, assisting and monitoring the safety of 
voluntary repatriation. If safe return is not possible, it involves promoting and implementing the 
other durable solutions of resettlement or local integration. 
International protection encompasses considerably more than what is commonly 
described by the term 'legal and political protection'. Again quoting UNHCR's 
'Note on International Protection':6 
The tools of international protection range from the legal and diplomatic to the material and prac-
tical, from international conventions to national legislation, to diplomatic démarches (...) to such 
concrete measures as arranging basic food rations, clean water, and even planting defensive thom-
bush hedges around refugee settlements. Presence in the field and unhindered access to refugees 
4
 UNHCR Statute, para. 8. 
5 UNHCR, 'Note on International Protection', see n. 2, above, at 685. 
6 Ibid., at 686. 
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(..) by UNHCR and others responsible for their protection have proved to be 'tools' of crucial im­
portance which are an indispensable complement to protection activities m the legal and political 
domains. Practical protection in the field requires close working relationships with government 
officials at all levels, particularly those in direct contact with refugees. Since material assistance is 
often essential for refugees' survival, it can also be a sine qua non of international protection. 
370. As was discussed in chapter II, a number of Arab governments raised seri­
ous objections against including the Palestinian refugees under the mandate of 
UNHCR, especially as it had been agreed to establish UNRWA as a special orga­
nization for their benefit.7 For this reason it was provided in the UNHCR Statute 
that the competence of the High Commissioner shall not extend to a person 'who 
continues to receive from other organs or agencies of the United Nations protec­
tion or assistance'.8 Based on this provision, UNHCR has excluded Palestinian 
refugees, who enjoy the assistance extended by UNRWA, from its mandate. 
UNHCR has interpreted the above exclusion to apply only to Palestinian refugees 
residing within UNRWA's area of operations (Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the Gaza 
Strip and the West Bank). Long standing UNHCR policy has been to consider 
Palestinians outside UNRWA's area of operations as prima facie fulfilling the in­
clusion provisions of the Statute,9 and therefore as falling within the UNHCR 
mandate. 
371. For this reason, Palestinian refugees residing outside UNRWA's area of 
operations are eligible for international protection by UNHCR while those within 
the UNRWA area are not eligible for any formal protection arrangements with the 
exception of the limited protection initially provided by the United Nations Con­
ciliation Commission for Palestine.10 The consequences of this anomaly will be 
discussed in the remainder of this chapter. The next section will focus on the pro­
tection needs of Palestinian refugees who reside within UNRWA's area of opera­
tions. It will be shown that, although not having an explicit protection mandate, 
UNRWA has throughout the years of its existence provided for a great many of 
the basic needs of the refugees for protection. This section will also deal with sev­
eral other United Nations initiatives intended to render additional international 
protection to Palestinians. Section 3 will focus on UNHCR's role in providing 
protection to Palestinian refugees residing outside UNRWA's area of operations. 
Section 4 will briefly examine the protection role of the International Committee 
of the Red Cross in respect of Palestinians, which has been of considerable impor-
7
 See ch. Π, sect. 2. 
8 UNHCR Statute, para. 7. 
9 UNHCR Statute, para. 6 (B). 
10 See ch. I, sub-secL 5.3. 
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tance at various locations in the Middle East. In section S some of the recent pro-
tection initiatives related to the 'Madrid' peace process will be discussed, includ-
ing the 'Temporary International Presence' in Hebron. Some concluding remarks 
will complete the chapter. 
2. PROTECTION OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES IN THE MIDDLE EAST: 
THE ROLE OF UNRWA AND OTHER UNITED NATIONS ORGANS 
372. The role of the Palestine Conciliation Commission was discussed in chapter 
I.11 The Commission did not succeed in its efforts to implement General Assem-
bly resolution 194, dealing with the right of return. Although the Commission was 
never formally abolished, it failed to achieve any progress towards a negotiated 
regional peace settlement allowing for the return of the refugees. In chapter I, the 
mandate and operations of UNRWA were introduced as well.12 In the light of the 
remarks in the previous section on the scope and tools of international protection, 
it may be concluded that UNRWA's initial emergency operations, followed by its 
routine education, health and relief programmes, have in fact guaranteed a con-
siderable number of the refugees' basic rights, that under other circumstances 
would have been the responsibility of the host countries. Through its placement 
offices, UNRWA also facilitated labour migration for Palestinians, mainly to the 
Gulf states. Although officially committed to resolution 194, UNRWA's initial 
attempts towards initiating massive public work projects were tantamount to ad-
vocating local integration as an alternative solution to the refugee problem.13 All 
these various aspects of UNRWA's work, although generally conceived as 'assis-
tance', may equally be characterized as international protection in the terminology 
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. The more traditional as-
pects of international protection, including legal and political protection, were, 
however, for a long period considered incompatible with UNRWA's mandate. 
373. After the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip in June 
1967, there was growing international concern for the safety and security of the 
Palestinians living under Israeli occupation. United Nations concern for the hu-
man rights of civilians in the territories occupied by Israel was first expressed by 
il Ibid. 
12
 See ch. I, sub-sect 5.4. 
13 Ibid., see also Schiff, 1995,21. 
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the Security Council in resolution 237 (1967) of June that year.14 Acting unani­
mously, the Council called upon the Israeli government to ensure the safety, wel­
fare and security of the inhabitants of the areas where military operations had 
taken place, and to facilitate the return of those inhabitants who had fled the areas 
since the outbreak of the hostilities. It recommended scrupulous respect of the hu­
manitarian principles contained in the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Simi­
lar concerns were expressed by the General Assembly.15 In 1968, the General As­
sembly, expressing 'grave concern at the violation of human rights in Arab ter­
ritories occupied by Israel.' established a Special Committee to Investigate Israeli 
Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territo­
ries.1 6 The Israeli Government rejected the resolution as being one-sided and 
tainted with discrimination and has, since the Committee's inception, refused to 
allow it to visit the occupied territories. Consequently, the Committee has been 
unable to contribute significantly towards the protection of the Palestinians in the 
territories, although it made alternative efforts to monitor the situation and period­
ically reported its findings to the General Assembly. 
374. UNRWA, requested by the Israeli government to continue its operations af­
ter the 1967 war,17 soon saw itself confronted with Israeli security operations in 
the occupied territories. Immediately after the war the Israeli army demolished 
houses, including camp shelters, as reprisals against neighbourhoods suspected of 
supporting the Egyptians or attacking Israeli soldiers in Gaza. UNRWA protested 
these actions referring to the Fourth Geneva Convention's prohibition of collec­
tive punishment and destruction of civilian's property and sought compensation 
for destroyed property.18 Despite its protests, the demolitions continued, leading 
the agency for the first time to consider whether a UN presence could be interpos­
ed between the refugees and the occupation authorities.19 The then Commission­
er-General of UNRWA, Laurence Michelmore, sought advice on the matter from 
UN Under Secretary-General Ralph Bunche, referring to the populations' sense of 
14 UNSC res. 237 (1967), 14 June 1967. In res. 259 (1968), 27 Sep. 1968, the Security Coun­
cil repeated its concerns, deplored the delay in the implementation of res. 237 and requested the 
Secretary-General urgently to despatch a Special Representative to the occupied territories. 
15 Cf. UNGA res. 2252 (ES-V), 4 July 1967; UNGA res. 2341 В (XXII), 19 Dec. 1967. 
'6 UNGA res. 2443 (XXIII), 19 Dec. 1968, adopted by a vote of 60 in favour to 22 against, 
with 37 abstentions. On the work of the committee, see: UN, Department of Public Information, 
Human Rights for the Palestinians; The Work of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli 
Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories, New York, 
1989. 
17 See ch. I, sub-secL 5.4. 
18 Fourth Geneva Convention, art. 33; cf. Schiff, 1995,191. 
19 Cf. Schiff, 1995,193. 
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being unprotected against an Israeli policy they felt was deliberately designed to 
encourage an exodus.20 Bunche wrote back that there was no 'easy solution' be-
cause any new measures would be opposed by Israel. Michelmore then suggested 
that Bunche consider whether the mechanism for international supervision and 
protection laid down in the Fourth Geneva Convention could be implemented.21 
No action resulted from Michelmore's proposal and the situation, especially in 
Gaza, continued to deteriorate.22 
375. Following the Israeli invasion in Lebanon in 1982, the General Assembly, 
in December of that year, adopted a resolution on 'Protection of Palestine refu-
gees' in which it called upon the Secretary-General, in consultation with 
UNRWA, 'to undertake effective measures to guarantee the safety and security 
and the legal and human rights of the Palestine refugees in the occupied territo-
ries. '2 3 Similar resolutions were adopted in subsequent years.24 In response to 
these resolutions, the Commissioner-General of UNRWA pointed to the fact that 
responsibility should go with power and that under international law it is for the 
occupying power to ensure that the civil and other rights of the inhabitants of the 
territory are safeguarded. UNRWA, nevertheless, monitored the situation of Pal-
estinian refugees in the occupied parts of the country, especially in south Lebanon 
before the Israeli withdrawal. It took up with some members of the Security 
Council as well as with the government of Israel the need for appropriate action to 
protect refugees, particularly in the camps in south Lebanon, and made public 
statements, when appropriate, voicing its concerns. 
376. Together with the 1982 resolution on the protection of Palestinian refugees, 
the General Assembly also adopted a resolution requesting the Secretary-General, 
in co-operation with UNRWA, 'to issue identification cards to all Palestine refu-
gees and their descendants, irrespective of whether they are recipients or not of 
rations and services from the Agency, as well as to all displaced persons and to 
those who have been prevented from returning to their homes as a result of the 
20 Ibid., 194 and 297. 
21 See sect. 4, below. 
22 Cf. Schiff, 1995,195. 
23 UNGA res. 37/120 J, 16 Dec. 1982; adopted by a vote of 127 in favour, 2 against, with 16 
abstentions. 
24 See, for example, UNGA res. 38/83 I, 15 Dec. 1983; UNGA res. 39/99 I, 14 Dec. 1984; 
UNGA res. 40/165 I, 16 Dec. 1985; UNGA res. 41/691, 3 Dec. 1986; UNGA res. 42/691, 2 Dec. 
1987; UNGA res. 43/57 I, 6 Dec. 1988; UNGA res. 44/47 I, 8 Dec. 1989; UNGA res. 45/73, 11 
Dec. 1990; UNGA res. 46/461,9 Dec. 1991. 
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1967 hostilities, and their descendants.'25 To assist the Secretary-General in im-
plementing the resolution, the latter established a team of experts.26 For the pur-
pose of its work the team considered two broad categories of Palestinians covered 
by the terms of the resolution: (a) those registered with UNRWA and (b) those 
not so registered.27 Regarding those in the first category, it was noted that, prior 
to the General Assembly decision, the Commissioner-General of UNRWA had al-
ready decided to issue individual registration cards to all refugees registered with 
the Agency to replace the family cards used thus far.28 In respect of those in cate-
gory (b), the team found that the co-operation of host governments of the many 
countries where Palestinian refugees had taken refuge would be essential.29 For 
this purpose, the Secretary-General addressed notes verbales to all governments 
seeking information as to the number of Palestinians residing in each country. 
Only twenty replies were received. The Secretary-General informed the General 
Assembly that in these circumstances he would be unable 'to proceed further with 
the implementation of the resolution'.30 
377. In 1982, the General Assembly requested the Joint Inspection Unit31 to 
carry out a comprehensive review of UNRWA's 'organization, budget and opera-
tions with a view to assisting the Commissioner-General to make the most effec-
tive and economical use of the limited funds available to the Agency'.32 Although 
dealing primarily with UNRWA's finances, the Joint Inspection Unit's report in-
cluded a section specifically dealing with 'Protection of refugees':33 
157. The General Assembly in its resolution 37/120 J 'deeply distressed at the sufferings of the 
Palestinians resulting from the Israeli invasion of Lebanon', among other things, urged 'the Secre-
tary-General in consultation with UNRWA and, pending withdrawal of Israeli forces from Pales-
tine and other Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem, to undertake ef-
25 UNGA res. 37/1201,16 Dec. 1982, adopted with a vote of 106 in favour, 16 against and 20 
abstentions. 
26 Report of the Secretary-General, 12 Sep. 1983, UN doc. A/38/382. 
27 Ibid. 
28 a . UNRWA, Annual Report, 1982-1983. GAOR, 38th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/38/13, 
sect. U.C. 
29 UN doc. A/38/382. 
30 Ibid. 
31 The UN Joint Inspection Unit was established in 1966 to strengthen the external audit func-
tion of all organizations of the UN system. Gradually the task of the Unit has been expanded to in-
clude, apart from management questions and budgeting, development co-operation, inter-organiza-
tion co-ordination and evaluation of policies and methods. See Schermers, 1980, 553; also UN 
doc. A/7938. 
32 UNGA decision 36/462,16 Mar. 1962. See Schiff, 1995,79,132. 
33 UN, Joint Inspection Unit, 'Report on UNRWA', July 1983, UN doc. nU/REP/83/8, 
A/38/143,42. 
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fective measures to guarantee the safety and security and legal and human rights of the Palestinian 
refugees m the occupied territories'. UNRWA's mandate does not extent to the protection of refu­
gees. The Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees, the only United Nations body formally 
responsible for the protection of refugees, is specifically excluded from a role ш the protection of 
Palestinian refugees. 
158. JIU is convinced that this anomalous situation should not and need not continue. It believes 
that the problem of protection requires regionwide consideration and that innovative and accept­
able measures that could be applied wherever and whenever warranted should be sought. Humani­
tarian considerations should prevail over any political or bureaucratic obstacles. Political aspects 
are, however, important and have to be taken into account if there is to be a realistic way to pro­
vide greater secunty for the refugees. 
139. JIU feels that the involvement of the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees could 
have a positive effect on the safety and secunty of Palesane refugees. It therefore suggests that the 
Secretary-General, in studying the measures to be taken for the implementation of resolution 
37/120 J, should consult with the High Commissioner for Refugees to determine what possibilities 
exist for co-operation between HCR and UNRWA in the implementation of this resolution. 
The recommendation of the Joint Inspection Unit did not receive a warm response 
within UNHCR and was never implemented.34 In 1984, reversing its earlier op­
position to recognition of individual Palestinians as refugees, the PLO seriously 
canvassed an amendment to UNHCR's Statute, to entitle Palestinians like other 
refugees to the protection of that Office. This, however, failed to materialize for 
various reasons, including the fear of some contributing states that to involve 
UNHCR in this way could politicize its role.35 
2.1 - NEW PROTECTION INITIATIVES IN RESPONSE TO THE INTIFADA 
378. On 22 December 1987, the Security Council adopted resolution 605 (1987), 
the first resolution relating to the Palestinian issue since the beginning of the Pal­
estinian uprising or intifada. The resolution 'strongly deplores' the Israeli viola­
tions of the human rights of the Palestinian people in the occupied territories, and 
in particular 'the opening of fire by the Israeli army, resulting in the killing and 
wounding of defenseless Palestinian civilians'. The resolution also called once 
again upon Israel 'to abide immediately and scrupulously' by the Fourth Geneva 
Convention and 'to desist forthwith from its policies and practices that are in vio­
lation of the provisions of the convention'. Finally, the resolution requested the 
Secretary-General 'to examine the present situation in the occupied territories by 
3+ Interview with Senior UNHCR Official, Geneva, Mar. 1992. 
35 Cf. Takkenberg, 1991,417, η. 10, see also Goodwin-Gill, 1996,91. 
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all means available to him, and to submit a report no later than 20 January 1988 
containing his recommendations on ways and means for ensuring the safety and 
protection of the Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupation'. 
A report prepared by the Secretary-General in accordance with the above men-
tioned request was submitted to the Security Council on 21 January 1988.36 The 
Secretary-General stressed, first, that in the long run the only certain way of en-
suring the safety and protection of the Palestinian people in the occupied territo-
ries, and of the people of Israel, is the negotiation of a comprehensive, just and 
lasting settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict acceptable to all concerned. In addi-
tion, as the most important interim measure, the Secretary-General recommended 
that the international community 'should make a concerted effort to persuade Is-
rael to accept the de jure applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the oc-
cupied territories and to correct its practices in order to comply fully with that 
Convention'.37 
379. Consequently, the Secretary-General discussed different ways and means 
that might be available to the international community in order to help ensure the 
civilian population's protection.38 In this respect, the Secretary-General consider-
ed four different concepts of 'protection':39 
(a) 'Protection' can mean physical protection, i.e. the provision of armed forces to deter, and if 
necessary fight, any threats to the safety of the protected persons; 
(b) 'Protection' can mean legal protection, i.e. intervention with the security and judicial authori-
ties, as well as the political instances, of the occupying Power, by an outside agency, in order to 
ensure just treatment of an individual or group of individuals; 
(c) 'Protection' can also take a less well-defined form, called in this report 'general assistance', in 
which an outside agency intervenes with the authorities of the occupying Power to help individu-
als or groups of individuals to resist violations of their rights (e.g. land confiscations) and to cope 
with the day-to-day difficulties of life under occupation, such as security restrictions, curfews, 
harassment, bureaucratic difficulties and so on; 
(d) Finally, there is the somewhat intangible 'protection' afforded by outside agencies, including 
especially the international media, whose mere presence and readiness to publish what they ob-
serve may have a beneficial effect for all concerned; in this report this type of protection is called 
'protection by publicity.' 
36 'Report submitted to the Security Council by the Secretary-General in accordance with res-
olution 605 (1987)', UN doc. S/19443. For a discussion of the report, see Schiff, 1995,227; Tak-
kenberg, 1990,424. 
37 On the Fourth Geneva Convention, see ch. VI, sect 3. 
38 According to Schiff, 1995, 228, this section of the report was developed in close consulta-
tion with former UNRWA Commissioner-General, G. Giacomelli, and former UNRWA Legal 
Advisor, S. Sinha. 
39 UN doc. S/19443,10. 
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Protection as indicated under (a) has not been practicable in the occupied territo-
ries, as United Nations peace-keeping operations require the prior consent of the 
parties to the conflict concerned, and the Israeli government has stated that it 
would not agree to any involvement of United Nations military personnel in the 
security of the territories.40 Protection described under (b) is being provided since 
1967 by the ICRC, subject, however, to limitations discussed in section 4, below. 
380. Protection as described under (c), was being provided by ICRC, various 
voluntary agencies, and by UNRWA, whose international employees could inter-
cede with the Israelis. In this respect the Secretary-General envisaged an addi-
tional role for the agency:41 
In the case of the registered refugees, who number 818.983, or about 55 per cent of the Palestinian 
population of the occupied territories, UNRWA is clearly best placed to provide additional general 
assistance. UNRWA has been established on the ground for nearly 40 years, it knows well the ref-
ugees' problems, it is accepted by the Israeli authorities on the basis of an agreement signed in 
1967, and it is trusted by the refugees. However, the number of UNRWA international staff m the 
field has declined over the years. Before the recent disturbances began, there were only 9 interna-
tional staff in the West Bank (373.586 refugees and 19 camps) and only 6 in the Gaza Strip 
(445.397 refugees and 8 camps). In paying tribute to the invaluable service that UNRWA Palestin-
ian Staff have been rendering to the refugees m very difficult circumstances, I believe that interna-
tional staff can at present play an especially valuable role. It is usually easier for them to gain ac-
cess to Israeli authorities m emergency situations; and their mere presence at points of confronta-
tion has a significant impact on how the civilian population (including UNRWA Palestinian staff) 
is treated by the security forces and helps it psychologically by making it feel less exposed. 
I have therefore asked the Commissioner-General of UNRWA to examine the addition to 
UNRWA establishment in the occupied territories of extra international staff, within UNRWA 
existing administrative structures, to improve the general assistance provided to the refugee popu-
lation. 
In respect of protection by publicity, the Secretary-General noted that there had 
been extensive media coverage of events in the territories and asserted that it was 
'of great importance' that the international media have continued 'unhindered ac-
cess to events'.42 
381. The Secretary-General's request to UNRWA did not remain without re-
sponse. Shortly after the Secretary-General submitted his report to the Security-
Council, in January 1988, the first new additional international staff members ar-
rived in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank. Neutrally titled 'refugee affairs offi-
40
 The Israeli government has partly lifted its objections to an international presence in 1993, 
when it signed the DOP93, see ch. I, n. 130. 
41 UN doc. S/19443,12. 
« Ibid., 13. See also Schiff, 1995,259. 
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eer' (RAO) these international staff, accompanied by Palestinian assistants, were 
amongst other methods employed to provide the 'general assistance' as envisaged 
by the Secretary-General in his above cited report. The RAOs were supported by 
two special legal officers, another category of new posts created in response to the 
Secretary-General's request.43 There were nine RAO posts in Gaza; twelve in the 
West Bank. The RAO programme was officially suspended in Gaza in May 1994, 
after the redeployment of the Israeli army and the introduction of limited self-rule, 
and significantly scaled down in the West Bank. 
The duties of the refugee affairs officers included: circulating throughout 
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip on a frequent (but unannounced) schedule for 
the purpose of observing and reporting to the Field Offices in Jerusalem or Gaza 
any unusual or abnormal circumstances; visiting UNRWA installations inside and 
outside of refugee camps to prevent use of these installations in a manner incon­
sistent with their status, and reporting any disruptions of agency operations; visit­
ing camps and other areas under curfew and to report to the Field Office on any 
problems affecting the welfare of the population; assisting in defusing tense situa­
tions and averting incidents of maltreatment of the local population by members 
of the security forces; assisting in preventing interferences with the provision of 
agency services, in particular health services; facilitating the delivery of food and 
medical assistance in times of curfew; liaising with local military governors and 
civil administrators on matters affecting UNRWA's operations or the welfare of 
the refugees.44 
382. In his report covering the period 1 July 1987 - 30 June 1988, UNRWA's 
Commissioner-General informed the General Assembly of the introduction of the 
programme of general assistance and protection — as the programme was later 
named — as well as on its impact:45 
UNRWA has sought to provide a greater measure of general assistance or protection to registered 
refugees. In the current situation, the presence of UNRWA international staff has served to sup­
port and reassure area staff in the performance of their duties under very difficult circumstances. 
At times Agency officials have also been able to ease tense situations and prevent ill treatment or 
4 3
 Cf. Schiff, 1995, 233. The legal officers investigate allegations of human rights violations 
and reports of violations of UNRWA's privileges and immunities. They furthermore monitor the 
treatment of prisoners and attend the trials of arrested UNRWA staff; cf. Cervenak, 1994, 324. 
Also two international public information officer posts were established roughly at the same time. 
4 4
 For a discussion of the duties and activities of the RAOs, see Lynk, M., 'Vignettes of Na­
blus', JPS 77 (Autumn 1990) 101; Schiff, 1995, 231; Takkenberg, 1991, 426; Viorst, 1989, 20. 
The latter publication also contains several interviews with RAOs. The present author was em­
ployed as a RAO in the West Bank from Feb. 1989 - Mar. 1990. See also Schiff, В. Ν., 'Between 
Occupier and Occupied: UNRWA in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip', JPS 71 (Spring 1989) 60. 
« UNRWA, Annual Report, 1987-1988, GAOR, 43rd sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/43/13,16. 
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injury to refugees and damage to their homes. UNRWA has noted physical ill treatment of refu­
gees and the destruction of their property, the sealing and demolition of houses, instances of inti­
midation, deportations and the application of collective punishment. Additional staff were recruit­
ed to improve the Agency's capability to provide services. The refugee community has appreciat­
ed and welcomed the higher level of international staff presence. 
Commenting on the programme during a symposium in the United Kingdom in 
1988, Angela Williams, UNRWA's Director of Relief and Social Services, ob­
served: 4 6 
We have put mto the West Bank and Gaza teams of international staff partnered with Palestinian 
colleagues from the Agency, whose job is to maintain a presence in the refugee camps and vil­
lages, to witness what is happening and to help where necessary, so that we can ensure clinics stay 
open, that assistance can be given to people. There have been numerous documented instances 
where that help was both necessary and effective We also have documentary evidence that the 
presence of these international Refugee Affairs Officers, as we call them, has had a deterrent ef­
fect at points of confrontation That is not to say that the beatings have stopped or that people have 
not been intoxicated by gas, or that there have been no miscarriages of justice But there has been 
quite clear evidence that where a Refugee Affairs Officer has been present it has had an inhibiting 
effect on the behaviour of people with power to harm. That is something we will go on doing We 
have also put into each of our Field offices a lawyer to keep us in mind of the relevant interna­
tional legal provisions, and they have helped us with the reporting and in making our representa­
tions to the Israeli authorities, as we have done at every level from the local military commander 
right up to the Ministries of Defence and Foreign Affairs. 
383. From the report of the Commissioner-General to the General Assembly, 
covering the period 1 July 1989 - 30 June 1990, it appears that by 1990 the gener­
al assistance and protection activities had become a structural feature of 
UNRWA's programmes in the occupied territories, although still funded under 
the agency's emergency budget. In a separate section on 'Extraordinary measures 
of general assistance and protection' the Commissioner-General remarked:4 7 
A further aspect of the Agency's emergency measures was the programme of general assistance 
and protection. The major component of this programme was the assignment of 13 international 
staff members ш the West Bank and 10 in the Gaza Stnp as refugee affairs officers. They facilitat­
ed Agency operations and assisted the refugee population in their day-to-day life. The refugee af­
fairs officers also helped, by their presence, to lower tensions and to prevent maltreatment of the 
refugees, especially vulnerable groups such as women and children They helped to evacuate the 
wounded, to reduce interference with ambulances and to obtain the release of refugee children. 
They assisted the population as occasion arose, for example, to obtain permits to carry on essential 
services during curfew periods and to facilitate the movement of essential food and medical sup-
46 Williams. A. J., 'UNRWA and the Occupied Tontones'. 2 JRS 156,159. 
47 UNRWA, Annual Report, 1989-1990, GAOR, 45th sess , suppl 13, UN doc A/45/13, 26. 
In addition to the assignment of RAOs the programme of general assistance and protection also 
included a low profile legal aid scheme, see para. 396, below. 
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plies to camps and other locations where needed. In performing these functions the refugee affairs 
officers sometimes succeeded m establishing a dialogue with Civil Administration officials and 
were able to assist on the spot m numerous matters affecting the welfare of the population. Refu-
gee affairs officers continued to be of particular assistance to UNRWA local staff members who 
found it especially difficult to carry out their functions in the prevailing situation. 
384. In retrospect, after more than seven years of experience with the pro-
gramme, it may be concluded that the employment of a greater number of inter-
national staff has indeed had a considerable impact. Enabling the victims of alleg-
ed violations of human rights to report their story to international UN officers 
specifically assigned for this purpose, so that these events do not remain unno-
ticed, did help them, not the least psychologically, to cope with the effects of the 
occupation. Depending on the nature and seriousness of incidents or violations, 
these reports frequently resulted in representations to the Israeli authorities at va-
rious levels. It is also obvious that the mere fact of an international presence at 
points of confrontation often had an inhibiting effect. 
The main significance of the work of the RAOs has probably been the prac-
tical support extended to individual Palestinians, as well as to communities, in 
dealing with day-to-day difficulties of life under occupation. Examples of such 
assistance include returning confiscated identity cards; obtaining permits for fune-
rals; securing the early release of minors accused of involvement in riots; facili-
tating the movement of sick and injured persons during riots or periods of curfew; 
safeguarding the unhindered functioning of clinics; preventing potential confron-
tations at schools; facilitating the distribution of food supplies in times of curfew; 
and delivering urgently needed medicine or documents. 
385. Most of the duties of the refugee affairs officers were related to facilitating 
the delivery of UNRWA's services: health, education and relief and social serv-
ices, However, a number of aspects of the work, in particular the 'general assis-
tance' element as envisaged by the Secretary-General, constituted an attempt by 
the agency to meet changing demands for assistance. This and other new dimen-
sions to UNRWA's work did not receive a warm welcome by the Israeli authori-
ties. According to Schiff:48 
Israel rejected the redéfinition of UNRWA's mission. Although appreciating increased agency 
contributions to improve the 'quality of life' m the territories, Israeli officials sought to draw 
UNRWA's mandate tightly around its traditional humanitarian operations. They rejected 
applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the territories, viewed "general assistance" as an 
inappropriate departure from the mandate, and protested when RAOs did more than tend to agency 
facilities, monitoring or interfering with Israeli security operations. The Israelis objected to 
48 Schiff, 1995,251. 
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UNRWA publicity about IDF4' activities in the territories and were very suspicious of agency aid 
to nonrefugees and refugees whose privations were due to their or their relatives' involvement in 
the uprising. 
Israel made it clear that it saw the operations, or at least some of the operations, of 
the RAOs as a unilateral transgression of U N R W A ' s mandate, extending beyond 
the terms of reference laid down in the Comay-Michelmore Agreement,5 0 and it 
frequently accused the RAOs of monitoring and surveillance of Israeli troop 
movements and activities in the occupied territories, thereby obstructing the ar-
my's operations. In day-to-day practice the lack of acceptance by the Israeli mili-
tary of U N R W A ' s new role was manifested in an increasingly uncooperative, at 
times even hostile behaviour on the part of the occupying forces on the ground. In 
this respect the Commissioner-General noted in his 1988-1989 annual report: 
'Aggressive behaviour and physical harassment became more frequent also to-
wards international staff and some were briefly detained during the performance 
of their official duties.'5 1 
386. In November 1989, the Permanent Mission of Israel to the United Nations 
in Vienna wrote to U N R W A ' s Commissioner-General complaining that the agen-
cy had violated its mandate by going beyond its agreed upon mission, and speci-
fically criticizing the refugee affairs officer programme:52 
groups of UNRWA personnel using Agency vehicles and equipment have, for an extended period, 
been conducting widescale surveillance and monitoring of Israeli troop movements and activities 
in the administered areas. These groups have been tracking, following and often interfering with 
Israeli military personnel fulfilling security functions in the areas. Similar activities include ran-
dom photographing of Israeli troops and systematic maintenance of detailed inventones listing 
troop activities. UNRWA vehicles have been used to block roads and to delay and obstruct IDF 
patrols in maintaining security in the areas, most frequently in the midst of riots, extreme local 
disorder and violence. 
The appearance of UNRWA vehicles and personnel at selected locations during such disorders ... 
has served both to increase intensity of the violence on the part of the rioters as well as to enhance 
the danger to human life both of the Israeli and the UN personnel. 
U N R W A Commissioner-General Giorgio Giacomelli discussed the allegations 
with various Israeli government ministers and senior military officials in early 
49 Israeli Defence Forces, the official name for the Israeli army. 
50 See ch. I, sub-sect. 5.4. 
51 UNRWA, Annual Report, 1988-1989, GAOR, 44th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/44/13, 3. 
52 Quoted in Friedman, R. I., 'The Palestinian Refugees', The New York Review of Books, 29 
Mar. 1990, 36, 42. See also Nir, O., 'Humanitarian Aid and More', Ha'aretz, 15 Jan. 1990, in 
which the journalist confronts UNRWA's Commissioner-General, G. Giacomelli, with the various 
accusations of the Israeli government, Schiff, 1995,253. 
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1990, maintaining that the agency did not exceed its mandate. In spite of its seri-
ous criticism the Israeli government did not demand the RAOs' removal.53 
387. The present writer does not agree with the Israeli criticism that the introduc-
tion of the RAO programme constituted a violation of UNRWA's mandate. As 
subsidiary organ of the United Nations General Assembly, established under arti-
cle 22 of the Charter, the organization does not have the strict and well-defined 
mandate possessed by other international organizations established by treaty.54 
As a subsidiary organ, UNRWA operates under the instructions of the principal 
organs of the United Nations, in particular of the General Assembly. In late 1949, 
when the General Assembly adopted resolution 302 (IV), it had a clear view as to 
what the organization was supposed to achieve. The reality of the Near East, 
however, has frequently obliged the General Assembly to modify the mandate or, 
explicitly or implicitly, to endorse adjustments initiated by the Commissioner-
General of UNRWA to meet changing demands for assistance by the Palestinian 
community. 
For example, only three weeks after the Comay-Michelmore agreement 
came into force, the General Assembly in resolution 2252 (ES-V) endorsed 'the 
efforts of the Commissioner-General... to provide humanitarian assistance, as far 
as practicable, on an emergency basis and as a temporary measure, to other per-
sons in the area who are at present displaced and are in serious need of imme-
diate assistance as a result of the recent hostilities' [emphasis supplied].55 
UNRWA's mandate therefore has to be reviewed pragmatically, and not as some-
thing cast in immutable terms 45 years ago.56 Moreover, the Comay-Michelmore 
agreement did not 'freeze' UNRWA's role in the occupied territories. The agree-
ment stated that UNRWA, at the request of the Israeli government, 'would con-
tinue its assistance to the Palestine refugees' [emphasis supplied]. Although it can 
be assumed that both parties had a clear idea of what that assistance included at 
53 Cf. Schiff, 1995,254. 
54 Cf. Schiff, 1995, 252, quoüng a memorandum of UNRWA's Legal Advisor Sinha on the 
organization's mandate, dated 26 Aug. 1988. 
55 For an example of an explicit modification of the mandate by the General Assembly, see 
UNGA res. 1315 (XIII), 12 Dec. 1958, m which UNRWA was requested 'to plan and carry out 
projects capable of supporting substantial numbers of refugees and, m particular, programmes re-
lating to education and vocational training'. A tacit endorsement by the General Assembly of ad-
justments initiated by the Agency relates to UNRWA's definition of a 'Palestine refugee'. As was 
discussed in ch. II, neither UNGA res. 302 (VI) nor any subsequent resolution defined a 'Palestine 
refugee'. During its first 10 years of existence, however, UNRWA developed a working definition 
which was modified several times and ultimately finalized in UNRWA's 'Consolidated Eligibility 
Instructions'. Although the wording of the various definitions was reported to the General Assem-
bly on different occasions, that body never found it necessary to accord formal approval. 
56 Cf. Schiff, 1995,252. 
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the time, the nature of the agreement should be taken into consideration: an ex-
change of notes in the immediate aftermath of the 1967 war. It is unlikely that it 
was intended to prevent UNRWA from adapting its services to changed circum-
stances, adjusting its humanitarian services as needed. 
388. Furthermore, in introducing new activities in the field of general assistance 
and protection, UNRWA did not enter alien territory. To promote and encourage 
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms is one of the key purposes of 
the United Nations, laid down in article 1 of the Charter. As discussed above, 
since 1982 the General Assembly in its annual resolutions relating to UNRWA 
urged the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Commissioner-General of 
UNRWA, 'to undertake effective measures to guarantee the safety and security 
and the legal and human rights of the Palestine refugees in all the territories under 
Israeli occupation in 1967 and thereafter'.57 These resolutions clearly authorized 
UNRWA to develop new initiatives in this direction. The programme of general 
assistance and protection resulted directly from the request of the UN Secretary-
General to the Commissioner-General of UNRWA. It followed in rum on the Se-
curity Council's request to the Secretary-General to recommend 'ways and means 
for ensuring the safety and protection of the Palestinian civilians under Israeli oc-
cupation'. There is, thus, no doubt that both the General Assembly and the Securi-
ty Council welcomed UNRWA's initiatives in this respect 
Adjustments in UNRWA's programmes and activities do not require formal 
approval and accordingly neither the Security Council nor the General Assembly 
considered it necessary to explicitly endorse the recommendation of the Secreta-
ry-General as well as UNRWA's subsequent initiatives. During several sessions 
of the General Assembly, however, delegates of several major donor countries — 
which traditionally are also countries having a good relationship with Israel — 
have expressly praised UNRWA's emergency measures in the occupied territo-
ries, with special praise going to the programme of general assistance and protec-
tion.58 Similar support has been heard during a number of informal meetings of 
UNRWA's major supporters.59 
389. Although there is no doubt that both the General Assembly and the Security 
Council are authorized to direct the operations of subsidiary organs, it is ques-
tionable to what extent such internal directives have external effect vis-à-vis the 
5 7
 See para. 375, and the resolutions mentioned in n. 23 and n. 24, above. 
58 Cf. Takkenberg, 1991,430. 
59 Such support was expressed, for example, during a meeting on 11-12 July 1989 in Vienna, 
attended by 24 countries and the European Community, representing the main contributors to 
UNRWA's budget, and the Arab host states. 
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member states. The traditional position in this respect has been that the notion of 
state sovereignty implies that direct external effect of binding internal rules re­
quires the consent of the state or states affected.60 For example, economic assis­
tance is not given to states unless they wish to receive it, and truces are not su­
pervised within the territories of states unless they have agreed to such supervi­
sion. However, following the 1991 Gulf war the UN Security Council adopted 
resolution 688, insisting that the government of Iraq 'allow immediate access by 
international humanitarian organizations to all those in need of assistance.'61 Sub­
sequent UN resolutions and international action with regard to countries such as 
Haiti, Rwanda and Somalia point towards an erosion of the notion of national 
sovereignty and the principle of non-interference in the domestic affairs of states 
in favour of the principle of humanitarian intervention.62 
Irrespective of the above considerations, UNRWA realized that it effective­
ly needed the cooperation of the Israeli authorities in order to be able to imple­
ment its various operational activities and it therefore tried hard to prevent unnec­
essary confrontations with the IDF. RAOs were repeatedly instructed to remain 
on the scene of disturbances but be passive. The agency considered they had little 
to do as intermediaries between the army and the Palestinians, because they had 
nothing to offer the two to mitigate their clashes. What they could do was help the 
wounded get to hospitals, try to recover refugees' identification papers from the 
authorities, and remind the Israelis that their actions were not totally invisible to 
the outside world.63 
390. According to a briefing memo to field staff:64 
The Agency should avoid giving the impression of being partisan in its approach to problems in 
the occupied territories. It has to avoid on the one hand giving the impression of collaboration 
with the occupying power, or acquiescence in certain of its practices, on the other hand, it should 
not act as an advocate for any particular cause, or as a body which gives sanctuary to those indulg­
ing in acts of violence. This is admittedly a very difficult course to steer, but the Agency's credibi­
lity depends on the objectivity and impartiality with which it carnes out its activities. 
Thus, while it is nght and appropriate for the Agency to take up with the Israeli authorities in­
stances of the maltreatment or brutalization of refugees which it is directly aware of, it may not be 
necessary to write in great detail to the authorities on each occasion; it may suffice to raise some 
of these matters at meetings. Likewise we need not in every letter of protest or complaint, invoke 
the constitutional basis for the Agency's action, e.g., the Comay-Michelmore Agreement of 1967, 
60 Cf. Schermers, 1980.593. 
61 UNSC res. 688 (1991), 6 Apr. 1991, text ш 3 URL 357 (1991), see also 3 URL 329 (1991). 
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 Cf. Adelman, H, 'Humanitarian Intervention: The Case of the Kurds', 4 URL 4 (1992). 
63 Cf. Schiff, 1995, 257, refemng to an interview with former senior UNRWA official R. 
Gallagher. 
64 Memo by former Legal Advisor S. Smha, dated 21 Sep. 1988, quoted m Schiff, 1995,257. 
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or the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, or similar instruments. Letters of protest or complaint 
should not be emotional or give the impression of lecturing the addressee, but should be factual. 
In conclusion, there is little doubt that UNRWA was sufficiently mandated to 
carry out its general assistance and protection activities. Although the Israeli gov­
ernment initially opposed the establishment of the programme, it realized at the 
same time that it had a lot to gain from UNRWA's presence. It, thus, gradually 
softened its opposition, thereby tacitly endorsing the agency's initiative. UNRWA 
for its part sought to maintain cordial relations with the Israeli authorities as much 
as possible by focusing on practical matters rather than principle. 
2.2 - FURTHER DEBATE ON INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION 
391. The debate on the protection of Palestinians did not end with the adoption 
of Security Council resolution 605 (1987) and the introduction of UNRWA's pro­
gramme of general assistance and protection. The issue was again addressed at 
length by the Security Council following an incident on 20 May 1990, in which 
an Israeli gunman killed seven Palestinian workers and wounded eleven others at 
Rishon Lezion in Israel.65 In the ensuing protest demonstrations, which erupted 
throughout the occupied territories, seventeen Palestinians were killed and more 
than 1,000 wounded by Israeli security forces. 
During the Security Council debate in Geneva on 23 and 26 May 1990, and 
in New York on 31 May 1990, nearly every delegation that spoke, including per­
manent members of the Council, emphasized the urgent need of the Palestinians 
for protection. However, a resolution which, inter alia, would have established a 
commission consisting of three members of the Security Council to examine the 
situation in the occupied territories and recommend ways and means for ensuring 
the safety and protection of the Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupation was 
not adopted owing to the negative vote of the United States of America.66 
6 5
 Between Dec. 1987 and May 1990 the Security Council met on several occasions to con­
sider the situation in the occupied territories and adopted several resolutions specifically on the is­
sue of deportations. See, for example, UNSC res. 607 (1988), 5 Jan. 1988; UNSC res. 608 (1988), 
14 Jan. 1988; UNSC res. 636 (1989). 6 Jul. 1989 and UNSC res. 641 (1989). 30 Aug. 1989. In a 
statement by the President of the Council on 25 Aug. 1988, UN doc. S/20156, the members of the 
Security Council declared their grave concern at the continued deterioration of the situation in the 
occupied territories since 1967, including Jerusalem. 
66
 Cf. 'Report submitted ω the Security Council by the Secretary-General in accordance with 
resolution 672 (1990)'. UN doc. S/21919,7. 
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392. Other calls for increased international protection were made following the 
violence on 8 October 1990 at the Al Haram Al Shareef and other Holy Places of 
Jerusalem, resulting in over twenty deaths. Following this incident, the UN Secre-
tary-General decided once again to send a mission to the region, among other 
things, to look into 'ways to ensure the safety and protection of the Palestinian 
civilians under Israeli occupation'.67 In its resolution 672 (1990), adopted unani-
mously on 12 October 1990, the Security Council requested the Secretary-Gen-
eral to report before the end of October 1990 on his findings and conclusions on 
the above mentioned mission. 
The Israeli government, however, rejected the resolution, and made clear it 
did not wish the mission to come. As a result, the Secretary-General informed the 
Security Council that he was not in a position to dispatch a mission, and on 24 
October 1990, the Security Council, in resolution 673 (1990), deplored 'the re-
fusal of the Israeli Government to receive the mission of the Secretary-General to 
the region' and urged Israel to reconsider its decision. This had no effect on the 
position of the Israeli government, however, and on 31 October 1990 the Secreta-
ry-General reported without having been able to send the mission.68 
393. The report reaffirmed the conclusions of the report submitted on 21 January 
1988.69 The Secretary-General noted that his earlier recommendation for the ad-
dition of extra international staff to UNRWA's establishment in the occupied 
territories had been followed, and that this had 'helped to defuse tense situations, 
avert maltreatment of vulnerable groups, reduce interference with the movement 
of ambulances, and facilitate the provision of food and medical aid during cur-
fews'.70 The additional presence had 'been welcomed by the Palestinians, but 
they add that, given the exceptional circumstances in which they are living, it has 
not had the necessary impact on the behaviour of the Israeli authorities'.71 In re-
sponse to the Secretary-General's concern regarding the need for the safety and 
protection of the Palestinians, the Israeli authorities pointed out 'that the many 
Palestinians who have been killed by other Palestinians should be a matter of 
equal concern to the international community.'72 
The Secretary-General also stated that the numerous appeals to the Israeli 
authorities to abide by their obligations under the Fourth Geneva Convention had 
been ineffective. Realizing that for any measure of protection to be ensured, the 
67 UNdoc.Sa5221. 
68 SeeUNdoc.S/21919. 
69 See n. 36, above. 
TO UNdoc.S/21919,9. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid., 10. 
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co-operation of the Israeli authorities would be absolutely essential, the Secretary-
General, in an unprecedented appeal, suggested that the Security Council call for 
a meeting of the high contracting parties of the Fourth Geneva Convention to dis-
cuss possible measures that might be taken by them under the Convention.73 
394. In resolution 681 (1990), adopted unanimously on 20 December 1990, the 
Security Council reacted positively to this appeal and requested the Secretary-
General, in co-operation with the International Committee of the Red Cross, to 
develop further the idea of convening such a meeting, and to invite the submis-
sion of views on how the idea could contribute to the goals of the Convention and 
on other relevant matters, and to report to the Council. The Security Council also 
requested the Secretary-General 'to monitor and observe the situation regarding 
Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupation, making new efforts in this regard 
on an urgent basis, and to utilize and designate or draw upon the United Nations 
and other personnel and resources present there in the area and elsewhere needed 
to accomplish this task and to keep the Security Council regularly informed' [em-
phasis added].74 The resolution's wording provided another clear indication that 
UNRWA's initiatives with regard to general assistance and protection did have 
the support of both the permanent and non-permanent members of the Security 
Council.75 The Secretary-General was requested to submit a first progress report 
to the Security Council by the first week of March 1991, and every four months 
thereafter. During informal consultations of the Council after the resolution was 
adopted, the Secretary-General made it clear that in preparing his report he would 
be asking the Commissioner-General of UNRWA to take the lead and to ask an 
appropriate number of his international staff serving in the area to provide the re-
quired information.76 
73 Ibid., u. 
74 In a separate, non-binding statement by the President, the Security Council agreed that a 
properly timed and structured international conference should facilitate a lasting peace in the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. 
75 However, in a statement (UN doc. SC/5247) accompanying his vote in favour of UNGA 
res. 681 (1990), the Permanent Representative of the USA to the UN made it clear that no formal 
change to UNRWA's (and/or UNTSO's) mandate should be made: 'The United States strongly 
supports the ongoing efforts of the Secretary-General to monitor and report on the situation in the 
occupied territories. Nonetheless, my government wants to explain its view regarding the scope of 
the Council's request that the Secretary-General utilize available personnel of various UN organi-
zations in the region and elsewhere for this purpose. UN personnel in the area are mostly employ-
ees of UNTSO and UNRWA, organizations with separate and well-defined mandates. No activity 
should be undertaken that would alter those mandates, which remain in force, and we would op-
pose any attempt to alter them.' 
76 Takkenberg, 1991,432, note 59. 
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The implications of resolution 681 (1990) were significant. For the first time the 
international community, through a unanimous Security Council vote, had provid-
ed the Secretary-General, and through him UNRWA, with an explicit mandate to 
monitor and observe the situation regarding Palestinians under Israeli occupa-
tion.77 UNRWA thus officially became the UN's eyes and ears for the application 
of the Fourth Geneva Convention.78 In addition to making use of the information 
gathered by the RAOs and the legal officers, UNRWA appointed research of-
ficers, one each in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, to coordinate reporting to 
the Secretary-General. 
395. Primarily based on information provided by UNRWA, the Secretary-Gener-
al submitted his first report to the Security Council in April 1991.79 The report 
provided an overview of the situation regarding Palestinian civilians under Israeli 
occupation from 20 December 1990 to 28 February 1991, a period dominated by 
the effects of the war in the Persian Gulf. The report discussed inter alia an un-
usually violent incident in Gaza on 29 December 1990, the policy of the govern-
ment of Israel regarding the provision of gas masks to the Palestinian population, 
and, the effects of the general curfew that was in place in the occupied territories 
throughout the period of the Gulf war. The Secretary-General observed that, al-
though there was less than full support for the resolution, even though it was 
adopted unanimously,80 it should be viewed as a positive step aimed at providing 
increased safety and protection for the Palestinian civilians under occupation. 
77 See, however, para. 389, above, where it was observed that binding internal directives do 
not necessarily have external effect vis-à-vis the affected member state(s) However, as UNRWA 
already had massive operational activities in the occupied territories, which greatly benefitted the 
Israeli authorities who otherwise would be obliged to provide comparable services to the refugee 
community, Israel's ability to effectively prevent new activities it did not like was limited, as it 
had also been in respect of the activities of the RAOs. 
78 Cf. Schiff, 1995,269. 
79 'Report submitted to the Security Council by the Secretary-General in accordance with res-
olution 681 (1990)', 9 Apr. 1991, UN doc. S/22472. 
80 The Secretary-General observed that both the Israeli government and the PLO had express-
ed reservations in respect of the resolution. In his statement to the Security Council at the time of 
the adoption of resolution 681 (1990), the Permanent Representative of Israel expressed his Gov-
ernment's opposition to it, describing it as unfairly singling out Israel and noting that the mandates 
of the UN personnel in the area had previously been agreed with the Israeli authorities. In Israel's 
view, he said, 'it would be both highly inappropriate and impractical that a resolution of the Secu-
rity Council should alter such an agreed upon basis'. At the same time, the Alternate Permanent 
Observer of Palestine expressed the view that resolution 681 (1990) represented less than what 
had been sought and did not reflect the position which the Security Council should have adopted 
'in view of the current situation in the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967, including Arab 
Al-Quds, and m view of the volatile situation in the Middle East in general'. UN doc. S/22472,14. 
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The Secretary-General also further elaborated on his idea for a meeting of the 
high contracting parties of the Fourth Geneva Convention:81 
This idea is not, as some have suggested, intended to politicize the issues at stake. Rather, I be-
lieve that an exchange of views between the high contracting parties — with a focus on measures 
outlined in the Convention, such as the appointment of a protecting Power (art. 9), conciliation 
(art. 12) and the enquiry procedure (art 149) — could have the beneficial effect of enhancing the 
safety and protection of the Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupation. 
The Secretary-General informed the Security Council that he would address the 
subject in greater detail in his next report. A subsequent report, however, was 
never submitted. By the time the next report was due, the government of the Unit-
ed States was heavily engaged in the preparations for the Madrid peace confer-
ence, held in October 1991. In view of this peace initiative, the United States was 
of the opinion that the Security Council should suspend its actions in respect of 
Palestinians under Israeli occupation: 'Since it is in the interest of all parties for 
this process to succeed, while this process is actively ongoing, the United States 
will not support a competing or parallel process in the United Nations Security 
Council.'82 The Secretary-General had, therefore, informally been given to under-
stand by the United States that continued reporting under resolution 681 (1990) 
would not be supportive of the peace process. For this reason, no further reports 
were submitted. 
396. Strengthened by the mandate provided in resolution 681 (1990), UNRWA 
considered how it could further develop its protection activities. In his report for 
the period 1 July 1990 - 30 June 1991 the Commissioner-General mentioned the 
establishment of a legal aid scheme in the occupied territories.83 The scheme had 
been set up to help Palestinian refugees deal with a range of problems of life un-
der occupation. Examples of areas dealt with under the legal aid programme in-
cluded sustained follow-up in cases of deaths, injuries and harassment; bureau-
cratic difficulties in obtaining various permits; discrimination in access to courts 
of law, welfare benefits, etc.; travel restrictions; and, various forms of collective 
punishment.84 One of the considerations that the agency had in mind in establish-
ing the programme was to make it clear that, although Palestinians were excluded 
from UNHCR's mandate, there was no lacuna and that Palestinian refugees were 
adequately taken care of by UNRWA, not only as regards material needs but also 
in the field of international protection. In his 1991-1992 report the Commissioner-
ei UNdoc.S/22472,14. 
82 US Letter of Assurances to the Palestinians, 18 Oct 1991, text in IPS, 1994,5,6. 
83 UNRWA, Annual Report, 1990-1991, GAOR, 46th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/46/13,24. 
84 Cf. Cervenak, 1994,324. 
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General observed that the legal aid programme 'assisted an increasing number of 
Palestinians who required advice or referral to private lawyers for redress of 
grievances or for whom the Agency's intervention with the occupation authorities 
might have a positive effect'.85 UNRWA also provided financial assistance to ref-
ugees seeking redress through available legal mechanisms.86 
397. The peculiar position of Palestinian refugees remaining in Kuwait after the 
Gulf war has been discussed in chapter IV.87 Commissioner-General Turkmen af-
firmed, during a meeting of the Agency's major donors in June 1991, that 
UNRWA had a responsibility towards Palestinians being 'persecuted, hounded, 
and expelled by the Kuwaiti government for supposed support of the Iraqi occu-
pation'.88 Although UNRWA's mandate was generally considered to be confined 
to Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and the occupied territories, the Commissioner-General 
made it clear that he favoured a pragmatic approach: 'I consider that the responsi-
bility of UNRWA extends to Palestinians in all parts of the Middle East [includ-
ing Kuwait]. If ambivalence is allowed to persist in this respect, this can only de-
lay ad hoc U.N. protection and humanitarian activities.'89 
Accordingly, UNRWA sent a special mission to Kuwait from July to Sep-
tember 1992 to assess the situation of the remaining Palestinians in that coun-
try.90 The mission operated in close cooperation with the office of UNHCR in 
Kuwait and was able to carry out a detailed survey. The effects of the mission 
were limited, however, as the Commissioner-General reported to the General As-
sembly: 'UNRWA was disappointed that its efforts with concerned Governments 
on behalf of those Palestinians remaining in Kuwait under difficult circumstances 
had so far met with only limited success, but intended to continue its efforts on 
their behalf.'91 
398. At the end of section 2, it may be concluded that the fact that the General 
Assembly did not provide UNRWA with an explicit protection mandate has not 
prevented the agency to develop initiatives aimed at addressing the protection 
needs of the refugees it has been serving for over 45 years. Many of the services 
provided by UNRWA, although labeled 'assistance', have in fact guaranteed 
85 UNRWA, Annual Repon, 1991-1992, GAOR, 47th sess.,suppl. 13, UN doc. A/47/13,30. 
86 UNRWA, Annual Report, 1992-1993, GAOR, 48th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/48/13,26. 
87 See ch. IV, sub-sect 3.4. 
88 Schiff, 1995,268. 
89 Text of the address to the donors' meeting, 5-6 June 1991, by Commissioner-General I. 
Turkmen, quoted in Schiff, 1995,268. 
90 UN doc. A/48/13,7. The mission was headed by the present author. 
»1 Ibid. 
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basic rights of the refugees. And through its emergency operations in response to 
numerous crises, the agency has extended physical protection to hundreds of 
thousands of Palestinian refugees. 
After the start of the uprising in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip in late 
1987, it became clear that increased protection for the Palestinian residents of 
these territories against the acts of the occupying forces was urgently needed. 
UNRWA's RAO programme has proven to be an appropriate mechanism to pro-
vide additional protection in periods of conflict similar to the intifada. The pro-
gramme's informal character was a major key to its success, as the Israeli gov-
ernment at the time still strongly objected to any form of international or foreign 
observers in the occupied territories. The assistance and protection provided have 
had a considerable impact and were appreciated by the Palestinian community. It 
should be stressed, however, that given the exceptional circumstances the pres-
ence of the RAOs has not been able to put an end to the widespread pattern of hu-
man rights violations by the Israeli authorities. In this respect the programme 
shares the experiences of similar programmes elsewhere in the world.92 
3. PROTECTION OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES RESIDING OUTSIDE 
UNRWA'S AREA OF OPERATIONS: THE ROLE OF UNHCR 
399. As was observed earlier, a number of Arab governments had seriously ob-
jected to including Palestinian refugees under the mandate of UNHCR.93 Accord-
ing to Goodwin-Gill, other considerations played a role as well: 'The competence 
of the High Commissioner in the political issues surrounding the Palestinian ques-
tion was once thought incompatible with the proclaimed non-political character of 
UNHCR's work.'94 Accordingly it was stipulated in paragraph 7 of UNHCR's 
Statute that 'the competence of the High Commissioner ... shall not extend to a 
person ... who continues to receive from other organs or agencies of the United 
Nations protection or assistance'. 
During the first few years of its existence, and especially after several Pales-
tinian refugees started to approach its offices for protection, UNHCR considered 
how to interpret this provision, so that the relative competence of UNHCR and 
UNRWA could be properly determined. Because General Assembly resolution 
92 See, for example, Mooney, E. D., 'Presence ergo protection? UNPROFOR, UNHCR and 
(he ICRC in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina', 7 URL 407 (1995); also Landgren, K., 'Safety 
Zones and International Protection : A Dark Grey Area', 7 URL 436 (1995). 
93 See para. 370, above; see also ch. II, sect. 2. 
94 Ooodwin-Gill, 1996,91, referring to discussions wimin the Social Committee of ECOSOC; 
cf. UN doc. E/AC.7/SR.172. 
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302 (IV), which had established UNRWA, did not contain any provisions regard-
ing the personal and geographical scope of the Agency, UNHCR requested clari-
fication in this respect from UNRWA. UNRWA was initially unable to provide a 
firm reply as its definition of a Palestine refugee evolved throughout the first de-
cade of its existence and the Agency's geographical competence was subject to 
modification as well.95 In early 1954, when the High Commissioner for Refugees 
announced that he would visit some of the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, 
some confusion arose in the press as to the respective responsibilities of both or-
ganizations. A joint press statement provided some clarification:96 
As far as the United Nations is concerned, and without prejudice to the responsibility of individual 
governments, the material welfare of Palestine refugees in the Near East is the exclusive responsi-
bility of UNRWA, whereas the protection of the interests of those refugees as regards compensa-
tion and repatriation is the concern of the Palestine Conciliation Commission. The mandate of the 
High Commissioner does not extend to them. 
400. The relative competence of the two organizations thus relatively clear, the 
issue was non-problematic during the 1950s and most of the 1960s. The displace-
ment following the 1967 war, however, resulted in a number of Palestinians, in-
cluding 1948-refugees, approaching UNHCR offices for protection. Renewed 
contact took place between the two organizations and on this occasion UNRWA 
issued a note clarifying its mandate.97 The note cited UNRWA's working defini-
tion of a 'Palestine refugee' and made it clear that the agency's mandate was lim-
ited to those refugees who had taken refuge in Jordan (including the then recently 
occupied West Bank), Syria, Lebanon and the Gaza Strip, and therefore did not 
extend to Palestine refugees throughout the world. The note also mentioned Gen-
eral Assembly resolution 2252 (ES-V) of 4 July 1967, which had extended 
UNRWA's mandate 'on an emergency basis and as a temporary measure, to other 
persons in the area who are at present displaced and are in serious need of imme-
diate assistance' as a result of the 1967 war [emphasis supplied]. The note made it 
clear that in addition to the areas where UNRWA had so far been operating, the 
agency had extended such emergency assistance to a number of registered 1948-
refugees in Egypt, who had been displaced from Gaza. 
401. The Office of the UNHCR provided copies of UNRWA's note to its branch 
offices throughout the world, and confirmed once again that in accordance with 
para. 7 (c) of the UNHCR Statute, Palestinian refugees enjoying the assistance or 
95 See ch. I, sub-sect. 5.4 and ch. II, sect 3. 
96 Press release No. 4-22/54,29 Jan. 1954, on file with author. 
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protection extended by UNRWA are excluded from the UNHCR mandate. The 
branch offices were also alerted to the fact that a great number of Palestinian ref-
ugees in Jordan had acquired Jordanian citizenship and were consequently ex-
cluded from UNHCR's mandate in accordance with para. 6 A (c) of the Statute. 
Reference was also made to para. 7 (b) of the Statute. The Office of UNHCR fi-
nally made it clear that it was the organization's policy that Palestinians outside 
UNRWA's area of operations, not falling under any other exclusion or cessation 
clauses, were prima facie to be considered as fulfilling the inclusion provisions of 
the Statute (para. 6 B) and were therefore of concern to UNHCR. This has basical-
ly been UNHCR's policy ever since, although initially there had been some con-
cern about opening the door for a potentially large number of additional persons 
that could come within the mandate of the organization.98 Similarly, UNHCR has 
also taken the view that Palestinian refugees who find themselves outside 
UNRWA's area of operations may be considered as fulfilling the eligibility crite-
ria of the 1951 Convention, unless they fall within the terms of a cessation or ex-
clusion provision. 
402. In line with the above policy, UNHCR branch offices throughout the world 
have provided protection to tens of thousands of Palestinian refugees and other 
displaced Palestinians." Especially since the start of the civil war in Lebanon, 
many Palestinian refugees were forced to leave the Middle East, seeking protec-
tion elsewhere. UNHCR has frequently intervened on behalf of individual Pales-
tinians with the authorities of various countries. 
For example, after the PLO was forced to leave Lebanon in 1982, UNHCR 
intervened with the Lebanese authorities concerning a number of cases in which 
Palestinian refugees had experienced difficulty in obtaining the renewal of Leba-
nese travel documents for Palestinian refugees of which they were holders. The 
Lebanese authorities made it clear that Palestinian refugees registered with 
UNRWA in Lebanon since 1948 should have no problem in renewing their Leba-
nese travel documents, while those who arrived in the country at a later date, and 
were therefore not registered with UNRWA, were considered illegal residents for 
'
8
 Interview, I. Jackson, former Deputy Director of International Protection of UNHCR, Ge-
neva, 16 Mar. 1992. According to Jackson, for this reason an amendment to the original policy 
statement was issued to the effect that Palestinian refugees who were outside UNRWA's area of 
operations were not to be considered automatically as refugees within the UNHCR mandate but 
should be examined and dealt with in the same manner as other cases of individuals claiming 
UNHCR mandate status. 
9 9
 As appears from the table in ch. I, sect 4, approximately 3.2 million out of a total number 
of 6.9 million Palestinians worldwide are falling under UNRWA's mandate. Approximately 
517,000 Palestinians are residing in Arab countries outside UNRWA's area of operations and ap-
proximately 500,000 Palestinians are residing outside the Arab world. 
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which Lebanon had no responsibility. Experience had shown, however, that even 
Palestinian refugees who were registered with UNRWA were facing difficulties 
in renewing their travel documents. Based on the above information and for se­
curity reasons, UNHCR in 1984 made an urgent appeal to Western governments 
to prevent any forcible return of Palestinian refugees, holding Lebanese travel 
documents, to Lebanon. The appeal was generally adhered to by the governments 
to whom it had been addressed and many Palestinians obtained asylum in one 
form or another. 
403. During the 1987 session of the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Pro­
gramme, many delegations reaffirmed that Palestinian refugees fell within 
UNHCR's protection mandate. They condemned attacks against Palestinian refu­
gee camps and expressed the hope that the Executive Committee conclusions on 
military attacks should be extended to these refugees.100 In the General Conclu­
sion adopted at the close of the session, the Executive Committee expressed con­
cern about 'the lack of adequate international protection for various groups of ref­
ugees in different parts of the world, including a large number of Palestinians, 
and hoped that efforts would be undertaken within the United Nations system to 
address their protection needs' [emphasis supplied].101 This concern has been re­
peated in subsequent years.1 0 2 
The 1990-91 conflict in the Gulf dramatically accentuated the continued 
need of Palestinian refugees for international protection. UNHCR played an ac­
tive role in extending both material assistance and international protection to the 
hundreds of thousands persons displaced as a result of the conflict, including 
large numbers of Palestinians. After the Gulf war the position of the remaining 
Palestinians in the Gulf states, as well as in a number of other Arab states, dete­
riorated rapidly. UNHCR offices in these countries were, therefore, frequently re­
quired to intervene on behalf of Palestinians faced with deportation, detention or 
other measures affecting their legal status. On a number of occasions UNHCR 
and UNRWA worked together in addressing these problems.103 The two branches 
of the UN organization also worked together in facilitating Palestinian refugees to 
100 cf. 'Report of the Thirty-Eight Session of the Executive Committee of the High Commis­
sioner's Programme', Geneva, 22 Oct. 1987, UN doc. A/AC.967702, para. 53. 
'01 EXCOM conci. No. 46 (ХХХ ПІ), 21 Oct. 1987. The Israeli representative stated that, 
'for obvious reasons, his country was unable to agree to the words "including a large number of 
Palestinians'' contained in that paragraph'; cf. UN doc. A/AC.96/SR.424, para. 128. 
102 See, for example. EXCOM conci. 50 (XXXIX) of 1988; EXCOM conci. 55 (XL) of 1989; 
EXCOM conci. 61 (XU)of 1990; and EXCOM conci. 65 (ХІЛ) of 1991; text in UNHCR, 1991. 
1 0 3
 Cf. para. 397, above; see also ch. IV, sub-sect. 3.4. 
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update their registration particulars with UNRWA and to obtain new UNRWA 
registration cards. 
404. In chapter Ш, the problems concerning the application of the 1951 Conven­
tion in respect of Palestinian refugees were extensively discussed. Although 
UNHCR's position has been that Palestinian refugees outside UNRWA's area of 
operations are in principle to be considered as refugees within the meaning of the 
1951 Convention, in individual cases the various branch offices have not always 
advocated a consistent interpretation of article ID. In some cases, it was argued 
that article ID served mainly as an exclusion clause and that it should therefore 
first be determined whether the Palestinian refugee fulfilled the inclusion provi­
sion of article 1 A, paragraph 2, of the Convention. In other cases UNHCR offi­
cials advocated the position, also shared by the present author, that article ID of 
the Convention establishes a category of refugees of its own, irrespective of 
whether the criteria of article 1 A, paragraph 2, are met, but provided that none of 
the exclusion or cessation clauses are applicable.104 The UNHCR Handbook's 
only paragraph dealing with the issue is rather ambiguous, and as was shown in 
chapter ΙΠ, in several respects the relevant section of the Handbook even reflects 
an incorrect interpretation of article ID of the Convention.105 As a result the or­
ganization has contributed towards a situation where many Palestinian refugees 
outside UNRWA's area of operations do not enjoy proper Convention status, 
although they may well have been granted some form of de facto asylum. As was 
discussed in chapter V, UNHCR's protection efforts have also been inadequate in 
respect of Palestinians claiming the benefits of the 1954 and/or 1961 Conven­
tions, in particular in that the organization has refused to express an official opin­
ion as to the de jure statelessness of such persons.106 
4. ICRC AND THE PROTECTION OF PALESTINIAN REFUGEES 
405. The relevance of international humanitarian law for Palestinian refugees has 
been discussed in chapter VI. The main international body responsible for its im­
plementation is the International Committee of the Red Cross. ICRC's formal role 
is 'to endeavour at all times — as a neutral institution whose humanitarian work 
is carried out particularly in time of international and other armed conflicts or in­
ternal strife — to ensure the protection of and assistance to military and civilian 
104 The interpretation of CSR51, art. ID, advocated by this author is summarized in ch. Ш, 
sub-sect. 2.3. 
105 See ch. Ш, sect 2. 
106 see ch. V, sect 3. 
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victims of such events and of their direct results.'107 ICRC extends its assistance 
and protection to persons protected by international humanitarian law, including 
large numbers of refugees and displaced persons. Its activities are based largely 
on its 'right of initiative', based on article 10 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, 
article 81 of Protocol I and article 5 of the Statutes of the Red Cross Movement. 
They include visits to prisoners of war and so-called security detainees, emer-
gency relief, medical assistance, and the activities of ICRC's Central Tracing 
Agency. 
Since 1948, the organization has protected and provided material and medi-
cal assistance to hundreds of thousands of Palestinians, mainly in Lebanon and 
the occupied territories, but also elsewhere in the Middle East. Occasionally, 
ICRC worked in close cooperation with UNRWA, for example in providing 
emergency assistance to victims of the civil war in Lebanon. Also during the inti-
fada ICRC and UNRWA cooperated closely. As there could be some potential 
overlap between the activities of the RAOs and that of the ICRC delegates, repre-
sentatives of the two organizations frequently met to coordinate their respective 
operations, with the ICRC primarily focusing on follow up of detainees and de-
livery of health services. 
406. Because of Israel's position vis-à-vis the Fourth Geneva Convention, the 
mechanism for international supervision and protection laid down in the Conven-
tion could not be implemented. The Convention provides for the possibility to ap-
point 'Protecting Powers' whose duty it is to safeguard the interests of the Parties 
to the conflict, including the interests of its citizens.108 In the case of the occupied 
territories, no Protecting Power has been appointed. None of the states party to 
the 1967 war, including Israel, made approaches to neutral states with a view to 
appointing such a Protecting Power. In 1972, Israel did not accept an offer made 
by the ICRC to act as official substitute for a Protecting Power.109 
Israel does, however, recognize the presence of the ICRC in the occupied 
territories and deserves credit for co-operating with it.110 However, as it does not 
accord it the status of an organization discharging the humanitarian functions of a 
107 Art 5, para. 2 (d), of the Statutes of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Move-
ment, adopted in 1986. 
108 cf. Fourth Geneva Convention, art 9. 
109
 See ICRC Annual Report, 1972, 62. The ICRC made the same formal representation to 
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria, none of whom gave affirmative responses; cf. Al-Haq, 1990, 
665, n. 18. 
HO See, for example, the ICRC statement on the 20th anniversary of the occupation, ICRC 
Bulletin 137 (June 1987) 1, noting that the ICRC has had free access to all the occupied territories, 
but listing at the same time a number of 'persistent violations' of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 
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Protecting Power in accordance with article 11 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, 
the ICRC is not entitled to formally perform the general monitoring and supervis­
ing functions of a Protecting Power. 
407. In its 1970 annual review, the ICRC described its role in the occupied terri­
tories as follows:111 
... the functions of scrutiny entrusted to Protecting Powers or their substitutes by the Geneva Con­
ventions have not been , in the Middle East conflict, entrusted to the ICRC. Its action in this con­
flict is based on contractual provisions setting out explicitly some of its particular duties as well as 
on the general article (Article 10) which recognizes its right to take action with respect to humani­
tarian activities other than those explicitly provided for. 
Furthermore, the role of the ICRC in the occupied territories is limited by the ex­
tent to which Israel is willing to co-operate. The ICRC addresses all matters 
deemed necessary in accordance with the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Con­
vention on a bilateral and confidential basis. The responses depend on a seeming­
ly arbitrary choice made by the Israeli authorities, which defines some of these 
provisions as 'political', thus rejecting their humanitarian character.112 
Another restriction faced by ICRC is its self-enforced policy of confiden­
tiality. As in its other areas of operation, the ICRC does not disclose to the High 
Contracting Parties detailed information about human rights violations in the oc­
cupied territories. Only exceptionally does the organization protest in public 
about practices in the occupied territories, as happened, for example, in April 
1989, after Israeli armed forces in the occupied territories shot dead several peo­
ple and wounded some 30 others during an incident in the West Bank village of 
Nahalin, near Bethlehem.113 
5. OTHER ATTEMPTS AT PROVIDING INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION 
408. As was mentioned in section 2 of the present chapter, Israel has consistently 
objected to stationing UN peace-keepers or, for that matter, any other presence of 
international or foreign observers, in the occupied territories. The Israeli govern­
ment partially changed its mind, however, in 1993 when it agreed with the PLO 
on the Declaration of Principles.114 Annex II of the Declaration deals with the 
agreement on the withdrawal of Israeli military forces from the Gaza Strip and the 
111 1 о IRRC 429 ( 1970), cited in Al-Haq, 1990,647; also Takkenberg, 1991,423, n. 32. 
112 Takkenberg, 1991,423. 
113 See ¡CRC Bulletin 160 (May 1989). 
114 DOP93; see ch. I, n. 130. 
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Jericho area, to be concluded between Israel and the PLO after the entry into force 
of the Declaration of Principles. Article 3 of Annex II provides that the agreement 
will include, among other things, 'A temporary international or foreign presence, 
as agreed upon'. 
The introduction of an international or foreign presence in part of the occu­
pied territories did not, however, have to wait the conclusion of the aforemention­
ed agreement. On 25 February 1994, an Israeli settler committed a massacre 
against Palestinian worshippers in the Mosque of Ibrahim in Hebron. The massa­
cre and its aftermath took the lives of more than 50 Palestinian civilians and in­
jured several hundred others and resulted in the PLO breaking off its negotiations 
with Israel concerning the implementation of the Declaration of Principles. In an 
attempt to address the highly volatile situation in -Hebron following the massacre 
and also in an apparent bid to save the peace process, a proposal for an interna­
tional presence in Hebron was launched.115 
409. In its resolution 904 (1994), the Security Council strongly condemned the 
massacre. It also called for 'measures to be taken to guarantee the safety and pro­
tection of the Palestinian civilians throughout the occupied territory, including, 
inter alia, a temporary international or foreign presence, which was provided for 
in the Declaration of Principles (S/26560), within the context of the ongoing 
peace process' [emphasis supplied].116 By the time the resolution was adopted, 
discussions between the PLO and Israel on such an international presence were 
already well under way and less than two weeks later the two sides concluded an 
agreement on security arrangements for Hebron and on the resumption of the 
Gaza and Jericho area negotiations.117 The agreement provided, inter alia, for a 
Temporary International Presence in Hebron (ΤΓΡΗ) to assist in promoting stabili­
ty and restoring normal life in the city. The agreement also stipulated that the ne­
gotiations on Gaza and Jericho would be resumed immediately and that the two 
sides would try to make up for lost time. Finally, the agreement dealt with the 
gradual movement of Palestinian policemen into Gaza and the Jericho area. 
1 1 5
 The idea was formulated by the Norwegian diplomat Terje Larsen, who had also been one 
of the main architects of the secret negotiating channel between Israel and the PLO which resulted 
in the adoption of the Declaration of Principles; cf. Lahoud, L.,'Terje Larsen, the UN's "Mr. 
Gaza'", Λ>, 1 Mar. 1995. 
Π6 UNSC res. 904 (1994), 18 Mar. 1994; text in 33 ILM 548 (1994). The operative para­
graphs of the resolution were adopted unanimously. Separate votes were taken on the preambular 
paragraphs, with the United States abstaining on paras. 2 and 6. 
1 '7 Agreement between Israel and the PLO, signed in Cairo, 31 Mar. 1994; text in JPS 92 
(Summer 1994) 102. 
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410. According to article A.3 of the agreement, the task of TIPH, which consist­
ed of 160 persons, citizens of Norway, Denmark and Italy, was: 
a. to provide by their presence a feeling of security to the Palestinians of Hebron; 
b. to help promote stability and an appropriate environment conducive to the enhancement of the 
well-being of the Palestinians in Hebron and their economic development; 
с to monitor the efforts to restore the safety of Palestinians and events affecting it and the return 
to normal life in the city of Hebron; and 
d. to provide reports as set out (in paragraph A.5)... 
At the same time, however, article A.2 provided that the TIPH personnel 'shall 
have no military or police functions'. 
The TIPH was to report on specific events to a 'Joint Hebron Committee' 
comprised of two representatives from each side, as well as, periodically, to the 
joint Israeli-Palestinian Liaison Committee established pursuant to the Declara­
tion of Principles (art. A.5). The agreement also provided that the members of the 
TIPH were to wear 'distinctive uniforms with a special emblem,' and that their 
vehicles were to be marked with the same emblem (art. A.6). In Israel's view 
TIPH was not to be considered as a UN operation. For this reason the ΉΡΗ em­
blem made no reference to the emblem of the United Nations. TIPH members 
were allowed to carry pistols for self-defence (art. A.6). It was agreed that the 
ΉΡΗ would enjoy freedom of movement for the performance of its tasks within 
the city of Hebron and that such freedom would not be restricted, 'except for 
reasons of imperative military necessity, and then only as an exceptional and 
temporary measure' (art. A.7). TIPH would establish its own operating rules, 
'with the agreement of the two sides' (art. A.8); its expenses would be borne by 
the donor countries providing personnel (art. A.9) and, finally, its mandate would 
initially be for a period of three months, subject to extension as agreed by the 
parties (art. A. 10). 
411. Although according to the above agreement, the TIPH was allowed to 
commence its operation immediately after its signing, it took over a month to 
work out operational details. On 2 May 1994, the three contributing countries, 
Norway, Denmark and Italy, as well as Israel and the PLO signed a memorandum 
of understanding detailing the TTPH's organizational structure, operational guide­
lines, arrangements concerning logistics and support, and, finally, its privileges 
and immunities.118 The TIPH started its operations on 8 May 1994. 
118 Memorandum of Understanding on the establishment of a Temporary International Pres­
ence in Hebron between Denmark, Italy and Norway, endorsed by Israel and the PLO, signed in 
Copenhagen, 2 May 1995; text on file with author. 
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According to the memorandum of understanding TIPH would operate under an 
integrated command structure (art. A.2). TIPH would 'elaborate daily situation 
reports based on human rights standards' (art. B.2). As a basis for its reporting ac­
tivities (not for public use), ΉΡΗ was authorized to use 'necessary equipment, 
including photo and video equipment' (art. B.5). Members of ΉΡΗ were not to 
'interfere in disputes or incidents' (art. B.7). TIPH would enjoy such privileges 
and immunities as were considered necessary for the fulfillment of its task (artt. 
D.l - D.4). Although permitted under the agreement of 31 March 1994, it had 
been decided by the contributing countries that TIPH personnel would be un­
armed. 
412. TIPH differed from UNRWA's RAO programme in a number of ways. 
Although the agreement of 31 March 1994 referred explicitly to Security Council 
resolution 904, TIPH was not established under United Nations auspices, but 
rather as an ad hoc international observer force. Consequently UNRWA's RAO 
programme had no formal connection with TIPH. However, in order to avoid pos­
sible overlap, UNRWA had decided to suspend the protection activities of the 
RAOs in TIPH's area of operations. Another difference between TIPH and the 
RAO programme concerned the respective mandates. TIPH's mandate was based 
on an agreement with the PLO formally entered into by Israel, whereas the RAO 
programme has since its inception operated in a practical way on the basis of, at 
most, the tacit agreement of the Israeli government. ΉΡΗ was, therefore, expect­
ed to be able to operate more effectively. Indeed, prior to its deployment consid­
erable expectations had been raised within the Palestinian community as to the 
competence and powers of TIPH. 
The local expectations rapidly turned to disappointment, however, soon af­
ter TTPH's deployment, once the practical effects of the limitations of its mandate 
became clear. TIPH's freedom of movement was frequently hampered when the 
Israeli army declared parts of the city to be 'closed military zones', and thus out 
of bounds to the observers. Also the fact that ΉΡΗ personnel were not authorized 
to interfere in clashes or other incidents, but could only report these to the ΉΡΗ 
commander, contributed to increasing local skepticism concerning TIPH's opera­
tions. Once the end of its initial three-month mandate approached, it had become 
clear to both the PLO and Israel that the presence of international observers in 
Hebron had not achieved its objectives. Accordingly, neither of the two sides 
pushed for an extension.119 
1
 '9 While Palestinian commentators were pointing to the fact that TIPH was often powerless 
to help the population of Hebron to deal with their daily problems resulting from the occupation 
and the presence of Israeli settlers in the city, Israeli soldiers were criticizing TIPH for lack of ob-
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413. The Cairo Agreement,120 signed five weeks after the signing of the agree-
ment of 31 March 1994, also provides for a temporary international presence for 
the Gaza Strip and Jericho. Article XXI of the agreement reads as follows: 
1. The Parties agree to a temporary international or foreign presence in the Gaza Strip and the Je-
richo Area (hereinafter "the TIP"), in accordance with the provisions of this Article. 
2. The TIP shall consist of 400 qualified personnel, including observers instructors and other ex-
perts, from 5 or 6 of the donor countries. 
3. The two Parties shall request the donor countries to establish a special fund to provide finance 
for the TIP. 
4. The TIP will function for a period of 6 months. The TIP may extend this period, or change the 
scope of its operation, with the agreement of the two Parties. 
5. The TIP shall be stationed and operate within the following cities and villages' Gaza, Khan 
Yunis, Rafah, Deir El Bailan, Jabahya, Absan, Beit Hanun and Jencho. 
6. Israel and the Palestinian Authority shall agree on a special Protocol to implement this Article, 
with the goal of concluding negotiations with the donor countries contributing personnel within 
two months. 
Apparently in view of the experience with TIPH the above provision has remain-
ed dormant; no attempt to deploy an international presence in Gaza or Jericho has 
been made and no similar provision was included in the Oslo II Agreement.1 2 1 
6. SOME CONCLUSIONS 
414. Although protection against non-refoulement has not been an issue vis-à-vis 
most Palestinian refugees, in other respects they are as much in need of interna-
tional protection as other categories of refugees are. Given that for more than 45 
years this refugee problem could not be solved and that the vast majority of the 
Palestinian refugees are living in a highly unstable region of the world, there has 
been a constant need for international protection for this group. However, 
UNRWA was, unlike its sister organization, UNHCR, not provided with an ex-
plicit protection mandate in respect of Palestinian refugees. At the same time the 
General Assembly had decided that Palestinian refugees within UNRWA's area 
of operations would be excluded from UNHCR's mandate. Consequently, this 
latter category would not be able to benefit from formal protection arrangements 
jectmty; see, for example, Rodan, S., 'Hebron diary: Observing the TIPH observers', JP, 17 Feb. 
1995. 
120 Agreement between Israel and the PLO on the Gaza Strip and the Jencho Area, 4 May 
1994, seech. I, n. 131. 
121
 See ch. I, n. 132. The Oslo II Agreement only refers to international observers in the con-
text of the elections for the Self-Government Council; cf. Annex II, art V. 
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that are in principle available to all other refugees in the world. As was already 
concluded in chapter Π, in retrospect this decision should be considered a historic 
mistake. In 1982, the Joint Inspection Unit provided the General Assembly with 
an opportunity to correct this anomalous situation, but once again it was not ready 
to address in a structural way the protection needs of the Palestinian refugees. 
415. As was shown in section 2, the General Assembly's error was to a large ex­
tent corrected by the pragmatic and conscientious way in which UNRWA 
throughout the years carried out its mandate, constantly adapting its operations to 
the most pressing needs of the refugee community it has been serving. In the face 
of the non-implementation of the mechanism for international supervision and 
protection laid down in the Fourth Geneva Convention, the initiative of the UN 
Secretary General which in 1988 led to the introduction by UNRWA of a pro­
gramme of general assistance and protection, better known as the RAO pro­
gramme, should be considered an important step in providing the Palestinians 
with additional international protection. 
Comparing the RAO programme with the ΉΡΗ experiment in Hebron it 
may be concluded that the low-key approach of the first was more appropriate for 
the type of conflict to which both interventions were addressed. It is obvious that 
the main purpose behind the establishment of TIPH was to get the Palestinian 
delegation back to the negotiation table after the massacre in Hebron. The high 
expectations of the local population which could not be fulfilled, and a mandate 
which, although formal, was extremely limited, turned the exercise into a rapid 
failure. The work of the RAOs, on the other hand, was closely interwoven with 
other emergency responses to the uprising and the lack of an explicit understand­
ing with the Israelis concerning its activities eventually turned out to be one of the 
programme's greatest strengths. 
416. During many years appropriate international protection has not been ac­
corded to Palestinian refugees residing outside UNRWA's area of operations. A 
former Director of International Protection of UNHCR, spoke in this respect of a 
'policy of neglect vis-à-vis the Palestinian refugees'.122 According to the former 
UN official, the politically highly sensitive atmosphere surrounding the Palestine 
question has had a considerable impact on how both UNHCR and governments 
have dealt with Palestinian refugees. Only in recent years, considerable progress 
has been made by governments and by UNHCR towards the normal implementa-
tion of international refugee law with regard to Palestinian refugees. Although not 
122 Interview with Gilbert Jeager, Brussels, 2 Apr. 1991. See also Jaeger, G., 'Note on the 
Protection of Palestinians and of Refugees from Palestine', Brussels, 1992, on file with author. 
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fully agreeing with the above criticism, another former senior UNHCR protection 
official, confirmed that there had been a hiatus in the protection mechanism for 
this group.123 While noting that since the early 1980s UNHCR has considerably 
stepped up its protection efforts directed towards Palestinian refugees, the present 
author agrees that some criticism is indeed justified, especially as the organization 
has not always adequately advocated the application of the 1951 Convention in 
respect of Palestinian refugees nor has it properly assisted Palestinians claiming 
the benefits of the 1954 or 1961 Conventions. 
The section of the UNHCR Handbook dealing with Palestinian refugees is 
ambiguous and in several respects even reflects an incorrect interpretation of arti-
cle ID of the Convention. Accordingly the organization has not always taken a 
consistent position in individual cases. In order to remedy this situation, UNHCR 
should amend the relevant section of the Handbook or otherwise clarify its posi-
tion on the subject. UNHCR should also be encouraged to develop its role as the 
provisional body to assist persons claiming the benefits of the 1961 Convention 
on the Reduction of Statelessness. In particular the organization should be ready 
to assist persons claiming the benefits of the 1954 or 1961 Conventions by taking 
a formal position as to the de jure statelessness of such persons. 
123 interview with Ivor Jackson, Geneva, 16 Mar. 1992. 

Chapter IX 
THE SEARCH FOR A DURABLE SOLUTION 
1. INTRODUCTION 
417. The Palestinian refugee issue has remained unresolved for almost fifty 
years, longer than most other problems of mass displacement during this century. 
From the outset, the international community made it clear that it saw voluntary 
repatriation as the desirable solution to the problem and accordingly the General 
Assembly in 1948 resolved, in its historic resolution 194, that 'refugees wishing 
to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbours should be permit-
ted to do so at the earliest practicable date'.1 The implementation of this resolu-
tion was entrusted to the United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine 
which made numerous attempts to promote the repatriation of the refugees.2 Is-
rael, however, has consistently barred the return of the refugees except for small 
numbers in the context of family reunification.3 After it became clear that the Is-
raeli government was unlikely to change its policy vis-à-vis the refugees, the in-
ternational community explored alternative solutions. It created UNRWA, not 
only to continue the initial relief effort, but foremost to promote the 'reintegra-
tion' of the refugees into the economic life of the Middle East, either by inte-
gration in the countries of refuge or by resettlement in other countries in the re-
gion.4 These efforts also failed, however, and serious attempts at finding a dura-
ble solution were suspended by the mid-1950s. The Middle East peace process 
that started with the 'Madrid' conference in 1991, has for the first time after all 
these years brought a solution to the Palestinian refugee problem within reach. 
418. The relevance of the 'Madrid' peace process for the Palestinian refugees 
was already discussed in chapter I.5 The present chapter, the most 'political' 
chapter of the book, explores various aspects of the search for a durable solution 
to the Palestinian refugee problem in the context of that process. The next section 
discusses the different durable solutions to refugee problems in general and looks 
1 See ch. I, sub-sect. 5.3, and eh. VII, sub-sect. 2.2. 
2 See ch. I, sub-sect 5.3. 
3
 See ch. I, sub-sect. 3.3. 
4
 See ch. I, sub-secL 5.4. 
5 See ch. I, sect 6. 
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at various related principles of international law. The question, to what extent 
these solutions are applicable to the Palestinian refugee problem, will also be ad-
dressed. The purpose of section 2 is to place the discussion on the solution of the 
Palestinian refugee problem in a theoretical framework and to benefit from the 
experience gained in the search for solutions to other refugee problems. Section 3 
looks into possible scenarios for the final status of the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip, as this subject is highly relevant for the resolution of the refugee issue. 
Based on the previous two sections, section 4, finally, provides an overview of is-
sues to be addressed during the so-called permanent status negotiations on the 
refugee issue, together with a number of recommendations. 
2. DURABLE SOLUTIONS TO REFUGEE PROBLEMS 
419. Previously, it was concluded that international protection of refugees is 
never an aim in itself; the ultimate objective should always be to achieve a dura-
ble solution restoring the refugee's access to the protection of a state. There are 
two basic alternatives: return to one's country of origin, or assimilation in new 
communities.6 The latter encompasses either integration in the country of first re-
fuge or resettlement in a third state. Which of these three solutions may be avail-
able to a specific refugee problem necessarily depends upon political factors, in-
cluding the conditions which gave rise to the refugee's flight. For any solution to 
be ultimately satisfactory, it should take the wishes of the refugees into considera-
tion.7 
Since the end of the Second World War, primary emphasis has been placed 
on the solutions of local integration and third country resettlement. While a num-
ber of large-scale voluntary repatriation programmes were organized in the 1970s, 
primarily to newly independent countries such as Angola, Bangladesh, Mozam-
bique and Zimbabwe, only in the 1980s was voluntary repatriation recognized as 
the preferred solution to refugee problems.8 The Palestinian refugee problem once 
again constitutes an exception to the general 'international refugee regime',9 in 
6 Cf. UNHCR Statute, paras. 1,8(c). and 9. 
7 Cf. UNGA res. 1285, S Dec. 1958, referring to the need to pursue permanent solutions, 
'through voluntary repatriation, resettlement or integration, on a purely humanitarian basis and in 
accordance with the freely expressed wishes of the refugees themselves' [emphasis added]. See 
also UNGA res. 1502,5 Dec. I960, and UNGA res. 2294,11 Dec. 1967. 
8 Cf. UNHCR, 1995,31. 
9 Ibid, 30. UNHCR uses this term for the 'complex network of institutions, laws and agree-
ments specifically designed to meet the needs of people who have been forced to leave their 
homeland'. 
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that the international community from its inception advocated voluntary repatria­
tion as the desirable solution. 
2.1 - VOLUNTARY REPATRIATION 
420. Voluntary repatriation in peace and dignity is by far the preferred solution 
to any refugee situation.1 0 Refugees able to go back to their homelands already 
know the culture and lifestyles there, which means they can avoid the painful 
transitions that other refugees must face. Moreover, they often have family or 
community resources in place to aid them socially and economically upon their 
return.1 1 The prominent place that voluntary repatriation presently takes in the 
search for solutions is clearly recognized by the international community. For 
example, in its 1994 resolution dealing with the office of the UNHCR, the Gen­
eral Assembly reiterated that voluntary repatriation, when feasible, is 'the ideal 
solution to refugee problems'. 1 2 The Assembly also called upon countries of ori­
gin, countries of asylum, the office of the High Commissioner and the interna­
tional community as a whole 'to do everything possible to enable refugees to ex­
ercise freely their right to return home in safety and dignity, ensuring that inter­
national protection continues to be extended until that time, and assisting, where 
needed, the rerum and reintegration of repatriating refugees'.13 The resolution fi­
nally calls upon the High Commissioner, in cooperation with states concerned, 'to 
promote, facilitate and coordinate the voluntary repatriation of refugees, including 
the monitoring of their safety and well-being on return' . 1 4 Also several conclu­
sions of the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme deal explicitly with 
voluntary repatriation. For example, conclusion 40 of 1985 stipulates t h a t 1 5 
The repatriation of refugees should only take place at their freely expressed wish, the voluntary 
and individual character of repatriation of refugees and the need for it to be earned out under con­
ditions of absolute safety, preferable to the place of residence of the refugee in his country of ori­
gin, should always be respected. 
10 Cf. Chimni, B. S., 'Perspectives on Voluntary Repatriation: A Critical Note', 3 URL 541 
(1991); Chimni, B. S., 'The Meaning of Words and the Role of UNHCR in Voluntary Repatria­
tion', 5 URL 442 (1993), Forbes Martin, S., Refugee Women, London, Zed Books Ltd., 1992,64; 
Goodwin-Gill, 1996, 270; Kingsley-Nyinah, M. R., 'The Need for an International Presence: the 
Return of Refugees and Immunity from Prosecution for Political Offenses in South Africa', 3 
URL 301 (1991); UNHCR, 1993,103; UNHCR, 1995,19. 
11 Cf. Forbes Martin, 1992,64. 
12 UNGA res. 49/169,23 Dec 1994, text in 7 URL 354,357 (1995). 
13 Ibid. 
И Ibid. 
15 Text: UNHCR, 1991,86. See also EXCOM conci. 18 (XXXI) of 1980. 
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421. Since World War Π, voluntary repatriation has been possible in an increas­
ing number of situations. Following the declaration of independence in many for­
mer colonies or territories of other countries, such returns have been common. 
The most massive repatriation programme involved refugees returning to Bangla­
desh after its formation in December 1971 : within four months, more than 10 mil­
lion refugees returned to their homes from India. Other countries seeing signifi­
cant returns were already mentioned in paragraph , above. In a number of these 
situations, however, the peace that brought return was short-lived and further dis­
placements occurred in subsequent years.1 6 
In several countries, the return of refugees has been an essential part of the 
transition to peace, rather than simply a result of it. In Central America, repatria­
tion was a key element of the political settlement that brought an end to civil 
wars. Cambodian refugees in Thailand returned to their war-torn country in time 
to participate in the national elections held in May 1993. The repatriation of Na-
mibian refugees in 1989 was not only one of the fruits of the political settlement 
that resulted in independence, but also played a role in the process of national 
consolidation.17 
422. The great majority of refugees who return to their home countries do so on 
their own initiative, rather than by agreeing to join a formal repatriation plan de­
vised under international auspices.1 8 Nevertheless there have been a number of 
significant organized repatriations during the past decade. During the 1980s, more 
than two million people were uprooted by the civil wars which raged in El Salva­
dor, Guatemala and Nicaragua. The Esquipulas Π accords, signed in 1987 by the 
five Central American presidents, prepared the way for an organized return pro­
gramme. 1 9 Since 1990, some 2.8 million Afghans have returned to their country, 
many with UNHCR assistance; a similar number continue to live outside of their 
own country, mostly in Iran and Pakistan.2 0 The Comprehensive Plan of Action 
to deal with the refugee problem in south-east Asia, amongst other things provid­
ed for the repatriation of a large number of Vietnamese to their country of origin. 
One of the most painstakingly organized repatriation plans ever to have been im-
•6 Forbes Martin, 1992,65. 
17 UNHCR, 1993,103. 
18 Ibid., 107. 
19 The repatriation programme formed part of a comprehensive 'Plan of Action' that was 
agreed upon at an International Conference on Central American Refugees (CIREFCA), held in 
1989 upon the initiative of the governments concerned and co-sponsored by the United Nations. 
See UNHCR, 1993,117; UNHCR, 1995,50. 
20 Cf. UNHCR, 1993,110; UNHCR, 1995.182. 
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plemented, has taken place in Cambodia.21 The peace agreement for Mozam-
bique, signed in 1992, opened the way for the largest organized repatriation in 
Africa.22 Finally, the peace agreement concerning Bosnia, signed in December 
1995, provides a framework for the return of the more than two million people 
displaced as a result of the ferocious conflict in the former Balkan state of Yugo-
slavia. 
423. The experience in respect of the above organized repatriations has taught 
some important lessons in planning future returns. A number of important factors 
to be taken into consideration in this respect — reflecting basic UNHCR policy 
— are highlighted in the remainder of this sub-section. 
A repatriation plan is not just about the return of refugees; it should also be 
closely connected to the processes of peace-making, peace-keeping, political rec-
onciliation and economic reconstruction. Plans should allow room for flexibility, 
and the people who implement them must be ready to improvise as necessary. 
However, a solid foundation, in the form of a comprehensive plan, increases the 
likelihood of success. Following the conclusion of a peace treaty, or even pending 
peace negotiations, UNHCR frequently takes the lead in bringing the govern-
ments concerned, as well as donor countries and international organizations, to-
gether for discussions intended to lead to an agreement on a repatriation plan. The 
most important modalities of the return process are often laid down in a memo-
randum of understanding between the host country or countries, the country or 
countries of return and UNHCR as the lead implementing agency.23 
2' Between Mar. 1992 and Apr. 1993 more than 365,000 Cambodians returned home; see 
UNHCR, 1993,104. 
22 Since the signing of the agreement in Oct 1992, some 1.6 million refugees have returned to 
Mozambique from Malawi, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Out of 
these, some 310,000 returnees had participated in organized repatriation movements. See 
UNHCR, 1993,108; UNHCR 1995,174. 
23 See, for example, the Tripartite Memorandum of Understanding among the Royal Thai 
Government, the Supreme National Council of Cambodia and the Office of the UNHCR relating 
to the Repatriation of Cambodian Refugees and Displaced Persons from Thailand, signed at 
Phnom Penh, 21 Nov. 1991. Text 4 URL Tib (1992). to addition to reiterating the main principles 
of the return process — the voluntary character of the repatriation and the existence of conditions 
of safety and dignity — the Memorandum of Understanding includes arrangements for such di-
verse issues as the juridical status of the returnees; assurances that returnees will not be subject to 
persecution, prosecution or punitive or discriminatory measures on account of their departure; the 
right of access of UNHCR and other international agencies both in die host country and in the 
country of return; registration and documentation necessary for the purpose of return; the facilita-
tion of advance parties of representatives of the refugees to see for themselves arrangements for 
their return; logistical arrangements for transport; designated border crossing points; transfer of 
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AIA. Unless return is accompanied by development programmes that address 
people's immediate needs as well as longer-term goals, it may undermine rather 
than reinforce the prospects for reconciliation and recovery. Until recently, refu­
gees being repatriated were provided with limited assistance only, which typically 
stopped at the border. During recent years there has been increasing recognition 
that this traditional approach is no longer adequate.24 If repatriation is not linked 
to the rehabilitation of productive capacity, a vicious circle of renewed disintegra­
tion is likely. Ample attention should therefore be given to a systematic linkage 
between repatriation assistance and development aid in order to help returnees 
and their communities cope with the difficult and often prolonged period of tran­
sition that follows mass repatriation.25 This requires a cooperative effort of refu­
gee and development agencies. A rather successful example of such an effort is 
that within the framework established at the May 1989 International Conference 
on Central American Refugees (CIREFCA), which, amongst other things, pro­
vided for elaborate organizational arrangements interlocking relief, rehabilitation 
and development efforts. For the first four years, the lead agency role was played 
by UNHCR until in 1993, as the refugee problem diminished and the focus of 
CIREFCA shifted towards longer-term development, responsibility was assumed 
by UNDP.26 
425. Protection of refugees during the process of repatriation and reintegration 
involves, first and foremost, overseeing the guarantees or assurances that have 
made return feasible.27 Arrangements that permit international monitoring of the 
safety of returnees are becoming an integral part of most formal repatriation 
agreements.28 Another important element of protection for returnees is documen­
tation. Becoming a refugee often results in the effective loss of a legal identity in 
the home country. Without proper arrangements for the supply of identity papers 
and travel documents and the recognition of such documents upon repatriation, 
common criminals; waiver of immigration, customs and health formalities; restoration of the refu­
gee camp sites to the condition prior to the establishment of the camps; etc. 
24 Cf. UNHCR, 1993, 112. 
25 Ibid., 114. 
26 Ibid., 117; UNHCR, 1995,51. 
27 Cf. UNHCR, 1993, 116. According to Henckaerts, 1995, 122, "Піе voluntary character 
should not only follow from a mere signature of a voluntary repatriation form. The voluntary char­
acter of any large scale repatriation program has to follow from the entire set of conditions sur­
rounding the repatriation: from the information stage, to the decision, the preparation, the return 
and finally the actual re-establishment.' 
28 See, for example, para. 13 of the Memorandum of Understanding mentioned in n. 23, 
above. 
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the returnee may remain a virtual non-person, or become the target of discrimina-
tion or retaliation.29 
One final issue that frequently has to be addressed when planning a repatria-
tion programme relates to conflicts over the ownership of land. Where exile has 
been prolonged, customary tights of usage may translate into defacto ownership. 
In other situations, land belonging to people affiliated with a rebel movement may 
have been allocated to government supporters. Mechanisms for resolving land 
disputes need to be established in a manner that gains the trust of all parties, as 
they are an essential element of the process of reconciliation and reintegration.30 
2.2 - LOCAL INTEGRATION 
426. Where safe return is not feasible, at least for the foreseeable future, the next 
best durable solution is settlement in the country of first refuge, often a neigh-
bouring country. Such countries frequently share cultural values and refugees may 
be able to live with people sharing the same ethnic and/or religious background. 
Physical and economic conditions are also likely to be similar, thus reducing the 
need for major adjustment to new circumstances.31 
Although there is no obligation for states to permit refugees to remain indef-
initely in the country in which they initially sought asylum, state practice is re-
plete with examples of generosity in that regard. In many countries, recognition as 
a refugee by the relevant authorities is sufficient for the grant of residency 
rights.32 States have even been prepared to offer local integration as a durable 
solution to large numbers of refugees, sometimes as a prelude to voluntary repa-
triation, but often also on an indefinite basis, resulting finally in the attainment of 
full integration and naturalization in the host community.33 The success of local 
integration schemes will naturally be enhanced by international assistance, 're-
flecting the responsibility of the international community at large to lighten the 
social, political, and economic problems faced by receiving states'.34 
» Cf.UNHCR, 1993.117. 
30 Ibid.. 116. 
31 Cf. Forbes Martin, 1992,64. 
32 Goodwin-Gill, G. S., The Refugee in International Law, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1983, 
1st. ed., 222. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
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2.3 - RESETTLEMENT IN THIRD COUNTRIES 
427. For refugees who can neither return to their country of origin nor safely 
remain in their country of refuge, the only solution is to resettle to a third country. 
This least preferred option may be dictated by a variety of factors, including poli-
tical, economic, and ethnic pressures on the state of first admission and concern 
for the security of the refugees themselves. A number of countries offer asylum to 
refugees only on a temporary basis, on condition that they are subsequently reset-
tled or repatriated. The decision to resettle a refugee is normally taken only in the 
absence of other options and when there is no alternative way to guarantee the le-
gal or physical security of the person concerned.35 
The largest post-war resettlement programme is that initiated in the late 
1970s and early 1980s for the Vietnamese boat people. Other refugees who have 
recently needed resettlement included torture victims among the Iraqi refugees in 
Turkey and Saudi Arabia, and Somali refugees in Kenya suffering from torture or 
war-related disabilities. Opportunities for temporary resettlement outside the im-
mediate region have recently been sought for particularly vulnerable groups from 
the former Yugoslavia, such as former detention camp inmates and their fami-
lies.36 
2.4 - RELEVANT PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 
428. Part One of the study has made it clear that international refugee law is pri-
marily concerned with international protection of refugees pending the search for 
durable solutions. The search for solutions as such does not receive much atten-
tion in international instruments.37 Several rules and principles of international 
law are, however, of relevance to the search for solutions. For example, the pos-
sibility of voluntary repatriation depends on the extent to which those wishing to 
return are able to exercise their right to return, where applicable in combination 
35 Cf. Troeller, G. G., 'UNHCR Resettlement as an Instrument of International Protection'. 3 
URL 564 (1991); Forbes Martin, 1992,64; Goodwin-GUI, 1996,276; UNHCR, 1993, 173. While 
the major immigration countries such as Australia, Canada and the United States have continually 
provided the lion's share of resettlement places, some smaller countries — notably the Nether-
lands, the Nordic countries. New Zealand and Switzerland — have been particularly generous in 
providing resettlement opportunities for difficult cases. 
36 Cf. UNHCR, 1993, 45. 
37 One exception is the OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Prob-
lems in Africa, signed at Addis Ababa, 10 Sept. 1969. Entry into force: 20 June 1974. Text UNTS 
No. 14691; also UNHCR, 1979, 193. Art. V of the Convention explicitly deals with voluntary re-
patriation. 
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with their right to self-determination. The contents of both rights has been dis­
cussed in chapter VII.38 On the other hand, those wishing not to return may in­
voke the principle of non-refoulement, when the conditions which caused them to 
flee have not sufficiently changed.39 Alternatively they may also benefit from 
'standards generally applicable to resident aliens, including respect for any "ac­
quired right of residence" deriving from lengthy stay, integration, and local con­
nections, establishment of business, marriage, and so forth'.40 Also relevant to the 
search for solutions to refugee problems are the emerging international norms 
concerning the illegality of forced population transfers,41 and the concept of state 
responsibility in relation to actions which force people to seek sanctuary in other 
countries or which prevent refugees to return to their homeland.42 
2.5 - A DURABLE SOLUTION TO THE PALESTINIAN REFUGEE PROBLEM? 
429. One may question whether the above 'traditional' solutions are appropriate 
for the Palestinian refugee problem.43 Shortly after their flight, the United Na-
38 See ch. П, sects. 2 and 3. 
39 See ch. Ш, sect. 1. 
40 Goodwin-Gill, 1996,275. 
4 1
 Cf. De Zayas, A. M, 'The Illegality of Population Transfers and the Application of Emerg­
ing International Norms in the Palestinian Context', 6 PYIL 17 (1990/91). Also. Arzt and Zughaib, 
1992,1439; De Zayas, 1975,207 
42 Cf. UNHCR, 1995,43, see also Takkenberg, 1987,787. 
43 On the subject of solutions to the Palestinian refugee problem, see- Abu Zayyad, 1994,74, 
Arzt and Zughaib, 1993, 1445; Arzt, D. E., 'Turning Refugees mto Citizens- A Framework for 
Resolving the Demographic and Humanitarian Aspects of the Arab-Israeli Settlement', Paper sub­
mitted to the Council on Foreign Relations, New York, 1994, Arzt, D. E., 'Negotiating the last 
taboo' Palestinian refugees', Jordan Times, 12 July 1995, Benvenisu, E. and Zamir, E., 'Private 
Property Claims to Property Rights in the Future Israeli-Palestinian Settlement', 89 AJIL 295 
(1995), Cattan, H., Solution of the Palestinian Refugee Problem, Vienna, Int Progress Organiza­
tion, 1982; Cygielman, V., 'Mutual Recognition of Suffering', 2 PIJ No. 4,25 (Special Issue; Fo­
cus on Refugees, Autumn 1995); Ellis, M., 1994, 3, Elnajjar, H., 'Planned Emigration' The Pales­
tinian Case', 27 1MR 34 (1993), Gazit, S., 'The Palestinian Refugee Question, Israel-Palestinians. 
Final-Status Issues Study Number 2', Translated by Mira Sucharov, Tel Aviv, Jaffee Centre for 
Strategic Studies, 1994, Hallaj, M., 'The Refugee Question and the Peace Process', in CPAP, Pal­
estinian Refugees· Their Problem and Future • A Special Report, Washington, D.C., 1994,9, Kha-
hdi, R., 1992, 35, Khalidi, R., 'Toward a Solution', ш CPAP, Palestinian Refugees. Their Prob­
lem and Future - A Special Report, Washington, D.C., 1994, 21; Masnyeh, N., 'Refugee Reset­
tlement, the Gaza Strip Experience', 2 PIJ No. 4,59 (Special Issue' Focus on Refugees, Autumn 
1995), Nusseibeh, S. and Heller, Μ. Α., No Trumpets, No Drums: A Two-State Settlement of the 
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, London, New York, I. B. Tauns & Co. Ltd., 1991; Peretz, 1993,69-
106, Peretz, 1994, 15, Rubinstein, D., 'The People of Nowhere', 1 PIJ No. 2, 79 (Spring 1994), 
State of Israel, The Refugee Issue A Background Paper, Jerusalem, Govt. Press Office, Oct 1994; 
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tions General Assembly resolved that refugees wishing to return to their homes 
and live at peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do so. However, 
the absence of peace in the area prevented the implementation of this resolution 
and in the meantime the land and homes of the refugees were occupied by Israe-
lis. The continuation of the conflict also fostered the rise of Palestinian national-
ism which, together with the refusal of the host countries to 'absorb' the refugees, 
contributed to the non-feasibility of the alternative solutions of local integration 
and resettlement for the majority of the refugees. The absence of an acceptable 
durable solution to the refugee problem in tum kept the conflict alive. 
Although the Palestinian refugee problem is different from most other popu-
lation displacements, there are other situations in which the traditional solutions 
seem to be inappropriate as well. What, for example, will happen to the displaced 
Moslems and Croats in Bosnia, whose land and homes have been occupied by 
Serbs, or the ethnic Azéris from Nagorno-Karabakh, whose territory remains un-
der Armenian occupation? 
430. In the opinion of the present writer, a solution of the Palestinian refugee 
problem — and for that matter of other refugee problems — should nevertheless 
be approached within the framework outlined in the previous sub-sections. How-
ever, because of its complex nature, a resolution of the Palestinian refugee prob-
lem is likely to be based on a combination of the three above solutions rather 
than, as is the case in most refugee situations, on just one of them. Voluntary re-
patriation, in the sense of return to the original villages and towns or even homes, 
may finally become an option for a limited number of Palestinian refugees still 
having close relatives in these locations. Establishment of a Palestinian state 
alongside Israel would provide for the formal integration of those refugees al-
ready residing on its territory as well as for the resettlement of those refugees liv-
ing in neighbouring countries who are ready to 'return' to, and become citizens 
of, the new state. Finally, the reality of prolonged exile may prompt local integra-
tion in the Arab and other host countries as an alternative to 'return' for some, 
once the establishment of a Palestinian state has satisfied their need for a national 
identity. Flexibility in combining different options into a comprehensive solution 
will be in the interest of all parties concerned, first and foremost of the refugees 
themselves. As was mentioned at the beginning of this section,44 only if the inten-
tions of the refugees are seriously taken into consideration, will the solution be 
Tamari, S., 'The Future of Palestinian Refugees in the Peace Negotiations', 2 PIJ No. 4,8 (Special 
Issue: Focus on Refugees, Autumn 1995); Zureik, 1994,5. 
44 See para. 419, above. 
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ultimately satisfactory, thereby contributing to a just and lasting peace in the 
Middle East. 
The above principles will be further elaborated on in section 4. The follow­
ing section will first look at the various options for the final status of the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip. 
3. POSSIBLE SCENARIOS TOR THE PERMANENT STATUS OF THE 
PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES OCCUPIED IN 1967 
431. Following the signing of the Declaration of Principles in 1 9 9 3 , 4 5 limited 
self-rule has been granted to the Palestinians in parts of the Gaza Strip and the 
West Bank. The self-rule arrangements have not ended Israeli rule over these ter­
ritories but have rather changed the nature of the military occupation. A s the title 
of the Declaration of Principles suggests, the self-rule arrangements are intended 
to be of a temporary nature, applicable during 'a transitional period not exceeding 
five years, leading to a permanent settlement based on Security Council Resolu­
tions 242 and 338 Ч 4 6 Permanent status negotiations are intended to start as soon 
as possible, 'but not later than the beginning of the third year of the interim period 
between the Government of Israel and the Palestinian people representatives'.4 7 
As the interim period commenced in May 1994, with the signing of the Cairo 
Agreement, 4 8 these negotiations should start no later than by May 1996. The ne­
gotiations are supposed to cover the 'remaining issues, including: Jerusalem, refu­
gees, settlements, security arrangements, borders, relations and cooperation with 
other neighbours and other issues of common interest' [emphasis added]. 4 9 The 
resolution of the refugee problem is closely linked to that of the other outstanding 
issues. 
432. The two above mentioned resolutions, in particular resolution 242, adopted 
after the 1967 war, contain principles on which, according to the Security Coun­
cil, a 'just and lasting peace in the Middle East' should be based: 5 0 
(i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied5' in the recent conflict; 
45 DOP93; see ch. I, n. 130. 
46 DOP93, art I. 
47 Ibid., art V (2). 
48 Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area, 4 May 1994; see ch. I, n. 131. 
49 DOP93. art V (3). 
50 UNSC res. 242 (1967). 22 Nov. 1967; for the text, see Annex 1. See also UNSC res. 338 
(1973). 22 Oct 1973. 
51 According to the French version, 'des territoires occupés'. 
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(ii) Termination of all claims of states of belligerency and respect for and acknowledgement of the 
sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of every State in the area and their 
right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force. 
Although introducing the so-called principle of 'territory for peace', the resolu-
tions do not stipulate what exactly the territorial status of the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip under a Middle East peace treaty should be. They do not rule out the 
possibility of the establishment of a Palestinian state but also leave room for other 
options. Leaving aside the, at present, merely theoretical possibility of Israeli an-
nexation, there are broadly three potential scenarios: (a) the continuation of Pales-
tinian autonomy in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, without full sovereignty; (b) 
the establishment of a sovereign and independent Palestinian state in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip; (c) the establishment of a Jordanian-Palestinian federation 
or confederation. The resolution of the Palestinian refugee problem will depend to 
a considerable degree on which of these three scenarios will materialize, each pro-
viding different opportunities. A brief discussion of each option follows in the re-
mainder of this section. 
3.1 - AUTONOMY WITHOUT FULL SOVEREIGNTY 
433. Subsequent Israeli governments have vehemently opposed the establish-
ment of a Palestinian state alongside Israel. Even former prime minister Yitzhak 
Rabin, who as the first Israeli leader recognized the PLO as the legitimate repre-
sentative of the Palestinian people and who accepted the introduction of self-rule 
in the occupied territories, in public continued to object to the establishment of a 
Palestinian state, referring rather to a Palestinian 'entity' that would not be a sov-
ereign state. 
The existence of territorial entities enjoying legal personality, other than 
states, is recognized in principle,52 and it may be argued that the present 'Pales-
tinian Autonomous Areas', created by virtue of the Israeli-Palestinian self-rule 
agreements, are a valid example of such a legal category. It is foreseen that Pales-
tinian self-rule will be further expanded during the interim period, both geograph-
ically and functionally. If the Israeli objection to a Palestinian state is to prevail 
during the permanent status talks, the result is likely to be some form of 'extend-
ed' autonomy, with Israel maintaining control over overall security, settlements, 
borders with neighbouring countries, etc. 
52 Cf. the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice concerning the Western Sa-
hara, ¡a Reports (1975) 12 at 57-65,67-8. See also Brownlie, 1990,179. 
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434. Although this scenario may be desirable for some, it will seriously hamper 
'achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem', another important objective 
of UN Security Council resolution 242. In this scenario the Palestinian Authority 
will lack full sovereignty. It will, thus, be unable to take responsibility for the ref-
ugees residing outside of the autonomous area, as it will not be in a position to 
provide them with Palestinian citizenship and, accordingly, the right to reside in 
the autonomous areas. Although it is theoretically possible that matters concern-
ing the return of refugees be included in the self-rule arrangements,53 it is unlike-
ly that Israel will agree to this. At the same time it is not to be expected that the 
host countries would now suddenly be ready to formally absorb the refugees in 
their territories, something they have persistently refused — with the exception of 
Jordan — for the past 45 years. 
Another reason why Palestinian autonomy without formal statehood is un-
likely to be acceptable as a permanent solution is that it does not enable the Pales-
tinian people to fully exercise their right of self-determination, the scope of which 
has been discussed in chapter VII.54 Although autonomy may under certain cir-
cumstances satisfy a people's right of self-determination,55 in the Palestinian case 
certain basic requirements are lacking. The extent and contents of the self-rule ar-
rangements depend on an agreement between Israel, as the military occupier, and 
the PLO, as the representative of the population of the occupied territories, which 
does not formally end the occupation and which provides for an Israeli veto in 
respect of a wide range of issues. Also, the Palestinian residents of the autono-
mous areas continue to be stateless persons, although the provision of an 'autono-
my passport', which has been 'recognized' by a considerable number of countries, 
to a certain extent has strengthened their legal status.56 Autonomy will for these 
and other reasons 'not contribute to a complete and lasting solution to the Pales-
tinian refugee problem and hence to the end of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict'.57 
3.2 - ESTABLISHMENT OF A PALESTINIAN STATE 
435. A second and, in view of the above observations, more likely scenario — 
although not necessarily in the short term — is that Israel and the PLO will even-
tually agree to the establishment of a Palestinian state in (parts of) the West Bank 
53 For example, the government of Quebec, in Canada, has authority to determine its own pol-
icy vis-à-vis refugees and immigrants. 
54 See eh. VII, sect 3. 
55 Cf. Brownlie, 1990,595. 
56 Seech. V, sub-sect. 2.1. 
57 Gazit, 1994,18. 
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and the Gaza Strip.58 As a sovereign state, the government of Palestine will in 
principle be in a position to independently determine who its nationals are and un-
der what conditions Palestinian nationals in the diaspora, including the refugees, 
are able to 'return' to the country.59 Furthermore, it will be in a position to pro-
vide all Palestinian nationals, both residing in the country and elsewhere, with 
identity documents and internationally recognized passports, thus bringing to an 
end their status of stateless persons and restoring — rather establishing for the 
first time — their access to national protection. 
Establishment of a Palestinian state, together with an Israeli-Syrian peace 
treaty, is also likely to foster further normalization of relations with most of the 
remaining Arab countries, which would in tum open the way to international co-
operation concerning the rehabilitation and reintegration of the refugees. This tum 
of events would allow for a multi-faceted approach to the problem, allowing the 
refugees in principle to return to the newly established Palestinian state, but also 
keeping open the option of continued residency in the Arab and other host coun-
tries, where desired by the refugees themselves. 
436. It should be noted that the establishment of a Palestinian state does not im-
ply the unfettered exercise of Palestinian sovereignty in the territory of the state. 
It has become commonplace for analysts to observe that the world is witnessing 
an erosion in the notion of national sovereignty and a declining commitment to 
the principle of non-interference in the domestic affairs of states.60 In addition, 
many states voluntarily assume constraints on their freedom of action within the 
context of international agreements.61 In view of Israeli security concerns about 
the possible risks resulting from the establishment of a Palestinian state, it is like-
ly that Israel will make its agreement in this respect conditional upon Palestinian 
acceptance of significant restrictions on the use of its territory, e.g. for military 
purposes.62 
58 See Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991, 53. Also Whilebeck, J. V., 'No Other Basis for Peace: 
Palestinian Statehood is the Only Real Choice', JP, 29 Nov. 1994; Friedman, T. L., 'Partition of 
Palestine: Israelis and Palestinians make History', MT, 9 July 199S; and Gazit, S., 'Name the Ba-
by', JP, 19 July 1995. 
59 For a discussion of the limitations in this respect, see ch. V, sect 1. 
60 Cf. UNHCR, 1995,39. 
61 Cf. Brownlie, 1990, ch. VI. 
62 For a succinct discussion of this issue, see Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991, ch. 1. 
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3.3 - JORDANIAN-PALESTINIAN FEDERATION OR CONFEDERATION 
437. Without entering into a detailed discussion of a possible Jordanian-Palestin-
ian federative or confederative union, it is sufficient to note here that the charac-
teristics of this option are not essentially different from the previous one, in that it 
provides for Palestinian sovereignty.63 In a number of ways this option could 
further facilitate the solution of the refugee problem. First, there may be less or no 
pressure to move the refugees from the East Bank to the West Bank; these refu-
gees may be able to remain where they are, while being granted full citizenship of 
the Jordanian-Palestinian state. In addition, the federation's capacity to absorb 
'returning' refugees would in theory be significantly larger than a state limited to 
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, although Jordan may not wish its population 
mix to be further diluted.64 
4. THE PERMANENT STATUS NEGOTIATIONS ON THE REFUGEE ISSUE 
438. As was mentioned in the previous section, permanent status negotiations 
between Palestinian representatives and the Israeli government are supposed to 
start not later than in May 1996. According to the Declaration, the permanent 
status negotiations are to address all outstanding issues between the parties, in-
cluding Jerusalem, refugees, settlements, security arrangements, borders, relations 
and cooperation with other neighbours and other issues of common interest.65 
The Declaration does not stipulate whether all these issues have to be ad-
dressed simultaneously or whether certain issues need to be dealt with ahead of 
others. In view of the discussion in the previous section, this author is of the opin-
ion that the permanent status negotiations should first and foremost address the is-
sue of the territorial status of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Only once the 
core issue of Palestinian sovereignty has been resolved in a satisfactory manner 
— accommodating both Israeli security concerns and the need for Palestinian 
self-determination — will it be possible to deal with the other outstanding issues, 
including that of the refugees. Although the refugee issue has been at the heart of 
the Arab-Israeli conflict, it should in essence be seen as the by-product of the un-
derlying political conflict over Palestine. Its resolution, therefore, can only be se-
riously approached once the parties have mutually accepted the present reality, 
i.e. that the former mandate-Palestine is the home of two nations, two faiths, two 
6 3
 On the subject of federations and confederations in general, see Brownlie, 1990,76. 
64 Gazit, 1994,18. 
65 DOP93, art V (3). 
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tongues and two historic experiences. An alternative approach is bound to fail, as 
is illustrated, among other things, by the lack of progress in the Quadripartite 
Committee on the 1967-displaced.66 Also in respect of other territorial conflicts, a 
basic peace agreement was a necessary prerequisite for the resolution of the ac-
companying refugee problem. 
439. Another aspect of the negotiations on the refugee issue, not addressed by 
the Declaration of Principles, is the fact that a just solution of this issue does not 
depend exclusively on Israeli-Palestinian agreement, but requires the involvement 
of many other parties, including the host countries, other Arab states, donor coun-
tries with a vested interest in stability in the region, the United Nations and other 
concerned international organizations. For this reason it will be essential for the 
negotiations to be conducted in two stages. During the first, bilateral, stage, Pales-
tinian representatives and the Israeli government are to agree on the principles 
that should govern a comprehensive solution to the refugee problem. Subsequent-
ly, the two sides should convene an international conference, co-sponsored by the 
original co-sponsors of the Madrid peace process and possibly also the United 
Nations and the European Union, with participation of all the governments in-
volved, including the host countries and the donor community. The aim of this 
conference should be to agree upon an integrated approach towards the political, 
humanitarian and developmental dimensions of the refugee problem. The confer-
ence should result in a comprehensive plan of action to be adopted by the coun-
tries in the region, together with the major donor states, UN agencies and non-
governmental organizations. 
Without pretending to be exhaustive, the remainder of this section will pro-
vide an overview of the most essential issues that need to be addressed during 
both the bilateral and multilateral stages of the permanent status negotiations on 
the refugee issue. Resolution of these various issues will provide the building 
blocks that in the end may constitute a just and comprehensive solution to the 
problem. 
4.1 - BILATERAL ISSUES 
440. The issues that will have to be addressed in the discussions between Israel 
and the Palestinians can be divided under three main headings: the question of re-
sponsibility, the right of return (including the right not to return), and the question 
of compensation. As these subjects are at the very heart of the Palestinian refugee 
66 Cf.ch. I, sub-sect. 6.1. 
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problem, they will have to be addressed one way or the other, even if Israel would 
refuse to explicitly put some of them on the agenda, proposing instead a different 
terminology. Although semantics may provide a way out for issues that would 
otherwise be 'too hot to handle' in the charged atmosphere of the Middle East 
peace process, it is unimaginable that the Palestinian refugee problem will be suc­
cessfully addressed without resolving the substantive issues for which the above 
'labels' have become shorthand. 
One other issue that will undoubtedly come up for discussion is that of the 
definition of the term 'Palestinian refugee' for the purpose of the negotiations. As 
was already mentioned in chapter Π, 6 7 it is probably not advisable to address this 
matter in general, as a preliminary question, at the start of the negotiations. Once 
the establishment of a Palestinian state has been agreed to by Israel, it is in prin­
ciple up to the new state to determine independently who its nationals are, thereby 
freeing the Palestinian refugees of the stigma of exile and statelessness.68 Two 
subjects that do require agreement on a precise definition of the qualifying refu­
gees are the possible return to Israel of a limited number of refugees, as well as 
the compensation issue. In both cases it will probably facilitate the discussions if 
agreement on exact definitions is sought only after consensus has been reached 
concerning the principle issues that divide the parties. 
441. The question of the responsibility for the cause and continued existence of 
the Palestinian refugee problem is by far the most sensitive of the above issues. 
As was discussed in chapter I, Israeli and Palestinian positions are diametrically 
opposed, with at one end of the spectrum total denial of any Israeli responsibility 
whatsoever, while radical advocates of the Palestinian position relate to premedi­
tated mass expulsion of the Palestinians.69 Because of the sensitivity of the sub­
ject, some commentators recommend that the issue be avoided altogether. Donna 
Arzt, for example, suggests that 'discussion of the refugee question will be for­
ward, not backward-looking, so that age-old battles over fault and causes of dislo­
cation will not be done ' . 7 0 According to Rashid Khalidi, however, the issue of re­
sponsibility 'is so central to the national narrative and the self-view of the Pales­
tinian people that any approach which tries to sweep history under the rug will 
fail utterly'.7 1 
67 See ch. II, sect. 4. 
68 See ch.V, sect. 1. 
69 See ch. I, sub-sect 3.2. 
7 0
 Arzt, Jordan Times, 12 July 1995. Prof. Arzt teaches at the College of Law at Syracuse 
University, New York, and has recently published several articles on the Palestinian refugee prob­
lem. 
"» Khalidi, R., 1994.22. 
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442. There are a number of reasons why the subject should be addressed. The 
first is, as Khalidi observes, that 'real reconciliation, real healing, can only begin 
when such steps have been taken'.72 According to Marc Ellis, this is not only nec-
essary for reconciliation with the Palestinians, but also, in a wider sense, for the 
'physical and psychological reintegration of the Jewish people into a secure and 
interdependent world'.73 Ellis refers to this process as the 'end of Auschwitz'. 
Secondly, although the General Assembly resolved that the Palestinian refugees 
should be allowed to return to their original homes, it is at present inconceivable 
that most refugees or their descendants will actually be allowed to return, not only 
because of political considerations but also because this would be highly imprac-
tical. According to Khalidi,74 
This being the case, and even were there to be the most generous reparations for the losses involv-
ed, it is essentia] that the existential hurt that was done to the majority of the Palestinian people be 
acknowledged by those who did that hurt, or their successors in power. This is a mainly symbolic 
response to a real grievance, but in a situation where in most cases there can probably be no fun-
damental redress of that grievance — beyond the possibility of compensation — the symbolic re-
sponse is all the more important. 
Also Israeli scholars recognize the importance of the point raised by Khalidi. Ac-
cording to Gazit, 'it is important that [the refugees] receive moral-psychological 
compensation in return for the ultimate concession by them within the framework 
of a final arrangement: a renunciation of the "right of rerum", as well as their 
agreement to no longer demand additional concessions, and to make a determined 
effort to rehabilitate and resettle the refugees.'75 
443. Finally, the issue of responsibility should be addressed as it affects other as-
pects of the refugee problem, such as compensation and the right of return, and 
cuts across most other aspects of the conflict76 In other words, without address-
ing the underlying preliminary question of responsibility, other aspects of the 
problem can not be successfully tackled. The exact allocation of responsibility for 
the flight of the Palestinians is of less relevance. What is important is that there be 
at least some symbolic recognition by Israel in this respect, taking into considera-
tion the result of recent historic research, mostly by Israeli scholars, establishing 
the actual course of events in the creation of the Palestinian refugee problem.77 In 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ellis, 1994,7. 
74 Khalidi, R., 1994,23. 
75 Gazit, 1994,14. See also Cygielman, 1995,25. 
76 Cf. Peretz, 1993.6. 
77 Cf. eh. I, para. 22. 
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the words of Marc Ellis, Jews need to face 'the reality that Israel is neither inno­
cent nor redemptive and that in its creation and expansion we as Jews have caused 
what we historically have suffered: a refugee population and a diaspora.'78 
444. The right of return is at least as contentious an issue as the question of re­
sponsibility, and the two are closely interrelated. The legal contents of the concept 
and its relevance to the Palestinian refugee issue have been extensively discussed 
in chapter П, leading to the conclusion that the refugees do have the legal right 
to return to their 'own country', Palestine.79 As long as there is no Palestinian 
state, this right applies in principle to the entire territory of the former British 
Mandate. However, now that the PLO, as the representative of the Palestinian 
people, has recognized the right of Israel to exist, it is obvious that the Palestinian 
refugees will only be able to exercise their right to return in conjunction with their 
right to self-determination. The recognition also confirms that the PLO no longer 
envisages Palestinian self-determination within the territory of the state of Israel. 
Accordingly, the implementation of the right to return of the Palestinian refugees 
is likely to be realized only in the context of the establishment of a Palestinian 
state alongside Israel. It is also for this reason that, at the beginning of this sec­
tion, the recommendation was made that the permanent status negotiations first 
address the core issue of Palestinian territorial sovereignty. 
445. Assuming that Palestinian sovereignty will indeed eventually be forthcom­
ing, the starting point for the negotiations should be the 'right to live in the Pales­
tinian state-to-be'.80 As was already mentioned several times,81 statehood implies 
that, within certain limits, the government of Palestine will be in a position to in­
dependently determine who its nationals are and under what conditions Palestin­
ians in the diaspora, including refugees, will be able to return to, and live in the 
country. In view of the wide scope of the Israeli 'law of return', Israel can not rea­
sonably be expected to demand a restriction on Palestinian immigration into Pal­
estine.82 According to Gazit, Israel should, however,83 
demand that the return of these refugees and displaced persons not be exploited by the Palestinians 
for a renewal of the struggle around a "return" to within Israel. In this regard the Palestinian 
leadership must pledge not to settle the returnees along the Green Line, and to prevent any possibi­
lity of a "Green March" of these refugees into Israel. 
'8 Ellis, 1994,7. 
?» See ch. П, sect 2. 
80 Khalidi, R.. 1994.24. 
81 See paras. 435, 440 and n. 59, above. 
82 Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991,91. 
83 Ibid. 
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446. The exercise of the right of Palestinian refugees and other Palestinians in 
the diaspora to return to Palestine will in practice necessarily be limited by the 
new country's absorptive capacity. This issue needs to be addressed during the 
negotiations from different angles. First, both the payment of compensation by Is­
rael, as well as financial support by the international community, should be tar­
geted towards the absorption of returning refugees. Second, Israel and Palestine 
should jointly approach the host states to secure the option of continued residency 
of those former refugees who for various reasons would prefer to stay rather than 
to return. To provide the refugees with a real choice, to return or not to return, 
not only reduces the pressure on the new state's absorption programmes but also 
does justice to their prolonged exile. According to Sari Nusseibeh and Mark Hel­
ler, in their remarkable joint Palestinian-Israeli blueprint for a two-state solution, 
this means that, 8 4 
host countries must be prepared to absorb into their respective political systems Palestinians who 
choose to remain where they are; this means offering them citizenship and full political rights, 
while in no way detracting from any rights or privileges that such Palestinians may enjoy in the 
Palestinian state. By the same token, the new Palestinian state must prepare itself to accommodate 
a possible influx of perhaps three-quarters of a million newcomers, most of them from refugee 
camps. But whatever individual Palestinians choose to do, the two options — taking up citizenship 
in an Arab country and settling in the Palestinian state — must never be seen as mutually exclu­
sive. Instead, the Palestinian state must at all times be to Palestinians what Israel is to the Jewish 
people — namely, a state for them all, wherever they may be. 
In their opinion the demographic element must be regarded as a given, along with 
such other elements as the natural resources of the area and the need for economic 
cooperation and integration. A Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza can­
not aspire to be economically independent or self-sustaining, 'regardless of 
whether its population is 1.7 million or 3.5 million.'8 5 
447. Although Israeli-imposed constraints on migration, unlike security con­
straints, are unlikely to be accepted by Palestinians or supported by anyone else, 
this still leaves the question to what extent the state-to-be will be in a position to 
legally restrict immigration of returning nationals. As appeared from the discus­
sion in chapter П, the right of nationals to enter their country may be subject to 
restrictions as long as these do not amount to an arbitrary deprivation of that 
right.86 The legislation of a number of states categorizes its nationals into those 
having a higher status, usually designated 'citizens' — who have unlimited access 
84 Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991,88. 
85 Ibid., 92. 
86 See ch. П, sub-sect 2.1, in particular the discussion on ICCPR66, ait. 12, para. 4. 
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to their country — and others. Thus, in the case of the United Kingdom, British 
passport holders from formerly dependent territories do not enjoy the right to re­
side in the UK, although they are considered to have the status of British national 
for purposes of international law. 8 7 Similarly the legislation of the USA has the 
category 'non-citizen nationals', which applies to persons bom in so-called 'out­
lying territories'.8 8 
Although the distinction between nationals who enjoy citizenship and other 
nationals has been mainly made in respect of (former) colonial subjects, the con­
cept could theoretically also be applied in other situations. However, in view of 
the centrality of the right of return in the conflict over Palestine, and taking into 
consideration the persistent Israeli refusal to allow the Palestinian refugees to re­
turn to their original homes, it will be difficult for the new Palestinian state to 
avail itself of this possibility. A compromise solution could be envisaged along 
the lines of the policy of Germany towards the so-called 'ethnic Germans': in 
principle all ethnic Germans have the right to return, but only 200,000 persons per 
year will be admitted into the country. 
448. One final aspect of the right of return that is likely to come up during the 
negotiations is whether a number of Palestinians should be allowed to return to 
what is now Israel. Since the PLO has formally recognized Israel's right to exist, 
thereby also implicitly recognizing the Jewish character of the state, it will be 
difficult for the Palestinian negotiators to press for a large-scale return of Palestin­
ians to their former towns and villages, nor will such a return be practical. 8 9 
However, there are a number of Palestinian refugees whose home villages still 
exist and who have family members living there. In recognition of its shared re­
sponsibility for the refugee problem, and in accordance with the principle of unity 
of the family, discussed in chapter П , 9 0 Israel may be expected to admit a limit­
ed number of Palestinians belonging to the above category, provided they are 
willing to become citizens of the state of Israel with all that entails.9 1 According 
to Khalidi:9 2 
Israel in 1949 offered to accept family reunification for up to 100,000 Palestinian refugees, and 
there is no earthly reason why today an Israel at peace with its neighbours and bestriding the re­
gion like an economic and strategic colossus cannot make such a simple gesture. 
»7 Cf. Brownlie, 1990,396; Harmum, 1987,63. 
88 Cf. Brownlie, 1990,396. 
89 Cf. Gazit, 1994,17; Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991,95; Perete, 1993,72,74. 
90 α . eh. П, sect. 4. 
91 Cf. Khalidi, R., 1994,24; Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991, 95; Perete. 1993,75; Abu Zayyad, 
1994,77. 
92 Khalidi, R.. 1994,24. 
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Return of a limited number of refugees under the guise of family reunification 
may be acceptable to Israel, as a family reunification scheme has been in opera­
tion since 1948.9 3 
449. The third and last main issue that will have to be addressed during the per­
manent status negotiations is the question of compensation?* From the very be­
ginning of the conflict, return and compensation have been closely linked. Thus 
UN resolution 194 called for the return of the refugees to their homes, as well as 
for two types of compensation: (1) to refugees 'choosing not to return' to their 
homes in Israel, and (2) 'for loss of or damage to property which under principles 
of international law or equity should be made good by the Governments or au­
thorities responsible'. Nusseibeh and Heller rightly observe that in view of the Is­
raeli objections against a return of the refugees to within Israel, 'the compensation 
component of the resolution must be given a weight which is in inverse propor­
tion to that of the actual rerum component.'95 
As will be shown below, the compensation issue is extremely complex and 
it is, therefore, unlikely that it will be possible to pay individual compensation to 
the refugees concerned. It is rather to be expected that payment of compensation 
will benefit the rehabilitation and rehousing of the refugees at large. 
450. Don Peretz highlights the magnitude of the compensation issue:96 
Few are aware of the extent of abandoned property that Israel has acquired as a result of the 1948 
war or of the value of that property. According to the Conciliation Commission, basing its esti­
mates on Village Statistics of the former mandatory government, over 80 percent of Israel's total 
area of some 20,000 square kilometres, represented abandoned Arab lands, although there was a 
great deal of ambiguity about the status of that land. (...) Of the three hundred and seventy new 
Jewish settlements established between 1948 and 1953, three hundred and fifty were on former 
Arab property. (...) The Palestinian Arabs left whole cities like Jaffa, Acre, Lydda, Ramleh, 
Baysan, Majdal; 388 towns and villages and large parts of 94 other cities and towns, containing 
nearly a quarter of all the buildings in Israel at that time. 
These figures give some indication of the extent and importance of property left 
behind by the refugees and it is, therefore, expected that the compensation issue 
will dominate the refugee negotiations. 
93 According to Gazit, 1994, 6, since the 1948 war, Israel has permitted the repatriation of 
some 70,000 Palestinians on the basis of family reunification. The majority of those persons re­
turned, however, shortly after the end of the 1967 war to the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 
94 Some legal principles relevant to the compensation issue were discussed in ch. П, sub-
sect. 2.1. 
95 Nusseibeh and Heller, 1991,95. 
96 peretz, 1994,16; see also Peretz, 1993,86. 
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A great deal of attention was given to the question of compensation during the 
first decade of efforts to resolve the conflict.97 Compensation was regarded as an 
integral component of the search for a solution with proposals shifting back and 
forth between repatriation to Israel, or resettlement with payment of compen-
sation. As was discussed in chapter I, when the UN Conciliation Commission for 
Palestine realized it was unlikely to effect the repatriation of the refugees, it fo-
cused on compensation instead.98 UNCCP was never abolished. Once Israel and 
the Palestinians agree on the principles that should govern the payment of com-
pensation, the Commission could be revived and make its records available to the 
parties for the purpose of working out a detailed agreement. Also UNRWA's reg-
istration records of the Palestinian refugees are likely to be referred to in this re-
spect, as these contain detailed data on both the original refugees and their de-
scendants. 
451. After almost fifty years it will be very difficult to identify and evaluate 
abandoned property. Since most refugee property was absorbed into Israel's eco-
nomy, it has been transformed, often beyond recognition. In many cases it has 
passed through several successive owners of Israeli government agencies and has 
been classified and reclassified under a variety of laws.99 Much land that was 
once agricultural has become urban; in many cases where there were once Pales-
tinian Arab farms, orchards, or orange groves, there are now Jewish high-rise 
apartments or office buildings. Movable property such as vehicles, household 
goods, farm animals, and personal property has long since disappeared without 
any record of its disposition.100 
There are also a number of technical problems. According to Peretz,101 
Many, some say most, of the original records of land registration during the mandate were either 
destroyed during the 1948 war or were otherwise missing. Some records that were microfilmed 
and taken to England were later found to be illegible. Much of the land in Palestine was never reg-
istered under the Palestine Government's Land Settlement Act that identified ownership by cadas-
tral survey. A large part of land ownership in Palestine was registered under the old Ottoman sys-
tem which identified land parcels according to boundaries fixed without reference to a survey. 
Also the identification of former owners or their heirs will be complicated 
'because of fragmentation of families over the past two and half generations'.102 
97 Cf.UNdoc.A/AC.25/W.82/Rev.l. 
98 Ch. I, sub-sect 5.3; see also Peretz, 1994,15. 
» Cf. Peretz, 1994,18. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid., 19. 
102 Ibid. 
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452. A related question is that of evaluation. Should compensation be based on 
1947 or 1997 values? Arab, Israeli and United Nations estimates of property loss-
es vary from less than 2 billion to over 100 billion 1990 U.S. dollars.1 0 3 Peretz 
points to the fact that the amounts of money involved in compensation payment 
will be large enough to finance much of the economic development required to 
absorb the refugees, whether in Palestine or elsewhere. However , 1 0 4 
these amounts are far larger than any single country can provide Therefore an international com-
pensation pool will have to be established to raise the necessary funds. Countries contributing to 
this pool would logically be the most likely participants ui a committee to arbitrate claims, to dis-
tribute payments, and to administer other aspects of the compensation process. 
Another complicating factor is that of Israeli counter-claims for Jewish property 
abandoned in Arab countries. According to Khalidi, 'if compensation for property 
lost is the basis for part of these reparations ... then Jews who left or were forced 
to leave Arab countries in and after 1948 similarly have a perfectly legitimate 
claim, one which might conceivably be resolved in tandem with reparations to the 
Pa les t in ians ' . 1 0 5 Although Israel is undoubtedly entitled to raise the issue, it 
should do so either bilaterally, in the context of ongoing or future peace negotia-
tions with the countries concerned, or during the international conference pro-
posed above, to deal with the multilateral aspects of the refugee problem. As 
Gazit rightly observes, raising the issue of counter-claims in the discussions with 
the Palestinians,106 
does not advance any practical solution. Israel will have to choose between a stingy state policy, 
(to be "penny wise and pound foolish"), and a policy which sees in the raising of assistance to the 
Palestinians' plight a long-term political and economic investment Israel must not avoid the poli-
tical, psychological and even economic benefits that are likely to anse as a result of Israel granting 
personal compensaUon to the refugees. 
433. It should, finally, be noted that the compensation question is closely related 
to, and dependent on, other aspects of an overall settlement, 'since its final resolu-
tion will depend on where the refugees are settled, the fate of Arab Jerusalem, 
where the boundaries are located between Israel and the Palestine state or entity, 
and what happens to Israeli settler property in the territory that ultimately be-
comes part of Palest ine. '1 0 7 As the issue is so complicated, it is a matter of con-
cern that so far none of the parties seems to have carried out much preparatory 
103 Cf. Peretz, 1993.88,90; 1994, 17; Khalidi, R., 1994,24. 
104 Ibid. 
105 Khalidi, R., 1994,24. 
106 Gazit, 1994,23. 
It" Ibid., 20. 
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work in this respect, and, also, that the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees 
has been unable to address the issue, even if it were only on an exploratory level. 
4.2 - MULTILATERAL ISSUES 
454. Once the two parties have reached agreement in principle on the various 
elements of a solution to the refugee problem, the discussion should be broadened 
to include the Axab host countries, other Arab states, the major donor states and 
concerned international organizations. As discussed above, in the opinion of this 
author the most appropriate framework for this purpose would be to convene an 
international conference similar to those held to work out comprehensive solu-
tions for other refugee problems, such as the conference held in Geneva in 1995 
to deal with the 2 million persons displaced as a result of the conflict in Bosnia. 
The conference should result in the adoption of a Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(CPA) that will cover all aspects related to the solution of the refugee problem. 
Subjects covered by the CPA should include the rehousing and economic rehabil-
itation of refugees currently living in camps within the state-to-be, the absorption 
of returning refugees, the legal status and rehabilitation of those wishing not to re-
turn, with special emphasis on those refugees residing in refugee camps in Jordan, 
Lebanon and Syria, and, finally, the role and eventual shutdown of UNRWA. 
455. Although important steps have been taken to improve the living conditions 
of the camp inhabitants in Gaza and the West Bank since the signing of the Dec-
laration of Principles in 1993, it has been official policy of the Palestinian Au-
thority that discussion on the future of the camps, and, therefore, longer-term re-
housing projects, is to await the outcome of the permanent status negotiations. 
The subject should, therefore, be addressed in the context of the CPA. Housing 
will also be required for most of the returning refugees, and, together with the re-
housing of refugees already in the country, this will be one of the most challeng-
ing tasks of the new state. While a number of Israeli settlements, vacated as a re-
sult of the permanent status agreement, may provide accommodation for some of 
the refugees, the bulk of the housing units required will have to be newly con-
structed. The financial resources for this purpose should come from Israeli com-
pensation payments plus international donor funding. Related questions that will 
have to be addressed concern conflicts over ownership of land.108 Rehousing ef-
forts will have to be complemented by programmes aimed at promoting the eco-
108 See para. 425, above. 
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nomic rehabilitation of the refugees. A number of such projects have already been 
initiated since the start of limited self-rule in Gaza and the West Bank. 
456. Another issue to be addressed in the CPA is the status of those preferring 
not to return. The plan should recognize that the refugees in the host countries 
have an acquired right of continued residency, deriving from their exceptionally 
lengthy stay, defacto integration, marriage, business activity, and so forth.109 The 
CPA should, therefore, contain an explicit prohibition of mass expulsion as well 
as other guarantees against involuntary population transfers.110 
Continued residency may be shaped in different forms, taking into conside-
ration the various political concerns of the host countries. There are roughly three 
possibilities. First, the refugees may be given the option of obtaining or, in the 
case of Jordan, keeping the nationality of the host country, without the possibility 
of formally obtaining Palestinian citizenship. Second, there may be the option of 
dual nationality, enabling the refugees to formally acknowledge their link with 
Palestine, while at the same time establishing, or, again in the case of Jordan, 
maintaining the bond of citizenship with the country in which they lived for all, or 
most of, their lives. The third option is permanent residency status without formal 
citizenship, comparable to that of 'green card' holders in the United States. 
457. Jordan has already announced that Jordanian citizens of Palestinian origin 
will be given the option to become nationals of Palestine or to remain Jordanians. 
So far, Jordanian government officials have expressed reluctance to allow dual 
citizenship, stating that allowing this would be contrary to Arab League policy. ' · ' 
Syria is likely to grant the option of naturalization to those Palestinians who have 
been long-term residents of the country, either with or without the possibility of 
dual citizenship. As was discussed in chapter IV, the presence of a large number 
of Palestinians has been the most problematic in Lebanon and it is unlikely that 
this country will agree to large scale naturalization of Palestinians. However, 
Lebanon should have less difficulty allowing continued residency of the Palestin-
ians as permanent or long-term residents, provided that those concerned obtain 
the nationality of the new state, thereby guaranteeing in individual cases the op-
tion of deportation of possible future 'unwanted elements'. 
458. The question of the refugee camps in Jordan, Lebanon and Syria is another 
matter to be addressed in the CPA. The issue will be resolved in respect of those 
109 Cf. Goodwin-Gill, 1996,275. 
HO Henckaerts, 1995. 122,138. 
' ' ' See, for example, the statement of the Jordanian interior minister quoted in al-Quds, 14 
Jan. 1996. 
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camp residents who decide to move to Palestine. However, in respect of those 
choosing to stay, the host countries should be assisted in further integrating the 
refugees into their societies. Programmes in this respect should focus both on re-
housing and economic rehabilitation, similar to those in Palestine. As will be the 
case in the new state, it is not realistic to expect that the vast majority of the 
camps be abolished altogether. The most likely scenario will be that the camps be 
gradually thinned out and developed until they are no longer different from other 
urban or rural settlements in the area. 
459. The above has made it clear that a comprehensive solution to the Palestinian 
refugee problem will require the effective cooperation amongst the many different 
actors involved in the Middle East peace process. For this purpose, appropriate 
organizational arrangements will need to be incorporated in the CPA, enabling the 
participants to determine priorities, raise funds, work out detailed implementation 
plans, and review progress. In view of its 45 years' experience in providing assis-
tance to the Palestinian refugees, UNRWA is in a unique position to act as lead 
agency for the first three to five years of this endeavour. While this would imply 
the Agency's involvement in coordinating and, probably, also partially imple-
menting, massive programmes for the absorption, rehousing and rehabilitation of 
the refugees, at the same time UNRWA's traditional, semi-govemmental, services 
should be gradually taken over by the governments concerned. Once the emphasis 
shifts from the refugee problem to longer-term development, UNDP could take 
over those functions of UNRWA that still require continued United Nations in-
volvement, finally bringing the Agency's mandate to an end. 

Chapter Χ 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
460. The conflict over Palestine has produced one of the most tragic and com­
pelling refugee crises of the post Second World War era. In quantitative terms, it 
features prominently on the list of the world's major refugee situations; in terms 
of duration and political sensitivity, it is without equivalent after the Second 
World War. Furthermore, as the present study has shown, the status of Palestinian 
refugees in international law is of considerable complexity. The lack of an un­
equivocal definition of the term 'Palestinian refugee' for the purpose of interna­
tional law; a certain level of ambiguity concerning the inclusion or (temporary) 
exclusion of Palestinian refugees from the universal international instruments 
concerning refugees and stateless persons; the absence of adequate regional in­
struments dealing with Palestinian refugees; the applicability of seemingly con­
flicting human rights norms in the context of the search for a durable solution — 
these are some of the factors that have to be encountered by the student of inter­
national law who attempts to determine the status of Palestinian refugees in a 
comprehensive manner. 
461. The main results of the analysis in this study have already been detailed in 
concluding sections at the end of most chapters. This final chapter summarizes 
these earlier findings and furthermore contains the author's overall conclusions 
and recommendations in respect of the study as a whole. It is first considered ap­
propriate, however, to refer for a moment to the research questions that were for­
mulated in the introductory chapter. The first question (question a.) addressed the 
preliminary requirement to qualify the subjects of the study. Accordingly, in 
chapter II the concept of a 'Palestinian refugee' was examined from various 
angles. Research questions b. (what are the rights and obligations that Palestinian 
refugees have under international law?) and с (to what extent is the treatment of 
Palestinian refugees in the various countries where they reside in conformity with 
the applicable norms?) were addressed jointly in chapters ГП - П, each focusing 
on a different area of international law. Questions d. (to what extent are Palestini­
an refugees enjoying international protection?) and e. (to what extent are the ap­
plicable rules of international law relevant for the current Middle East peace pro­
cess?) were, finally, addressed in chapters Ш and IX respectively. 
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462. In Part One of the study (chapters Π - IV), the status of Palestinian refugees 
was examined from a refugee law perspective. The concept of a 'Palestinian refu­
gee' in a legal context was introduced in chapter II. It started with a discussion of 
their general characteristics, pointing out that the study concerns one specific 
group of refugees: those Palestinians who fled that part of Mandate Palestine 
which in 1948 became the state of Israel, as a result of the war accompanying the 
establishment of that state, and who were subsequently prevented from returning 
there — as well as their descendants. Chapter II consequently examined what 
distinguishes Palestinian refugees from other categories of forced migrants and 
why this has led the international community to deal with their status in a differ­
ent manner. It was shown that for political reasons the Arab states insisted that the 
Palestinian refugees be the subject oí special United Nations attention rather than 
being included in the mandate of UNHCR. Finally, the various attempts at defin-
ing Palestinian refugees were discussed, mainly focusing on the operational defi-
nition of a 'Palestine refugee' used by UNRWA, and its interpretation, but also 
addressing the need to define Palestinian refugees in the context of the Middle 
East peace process. 
463. The analysis in chapter II and subsequent chapters has first and foremost 
shown that Palestinian refugees as a class are genuine refugees, unable to return 
to their place of former habitual residence. Coinciding with their flight, the Pales-
tinian refugees also lost their Palestinian Mandate citizenship and, apart from 
those who obtained the nationality of third states — mainly those who fled to Jor-
dan — the majority of the refugees continue to be stateless until the present day. 
This double 'handicap', not having the option of returning to one's own country 
and not belonging in a legal sense to any state, has made the majority of Palestini-
an refugees extremely vulnerable. The study has shown that 'refugeehood' and 
statelessness in respect of Palestinians are closely interrelated, both being mani-
festations of the lack of protection by a national state. This lack of national pro-
tection has provided the justification for the applicability of international refugee 
law, its aim being to provide refugees, including the Palestinian refugees, with the 
basic rights that every human being requires. 
464. A special feature of the Palestinian refugee problem is that the refugees 
were not citizens of a state but rather the subjects of a mandate territory being 
administered by the United Kingdom, under the auspices of the League of Na-
tions, in order to prepare them for future independence. Also, their flight coin-
cided with the creation of a new political entity, the state of Israel, on the territory 
they left, and the simultaneous termination of the British Mandate. The exodus, 
thus, brought to an end the provisional exercise of self-determination by the Pal-
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estinians concerned, particularly as the new state of Israel refused to allow them 
to return, except for small numbers in the context of family reunification. Conse-
quently, also because local integration in the Arab host countries generally ap-
peared to be no viable option, the Palestinian refugee problem and the Palestinian 
struggle for self-determination have been closely interwoven, amounting to two 
sides of the same coin. As also other historic examples illustrate — for example, 
the Armenians, prior to the establishment of the state of Armenia after the col-
lapse of the former Soviet Union, and the Kurds in Iraq, Iran, Syria and Turkey — 
this correlation has made the Palestinian refugee problem so seemingly intract-
able. 
465. In this context the question has arisen as to whether there is a friction be-
tween focus on the refugee issue as opposed to the issue of self-determination; 
Palestinian refugees versus Palestinian people; individual rights versus group 
rights? As was observed several times, the legal literature on the question of Pal-
estine deals primarily with the right of self-determination of the Palestinian 
people, with relatively little attention for the refugee problem. Moreover, for 
many years the PLO was reluctant to see individual Palestinians recognized as 
refugees. Protection of individual Palestinians as refugees in accordance with the 
applicable international norms was, apparently, perceived as having a negative 
impact on efforts to enable the Palestinian people to acquire their collective 
rights. 
In the opinion of this writer, the two approaches are not necessarily mutual-
ly exclusive, but rather provide a difference in perspective depending on at what 
level and for what purpose the issue is being addressed. As the PLO also appears 
to have realized from the early 1980s onwards, the two strategies may very well 
complement each other. 
466. The objection in Arab circles against treating the Palestinian refugees as 
refugees is to a considerable extent based on the fact that since the end of the 
Second World War in pursuing solutions to other refugee problems the primary 
emphasis has been on local integration and third country resettlement. In respect 
of the Palestinian refugee problem, voluntary repatriation has been advocated 
from the very beginning, both by the refugees and the international community. 
On the other hand, only in the 1980s UNHCR publicly recognized voluntary repa-
triation as the preferred solution to refugee problems in general. This situation 
may have contributed to the perception that international refugee law is primarily 
about facilitating local integration (and to a lesser extent about third country 
resettlement) and, accordingly, that this branch of international law has little to 
offer to Palestinians. 
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The analysis in this book has shown that this picture is not accurate, as the prima­
ry purpose of refugee law is to provide refugees with international protection 
pending the search for a durable solution restoring their access to national protec­
tion. The experience of the past 45 years has shown that as a political solution to 
the Arab-Israeli conflict has so far not been forthcoming, the Palestinian refugees 
have frequently been in need of such protection, similar to other refugees. At the 
same time, the fact that the refugee problem could not be solved during all these 
years highlights the requirement that the Palestinian people be able to exercise 
their right to self-determination. -" 
467. The fact that most of the Palestinians who were displaced as a result of the 
1948 war are at the same time both refugees and stateless persons prompts the 
question as to which of these two manifestations of 'unprotectedness' has had the 
most significant impact on the individuals concerned. It is obvious that initially 
the refugee dimension was of overriding importance, as from one day to the other 
the refugees had lost the means to sustain themselves, dispossessed from their 
homes, land and other belongings. Gradually, the legal and political impairment 
of being stateless, not belonging to a state, not having a national passport, became 
more significant. As being stateless has also equally affected many Palestinians 
who are not refugees, it may even be argued that this element has been more dom­
inant than the refugee aspect in negatively affecting the life of individual Palestin­
ians. 
468. Taking into consideration that the exodus of Palestinian refugees took place 
nearly fifty years ago, the related question has come up, in chapter II but also in 
subsequent chapters, to what extent first, second, and even third generation 
descendants of the original refugees should still be considered as refugees? In the 
opinion of this author the determining factor in this respect should be the absence 
of national protection. Whether a first generation refugee of 78 or a fourth gene­
ration baby of 18 months, their common feature is that their legal status remains 
that of a refugee and stateless person, with the descendants of the original refu­
gees having inherited their parent's status. As long as descendants continue to be 
legally in the same position as the original refugees, they should also be treated 
equally for the purpose of international law. The story of Rula at the very begin­
ning of the book has tried to illustrate this point. Another argument pointing in the 
same direction is the application of the principle of unity of the family, which was 
discussed in chapter VII. In accordance with this principle, members of the im­
mediate family of a refugee should, in general, also be considered as refugees. 
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469. It should be stressed again that the international community did not exclude 
Palestinian refugees from the general international refugee regime, as is often as­
sumed, but rather suspended the application of the 1951 Convention and the in­
volvement of UNHCR in respect of those refugees being assisted by UNRWA. 
The same applies in respect of the 1954 Convention Relating to the Status of 
Stateless Persons. As the analysis in several chapters has shown, article ID of the 
1951 Convention, article 1, paragraph 2 (i) of the 1954 Convention, and para­
graph 7 (c) of the UNHCR Statute, although drafted in general terms, were incor­
porated in the text of these instruments specifically and exclusively with the Pal­
estinian refugees in mind. These provisions reflect the consensus amongst their 
drafters that the Palestinian refugees were in need of international assistance and 
protection, and accordingly their objective has been to provide for deferred inclu­
sion rather than permanent exclusion of this category. For this reason, the Pales­
tinian refugees should be seen as an additional category of so-called 'statutory 
refugees' similar to those mentioned in article 1A, paragraph 1, of the 1951 Con­
vention. 
470. The position of Palestinian refugees under the 1951 Convention was dis­
cussed in chapter ΙΠ. The analysis in this chapter is particularly relevant for the 
large number of Palestinian refugees residing in Western Europe and North Ame­
rica, often without an adequate legal status. A major part of chapter Ш dealt with 
the interpretation of article ID of the Convention. It was shown that article ID 
contains in its first sentence a temporary exclusion clause and in its second sen­
tence an inclusion clause with respect to the 1951 Convention. 
The analysis of relevant state practice revealed that there are considerable 
differences in the application of this provision, with some states not applying arti­
cle ID at all while others do apply the provision, but with significantly different 
results. The Joint Position on the harmonized application of the refugee defini­
tion, adopted by the European Council in early 1996, is unlikely to contribute to a 
more uniform interpretation of article ID by the EU member states as the relevant 
section is far from clear. It was also shown that the relevant paragraphs of the 
UNHCR Handbook, the leading commentary on the definition of the term 
'refugee' in the 1951 Convention, is ambiguous and may, for this reason, have 
contributed to the inconsistent application of article ID. 
471. The interpretation of article ID which this author believes to be correct can 
be summarized as follows. According to its first sentence, the 1951 Convention is 
not applicable to 'Palestine refugees' falling under the mandate of UNRWA, and 
thus having the possibility of receiving the assistance of that agency, irrespective 
of whether such refugees individually are, or have been, in receipt of actual 
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UNRWA assistance. In case, however, the possibility of receiving support from 
UNRWA ceases to be available for whatever reasons, affected refugees will au­
tomatically — that is without any determination as to whether they also meet the 
criteria of the other inclusion clauses and in particular article 1 A, paragraph 2 — 
be entitled to the benefits of the 1951 Convention if they find themselves in a 
state bound by that instrument. Such a situation will occur in case UNRWA 
ceases to function, either in all or part of its area of operations, but also in case 
Palestinian refugees, after having left UNRWA's area of operations, are unable to 
return there in a legal manner for reasons beyond their control. This is also the 
case in respect of Palestinian refugees, who left a country which forms part of 
UNRWA's area of operations, and who are unwilling to return there for the rea­
sons mentioned in article 1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention or for other 
compelling reasons that may prompt a state party to that Convention to grant 
asylum to that person, and who are at the same time unable to reside in any other 
country where UNRWA operates. 
472. In accordance with the above interpretation, asylum requests of Palestinians 
in countries bound by the 1951 Convention should be approached as follows. It 
should first be established whether the Palestinian concerned is a 'Palestine refu­
gee' falling under UNRWA's mandate. Confirmation of this can be obtained by 
contacting UNRWA, which maintains records of registered refugees. If registra­
tion with UNRWA is indeed confirmed, it should next be determined whether the 
possibility of receiving support from UNRWA has ceased to be available for any 
of the reasons mentioned in the previous paragraph. If this is the case, the asylum 
seeker is ipso facto entitled to the benefits of the 1951 Convention. 
In case the Palestinian asylum seeker is not an 'UNRWA refugee', for 
example a Palestinian who in 1967 became displaced for the first time, article ID 
is not applicable. Accordingly the application should be considered against article 
1A, paragraph 2, of the 1951 Convention, possibly in conjunction with national 
asylum provisions. If the asylum seeker is not recognized under article 1 A, para­
graph 2, but is nevertheless granted asylum, the 1954 Convention Relating to the 
Status of Stateless Persons is applicable, provided he or she has not obtained the 
nationality of a third state (see below). 
473. Focusing on the status of Palestinian refugees in the Middle East, regional 
protection arrangements in the context of the League of Arab States were discuss­
ed in chapter IV. In addition to the 1965 'Casablanca' Protocol on the Treatment 
of Palestinians in the Arab States, the various resolutions of the Arab League 
pertaining to Palestinian refugees were analyzed and compared with the protec­
tion regime of the 1951 Convention. It was shown that these instruments have 
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provided Palestinian refugees with a status which in a number of ways is similar 
to that enjoyed by other refugees under the 1951 Convention. An excursus pro-
viding an overview of the legal status of Palestinian refugees in the various Arab 
states, completed the chapter. 
Although the Arab League made serious efforts to introduce minimum 
standards for the treatment of Palestinian refugees, in practise the position of 
these Palestinians has been largely determined by political and security considera-
tions of the governments of the Arab host countries. The actual treatment of the 
refugees in these countries depends mainly on the policies of the various host 
states vis-à-vis the Palestinians in general and the PLO in particular. Changes in 
political relations almost automatically had an impact on the situation of the Pal-
estinians in the countries concerned. 
474. The main problem in relation to the status of Palestinian refugees in the 
Arab world has been that although the host states have generally provided perma-
nent residency status to those refugees who took direct refuge in their respective 
countries during and in the aftermath of the 1948 war, this status has nevertheless 
not allowed the refugees to become fully integrated. With the exception of Jordan, 
citizenship has generally not been available, not even for second or third genera-
tion refugees. Furthermore, it appeared to be virtually impossible to transfer the 
right of permanent residency to third countries in the Arab world. The hundreds 
of thousands of Palestinians who moved to other countries in the region to work, 
have done so in a migrant worker capacity, with residence rights strictly linked to 
continued employment opportunities. Palestinians who had gone to Kuwait, to 
other Gulf states or to Libya, had almost forgotten that they still were refugees. 
However, during periods of crisis affecting these countries it became clear that de 
facto integration is not the same as a durable solution, as large numbers of Pales-
tinians experienced when they were forced to leave, often after having lived and 
worked there for decades. 
The experience with regard to the Palestinian refugees stresses the impor-
tance of a strong residence status as the basis for refugee protection. Only a status 
that will eventually open the door to national protection, meets the requirements 
of an adequate durable solution that will relieve the individuals concerned from 
the refugee stigma. In this context it may be argued that the refusal of the host 
states — with the exception of Jordan — to grant citizenship to second, third and 
fourth generation Palestinian refugees, constitues a violation of international law 
and in particular of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which has been 
ratified by these as well as a number of other Arab states.1 
1 CRC89, arts. 2,7. 
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475. As international refugee law does not provide a well defined and adequate 
status in respect of Palestinian refugees, Part Two of the study (chapters V - П) 
examined whether other areas of international law contain rules that are relevant 
to their status. It focused on three areas of international law that are of particular 
importance: the law concerning stateless persons, humanitarian law and human 
rights law. 
The rules of international law relating to stateless persons and their appli­
cability to Palestinian refugees were discussed in chapter V. One of the questions 
the chapter attempted to answer is whether a Palestinian nationality, meeting the 
relevant criteria of international law, is currently in existence. In the view of this 
author this is at present not the case. Although there can be no doubt that the enti­
ty 'Palestine' should be considered a state in statu nascendi and although it is 
likely that the ongoing peace process will eventually culminate in the establish­
ment of a Palestinian state, it is premature to conclude that statehood, as defined 
by international law, is at present (summer 1996) firmly established. As there is 
no state, ipso facto Palestinian nationality is non existent either. Palestinians who 
have not acquired the nationality of a third state therefore continue to be stateless 
for the purpose of international law. Accordingly, Palestinian refugees who find 
themselves in countries bound by the 1954 Convention Relating to the Status of 
Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, 
should be able to benefit from these instruments. This would considerably 
strengthen the position of these Palestinians, both by providing a formal legal 
status to those not officially admitted as refugees, and by opening the door to na­
turalization of descendants bom in these countries. 
476. Palestinian refugees have frequently been subjected to armed conflicts. In­
ternational humanitarian law, the body of law that deals with different aspects of 
such conflicts, has therefore been of considerable importance to them, as discuss­
ed in chapter VI. First, an overview was provided of the rules of humanitarian law 
concerning the protection of civilians and their relevance for Palestinian refugees. 
The position of Palestinian refugees residing in the territories occupied by Israel 
was only briefly discussed as much literature and documentation on the subject is 
available elsewhere. The relevance of the Declaration of Principles, signed by Is­
rael and the PLO in 1993, for the status of Palestinians in the occupied territories 
was finally discussed in some detail, showing that in several respects this agree­
ment provides less protection than the Fourth Geneva Convention. 
The Palestinian refugee issue constitutes an excellent illustration of the 
considerable importance of humanitarian law for the protection of refugees, espe­
cially for large numbers — probably a majority of today's refugees — living in 
areas that are subjected to military conflict. The importance and potential of this 
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body of international law is not always sufficiently realized by lawyers involved 
in the protection of refugees, and should be given additional attention. The uni­
lateral refusal of Israel to fully apply the Fourth Geneva Convention to the occu­
pied territories and the many violations by that country of its provisions, have 
shown, at the same time, the limitations of international law in effectively protect­
ing the human rights of refugees and other unprotected persons. In this context it 
is to be regretted that the parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention have not more 
adequately utilized the means at their disposal to ensure respect for the Conven­
tion, and particularly that the initiative of the UN Secretary General in 1990, to 
convene a meeting of the high contracting parties to discuss possible enforcement 
measures, never materialized. 
477. In Chapter П, the last of Part Two, the focus has been on the position of 
Palestinian refugees as individuals and as members of the Palestinian people. The 
relevant concepts of international law are those of human rights and self-deter­
mination. The right of the Palestinian refugees to return to their homes has been 
affirmed by the General Assembly as early as in 1948; in the early 1970s the 
General Assembly also affirmed that the Palestinian people are entitled to self-
determination. An attempt was made to determine the contemporary legal content 
of both rights as well as their applicability to the Palestinian refugee problem. 
One other, more individually oriented human rights issue relevant to large num­
bers of Palestinian refugees — that of family reunification and the principle of 
unity of the family — was examined as well. 
The right to return of the Palestinian refugees and the right to self-determi­
nation of the Palestinian people are closely interrelated. As the analysis in chapter 
VII has shown, the Palestinian refugees undoubtedly do have the right to return to 
their 'own country', Palestine. As long as there is no Palestinian state, this right 
applies in principle to the entire territory of the former British Mandate. However, 
now that the PLO, as the representative of the Palestinian people, has recognized 
the right of Israel to exist, it is obvious that the Palestinian refugees will only be 
able to exercise their right to return in conjunction with their right to self-deter­
mination. The recognition also confirms that the PLO no longer envisages Pales­
tinian self-determination within the territory of the state of Israel. Accordingly, 
the implementation of the right to return of the Palestinian refugees is likely to be 
realized only in the context of the establishment of a Palestinian state alongside 
Israel. 
478. While Parts One and Two dealt with the standards of treatment of Palestini­
an refugees that are derived from various areas of international law, Part Three 
addressed the implementation of these standards. The need for international pro-
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tection of refugees starts at the very moment the authorities of the home country 
no longer provide their protection and lasts until a durable solution has been 
found, ideally through the restoration of national protection by the refugee's own 
country. These two basic concepts, the need for international protection and the 
need for a long-term solution to refugee problems, and their application to the 
Palestinian refugee question, were the subject of chapters VIII and IX respective-
Unlike other foreigners, refugees, and for that matter Palestinian refugees, 
cannot turn to the authorities of a home country for protection. Alternatively, in­
ternational law aims to provide refugees with the basic rights that every human 
being requires. Under the various applicable rules it is the responsibility of the in­
ternational community, acting for this purpose both through one or more states 
and through international organizations, to provide the international protection 
necessary to secure for refugees the enjoyment of these rights. Chapter VIII dis­
cussed the protection of Palestinian refugees, both in the Middle East and else­
where, by various United Nations bodies, including UNRWA and UNHCR. It 
also looked at the role of the ICRC and examined some other attempts at provid­
ing international protection in the context of the recent agreements between Israel 
and the PLO. 
479. The Palestinian refugee problem is unique in that it concerns the only group 
of refugees for whom a special United Nations agency, UNRWA, was set up. Ac­
cordingly, the general international refugee regime established after World War Π 
does not fully apply to them. In terms of assistance by the international communi­
ty, this special arrangement — prompted by the sensitive relationship between 
Arab and Western states after the establishment of Israel — has definitely been to 
the benefit of the refugees concerned. UNRWA's expenditure per registered refu­
gee has been more than double the amount spent by UNHCR per person under its 
mandate and no other agency has provided as much support and services to 
people directly as UNRWA has.2 Also, UNRWA heavily involved tens of 
thousands of Palestinians who were themselves refugees in carrying out its opera­
tions, which enabled it to gain the confidence of the refugee community, thereby 
contributing to its effectiveness. 
2 Between 197S and 1994, UNRWA's annual expenditure per registered 'Palestine refugee' 
ranged from $68 - $121; UNHCR's expenditure per person 'of concern' to the organization over 
the same period ranged from $28 - $52 per annum. Source: UNHCR, 1993, fig. A and III.F; 
UNHCR, 1995, fig. 1.1 and 1.3; Schiff, 1995, tab. 3.2.; UNRWA, Annual Report, 1994-1995, 
GÁOR, 50th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/50/13, tab. 12. See also 'A Task to Fulfil: Interview with 
UNRWA's New Commissioner-General, Mr. Peter Hansen', Palestine Refugees Today, No. 138, 
4,6 (May 1996). 
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However, the arrangement also implied that the vast majority of Palestinian refu­
gees would in fact not be able to benefit from the protection of UNHCR and the 
1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees, whilst UNRWA would not have an 
explicit protection mandate. Given that the refugee problem could not be solved 
at short notice, and is today still far from a solution, this should be considered a 
historic mistake. As a consequence, the refugees concerned have not been re­
ceiving adequate protection. By partially excluding Palestinian refugees from the 
protection of UNHCR and the application of the 1951 Convention, they also have 
not been able to benefit from the general discussion concerning protection, the 
search for durable solutions, the development of refugee law, etc. This in tum 
may have strengthened the perception by some that Palestinian refugees are not to 
be considered as genuine refugees in a legal context. 
480. As was shown in chapter Ш, the General Assembly's error was to a large 
extent corrected by the pragmatic way in which UNRWA throughout the years 
carried out its mandate, constantly adapting its operations to the most pressing 
needs of the refugee community it has been serving. Many of the services pro­
vided by UNRWA, although formally labelled 'assistance', have in fact guaran­
teed basic rights of the refugees, in particular those related to education, health 
and social security. And through its emergency operations in response to numer­
ous crises, the agency has extended physical protection to hundreds of thousands 
of Palestinian refugees. 
After the start of the uprising in the occupied territories in late 1987, it be­
came clear that increased protection for the Palestinian residents of these areas 
against the acts of the occupying forces was urgently needed. In the face of the 
non-implementation of the mechanism for international supervision and protec­
tion laid down in the Fourth Geneva Convention, the initiative of the UN Secreta­
ry-General which led to the introduction by UNRWA of a programme of general 
assistance and protection, better known as the RAO-programme, should be con­
sidered as an important step to provide Palestinians with international protection. 
The programme has proven to be an appropriate and flexible mechanism to render 
additional protection in periods of conflict similar to the intifada. The pro­
gramme's informal character appeared to be one of its major strengths, as the Is­
raeli government at the time still strongly objected to any form presence of inter­
national or foreign observers in the occupied territories. The assistance and pro­
tection provided have had a considerable impact and were appreciated by the Pal­
estinian community, although given the exceptional circumstances it has not been 
possible to put an end to the human rights violations by the Israeli authorities. 
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481. Long-standing UNHCR policy has been to consider Palestinians outside 
UNRWA's area of operations as prima facie fulfilling the inclusion provisions of 
its Statute and therefore as falling within its mandate. In line with this policy, 
UNHCR branch offices throughout the world have provided invaluable assistance 
and protection to tens of thousands of Palestinian refugees and other displaced 
Palestinians, occasionally in close cooperation with UNRWA. However, the or­
ganization has not always taken a consistent position in seeking the application of 
the 1951 Convention in individual cases concerning Palestinian refugees, which is 
all the more serious as it negatively impedes on its 'duty of supervising the appli­
cation of the provisions of this Convention.'3 Reference was already made, earlier 
in this chapter, to the ambiguity of the section in the UNHCR Handbook concern­
ing Palestinian refugees. As was shown in chapter ΙΠ, in several respects the rele­
vant passage of the Handbook even reflects an incorrect interpretation of article 
ID of the Convention. In order to remedy this situation, UNHCR should amend 
the relevant section of the Handbook or otherwise clarify its position on the sub­
ject 
In chapter V, UNHCR's role as the provisional body to assist persons 
claiming the benefits of the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness 
was discussed. It was observed that the organization has been very cautious in de­
veloping its role in this respect and has particularly refused to express an official 
opinion as to the de jure statelessness of persons claiming the benefits of the 1954 
or 1961 Conventions. Not only in view of the large number of stateless Palestini­
ans, but also taking into consideration the rapidly growing number of stateless 
persons in other regions of the world, UNHCR should be encouraged to recon­
sider its position in this respect. 
482. Finally, in chapter IX it was examined to what extent international law 
provides a framework for the current and future negotiations aimed at finding a 
durable solution for the Palestinian refugees as well as for the other displaced Pal­
estinians. This most 'political' chapter of the study — containing some recom­
mendations for a durable solution of the Palestinian refugee problem — started by 
discussing different solutions to refugee problems in general and looked into va­
rious related principles of international law. It then addressed possible scenarios 
for the final status of the occupied territories: continuation of autonomy without 
full sovereignty; establishment of a Palestinian state; and creation of a Jordanian-
Palestinian federation or confederation. Finally, chapter IX provided an overview 
of issues to be addressed during the permanent status negotiations on the refugee 
issue, in the context of the 'Madrid' peace process. 
3 CSR51, art. 35(1). 
Summary and Conclusions 361 
According to this author the negotiations should first and foremost address the 
issue of the territorial status of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Only once the 
core issue of Palestinian sovereignty has been resolved in a satisfactory manner 
— accommodating both Israeli security concerns and the need for Palestinian 
self-determination — will it be possible to deal with the other outstanding issues, 
including that of the refugees. It was also emphasized that a just and comprehen-
sive solution to the refugee issue does not depend exclusively on Israeli-Palestini-
an agreement, but requires the involvement of many other parties, including the 
host countries, donor countries with a vested interest in stability in the region, the 
United Nations and other concerned international organizations. For this reason it 
will be essential for the negotiations to be conducted in two stages. During the 
first, bilateral, stage, Palestinian and Israeli negotiators are to agree on the princi-
ples that should govern a comprehensive solution to the refugee problem. Subse-
quently, an international conference should be convened, similar to those held to 
work out comprehensive solutions for other refugee problems, with the aim to 
agree upon an integrated approach towards the political, humanitarian and devel-
opmental dimensions of the refugee problem. 
483. Presuming that Palestinian sovereignty will indeed eventually be forthcom-
ing, the starting point for a durable solution to the refugee problem should be the 
right to live in the Palestinian state-to-be. Palestinian citizenship will free the Pal-
estinian refugees from the refugee stigma and will, after almost half a century, 
finally satisfy their right of return. As the exercise of the right of Palestinian refu-
gees and other Palestinians in the diaspora to return to Palestine will in practice 
necessarily be limited by the new country's absorptive capacity, it is essential that 
the option of continued residency be secured for those former refugees who for 
various reasons would prefer to stay rather than to return, at least for the time 
being. To provide the refugees with a real choice, to return or not to return, will 
do justice to the exceptional situation of their prolonged exile and will thereby 
enhance the long-term success of the final peace settlement. Related issues that 
need to be resolved during the negotiations in one form or the other are the ques-
tions of responsibility and compensation. 
Once the two parties have reached agreement in principle on the various 
elements of a solution, the discussion should be broadened to include the other 
actors mentioned in the previous paragraph through the convening of an interna-
tional conference. The conference should result in the adoption of a comprehen-
sive plan of action covering all aspects related to the solution of the refugee prob-
lem, including the rehousing and economic rehabilitation of refugees currently 
living in camps within the state-to-be, the absorption of returning refugees, the le-
gal status and rehabilitation of those wishing not to return, with special emphasis 
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on those refugees residing in refugee camps in Jordan, Lebanon and Syria, and, 
finally, the role and eventual shutdown of UNRWA. Appropriate organizational 
arrangements will need to be incorporated in the plan, enabling the participants to 
determine priorities, raise funds, work out detailed implementation plans and re­
view progress. In view of its 45 years' experience in providing assistance to the 
Palestinian refugees, UNRWA is well placed to act as lead agency for the first 
years of this endeavour. 
484. The conflict over Palestine involves two relatively small ethnic groups of 
people claiming roughly the same tiny sliver of land. This basically common 
problem has been magnified by religious, political, psychological, and economic 
factors into a world problem that has fuelled several local wars and has caused a 
massive and long-lasting refugee problem. The conflict has all characteristics of a 
tragedy, a struggle of 'right against right'. Accordingly, as most legal commenta­
tors on the Arab-Israeli conflict agree, the application of legal principles cannot in 
itself settle the underlying issues. Only a political solution imposing painful com­
promises on both sides will be able to create the conditions in which international 
law can be applied effectively. The Israelis will eventually have to recognize that 
they are not entitled to determine the future of the Palestinians. Their right simply 
does not go that far. Only an agreement between Israeli politicians who subscribe 
to this vision and their Palestinian counterparts who understand the Israeli fear, 
will finally be able to resolve the conflict, thus paving the way towards a just and 
comprehensive solution of the Palestinian refugee problem. 
DE STATUS VAN PALESTIJNSE VLUCHTELINGEN IN НЕТ 
INTERNATIONALE RECHT 
SAMENVATTING EN CONCLUSIES 
Het conflict over Palestina heeft geleid tot een van de meest tragische vluchtelin­
genproblemen van de periode na de Tweede Wereldoorlog. In kwantitatief op­
zicht neemt het een prominente plaats in op de lijst van de belangrijkste vluchte­
lingenproblemen in de wereld; qua duur en politieke gevoeligheid is het zonder 
precedent in de naoorlogse geschiedenis. De onderhavige studie heeft bovendien 
laten zien dat de status van Palestijnse vluchtelingen in het internationale recht 
buitengewoon gecompliceerd is. Het ontbreken van een eenduidige definitie van 
de term 'Palestijnse vluchteling' in het internationale recht; een zekere mate van 
onduidelijkheid betreffende de 'insluiting' of (tijdelijke) 'uitsluiting' van Pales­
tijnse vluchtelingen van de universele internationale instrumenten betreffende 
vluchtelingen en staatlozen; het ontbreken van afdoende regionale instrumenten 
met betrekking tot Palestijnse vluchtelingen; de toepasselijkheid van ogenschijn­
lijk tegenstrijdige mensenrechten normen in de context van het zoeken naar een 
duurzame oplossing — dit is een aantal van de factoren die de beoefenaar van het 
internationale recht, die probeert vanuit verschillende invalshoeken de status van 
Palestijnse vluchtelingen vast te stellen, in ogenschouw dient te nemen. 
De belangrijkste resultaten van de analyse in deze studie zijn reeds neergelegd in 
afsluitende paragrafen aan het slot van de meeste hoofdstukken. Dit laatste hoofd­
stuk vat deze eerdere bevindingen samen en bevat bovendien de algemene con­
clusies en aanbevelingen van de schrijver met betrekking tot de studie in z'n ge­
heel. Het is echter allereerst opportuun terug te verwijzen naar de onderzoeksvra­
gen die zijn geformuleerd in het inleidende hoofdstuk. De eerste vraag (vraag a.) 
betreft de nadere kwalificatie van degenen over wie deze studie gaat. In overeen­
stemming daarmee is in hoofdstuk twee het concept 'Palestijnse vluchteling' on­
derzocht vanuit diverse invalshoeken. Onderzoeksvragen b. (welke rechten en 
plichten hebben Palestijnse vluchtelingen naar internationaal recht?) en с (in 
welk opzicht is de behandeling van Palestijnse vluchtelingen in de verschillende 
landen waar zij verblijven in overeenstemming met de toepasselijke normen?) ko­
men gezamenlijk aan de orde in de hoofdstukken Ш - VII, ieder toegespitst op 
een verschillend onderdeel van het internationale recht. Vragen d. (in welke mate 
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genieten Palestijnse vluchtelingen internationale bescherming?) en e. (in welke 
mate zijn de toepasselijke regels van internationaal recht relevant voor het huidige 
vredesproces in het Midden Oosten?) zijn, tenslotte, behandeld in respectievelijk 
de hoofdstukken ПІ en IX. 
In Deel Een van de studie (hoofdstukken II - IV), wordt de status van Palestijnse 
vluchtelingen geanalyseerd vanuit een vluchtelingenrechtelijk perspectief. Het ju­
ridische begrip 'Palestijnse vluchteling' in een juridische context is geïntrodu-
ceerd in hoofdstuk II. In een inleidende bespreking van een aantal algemene ken-
merken is duidelijk gemaakt dat de studie zich richt op een specifieke groep 
vluchtelingen, namelijk die Palestijnen die, als gevolg van de oorlog waarmee het 
ontstaan van de staat Israël gepaard ging, in 1948 dat deel van het Mandaatsge-
bied Palestina ontvluchtten dat later in de nieuwe staat geïncorporeerd werd, en 
die vervolgens niet in staat werden gesteld daarheen terug te keren — alsmede 
hun nakomelingen. Vervolgens wordt in hoofdstuk II ingegaan op de vraag wat 
Palestijnse vluchtelingen onderscheidt van andere gedwongen migranten en waar-
om dat de internationale gemeenschap ertoe heeft gebracht hun status op een an-
dere manier te regelen. Duidelijk is dat de Arabische staten er om politieke rede-
nen op stonden dat de Palestijnse vluchtelingen voorwerp zouden zijn van bijzon-
dere zorg van de kant van de Verenigde Naties in plaats van te worden geïncorpo-
reerd in het mandaat van UNHCR. Tenslotte zijn de verschillende pogingen om 
Palestijnse vluchtelingen te definiëren besproken. Hierbij is voornamelijk inge-
gaan op de werkdefinitie van een 'Palestijnse vluchteling' gebruikt door UNRWA 
en op de interpretatie daarvan. Ook de noodzaak om Palestijnse vluchtelingen te 
definiëren in het kader van het vredesproces in het Midden Oosten is kort aan de 
orde gekomen. 
De analyse in hoofdstuk II en volgende hoofdstukken heeft in de eerste plaats dui-
delijk gemaakt dat het bij de categorie van Palestijnse vluchtelingen om echte 
vluchtelingen gaat, die niet in staat zijn terug te keren naar hun vroegere woon-
plaats. Met hun vlucht verloren de Palestijnse vluchtelingen ook hun Palestijnse 
'mandaatsburgerschap' en, met uitzondering van diegenen die de nationaliteit van 
derde staten hebben verworven — voornamelijk diegenen die naar Jordanië 
vluchtten — is het merendeel van de vluchtelingen staatloos tot op de dag van 
vandaag. Deze dubbele 'handicap', het ontbreken van de mogelijkheid om terug 
te keren naar het eigen land en het in juridische zin tot geen enkele staat behoren, 
heeft de meerderheid van de Palestijnse vluchtelingen buitengewoon kwetsbaar 
gemaakt. De studie toont aan dat in het geval van de Palestijnen, vluchtelingschap 
en staatloosheid, beide manifestaties van het ontbreken van bescherming door een 
nationale staat, nauw verweven zijn. Dit gebrek aan nationale bescherming recht-
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vaardigt de toepasselijkheid van het internationale vluchtelingenrecht, waarvan 
het doel is om vluchtelingen, inclusief de Palestijnse vluchtelingen, de fundamen-
tele rechten te verschaffen die ieder mens toekomen. 
Een bijzonder aspect van het Palestijnse vluchtelingenprobleem is dat het hierbij 
niet gaat om onderdanen van een staat maar om de subjecten van een mandaatsge-
bied in afwachting van toekomstige onafhankelijkheid, geadministreerd door 
Groot-Brittannië onder het gezag van de Volkenbond. Verder viel hun vlucht sa-
men met het ontstaan van een nieuwe politieke entiteit, de staat Israël, op het 
grondgebied dat door hen werd verlaten en, tegelijkertijd, met de beëindiging van 
het Britse mandaat. De exodus maakte derhalve een einde aan de voorlopige uit-
oefening van zelfbeschikking door de betrokken Palestijnen, met name ook omdat 
de nieuwe staat Israël weigerde hen te laten terugkeren, met uitzondering van een 
kleine groep in de context van gezinshereniging. Als gevolg daarvan is er sprake 
van een nauwe verwevenheid van het Palestijnse vluchtelingenprobleem en de 
Palestijnse strijd om zelfbeschikking, temeer ook omdat lokale integratie in de 
Arabische gastlanden over het algemeen geen reële optie bleek te zijn. Zoals ook 
andere historische voorbeelden laten zien — bijvoorbeeld de Armeniërs, voor de 
stichting van de staat Armenië na de val van de voormalige Sovjet Unie, en de 
Koerden in Irak, Iran, Syrië en Turkije — heeft deze correlatie het Palestijnse 
vluchtelingen probleem zo ogenschijnlijk onoplosbaar gemaakt. 
In deze context komt ook de vraag aan de orde in hoeverre er sprake is van een 
spanningsveld tussen het benadrukken van het vluchtelingenprobleem in tegen-
stelling tot het vraagstuk van zelfbeschikking; Palestijnse vluchtelingen versus het 
Palestijnse volk; individuele rechten versus groepsrechten. De juridische literatuur 
over het Palestijnse vraagstuk gaat met name in op het; recht op zelfbeschikking, 
met relatief weinig aandacht voor het vluchtelingenvraagstuk. Bovendien was de 
PLO geruime tijd terughoudend waar het de erkenning van individuele Palestijnen 
als vluchteling betrof. Klaarblijkelijk was men de mening toegedaan dat protectie 
van individuele Palestijnen als vluchteling in overeenstemming met de toepasse-
lijke internationale normen een negatief effect zou hebben op de inspanningen om 
het Palestijnse volk in staat te stellen zijn collectieve rechten te verkrijgen. 
In de opvatting van de schrijver sluiten deze twee benaderingswijzen elkaar 
niet noodzakelijkerwijs uit, hoewel er sprake is van een verschil in benadering af-
hankelijk van het niveau waarop, en het doel waarmee, de problematiek wordt be-
naderd. De twee strategieën kunnen elkaar wel degelijk versterken, zoals sinds het 
begin van de jaren tachtig ook de PLO zich lijkt te hebben gerealiseerd. 
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Het bezwaar in Arabische kringen tegen het behandelen van de Palestijnse vluch-
telingen als vluchtelingen is in aanzienlijke mate gebaseerd op het feit dat sinds 
het einde van de Tweede Wereldoorlog bij het zoeken naar oplossingen voor an-
dere vluchtelingenproblemen de nadruk heeft gelegen op lokale integratie en her-
vestiging in derde landen. Met betrekking tot Palestijnse vluchtelingen is vanaf 
het begin vrijwillige terugkeer bepleit, zowel door de vluchtelingen zelf als door 
de internationale gemeenschap. Het duurde daarentegen tot het begin van de jaren 
tachtig voordat vrijwillige terugkeer openlijk door UNHCR als de te verkiezen 
oplossing voor vluchtelingenproblemen in het algemeen werd erkend. Deze situa-
tie heeft mogelijk bijgedragen aan de perceptie dat het internationale vluchtelin-
genrecht voornamelijk het bevorderen van lokale integratie (en in mindere mate 
hervestiging in derde landen) tot doel heeft en dat derhalve deze tak van het inter-
nationale recht de Palestijnen weinig te bieden heeft. 
De analyse in dit boek toont aan dat deze voorstelling van zaken niet juist 
is, aangezien het vluchtelingenrecht primair beoogt om vluchtelingen internatio-
nale bescherming te bieden in afwachting van het zoeken naar een duurzame op-
lossing die hun toegang tot nationale bescherming herstelt. De ervaring van de af-
gelopen 45 jaar heeft laten zien dat, aangezien een politieke oplossing van het 
Arabisch-Israelische conflict tot op heden is uitgebleven, Palestijnse vluchtelin-
gen net als andere vluchtelingen regelmatig de behoefte aan zulke bescherming 
hebben. Het feit dat het vluchtelingenprobleem gedurende al die jaren niet kon 
worden opgelost, benadrukt tegelijkertijd het belang van het recht op zelfbeschik-
king van het Palestijnse volk. 
De omstandigheid dat de meeste Palestijnen, die ontheemd zijn geraakt als gevolg 
van de oorlog van 1948, tegelijkertijd zowel vluchtelingen als staatlozen zijn, 
werpt de vraag op welke van deze twee manifestaties van het ontbreken van natio-
nale bescherming de grootste invloed heeft op de betrokken individuen. Het is 
duidelijk dat in eerste instantie de vluchtelingendimensie van overheersend be-
lang was. Van de ene dag op de andere raakten de vluchtelingen hun middelen 
van bestaan kwijt, inclusief hun huizen, land en andere bezittingen. Geleidelijk 
aan werd het effect van de staatloosheid echter steeds belangrijken het niet beho-
ren tot een staat, het niet hebben van een nationaal paspoort. Aangezien staatloos-
heid ook veel Palestijnen treft die geen vluchteling zijn, kan zelfs worden gesteld 
dat dit een grotere factor is die het leven van individuele Palestijnen negatief heeft 
beïnvloed dan het vluchtelingschap. 
Aangezien de exodus van Palestijnse vluchtelingen bijna een halve eeuw geleden 
heeft plaatsgevonden, komt zowel in hoofdstuk II als in latere hoofdstukken de 
vraag aan de orde in hoeverre eerste, tweede, en zelfs derde generatie afstamme-
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lingen van de oorspronkelijke vluchtelingen nog steeds als vluchteling dienen te 
worden aangemerkt? In de opvatting van de schrijver is de bepalende factor in dit 
opzicht het ontbreken van nationale bescherming. Zowel een eerste generatie 
vluchteling van 78 als een vierde generatie baby van 18 maanden hebben gemeen 
dat hun juridische status die van een vluchteling en staatloze blijft. Zolang de af­
stammelingen zich juridisch in dezelfde positie bevinden als de oorspronkelijke 
vluchtelingen, dienen ze ook intemationaalrechtelijk op gelijke wijze te worden 
behandeld. Het verhaal van Rula, waarmee het boek begon, heeft getracht dit punt 
te illustreren. Een ander argument dat in dezelfde richting wijst, is de toepassing 
van het beginsel van de eenheid van het gezin, zoals besproken in hoofdstuk П. 
In overeenstemming met dit beginsel dienen de gezinsleden van een vluchteling 
over het algemeen ook als vluchteling te worden aangemerkt. 
Hier dient opnieuw te worden benadrukt dat de internationale gemeenschap Pales­
tijnse vluchtelingen niet heeft uitgesloten van het algemene internationale vluch-
telingenregime, zoals vaak wordt aangenomen, maar dat er sprake is van het op­
schorten van de toepasselijkheid van het Vluchtelingenverdrag van 1951 en van 
de betrokkenheid van UNHCR met betrekking tot die vluchtelingen die onder de 
zorg van UNRWA vallen. Het zelfde geldt met betrekking tot het Verdrag betref­
fende de status van staatlozen van 1954. Zoals de analyse in verschillende hoofd­
stukken laat zien, zijn artikel ID van het Vluchtelingenverdrag, artikel 1, para­
graaf 2 (i) van het Staatlozenverdrag, en paragraaf 7 (c) van het Statuut van 
UNHCR, hoewel geformuleerd in algemene bewoordingen, specifiek en uitslui­
tend met het oog op de Palestijnse vluchtelingen in de tekst van deze instrumen­
ten opgenomen. Deze bepalingen geven blijk van de toenmalige consensus dat de 
Palestijnse vluchtelingen internationale bijstand en bescherming nodig hadden, en 
in overeenstemming daarmee was het oogmerk om betrokkenen voorwaardelijk 
binnen het werkingsbereik van deze instrumenten te brengen, en niet om deze ca­
tegorie permanent uit te sluiten. Om deze reden dienen Palestijnse vluchtelingen 
te worden aangemerkt als een additionele categorie van zogenaamde 'statutaire 
vluchtelingen' vergelijkbaar met degenen genoemd in artikel IA, paragraaf 1, van 
het Vluchtelingenverdrag. 
De positie van Palestijnse vluchtelingen onder het Vluchtelingenverdrag wordt 
besproken in hoofdstuk Ш. De analyse in dit hoofdstuk is met name van belang 
voor het grote aantal Palestijnse vluchtelingen dat verblijft in West Europa en 
Noord Amerika, vaak zonder een bevredigende juridische status. Een belangrijk 
deel van hoofdstuk ΓΠ betreft de interpretatie van artikel ID van het Verdrag. Het 
wordt onder meer duidelijk dat artikel ID in de eerste volzin een tijdelijke 'uit-
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sluitingsclausule' bevat en in de tweede volzin een 'insluitingsclausule' met be-
trekking tot het Vluchtelingenverdrag. 
De analyse van de relevante statenpraktijk maakt duidelijk dat er aanzienlij-
ke verschillen bestaan met betrekking tot de toepassing van deze bepaling. Som-
mige staten passen artikel ID in het geheel niet toe, terwijl anderen dat wel doen 
maar met aanzienlijk uiteenlopende resultaten. Het is onwaarschijnlijk dat het 
Gemeenschappelijke Standpunt met betrekking tot de geharmoniseerde toepas-
sing van de vluchtelingendefinitie, dat begin 1996 door de Europese Raad werd 
aangenomen, zal bijdragen tot een meer uniforme interpretatie van artikel ID 
door de lidstaten van de Europese Unie, aangezien de desbetreffende passage ver 
van duidelijk is. Ook blijkt dat de relevante alinea's van het UNHCR Handboek, 
het belangrijkste commentaar betreffende de definitie van de term 'vluchteling' in 
het Vluchtelingenverdrag, niet geheel duidelijk zijn en, derhalve, mogelijk hebben 
bijgedragen tot de inconsistente toepassing van artikel ID. 
De interpretatie van artikel ID zoals voorgestaan door deze schrijver kan als volgt 
worden samengevat. Volgens de eerste volzin van artikel ID, is het Vluchtelin-
genverdrag niet van toepassing op 'Palestijnse vluchtelingen' die onder het man-
daat van UNRWA vallen, en die derhalve de mogelijkheid hebben om de bijstand 
van die organisatie te verkrijgen, ongeacht of zulke vluchtelingen individueel ook 
daadwerkelijk bijstand van UNRWA ontvangen of hebben ontvangen. Echter, in-
dien de mogelijkheid om de ondersteuning van UNRWA te verkrijgen om wat 
voor reden dan ook niet langer aanwezig is, dan komen de vluchtelingen die daar-
door getroffen zijn automatisch — dat wil zeggen zonder dat dient te worden 
vastgesteld of ze aan de criteria voor vluchtelingschap in artikel IA, paragraaf 2 
voldoen — in aanmerking voor de aanspraken van het Vluchtelingenverdrag, in-
dien ze zich in een staat bevinden die aan dat verdrag gebonden is. Een dergelijke 
situatie doet zich voor indien UNRWA ophoudt te functioneren, ofwel in het ge-
hele werkgebied van de organisatie of in een deel daarvan. Deze situatie doet zich 
ook voor in het geval Palestijnse vluchtelingen, nadat ze UNRWA's werkgebied 
verlaten hebben, zonder daaraan schuld te hebben niet in staat zijn op legale wijze 
daarheen terug te keren. Dit is ook het geval met betrekking tot Palestijnse vluch-
telingen die een land verlaten hebben dat deel uit maakt van UNRWA's werkge-
bied en die daarheen niet willen terugkeren om de redenen genoemd in artikel IA, 
paragraaf 2, van het Vluchtelingenverdrag of om andere dwingende redenen die 
voor een verdragstaat aanleiding kunnen vormen om die persoon asiel te verlenen, 
en die tegelijkertijd niet de mogelijkheid heeft om te verblijven in een ander land 
waar UNRWA werkzaam is. 
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Met inachtneming van bovengenoemde interpretatie dienen asielverzoeken van 
Palestijnen in landen die partij zijn bij het Vluchtelingenverdrag als volgt te wor­
den behandeld. In de eerste plaats dient te worden vastgesteld of de desbetreffen­
de Palestijn een 'Palestijnse vluchteling' is die onder het mandaat van UNRWA 
valt. UNRWA houdt een bestand bij van geregistreerde vluchtelingen en kan der­
halve op dit punt uitsluitsel verschaffen. Indien er inderdaad sprake is van regi­
stratie bij UNRWA, dient vervolgens te worden vastgesteld of de mogelijkheid 
om bijstand van UNRWA te ontvangen niet langer aanwezig is om een van de re­
denen genoemd in de vorige alinea. In dat geval komt de asielzoeker ipso facto in 
aanmerking voor de aanspraken van het Vluchtelingenverdrag. 
Betreft het een Palestijnse asielzoeker die geen UNRWA vluchteling is, bij­
voorbeeld een Palestijn die voor het eerst ontheemd is geraakt in 1967, dan is ar­
tikel ID niet van toepassing. Een dergelijk asielverzoek dient te worden beoor­
deeld aan de hand van artikel IA, paragraaf 2, van het Vluchtelingenverdrag, mo­
gelijk in samenhang met nationale asielbepalingen. Indien de asielzoeker niet er­
kend wordt op grond van artikel IA, paragraaf 2, maar desalniettemin in aanmer­
king komt voor asielverlening, dan is het Staatlozenverdrag van toepassing, er 
van uitgaande dat betrokkene niet de nationaliteit van een derde staat heeft ver­
worven (zie hiema). 
De status van Palestijnse vluchtelingen in het Midden Oosten en regionale protec-
tieregelingen in het kader van de Arabische Liga vormen het onderwerp van 
hoofdstuk IV. Zowel het 'Casablanca' Protocol betreffende de behandeling van 
Palestijnen in de Arabische staten van 1965 alsmede de diverse resoluties van de 
Arabische Liga betreffende Palestijnse vluchtelingen worden geanalyseerd en 
vergeleken met het protectie regime van het Vluchtelingenverdrag. Het blijkt dat 
Palestijnse vluchtelingen op basis van deze instrumenten een status toekomt die in 
een aantal opzichten vergelijkbaar is met die van andere vluchtelingen onder het 
Vluchtelingenverdrag. Tenslotte wordt in een excursus aan het slot van hoofdstuk 
Г een overzicht gegeven van de juridische status van Palestijnse vluchtelingen in 
de diverse Arabische staten. 
Hoewel de Arabische Liga serieuze pogingen heeft ondernomen om mini-
mumstandaarden van behandeling betreffende Palestijnse vluchtelingen te intro­
duceren, wordt in de praktijk de positie van deze Palestijnen in overwegende mate 
bepaald door politieke en veiligheidsoverwegingen van de regeringen van de 
Arabische gastlanden. De daadwerkelijke behandeling die de vluchtelingen in 
deze landen ten deel valt hangt met name af van het beleid van de verschillende 
gaststaten ten aanzien van de Palestijnen in het algemeen en de PLO in het bij­
zonder. Veranderingen in de politieke verhoudingen hebben vrijwel automatisch 
een effect op de situatie van de Palestijnen in de betreffende landen. 
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Het belangrijkste probleem betreffende de status van Palestijnse vluchtelingen in 
de Arabische wereld is dat de gaststaten weliswaar permanent verblijf hebben toe-
gestaan aan die vluchtelingen die tijdens, en onmiddellijk na, de oorlog van 1948 
direct in deze landen hun toevlucht hadden genomen, maar dat deze verblijfs-
status de vluchtelingen desalniettemin niet in staat heeft gesteld om volledig te in-
tegreren. Met uitzondering van Jordanië was de mogelijkheid om te naturaliseren 
over het algemeen niet voor handen, zelfs niet waar het tweede of derde generatie 
vluchtelingen betrof. Verder bleek het vrijwel onmogelijk te zijn om het recht op 
permanent verblijf te doen overgaan op derde landen in de Arabische wereld. De 
honderdduizenden Palestijnen die zich naar andere landen in de regio begaven om 
te werken, deden dat in de hoedanigheid van gastarbeider, met verblijfsrechten 
nauw verbonden aan het voortduren van werkgelegenheid. Palestijnen die zich 
hadden gevestigd in Koeweit, in andere Golf staten of in Libië, waren het feit dat 
ze vluchtelingen waren bijna vergeten. Echter, zodra deze landen getroffen wer-
den door een crisis werd duidelijk dat defacto integratie niet het zelfde is als een 
duurzame oplossing, hetgeen grote aantallen Palestijnen ondervonden toen ze ge-
dwongen werden te vertrekken, vaak na er decennia lang te hebben gewoond en 
gewerkt 
De ervaring betreffende de Palestijnse vluchtelingen benadrukt het belang 
van een sterke verblijfstitel als basis voor de protectie van vluchtelingen. Uitslui-
tend een status die op een gegeven moment de deur opent voor nationale bescher-
ming, voldoet aan de eisen van een toereikende duurzame oplossing die de be-
trokkenen van het vluchtelingenstigma bevrijdt. In dit verband kan worden aan-
gevoerd dat het beleid van de gastlanden — met uitzondering van Jordanië — om 
geen nationaliteit te verlenen aan tweede, derde en vierde generatie Palestijnse 
vluchtelingen, een schending oplevert van het internationale recht en met name 
van het Verdrag inzake de rechten van het kind, waarbij zowel deze als een aantal 
andere Arabische staten partij zijn.1 
Aangezien het internationale vluchtelingenrecht de Palestijnse vluchtelingen geen 
duidelijk afgebakende en toereikende status verschaft, wordt in Deel Twee van de 
studie (hoofdstukken V - VII) onderzocht of andere gebieden van het internatio-
nale recht regels bevatten die relevant zijn voor hun status. Drie onderdelen van 
het internationale recht die in dit kader van belang zijn komen aan de orde: het 
recht betreffende staatlozen, het humanitaire oorlogsrecht en het recht inzake de 
rechten van de mens. 
Een overzicht van de intemationaalrechtelijke normen betreffende staatlo-
zen, en de vraag of deze van toepassing zijn op Palestijnse vluchtelingen, vormen 
' Verdrag inzake de rechten van het kind, artt 2,7. 
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het onderwerp van hoofdstuk V. Een van de vragen die in dit hoofdstuk aan de 
orde komt is of er op dit moment gesproken kan worden van een Palestijnse natio-
naliteit die voldoet aan de relevante intemationaalrechtelijke criteria. In de opvat-
ting van de schrijver is dit momenteel niet het geval. Hoewel er geen twijfel over 
kan bestaan dat de entiteit 'Palestina' moet worden gezien als een staat in statu 
nascendi en hoewel het waarschijnlijk is dat het huidige vredesproces uiteindelijk 
zal resulteren in de creatie van een Palestijnse staat, is het voorbarig om op dit 
moment (zomer 1996) te concluderen dat er sprake is van een staat die voldoet 
aan de desbetreffende eisen van het internationale recht. Aangezien er geen staat 
is, is er ipso facto ook geen sprake van een Palestijnse nationaliteit. Palestijnen 
die niet de nationaliteit van een derde staat hebben verworven dienen derhalve 
vanuit intemationaalrechteljk oogpunt nog steeds als staatloos te worden aange-
merkt. Palestijnse vluchtelingen die zich bevinden in landen die partij zijn bij het 
Staatlozenverdrag van 1954 of het Verdrag betreffende de beperking van staat-
loosheid van 1961 moeten, derhalve, in staat worden gesteld een beroep op deze 
instrumenten te doen. Dit zou de positie van deze vluchtelingen aanzienlijk ver-
sterken door een formele status te verschaffen aan degenen die niet officieel als 
vluchteling zijn toegelaten en daarnaast door de mogelijkheid van naturalisatie te 
bieden aan nakomelingen die in die landen geboren zijn. 
Palestijnse vluchtelingen hebben regelmatig te maken gehad met gewapende con-
flicten. Het internationale humanitaire recht, het rechtsgebied dat zich bezig houdt 
met diverse aspecten van zulke conflicten, is derhalve van aanzienlijk belang voor 
deze vluchtelingen zoals duidelijk is geworden in hoofdstuk VI. In dat hoofdstuk 
wordt allereerst een overzicht gegeven van de regels van humanitair recht betref-
fende de bescherming van de burgerbevolking alsmede van de relevantie daarvan 
voor Palestijnse vluchtelingen. De positie van Palestijnse vluchtelingen die ver-
blijven in de door Israël bezette gebieden is slechts kort aangestipt, aangezien 
juist op dit punt elders veel literatuur en documentatie beschikbaar is. Wel is het 
belang voor de Palestijnse vluchtelingen in de bezette gebieden van de Beginsel-
verklaring, die in 1993 door Israël en de PLO werd ondertekend, vrij uitvoerig be-
handeld, waarbij duidelijk wordt dat in bepaalde opzichten deze overeenkomst 
minder bescherming biedt dan de Vierde Geneefse Conventie. 
Het Palestijnse vluchtelingenvraagstuk vormt een uitstekende illustratie van 
het aanzienlijke belang van het humanitaire recht voor de bescherming van vluch-
telingen, vooral voor het grote aantal van hen — waarschijnlijk een meerderheid 
van de huidige vluchtelingenpopulatie — dat in gebieden woont waar sprake is 
van militair conflict. Juristen betrokken bij de bescherming van vluchtelingen zijn 
zich niet altijd voldoende bewust van het belang en potentieel van dit rechtsge-
bied. De eenzijdige weigering van Israël om de Vierde Geneefse Conventie volle-
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dig toe te passen in de bezette gebieden illustreert, tegelijkertijd, de beperkingen 
inherent aan het internationale recht waar het betreft de effectieve bescherming 
van fundamentele rechten van vluchtelingen en andere onbeschermde personen. 
Het is in dit verband te betreuren dat de staten die partij zijn bij de Vierde Ge-
neefse Conventie niet adequater gebruik hebben gemaakt van de middelen die hen 
ter beschikking staan om respect voor de Conventie af te dwingen, en met name 
dat het initiatief van de VN Secretaris Generaal in 1990, om een bijeenkomst te 
beleggen van de verdragstaten om mogelijke dwangmaatregelen te bespreken, 
niet is gerealiseerd. 
In hoofdstuk П, het laatste van Deel Twee, ligt de nadruk op de positie van Pa­
lestijnse vluchtelingen als individuen en als leden van het Palestijnse volk. De 
rechten van de mens en zelfbeschikking zijn de daaraan gerelateerde intematio-
naalrechtelijke concepten. Het recht van Palestijnse vluchtelingen om naar hun 
huizen terug te keren is al in 1948 door de Algemene Vergadering bevestigd; in 
het begin van de jaren zeventig bevestigde de Algemene Vergadering eveneens 
dat het Palestijnse volk recht heeft op zelfbeschikking. In hoofdstuk VII is ge­
poogd de huidige inhoud van beide rechten en hun relevantie voor het Palestijnse 
vluchtelingenprobleem in kaart te brengen. Een ander, meer individueel gericht 
aspect van de rechten van de mens dat relevant is voor grote aantallen Palestijnse 
vluchtelingen — het vraagstuk van gezinshereniging en de eenheid van het gezin 
— komt eveneens aan de orde. 
Het recht op terugkeer van de Palestijnse vluchtelingen en het recht op zelf­
beschikking van het Palestijnse volk zijn nauw met elkaar verbonden. Zoals de 
analyse in hoofdstuk VII laat zien, hebben de Palestijnse vluchtelingen zonder 
twijfel het recht terug te keren naar hun 'eigen land', Palestina. Zolang er geen 
sprake is van een Palestijnse staat is dit recht in beginsel van toepassing op het 
gehele vroegere Britse mandaatsgebied. Echter, het is duidelijk dat, nu de PLO, 
als de vertegenwoordiger van het Palestijnse volk, het bestaansrecht van de staat 
Israël heeft erkend, de Palestijnse vluchtelingen uitsluitend in staat zullen zijn hun 
recht op terugkeer uit te oefenen in samenhang met hun recht op zelfbeschikking. 
De erkenning bevestigt eveneens dat de PLO niet langer Palestijnse zelfbeschik-
king binnen het grondgebied van de staat Israël voor ogen heeft. Dientengevolge 
lijkt het erop dat het recht op terugkeer van de Palestijnse vluchtelingen uitslui-
tend gerealiseerd kan worden in het kader van het tot stand komen van een Pa-
lestijnse staat naast Israël. 
Terwijl in Deel Een en Twee de standaarden van behandeling van Palestijnse 
vluchtelingen ontleend aan het internationale recht aan de orde komen, wordt in 
Deel Drie ingegaan op de implementatie van deze standaarden. De behoefte aan 
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internationale protectie van vluchtelingen begint vanaf het moment dat de autori­
teiten van het land van herkomst ophouden hun bescherming te bieden en duurt 
voort tot een duurzame oplossing is gevonden, waar mogelijk middels herstel van 
nationale protectie door het land van herkomst. Deze twee fundamentele concep­
ten, de noodzaak van internationale protectie en de noodzaak van een lange-ter-
mijn oplossing voor vluchtelingenproblemen, en hun relevantie voor het Pales­
tijnse vluchtelingenvraagstuk, vormen het onderwerp van, respectievelijk, hoofd­
stuk Ш en IX. 
Anders dan andere vreemdelingen hebben vluchtelingen, en dus ook Pales­
tijnse vluchtelingen, niet de mogelijkheid om de bescherming in te roepen van de 
autoriteiten van hun land van herkomst. Het internationale vluchtelingenrecht be­
oogt in die leemte te voorzien door vluchtelingen de fundamentele rechten te ver­
schaffen die ieder mens toekomt Met inachtneming van de diverse toepasselijke 
regels is het de verantwoordelijkheid van de internationale gemeenschap, in dit 
verband handelend zowel door tussenkomst van een of meerdere staten als door 
middel van internationale organisaties, om de internationale protectie te bieden 
die vluchtelingen in staat te stelt om deze rechten te genieten. In hoofdstuk Ш 
komt de protectie van Palestijnse vluchtelingen aan de orde, zowel in het Midden 
Oosten als elders, door diverse instellingen van de Verenigde Naties, waaronder 
UNRWA en UNHCR. Ook wordt aandacht besteed aan de rol van het Internatio­
naal Comité van het Rode Kruis en werd ingegaan op een aantal pogingen om in-
ternationale protectie te bieden in het kader van de recente overeenkomsten tussen 
de PLO en Israël. 
Het Palestijnse vluchtelingenprobleem is uniek omdat het de enige groep vluchte-
lingen betreft waarvoor een speciale instantie van de Verenigde Naties, UNRWA, 
is gecreëerd. Dientengevolge is het algemene vluchtelingenregime opgezet na de 
Tweede Wereldoorlog, niet geheel op hen van toepassing. Waar het de hulpver-
lening door de internationale gemeenschap betreft, was deze speciale regeling — 
ingegeven door de gevoelige relatie tussen Arabische en Westerse staten na de 
creatie van Israël — duidelijk in het voordeel van de desbetreffende vluchtelin-
gen. Het niveau van UNRWA's uitgaven per geregistreerde vluchteling bedraagt 
meer dan twee keer hetgeen UNHCR uitgeeft per vluchteling en geen enkele in-
stantie heeft zoveel directe steun en hulp geboden als UNRWA.2 Daarnaast heeft 
2
 Tussen 1975 en 1994 varieerde UNRWA's jaarlijkse uitgaven per geregistreerde 'Palestijnse 
vluchteling' van $68 - $121; UNHCR's uitgaven per persoon onder de zorg van de organisatie 
varieerde over dezelfde periode van $28 - $52 per jaar. Bron: UNHCR, 1993, fig. A en III.F; 
UNHCR, 1995, fig. 1.1 and 1.3; Schiff, 1995, tab. 3.2; UNRWA, Annual Report, 1994-1995, 
GAOR, 50th sess., suppl. 13, UN doc. A/50/13, tob. 12. Zie ook 'A Task to Fulfil: Interview with 
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UNRWA tienduizenden Palestijnen, zelf vluchtelingen, nauw betrokken bij het 
uitvoeren van z'n activiteiten. Hierdoor was het in staat het vertrouwen van de 
vluchtelingengemeenschap te winnen, hetgeen de effectiviteit van de organisatie 
ten goede kwam. 
De bovengenoemde regeling impliceerde echter ook dat het overgrote deel 
van de Palestijnse vluchtelingen uitgesloten zou zijn van de protectie van 
UNHCR en het Vluchtelingenverdrag, terwijl UNRWA geen expliciet protectie-
mandaat zou hebben. Achteraf beschouwd moet dit bezien worden als een histori-
sche vergissing, aangezien het vluchtelingenprobleem niet op korte termijn kon 
worden opgelost en zelfs op dit moment een oplossing nog steeds ver verwijderd 
is. Als gevolg hiervan bleven de betrokken vluchtelingen verstoken van toerei-
kende bescherming. Doordat Palestijnse vluchtelingen gedeeltelijk zijn uitgeslo-
ten van de bescherming van UNHCR en de werking van het Vluchtelingenver-
drag, hebben ze ook niet kunnen profiteren van de algemene discussie betreffende 
protectie, het zoeken naar duurzame oplossingen, de ontwikkeling van het vluch-
telingenrecht, etc. Dit kan mogelijk hebben bijgedragen aan de perceptie in som-
mige kringen dat Palestijnse vluchtelingen in juridisch opzicht niet als echte 
vluchtelingen dienen te worden beschouwd. 
Zoals duidelijk is geworden in hoofdstuk VIII, is de fout van de Algemene Ver-
gadering voor een belangrijk deel gecorrigeerd door de pragmatische wijze waar-
op UNRWA zich door de jaren heen van z'n mandaat heeft gekweten, zich con-
stant aanpassend aan de noden van de vluchtelingen. Veel van UNRWA's dien-
sten, hoewel formeel aangemerkt als 'bijstand', hebben vluchtelingen feitelijk in 
het genot gesteld van een aantal fundamentele rechten, met name op het gebied 
van onderwijs, gezondheid en sociale zekerheid. Daarnaast heeft de organisatie, 
door noodhulp te verlenen in crisissituaties, fysieke bescherming geboden aan 
honderdduizenden Palestijnse vluchtelingen. 
Na het begin van de opstand in de bezette gebieden, eind 1987, werd dui-
delijk dat er dringend behoefte was aan additionele bescherming tegen de hande-
lingen van de bezettingsmacht voor de Palestijnse bewoners van deze gebieden. 
Gelet op het feit dat het supervisie- en beschermingsmechanisme van de Vierde 
Geneefse Conventie nimmer geïmplementeerd kon worden, dient het initiatief van 
de VN Secretaris-Generaal, hetgeen resulteerde in de introductie door UNRWA 
van een algemeen hulpverlenings- en beschermingsprogramma, beter bekend als 
het RAO-programma, te worden aangemerkt als een belangrijke stap om Pales-
tijnse vluchtelingen internationale protectie te bieden. Het programma bleek een 
UNRWA's New Commissioner-General, Mr. Peter Hansen', Palestine Refugees Today, No. 138, 
4,6 (May 1996). 
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geschikt en flexibel mechanisme om in conflictsituaties vergelijkbaar met de inti-
fada aanvullende bescherming te verschaffen. Het informele karakter van het pro-
gramma bleek een van de sterkste punten, aangezien de Israëlische regering op 
dat moment nog grote bezwaren had tegen de aanwezigheid van internationale of 
buitenlandse waarnemers in de bezette gebieden, in welke vorm dan ook. De ge-
boden hulpverlening en protectie had een aanzienlijk effect en werd op prijs ge-
steld door de Palestijnse gemeenschap, hoewel gezien de uitzonderlijke omstan-
digheden het niet mogelijk is gebleken een eind te maken aan de schendingen van 
rechten van de mens door de Israëlische autoriteiten. 
Sinds jaar en dag voert UNHCR het beleid dat Palestijnen die zich buiten 
UNRWA's werkgebied bevinden, prima facie worden geacht te voldoen aan de 
begripsomschrijving van het Statuut, en derhalve onder diens mandaat vallen. In 
overeenstemming met dit beleid hebben plaatselijke UNHCR-kantoren overal ter 
wereld aan tienduizenden Palestijnse vluchtelingen en andere ontheemde Palestij-
nen waardevolle hulp en bescherming geboden, zo nu en dan in nauwe samen-
werking met UNRWA. De organisatie heeft echter niet altijd een consistent stand-
punt ingenomen waar het de toepassing van het Vluchtelingenverdrag in individu-
ele gevallen van Palestijnse vluchtelingen betreft, hetgeen des te ernstiger is om-
dat het een negatief effect heeft op UNHCR's 'plicht om toe te zien op de nale-
ving van de bepalingen van het Verdrag'.3 Eerder in dit hoofdstuk is reeds gewe-
zen op het feit dat de paragraaf in het UNHCR Handboek over Palestijnse vluch-
telingen onduidelijk is. Zoals aangetoond in hoofdstuk III geeft de desbetreffende 
passage op een aantal punten zelfs blijk van een incorrecte interpretatie van arti-
kel ID van het Verdrag. Om deze situatie te corrigeren dient UNHCR de relevan-
te passage van het Handboek aan te passen, of anderszins z'n standpunt dienaan-
gaande te verduidelijken. 
In hoofdstuk V wordt UNHCR's rol besproken als het voorlopige orgaan 
om personen bij te staan die een beroep doen op de bepalingen van het Verdrag 
betreffende de beperking van staatloosheid van 1961. Daarbij komt naar voren dat 
de organisatie een zeer voorzichtige houding heeft ingenomen ten aanzien van het 
ontwikkelen van z'n rol op dit punt, en met name geweigerd heeft een officieel 
standpunt in te nemen betreffende de de jure staatloosheid van personen die een 
beroep doen op de bepalingen van het Verdrag van 1954 of het Verdrag van 1961. 
UNHCR dient te worden aangemoedigd z'n standpunt in dit opzicht te herover-
wegen, niet alleen met het oog op het grote aantal staatloze Palestijnen, maar ook 
gelet op het snel groeiend aantal staatlozen elders in de wereld. 
3
 Vluchtelingenverdrag, art. 35 (1). 
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In hoofdstuk IX wordt, tenslotte, ingegaan op de vraag in hoeverre het internatio-
nale recht een kader biedt voor de huidige en toekomstige onderhandelingen ge-
richt op het zoeken naar een duurzame oplossing voor de Palestijnse vluchtelin-
gen alsmede voor de andere ontheemde Palestijnen. Dit meest 'politieke' hoofd-
stuk van het boek — met onder meer een aantal aanbevelingen voor een duurza-
me oplossing van het Palestijnse vluchtelingenvraagstuk — begint met een alge-
mene discussie van verschillende oplossingen voor vluchtelingen-problemen en 
gaat daarnaast in op diverse daaraan gerelateerde beginselen van internationaal 
recht. Vervolgens werden diverse scenario's voor de uiteindelijke status van de 
bezette gebieden tegen elkaar afgewogen: het voortduren van autonomie zonder 
volledige soevereiniteit; de creatie van een Palestijnse staat; en de creatie van een 
Jordaans-Palestijnse federatie of confederatie. Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk IX 
een overzicht gegeven van de diverse kwesties die aan de orde dienen te komen 
tijdens de permanente status onderhandelingen betreffende het vluchtelingen-
vraagstuk, in het kader van het 'Madrid' vredesproces. 
Volgens de schrijver dienen de onderhandelingen zich primair te richten op 
het vraagstuk van de territoriale status van de Westoever en de Gaza Strook. Al-
leen indien de fundamentele kwestie van Palestijnse soevereiniteit op een bevre-
digende wijze kan worden opgelost — waarbij rekening wordt gehouden zowel 
met Israëlische veiligheidsoverwegingen als met de noodzaak van Palestijnse 
zelfbeschikking — zal het mogelijk zijn de andere kwesties die de partijen verde-
len, waaronder het vluchtelingenvraagstuk, aan de orde te stellen. Ook wordt be-
nadrukt dat een rechtvaardige en alomvattende oplossing van het vluchtelingen-
vraagstuk niet uitsluitend afhankelijk is van Israëlisch-Palestijnse overeenstem-
ming, maar daarnaast betrokkenheid vereist van diverse andere partijen, waaron-
der de gastlanden, donorlanden met een gevestigd belang in stabiliteit in de regio, 
de Verenigde Naties en andere betrokken internationale organisaties. Het is daar-
om essentieel dat de onderhandelingen plaatsvinden in twee stadia. Tijdens het 
eerste, bilaterale, stadium dienen Palestijnse en Israëlische onderhandelaars over-
eenstemming te bereiken over de beginselen waarop een alomvattende oplossing 
van het vluchtelingenprobleem gebaseerd dient te zijn. Vervolgens dient een in-
ternationale conferentie te worden belegd, vergelijkbaar met conferenties die zijn 
gehouden om oplossingen voor andere vluchtelingenproblemen uit te werken, met 
het doel om overeenstemming te bereiken over een geïntegreerde aanpak van de 
politieke, humanitaire en ontwikkelingsaspecten van het vluchtelingenprobleem. 
Uitgaande van de vooronderstelling dat er uiteindelijk sprake zal zijn van Pales-
tijnse soevereiniteit, vormt het recht om in de te creëren Palestijnse staat te wonen 
het uitgangspunt voor een duurzame oplossing van het vluchtelingenvraagstuk. 
Palestijns staatsburgerschap zal de Palestijnse vluchtelingen bevrijden van het 
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vluchtelingenjuk en hen, na bijna een halve eeuw, eindelijk in staat stellen hun 
recht op terugkeer te realiseren. Aangezien de uitoefening van het recht van Pales-
tijnse vluchtelingen en andere Palestijnen in de diaspora om terug te keren nood-
zakelijkerwijs beperkt zal worden door de opnamecapaciteit van de nieuwe staat, 
is het essentieel dat de mogelijkheid van voortgezet verblijf wordt gegarandeerd 
ten aanzien van die vluchtelingen die er in ieder geval voorlopig, om verschillen-
de redenen, de voorkeur aan geven te blijven waar ze zijn in plaats van terug te 
keren. Door de vluchtelingen een echte keuze te bieden, terugkeren of niet terug-
keren, wordt recht gedaan aan de omstandigheid van hun uitzonderlijk langdurig 
vluchtelingschap. Verder vergroot dit de kans op het welslagen op de langere ter-
mijn van de uiteindelijke vredesregeling. Hiermee verband houdende kwesties die 
op de een of andere manier tijdens de onderhandelingen dienen te worden opge-
lost betreffen het vraagstuk van verantwoordelijkheid en compensatie. 
Zodra de twee partijen in beginsel overeenstemming hebben bereikt over de 
diverse elementen van een oplossing dienen de andere actoren genoemd in de vo-
rige alinea bij de discussie te worden betrokken, door middel van het beleggen 
van een internationale conferentie. De conferentie dient te resulteren in een alom-
vattend actieplan dat alle aspecten betreffende de oplossing van het vluchtelingen-
probleem bestrijkt, waaronder de herhuisvesting en economische rehabilitatie van 
vluchtelingen die momenteel wonen in de op te richten staat, de opname van te-
rugkerende vluchtelingen, de juridische status en rehabilitatie van degenen die er 
de voorkeur aan geven niet terug te keren, met bijzondere aandacht voor vluchte-
lingen in kampen in Jordanië, Libanon en Syrië, en tenslotte, de rol en uiteinde-
lijke opheffing van UNRWA. Het zal ook nodig zijn om de nodige organisato-
rische maatregelen in het plan op te nemen, teneinde deelnemers in staat te stellen 
prioriteiten te bepalen, fondsen te werven, gedetailleerde implementatieschema's 
vast te stellen, en voortgangscontrole uit te oefenen. Het feit dat UNRWA 45 jaar 
ervaring heeft met hulpverlening aan Palestijnse vluchtelingen plaatst de organi-
satie in een goede positie om gedurende de eerste jaren hierbij het voortouw te 
nemen. 
Het conflict over Palestina betreft twee relatief kleine etnische bevolkingsgroepen 
die beiden aanspraak maken op grofweg dezelfde strook land. Dit niet ongebrui-
kelijke fenomeen is door religieuze, politieke, psychologische en economische 
factoren opgeblazen tot een mondiaal probleem dat diverse regionale oorlogen 
heeft ontketend en dat een grootschalig en langdurig vluchtelingenprobleem heeft 
veroorzaakt. Het conflict heeft alle kenmerken van een tragedie, een zaak van 
'recht tegen recht'. Om die reden zijn de meeste juridische experts betreffende het 
Arabisch-Israelische conflict het er over eens dat de toepassing van juridische be-
ginselen op zich geen oplossing biedt voor de onderliggende problemen. Alleen 
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een politieke oplossing met pijnlijke compromissen voor beide partijen zal in 
staat zijn om de voorwaarden te creëren waarbinnen ruimte is voor de toepassing 
van het internationale recht De Israëliërs zullen uiteindelijk moeten erkennen dat 
zij de toekomst van de Palestijnen niet mogen bepalen. Zo ver gaat hun recht een-
voudig niet. Alleen een overeenkomst tussen Israëlische politici die blijk geven 
van deze opvatting en hun Palestijnse collega's die de Israëlische angst serieus 
nemen, zal uiteindelijk in staat zijn het conflict op te lossen, daarmee de deur ope-
nend naar een rechtvaardige en alomvattende oplossing van het Palestijnse vluch-
telingenprobleem. 
Annex 1 
Selected United Nations Resolutions of Concern to Palestinian 
Refugees 
Since 1948, hundreds of United Nations resolutions have been adopted that, either 
directly or indirectly, relate to the position of Palestinian refugees.1 In this annex 
the integral text is provided of three of the most significant resolutions on the sub-
ject 
1. General Assembly Resolution 194 (III), 11 December 1948: 
Establishing a UN Conciliation Commission, resolving that Jerusalem 
should be placed under a permanent international regime, and resolving 
that the refugees should be permitted to return to their homes 
The General Assembly, 
Having considered further the situation in Palestine, 
1. Expresses its deep appreciation of the progress achieved through the good 
offices of the late United Nations Mediator in promoting a peaceful adjustment of 
the future situation of Palestine, for which cause he sacrificed his life; and 
Extends its thanks to the Acting Mediator and his staff for their continued 
efforts and devotion to duty in Palestine; 
2. Establishes a Conciliation Commission consisting of three States Mem-
bers of the United Nations which shall have the following functions: 
(a) To assume, in so far as it considers necessary in existing circumstances, 
the functions given to the United Nations Mediator on Palestme by resolution 186 
(S-2) of the General Assembly of 14 May 1948; 
(b) To carry out the specific functions and directives given to it by the pres-
ent resolution and such additional functions and directives as may be given to it 
by the General Assembly or by the Security Council; 
(c) To undertake, upon the request of the Security Council, any of the func-
tions now assigned to the United Nations Mediator on Palestine or to the United 
Nations Truce Commission by resolutions of the Security Council; upon such re-
quest to the Conciliation Commission by the Security Council with respect to all 
the remaining functions of the United Nations Mediator on Palestine under Secu-
rity Council resolutions, the office of the Mediator shall be terminated; 
I A compilation of these and other resolutions on Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict has 
been published by the Institute for Palestine Studies, see ch. I, n. 68. 
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3. Decides that a Committee of the Assembly, consisting of China, France, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the United 
States of America, shall present, before the end of the first part of the present ses-
sion of the General Assembly, for the approval of the Assembly, a proposal con-
cerning the names of the three States which will constitute the Conciliation 
Commission; 
4. Requests the Commission to begin its functions at once, with a view to 
the establishment of contact between the parties themselves and the Commission 
at the earliest possible date; 
5. Calls upon the Governments and authorities concerned to extend the 
scope of negotiations provided for in the Security Council's resolution of 16 No-
vember 1948 and to seek agreement by negotiations conducted either with the 
Conciliation Commission or directly, with a view to the final settlement of all 
questions outstanding between them; 
6. Instructs the Conciliation Commission to take steps to assist the Govern-
ments and authorities concerned to achieve a final settlement of all questions out-
standing between them; 
7. Resolves that the Holy Places — including Nazareth — religious build-
ings and sites in Palestine should be protected and free access to them assured, in 
accordance with existing rights and historical practice; that arrangements to this 
end should be under effective United Nations supervision; that the United Nations 
Conciliation Commission, in presenting to the fourth regular session of the Gen-
eral Assembly its detailed proposals for a permanent international regime for the 
territory of Jerusalem, should include recommendations concerning the Holy 
Places in that territory; that with regard to the Holy Places in the rest of Palestine 
the Commission should call upon the political authorities of the area concerned to 
give appropriate formal guarantees as to the protection of the Holy Places and ac-
cess to them; and that these undertakings should be presented to the General As-
sembly for approval; 
8. Resolves that, in view of its association with three world religions, the Je-
rusalem area, including the present municipality of Jerusalem plus the surround-
ing villages and towns, the most eastern of which shall be Abu Dis; the most 
southern, Bethlehem; the most western, Ein Karim (including also the built-up 
area of Motsa); and the most northern, Shu'fat, should be accorded special and 
separate treatment from the rest of Palestine and should be placed under effective 
United Nations control; 
Requests the Security Council to take further steps to ensure the demilitari-
zation of Jerusalem at the earliest possible date; 
Instructs the Commission to present to the fourth regular session of the 
General Assembly detailed proposals for a permanent international regime for the 
Jerusalem area which will provide for the maximum local autonomy for distinc-
tive groups consistent with the special international status of the Jerusalem area; 
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The Conciliation Commission is authorized to appoint a United Nations rep-
resentative, who shall co-operate with the local authorities with respect to the in-
terim administration of the Jerusalem area; 
9. Resolves that, pending agreement on more detailed arrangements among 
the governments and authorities concerned, the freest possible access to Jerusalem 
by road, rail or air should be accorded to all inhabitants of Palestine; 
Instructs the Conciliation Commission to report immediately to the Security 
Council, for appropriate action by that organ, any attempt by any party to impede 
such access; 
10. Instructs the Conciliation Commission to seek arrangements among the 
Governments and authorities concerned which will facilitate the economic devel-
opment of the area, including arrangements for access to ports and airfields and 
the use of transportation and communication facilities; 
11. Resolves that the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at 
peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable 
date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those choosing not 
to rerum and for loss of or damage to property which, under principles of interna-
tional law or in equity, should be made good by the Governments or authorities 
responsible; 
Instructs the Conciliation Commission to facilitate the repatriation, reset-
tlement and economic and social rehabilitation of the refugees and the payment of 
compensation and to maintain close relations with the Director of the United Na-
tions Relief for Palestine Refugees and, through him, with the appropriate organs 
and agencies of the United Nations; 
12. Authorizes the Conciliation Commission to appoint such subsidiary bod-
ies and to employ such technical experts acting under its authority, as it may find 
necessary for the effective discharge of its functions and responsibilities under the 
present resolutions; 
The Conciliation Commission will have its official headquarters at Jerusa-
lem. The authorities responsible for maintaining order in Jerusalem will be re-
sponsible for taking all measures necessary to ensure the security of the Commis-
sion. The Secretary-General will provide a limited number of guards for the pro-
tection of the staff and premises of the Commission; 
13. Instructs the Conciliation Commission to render progress reports period-
ically to the Secretary-General for transmission to the Security Council and to the 
Members of the United Nations. 
14. Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned to co-operate 
with the Conciliation Commission and to take all possible steps to assist in the 
implementation of the present resolution; 
15. Requests the Secretary-General to provide the necessary staff and facili-
ties and to make appropriate arrangements to provide the necessary funds required 
in carrying out the terms of the present resolution. 
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2. General Assembly Resolution 302 (IV), 8 December 1949: 
Establishing the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East 
The General Assembly, 
Recalling its resolutions 212 (Ш) of 19 November2 and 194 (HI) of 11 De­
cember 1948, affirming in particular the provisions of paragraph 11 of the latter 
resolution, 
Having examined with appreciation the first interim report of the United 
Nations Economic Survey Mission for the Middle East and the report of the Sec­
retary-General on assistance to Palestine refugees, 
1. Expresses its appreciation to the Governments which have generously 
responded to the appeal embodied in its resolution 212 (ΠΙ), and to the appeal of 
the Secretary-General, to contribute in kind or in funds to the alleviation of the 
conditions of starvation and distress amongst the Palestine refugees; 
2. Expresses also its gratitude to the International Committee of the Red 
Cross, to the League of Red Cross Societies and to the American Friends Service 
Committee for the contribution they have made to this humanitarian cause by 
discharging, in the face of great difficulties, the responsibility they voluntarily as­
sumed for the distribution of relief supplies and the general care of the refugees; 
and welcomes the assurance they have given the Secretary-General that they will 
continue their co-operation with the United Nations until the end of March 1950 
on a mutually acceptable basis; 
3. Commends the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund 
for the important contribution which it has made towards the United Nations pro­
gramme of assistance; and commends those specialized agencies which have ren­
dered assistance in their respective fields, in particular the World Health Organi­
zation, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and 
the International Refugee Organization; 
4. Expresses its thanks to the numerous religious, charitable and humanita­
rian organizations which have materially assisted in bringing relief to Palestine 
refugees; 
5. Recognizes that, without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 11 of 
General Assembly resolution 194 (HI) of 11 December 1948, continued assistance 
for the relief of the Palestine refugees is necessary to prevent conditions of star­
vation and distress among them and to further conditions of peace and stability, 
and that constructive measures should be undertaken at an early date with a view 
to the termination of international assistance for relief; 
6. Considers that, subject to the provisions of paragraph 9 (d) of the present 
resolution, the equivalent of approximately $33.7 million will be required for di­
rect relief and works programmes for the period 1 January to 31 December 1930 
2
 UNGA res. 212 (Ш) established the United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees. 
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of which the equivalent of $20.2 million is required for direct relief and $13.5 
million for works programmes; that the equivalent of approximately $21.2 million 
will be required for works programmes from 1 January to 30 June 1951, all inclu-
sive of administrative expenses; and that direct relief should be terminated not 
later than 31 December 1950 unless otherwise determined by the General Assem-
bly at its fifth regular session; 
7. Establishes the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East: 
(a) To carry out in collaboration with local governments the direct relief and 
works programmes as recommended by the Economic Survey Mission; 
(b) To consult with the interested Near Eastern Governments concerning 
measures to be taken by them preparatory to the time when international assis-
tance for relief and works projects is no longer available; 
8. Establishes an Advisory Commission consisting of representatives of 
France, Turkey, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and 
the United States of America, with power to add not more than three additional 
members from contributing Governments, to advise and assist the Director of the 
United Nations Relief and works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East 
in the execution of the programme; the Director and the Advisory Commission 
shall consult with each Near Eastern Government concerned in the selection, 
planning and execution of projects; 
9. Requests the Secretary-General to appoint the Director of the United Na-
tions Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East in consul-
tation with the Governments represented on the Advisory Commission: 
(a) The Director shall be the chief executive officer of the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East responsible to 
the General Assembly for the operation of the programme; 
(b) The Director shall select and appoint his staff in accordance with general 
arrangements made in agreement with the Secretary-General, including such of 
the staff rules and regulations of the United Nations as the Director and the Secre-
tary-General shall agree are applicable, and to the extent possible utilize the facili-
ties and assistance of the Secretary-General; 
(c) The Director shall, in consultation with the Secretary-General and the 
Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, establish fi-
nancial regulations for the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East; 
(d) Subject to the financial regulations established pursuant to clause (c) of 
the present paragraph, the Director, in consultation with the Advisory Commis-
sion, shall apportion available funds between direct relief and works projects in 
their discretion, in the event that the estimates in paragraph 6 require revision; 
10. Requests the Director to convene the Advisory Commission at the ear-
liest practicable date for the purpose of developing plans for the organization and 
administration of the programme, and of adopting rules of procedure; 
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11. Continues the United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees as establish-
ed under General Assembly resolution 212 (III) until 1 April 1950, or until such 
date thereafter as the transfer referred to in paragraph 12 is effected, and requests 
the Secretary-General in consultation with the operating agencies to continue the 
endeavour to reduce the numbers of rations by progressive stages in the light of 
the findings and recommendations of the Economic Survey Mission; 
12. Instructs the Secretary-General to transfer to the United Nations Relief 
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East the assets and liabili-
ties of the United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees by 1 April 1950, or at 
such date as may be agreed by him and the Director of the United Nations Relief 
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East; 
13. Urges all Members of the United Nations and non-members to make 
voluntary contributions in funds or in kind to ensure that the amount of supplies 
and funds required is obtained for each period of the programme as set out in par-
agraph 6; contributions in funds may be made in currencies other than the United 
States dollar in so far as the programme can be carried out in such currencies; 
14. Authorizes the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Advisory 
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, to advance funds deemed 
to be available for this purpose and not exceeding $5 million from the Working 
Capital Fund to finance operations pursuant to the present resolution, such sum to 
be repaid not later than 31 December 1950 from the voluntary governmental con-
tributions requested under paragraph 13 above; 
15. Authorizes the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Advisory 
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, to negotiate with the In-
ternational Refugee Organization for an interest-free loan in an amount not to ex-
ceed the equivalent of $2.8 million to finance the programme subject to mutually 
satisfactory conditions for repayment; 
16. Authorizes the Secretary-General to continue the Special Fund estab-
lished under General Assembly resolution 212 (III) and to make withdrawals 
therefrom for the operation of the United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees 
and, upon the request of the Director, for the operations of the United Nations Re-
lief and Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East; 
17. Calls upon the Government concerned to accord to the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East the privileges, 
immunities, exemptions and facilities which have been granted to the United Na-
tions Relief for Palestine Refugees, together with all other privileges, immunities, 
exemptions and facilities necessary for the fulfillment of its functions; 
18. Urges the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, the 
International Refugee Organization, the World Health Organization, the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and cultural Organization, the Food and Agricul-
ture Organization and the other appropriate agencies and private groups and orga-
nizations, in consultation with the Director of the United Nations Relief and 
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Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, to furnish assistance with­
in the framework of the programme; 
19. Requests the Director of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East: 
(a) To appoint a representative to attend the meeting of the Technical Assis­
tance Board as observer so that the technical assistance activities of the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East may be 
coordinated with the technical assistance programmes of the United Nations and 
specialized agencies referred to in Economic and Social Council resolution 222 
(IX) A of 15 August 1949; 
(b) To place at the disposal of the Technical Assistance Board full informa­
tion concerning any technical assistance work which may be done by the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East in or­
der that it may be included in the reports submitted by the Technical Assistance 
Board to the Technical Assistance Committee of the Economic and Social Coun­
cil; 
20. Directs the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Ref­
ugees in the Near East to consult with the United Nations Conciliation Commis­
sion for Palestine in the best interests of their respective tasks, with particular ref­
erence to paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (ΙΠ) of 11 December 
1948; 
21. Requests the Director to submit to the General Assembly of the United 
Nations an annual report on the work of the United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, including an audit of funds, and 
invites him to submit to the Secretary-General such other reports as the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East may 
wish to bring to the attention of the Members of the United Nations or its appro­
priate organs; 
22. Instructs the United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine to 
transmit the final report of the Economic Survey Mission, with such comments as 
it may wish to make, to the Secretary-General for transmission to the Members of 
the United Nations and to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Pal­
estine Refugees in the Near East. 
3. Security Council Resolution 242 (1967), 22 November 1967: 
Stating the principles of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East 
The Security Council, 
Expressing its continuing concern with the grave situation in the Middle 
East, 
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Emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war and 
the need to work for a just and lasting peace in which every State in the area can 
live in security, 
Emphasizing further that all Member States in their acceptance of the Char-
ter of the United Nations have undertaken a commitment to act in accordance 
with Article 2 of the Charter, 
1. Affirms that the fulfillment of Charter principles requires the establish-
ment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East which should include the ap-
plication of both the following principles: 
(i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied3 in the re-
cent conflict; 
(ii) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and 
acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independ-
ence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace within secure and 
recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force; 
2. Affirms further the necessity 
(a) For guaranteeing freedom of navigation through international waterways 
in the area; 
(b) For achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem; 
(c) For guaranteeing the territorial inviolability and political independence 
of every State in the area, through measures including the establishment of demil-
itarized zones; 
3. Requests the Secretary-General to designate a Special Representative to 
proceed to the Middle East to establish and maintain contacts with the States con-
cerned in order to promote agreement and assist efforts to achieve a peaceful and 
accepted settlement in accordance with the provisions and principles in this reso-
lution; 
4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council on the 
progress of the efforts of the Special Representative as soon as possible. 
3
 According to the French version, des territoires occupés. 
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UNRWA Instructions Concerning Registration and Eligibility 
(Excerpts)1 
1. Consolidated Registration Instructions (Effective January 1993) 
2.13: Definition of Palestine refugee 
3.1.5: Eligibility for registration of refugees 
3.1.6: Registered women married to non-refugees (MNRs) 
3.1.7: Registration of descendants of MNRs 
4.1.2.3: Procedures in respect of new registration 
4.1.2.4: Documentary evidence of refugee status 
2.1.3 Palestine refugee: shall mean any person whose normal place of residence 
was Palestine during the period 1 June 1946 to 15 May 1948 and who lost 
both home and means of livelihood as a result of the 1948 conflict. 
3.1.5 The following persons and their descendants bom after 14 May 1948 are 
eligible for registration with UNRWA mainly for the purpose of obtain-
ing services from the Agency within the area of operations. This is not 
intended, and is not to be construed, as a qualification of the definition of 
Palestine refugees in para 2.13 above. 
3.1.5.1 Palestine refugees, as defined in 2.13 
3.1.5.2 the descendants of fathers fulfilling the conditions of 3.1.5.1 
3.1.5.3 the descendants of fathers registered with UNRWA as "Gaza 
Poor" in Gaza, "Jerusalem Poor" in the West Bank, "Frontier 
Villagers" in the West Bank and in Jordan and "Members of 
nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes". 
1
 These Instructions, approved by the Commissioner-General of UNRWA, cancel and super-
sede all previous instructions concerning eligibility and registration, including Consolidated Eligi-
bility Instruction, Rev. 7/83, dated Jan. 1984, and Consolidated Special Instructions, Rev. 3/86, 
dated 16 June 1986. Some minor typographical errors have been corrected. 
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3.1.6 A registered woman fulfilling the conditions of 3.1.5.1 or 3.1.5.2 of these 
instructions but who is married to an unregistered husband (who does not 
fulfil these conditions) may be transferred out of her family's Registration 
card into a separate Registration card in her own name under the symbol 
"MNR" i.e. married to a non-registered husband (and not as HOF i.e. 
Head of Family). 
3.1.7 Children bom to women who fulfil the conditions of 3.1.5.1 or 3.1.5.2 of 
these Instructions but who are married to husbands who do not fulfil these 
conditions will not be registered. 
4.1.2.3 Palestine refugees bom before 15 May 1948 and their descendants through 
the male line may be registered if the applicant 
4.1.2.3.1 meets the requirements laid down in 3.1.5 of these Instructions; 
4.1.2.3.2 submits the application for registration in person to the Agency 
in any of its five Fields; 
4.1.2.3.3 has been approved for registration by the Commissioner-
General, which authority is currently delegated to the Director 
of Relief and Social Services. 
4.1.2.4 Applications for the registration of Palestine refugees bom before 15 May 
1948 must be accompanied by documentary evidence of refugee status, 
particularly in respect of: 
4.1.2.4.1 the place of residence in that part of Palestine which is now 
Israel for the two-year period immediately preceding 15 May 
1948; 
4.1.2.4.2 the family composition on 15 May 1948. 
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2. Eligibility for UNRWA Services Instructions (Effective January 
1993) 
2.1: General eligibility rule 
2.1 UNRWA services are normally provided to persons or families registered 
with UNRWA and to the non-refugee wives of registered refugees, except 
that: 
registered women who are married to un-registered husbands and the 
descendants of such marriages are not eligible for UNRWA services. 
However, under certain conditions UNRWA services may be provided to 
unregistered persons and their dependants with the prior approval of the 
Commissioner-General. 
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League of Arab States Instruments Concerning Palestinian Refugees1 
1. Representative List of League of Arab States Resolutions Dealing 
with Palestinian Refugees or Palestinians in General 
1.1 - Resolutions of the Council of the League of Arab States (LASC) 
LASC res. 424,14 September 1952: On dispersed Palestinian families and grant-
ing of unified travel documents. 
LASC res. 524,9 April 1953: Issue of unified travel documents for refugees. 
LASC res. 714, 27 January 1954: Issue of unified travel documents for Palestin-
ian refugees (for text, see section 2, below). 
LASC res. 715,27 January 1954: On exempting Palestinian refugees from paying 
fees for visas and renewal of their passports (sic!). 
LASC res. 914, 31 March 1955: On granting the nationality of some Arab states 
to Palestinian refugees. 
LASC res. 1705,7 September 1960: Unified travel documents for Palestinian ref-
ugees. 
LASC res. 1946, 31 March 1964: On calling for annual conferences of the Super-
visors of Palestinian Affairs in the Arab host states. 
LASC res. 2019, 30 September 1964: Treatment of Palestinians as Arab foreign-
ers concerning travel, movement and residency. 
1
 All materials in this annex appear in unofficial translation provided by the author, with as-
sistance from Andreas Bömer, after English translations of the original Arabic texts by Isa Qarra 
and Rolf van Uye. The Arabic materials have been made available by the Palestine Department of 
(he League's General Secretariat in Cairo. The author has greatly benefitted from the advice of Dr. 
Muhammad El Farra, former Assistant Secretary-General of the Arab League for Palestinian Af-
fairs, who participated in the drafting of many of the resolutions. 
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LASC res. 2455, 3 September 1968: On facilitating the travel of displaced stu-
dents and workers from the Gaza Strip by granting them Egyptian travel docu-
ments regardless of residence. 
LASC res. 2669, 15 September 1970: On encouraging bilateral contacts by the 
PLO concerning procedures of travel, residency and work. 
LASC res. 2717,24 March 1971: On reviewing and renewal of recommendations 
concerning procedures of travel, residence and work pertaining to Palestinians in 
the Arab states. 
LASC res. 2958, 1 September 1972: Affinnation of previous recommendations 
concerning procedures of travel, residence and work pertaining to Palestinians in 
the Arab states. 
LASC res. 3180,4 September 1974: Affirmation of recommendations for bilateral 
contacts with regard to procedures of travel, residence and work pertaining to Pal-
estinians in the Arab states. 
LASC res. 3625, 6 September 1977: On recommending bilateral efforts by the 
PLO to issue a Palestinian passport. 
LASC res. 3743, 13 September 1978: Recommendation to follow up on the im-
plementation of the Protocol on the Treatment of Palestinians in the Arab States. 
LASC res. 3807, 25 March 1979: Follow up on reports about bilateral contacts 
concerning procedures of travel, residence and work pertaining to Palestinians in 
the Arab states. 
LASC res. 3906,26 March 1980: Encouragement of bilateral contacts by the PLO 
concerning procedures of travel, residence and work pertaining to Palestinians in 
the Arab states. 
LASC res. 4243, 31 March 1983: Implementation of the Protocol on the Treat-
ment of Palestinians in the Arab States in states not party to it. 
LASC res. 4332, 31 March 1984: Implementation of the Protocol on the Treat-
ment of Palestinians in the Arab States in states not party to it. 
LASC res. 4426,28 March 1985: Follow up on resolution 4332. 
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LASC res. 4617,19 October 1986: On facilitating the mission of the Special Del-
egation. 
LASC res. 4644,6 April 1987: On postponing further deliberation until release of 
the Special Delegation report. 
LASC res. 4704, 22 September 1987: On expediting the work of the Special Del-
egation. 
LASC res. 4770, 2 April 1988: Follow up on implementation of Protocol on the 
Treatment of Palestinians in the Arab States. 
LASC res. 5093, 12 September 1991: Two reports of the Conference of the Su-
pervisors of Palestinian Affairs in the Arab host states (sessions 45 and 46). 
12 - Resolutions of the Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior (LASCAMI) 
LASCAMI res. 8, 15 December 1982: Special resolution on the treatment of Pal-
estinians in the Arab countries (for text, see section 3, below). 
LASCAMI res. 20,7 December 1983: On the implementation of special Council 
resolution nr. 8, on the treatment of Palestinians in the Arab countries. 
LASCAMI res. 33, 2 December 1984: On the implementation of the special 
Council resolution on the treatment of Palestinians. 
LASCAMI res. 51,5 February 1986: On the implementation of the resolutions of 
the Council, nr. 20 and nr. 33, on the treatment of Palestinians in the Arab coun-
tries. 
LASCAMI res. 111,2 December 1987: On the treatment of Palestinians in the 
Arab countries. 
LASCAMI res. 143, 3 December 1989: On the treatment of Palestinians in the 
Arab countries. 
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2. League Council Resolution 714,27 January 1954: 
Issue of Unified Travel Documents for Palestinian Refugees 
The Council decides to approve the following resolution of the Political 
Committee subject to amendment of article 6. 
The Committee has approved the resolutions and recommendations of the 
Permanent Committee on Palestine subject to amendment of articles 4 and 5, and 
paragraph 5 of article 8. Following is the text of these resolutions as approved by 
the Political Committee: 
The Permanent Committee on Palestine has studied the subject of unified 
travel documents for Palestinian refugees. After having taken note of the remarks 
by some Arab states concerning the specimen proposed by the Committee, the 
Committee has decided as follows: 
Article 1: The governments of the League of Arab States have agreed that each 
government should issue the Palestinian refugees residing in its territory, or fall-
ing under its care,2 temporary travel documents upon their request and in accord-
ance with the provisions of the following articles unless they have obtained citi-
zenship from one of the states. 
Article 2: This document nullifies any other documents which a refugee has and 
which are invalid for travel to all Arab and foreign countries. 
Article 3: Subject to the terms of article 6, this document does not obligate the 
states to which a refugee has travelled to allow him to reside in their territory, and 
it does not deprive him of the right to return to the states which have granted it. 
The bearer of this document is subject to the rules of the residency law in the 
country where he resides. 
Article 4: Each member state shall adopt instructions, in accordance with the 
provisions of these articles, concerning the procedures of applying for the docu-
ment, its validity, the formalities pertaining to its renewal and extension, the fees 
charged for this, and other procedural requirements. 
Article 5: This document is valid for five years and shall be extended annually. 
2
 As was the case prior to 1967 in respect of Egypt vis-à-vis the Palestinians of Gaza. 
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Article 6: The member states of the Arab League shall accord to the holders of 
these travel documents the same treatment with respect to visas and residence as 
is accorded to their nationals. The member states which have abolished visa re-
quirements shall accord the refugees the same treatment as the nationals of the 
member states of the League prior to the abolition of the visa requirements. 
Article 7: When this document expires outside the country in which it has been 
issued, it shall be renewed by the competent authorities of the state which issued 
it. 
Article 8: When issuing this unified document the following conditions are to be 
taken into consideration: 
1st: Every government provides the preamble it deems appropriate on the first 
inside page of the cover and states its standing regulations on the last page of the 
cover. 
2nd: The document consists of 36 pages including 4 pages for renewals. 
3rd: The cover is made of flexible plastic and its colour is dark blue. 
4th: The document is IS cm long and 10 cm wide. 
5th: Wavelike thin blue lines are printed on the document pages. 
6th: Every state uses the foreign language of its choice besides the Arabic lan-
guage. 
7th: The documents on which the issue of the travel document is based are 
mentioned on the remarks page. 
8th: Every government will charge fees for the document proportional to its cost 
Exemption is to be considered in cases of poverty and need. 
Additional recommendations: 
A. The phrases 'Place of issue, and date of issue' on page 1 of the specimen 
travel document for Palestinian refugees are to be omitted as they are included on 
page 4. 
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B. The General-Secretariat and the Arab states endeavour to obtain interna-
tional recognition for this document. 
3. Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior Resolution 8, 15 December 
1982: 
Special Resolution on the Treatment of Palestinians in the Arab Countries 
The Council of Arab Ministers of the Interior, 
With due regard to the special circumstances in which the struggling Palestinian 
people live, manifested by their expulsion from their homeland by the Zionist in-
vasion forces, 
And with due regard to the fierce social and economic tragedies this people are 
suffering as a result of being uprooted from their homeland and the then of their 
possessions and means of livelihood, 
And considering the duty of the Arab states to support the steadfastness of this 
people inside and outside the occupied territories and to enable it to continue its 
struggle under the leadership of the PLO until it liberates its country and an inde-
pendent Palestinian state has been established in its homeland, 
Decides: 
1. The Travel Document for Palestinian Refugees issued by any Arab country 
is to be accorded the same treatment as the passport of the citizens of that country. 
2. The bearer of a Travel Document for Palestine Refugees shall be accorded 
the same treatment as nationals of the state issuing this document, as regards free-
dom of residence, work and movement. 
3. Bilateral coordination with the PLO will take place to determine the special 
measures needed for the implementation of the preceding paragraphs. 
4. In the case of a Palestinian perpetrating a crime in any Arab country, the 
laws of the country of his residence will be applicable. 
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4. Protocol on the Treatment of Palestinians in the Arab States, 11 Sep-
tember 1965 
The Council of Foreign Ministers of the Members States, 
Recalling the Pact of the League of Arab States and its special Annex Regarding 
Palestine, the resolutions of the Council of the League of Arab States on the 
question of Palestine and in particular the resolution concerning the preservation 
of the Palestinian Entity, 
Meeting in Casablanca on 10 September 1965, 
Has agreed to the following provisions and has called upon the member states to 
take the necessary measures for their implementation: 
1. While keeping their Palestinian nationality, Palestinians presently residing 
in the territory of shall be accorded the same treatment as regards the right 
to do business (work) and to be employed as if they were nationals. 
2. When their interests so require, Palestinians presently residing in the territo-
ry of shall have the right to leave the territory of this state and return to it. 
3. Palestinians residing in the territory of other Arab states shall have the right 
to enter and leave the territory of when their interests so require. Unless 
otherwise agreed by the competent authorities, this right to enter does not lead to 
a right of residence, except for the period and purpose specified. 
4. Palestinians residing at present in the territory of , as well as those who 
previously resided there prior to having emigrated, shall, upon their request, be 
provided with valid travel documents. The competent authorities, wherever locat-
ed, shall issue or renew these documents without delay. 
5. The member states of the Arab League shall accord to the holders of these 
travel documents the same treatment with respect to visas and residence as is ac-
corded to nationals of Arab League states. 
Done at Casablanca, 11 September 1965 
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5. The Positions of Arab States on the Casablanca Protocol 
5.1 · Arab States which have ratified the Protocol without reservations 
- The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
- The People's Democratic Republic of Algeria 
- The Democratic Republic of Sudan 
- The Iraqi Republic 
- The Syrian Arab Republic 
- The United Arab Republic3 
- The Yemen Arab Republic4 
5.2 - Arab States which have ratified the Protocol with reservations 
-The State of Kuwait 
The State of Kuwait has ratified the Protocol subject to a reservation in respect 
of its article 1: 'national treatment' in respect of doing business (work) does not 
extend to self-employment which is subject to Kuwaiti law. 
- The Lebanese Republic 
The Lebanese Republic has ratified the Protocol subject to reservations in 
respect of its first three articles: 
Article 1: While keeping their Palestinian nationality and to the extent the 
social and economic conditions in the Lebanese Republic allow for this, 
Palestinians presently residing there are accorded the right to do business 
(work) and be employed as if they were nationals. 
Article 2: The following is to be added to this article: 'as if they were Leba-
nese nationals and in accordance with the applicable rules and regulations.' 
Article 3: The following sentence is to be added after the first sentence 
(ending with the words '... when their interests so require.'): The right to enter 
3 At the time of ratification comprised of Egypt only. 
4
 The former state of North Yemen. 
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Lebanese territory is conditional on having obtained an entry visa from the 
competent Lebanese authorities before.' 
- The Kingdom of Libya5 
The Kingdom of Libya has ratified the Protocol subject to a reservation in 
respect of article 1 : in respect of the right to do business (work) and to be 
employed Palestinians shall be accorded the same treatment as the other na-
tionals of Arab states. 
5 J - Arab States which have not yet ratified the Protocol 
- The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
- The Kingdom of Morocco 
5.4 - Arab States which joined the Arab League after the Protocol was signed 
- The People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (12 December 1967) 
- The State of Bahrain (11 September 1971) 
- The State of Qatar (11 September 1971) 
- Oman (29 September 1971) 
- The United Arab Emirates (6 December 1971) 
- The Islamic Republic of Mauritania (26 November 1973) 
- The Democratic Republic of Somalia (14 February 1974) 
- Palestine (9 September 1976) 
- The Republic of Djibouti (4 September 1977) 
- The Republic of Tunisia did not attend the Summit Conference during which 
the Casablanca Protocol was adopted and no information regarding its position 
on the Protocol is available. 
5
 Libya ratified the Protocol before the revolution of September 1969. 
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THESES 
1. Article 1D of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, article 1, paragraph 
2 (i) of the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, and paragraph 7 
(c) of the UNHCR Statute, although drafted in general terms, were incorporated into the 
text of these instruments specifically and exclusively with the Palestinian refugees in 
mind. 
2. The position of the text of article ID of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of 
Refugees, between the other so-called exclusion clauses, is unfortunate. It is illogical to 
conditionally include a whole category of refugees by way of an exception to an ex-
clusion clause. 
3. The section of the UNHCR Handbook dealing with Palestinian refugees (paras. 142-143) 
is ambiguous and in several respects even reflects an incorrect interpretation of article 
ID of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. Accordingly the organi-
zation has not always taken a consistent position in individual cases. In order to remedy 
this situation, UNHCR should amend the relevant section of the Handbook or otherwise 
clarify its position on the subject 
4. Although the entity "Palestine" could be considered a state in statu nascendi and al-
though the ongoing peace process might eventually culminate in the establishment of a 
Palestinian state, it is premature to conclude that statehood, as defined by international 
law, is at present firmly established. As there is no state, ipso facto Palestinian nation-
ality is non-existent either. Palestinians who have not acquired the nationality of a third 
state therefore continue to be stateless for the purpose of international law. Accordingly, 
such persons who find themselves in countries bound by the 1954 Convention relating to 
the Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Stateless-
ness should be able to benefit from these instruments. 
5. Discussions concerning a solution to the Palestinian refugee problem often focus on the 
implementation of the right of return. Nevertheless, it may be anticipated that the con-
cern of many refugees in the context of a political settlement will rather be whether they 
will have the option of continued residency in their countries of refuge. The refugees 
should therefore be provided with a choice: to return, or not to return. This will do 
justice to the exceptional situation of their prolonged exile and will thereby enhance the 
long-term success of a final peace settlement. 
6. The conflict over Palestine has all characteristics of a tragedy, a struggle of "right against 
right" Accordingly, the application of legal principles cannot in itself settle the under-
lying issues. Only a political solution imposing painful compromises on both sides will 
be able to create the conditions in which international law can be applied effectively. 
7. While traditional nomadic peoples have generally been forced to settle as a result of the 
emergence of nation states, the increasing globalization has resulted in an opposite trend, 
with an increasing number of officials of states, international organizations and multi-
national companies leading a peripatetic life. The ramifications of this phenomenon re-
quire the serious attention of social scientists. 
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